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PREFACE· 

One of the many absurdities transmitted to aspiring historians of reli
gions at the University of Chicago in the early 1970s, when 1 did my 
studies, was the understanding that religion and politics were quite sepa
rate domains that had little relevance for each other. Implicitly, and at 
times in more direct fashion, my teachers and fellow students construed 
the religious as a privileged space radically opposed to the worldliness 
of the political, i.e. a pure realm where squalid matter found no proper 
place. Scholars, like priests, monks, and the faithful at large sought 
peace, contentment, beauty, meaning, depth, authenticity, and solace in 
the realm of the sacred, even if it was a sacred they experienced only at 
second hand. Accordingly, it was part of their professional responsibility 
to guard the refuge against profanation. 

To this day, 1 am uncertain whether those who told- orthose who 
heard, absorbed, and then retold - this edifying story actually believed 
it, for this raises the broader, more intractable query: "What does it 
mean to believe?" Regarding the more narrow empirical question, 1 can 
only observe that we students - like those judged good students in all 
disciplines- surely understood it was easier to pass one's exams, enter 
the guild, find gainful employment, get grants and make friends if one 
reproduced conventional orthodoxy with a reasonable semblance of con
viction. At the very least, considerations of tact and prudence led us to 
render the question moot by leaving politics out of the discussion. 

During those same faraway years, 1 was being encouraged to study 
lndo-Iranian and Indo-European religions, which- like ali other reli
gions - were portrayed and perceived as apolitical entitites, to be stud
ied in apolitical fashion. That these had been known as "Aryan" reli
gions just a few decades before and had been treated in rather different 
fashion was for the most part ignored. And when, on rare occasion, this 
inconvenient fact was actually acknowledged, it was treated as a regret
table -'- but instructive - aberration that demonstrated the perils of 
mixing politics, religion, and the academie study of the latter. 

1 am ashamed to confess that like most others, 1 dutifully and uncriti
cally intemalized these attitudes, which illfected my studies in numerous 
ways. Among these was my approach to Iranian materials, which were 
becoming my chief area of interest. lnitially, 1 oriented toward Avestan 
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and then made room for Pahlavi, neither of which languages were taught 
at Chicago and for which I was lucky enough to get sorne assistance 
from Carsten Colpe, Eric Hamp, and William Malandra, to whom I 
remain deeply grateful. The logic of the choice seemed clear enough, for 
these were, after ali, the languages of the Zoroastrian scriptures, which 
perforee held prime interest for a student of religion. Old Persian, in 
contrast, was the language of the Achaemenian royal inscriptions, i.e. 
political texts, which thus were understood to fall outside our discipli
nary purview. As I recall, I gave the inscriptions a cursory read in Kent's 
translation and dismissed them as having a few points of interest, but for 
the most part being repetitive in diction, propagandistic in intent, super
ficial and perfunctory in their treatment of the gods. Conceivably, histo
rians might find something of interest there, but not historians of reli
gions (a distinction that carried the implicit concession that we were not 
really historians). 

To be sure, there were a few historians of religions who did, indeed 
work with the Old Persian texts, although they exercised less influence 
at Chicago than they rightly deserved (Geo Widengren, Jacques Duch
esne-Guillemin, and Ugo Bianchi, for example).1 And I knew that phi
lologists and Iranists proper had occasionally explored religious aspects 
of the Achaemenian world (Émile Benveniste and Gherardo Gnoli, 
above ali at that moment,2 for Clarisse Herrenschmidt's strikingly inno
vative articles3 and Mary Boyce's volume4 had then not yet appeared). 

1 E.g. Geo Widengren, "The Sacral Kingship of Iran," in La Regalità sacra. Con
tributi al tema dell' VIII Congresso lnternazionale di Storia delle Religioni (Leiden: E.J. 
Brill, 1959), pp. 242-57, idem, Der Feudalismus im alten Iran (Cologne: Westdeutscher 
Verlag, 1969); Jacques Duchesne-Guillemin, "Religion et politique, de Cyrus à Xerxès," 
Persica 3 (1967): 1-9, idem, "La religion des Achéménides," in Gerold Walser, ed., 
Beitriige zur Achiimenidengeschichte (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1972), pp. 59-82, 
idem, "Le dieu de Cyrus,"Acta lranica 3 (1974): 11-21; Ugo Bianchi, "L'Inscription 
'des daivas' et le zoroastrisme des Achéménides," Revue de l'histoire des religions 192 
(1977): 3-30. 

2 Most notably in Émile Benveniste, Le vocabulaire des institutions indo-européennes 
(Paris: Editions de Minuit, 1969), passim and Gherardo Gnoli, "Politique religieuse et 
conception de la royauté sous les Achémenides." in Commémoration Cyrus: Hommage 
Universel (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1974), pp. 117-90. 

3 Clarisse Herrenschmidt, "Désignation de l'empire et concepts politiques de Darius 
1er d'après ses inscriptions en vieux perse," Studia Iranica 5 (1976): 33-65, eadem, "Les 
créations d' Ahuramazda," Studia lranica 6 (1977): 17-58, eadem, "La religion des Aché
ménides: État de la question," Studia lranica 9 (1980): 325-39, eadem, "Manipulations 
religieuses de Darius 1"'" in Marie-Madeleine Macfoux, ed., Mélanges Pierre Lévèque 
(Paris:: Les Belles Lettres, 1987), pp. 195-207. 

4 Mary Boyce, History of Zoroastrianism, Vol. 2 Under the Achaemenids (Leiden: 
E.J. Brill, 1982). 
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But being young, naïve, and relatively unaware, 1 was content to follow 
the lead of my mentors. Politics stood apart from the study of religion. 
Consequent! y, Old Persian, the Achaemenians, and the royal inscriptions 
were very rouch off the table. 

By the end of the 1970s, Ayatollah Khomeini and the Iranian Revolu
tion bad prompted me to reconsider the relation of religion to politics 
and to reorganize my research agenda.5 Only in the 1990s, however, did 
1 begin to explore this vast theme in the Achaemenian context. My frrst 
tentative venture was a study of the phrase Darius used to legitimate his 
usurpatory ascent to the throne, which he incessantly described as hav
ing taken place "by the Wise Lord's will" (vasna Auramazdiiha). Close 
study of Old Persian lexemes and diction revealed unexpected nuances, 
and consideration of related A vestan texts proved revealing in multiple 
ways.6 Inter alia, they helped me recognize a) that the religious aspect of 
the Old Persian texts .was not a superficial and cynical overlay, but a 
foundational part of imperial ideology; b) that the Achaemenian texts 
were no less religious than the A vesta, although the styles - perhaps 
also the goals - of religion attested in the two corpora bad significant 
differences, as well as sorne deep continuities; c) it was thus extremely 
instructive to read the inscriptions along with related materials in 
A vestan, Greek, and even Pahlavi, provided one took account of both 
the subtlest differences and the strongest similarities. 

Further work on the topic followed, sorne of which was published in 
articles 7 and sorne in a short book intended for a non-specialist audience; 8 

most, however, took the form of lectures, symposium presentations, 

5 1 discussed this reorientation in my "Introduction," to Bruce Lincoln, ed., Religion, 
Rebellion, Revolution. An Interdisciplinary and Crosscultural Collection of Essays 
(London: Macmillan and New York: St. Martin's Press, 1985), pp. 3-11. 

6 Bruce Lincoln, "Old Persianfrasa and vasna: Two terms at the Intersection of Reli
gious and Imperial Discourse," lndogerrnanische Forschungen 101: 147-167. A revised 
version of this article appears as Chapter Twenty of this volume. 

7 Earlier publications that have not been incorporated in this volume include "The 
Center of the World and the Origins of Life," History of Religions 40 (2001): 3ll-
26,"The Cyrus Cylinder, the Book of Virtues, and the 'Liberation' of Iraq: On Political 
Theology and Messianic Pretentions," in Religionen in Konflikt: Vom Bürgerkrieg über 
Okogewalt bis zur Gewalterinnerung im Ritual, ed. Vasilios Makrides and Jorg Rüpke 
(Münster: Aschendorf, 2004), pp. 248-64, "From Artaxerxes to Abu Ghraib," in Tore 
Ahlbiick, ed., Exercising Power. The Rote of Religions in Concord and Conflict (Àbo, 
Finland: Donner Institute for Research in Religious and Cultural History, 2006), pp. 213-
241, and "An Ancient Case of Interrogation and Torture," Social Analysis 53 (2009): 
157-72. 

s Bruce Lincoln, Religion, Empire, and Torture. The Case of Achaemenian Persia 
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007). 
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seminars, and sheafs of notes that piled up in my study. Gradually, 1 
came to realize that the Achaemenian rulers theorized themselves as 
occupying the centerpoint of cosmic space and the midpoint of historie 
time, a situation that made them the most perfect, most moral of humans, 
but which also obliged them to wage the fiercest and most desperate of 
struggles, on which the fate of creation depends. This sensibility fmds its 
fullest and most explicit expression in the highly condensed, highly for
mulaic, and therefore highly allusive account of creation that is placed 
- where else?- at the very beginning of numerous Old Persian texts. 
Many chapters of this book explore the multiple entailments and impli
cations of this Achaemenian cosmogony, while others considera variety 
of data in which a related cosmological sensibility and sense of moral 
purpose can be recogruzed. Having started with a goal both more narrow 

_ and more amorphous, 1 have gradually come to focus on the way Achae
menian categories of time, space, quantity, matter, deity, person, and 
morality were constructed such that rulers and others came to understand 
the imperial processes of conquest, expansion, domination, and extrac
tion as nothing less than a divinely ordained mission of cosmic renewal 
and salvation. This volume is meant to make available the details of my 
analysis, while shedding light on a historically important and theoreti
cally instructive case where the spheres of "religion" and "politics" 
prove virtually indistinguishable. 

Seminars that 1 co-taught with Clarisse Herrenschmidt and Jean Kel
lens in 2002 and 2007, respectively, provided important stimulus to 
these researches and the help these distinguished colleagues offered was 
of inestimable value. Professor Kellens' invitation to deliver a series of 
lectures at the Collège de France in May 2003 was particularly precious, 
as it prompted me to study the Achaemenian institution of the paradise
garden and its previously unrecognized relation to creation mythology, 
the ideals of kingship, and the expansion of Persian imperial power. The 
lectures 1 gave on that occasion are here published together for the frrst 
time as Chapters One-Four.9 A subsequent invitation of Maurizio Bettini 
to hold a series of seminars on the theme "Alterity in the Ancient 
World" at his Center for the Anthropological Study of Antiquity in the 
Università degli Studi di Siena permitted me to explore the way Achae
menians theorized human unity and diversity, and the way this found 

9 
An earlier version of the frrst lecture was published as a free-standing article: "À la 

recherche du paradis perdu," History of Religions 43 (2003): 139-54. The others have not 
previously appeared. 
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expression in their iconography and tributary pratices, work that is here 
presented as Chapters Six-Eight. 

Other chapters have received hearings in various forums and ali ben
efitted from the comments and criticism of colieagues to whom 1 am 
grateful. Along these lines, 1 would thank Clifford Ando, Stefan Arvids
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THE POLIT! CS OF THE PERSIAN PARADISE 
(THE PARIS LECTURES)* 

• Chapters One-Four were originally presented in French at the Collège de France in 
May 2003, at the invitation of Jean Kellens. 



CHAPTER ÜNE 

À LA RECHERCHE DU PARADIS PERDU* 

1 

Since the moment in the late 1970s when Clarisse Herrenschmidt 
dedicated her frrst extraordinary article to the unexpected complexities 
she recognized in the formulaic language of the Old Persian inscriptions1 

and Margaret Cool Root offered her penetrating analysis of royal 
iconology,2 we have seen a quantum leap in our understanding of Achae
menian religion. Recently, progress has culminated in the magisterial 
synthesis of Pierre Briant, Histoire de l'empire perse de Cyrus à Alexan
dre (Paris and Leiden, 1996),3 behind which stand numerous important 
and original contributions by scholars including Gregor Ahn, Jack Mar
tin Balcer, Peter Calmeyer, M.A. Dandamaev, Jean Kellens, Heide
Marie Koch, Amélie Kuhrt, Pierre Lecoq, Heleen Sancisi-Waardenburg, 
Rüdiger Schmitt, David Stronach, Christopher Tuplin, Josef Wiesehofer, 
and others.4 · 

• An earliet version of this chapter was published in History of Religions 43 (2003): 
139-54. 

1 Clarisse Herrenschmidt, "Désignation de 1 'empire et concepts politiques de Darius 
1er d'après ses inscriptions en vieux perse," Studia Iranica 5 (1976): 33-65, "Les créa
tions d' Ahuramazda," Studia Iranica 6 (1977): 17-58, "La Perse, rien que la Perse: Essai 
sur la royauté d'Ariyaramnès et d'Arsamès," in Pad Nam i Yazdtin (Paris: Institut 
d'études iraniennes, 1979), pp. 5-21, and "La première royauté de Darius avant l'invention 
de la notion d'Empire," in idem, pp. 23-33. 

2 Margaret Cool Root, The King and Kingship in Achaemenid Art: Essays on the 
Creation of an lconography of Empire (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1979). 

3 Pierre Briant, Histoire de l'empire perse de Cyrus à Alexandre (Paris: Librairie 
Arthème Fayard, and Leiden: Nederlands Instituut voor het Nabije Oosten, 1996), Eng
lish translation by Peter T. Daniels, From Cyrus to Alexander. A History of the Persian 
Empire (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbrauns, 2002). 

4 Arnong a great many outstanding works, 1 would note Gregor Ahn, Religiose 
Herrscherlegitimation im Achaemenidischen Iran: Die Voraussetzungen und die Struktur 
ihrer Argumentation (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1992), Jack Martin Balcer, Herodotus and Bisi
tun: Problems in Ancient Persian Historiography (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner, 1987), 
M.A. Dandamaev, A Political History of The Achaemenid Empire, trans. W.J. Vogelsang 
(Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1989), Muhammad A. Dandamaev and Vladimir G. Lukonin, The 
Culture and Social Institutions of Ancient Iran, trans. Philip L. Kohl (Cambridge: Cam
bridge University Press, 1989), Peter Frei and Klaus Koch, Reichsidee und Reichsorgani
sation in Perserreich (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1984), Jean Kellens, "Trois 
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By now it is clear that the classic question- "Were the Achaemeni
ans Zoroastrians or not?" - can be resolved only by imposing defini
tions of the latter term that are unduly restrictive. Thus, for example, if 
it is legitimate to consider ali those who worship Ahura Mazdii ("the 
Wise Lord") as Zoroastrians, and not simply Mazdaeans (i.e. Mazdii
worshippers), we can include the Achaemenians without hesitation. If, 
however, we decide that one needs to invoke - or at least mention -
the name of Zarathustra, then Cyrus, Darius, and their heirs cannot be 
viewed as Zoroastrian, for the prophet (if such he was) is lacking in ali 
their texts. Given the fundamental ambiguity of these documents, the 
question can be debated forever, but never resolved. And generations of 
Iranists, historians, and historians of religions have happily succumbed 
to the temptation.5 

Gradually, however, the majority of experts have abandoned this ques
tion to consider one that is broader in scope, and also more productive. 
To wit: What role did religious beliefs (of whatever sort) play in the 
construction of the Achaemenian empire? Of particular interest in this 
context are 1) the understanding of Ahura Mazdii as a God and 
Creator who is marked by absolute benevolence, uncompromised by any 
hint of evil; 2) the opposition between Truth ([tii) and the Lie (draljga) 
as the foundation of an ethical dualism; and 3) the prominent position 
assigned to the king as God's chosen instrument. With this change in 
perspective, we pass from a sterile nominalism to research designed to 
explicate the strategies through which a great imperial power of antiquity 

réflections sur la religions des Achémenides," Studien zur lndologie und lranistik 2 
(1976): 113-32, idem, ed., La religion iranienne à l'époque achéménide (Gent: lranica 
Antiqua, 1991), Heide-Marie Koch, Die religiose Verhiiltnisse der Dareioszeit (Gottin
gen: Gottinger Orientforschungen, 1977), eadem, Achiimeniden-Studien (Wiesbaden: 
Otto Harrassowitz, 1993), Amélie Kuhrt and Heleen Sancisi-Waardènburg, eds., Ach
aemenid History (Leiden: Nederlands Instituut voor het Nabije Oosten, 1987- ), Pierre 
Lecoq, Les inscriptions de la perse achéménide (Paris: Gallimard, 1997), Heleen Sancisi
Waardenburg, Yaunii en Persai: Grieken en Perzen in een ander perspectief (Groningen: 
Dijkstra Niemeyer, 1980), David Stronach, Pasargadae. A Report on the Excavations 
Conducted by the British Institute of Persian Studies from 1961 to 1963 (Oxford: Claren
don Press, 1978), Josef Wiesehofer, Der Aufstand Gaumatas und die Anfiinge Dareios 1 
(Bonn: Habelt, 1978). 

5 For a summary of positions up to 1980, see Clarisse Herrenschmidt, "La religion des 
achéménides: État de la question," Studia Jranica 9 (1980): 325-39. Since that time 
many of the items in the previous note have appeared, along with Mary Boyce, History of 
Zoroastrianism. Vol. II: Under the Achaemenians (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1982), Martin 
Schwartz, "The Religion of Achaemenian Iran," in llya Gershevitch, ed., The Cambridge 
History of Iran. Vol. 2: The Median and Achaemenian Periods (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1985), pp. 664-97, and Edwin Yamauchi, Persia and the Bible (Grand 
Rapids, Ml: Baker Books, 1996). 
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imagined itself, motivated itself, and legitimated itself. Conceivably, this 
is also a research program that has certain contemporary resonance and 
interest, provided one does not exaggerate the parallels. 

II 

In the present chapter, 1 want to consider the nature and importance of 
the institution the Achaemenians called *pairi.daiza, the term from 
which we have received the word, but - according to general opinion 
- not the religious idea of "paradise." For reasons that will gradually 
become clear, however, 1 have begun to consider that opinion debatable. 

Technically, *pairi.daiza is a Median form adopted by the Achaeme
nians. Like related terms in other Iranian languages (A vestan pairi.daëza, 
Old Persian pairi.daida, New Persian piilëz, etc.), it designates an enclos
ing wall and the territory it encompasses, just like its Greek equivalent 
peri-teikhOs. The Achaemenians built such structures throughout their 
empire, consistently selecting the most pleasant locales for their place
ment. lnside these walls they used techniques of irrigation to create lush 
gardens, in which they planted an enormous variety of exotic plants. 
Sorne paradeisoi also contained animais for hunting, but in all cases the 
intent seems to have been to create an exquisite space, in which the king 
and nobility could disport themselves, rest, and enjoy exquisite pleasure.6 

Apparently the other peoples of the Ancient Near East considered the 
Achaemenian paradise as a strictly Persian entity, to describe which 
they had no adequate word in their own languages and for which they 
consistently adopted the Iranian term as a loanword: pardës in Hebrew, 
pardësu in Akkadian, partëz in Armenian, partëtas in Elamite, firdaus 
in Arabie, and paradeisos in Greek, a language in which very few Iranian 
loans are attested. 

In general, the Greek authors from whom we have our descriptions of 
the Persian paradeisoi emphasized the abundance of fish, birds, wild and 
domestic animais, trees and plants to be found, regularly specifying that 

6 The fullest studies to date of this institution are Wolfgang Fauth, "Der konigliche 
Giirtner und Jager im Paradeisos: Beobachtungen zur Rolle des Herrschers in der vordera
siatischen Hortikultur," Persica 8 (1979): 1-53, Christopher Tuplin, "The Parks and Gar
dens of the Achaemenid Empire," in Tuplin, Achaemenid Studies (Stuttgart: Franz 
Steiner, 1996), op cit., pp. 80-131, Anders Hultgârd, "Das Paradies: vom Park des 
Perserkônigs zum Ort der Seligen," in M. Hengel et al., eds., La cité de dieu= Die Stadt 
Gattes (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2000) 1-43, and Jan N. Bremmer, "The Birth of Para
dise," in Greek Religion and Culture, the Bible, and the Ancient Near East (Leiden: 
E.J. Brill, 2008), pp. 35-55. 
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Fig. 1.1 Plan of the royal garden at Pasargadae (after David Stronach). 

these were "of every species."7 They also regularly noted their ideal 
climate, sometimes contrasting this to the heat, cold, or desiccation of 
neighboring environs.8 Such perfection resulted from the technical 
enhancement of a terrain already favored by nature, whose temperature 
was regulated by shade and moisture by irrigation. 

Thanks to excavations led by David Stronach, we know rather weil the 
paradeisos that Cyrus built at Pasargadae (Figure 1.1), which included a 

7 Plants "of ali sorts" or "of every species" are mentioned by Xenophon, Anabasis 
1.4.10 and 2.4.14, idem, Œconomicus 4.13-14, Arrian, lndica 8.40.3-4, idem, Anabasis 
6.29.4, Diodorus Siculus 5.19.2 and 19.21.3, Longus 4.2; animais by Xenophon, Cyrope
dia 1.3.14, idem, Anabasis 1.2. 7, Arrian,lndica 8.40.3-4, Diodorus Siculus 19.21.3; birds 
by Xenophon, Hellenica 4.1.15-16, Arrian,lndica 8.40.3-4, Achilles Tatius 1.15; fish by 
Xenophon, Hellenica 4.1.15-16. Abundance of vegetation is signalled in more general 
terms by Xenophon, Hellenica 4.1.33, idem, Œconomicus 4.14, Diodorus Siculus 14.79.2, 
and Achilles Tatius 1.15; abundance of animais by Xenophon, He/lenica 4.1.33, idem, 
Anabasis 1.2.7, and Curtius Rufus, 8.1.11. 

8 The abundant waters of a paradeisos are mentioned by Xenophon, Anabasis 1.2.7, 
Plutarch, Alcibiades 24.5, Diodorus Siculus 5.19.2 and 19.21.3, Curtius Rufus 8.1.12, 
Septuagint Genesis 2.10-14, Ecc/esiastes 2.6, Song of Salomon 4.12-15. Irrigation is spe
cifically mentioned by Arrian, Anabasis 6.29.4 and Diodorus Siculus 5.19.2. Contrast to 
surrounding areas that are too hot and dry figures in Arrian, lndica 8.40.2-3, Diodorus 
Siculus 19.21.2-3, too cold in Arrian, lndica 8.40.3-4, Plutarch, Artaxerxes 25.1. 
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magnificent rectangular garden at the center of the palace, alongside a 
portico with colonnade. Inside the portico was a royal throne and a oum
ber of seats reserved for nobles, who were able to gaze out on the garden 
from this covered space or descend and stroll through the vegetation.9 

The walls that enclosed the garden bad two gates, which admitted visi
tors and water through two irrigation channels. lnside, the space was 
divided into four sectors, representing the four cardinal directions. Arrian 
bas left us a brief description: "The grave of Cyrus was in the royal 
preserve (basilik61) at Pasargadae, and around it there flourished a grove 
with every sort of tree. lt was irrigated with water and deep grass grew 
in the meadow. " 10 

In general, Greek authors treated paradeisos as a technical term, which 
indicated the Achaemenian institution and nothing other.11 Xenophon, 
for example, who ftrst introduced this word, stated quite specifically: 
"There are gardens, which are called paradeisoi, full of everything good 
and beautiful that the earth cares to grow, and in these [the Persian king] 
passes most of his time when the season does not prevent it."12 Hesy
chius, for his part, defmed paradeisos as "a well-watered place in which 

9 David Stronach, "The Royal Garden at Pasargadae: Evolution and Legacy," in L. de 
Meyer and E. Haerinck, eds., Archeologia lranica et Orientalis. Misce/lanea in honorem 
Louis van den Berg he (Ghent: Peeters, 1989), 1: 475-502, idem, "The Garden as a Polit
ical Statement: Sorne Case Studies from the Near East in the First Millennium B.C.," 
Bulletin of the Asia Institute 4 (1990): 171-80. 

10 Arrian, Anabasis 6.29.4: Eivat yàp lv llacrapyUôatç lv •ê!l 7tapaô&icrcp •ê!l 
~amÂ.ucêp Kupou lJC&ivou 'tU<j>OV, 1Cai 7t&pi aÔ'tOV aÂ.O"OÇ 7t&<j>U't&ücreat ÔÉVÔprov 7taV
'toirov, Kat i'Jôan &Ïvat lCa'tappU'tOV Kat 7tOaV ~a9&ÏaV 7t&<j>U1CÉVal lv 'têp Â.&lJ.lrovt. 

11 An important exception is the description of the paradeisoi that were a significant 
part of the splendid beauties and pleasures of Atlantis, as imagined by Diodorus Siculus 
5.19.2. More broadly, the entire discussion of 5.19.1-5 seems to mode! Atlantis on the 
paradeisos, including ·its fruitfulness and productivity (5.19.1, 2, 5), beauty (5.19.1), 
abundant sweet water (5.19.2, 3), varied species of vegetation (5.19.2, 3, 5), animais for 
hunting (5.19.4) and fish (5.19.4),luxury and pleasure (5.19.2), healthful climate (5.19.3, 5). 
Ali of this leads to the following conclusion. · 

On the who/e, the island has a c/imate so utter/y temperate that for the whole year it pro
duces abundant fruit from trees and of other seasonal kinds. Thus, it seems as if it were 
real/y the /ife-fi/led place (embiostërion) of sorne gods, not of humons, through the extremity 
of its happiness and good fortune (byperbolën tës eudaimonias ). 

JCa96Â.ou li' iJ vijcroç aihTJ tov m:ptK&lJ.l&vov àépa navt&Â.roç &î5Kpatov f:x,oiJO'a to 
nÂ.éov J.1Époç 'toù êvtau'toù q>Ép&t 7tÂ.ij9oç àKpolipurov Kai •rov ÜÂ.Â.rov 'trov cl>pairov, 
rocrt& lioJC&iv aùtl)v cl>cr&i 9&rov 'twrov, oùK àv9pclmrov imap:x,&w êJ.l~tro•iJptov lità tl)v 
Ôlt&p~oÂ.l)v •fiç &ùliatJ.loviaÇ. 
12 Xenophon, Œconomicus 4.13: o7tO>Ç Kij7toi 't& fcrovtat o\ 7tapaÔ&\O"O\ lCaÂ.oi>

J.l&VO\ 7tUV'tCOV JCaÂ.rov 't& 1Cdya9éi>v J.l&O"'toi, ocra iJ 'Yi\ q>U&\V 9ÉÂ.&l, JCai lv 'tOU'tO\Ç 
aÔ'tOÇ 'tà 7tÂ.&ÏO"'ta ôta'tpi~&t. 
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to stroll and for the relaxation of the king." 13 In a passage of the Sep
tuagint, however, the Alexandrian translators of the Bible used this word 
in a more pregnant sense to render gan, the Hebrew term for "garden." 

And the Lord God planted a paradeisos in Eden to the east, and he placed 
there the man whom he had created. And God caused to grow from the 
earth every tree that was beautiful to see and good to eat, and the tree of 
/ife in the middle of the paradeisos, and the tree of knowledge of good and 
evil. A river went forth from Eden to irrigate the paradeisos, and from 
there it separated into four sources. The name of the first is Phison (Heb. 
Pishon). This one encire/es ail the land of Havi/ah, where there is gold. 
The gold of this land is good, and there are rubies and emeralds there. The 
name of the second river is Phëon (Heb. Gihon). This one encire/es ali the 
land of Ethiopia. The third river is the Tigris, which passes opposite 
Assyria, and the fourth river is the Euphrates. And the Lord God took the 
man whom he had created, and he set him in the paradeisos to work and 
watch over it.I4 

Our sense of the term "paradise" as a place and state of primordial per
fection, tragically lost through the frrst manifestation of evil, but recu
perable individually at the end of life and collectively at the end of time 
is based on this passage of the Septuagint, from which the word enters 
virtually all European languages. Prior to the Septuagint, we have no 
attestation of this dense constellation of ideas and images in connection 
with this term. In fact, the term appears only once in the Achaemenian 
inscriptions, and that occurrence - Artaxerxes II's assertion that his 

13 Hesychius, gloss on paradeisos: il -r61toç d5uopoç, èv ~ m:pi1ta-rot. Kai fJ 
~a<nÂ.Éroç KU'taÂ.uo-tç. Diodorus Siculus 16.41.5 also characterizes the paradise as the 
place where "the Persian kings were accustomed to practice their relaxations (-rov jlÈV 
~amÂ.tKOV 1tapaO&tO"OV èv ~ 'tà.Ç KU'tUÂ.UO"&tÇ ol 'tOOV Il&po-rov ~UO"tÂ.&ÎÇ &lffi6&tO"UV 
1tot&lo-6at), adding - quite significantly - that this made it the frrst place attacked by 
rebels, who eut down the garden's trees. 

14 LXX Genesis 2.8-15: Kai è<p6-reuo-&v K6ptoç ô 6&oç 1tapao&to-ov èv ·Eo&jl Ka-rà. 
UVU'tOÂ.UÇ KUt f6&'t0 èKet 'tOV iiv6p001tOV ÔV f1tÂ.UO"&V. Kat èÇaVÉ't&tÂ.&V Ô 6&oÇ fn èK 
'tijÇ yijç 1taV Ç6Â.ov <hpaî:ov &lç opao-tv KUt KUÂ.OV &lç ~pOOO"tV Kat 'tO Ç6Â.OV 'tijÇ Çroijç 
èv j.!ÉO"(Jl 't<jl 1tUpaOetO"(Jl Kat 'tO Ç6Â.OV 'tOÙ &loévat YVOOO"'tOV KUÂ.OÙ Kai. 1tOVTJpOÙ. 
1to-rajloç oè h~top&6&-rat èÇ ·Eo&jl1to-riÇetv -rov 1tapao&to-ov· èK&i6&v d<popiÇ&-rat 
&lç 'tÉO"O"apaç apx.aç. OVOjlU -r<J> évl. <l>&to-ffiv· oô-roç ô K\lKÂ.OOV 1tQO"UV ÛJV yfiv &Ô&t
Âcl't, èK&l oô èo--rtv -ro x.puo-iov· -ro oè x.puo-iov -rijç yijç èK&iVTJÇ KaMv· Kai èK&l 
èO"'ttV ô iiv6paÇ Kai ô Ài6oç ô 1tpao-tvoç. Kai OVOjlU -r<J> 1tO'tUjl<jl 't<jl O&U'tÉpq> rTJOOV" 
oô-roç ô KUKÂ.rov 1tao-av 'tTJV yfiv Aleto1tiaç. Kai ô 1tO'tUjlOÇ ô -rpi'toç TiyptÇ" oô-roç ô 
7top&u6j.i&voç Ka-révavn 'Ao-O"Upirov. ô 01: 1to'tajloç ô -ré-rap-roç, Eô<ppa'tTJÇ. Kal. 
l:Â.a~&V KUptoç ô eeoç 'tOV iiv6pro1tOV, ÔV f1tÂ.UO"&V, Kat f6&'t0 UÔ'tOV èv -r<J> 1tUpUO&iO"q> 
èpyaÇ&0"6at aô-rov Kai <puÂ.ao-o-&tv. Elsewhere, the Septuagint uses the term paradeisos 
to denote gardens fllled with ali manner of exotic fruit trees (Ecclesiastes 2.5, Song of 
Songs 4.13), as weil as an Achaemenian royal garden (Neherniah 2.8). 
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palace at Susa was "a paradise"- is itself disputed}5 .Moreover, in none 
of the Greek descriptions, save perhaps Diodorus Siculus's imaginary 
account of the paradeisoi on Atlantis, do these gardens possess the }east 
religious significance.16 Even so, 1 am not inclined to believe that the 
scholars responsible for compilation of the Septuagint were ignorant, nor 
incompetent, nor unfaithful, nor even particularly original in their employ
ment of this term. 

In two extremely learned articles, Jan Bremmer bas tackled this prob
lem, arguing thal the paradeisos of the Septuagint derives from Hellen
istic, rather than Persian modelsY In support of this thesis, he offers a 
meticulously thorough reading of the Greek and Hebrew evidence, but 
overlooks certain Old Persian, A vestan, and Pahlavi materials that 
prompt a different conclusion. Making use of these, 1 would like to sug
gest that a set of themes similar to those in the passage from Genesis 
found expression in the Persian institution of the *pairi.daiza, themes 
thal include the original perfection of creation, the world's fall from that 
enchanted state, and the possibility of recovering thal Paradise LosL 
This last hope, 1 will argue, helped animate the expansionist politics of 
the Achaemenian empire, which acquired in this fashion a distinctly 
religious coloration. 

15 A2Sd §2: "Proclaims Artaxerxes the King: By the Wise Lord's will, while living 1 
made/built this palace that is a paradise." 9ati I$taxsaçli XS vaSnli AMhli imam hadis taya 
jivadi paradayadlim adam akunavam. Citations of the Achaemenian inscriptions follows 
the conventions established by Roland G. Kent, Old Persian: Grammar, Texts, Lexicon, 
2d ed. (New Haven: American Oriental Society, 1953). The frrst letter identifies the king, 
the second the place, and the third the number of the inscription. A2Sd thus represents the 
fourth inscription of Artaxerxes ll at Susa. lt should be noted, however, that this text is 
corrupt and Pierre Lecoq, "Paradis en vieux perse?," in François Vallat, ed., Contribu
tion à l'histoire de l'Iran: mélanges offerts à Jean Perrot (Paris: Recherches sur les 
civilisations, 1990), pp. 209-12 has argued for its emendation, suggesting +pariyadam 
(derived from the verb 2dd- plus the preverb pari-, with the sense "(which] 1 conse
crated") in place of paradayadam. More recently, Clarisse Herrenschmidt, "Le rire de 
Zarathustra l'iranien" in Marie-Laurence Desclos, ed., Le rire des Grecs: anthropologie 
du rire en Grèce ancienne (Grenoble: J. Millon, 2000), pp. 506-8 has defended the asso
ciation of this term with "paradise," as was common in the older literature and has 
resolved the two most serious linguistic problems, interpreting the form as paradaydam, 
with the prefix para- (as in Greek), rather than *pari-, and the diphthong as -ay-, rather 
than -aya- (cf. both Greek and Avestan). 

16 Diodorus Siculus 5.19.1-5. 
17 J.N. Bremmer, "Paradise: from Persia, via Greece, into the Septuagint," in Gerard 

P. Luttikhuizen, ed., Paradise /nterpreted: Representations of Biblical Paradise in Juda
ism and Christianity (Leiden: Brill, 1999), pp. 1-20 and "The Birth of Paradise," op cit. 
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III 

Twenty-three Achaemenian inscriptions begin with an account of the 
creation. Although sorne differences exist among these variants, they are 
not so great as to have deep significance for our inquiry and we can 
content ourselves with the text Darius the Great placed on his tomb at 
Naqs-ï Rustam, also at Susa, Suez, and Elvend. 

A great god is the Wise Lord, who created this earth, who created that 
sky, who created mankind, who created happiness for mankind, who made 
Darius king: one king over many, one commander over many.l8 

Obviously, the five entities mentioned in this brief cosmogony do not 
have the same ontological status, and they are not coeval. Thus, while 
the frrst four acts of creation took place at the dawn of time, the fifth 
- i.e. the installation of Darius as king - followed much later. This 
came in 522 B.C.E., sorne years before the composition of this inscrip
tion, for which Darius and his scribes were responsible. Inclusion of his 
accession in the cosmogonie account simultaneously suggests: 1) the 
continuity of divine creativity; 2) the capacity of the Wise Lord to inter
vene within human history; and 3) the extraordinary situation of 522, 
concerning which we will presently speak. 

With linguistic subtlety, the text places a caesura after its account of 
the frrst four creations through the vocabulary it uses. Thus, to say that 
the Wise Lord enthroned Darius as king, the text employs the term kar-, 
a fairly common and vague verb, whose semantics are more or less the 
equivalent of French faire ("to make, to do"), here employed with a 
double accusative: "He made Darius king"· (Diirayavaum xsliyaBiyam 
akuna11S). In contrast, for the frrst four creations, the text uses a much 
more specialized verb: 2dii-, which means "to put in place for the frrst 
time; establish; install."19 In Old Persian, this verb never has any other 

18 DNa § 1: baga vazrka Auramazda, haya imiim bümïm ada, haya avam asmii.nam 
ada, haya martiyam ada, haya §iyatim ada martiyahya, haya Diirayavaum x§aya9iyam 
ak:unal!§, aivam parünàm daya9iyam, aivam parüniim framatiiram. Cf. DSe §1, DSf §1, 
DSt §1, DZc §1, and DE §1. Significant variations occur at DSp §1, DSs §1, and DNb §1. 
For an exhaustive study of this and the variants produced by later Achaemenian mon
archs, see Herrenschmidt, "Les créations d' Ahuramazda," op cit. The importance of the 
creation myth in Achaemenian religious ideology was also recognized by Ugo Bianchi, 
"Dieu créateur et vision universaliste: Le cas de l'empire achéménide," in Philippe Gig
noux, ed., La commémoration. Colloque du centenaire de la section des sciences reli
gieuses de l'école pratique des hautes etudes (Louvain: Peeters, 1988), pp. 191-200. 

19 Regarding the semantic range of 2da- in Old Avestan, see Jean Kellens, "Ahura 
Mazda n'est pas un dieu créateur," in C.-H. de Fouchécour and Ph. Gignoux, Études 
irano-aryennes offertes à Gilbert Lazard (Paris: Association pour l'avancement des 
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subject than Ahura Mazda and it always describes primordial divine 
action, carrying the implication that the products of such action are 
themselves fully good, much like their Creator.20 

After the original creation in four parts, one can infer that there fol
lowed a period in which the Wise Lord ceased his creative action. Dur
ing this interval, however, problems arose, which forced the deity to 
abandon his otiosity and to make Darius king. 

IV 

We will retum to the problem of the temporal interval in the drama of 
creation that ended with Darius's accession, but frrst it is useful to con
sider the fourth of the Wise Lord's original creations, i.e. "happiness for 
mankind" (siyiiti . .. martiyahyii).21 This is the sole abstraction in the 
account and, in contrast to earth, sky, and mankind, it is rather rare for 
such an item to make an explicit appearance in the world's mythologies 
of creation. Accordingly, it poses a greater challenge for interpretation 
than do the other members of the set, as can be seen from Elamite ver
sions of the trilingual inscriptions, where the same term appears as a 
loanword (Elam. si-ia-ti-um be-ip-la-is-da "happiness for mankind"). In 
the Akkadian versions, however, one finds dum-qi a-na nise"'e1 from 
dum-qu, a substantive whose semantics include 1) good fortune; 2) divine 
favor; 3) well-being, prosperity; 4) beauty; and 5) treasure, favorite 
thing.22 Etymologically, one can establish a connection between siyiiti 

études iraniennes, 1989), pp. 217-28. The two Old Avestan passages where this verb 
denotes something like acts of creation by the Wise Lord (Y asna 37.1 and 44.3-5) Kellens 
interprets as acts of ordering and emplacement, "la mise à leut place respective des élé
ments constitutifs de l'univers et de la vie" (p. 227). On the relation of these texts, see 
further Jean Kellens, "Les cosmogonies iraniennes entre héritage et innovation, in Brigitte 
Huber, Marianne Volkart, and Paul Widmer, eds., Clwmolangma, Demawend und Kasbek. 
Festschrift für Roland Bielmeier (Halle: International Institute for Tibetan and Buddhist 
Studies, 2008), pp. 681-87. 

20 The seventy-three occurrences of 2dii- are listed in Kent, 0/d Persian, p. 188. lt does 
not appear in DB, but is frequent in Darius's later inscriptions and those of his successors, 
most often in connection with formulaic accounts of creation. Th us, OSe § 1, DSf § 1, DSt 
§1, DZc §1, DE §1, XPa §1, XPb §1, XPc §1, XPd §1, XPf §1, XPh §1, XE §1, XV §1, 
A1Pa §1, A2Hc §1, and A3Pa §1. 

21 The genitive case of martiyahyii poses an interesting problem. Given that the bases 
for happiness will be lost shortly after creation and regained only at history's end, it 
seems preferable to take this as an instance of the objective genitive ("happiness for 
mankind"), rather than a simple possessive ("happiness ofmankind"), stressing the Cre
ator's intentions, rather than the enduring nature of the state he created. 

22 Leo Oppenheim, et al., Assyrian Dictionary of the Orientallnstitute of the Univer
sity of Chicago, (Chicago: Oriental Institute, 1956-) 3: 180-83. 
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and Latin quiës ("peace, tranquillity") and quiësco ("1 rest"), also with 
Old Church Slavonie pokojl ("peace, calm"), Gothie hveila ("free 
time"), and Avestan siüïta, ali from the reconstructed Indo-European 

root *f!wyeH-, *ld10eiH-.23 

Two discussions have significantly enhanced our understanding of 
Old Persian siyiiti. One of these is Jean Kellens' article on "L'âme entre 
le cadavre et le paradis," which considered the semantics of related 
terms in A vestan and concluded that happiness of this sort involved 
three different aspects, ali of which were relevant for the Old Persian 
term: 1) la paix du sommeil; 2) le plaisir sexuel; and 3) la sérénité 
eschatologique.24 Second, in her article on "Vieux-perse siyiiti,"25 Clar
isse Herrenschmidt compared Darius's statement "If the Persian people/ 
army should be protected, happiness (siyiiti) will be undestroyed for the 
Iongest time ... "26 with an accompanying explanation of the dangers 
against which such protection was desired. 

May the Wise Lord protect this land/people from the enemy horde, from 
famine, from the Lie. Against this land/people, may the enemy horde not 
come, nor the bad year, nor the Lie.27 

Apparently, siyiiti signifies an ideal state of peace, tranquillity, ahun
dance, pleasure, and well-being that typifies the world as it was origi
nally created and as it will be at the end of time. One can defme this 
state in J?OSitive terms as the peace of sleep and the pleasures of sex, or 
in negative terms as the absence of three dangers, which entered the 
world at sorne time after the cosmogony, spoiling its original perfection. 
The most important of these dangers is the Lie (dral}ga; cf. Avestan 
drug, Sanskrit druf:z, German Trug, English be-tray), which other inscrip
tions depict as the necessary prerequisite for ali disorder and conflict. 
The second danger is the enemy horde (hajnii cf. A vestan haënii, San
skrit sénii, German Heer), and third is famine (dusiyiira, literally, "bad 
year"). These form a classically trifunctional set, as Emile Benveniste 
demonstrated, recognizing the Lie as the negation of proper sovereignty, 

23 Jean Kellens, Les noms-racines de l'Avesta (Wiesbaden: Ludwig Reichert, 1974), 
p. 238. See also Thomas V. Gamkrelidze and Vjaceslav V. Ivanov, Indo-European and 
the Indo-Europeans (Berlin: Mouton de Gruyter, 1995) 1: 205. 

24 Jean Kellens, "L'âme entre le cadavre et le paradis," Journal asiatique 283 (1995): 
19-56, esp. pp. 34-38. 

25 Clarisse Herrenschmidt, "Vieux-perse siyiiti," in Jean Kellens, ed., La religion ira
nienne à l'époque Achéménide (Ghent: lranica Antiqua, Supplement 5, 1991), pp. 13-21. 

26 DPe §3: yadi kara Parsa pata ahati, baya duvaJ.stam siyatis ax8atii. 
27 DPd §3: utii imam dahyal!m Auramazda patu haca hainayii, haca dusiyara, haca 

dral!ga; abi imam dahyal!m ma ajarniya ma haina, ma dusiyar7un, ma draJlga. 
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the enemy arrny as the negation of good martial force, and famine as the 
negation of the capacity for production and reproduction. 2s 

The entrance of the Lie - something emphatically not created by 
Ahura Mazda, nor part of his original good creation - produced a radi
cal disruption in world history when evil invaded existence and began to 
corrupt its primordial, pristine nature. One can also say that in this 
moment was compromised the happiness (siyiitl) that the Wise Lord cre
ated as the prerogative of mankind. The inscriptions do not specify when 
or how the Lie frrst appeared, but in § 10 of his great inscription at Bisi
tun, Darius supplies sorne relevant information. 

When Cambyses went to Egypt, then the people!army became vulnerable 
to deception and the Lie became great throughout the land/people - in 
Persia and Media and other landslpeoples.29 

This Cambyses was the son and heir of Cyrus the Great, who ruled over 
the empire from 530 to 522 B.C.E. and who invaded Egypt in 525. For 
three years thereafter, Cambyses was absent from the imperial center, 
during which tirne "the Lie became great" (drayga ... vasaj abava, a 
phrase whose grammatical peculiarities will receive attention in Chapter 
Twelve). Scholars continue to debate precisely what happened between 
March and September of 522, a period for which Darius, Herodotus, and 
others supply differing descriptions. 30 Their differences notwithstanding, 
all reflect propaganda circulated by Darius, the ultimate victor in a strug
gle as fierce as it was complex and confusing. At a minimum, we can 
say that in March someone who represented himself as Bardiya, full 
brother to the king, fomented a rebellion. In June, Cambyses died a death 
described as natural (thus DB §11) or accidentai (thus Herodotus 3.64), 
after which the rebel ascended to the throne. 31 

28 Emile Benveniste, "Traditions indo-iraniennes sur les classes sociales," Journal 
asiatique 38 (1938): 529-49. See further Antonoio Panaino, "hainii-, dusiyiira-, drayga-: 
un confronto antico-persiano avestico," Socalizio glottologico Milanese 21 (1986): 
95-102 and Chapter Twenty-four, below. 

29 DB §10: yaea Kambüjiya Mudrayam a8iyava, pasava kara arïka abava uta draj!ga 
dahyal!va vasai abava, uta Parsai uta Madai uta aniyauva dahyusuva. In Chapter Two 1 
will discuss translation of Old Persian arïka as "vulnerable to deception." 

30 A number of Babylonian documents help to date the period during which Bardiya 
exercised power, but contain no information conceming the way he gained and lost it 
These have been collected by Simonetta Graziani, Testi editi ed inediti datati al regno di 
Bardiya (522 a.C.) (Naples: lstituto Universitario Orientale, 1991). 

31 That the phrase ."Cambyses died his own-death" (Kambüjiya uvamrsiyu~ amari
yata) employed a formula marking the death as not the result of foui play has been argued 
convincingly by Wilhelm Schulze, "Der Tod des Kambyses," Sitzungsberichte der preus
sischen Akademie der Wissenschaft zu Berlin, hist.-phil. Klasse (1912), pp. 685-703, 
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At Bisitun, Darius described the king who displaced Cambyses as an 
impostor: a Magian priest named Gaumata, who exploited his knowl
edge of Cambyses's hidden crimes to usurp the latter's throne. Thus, 
before leaving Persia for Egypt, Cambyses is said to have secretly killed 
his brother Bardiya, of whom he was jealous. During the king's absence, 
the shrewd Gaumata then assumed the identity of the dead prince. 
"He lied to the people/army thus: '1 am Bardiya, the son of Cyrus, the 
brother of Cambyses.' Then the people/army all became rebellious from 
Cambyses. It went over to hlm - Persia and Media and the other lands/ 
peoples. "32 

In September, with a group of six conspirators, Darius killed his pre
decessor - were this Gaumata or Bardiya - and installed himself on 
the throne (DB §13). Initially, he attempted to restore peace and well
being to the empire (DB §14), but rebellion and disorder spread through
out the provinces. During his frrst year in power, the new king was 
obliged to suppress nine insurrections, each of which was prompted by 
someone who, in aU likelihood, was the legitimate native heir to the 
throne of Babylon, Elam, or sorne other previously independent prov
ince. These men sought to exploit a moment of confusion and Persian 
weakness to recover the independence of their people. When they failed 
in this attempt, the victor defmed them as frauds and troublemakers, 
inspired by - and agents of- the great principle of evil. 

Proclaims Darius the King: These are the nine kings whom 1 seized in 
these batt/es. These are the landslpeoples that became rebellious. The Lie 
made them rebellious because these men lied to the people/army. Then the 

. Wise Lord delivered them into my hand. As was my desire, so 1 did unto 
them. Y ou who may be king hereafter: Protect yourself boldly from the 
Lie/" 33 

H.H. Schaeder, "Des eigenen Todes sterben," Nachrichten der Akademie der Wissen
schaften, Gottingen, phil.-hist. Klasse (1946-47), pp. 24-36, Jes Asmussen, "Iranica, A: 
The Death of Cambyses," Acta Orientalia 31 (1968): 9-14, and Gottfried Herrmann, "Zu 
altpersisch uv'mrsiyus 'mriyt'," Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenliindischen Gesellschaft 
128 (1978): 98-99. lt is also confmned by Egyptian evidence, regarding which see Edda 
Bresciani, "La morte di Cambise ovvero dell' empietà punita: A proposito della 'Cronaca 
Demotica', Verso, col. C. 7-8," Egitto e Vicino Oriente 4 (1981): 217-22. 

32 DB § 11: hal.! karahya a vaSa adurujiya: adam Bfdiya ami, haya Kural.ls puça, Kam
büjiyahya bratii, pasava kara haruva hamiçiya abava haca Kambüjiyii, abi avam a8iyava, 
utii Parsa utii Mada utii aniya dahyava. 

33 DB §§53-55: 9ati Darayavaus xsaya9iya: ima.i nava xsaya9iya, taya.i adam 
agrbiiyam antar ima hamarana. 9ati Dlirayavau8 x8aya9iya: dahyava ima, taya hamiçiya 
abava dral.lgadis hamiçiya akunal./s. taya imai kliram adurujiya8a, pasavadis Auramazda 
mana dastaya akunal./8, ya9a miim kama, ava!ladis akunavam. 9ati Dlirayavaus xsaya9iya: 
tuvam ka, xsaya9iya haya aparam iihi, hacà dral.lgii drsam patipayauva. 
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The frrst four columns of the Bisitun text were inscribed shortly after the 
events of 522-21, with the intention of casting Darius's eminently ques
tionable seizure of royal power in the best light possible by treating it as 
a moral drama marked by the rise and fall of the Lie. In contrast, the 
inscriptions written in later years erase ali the dirty details, replacing the 
violent history with a mythic account of creation in two acts. In the frrst, 
the Wise Lord fashions the world and produces "happiness for man
kind"; in the second, he makes Darius king. One can chart the relation 
between these two discourses in schematic fashion, as in Table 1.1. 

~ DB DNa §1, et al. J 
Cosmogonie Time The Wise Lord 

creates earth, sky, 
mankind, and happiness 
for mankind. 
Original perfection. 

Historie Time Growth of the Lie when Unspecified interval. 
Cambyses is in Egypt Loss of perfection 
(525 B.C.E.) and happiness. 

Usurpation of Gaumata 
(March 522) 

l 
Death of Cambyses 
(June 522) 

Murder of Gaumata, 
Darius assumes power 
(September 522) 

Nine rebellions and 
nineteen battles 
(December 522-
December 521) 

Initial moment of Darius established as king, The Wise Lord makes 
esehatologieal time without rivais. Darius king. 

Triumph over the Lie, thanks Restoration of happiness 
to the Wise Lord's assistance. and perfection. 

Table 1.1 Periodization of events as falling in different eras, found in Darius's 
inscriptions at Bisitun and elsewhere. Bisitun organizes these events as 
a historie discourse, while the later inscriptions treat them as mythic. 

Darius represented - and probably believed - that his enthronement 
was the Wise Lord's response to the Lie's entrance into the world. As king, 
Darius became God' s chosen instrument to redress a crisis simultaneously 
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historical, cosmic, political, and moral; also, to rescue human happiness 
from the Lie and the rebels who are its agents. In his own propaganda, 
Darius does not appear as an ambitious and competent man in search of 
power, but as the world's savior, who will reestablish the original divine 
order. After Darius, ali the Achaemenian kings assumed this salvific 
role, for which the oldest Zoroastrian texts preserve an evocative title: 
ahüm.bis, literally, "healer of existence."34 

v 
The use of Zoroastrian evidence to interpret Achaemenian data can be 
dangerous and it is not my intention to repeat past errors. 1 would not 
argue that the Achaemenians were Zoroastrian in a strict sense and 1 
would insist on the importance of differences, including the most subtle, 
as weil as the similarities in the two textual corpora. For example, if it is 
useful to acknowledge sorne continuity between the status and project 
Darius claimed for himself and those attributed to the ahüm.bis in the 
A vestan hymns, it is equally important to note that the Zoroastrian 
"healer of existence" never assumed a royal aspect. 

My own preference is to recognize a relation between the Achaemenian 
and Zoroastrian texts, but to understand them as two variants within a broad 
Iranian and Mazdaean tradition. This is to say that both share common lin
guistic, cultural, and religious elements that each one developed - or 
manipulated - in its own fashion, for its own motives. From this perspec
tive, we can compare the cosmogony of the inscriptions with the one found 
in Zoroastrian sources, where six, rather than four, original creations nor
mally appear. The Bundahisn, for example, provides a classic example. 

Just so, he created six creations of the material world. First was sky, second 
water, third earth,fourth plants,fifth animais, sixth man ... 35 

34 Cf. XPa §1, XPb §1, XPc §1, XPd §1, XPf §1, XPh §1, XE §1, XV §1, Ai Pa §1, 
NHe §1, A3Pa §1. The term ahüm.bi! occurs three times in the Gathic Avesta: Yasna 
31.19, 44.2, and 44.16. Its importance as a title that implies the goal of restoring the 
world to its original perfection, as created by Ahura Mazda has been discussed by Mari
jan Molé, Mythe, culte, et cosmologie dans l'Iran ancien (Paris: Presses universitaires de 
France, 1963), pp. 242-43 and 396-97. 

35 Greater Bundahisn 3.7 (TD2 MS. p. 33, !ines 2-5). Although this text specifies that 
there were six original creations, a statement echoed throughout the Bundahisn and else
where, it goes on to describe a seventh item: fire, which is associated with the highest 
heavens and Ahura Mazdâ himself. Like DNa § 1 and related passages, it thus presents 
creation as a set of X + 1 separate items, the last of which stands apart from the others. 
The full text reads as follows. 
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Placing thls set parallel to that of the inscriptions (Table 1.2), we fmd that 
the two have three elements in common: Sky, earth, and mankind, albeit 
with sorne variation in their order of presentation. The alternation sky-earth 
and earth-sky is probably not of great importance, however, since one fmds 
the standard Zoroastrian order (i.e. sky before earth) attested in two atypi
cal Achaemenian inscriptions (DZc §1, DSab Bab. §1). One can also 
explain the insertion of water between sky and earth as following from the 
organizational logic of the Zoroastrian set, which reflects the nutritional 
chain. Thus, beginning in the Sky (Creation #1), Water (#2), in the form of 
rain, falls to the Barth (#3)- one can also say the water is eaten or con
sumed by the earth- thereby causing the growth of plants (#4), which are 
themselves eaters of water and earth. Animais, then (#5) eat the plants and 
ali the other elements are eaten by humans (#6). 

l . Achaemenian Zoroastrian 1 ' DNa §1 et al. GBd 3.7 et al. i 

1. Earth 1. Sky 

2. Water 

2.Sky 3. Earth 

4. Plants 

5. Animais 

3. Mankind 6. Mankind 

4. Happiness for Mankind 

Table 1.2 The order of creation as narrated in Achaemenian and 
Zoroastrian sources. 

The idea of the food chain suggests a possible connection between those 
items that are non-identical in the two sets: "Happiness for mankind" in 
the inscriptions, as compared to water, plants, and animais in the Zoro
astrian texts. In the latter, {Water +Plants+ Animais} defmes the set of 

Just so, he created six creations of the material world. First was sky, second water, third 
earth, fourth plants, fifth animais, sixth man, and seventh [ire, which is brilliance from the 
realm of endless light, where the Wise Lord has his throne. 

owon-iz dam ï gëtïg 6 brëhënïd nazdist asmiin dudïgar ab sidïgar zarnïg cahiirom urwar 
panjom gospand sa8om mardo~ ud haptom iitad kë brah az asar rosn gah [ï] Ohrmazd. 

Similar lists of the original creation can be found in Avestan texts, although the way 
they are coded there occasionally presents certain difficulties. Clearest are Y a8t 13.86 and 
Yasna 19.8; among Old Avestan texts, see Yasna 44.3-6 and 51.7. 
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substances that humans eat and with which their bodies are nourished. 
Beyond biological sustenance, these substances created by God also pro
vide intense sensory pleasures and joy in the continuation of life that 
their consumption secures. In short, "happiness for mankind." 

VI 

The hypothesis that "happiness for mankind" (siyiitim ... martiyahyii) 
can be understood in concrete terms as involving the presence of water, 
plants, and animais is meant as a positive complement to Herren
schmidt' s attempt to defme such happiness as the absence of the Lie, the 
enemy horde, and famine. Here, the third term is particularly relevant, 
because the absence of famine means the presence of food. A Œithic 
verse points in the same direction, as Jean Kellens recognized, for here 
the components of bodily well-being and pleasure - youth, strength, 
health, and immortality- are traced to water, plants, and animais: "les 
richesses qui nous nourissent," ali created by the Wise Lord. 36 

Y ou who shaped the cow, waters and plants, give me 

lmmortality and health, 0 Wise (Lord), by virtue of 
your most Benevolent Spirit, 

(Give me) strength and youth through the proclamation of 
your Good Mind.31 

vn 
After this long excursus, let us return to the question of the Achaemenian 
paradeisos. For we can now understand that it was not simply a vacation 
spot, a national park, zoological garden, dream palace, or diversion for 

36 Kellens, "Ahura Mazda n'est pas un dieu créateur," op cit., p. 228. Note that the 
verb used for the act of creation in this verse is tas- and not 2dii-

37 Yasna 51.7: diiidï moi ya gl\ffi taso apasca uruuarâsca 
am:Jr:Jtiitii hauruuata spanista mainiiü mazda 
t:Juuffi utaiiüitï manal)ha vohü sal)hë 
cf. Yasna 37.1: "We sacrifice to the Wise Lord, who established the cow and Truth, 

who established waters and good plants, who established (heavenly) lights and earth and 
ali good things." i9a lit yazamaidë ahur:Jm mazdllffi ya 8llffiCa as:Jmca dat apasca diit 
uruuarâsca Val)uhis raocâsca dat bümïmca vispaca vohü. Here as elsewhere, the "cow" 
serves as representative of ali the species beneficiai to man. Note that the cow- and she 
alone -;- is modified ~y the adjective rtiniio.sk<Jratim "happiness-producing," which 
occurs rn the cosmogoruc account of Yasna 44.3-6 (specifically at 44.6), also at 47.3 and 
50.2. Yasna 48.5-6 is also relevant. 

\ 
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royal collectors: stillless, the Disneyworld of antiquity. Rather, if 1 am 
not mistaken, it was a space of re-creation in the most precise and most 
profound sense. The surviving descriptions of paradeisoi consistently 
emphasize their exquisite beauty, their abundance of water, and the pro
fusion of plants and/or animais with which they were filled: that is, the 
elements that constitute the sustenance - and, more importantly - the 
happiness of mankind. 

The Persian paradise was a complex image: simultaneously a memory 
(better, a re-collection) of the world as originally intended by the Creator 
and a promise that its perfection would be restored. The labor of restora
tion is being accomplished - so the argument implicitly follows - by 
a line of kings whose founder was chosen by the Wise Lord to complete 
this undertaking by suppressing ali rebels, aU lies, and ali corrupting 
forces. Within this ideological program, the construction of a paradise 
appears as the prefiguration of the world's ultimate salvation. Those 
who built such gardens did not intend the paradeisoi to remain privi
leged islands, eut off from surrounding territory. Rather, the Achaemeni
ans identified their imperial conquests as the expansion of peace, truth, 
and well-being. In its most audacious ambitions and its most pretentions 
propaganda (also, perhaps, its most efficacious), Persian imperialism 
represented - and understood - itself as nothing less than a soterio
logical project, whose goal was to restore "happiness for mankind," a 
happiness lost at the beginning of history and recuperable at its end. On 
the day in which ali the earth would become part of the empire, the 
empire would become paradise. Here, one should add that the ward the 
Achaemenians decided to use as a designation for their expanding 
empire, as Clarisse Herrenschmidt demonstrated, was the same term that 
appears at the beginning of their cosmogonie myth: Old Persian bümi.38 

Thus, one can translate the phrase "A great gad is the Wise Lord, who 
created this earth " (imiim bümïm) with equal justice as "A great gad is 
the Wise Lord, who created this empire, " 39 representing the conquest of 
a world empire and the foundation of an enduring Pax Persiana as the 
realization of the Creator' s original intent: the end of his tory, the perfec
tion of the world, and the defmitive appearance of paradise. 

38 Herrenschmidt, "Désignation de l'empire et concepts politiques de Darius Jer," op cit 
39 DNa §1 and the other variants listed at n. 16: baga vazrka Auramazdii, haya imam 

bümïm ada. 



CHAPTER Two 

THE KING'S TRUTH 

1 

In Chapter One, we made our point of departure the cosmogonie account 
found in severa! of the Achaemenian inscriptions, then touched on DB 
§ 10, the passage that best addresses the question of how paradise was 
lost through the entry of the Lie (dral}ga). Thereafter, we proceeded to 
examine how the desire to recover primordial perfection - to restore 
the world as the Wise Lord intended it to be - helped motivate and 
legitimate the Persian imperial project. 

The present chapter traces a similar trajectory through the Persian 
imaginary, taking DB §10 once again as a point of departure. Most con
cretely, 1 will consider the semantics of Old Persian arïka, the contradic
tory implications of DB §§63 and 57, and the way the verbs Oanh-, 
duruj-, and vratiya- interact in DB §§52, 57, and 60-61. More broadly, 1 
hope these data will provide a useful perspective on the etemal question 
of how 'truth' (or what is constituted as such) relates to power (material 
and discursive), particularly in the context of imperial turmoil. 

Before moving to the Achaemenian materials, however, let me briefly 
recall another creation myth of sorts: the one with which Herodotus 
(1.96-101) described the origins ofkingship among the Medes, who later 
transmitted that institution to their cousins, the Persians.1 His narrative 
begins with the Medes in a situation of "much anomie" (anomiës 
pollës),2 which persisted until the time of one Deiokes, "a wise man ... 
[who] lusted after absolute power and worked to create it. "3 Toward this 
end, Deiokes began to practice a new and more active form of justice 

1 On this narrative, see Natalia Palomar, "El À.6yoç de Deyoces Her6doto 1.95-102," 
ltaca 3 (1987): 23-25, Antonio Panaino, "Herodotus 1.96-101: Deioces' conquest of 
power and the foundation of sacred royalty," in Giovanni Lanfranchi, et al., eds., Conti
nuity of Empire (? ): Assyria, Media, Persia (Padua: Sargon Editrice, 2003), pp. 327-38, 
and Mischa Meier, et al., Deiokes, Konig der Meder. Eine Herodot-Episode in ihren Kon
texten (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner, 2004). 

2 Herodotus 1.96: Kal. taùta J.lÉVtOt êouo-11ç à.voJ.llTIÇ 1tOÀ.À.ÏÏç à.và m'io-av ti}v 
MTIOtKi}v ê1toiee. 

3 Ibid.: àviJp êv tOtO"l Mftootcn êyéveto O"Oq>ÔÇ t{il o<>voJ.la ~v Âllt6KTIÇ. 1taic; o' 
~v <I>pa6pteco. oÔtoç ô Âllt6KTIÇ êpa<rllel.ç tupavviOoç ê1toiee totaoe. 
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than previously existed, making it his business to give straight judgments 
in accordance with the truth.4 As word spread, people came from far and 
near to have hlm settle their disputes, and ultimately the Medes became 
dependent on Deiokes, at which point he ceased giving judgments, 
claiming that he now needed to tend to his own affairs. Crisis quickly 
followed and lawlessness arose even worse than before. ln response, the 
Medes met in council, where - so Herodotus surmises - Deiokes 's 
friends urged that a kingship be created.5 

This being done, Deiokes was promptly selected as the Medes' frrst 
king, whereupon, as Pierre Briant put it, "par une série de mesures aussi 
brutales que efficaces, [il] transforma une société tribale en un État 
unifié, dominé par un roi tout-puissant. "6 Greek readers were surely 
meant to recognize that state as despotic and to recoil from it as such. 
Thus, among the frrst acts Herodotus reports of Deiokes as king is his 
demand for bodyguards, using the same term the historian earlier applied 
to the infamous troops on which Peisistratos based his tyranny.7 There
after, Deiokes is said to have built a magnificent palace and a capital 
with massive defenses, after which he withdrew from public contact, 
introduced a courtly etiquette of deference, exalted himself above his 
countrymen, and created a network of spies and informers. 8 Herodotus 
credits Deiokes with having united the Medes,9 but voices clear qualms 
about how he did so: "Once he bad strengthened himself with autocratie 
power (tëi tyrannidl), he was a harsh guardian of justice."10 

4 Herodotus 1.96-97: JCa'tOUCllllÉVrov 'tOOV M {Jorov JCa'tà JCcOI.laç, êv 'tÜ êrou'toÜ êci>v 
JCai 7tpo't&pov OO!Ctl.lOÇ 1Cai l.liiÀÀ.OV 'tt !Cal. 7tpo9UI.lO't&pov OtlCatocrUVTIV ê7tt9ÉI.l&VOÇ 
fJtJIC&& .... ofa llVcOI.l&Voç àpx.flv, teUç 't& JCai oiJCatoç ~v ... ~lltOlCTIÇ &\11 àviJp 11oüvoç 
JCa'tà 'tO ôpeov OtlCuÇrov ... 1tÀ&ÜVOÇ of: al&i. ytVOilÉVOIJ 'tOÜ ê1tt<pOt'tÉOV'tOÇ, ota 1tiJV-
9aV01.1ÉVCOV 'tàç oiJCaç Ù7to~aiv&tv JCa'tà 'to Mv. 

5 Herodotus 1.97: êoucr11ç c1v âp1tayijç JCai àvo1.1illç l!n 7toÀÀé!> l.liiÀÀov àvà 'tàç 
JCcOI.laç il 7tp6't&pov ~v. (JI)V&ÀéX.ellcrav o\ Mijoot êç 'td>u'to JCai. êoiOocrav cr<picrt 
Myov, ÀÉ'YOV't&Ç 1t&pi. 'tOOV lCa'tlllCOV'tCOV. cl>ç o' êyci> OOICÉCO, l.lUÀtcr'ta l!À&yov o\ 'tOÜ 
~lltOlC&CO <piÀot "Oô yàp oiJ 'tp01tql 'té!> 7tap&OV'tt X,p&cOI.l&VOt 0\JVa'toi. &ll.lÈV ollCé&tV 
'tiJV X.c0PTIV, <pÉp& tJ't{Jcrrol.l&V f\l.lÉCOV aÔ'tOOV ~crtÀéa· JCai oi)'tro ft 't& X.cOPTI &ÔVOI.l{J<r&
'tat." 

6 Briant, Histoire de l'empire perse, op cit., p. 36. 
7 Herodotus 1.98: ô o' êJCÉÀ&IJ& aÔ'tOÙÇ olJCia 't& êrou'té!> lil;ta 'tijÇ ~crtÀlllllÇ 

ollCOOOI.lficrat JCai 1Cpa'tÜVat aÔ'tÔV oopu<p6potcrt. Cf. 1.59 on Peisistratos's troop of 
doryphoroi. 

8 Herodotus 1.98-100. 
9 Herodotus 1.101: ~lltOlCTIÇ llÉV vuv 'tÔ M11ot1CÔV !:9voç (JI)VÉmp&\jf& l.lOÜvov JCai 

'tOU'tOIJ ~pÇ&. 
10 Herodotus 1.100: 'E7t&h& Of: 'taÜ'ta ot&JC6tJI.llltJ& JCai êJCpu'tUV& êrou9'toV 'tÜ 

'tUpavviOt, ~v 'tO oiJCatov <pUÀUcrcrrov x.aÀ&7t6ç. 
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Most contemporary scholars have come to be skeptical about the 
existence of Deiokes. 11 Although a man of that name does appear in 
Assyrian records, he is neither a Mede nor the founder of any king
dom.t2 Whatever tradition it is that Herodotus records, he adapted to his 
pUiposes, so that it occupies a crucial place in the architecture of his 
argument conceming why Greek freedom triumphed over Asian autoc
racy in the Persian Wars. Accordingly, he suggests that although the 
Medes and Persians may have understood their royal institution to have 
been founded on justice, integrity, and true speech, in this they were 
sadly mistaken. Rather, it originated in Deiokes's simulation (or mime
sis) of justice, which masked - and helped fulfill- his ambition. Will 
to power, not truth, was the basis of imperial rule. Even so, nowhere is 
it suggested that Deiokes actively spoke untruth; only that his motives 
were impure and his actions disquieting. 

Ultimately, the Herodotean narrative can be read as a meditation on 
the competing demands of royal office: power and tru th; calculation and 
justice; selflessness, self-defense, and self-promotion. None of these can 
be ignored, any more than the tensions among them can be reconciled. 
Rather, they force any king, any aspirant to kingship, and any empire 
into self-contradiction, i.e. misrepresentation and misperception of its 
own motives, actions, and raison d'être. 

n 
With this as prologue, let us consider DB § 10, where Darius moves from 
his preliminary remarks (DB §§1-9) and begins his historie account, 
which falls in two portions: the story ofhow he became king (§§10-14) 

11 Inter alia, see Peyton R. Helm, "Herodotus' Mëdikos Logos and Median History," 
Iran 19 (1983): 85-90, Stuart Brown, "The Mëdikos logos of Herodotus and the Evolu
tion of the Median State," Achaemenid History 3 (1988): 71-86, Heleen Sancisi
W eerdenburg, "W as There Ever a Median Empire?," Achaemenid History 3 ( 1988): 197-
212, eadem, "The Orality ofHerodotus' Mëdikos Logos or: the Median Empire Revisited," 
Achaemenid History 8 (1993): 39-55, Briant, Histoire de l'empire perse, pp. 36-37. Some
what less critical is J.A. Scurlock, "Herodotos' Median Chronology Again?!," lranica 
Antiqua 25 (1990): 149-65, esp. pp. 160-61. 

12 George Smith, "Assyrian History. Additions to the History of Tiglath-Pileser II," 
Zeitschriftfür Assyriologische Studien 7 (1869): 98 firSt identified Herodotus's Deioces 
with one "Daiukku, govemor of Mannea" (Da-a-uk-ki LU sakin KUR Manndja), who 
appears in the Annals for 715 B.C.E. compiled under Sargon II of Assyria. The name, 
which is also attested in Elamite sources, is of Iranian origin and reflects an underlying 
*dahyu-ka, bui!t on dahyu "land/people," as Rüdiger Schmitt bas shown, "Deiokes," 
Anzeiger der Osterreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften, Philosophisch-historische 
Klasse 110 (1973): 137-47. 
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and that of events during his frrst regnai year, 522-521 B. C.E.(§§ 15-51). 
The narrative begins as follows. 

One named Cambyse s. the son of Cyrus, of our lineage- he former/y was 
king here. The brother of that Cambyses was named Bardiya. He had the 
same mother and the same father as Cambyses. Afterwards, Cambyses slew 
that Bardiya. When Cambyses slew Bardiya, it did not become known by 
the people!army that Bardiya was slain. Then Cambyses went off to Egypt. 
When Cambyses went to Egypt, then the people!army became arïka and the 
Lie became great throughout the land/people- in Persia and Media and 
other landslpeoples.i3 

Although there is much one can say about this passage, 1 will limit 
myself to three points, holding others for a fuller discussion in Chapter 
Twelve. First is the nature of the original sin from which ali the other 
turbulent events described in DB ultimately follow. In this report of 
Bardiya's death, two different aspects must be recognized. On the one 
band, the text describes an act of homicide (indeed, fratricide), which 
might be judged in different ways depending on the circumstances: a 
murder, an execution, an act of self-defense, a deranged error, or even an 
unfortunate accident. No details are given that clarify the deed or permit 
moral judgment. 14 lt is the second aspect, then, that leads one to regard 
the homicide as guilty, for we are told that the killing was compounded 
by an act of deception, as Cambyses concealed his crime from the people. 
This is the frrst hint the text gives that "the Lie" bad entered the world, 
manifesting itself in the king. From his failure to speak the truth follow 
ali the subsequent evils and falsehoods that are detailed in columns 1-IV 
of the Bisitun inscription: those of "Gaumata the Magus," who posed as 
Bardiya, rebelled against Cambyses and usurped the empire (DB §§11-
14), and the eight subsequent rebellions Darius bad to quell after he 
overthrew Gaumata and took the throne for himself (DB §§15-51). 

My second point bas to do with the sequence of events narrated in DB 
§ 10, which follows a temporal and a social order, as evil spreads outward 

13 DB §10: Kambüjiya niima, KuraJ!S puça, amiixam laJ!miiyii, hal! paruvam ida 
x8aya9iya iiha, avahyii Kambüjiyahya briitii Brdiyam niima iiha, hamiitii hamapitii Kam
büjiyahyii, pasava Kambüjiya avam Brdiyam avaja, ya9ii Kambüjiya Brdiyam avaja, 
kiirahyii naj azdii abava, taya Bfdiya avajata, pasiiva Kambüjiya Mudriiyam a§iyava, ya9ii 
Kambüjiya Mudriiyam a§iyava, pasiiva kara arïka abava utii dra!fga dahyaJ!Vâ vasaj abava, 
utii Parsa! utii Mâdaj utii aniyauvii dahyusuvâ. 

14 The Greek sources are rouch clearer on this point and portray Cambyses as jealous 
and suspicious of his brother. Cf. Herodotus (where the Bardiya-figure is called 
"Smerdis") 3.30 and 3.64-65, Ctesias, Persika, as summarized in Photius §10 (where he 
bears the name "Tanyoxarkës). 
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in expanding circles: 1) At court, Cambyses kills Bardiya and keeps the 
deed secret, then leaves Persia to invade Egypt; 2) In Persia, the people/ 
army15 become arilca, whatever that means; 3) Throughout the lands/ 
peoples of the empire, the Lie becomes ever greater. The second of these 
phases, the emergent state of arïka thus occupies a mediating position, 
being botha consequence of the king's secret crime and a precondition 
for diffusion and growth of the Lie. 

This brings us to the third point. The definitions conventionally 
offered for arïka are not satisfactory: not so much wrong as inadequate 
and insufftciently nuanced. These include Bartholomae's translation of 
the term as "feindlich, gesinnt, feindselig; " 16 Meillet and Benveniste's 
as "ennemi; " 17 Herzfeld's as "ahrimanisch; " 18 Kent's as "evil, faithless; " 19 

Asmussen's as "troljljs; "20 Brandenstein and Mayrhofer's as "abtrünnig, 
treulos, schlecht; " 21 Schmitt's as "disloyal; " 22 Lecoq's as "félon" (with 
the added glass: "doit désigner celui qui trahit un engagement").23 As 
always, interpretation rests on three bases: etymology; the way the term 
is rendered in the Babylonian and Elamite versions of the trilingual 
inscription; and the way it functions in the full range of its occurrences. 

Regarding etymology, no consensus has been reached. Sorne, particu
larly those who most wish to see the Achaemenians as Zoroastrian, sug
gest comparison to Avestan a1Jra, "evil," the adjective used for the arch
demon of Zoroastrian theology (At]ra Mainiiu, "the Evil Spirit," Pahlavi 
Ahreman).24 Others favor connection to Sanskrit ari "enemy, foreigner; " 25 

15 Like Greek laos, Old Persian kiira denotes a group of people who assume a differ
ent character under changing circumstances, specifically the free adult males who consti
tute civil society in times of peace and the army in times of war. One might also translate 
the term "nation-in-arms." 

16 Christian Bartholomae, Altiranisches Worterbuch (Berlin: Walter de Gruyter, 1904 
[reprint ed., 1961]), col. 189. 

17 A. Meillet andE. Benveniste, Grammaire de vieux-perse (Paris: Honoré Cham-
pion, 1931}, p. 159. 

18 Ernst Herzfeld, Altpersische /nschriften (Berlin: Dietrich Reimer, 1938), pp. 66-69. 
19 Kent, Old Persian, p. 170. 
20 J.P. Asmussen, Historiske tekster fra Achœmenide tiden (Copenhagen: Munks

gaard, 1960}, p. 45 and note 109. 
21 Wilhelm Brandenstein and Manfred Mayrhofer, Handbuch des Altpersischen 

(Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1964), p. 105. 
22 Rüdiger Schmitt, The Bisitun Inscriptions of Darius the Great: Old Persian Text 

(London: Corpus Inscriptionum Iranicarum, 1991), p. 50 and note 22. 
23 Lecoq, Les inscriptions de la Perse, p. 189. 
24 The suggestion originates with Bartholomae and has been adopted by Kent, also by 

Herzfeld, pp. 66-69. 
25 Thus Meillet and Benveniste, pp. 42 and 159, also H.H. Schaeder, Das persische 

Weltreich (Breslau: Korn, 1941), pp. 31 and 39n30. 
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others still, to Sanskrit allka, a tenn that means "untrue, false, preten
ded" when used adjectivally and "falsehood, untruth" as a neuter sub
stantive.26 This last view, introduced by Jacob Wackernagel in 1932 bas 
gained acceptance by a majority in recent years, but its implications are 
not al ways consistently followed. 27 

The Elamite version of DB offers relatively little evidence, since it 
transliterates arlka rather than translates: thus, Elam. har-ri-k-ka. Still, 
we may infer from this, as Herzfeld suggested, that the standard Elamite 
vocabulary for such concepts as "evil" or "disloyal" was considered 
inadequate to the more specialized sense of the Old Persian tenn. 28 The 
Babylonian version is rather more useful, as it renders arlka with the 
phrase /ibbi blsu "evil-hearted" or, more literally and more graphically, 
"malodorous of heart. " 29 This helps sharpen our sense of what is implied 
in DB § 10, where arlka denotes the state of the people after Cambyses 
killed his brother and left for Egypt, but before rebellion bad yet raised 
its head. To anticipate what will be supported by other examples, let me 
suggest that arlka denotes a mental and emotional condition in which 
people have not yet turned evil or disloyal, but manifest the potential to 
become so. To put it differently: astate of vulnerability to the Lie. 

rn 
In addition to DB § 10, arika occurs in four other passages. One of these, 
DB §8, bas dominated most previous attempts at definition: "Proclaims 
Darius the King: Within these lands/peoples, that man who was agriya, 

26 Skt. alïka occurs once in Vedic (A V 5.13.5), where it is used as a pejorative marker 
of certain snakes (perhaps as "devious creatures"?). For its occurrences and meaning, see 
M. Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit-English Dictionary (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1899), 
p. 95 and Manfred Mayrhofer, Kurzgefaj3tes etymologisches Worterbuch des Altindisches 
(Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1956-76) 1: 56. 

27 Jacob Wackemagel, "lndoiranica: 8. Altpersische arika-,'' Zeitschrift für verglei
chende Sprachforschung 59 (1932): 28-29, accepted by Mayrhofer, 1: 56 and regarded 
by Brandenstein and Mayrhofer as "wahrscheinlichsten," p. 105. Schmitt, Bisitun Inscrip
tions, p. 50 n22 also accepts the comparison to Skt. alïka, although he renders the latter 
term "unfaithful, disloyal," a sense unattested in Indic texts, but rather reflecting his 
reliance on the semantics of DB §8. 

28 Herzfeld, Altpersische /nschriften, p. 69. 
29 Elizabeth N. von Voigtlander, The Bisitun Inscription of Darius the Great: Babylo

nian Version (London: Corpus Inscriptionum Iranicarum, 1978), pp. 54 and 61 translates 
timidly "of evil intent," but cf. Assyrian Dictionary of the Oriental/nstitute 2: 270-71, 
where the tertiary meaning "(morally) evil" can be understood as a generalizing exten
sion of the primary sense "malodorous (describing leather, oil, perfume, clay, a palm tree, 
and the mouth)." 
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1 treated hlm so he was well-treated; he who was arïlw, 1 punished/inter
rogated hlm so he was well-interrogated/punished. "30 Here, agriya and 
arïlw are sharply contrasted and if we knew what the former term meant, 
it would help us with the latter. Often, the two are interpreted as "loyal" 
and "disloyal," respectively,31 but the fact of the matter is that agriya 
occurs nowhere else in the Old Persian corpus and is uncertain in both 
form and derivation.32 The Babylonian equivalent, pftqudu, perhaps 
offers the best guide to its sense and means "prudent, trustworty," i.e., 
one whose state of mind is such that he avoids danger and does not 
become dangerous to others.33 Presumably, arïka marks someone who is 
the reverse. 

Such a view is consistent with our interpretation of DB § 10 and with 
the two formulaic occurrences of arïka on DB's fifth column, which Dar
ius appended to his original inscription so he could narrate events during 
the second and third years of his reign (521-519 B.C.E.). Chief of these 
were his military actions against the Elamites (DB §§71-72) and against 
one of the numerous Scythian peoples, here called Saka tigraxalJda, 
"Scythians who wear the pointed hat" (§§74-75).34 These two campaigns 
are described in similar formulaic terms, but with sorne significant differ
ences between them. Chief of these is the fact that nowhere does Darius 

30 DB §8: 9ati Darayavaus xsaya9iya: antar ima dahyava martiya, haya agriya aha, 
avam ubrtam abaram, haya arika aha, avam ufrastam aprsam. 

31 Thus, Kent, 0/d Persian, p. 119 (loyal/evil), Asmussen, Historiske tekster fra 
Achœmenide tiden, p. 45 (loyal/trolflSs), Schmitt, Bisitun Inscriptions, p. 50 (loyal/dis
loyal), and Lecoq, Les inscriptions de la Perse achéménide, p. 189 (loyal/félon). 

32 There is now general agreement that the cuneiform is to be read a-g-r-i-y, although 
there is disagreement about whether this should be interpreted as agriya or iigariya. At an 
earlier date, other options were also entertained. For various attempts at interpretation, see 
Herzfeld, Altpersische Inschriften, pp. 59-63; Émile Benveniste, "Études sur le vieux
perse," Bulletin de la Société de Linguistique de Paris 47 (1951): 32-33, Jacques Duch
esne-Guillemin, Composés de l'Avesta (Paris: E. Droz, 1936), p. 74; Kent, 0/d Persian, 
p. 165; llya Gershevitch, The Avestan Hymn to Mithra (Cambridge: Cambridge Univer
sity Press, 1959), p. 226; Brandenstein and Mayrhofer, Handbuch des Altpersischen, 
p. 101; Manfred Mayrhofer, "Lingvisti~eskie rezul'taty izu~enJ.a persepol'skoj nadpisi 
Kserksa, polu~ennye so vremeni ee otkrytia v 1967 godu," Voprosy Jazykoznanja (1985, 
no. 3), pp. 30-31. The most attractive suggestion is that of Benveniste, who translated 
"consentant, bien disposé." 

33 Assyrian Dictionary of the Oriental lnstitute 12: 441-42. 
34 The Saka tigraxaf;!da should surely be differentiated from the umnarked Scythians 

(Saka) who are listed among Darius's subjects in DB §6, since the two appear separately 
in the longer lists of later inscriptions, reflecting Darius's subsequent conquests (thus 
DNa §3, DSe §3, XPh §3). See further J. Harmatta, "Darius' expedition against the Saka 
tigraxauda," Acta Antiqua Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae 24 (1976): 15-24, pace 
Jack Martin Balcer, "The Date of Herodotus 4.1: Darius' Scythian Expedition," Harvard 
Studies in C/assical Philo/ogy 76 (1970): 99-132. 
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charge the Scythians in question with having been in rebellion, an omis
sion that cao hardly be accidentai. Rather, as M.A. Dandamaev recog
nized, these particular Scyths were previously unconquered. 

The Saka tigraxauda were independent until the advent of Darius, and the 
campaign against them was not a punitive expedition following an insur
rection. This is clear from the following: it is stated in the Behistun text 
that ali rebelleaders against Darius were executed. In addition, their death 
is general/y described in detail. There is, however, in the Behistun text no 
reference to the execution of Skunxa [their king]. The minor inscriptions 
which contain information about the depictions of the pretenders, de scribe 
their crime, accusing them ali of adhering to the Lie and of revolting 
against Darius. The minor inscription, however, which is the label to the 
depiction of Skunxa, short/y states: "Skunxa, the Saka." ... In addition, 
the Saka tigraxauda in the Behistun inscription are never described as 
rebellious, contrary to the Elamites, Babylonians and other peoples who 
revolted against Darius.35 

As DB §74 acknowledges, it was Darius who initiated hostilities, invad
ing Scythian territory.36 DB §75 justifies his aggression by describing 
the enemy as arika, something without precedent in columns 1-IV. 
Rather, in all prior campaigns, Darius portrayed himself as restoring 
order to lands and peoples that were historically part of the Persian 
empire, but which became rebellious (hamiçiya) during the turbulence of 
522-521. As he described it, rebellion was always provoked by the Lie, 
a view that let hlm define his acts as the restoration of truth and order. 37 

In contrast, when Darius recounts the events of 521-19 on column V, 
he labeled frrst the Elamites (§72), then the Saka tigraxa"\!da (§75) as 
arika, and used this to legitimate his attacks on them. The Elamites were 
a transitional case that he used for rhetorical purposes, as is shown in 
Table 2.1. The real issue was the Scythians, whom he attacked not 
because they were rebellious, for no such argument was conceivable. 
Rather, Darius described them as "vulnerable to deception" (arïka) and 
therefore dangerous, thereby justifying his attack as a preemptive strike. 

35 Dandamaev, Political History of the Achaemenid Empire, pp. 139-40; for the full 
discussion, see pp. 136-40. 

36 DB §74: "Proclaims Darius the King: Mer that, together with my army, 1 went to 
[the territory ot] the Scythians. Mer that, the Scythians - those who wear the pointed hat 
- went against me." 9ati Darayavaus x!iaya9iya: pasava hada kara adam aSiyavam abi 
Sakiim, pasava Saka taya,i xa~dam tigram baranti, ima,i patis mam ijsa. The Scythian action 
is thus depicted as a counterattack launched in response to a preceding Persian invasion. 

37 Thus also Jean Kellens, "DB V: un témoignage sur l'évolution de l'idéologie 
achéménide," in G. Gnoli and L. Lanciotti, eds., Orientalia losephi Tucci Memoriae 
Dicata (Rome: Istituto Italiano peril Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1987), pp. 677-82. 
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'o 

hamiçiya an"Ka- l 
,, "rebellious" "vulnerable 

:': ' to deception" 'l 
Persians and otbers onder Gaumata + -
Elamites under Açina + -
Babylonians onder Nidinto-Bël + -
Elamites under Martiya + -
Medes onder Fravarti + -
Sagartians under Tritantaxma + -
Margians under Frida + -
Persians under Vahyazdata + -
Babylonians under Araxa + -
Elamites onder AOamaita + + 
Saka tigraxal}da under Skunxa - + 

Table 2.1 Legitimations given for Darius's rnilitary action against 
various peoples according to DB §§52, 72, and 75. 

IV 

The most important occurrence of arïka, however, is found in DB §63, 
where Darius explains why the Wise Lord chose him among ali men for 
special favor. 

Proclaims Darius the King: For this reason the Wise Lord bore me aid, he 
and the other gods that are: Because 1 was not arïka, 1 was not dra~jana, 
1 was not a zürakara, neither 1 nor my lineage.38 

Three statements constitute this "negative confession" as a coherent set. 
Given our analysis of arïka, we can see that a person defined as not
arika was one whose disposition makes him invulnerable to deception: 
one who neither believes the lies of others, nor is tempted to lie himself. 
Similarly, one not-draf:!jana is one who does not speak falsehoods, 
draf:!jana being an adjective formed directly on draf:!ga, like its Avestan 
counterpart draguuant ("liar, follower of the Lie"), a key term of Zoro
astrian ethics. 39 

38 DB §63: Bâti Dârayavaus xsâya9iya: avahyarâa~maï Auramazdâ upastâm abara utâ 
aniyaha bagaha, tayaï hanti, ya9â naï aiika aham, na,\ dra~jana aham, nai zürakara aham, 
nai adam naimai taumâ. 

~39 For th~ m~rphology and phonology, see Kent, Old Persian, §§101 and 147.1I. 
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Finally, one not zurakara is someone who does nothing deceitful. 
Formally, this is a compound built on the verb kar-, "to make, to do," 
and an abstract noun derived from the verbal root *ghl;:!el- "to move in 
crooked fashion, go astray, deviate" (Avestan zbar-, which is used only 
of demonic beings; Sanskrit hviirate).40 Many nominal and adjectival 
forms are built on the same root in various lndo-Iranian languages, 
including Avestan zurah "deceit, deception" (in the compound zurojata 
"killed by deceit," Yast 9.18, Vd. 7.3), Pahlavi zur "false, deceitful," 
Manichaean z'wr "false," New Persian zur "lie," Skt. hwiras "crooked
ness, deceit, intrigue,"41 and Old Persian zura, which means "trom
perie" -as Meillet and Benveniste rightly understood- while zura
kara is "qui pratique la tromperie. "42 

DB §63 thus employs the familiar Iranian triad of thought, word, and 
deed to make the point that Darius was not subjeét to the Lie at any of 
these interrelated levels.43 In a once-perfect world now corrupted by the 
Lie grown strong, the Wise Lord made Darius king as his culminating 
and salvific act of creation (as Darius himself is good enough to inform 
us), precisely because he was the very antithesis of falsehood.44 

40 For the lndo-European root, see Julius Pokomy, /ndogermanisches etymologisches 
Worterbuch (Bem: Franke Verlag, 1959), pp. 489-90; on Avestan zbar-, Bartholomae, 
Altiranisches Worterbuch, col. 1699. 

41 Mayrhofer, Kurzgefasstes Worterbuch des Altindisches 3: 619-20. For details 
regarding the Avestan forms, see Bartholomae, Altiranisches Worterbuch, col. 1699; for 
the Sanskrit, Monier-Williams, Sanskrit-English Dictionary, p. 1308. Herzfeld, Altper
sische /nschriften, pp. 69 and 140-41 rightly stressed the religious dimension of this ter
minology, but was mistaken in taking the initial z- of zurah and zftrakara to indicate an 
Avestan, rather than a Median origin (p. 69). Regarding the phonology, see Meillet and 
Benveniste, §§9 and 16 or Kent, §§9 IV, 88, 91, 120. 

42 Meillet and Benveniste, Grammaire de vieux perse, pp. 7-8, 13, and 166. Kent, p. 211, 
gives two altemate meanings for zftrah: "deceit, wrong," while Brandenstein and 
Mayrhofer, p. 157 give only the vaguer, more general sense "Unbill, Boses, Übel." In this, 
they ignore the etymological evidence and the details of context, and base their interpreta
tion on the Babylonian (pir-k1) and Elarnite (la-ik-ki-um-me) renderings of the DB text. The 
latter give a more general sense of "evil deeds, wrongdoing," that- in contrast to the Old 
Persian - is not specifically grounded in falsehood or the imagery of crooked motion. 

43 On this well-attested triad, see Bemfried Schlerath, "Gedanke, Wort und Werk im 
Veda und im Awesta," in Manfred Mayrhofer, et al., eds., Antiquitates /ndogermanicae. 
Studien zur indogermanischen Altertumskunde und zur Sprach- und Kulturgeschichte der 
indogermanischen Volker. Gedenkschrift für Hermann Güntert (Innsbruck: Innsbrucker 
Beitriige zur Sprachwissenschaft, 1974), pp. 201-21 and Philippe Gignoux, "Thought, 
Word and Deed: A Topic of Comparative Religion," in KR, Cama Oriental /nstitute Inter
national Congress Proceedings (Bombay: K.R. Cama Oriental Institute, 1991), pp. 41-51. 

44 As was discussed in Chapter One, the creation account of DNa § 1, OSe § 1, DSf § 1, 
DSt §1, DSab §1, OZe §1, DE §1, and DPg §1 has two stages, one in which the Wise 
Lord creates 6Jii-) earth, sky, man, and happiness for man, the second in which he makes 
(kar-) Darius king (haya Diirayavaum xsaya9iyam akuna~s). 
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v 
Notwithstanding Darius's depiction of himself in DB §63, nowhere does 
he recode this assertion in positive terms and ·represent himself as an 
active champion of truth. lndeed, a discourse of truth is curiously lack
ing in all his inscriptions. Of the two terms for truth in Old Persian, the 
more elevated one- rta (=Sanskrit rta, Avestan asa)- is not part of 
Darius's vocabulary.45 The second, Old Persian hasiya (= Avestan hai
Oiia, Sanskrit satya) occurs once only, in DB §57, a paragraph written 
with exquisite care and bearing enormous importance.46 

Unfortunately, the frrst portion of this passage is physically difficult to 
read and several restorations have been offered.47 Whatever the precise 
wording, the Elamite and Babylonian versions make certain that Darius 
is here swearing a solemn oath- the only such act of speech in DB or, 

45 The related adjective [tiivan does appear in the famous "daiva inscription" of 
Xerxes at Persepolis (XPh §4b and 4d) and the element fla is present in the name borne 
by one of Darius's generais, }$ta-vardiya, mentioned at DB §§41-42 and in sixty eight 
names attested at Persepolis, on which see Manfred Mayrhofer, Onomastica Persepoli
tana: Das altiranische Namengut der Persepolis-tiifelchen (Vienna: Verlag der oster
reichische Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1973), as summarized in the index, pp. 330-31. 
Translation of this complex term as "truth" generally follows from the analysis of Hein
rich Lüders, Varu~a: Il. Varu~a und das f!ta (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 
1959). See further, Chapter Twenty-four. 

46 A fragmentary Aramaic text was thought to contain reference to a deified Iranian 
*hafJya "Truth," by Edward Lipfnski, "Un culte de X"an et de Ha9ya à Éléphantine au 
V-siècle av. n.è.," Folia Orientalia 22 (1981/84): 5-11, but only the last two letters of the 
word in question are actually legible. This, plus other problems have led to rejection of 
Lipfnski' s argument by Shaul Shaked, "Aspects of Iranian Religion in the Achaemenian 
Period," in KR. Cama Oriental Institute. International Congress Proceedings (Bombay: 
K.R. Cama Oriental Institute, 1991), pp. 93-94. 

47 Conceming the problems in transcription of the cuneiform text, see George Cam
eron, "The Old Persian Text of the Bisitun Inscription," Journal of Cuneiform Studies 5 
(1951): 51 and idem, "The Elamite Version of the Bisitun Inscription," Journal ofCune
iform Studies 14 (1960): 67. For various attempts at interpretation: Kent, Old Persian, 
pp. 129 and 131 (Auramazdiiha ragam vartaiyaiy "1 tum myself quickly to Ahuramazda, 
that ... "); Benveniste, "Études sur le vieux-perse," op cit., pp. 35-37 and 49-50 (A[h] 
uramazdiihadugam vartaiyaiy "J'énonce un serment mazdéen que ... [= "Je jure sur 
AhuraMazda que ... "); Gershevitch, Avestan Hymn to Mithra, p. 184 (Aurmzdiihadugam 
vratiyaiy "1 vow, state my [good] faith by, a proclamation [made in the name] of 
AhuraMazdah"); Asmussen, Historiske texter fra Achœmenide tiden, p. 62 and n. 145 
(aur'nt'Ziit:f'ahafl'g"nt' {va}r'riyaiya, "Jeg henvender mig uden tjllven til AhuraMazda"); 
Schmitt, The Bisitun Inscriptions, p. 69 and n. 44 (Auramazdiiha ragam V[diyaiy, "1 will 
take AuraMazda's anger upon myself ... "); Lecoq, Les inscriptions de la Perse achémé
nide, p. 209 ("J'invoque le jugement [1] d'Ahura Mazdâ"). 1 am grateful to William 
Malandra for his help in understanding the difficulties and range of possibilities (persona! 
communication, 6 June 2002). Briefly, 1 consider Gershevitch's analysis preferable to 
Schmitt's. 
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for that matter, in the Achaemenian corpus.48 Regarding its content, we 
can be more certain. 

Proclaims Darius the King: 1 swear an oath of the Wise Lord that this is 
true, not lied: 1 did this in [one and] the same year.49 

The proposition to which Darius swears and which he refers to simply as 
"this" (ima) is spelled out in DB §52, where identical phrasing (here 
marked in boldface) is endowed with greater temporal specificity by the 
addition of a crucial phrase, here marked in italics: "Proclaims Darius 
the King: This is what 1 did by the Wise Lord's will in [one and] the 
same year, after 1 became king."50 As this passage continues, Darius 
spells out "Nineteen battles 1 made. By the Wise Lord's will 1 smote 
them and nine kings 1 seized,"51 asserting that all this took place in the 
year after (pasiiva) he overthrew Gaumata and ascended to the throne. 

Modern historians have paid close attention to the chronological 
sequence of the events narrated in DB §§10-51, which by all possible reck
onings cover more than twelve months. Attempts to resolve this difficulty 
pursue one of two strategies. 52 If one accepts that all events from Darius' s 
assassination of Gaumata (Sept. 29, 522) to his last victory (over Araxa on 
Nov. 27,521 according to sorne, or over Frada on Dec. 10,521 according 

48 The Babylonian thus has sa du-ra-ma-az-da a-na-ku u-se-el-li "1 swear by Ahura 
Mazdii," on which formula, see Assyrian Dictionary of the Oriental/nstitute 4: 135. The 
Elamite version is similar: dgi5-ri-ir du-ra-mas-da-ra "As one swearing by Ahura 
Mazdii," on which, see Walther Hinz, "Elams Vertrag mit Naram-Sin von Akkade," 
Zeitschrift für Assyriologie 58 (1967): 69. The Old Persian term with which Darius 
denotes the oath he swears recurs in DNb §2d: "A man who speaks against another man, 
that does not convince me until 1 hear the oath (handugtïm) of both" (martiya taya pari 
martiyam Gati, ava miim naj vrnavataj yiitii ubiiniim handugiim axsnavai). 

49 DB §57: Giiti Diirayavaus xsiiyaGiya: Auramazdii handugam vratiyai, yaGii ima 
ha8iyam, naj duruxtam adam akunavam hamahyiiyii Garda. For restoration of the verb, 1 
have followed Gershevitch, Avestan Hymn to Mithra, p. 184; for its object, 1 favor the read
ing handugam, along with Benveniste, Gershevitch, Asmussen, and Brandenstein-Mayrhofer. 

so DB §52: Gati Diirayavaus xSiiyaGiya: ima, taya adam akunavam va8nii Auramaz
diiha hamahyiiyii Garda, pasiiva yaGii xsiiyaGiya abavam ... Cf. DB §§56, 59, and 62, 
where similar wording recurs. 

51 Ibid.: ... : navadaGii hamaranii akunavam, va8nii Auramazdiiha adamsis ajanam utii 
navii xsayaGiyii agrbiiyam. 

52 For studies and debates regarding this chronology, see Arno Poebel, "Chronology of 
Darius' First Year of Reign," Ame rie an Journal of Semitic Languages and Literatures 55 
(1938): 142-65, 285-314, R.T. Hallock, ~'The 'One Year' of Darius 1," Journal of Near 
Eastern Studies 19 (1960): 36-39, A. S. Shahbazi, "The 'One Year' of Darius Re-exam
ined," Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 35 (1972): 609-14, Wiese
hi:ifer, Der Au/stand Gaumtïtas, pp. 213-20, R. Borger, "Die Chronologie des Darius-Den
kmals am Behistun Felsen," Nachrichten der Akademie der Wissenschaften des Gottingen, 
Philosophisch-historisch Klasse (1982): 105-31, and Willem Vogelsang, "Four Short 
Notes on the Bisitun Text and Monument," /ranica Antiqua 21 (1986): 121-31. 
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to others) should be included, the period is well more than one year. 
Accordingly, Darius lied in his oath or-to put it more charitably
exaggerated by severa! months. Altematively, if one understands that the 
story of Darius's accession (DB §§10-14) treats events from the period 
before he was king and therefore should be excluded from consideration, 
the deeds he accomplished after assuming royal office (DB §§15-51) fall 
comfortably within the one-year period. These, however, number only 
eighteen battles and eight kings conquered. Apparently, Darius wanted to 
have it both ways: to calculate the length of time elapsed from the 
moment he was ritually installed as king, while calculating the number of 
his victories from the moment he overthrew Gaumata. To this end, he 
blurred his account by using variants of the phrase with which he intro
duced his oath at three other moments of his discourse, with shifting 
temporal implications in each instance (Table 2.2). 

!~ ; ' >, 

DB DB DB DB~~ ' ' ; '"' §10 §15 §52 §57 

1. 1 swear an oath of the Wise Lord that this is 
true, not lied: 

Auramazdii handugam vratiyai, yaOa ima 
x 

hasiyam, naj duruxtam 

2.1. This is what was done by me x 
ima, taya mana krtam 

2.1. This is what 1 did 

ima, taya adam akunavam, 
x x 

2.2. 1 did [this] x 
adam akunavam 

3. by the Wise Lord's will 
x 

vasnii Auramazdiiha 

4. in [one and] the same year 
x x 

hamahyiiya Barda 

5. after 1 became king. 
x x x 

pasiiva yaOii xsiiyaOiya abavam 

Table 2.2 Differing, but interrelated accounts of what Darius claimed 
to have done "in [one and] the same year" and "after 1 became king."" 

• §§56, 59, and 62 also provide variant combinations of these same formulae, but they 
do not mak:e direct or oblique reference to specifie historie events such that dating is an 
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Recognition of this aporia alerts us to the fact that although the oath of 
DB §57 seems to vouch for the stories Darius told in the frrst part of his 
historie narrative (DB§§ 10-14), it does not actually do so. Slyly excluded 
from the oath are his description of Bardiya's murder (summer 525 or 
earlier, § 10); Gaumata's impersonation of the murdered prince (begin
oing in March 522, §11) and his usurpation of the kingdom (July 522, 
§§11-12); Darius's assasination of Gaumata (29 September 522, §13); 
and his assumption of the throne (sorne time between September and 
December 522, § 14), ail of which fall outside the "one year" of battles 
(Dec. 522-Nov. or Dec. 521) and the period covered by the king's oath. 

Darius's unwillingness to swear that his account of these events was 
"true, not lied" (hasiyam, naj duruxtam)53 conveys a tacit admission of 
what critical historians from A.T. Olmstead to Pierre Briant have long 
suspected: that the narrative of DB §§10-14 is a product of Darius's 
propaganda, through which he sought to sanitize and justify his dis
tinctly unorthodox accession to royal power.54 Reading the Bisitun 
inscription against the grain, they suggest that in 522, Bardiya overthrew 
his brother Cambyses, only to be overthrown by Darius. The latter, hav
ing no legitimate claim to the throne, concealed his crimes of regicide 
and usurpation, and justified his ascent by denouncing his predecessor 
- who was, in fact, the real Bardiya - as having been an imposter. 
Whence was born the fiction of "Gaumata the Magus. "55 

In DB §57, wishing to establish his extraordinary accomplishments as 
king, Darius swore a sacred oath to tell the truth and tell the truth he did, 
but only conceming that part of his historie narration that begins in 

issue. Even so, the repetition they provide helps support the daim of veracity advanced in 
the oath of §57. 

53 Concerning interpretation of the past passive participle duruxta (from the verb 
duruj-, "to lie"), see Bo Utas, "Old Persian Miscellanea," Orientalia Suecana 14-15 
(1965-66): 135-37. 

54 A.T. Olmstead, History of the Persian Empire (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1948}, pp. 107-13; E.J. Bickerman and H. Tadmor, "Darius 1, Pseudo-Smerdis and 
the Magi," Athenaeum 56 (1978): 239-61, Balcer, Herodotus and Bisotun, op cit., Dan
damaev, Political History of the Achaemenid Empire, pp. 83-94, and Briant, Histoire de 
l'empire perse, pp. 109-18. Those who take the other side of this debate include most nota
bly WiesehOfer, Der Aufstand Gaumiitas, Dya Gershevitch, "The False Smerdis," Acta 
Antiqua Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae 21 (1979): 337-52, and Josef Elfenbein, "The 
Oldest Detective Story in World History," Orientalia Suecana 51/52 (2002-3): 103-16. 

ss DB §§11-12, 52, and DBb. As a Magus, "Gaumata" would have been ineligible for 
the kingship in two different fashions, frrst as a priest and second as a Mede. His ethnie 
alterity - which would have been transparent to a Persian audience - is rendered 
explicit in the Babylonian version of DB §11, where he is identified as "a certain Mede, 
Gaumata, a Magus" (KUR ma-da-a-a mgu-ma-a-ru ma-gu-su). 
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December 522, as narrated in DB §§15-51. His discreet silence concem
ing the earlier "events" narrated in §§10-14 might be explained in sev
era! different ways. Conceivably, Darius believed that before he became 
king he was not obligated to tell the truth or, altematively, that he was 
not obliged to be truthful regarding. the period prior to his elevation 
(Herodotus's testimony, though unreliable, points in this direction).56 

Altematively, he may have felt that the power of the Lie had grown so 
great during Bardiya's reign that no one could tell the truth conceming 
events of that era. Whatever the explanation might be, his silence pro
tected Darius against the equally unappealing alternatives of perjury and 
confession. Even so, his self-protective omissions constitute implicit 
acknowledgment of the crimes and falsehoods through which he made 
himself king. 

VI 

One fmallexeme has relevance for the theme of the king's truth. This is 
the verb Oanh-, which is cognate to Avestan sa1Jhaite, Sanskrit saf!Zsati, 
and Latin cënseo, but much more restricted in its semantics.57 Normally 
used only for the speech of kings, it invests that which is said with ~e 

56 Herodotus narrates the overthrow of Pseudo-Smerdis (= Gaumata-Bardiya) in a 
fashion that is favorable to Otanes, the most democratically-oriented of the conspirators, 
and rather hostile to Darius, whom he depicts as ruthless, reckless, and the champion of 
monarchy. A key moment in this contrast cornes in 3.72, where the hesitating conspirators 
worry over the practical problem of how they can gain physical access to the imposter
king, whom they wish to assassinate. Darius suggests a strategy of deception and goes 
further to argue in favor of lying in general. 

When sorne lie needs to be told, tell it. For we strive after the same thing, those who are 
lying and those who are using the truth. Both those who lie when they are likely to gain 
something with lies, and those who tell the truth when they obtain an advantage with truth, 
appeal to that which is better for them. Practicing different means, we thus cling to the 
same goal. And if there were nothing to be gained, the truth-teller would just as well employ 
a lie and the liar employ the truth. 

fv{)a yap n ôtt ljftùôoç Â.Éytc:rllat, Â.eyÉa9co. 'toii yap a{rroii yÂ.tX61lt9a ot 'tt 1jftuô6-
lltVot Kai ot 'tf\ dÂ.t]9tin ôtaxptrolltvot. oi llÉV yt ljft6ôov'tat 't6'tt tn:tav n llÉÂ.Â.coat 
'totm ljft6ôtm 7tetaav'ttÇ Ktpôftatc:rllat, oi ô' dÂ.t]9iÇoV'tat tva 'tU dÂ.t]9ein t7tt-
0'7taacov'tat KÉpôoç Kat n lliiÂ.Â.6v acpt t7tt'tp6.7tt]'tat. oihco où 'taù'tà dO"KÉOV'ttÇ 'tàm'toii 
1ttpttX61lt9a. el Ôè llt]ÔèV Ktpôftata9at llÉÂ.Â.OttV, ÔllOtCOÇ av Ô 'tt dÂ.t]9tÇOiltVOÇ 
ljftUÔ1)Ç eit] Kai Ô ljftUÔ61ltVOÇ dÂ.t]9ftç. 
57 Gamkrelidze and lvanov, lndo-European and Indo-Europeans, p. 705 have reaf

fmned the traditional etymology, pace the doubts of Mayrhofer, Kurzgefasstes etymolo
gisches Worterbuch des Altindisches 3: 284-85, following Jacob Wackernagel, 
"Verge6ene Wortdeutung: 4. ai. saT{IS-; got. hazjan: lat. censere," lndogermanische 
Forschungen 45 (1927): 321-27 Also relevant is Calvert Watkins, How to Kil/ a Dragon: 
aspects of Indo-European (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), p. 90. 
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full dignity and authority of the royal office, commanding not just the 
respectful attention of its audience, but also their credence. As Émile 
Benveniste explained, Oanh- means "affirmer avec autorité comme étant 
la vérité; dire ce qui est conforme à la nature des choses; énoncer la 
norme de conduite. Celui qui «parle» ainsi est en position souverain~; 
en déclarant ce qui est, il le fixe; il énonce solennellement ce qui 
s'impose, la vérité du fait ou du devoir."58 

In DB, Darius usually employs Oanh- to mark his own assertive and 
directive acts of speech, to use John Searle's categories and terminolo
gy.59 As Searle explains, assertives are the type of performative utter
ance through which speakers commit themselves to the truth of their 
propositions, pledging that their words accurately reflect the state of the 
world. And this Darius does with the formula that introduces every one 
ofDB's seventy-six paragraphs: Oiiti Diirayavaus xsiiyaOiya, "Proclaims 
Darius the King." Directive speech works in the opposite direction, 
actively reshaping the world to fit the words that have been proclaimed. 
Thus, to describe the commands he gave his generais, Darius also used 
Oanh-, which here conveys the understanding - indeed, the certainty 
- that his orders will be obeyed and will have real, transformative 
effects.60 The same pointis rendered explicit when Darius describes the 
relations of ruler and ruled. 

Proclaims Darius the King: These landslpeoples that came tome, by the 
Wise Lord's will they were subject tome. They bore me tribute. What was 
proclaimed (a9anhya) to them by me, by night or by day, that was done.61 

Ordinarily, it is only kings who can make proclamations of this sort. lt is 
thus surprising that in the historical narrative sections of DB (§§10-51), 
Darius uses the verb Oanh- to denote the speech acts through which sorne 
of the men he defeated represented themselves as proper kings (assertive 
speech) and called on others to recognize them as such (directive speech). 
We should note, however, that in this section of the inscription, Darius 

58 Émile Benveniste, Le vocabulaire des institutions indo-européennes (Paris: Edi
tions de Minuit, 1969), p. 147. Benveniste's discussion (pp. 143-48) builds on the earlier 
analysis of Georges Dumézil, Servius et la fortune (Paris: Gallimard, 1943), pp. 70-98. 

59 John R. Searle, Expression and Meaning: Studies in the Theory of Speech Acts 
(Cambridge: University Press, 1979), pp. 12-14. 

60 Thus DB §§25, 26, 29, 33, 38, 50. 
61 DB §7: 9ati Darayavaus xsaya9iya: ima dahyava, taya mana patiyaisa, vasna 

Auramazdaha mana bandaka iihanta, mana bajim abaranta, taya8arn hacarna a9anhya xsa
panva raucapativii, ava akunavayantli. Cf. variants that occur at DB §8, DNa §§3 and 4, 
DSe §3, ~d XPh §3. See further, David Testen, "Old Persian <x-s-p-v<•> r<•-ï>-u-c-p-t<•-il. 
v<•>-a> 'by night or by day'," Jranica Antiqua 32 (1997): 145-50 
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carefully distinguishes among his adversaries. One of them - Frada -
made no claims on his own behalf, least of ail did he claim to be king. 
Rather, his people elected him as their "chief" or "prince" (maBista), 
seemingly without his having tak:en initiative. Of him, the verb Banh- is 
not employed.62 Concerning three others, Darius says quite bluntly "he 
lied to the people/army thus" (haij kiirahyii avaBii adurujiya) and fol
lows this phrase with the claim of lineage and identity through which 
these pretenders asserted their right to be king.63 For the five remaining 
men, however, he employed a variant on this formula, replacing the verb 
adurujiya ("he lied") with aBanha ("he proclaimed"), a change that 
implicitly granted the truth of what was said, thereby also acknowledg
ing the legitimacy and royal identity of the speaker (Table 2.3). 

! , "He lied" "He proclaimed",;l 
,, 

adurujiya , , aBanha 

Gaumiita (§11) + -
Açina (§16) - + 
Nidintu-Bel (§16) + -
Martiya (§22) - + 
Fravarti (§24) - + 
Tritantaxma (§33) - + 
Friido (§38) - + 
Vahyazdiita (§40) - + 
Araxa (§49) + -

Table 2.3 Speech acts attributed to the nine rebels in DB §§10-51. 

Quite apart from the judgments made about individuals, the distribu
tion apparent in Table 2.3 reflects an ideological construct whereby a 
man who could speak a proclamation (Banh-) was understood to be a 
king, it being further understood that a king did not lie (duruj-). Con
versely, one who told lies was no king, and could not properly proclaim. 
Orto put it differently, the capacity to proclaim was a prerogative, com
petence, and identifying characteristic of kingship, while the capacity to 

62 Friida is treated in DB §§38-39. Significantly, he and Skunxa were the only adver
saries Darius did not have executed, the latter because he was a rightful king, the former 
because he never claimed such status. 

63 Those said to have lied are Gaumiita (DB §11), Nidintu-Bel (§ 16), and Araxa (§49). 
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lie was antithetical to royal office. In § § 10-51, the most detailed and 
nuanced sections of the inscription, Darius seems to say that in 522-521 
he defeated three imposters, but also five kings and one elected sub
royalleader. While ali his victories were glorious, to be sure, only in the 
case of the three imposters did he triumph over "the Lie." The proc
lamatory speech of five others was as true as his own, including the 
speech-acts in which they asserted that they were rightful kings. 

In DB §52, however, Darius summarized his narrative of §§10-51, 
and also changed his story. Introducing those he vanquished as "nine 
kings" (navii xsiiyaBiyii), he said of each one in turn: "This man lied. 
Th us he proclaimed ... " (hal} adurujiya, avaBii aBanha), followed by the 
claims this man advanced in support of his right to the throne.64 While 
this novel phrasing clearly retracts any legitimacy that might have been 
granted by the title "king" or by details of the historie account, it also 
collapses categories the text previously held separate. The result is desta
bilizing in the extreme. For if the same man can both lie (duruj-) and 
proclaim (Banh-), then no one can be fully trusted: not even the king 
who proclaims (Oanh-) that other kings have lied in their pronounce
ments. lndeed, we here encounter in its most politically acute form the 
classic paradox of truth-tellers and liars, who, disquietingly enough, both 
give the same answer when asked if they tell the truth. 

VII 

In the crisis year of 522-521, following the death of Cambyses, ten dif
ferent men claimed the title of king.65 Sorne of them spoke to this end in 
assertive fashion, sincerely trying to make their words reflect underlying 
reality. Others spoke in more directive fashion, seeking to reshape reality 
in accord with their ambitions and desires. Finally, after countless proc
lamations, nineteen battles, and many deaths, one man sat unrivalled on 
the imperial throne, but in a world where falsehood bad made dangerous 

64 A variant of the same formula recurs in the minor inscriptions that serve as captions 
to the Bisitun relief (DBb-DBj): "This X (= the rebel's name) lied. He proclaimed 
that ... " (iyam X adurujiya, ava8ii a8anha). 

65 It is tempting to compare the events of 522-21 B.C.E. to those of 69 C.E., the fabled 
"Year of Three Emperors" in Rome, which also set off apocalyptic speculation. Also 
relevant is the situation of the English Lancastrian kings, who deployed a much-enhanced 
line of religious propaganda in defense of their legitimacy after Henry IV (Bolingbroke) 
usurped Richard Il. On the latter case, see the splendid study of Paul Strohm, England's 
Empty Throne: Usurpation and the Language of Legitimation, 1399-1422 (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1998). 
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inroads on truth. In the Bisitun inscription, Darius set out to consolidate 
his victory by explicating how the world had fallen to so sorry a state 
and to represent his triumph as the beginning of its salvation, while 
undertaking certain steps to mak:e it so. The story he told began with a 
king - Cambyses - who committed an evil action and then failed to 
tell the truth. Following this initial moment of corruption, and in the 
power vacuum Cambyses created when he ~eparted for Egypt, people 
became arïka ("vulnerable to deception") and then "the Lie" grew 
great. Royal pretenders - a name richly ironie - arose throughout the 
empire. Sorne gave themselves false names, spurious genealogies, or 
fraudulent national identities as part of self-elevating "proclamations" 
that misled the credulous. Confusion was rife and bloodshed swiftly 
foliowed. 

In the chaotic period between Cambyses' departure and the last of his 
nineteen battles, Darius - like others, but with more success - waged 
a ferocious campaign to win the throne. The fmal step of that campaign 
was the Bisitun inscription, where he tidied up the story of how he seized 
power, stigmatized his opponents as agents of the Lie, and laid the basis 
for a restabilized order. A crucial step in this last project was the restora
tion of truth or - to put it in a less idealizing vocabulary - the restora
tion of people's confidence in royal speech after the distinction between 
proclamations and lies had collapsed. 

The oath Darius swore in §57 was meant to mark the end of the Lie's 
dominion and two details of this passage merit commentary. The frrst is 
the verb with which the new king identified his act of speech. By saying 
that he "swears" (vratiyai) these things to be "true, not false" (hasiyam, 
naj duruxtam), Darius employed an act of assertive speech more power
fui than the act of proclamation (Banh-) that was so seriously compro
mised in the preceding turmoil. For a king to swear such an oath is 
unparalleled in the other Achaemenian inscriptions and is a mark of 
Darius's seriousness and resourcefulness, perhaps also the desperate 
nature of his situation. Second, there is the relation between speech and 
action in his oath, for he does not swear that ali he said here or else
where is true; rather, he swears that since becoming king, he has done 
ali that he claimed to do. In subsequent paragraphs he dilates on this 
theme. In §58, he explains that the deeds of his frrst regnai year actualiy 
exceed his account, but he has modestly refrained from teliing ali, lest 
the reader be misled into thinking this true record to be false. In §59, he 
insists on the extraordinary nature of his accomplishments: no king 
before him has done such things ali in one year. And in §§60-61, he 
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addresses his readers directly, imploring them to be convinced by ali his 
testimony and to proclaim (Oanh-) this solemn declaration- the Baby
lonian version says "this truth"- to others.66 What we have here is an 
attempt to set in motion a three-step process of reconstituting truth: a 
process that begins with royal action and ends with popular speech. 
1) Unprecedented royal action: Darius's nineteen victories in one year, 

which are represented as the result of the Wise Lord's favor and the 
decisive defeat of the Lie. 

2) Unprecedented royal speech: Darius swears (vratiyaz) an oath (han
dugam), making the most powerful act possible of assertive speech. 
He simultaneously warrants that the account of his victories is "true, 
not false" (hasiyam, naj duruxtam) and represents himself as a king 
who - like ali proper kings - is a dependable speaker of truth. 

3) Unprecedented act of general speech: Ali those who hear Darius's 
oath are enjoined to believe it and to proclaim (Oanh-) it to others. 
This is the only time in the Old Persian corpus when non-royal 
speakers appear as subjects of the verb Oanh-, and it marks an 
extraordinary moment in discursive history.67 

Here, Darius seems to acknowledge that the power to proclaim has been 
(temporarily) debased, such that previously ineligible persons could speak 
in this fashion. As a means to reassert order and to reclaim proclamatory 
speech as a royal prerogative, he now seeks to appropriate and encompass 
the proclamations of others by filling them with his content: making those 
other speakers his heralds, in effect, who will proclaim his truth through
out the land: the story of his victory, verity, and power. 

66 DB §§60-61: "Proclaims Darius the King: Now let what was done by me convince 
y ou. Then proclaim it to the people, do not conceal it! If y ou do not conceal this declara
tion and you proclaim it to the people, may the Wise Lord become a friend to you, and 
may your progeny come into being at will, and may you live long! Proclaims Darius the 
King: If you conceal this declaration and do not tell the people, may the Wise Lord 
become y our slayer and may y our progeny not come into being." 9ati Diirayavau§ x~aya-
9iya: nüram 9uviim vrnavatiim, taya mana lqtam. ava9a kiirahya 9adi, ma apaga\!daya, 
yadi imiirn handugiim naj. apaga\!dayiihi, kiirahya 9iihi, Auramazdii 9uviirn dal!stii biya, 
utiitaj. tal!ma vasaj. biya, utii dargam JIVa. 9ati Diirayavaus xsaya9iya: yadi imam han
dugiirn apaga\!dayiihi, naj. 9iihi kiirahya, Auramazdataj.jantii biya, utiitaj. tal!ma ma biyii. In 
place of Old Persian handugiim ("oath, solemn declaration," on which see Brandenstein
Mayrhofer, p. 124, Emile Benveniste, "Persica IV. Handuga," Bulletin de la société de 
linguistique de Paris 30 [1934], pp. 73-74), the Babylonian version has kittu4 "truth," on 
which see Assyrian Dictionary of the Oriental Institute 8: 468-72. 

67 The only other passage that contemplates the possibility that someone other than the 
king rnight make such a proclamation only serves to underscores the point. Thus, in DB 
§ 13, Darius sa ys: "No one darcd to proclaim anything about Gaumata the Magus until 1 
arose." ka!lci naj. adfsna\!s cisci 9anstanaj. pari Gal!matam tayam magum, yatii adam iirsam. 
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In the Median myth of Deiokes, kingship is said to have been founded 
on tru th in an age of "much anomie." Similar in the way it grants pri
macy to truth and makes kingship dependent on it is the Zoroastrian 
tradition that Yima, frrst king of myth, lost his royal charisma when he 
told the frrst lie. 68 The Bisitun text pursues this same topos, but adds a 
further wrinkle to make the relation dialectic. Not only is kingship said 
to be founded on truth, but tru th is (re-)established through kingship. In 
both the unilinear and the dialectic versions, however, one perceives the 
attempt, frrst, to constitute royal speech as "truth" and second, to treat 
"truth" as a transcendent quality necessary for the sustenance of human 
life, but originating outside it. And here, one should recognize the circu
larity of the argument, for the "tru~" through which royal power seeks 
to legitimate and ennoble itself is, in fact, nothing other than its own 
discursive aspect. 

68 The clearest Avestan articulation of this theme is found in Ya8t 19.30-38, although 
there are those who be lieve it is already present in the obscure Gathic verse, Y asna 32.8 
(e.g. Helmut Humbach, "Zur altiranische Mythologie," Zeitschrift der deutsche morgen
lanischen Gesellschaft 107 (1957): 366-67 and Wolfgang Lentz, "Yima and Khvamah in 
the Avestan Giithas," in A Locust's Leg: Studies in Honour of SH. Taqizadeh (London: 
P. Lund, 1962), 131-34. lt is further elaborated in many Pahlavi sources, e.g. Diidestiin I 
Dënïg 39.16, Pahlavi Riviiyat accompanying the Diidestiin i Dënig 31al0. Most exten
sively, see Arthur Christensen, Le premier homme et le premier roi dans l'histoire légen
daire des iraniens. Vol. Il: Jim (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1934). 



CHAPTER THREE 

SPACE, MOTION, AND CLIMATE IN 
THEACHAEMENIANIMAGlliARY 

1 

Chapters One and Two focused primarily on the category of time, trying 
to demonstrate that Darius and his heirs entertained a view of cosmic 
history as divided into four distinct and qualitatively different phases. 
The frrst of these was the period of creation, when the Wise Lord brought 
a perfect world into existence. Second was a time of assault, when that 
creation was corrupted by powers of evil. Whereas the date of the frrst 
period remained indeterminate, if primordial, the time of assault was 
understood to coïncide with the reign of Cambyses (530-522 B.C.E.), 
son and heir of Cyrus the Great. Third was the period that commenced 
when the Wise Lord made Darius king (September 522, if one dates this 
to the overthrow of Gaumata/Bardiya; perhaps as late as December, if 
one dates it to his coronation). It is characterized by the salvific counter
attack Darius led, involving violent struggle against the forces of decep
tion, disorder, rebellion and - more positively - the restoration of 
truth, righteousness, and proper cosmic/imperial order. While the third 
phase continued to the moment the system was articulated, its authors 
anticipated the arrivai of a fourth age in the emergent future, when the 
Lie would be destroyed and worldly bliss restored, as per the Wise 
Lord's intention when he made "happiness for mankind" (siyiiti ... mar
tiyahyii) the crown of his creation. 

This last, eagerly anticipated period amounts to nothing less than 
salvation of the cosmos, the end of history, and accomplishment of the 
divine will, also the fulfillment of imperial ambitions at their most 
euphemized and audacious. As I see it, those ambitions were fueled by a 
sense of soteriological mission that - depending on one's analytic 
stance and vocabulary - mystified, encompassed, transcended, or sim
ply recoded a more mundane set of geopolitical and socioeconomic 
ambitions. 

In its general pattern, this temporal sequence resembles what is found 
in late Zoroastrian texts like the Greater Bundahisn or Selections of 
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Zadspram, but differs from them in important specifies. Thus, although 
the Pahlavi texts also normally posit four world ages, they make these of 
equallength, each lasting 3,000 years, so that together they forma Great 
Year, every month of which represents a millennium.1 As in the Achae
menian inscriptions, creation itself is attributed to the Wise Lord 
(Ohrmazd) and is entirely good until corrupted by the assault of evil. The 
agent responsible for that attack, however, is not "the Lie" (Old Persian 
dralJ:ga), but the "Evil Spirit" (Pahlavi Ahreman = Avestan AIJra Mai
niiu), while the counterattack is commenced by a religious, and not a 
royal leader: Zarathustra, instead of Darius. Accordingly, the establish
ment of eschatological perfection is accomplished not only by martial 
conquest, but also involves the ultimate performance of ritual sacrifice.2 

One can explain this situation, where general resemblance is mitigated 
by significant differences in detail, in two alternative fashions. Either 
one can imagine that the Achaemenian rulers adapted Zoroastrian tenets 
to suit their specifie purposes and perspective or, conversely, that within 
a broad spectrum of Iranian beliefs, the Achaemenian and Zoroastrian 
systems were two variations alongside others (Median, Scythian, Zur
vanite, Manichaean, etc.). Personally, 1 find the latter view more con
genial, but see no evidence that is conclusive one way or the other. More 
interesting than the struggle to force closure on evidence likely to remain 
ambiguous is the question of why so many scholars have felt the need to 
wage this futile struggle.3 

1 For different views of the chronology contained within the Pahlavi texts, which 
sometime describe a cosmic history of 12,000 years and sometimes 9,000, see Herman 
Lommel, Die Religion Zarathustras nach dem Awesta dargeste/lt (Tübingen: J.C.B. 
Mohr, 1930), pp. 130-43, R.C. Zaehner, Zurvan; A Zoroastrian Di/emma (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1955), pp. 96-100, Jacques Duchesne-Guillemin, La religion de 
l'Iran ancien (Paris: Presses universitaires de France, 1962), pp. 311-22, Molé, Culte, 
mythe, et cosmologie dans l'Iran ancien, op cit., pp. 395-406, and Mary Boyce, Textual 
Sources for the Study of Zoroastrianism (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 
1984), pp. 20-22. The most important primary sources are Selections of Zadspram 1, 
Greater Bundahisn 1 and 36, Mënôg ï Xrad 8. 

2 On the eschatological sacrifice, see Molé Culte, mythe, et cosmologie, pp. 85-100 et 
passim. Among primary sources, note in particular Selections of Zlidspram 35 and Pahlavi 
Rivliyat accompanying the Dlidestlin ï Dënïg 48. 

3 Thus, for example, in ber attempts to please the Zoroastrian community, Mary 
Boyce bas always taken pains to construe the Achaemenians as faithful Zoroastrians, as 
in Volume II of ber History of Zoroastrianism (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1982). In contrast, one 
might speculate that Emile Benveniste's drive to identify diversity in The Persian Reli
gion according to the ChiefGreek Texts (Paris: Paul Geuthner, 1929) may have had sorne 
relation to his own situation as a Levantine Jew in France of the III Republic. For more 
on Benveniste's life, see the forthcoming biographical account by Françoise Bader. 
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II 

In the present chapter, 1 want to consider the category of space, where 
rouch the sarne situation obtains. Once again, the Achaernenians exhibit 
general sirnilarity and specifie differences to other Iranian traditions in 
their tendency to plot spatial, ethnie, and political relations as a set of 
concentric circles surrounding a privileged center. Thus, as severa! 
scholars have recognized, a concentric pattern of this sort determined 
the seriai order in which Achaernenian inscriptions listed the lands and 
peoples of the empire. 4 1f we consider the earliest ex tant list, for exarnple 
- that of DB §6, which reflects Darius's holdings in Decernber 521-
it reduces the cornplexities of Asian geography to a neat schema of four 
concentric circles. The frrst of these consists of Persia itself, and the 
second of three core areas: Elarn, Babylon, and Assyria, older empires 
that were geographically and culturally proxirnate, also econornically 
and adrninistratively indispensable to the Persian center.5 The third 
circle is divided in four quadrants oriented to the cardinal points. 
Beginning in the south, the list rnoves from the land/people located 
closest to the center and rnoves toward the periphery. When it reaches 
the lirnits of the ernpire's expanse, it then shifts clockwise by ninety 
degrees, recommences with the innermost land/people of that quarter, 
then rnoves to the periphery again. Finally, the fourth circle contains 
two peripeherallands/peoples: Scythians to the north and Makans to the 
south (Figure 3.1). 

A list cornpiled toward the end ofDarius's reign (DNa §3, dated sorne 
years prior to 486) shows the interplay of this concentric pattern and 
changing circurnstances. Cornparing this to the list of DB §6, one fmds 
Persia still situated at the absolute center, Media having displaced Baby
lon in the second circle, and a reorientation of the third circle to begin 
with the peoples of the north, rather than those of the south. Most strik
ing, however, is expansion of the fourth circle to accornrnodate severa! 
peoples conquered since Darius's accession (Thracians, Libyans, Nubi
ans), several who were objects of imperial ambition, i.e. clairned and 
attacked, but not yet subjugated ("Scythians beyond the sea," "Ionians 

4 Thus, Clarisse Herrenschmidt, "Désignation de l'empire et concepts politiques de 
Darius 1er, op cit., Peter Calmyer, "Zur Genese altiranischer Motive. VIII. Staatliche 
Landcharte des Perserreicher," Archiiologische Mitteilungen aus Iran 15 (1982): 105-87, 
Briant, Histoire de l'empire perse 1: 191-98. 

5 As a mark of the importance accorded to these lands/peoples, note that most of the 
inscriptions were executed in Babylonian and Elamite, as well as Old Persian. 
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20.Scythians 

12. Cappadocians 
11. Annenians 
10. Medians 

4. AssYRIANS 

3. BABYLONIANS 

8. Lydians 2. ELAMITES 1. PERSIANS 
9. Ionians 

5. Arabians 
6. Egyptians 

23. Makans 

13. Parthians 
14. Drangians 

15.Arians 
16. Chorasmians 

17. Bactrians 

18. Sogdians 
19. Gandharans 
21. Sattagydians 
22 Arachosians 

Fig. 3.1 Lands/peoples of the empire, as listed in DB §6 (521 B.C.E.) 

24. Scythians beyond the sea 

25 Thracians 
15. Pointed-hat Scythians 

26. Petasos-wearing Ionians 14. Haoma-drinking Scythians 

17. Assyrians 
16. Babylonians 

20. Armenians 3.ELAMITES 
21. Cappadocians 

22.Lydians 
23. Ionians 

2. MEDIANS 1. PERSIANS 

18. Arabians 
19. Egyptians 

27. Libyans 

28. Ethiopians 

30. Carians 29.Makans 

4. Parthians 
5.Arians 

6. Bactrians 
7. Sogdians 

8. Choramians 
9. Drangianans 
1 O. Arachosians 

11. Sattagydianans 
12. Gandarans 

13. Indians 

Fig. 3.2 Lands/peoples of the empire, as listed in DNa §3 (c. 490 B.C.E.) 
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who wear the petasos "), along with the Makans and Carians, located at 
the extremities (Figure 3.2).6 

Similarly geometrie models of world order are attested in the A vesta, 
which describes systems of five, seven, and sixteen concentric world
regions, while a plan of seven regions, with the one at the center equal 
to ali others in size and importance is standard in Pahlavi texts.7 A.H. 
Shahbazi has argued that the same seven-partite pattern can be seen in 
Achaemenian jewelry designs, but the evidence is too slim for any far
reaching conclusion. 8 Continuities between Median and Persian patterns 
of concentricity are rouch better attested, however, as in a famous pas
sage from Herodotus that describes their moral and politicallogic. 

After themselves, [the Persians] give honor above ali to those who dwell 
closest to themselves, and second to those who are second closest. And 
proceeding thus, they distribute honor proportionately. They treat with 
[east honor those who dweli furthest away from themselves, considering 
themselves to be in ali ways the best of people by far, while the others 
partake of excellence proportionately, such thot those dwelling furthest 
from themselves are the worst. When the Medes were ruling, peoples ruled 
over each other, and the Medes ruled over ali together, especially those 
dwelling nearest to them. The latter ruled their neighbors, and they in turn 
ruled those who came next. The Persians distribute honor following the 
same principle. For as their people extended their rule, they managed in 
this fashion.9 

6 The Carians frrst appear in the list of OSe §3, where they are given the final position 
held by the Makans in earlier inscriptions (DB §6, DPe §2). Carians continue to occupy 
this spot during the reign of Artaxerxes Il (404-359 B.C.E.) or rn (359-331), as attested 
in A 1P, although they were moved to penultimate position by Xerxes 1 (r. 486-65) in 
favor of the Nubians (XPh §3). 

7 The system with five regions appears at Ya8t 13.143-145, that with seven at Videvdiid 
19.39, Vispered 10.1, and Ya8t 10.89, that with sixteen at Videvdad 1. Note, however, that 
the most recent interpretation of the last text places the privileged Iranian region in the 
northem extremity, rather than in the center: Willem Vogelsang, "The Sixteen Lands of 
Videvdat 1: Airyanam Vaejah and the Homeland of the lranians," Persica 16 (2001): 
49-66. Pahlavi sources treating the seven ki§wars include Selections of zadspram 3.33-35, 
Greater Bundahisn 8, Dadestan ï Denïg 36.5-7, Bahman Ya8t 3.47, and Denkard 3.29. 

8 A.S. Shahbazi, "Darius' «Haft Kishvar»," in H. Koch and D.N. MacKenzie, eds., 
Kunst, Kultur und Geschichte der Achamenidenzeit (Berlin: D. Reimer, 1983), pp. 239-46. 

9 Herodotus 1.134: 'ttj.u'Ocn ô& êK 1tanoov toùç iiyxtcrtu ~ooutrov olKéoVtuç j.leta ye 
êooutouç, ôeutepu ô& toùç ôeutépouç· j.leta ô& Katà Myov 1tpo(3uivoVteç ttj.lrocrt. 
i'jKtcrtu ô& toùç ~ooutrov ~Kucrtatoo olKllj.lévouç êv 'tt!lÙ iiyovtut, voj.liÇovteç ~oou
toùç dvat àv9pclmoov j.luKpcp tà 7tavtu àpicrtouç, toùç ô& ÜÀ.À.ouç KUtà Myov ti'iç 
àpetiiç ànéxecr9at, toùç ô& ~Kucrtatoo olKéovtaç àm) ~ooutrov KuKicrtouç dvat. ê1ti 
ô& MiJôoov ùpxonoov Kui ~px,.e tà !:Svea àl..l..iJI..oov, cruvu1tanoov j.IÈV Miïôot Kai trov 
ÜY:xtcrtu olKeOVtOOV O'(j)lO't, OUtOt ÔÈ KUl tOOV Ôj.lOUpOOV, ot ÔÈ j.IUÀ.U tOOV ê:XOj.lÉVOOV. 
Kutà tov aùtov ôi) Myov Kui ot llépcrat ttj.lrocrt· 1tpoé(3uwe yàp ôi) t6 I:Svoç iipxov 
te Kui êmtpo1tei'iov. 
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As Herodotus tells it, this pattern of administration coincided with 
Deiokes's construction of Ecbatana, a spectacular city surrounded by 
seven ringed walls, each one higher than its outlying predecessor. The 
frrst five were painted white, black, purple, blue, and orange, respec
tively, while the sixth was coated in silver and the seventh in gold. 10 At 
the center of the Median realm, thus lay the capital; at its center, the 
palace; and at its center, the king, who withdrew into this innermost 
sanctum, broke all contact with his people and managed affairs of state 
through messengers bustling to and fro. ll Palaces remained important 
for Achaemenian kings but, as we shall see, they used them much differ
ently. Indeed, not only was the Achaemenian system less radically con
centric than what Herodotus reported for the Medes, its ideology and 
symbology of the center were themselves rather different. 

III 

Before turning to those issues, however, let us frrst consider the formulae 
the inscriptions use to introduce their lists of lands/peoples, which shed 
light on the nature of relations between inner and outer circles (Table 3.1). 
In the earliest (DB §6, dated shortly after December 521 B.C.E.), Darius 
simply asserts "These are the lands/peoples that came to me. By the Wise 
Lord's will 1 was king of them." 12 Slightly more elaborate is the version 
used at Persepolis, written sorne time after 515: "Proclaims Darius the 
King: By the Wise Lord's will, these are the lands/peoples that 1 took hold 
of with this Persian army, that feared me and bore me tribute." 13 

Although later versions add phrases to specify that the subject peoples 
took direction from the king, obeying his proclamations and submitting 
to his laws, the Persepolis version already provides a madel of the recip
rocal processes that defme and maintain any imperial system. The frrst 
of these, through which the empire cornes into being, is a centrifugai 
outflow of violence whereby the center conquers and dominates the 
outer circles: "These are the lands/peoples that 1 took hold of with this 
Persian army." 14 Similar is the phrasing used to introduce the lists at 

10 Herodotus, 1.98. 
Il Ibid. 1.99. 
12 DB §6: ima dahyava, taya mana patiyajy§a, vdna Auramazdiiha adam§iim x§aya

Siya iiham. 
13 DPe §2: Sati Diirayavaus xsaya9iya: vdna Auramazdiiha ima dahyava, taya adam 

adarsi hada ana Parsa kârâ, taya hacàma atrsa, manâ bajim abara. 
14 Ibid: ima dahyava, taya adam adarsi hadii ana Parsa kiirii. 
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l DB DPe DSe DSm DNa XPhj 
§6 §2 §3 §2 §3 §3 

1. The Wise Lord bestowed 
on me the kingship/kingdom, 
which is great, which has good 
people. He made me king in 
this earth/empire. x 
AMmaj xsaçam fra bara tya 
vazrkam taya umartiyam. miim 
xsiiyaOiyam ahyiiyii bilmiya 
akunal}s 

2. By the Wise Lord's will x x x x x 
vasnii Auramazdiihii 

3. these are the lands/peoples 

imii dahyiiva 
x x x x x x 

4.1. that came to me x 
tayii mana patiyiijysa 

4.2. that 1 took hold of with 
this Persian people/army 

tayii adam adarsi hadii anii 
x 

P iirsii kiirii 

4.3. that 1 seized far from 
Persia 

tayii adam agrbiiyam apataram 
x x 

hacii Piirsii 

5. they feared me 

tayii haciima atrsa 
x 

6.1. by the Wise Lord's will 
1 am king over them 

vasnii Auramazdiiha adamsiim 
x 

xsiiyaOiya iiham 

6.2.1 those far from Persia over 
which 1 was king x 
tayajsiim adam xsiiyaOiya aham 
apataram hacii Piirsii 

6.2.2. of whom 1 became king 

tayaisiim adam xSiiyaOiya x 
abavam 

6.3. 1 ruled over them · 

adamsam patiyaxsayaj 
x x x 
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DB DPe DSe DSm DNa XPh! 
§6 §2 §3 §2 §3 §3 

7. they bore me tri bute x x x x 
manii bajim abara(ha) 

8. That which was proclaimed 
to them by me, that they did x 
tayasiim haciima aOanhya, ava 

x x 
akunava 

9. My law- that held them 

diitam taya manii avadis x x x 
adiiraya 

Table 3.1 Formulae introducing the Iists of lands/peoples. 

Susa and Naqs-ï Rustam: "These are the lands/peoples that 1 seized far 
from Persia."15 And immediately after presenting his list at the latter 
site, Darius reemphasizes this point. 

lfyou shou/d wonder, "How many are the landslpeoples that King Darius 
held? " , look at the pictures of tho se who be ar the throne [a reference to 
the accompanying relief sculpture, where thirty figures support the 
enthroned monarch]. Then you will learn, then it becomes known: "The 
spear of the Persian man went far." Then it becomes known: "The Per
sian man has pushed back the enemy far from Persia." 16 

Balancing the outflow of force and making its continuation possible is 
the centripetal reflux of wealth extorted as tax or tribute (biiji). Persia 
itself was exempt from such payments, as Herodotus recorded.17 As the 
innermost circle - that which receives, but pays no tribute - it was 
omitted from ali lists that made mention of tribute in their introductory 
formulae, like that on the south retaining wall of Darius's palace at 

ts DNa §3 and DSe §3: ima dahyiiva tayii adam agrbiiyam apataram haca Parsa. 
16 DNa §4: yadipati maniyahaj_; ciyiik:aram avii dahyava, tayii Darayavau§ x§aya9iya 

adiiraya, patikarii dïdi, tayaj_ gii9um baranti; adii xsnasahi, adataj azdii baviiti; Parsahyii 
martiyahyii düraj_ rstis pariigmata; adataj azdii bavati; Parsa martiya düraj hacii Parsa par
ataram patiyajata. The fullest discussion of Achaemenian practices for extraction of trib
ute is found in Pierre Briant and Clarisse Herrenschmidt, eds., Le tribut dans l'empire 
Perse (Paris: Peeters, 1989). On the religious and ideological significance of tribute, see 
below, Chapter Nine. 

17 Herodotus 3.97: "Persia is the only land known to me that is not obliged to pay 
tribute, for the Persians dwell in a land free of tax." ~ llepcriç ôè XcOPTJ j.lOUVTJ j!Ot oÙJC 
EÏpTJtat ôacrj.lo<p6poç àtû.éa yàp llépcrat VÉj.lovtat XcOPTJV. 
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Fig. 3.3 Apadana staircase at Persepolis, with relief sculpture of tributaries. 

Persepolis: "These are the lands/peoples that. .. feared me and bore me 
tribute. " 18 The massive relief sculptures on the grand staircases to the 
north and east of the Persepolis Apadana serve to underscore the point 
(Figures 3.3). There, hundreds of tribute bearers from every province 
stream toward the enthroned king, sitting immobile at the center of the 
composition and of the empire. Each party is identifiable by the ethni
cally distinctive costume they wear and each bears a specifie form of 
wealth, normally that considered their most excellent product.19 

Herodotus provides a detailed account of the tribute (phoros) required 
from each of the Persian satrapies, calculating each one's obligations in 

18 DPe §2: imii dahyiiva ... tayii haciirna atrsa, mana bajim abara. Persia heads the lists 
contained in DB §6, DSm §2, and A7P, where tribute goes unrnentioned, but is omitted 
from DPe §2, DSe §3, DNa §3, and XPh §3. In the latter set, it remains implicitly present 
as recipient of the tribute paid by ali the other lands/peoples who do appear by narne. 

19 On representation of tributaries on the Persepolis staircase, see Erich Schmidt, 
Persepolis. Ill: The Royal Tombs and Other Monuments (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1970}, pp. 143-60, R.D. Burnett, "Persepolis," Iraq 19 (1957): 55-77, esp. pp. 65-72, 
Gerold Walser, Die Volkerschaften auf den Reliefs von Persepolis. Historische Studien 
über den sogennanten Tributzug an der Apaddnatreppe (Berlin: Deutsche archaologi
sches Institut, 1966}, and Root, King and Kingship in Achaemenid Art, pp. 86-95 and 
227-84. 
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talents of gold or silver.20 According to him, such payments were an 
innovation of Darius, it having been customary under Cyrus and Cam
byses for the subject peoples of the empire to offer not tribute, but gifts 
(dora). Traces of these remained, for example, in the white horses 
offered annually by the Cilicians, the ivory and ebony brought from 
Ethiopia, or the frankincense proffered by the Arabians over and above 
their tribute payments.21 

The fullest account of tributary "gifts" flowing from the empire's 
outer circles to its royal center is found, however, in a description of the 
palace Darius built at Susa (in Elam, note, and not Persia) between 518 
and 512.22 In considerable detail, the text describes the palace's "orna
mentation borne from afar" (haciici düradasa arjanamsaj abariya): 
lumber from Lebanon, Gandhara, and Carmania; gold from Lydia and 
Bactria; gems from Sogdiana and Chorasmia; silver and ebony from 
Egypt; ivory from Ethiopia, Sind, and Arachosia; stone from Elam; and 
unspecified ornaments from Ionia. The national identity of workmen 
also received considerable attention: transport by Assyrians, Carians, 
and Ionians; stonemasonry by Ionians and Lydians; goldsmithing by 
Medes and Egyptians; carpentry by Lydians and Egyptians; brickwork 
and excavation by Babylonians.23 This catalogue of the various contribu
tions lays the groundwork, as it were, for the text's conclusion, where 
Darius announced how he meant this palace - simultaneously product 
and model of the empire as a who le, microcosmic concentration of ail its 
best features - to be regarded and understood. 

Says Darius the King: In Susa a great wonder was measured out. A great 
wonder it was.24 

Old Persianfrasa- here translated "wonder"- will be treated more 
fully in Chapter Twenty-one and. there is no need to review the whole 
argument here. For the moment, suffice it to say that the A vestan and 
Pahlavi cognates are technical terms used to denote the "Renovation," 

20 Herodotus 3.89-97. 
21 Herodotus 3.89: êni yàp K6pou apxovtoç Kai aÔttç KaJ.1Pum::ro ~v JCatecrtlJKoç 

oùôèv cp6pou népt, Ô.Â.Â.à ôêi>pa &.yiveov. The Cilician horses are mentioned at 3.90, the 
gifts from Ethiopia, Colchis, and Arabia at 3.97. 

22 On Susa and its importance, see Rémy Boucharlat, "Suse et la Susiane a l'époque 
achéménide: Données archéologiques," Achaemenid History 4 (1990): 149-175, Dan
damaev and Lukonin, Culture and Social Institutions of Ancient Iran, pp. 256-259, and 
Walther Hinz, Darius und die Perser: Eine Kulturgeschichte der Achiimeniden (Baden
Baden: Holle Verlag, 1976).pp. 177-182. 

23 DSf §§3f-3k. . 
24 DSf §4: eati Diirayavaus XS: Çüsaya paru fra8am framatam. paru fra8am iiha. 
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i.e. the fmal act of world history, including the defeat of Ahreman and 
his demonic powers, resurrection of the dead, last judgment, rituals of 
purification, and restoration of the Wise Lord's creation to its original 
state of perfection.25 In Old Persian usage, however, the realization of 
the wondrous state denominated as frasa does not have to wait for the 
end of time. Of the eight times the word occurs, six refer to the palace 
Darius erected at Susa. The other two'treat cosmogony. 

A great god is the Wise Lord, who makes a wonder (fra8a) on this earth, 
who makes mankind on this earth, who makes happiness for mankind, who 
makes good horses and good chariots.26 

A great god is the Wise Lord, who created this wonder (fra8a) that is seen, 
who created happiness for mankind, who deposited wisdom and physical 
prowess in Darius the King.21 

The parallelism thus established between God's accomplishments during 
the frrst world-age and those of the king in the third serves to suggest a 
rouch broader homology. 

Wise Lord 

Great God (baga ~azrka) 

Creator of earth (büml) 

Creation as a wonder (/rasa) 

Creator of happiness for 
mankind 

Source of Darius's power 

Darius 

Great King (xsiiyaOiya vazrka) 

Creator of empire (bümz) 

Palace as a wonder (/rasa) and 
rnicrocosm of the empire 

Restorer of happiness for mankind. 

Recipient of power derived from 
the Wise Lord and used to fulfill 
the latter's intentions 

2S Regarding the eschatological fraso.k<Jrati ("making-wonderful," Pahlavi frasgird), 
see the discussions of Lommel, Die Religion Zarathustras, pp. 224-225, Molé, Culte, 
mythe, et cosmologie, pp. 172-175, and Geo Widengren, Die Religionen /rans (Stuttgart: 
W. Kohlhammer, 1965), p. 88. The best Avestan descriptions are found at Yasna 30.7-9 
and Y a5t 19 .11. Pahlavi sources, including Greater Bundahisn 34, Pahlavi Rivayat accom
panying the Dadestiin ï Dënïg 25, 48, 49, 52, and 54, Dënkard 3.208 provide more 
extended discussions. 

26 DSs: baga vazrka Auramazda, haya fra5am ahyaya bümiyâ kuna]:!ti, haya martiyam 
ahyayâ bümiyâ kuna]:!ti, haya siyâtim kuna]:!ti martiyahyâ, haya uvaspâ ura8âcâ kuna1:1ti. 

27 DNb § 1: baga vazrka Auramazda, hay a adadâ ima fra5am taya vaj.nataj, haya adadâ 
siyâtim martiyahyâ, haya xra8um utâ aruvastam upari Dârayavaum xsâya8iyam niyasaya. 
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IV 

The reciprocal exchange of outward bound violence for inbound wealth 
is typical of ali imperial formations and can be understood as something 
akin to the political equivalent of Einstein's famous equation demon
strating the interchangeability of energy and matter {E = mC2}. One 
ought not press the comparison, given the differences in technology and 
those in the rates of exchange. Still, once recognized, the family resem
blance is striking. 

To this universal pattern of centrifugai and centripetal motion in bal
ance, which virtualiy defines the imperial mode of domination, the 
Achaemenians added a third form of motion that is much less common: 
indeed, most decidedly eccentric, and that in severa} senses. This is the 
annual circuit the king made inside the empire's inner circles, the ritual
ized royal progression Pierre Briant has somewhat whimsically called 
"le nomadisme du Grand Roi. "28 

Such motion is attested in a relatively large number of Greek texts. lt 
has been largely confmned, moreover, by Christopher Tuplin's painstak
ing examination of ali evidence from the Persepolis Fortification Tablets 
that permits one to specify the king's physic~ locus on given dates of 
the year. Although that evidence is less extensive than one might wish, 
in ali instances it places the king where the pattern described by the 
Greeks would have him. 29 

To speak of "the pattern" in the singular, however, is something of an 
oversimplification, since differences exist among the classical sources 
(Table 3.2). Ail agree on four points, however. 1) The king avoided the 
peripheral regions of the empire's outer circles, which were "uninhabit
able, sorne due to beat, sorne due to cold, sorne due to moisture, and 
sorne due to dryness."30 2) Although he preferred to make his dwelling 
"in the middle of the regions,"31 the king moved about the inner circles 
on a seasonal basis. 3) His summer residence was Ecbatana, "where the 
air is al ways coldest and the summer is like the winter around Baby lon. " 32 

28 Pierre Briant, "Le nomadisme du grand roi," Iranica Antiqua 23 (1988): 253-73, 
idem, Histoire de l'empire perse, pp. 199-200. 

29 Christopher Tuplin, "The Seasonal Migration of Achaemenid Kings: A Report on 
Old and New Evidence," Achaemenid History 11 (1998): 63-114. Cf. Heidemarie Koch, 
Achiimeniden-Studien, op cit., pp. 61-91. 

30 Xenophon, Cyropaedia 8.6.21: to6trov ôè tà 1tÉpata tà JlÈV ôtà 9aÂ.1tOÇ, tà ôè 
Ôtà ljfÙXOÇ, tà ÔÈ Ôtà ÜÔ<Op, tà ÔÈ Ôt' à.vuôp\av ÔUO"OlKT]tU. 

31 Ibid. 8.6.22: aùtoç ô' tv JlÉcrrp to6trov ti)v ôiattav 1tOtTJ<TaJlevoç. 
32 Dio Chrysostom, Oration 6.1: ôti;yev ... ôè 9épouç tv 'EKJ3atavotc; ti;ç MT]ÔtKi;ç, 

01t0\l ljfUXp6tatoc; ô di)p dei 1tOtÉ f.crtt Kai tép 1tepi BaJ3uJ..&va XEtJl&vt tO et poe; OJlOtOV. 
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4) ln winter, he passed his time in Susa or Babylon, possibly both, and 
Dio Chrysostom named Bactra as a third option. ln ali cases, however, 
the logic was the same, for these were "the mildest parts of Asia. "33 

Sorne authors treat the king's altemation between a summer and a winter 
residence as the whole of the system, comparing this to the migration of 
birds.34 Others, however, introduce a subdivision in the cold weather 
residence, setting the king in Susa for the spring and Babylon in the 
winter, or vice versa.35 

! Spring Summer Fall Winter 

Xenophon, 
Susa Ecbatana Baby lon Cyropaedia 8.6.22 

. Dio Chrysostom, 
Ecbatana 

Baby lon, 
Oration 6.1 Susa, Bactra 

Plutarch, Moralia 78d Susa Media Baby lon 

Plutarch, Moralia 499ab Media Baby lon 

· Plutarch, Moralia 604c Sus a Media Baby lon 

· Athenaeus, 
Baby lon Ecbatana Persepolis Sus a Deipnosophistae 513ef 

Aelian, On Animais 3.13 Ecbatana Susa 

Table 3.2 Greek sources treating the Achaemenian king's annual rotation 
(presented in chronological order). 

·• 

Most complex, thoroughgoing, and rigorous in its structural logic, 
however, is the four-point rotation reported by Athenaeus, where the 
king was said to have made a clockwise circuit through the primary cit
ies in each of the empire's four central regions, each one roughly associ
ated to a cardinal point (Table 3.3). Here, motion through time and space 
were correlated, so the king's rotation could offset the seasons, thereby 
avoiding extremities of heat, cold, moisture, and dryness.36 

33 Ibid: 'toiç EÔÔtEtvo'ta'totç 'tiiç 'Acriaç. Xenophon, Cyropaedia 8.6.22 also com
ments on the warmth of Babylon 

34 Thus Aelian, On Animais 3.13. 
35 Thus Xenophon, Cyropaedia 8.6.22 and Plutarch, Moralia 78d and 604c. Else

where, the latter author favors a bipartite division between Babylon in the winter and 
Ecbatana in the summer (Moralia 499ab). 

36 On the Babylonian climate as particularly dry, save during the Spring, see Dan
damaev and Lukonin, Culture and Social Institutions of ancient Iran, p. 132. 
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iseason Spring Summer Fall· ; 

City Baby lon Ecbatana Perse polis 

Region Babylon Media Persia 

Direction West North East 

Season climate Moist Hot Dry 

City climate Dry Cold Moist 

Table 3.3 The Achaemenian king's annual rotation, 
according to Athenaeus, Deipnosophistae 513ef. 

Winter ::: 

Susa 

El am 
South 

Cold 

Hot 

Prior discussions of the royal circuit have generally stressed its prag
matic side, showing how it enabled the king to supervise local adminis
tration, collect tribute, and project symbolic power in core provinces of 
the empire.37 While this is surely appropriate, an exclusively utilitarian 
perspective overlooks sorne intriguing features of the practice. As a 
starting point, one might note, for example, how these peregrinations · 
destabilized the system of concentric circles by depriving it of an abso
lute center. Fuller consideration suggests, however, not that the empire 
was decentered, but that determination of its center did not depend on 
considerations of geometry alone. Rather, the center was relational, 
being defmed by the king himself, and not by sorne administrative 
structure or fixed geographie locus. (Here, one may compare Xeno
phon's assertion that the Persian king always positioned himself at the 
center of his army).38 Further, as a result of the king's seasonal rotation, 
the ever-moving imperial center always remained an ideal site, as 
indexed by the weather. Knowing how to achieve and maintain the per
fect balance of beat and humidity amounted to a victory over time, 
change, and the elements, a veritable marvel (thauma, cf. Old Persian 
frasa),39 for it ensured the king's happiness and well-being (eudaimonia; 

37 See esp. Briant, "Le nomadisme du grand roi." An exception is Bruce Lincoln 
"The Center of the World and the Origins of Life," History of Religions 40 (2001): 311-
26," aspects of which 1 would now modify. 

38 Xenophon, Anabasis 1.8.22: 1eai yàp ftl)et aôtov (sc. ô PacrtÂ.&6ç) ott J.Lécrov 
fxot toi3 TiepcrtJCoi3 crtpat&UJ.latoç. JCai 1tavteç ô' o\ tfuv pappaprov iipxovteç J.Lécrov 
fxovteç to aôtfuv f)yoi3vtat, VOJ.LiÇovteç oütro 1eai tv dcrcpaÂ.&crtatcp dvat. The expia
nation that the king positions himself at the center to secure his own safety reflects Greek 
opinion, not Persian ideology. 

39 Aelian, On Animais 3.13: cro<piav ôà il'Yllvtat dv9pomot eauJ.lacrti]v toi3 llepcrfuv 
Pam:>..éroç tç è1ttO"tTJJ.lllV déprov 1epacreroç. 
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cf. Old Persian siyiitz);40 indeed, it could even be said to make him bles
sed (makar; cf. Old Persian [tiivan).41 

Ali of which prompts us to ask: What significance bad the hot and the 
cold, the dry and the moist in Achaemenian ideology? 

v 
No Achaemenian evidence proper speaks to this question. The Greek 
reports give us a bit to go on, but the search for a point of moderation 
and balance between equally unwelcome extremes is probably a theme 
more Greek than Persian. Greek authors from the 5th century on used 
this construct to define their homeland as the perfect, central space of 
the globe, mediating the inclemencies of hot, cold, moist, and dry.42 

Consider, for instance, this Herodotean passage. 

Of ali the people we know, the /onians happened to situate their cities in 
places with the fairest sky and seasons. For neither the lands to the north, 
nor to the south, nor to the east, nor to the west produce as weil as /onia, 
sorne being gripped by cold and moisture, others by heat and drought.43 

Iranians also speculated about the same binary oppositions, as is seen in 
Avestan and Pahlavi sources.44 As in the case of other materials we have 

40 Plutarch, Moralia 499b, Dio Chrysostom, Oration 6.1. 
41 Plutarch, Moralia 604c: JCuhot to6ç '(B TIBpcroov ~umÀ.Éuç êJ.lUKaptÇov ... 
42 Regarding this topos, see the splendid treatment by Maria Michaela Sassi, The 

Greeks and the Science of Man (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000; ltalian 
original, 1988). 1 have also given it sorne attention in Theorizing Myth: Narrative, Ideol
ogy, and Scholarship (Chicago: Universitr of Chicago Press, 1999), pp. 110-18. 

43 Herodotus 1.142: 0\ ôè '1rovBç outot, trov 1eul. to Tiuvtcovtov êcrti, toi> J.lSV 
oôpuvoÜ 1Cill tOOV d>pÉOOV êv tëi> lCUÀ.À.tcrtq> êtU'(XUVOV \OpU<rUJ.lBVOt 1tOÀ.tUÇ 1tUVtOOV 
Ô:V9pd>1tOOV tOOV 'I'JJ.lBÏÇ 'iOJ.lBV. o(hB '(Ùp tà UVOO uôtiiç XOOpiu td>Uto 1tOtÉBt tfi 'Irovin 
outs tà Katro, outs tà 1tpoç ti]v ft& outB tà 1tpoç ti]v êcr1tÉP11V, tà J.lSV {>1to tou 
'lfUxpou tB JCUi Ù'(pou 1ttBÇoJ.lBVu, tà ôè Ù1to tou 9BpJ.loU tB JCUi uÔXJ.lcOOBoç. Cf. Xen
ophon, Anabasis 1.1.6. The topos achieves its classic articulation in Aristotle, Politics 
7.7.2-3 1327b, but is ftrst introduced in the immediate aftermath of the Persian Wars, as 
in the Hippocratic treatise On Airs, Waters, and Places and Aeschylus, Persians, Il. 492-
507. On the latter text, see Chapter Nineteen. 

44 The A vesta treats the topos of hot/cold and moist/dry primarily in the context of 
meteorology and, more specifically, within the mythology of the summer rains that put an 
end to drought (apaosa). See Yast 8, 18, and the analysis of Bernard Forssman, "Apaosa, 
der Gegner des Tistria," Zeitschriftfür vergleichende Sprachforschung 82 (1968): 37-61. 
Somewhat different is the way it figures in the geographical discussion of Videvdiid 1, 
esp. vv. 2-3 and 17-19. Pahlavi texts introduce this theme in numerous contexts, including 
cosmology, embryology, humoral physiology, and sociology, as 1 have shown in Death, 
War, and Sacrifice (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1991), pp. 209-29. Note also 
Clarisse Herrenschmidt's attempt to reverse conventional wisdom regarding the relations 
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considered, one cannot posit simple continuity between Achaemenian 
data and these texts, many of which were not committed to writing until 
after the Arab conquest. In a fashion simultaneously more broad and 
more modest, however, they can help us establish broad Iranian patterns, 
within which the Achaemenian was one variant. The frrst point to 
observe, then, is that Mazdaeans (of whatever sort) invested the physical 
qualities hot, cold, moist, and dry with profoundly moral significance by 
situating them within a dualistic system of classification. To that end, for 
example, the Greater Bundahisn. pronounces: "The Ohrmazdean nature 
is made manifest as warm and moist and light and fragrant. ... The nature 
of Ahreman is made manifest as cold and dry and demonic and dark and 
stinking."45 

A prime mark of their inherent goodness is the way beat and moisture 
are associated with life, for living bodies are characterized by precisely 
these properties. Conversely, their demonic counterparts - cold and 
dryness - cause death and characterize dead matter. Pursuing this line 
of analysis, an important chapter of the Dënkard contrasts the creative 
force associated with warmth and moisture to the sterile nature of the 
opposed Ahremanian qualities.46 

Spiritual (i.e., non-material) light, by the warm-moist power of its !ife
essence is able to change from plain spiritual being to composite being that 
is material. Even now, ali materia/ things are materially established out of 
that same (warm-moist) power. Spiritual darkness is not able to achieve 
composite material existence because of the cold-dry, lying quality of its 
death-nature. That (immaterial darkness) which becomes materially visible 
is not wearing its own substance, but a different substance.47 

of dependence between Greeks and Persians as regards these theories, "Entre Perses et 
Grecs, 1. Démocrite et le mazdéisme. Religion, philosophie, science," Transeuphratène 
Il (1996): 115-43, to which 1 responded with undue haste in "The Center of the World 
and the Origins of Life," op cit. n. 36. 1 would now give much fuller credence to Her
renschmidt's proposai. 

45 Greater Bundahisn 26.127 and 27.52 (TD2 MS. 181.6-7 and 188.11-12): gôhr ï 
ohrmazdïg garm ud xwëd ud rôsn ud hubôy ï sabuk andar fraz paydag .... gôhr ï ahreman 
sard ud husk ud dëwig ud tarïg ud gandag andar fraz paydag. Dënkard 3.157.8 (Madan 
MS. 145,5-8 B MS. [Dresden] 110.7-10) similarly associates hot and moist with light, 
fragrance, purity, beauty, and good, while similarly associating cold and dry with dark, 
stench, fllth, sin, illness, and evil. 

46 Whether cold and dryness ought be understood as positive entities in their own right 
or as the absence of heat and moisture was a question subject to sorne debate. Dënkard 
3.142 (Madan MS. 144.20-146.21; B MS. [Dresden] 110.2-111.17) argues strenuously in 
favor of the former position, attributing the latter to heterodox sectarians (këSdiiriin). 

47 Dënkard 3.105 (Madan MS. 99.5-11, B MS. [Dresden] 72.3-6): ud rôsn mënôg pad 
garm-xwëd nërôg zïndag ud cihnn az xam büd mënôg bawisn ô ham-bawisn an gëtig 
wastan ud sayëd. an ï nün-iz hamag gëtig gëtig pad gëtiha winirdïh az ham nërôg. ud tar 
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At issue here is a full theology of creation.48 It posits frrst, that only the 
Wise Lord has the ability to create, i.e. to move things from a spiritual, 
immaterial state to fully embodied material existence; second, that he 
does this through the power of warmth and moisture, which constitute 
life's essence (zindag cihrih); third, that cold and desiccation are quali
ties associated with the Evil Spirit and the Lie. As such, their powers 
have the nature of death (marg gohr). They cannot create in any proper 
sense, although they can wreak material effects by attacking, debasing, 
deforming, corrupting, and perverting material entities that were initially 
products of the Wise Lord's creativity. "Thus, the Foui Spirit brings 
cold in adversarial fashion to the pure warmth and brings dryness in 
adversarial fashion to the pure moisture, evilly to repress warmth with 
cold and moisture with dryness, to render powerless the living creatures 
of the good existence, to impede the motion of creation. "49 

Following this logic, the theology of creation gives rise to a theory of 
disease, along with corollary theories of medicine and nutrition. "The 
reason healing of the body is necessary is the ceaseless evil assault of 
the cold-dry against the essential body's warm-moist blood."50 So opens 
another chapter of the Denkard, which goes on to explain how the "ele
mental" (iimëzisnig) heat and moisture present in food and drink help 
protect the body against damage inflicted by Ahreman's attack and the 
destructive qualities associated with him.51 

Birth, growth, health, and the general flourishing of life thus depend 
on heat and moisture, while illness, suffering, and death follow when 
cold and dryness overwhelm their Ohrmazdean counterparts. This holds 
not only for humans and animais, but also for plants which, as the frrst 
form of life the Wise Lord created, are particularly vulnerable and also 
particularly important, for they provide the food on which ali others 
depend. The Greater Bundahisn states that warmth and moisture (frre 

mënog marg gohr sard husk druwandTh ray im 0 ham-bawisnig gëtig madan në sayed. an 
ï o paydag gëtiha mad në xwës gohr be jud gohr +paymoxig. 

48 For a fuller explication of these tenets, see Shaul Shaked, "Sorne Notes on Ahreman, 
the Evil Spirit, and his Creation," in E.E. Urbach et al., eds., Studies in Mysticism and Reli
gion presented to Gershom G. Scholem (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1967), pp. 227-34, 
reprinted in Shaked, From Zoroastrian Iran to Islam (Aldershot: Variorum, 1995). 

49 Dënkard 3.162 (Madan MS. 175.12-15; B MS. [Dresden] 134.14-15): ciyon ëd i 
Gannag Mënog pad hamësta.rig rasënidii.rih sardih o abëzag garmih ï huskih o abëzag 
xwëdTh garmih pad sardih ud xwëdTh pad huskih wadomandTha anaftan zïndagan ï web 
bawisn agarënidan dam rawagih paàrranënidan. 

50 Dënkard 3.157.18 (Madan MS. 167.20-21; B MS. [Dresden] 128.12-13): bësaz 
niyazih ï tan cim adrang sard husk ud ëbgatïg petyarag ï o garm-xwëd xon tan madag. 

51 Dënkard 3.157.18 (Madan MS. 167.20-169.11; B MS. [Dresden] 128.12-129.16). 
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and water) were initially created so they could provide support for the 
primordial plant.52 When Ahreman attacked the good creation, however, 
he inflicted dryness on the plant and caused it to wither, after which the 
cold and the dry are the special enemies of vegetation, as of life itself.53 

The warm-moist, which is that which makes plants grow, is adversarial to 
the cold-dry, which is the destroyer, the terror of plants. And the cold-dry, 
which is the destroyer, the terror of plants, is adversarial to the warm
moist, which is that which makes plants grow.54 

These materials let us hypothesize that the annual circuit of the Achae
menian kings may have been designed to secure something more grand 
than the ruler's persona} health or bodily comfort. By seeking to place 
and maintain himself in perennially warm and moist climates, the king 
centered his empire in the most Ohrmazdean spaces, whose physical 
qualities were uniquely conducive to the flourishing of life in ali its 
forms: vegetative, animal, and human. Such an environment also mir
rored the way things were at the dawn of time, when the world was fresh 
from the Wise Lord's band, before the onslaught of evil introduced cold, 
dryness, death and disease into creation. In this way, vitality could be 
best maintained and that vitality could diffuse from the empire's mobile, 
but ever-perfect center to its less stable, salubrious, and moral peripher
ies. Once more, Achaemenian discourse and practice seem oriented 
toward the paradisal. 

52 According to Greater Bundahisn 1a.ll (TD MS. 20.11-12): "And for the help of 
the plant, he created water and tire." u-s dad ô ayiirih urwar ud ab ud ataxs. Cf. Selections 
ofzadspram 34.50-51, which offers a somewhat different analysis. 

53 Greater Bundahisn 4.17, Selections of Zlidspram 2.6-7. 
54 Dènkard 3.390 (Madan MS. 369.5-8; B MS. [Dresden] 285.19-21): ciyôn garmôg 

xwëd ta urwar waxsënidar hambadïgTh. sard husk sahm ï urwaran osënidar sard husk sahm 
ï urwar osënidar hambadïgTh.. garmôg xwëd ta urwar waxsënidar. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

IL FAUT CULTIVER NOTRE JARDIN: 
ON ACHAEMENIAN HORTICULTURE AND IMPERIALISM 

1 

Although no Persian description of the Achaemenian pleasure parks 
survives, the etymology of Median *pairi.daiza, Old Persian pairi.daida, 
and the host of loanwords derived therefrom lets us infer that these struc
tures were marked by a wall (daiza, daida, etc.), separating the environ
ment inside from that which lay beyond.1 Such walls could serve a mili
tary function, securing select spaces against violence from the outside, as 
when Old Persian didii (most literally "wall") is used to denote a defen
sive bastion or fortress.2 Walls could also serve to mark concentrations 
of wealth, power, and status, as when palace walls enclosed a treasury, 
temple, or royal complex. 3 W alls of this type could also become objects 
of rich decoration and symbolic adornment, as at Susa and Ecbatana, the 
latter of which offered a model of the cosmos itself.4 And when walls of 
either sort fell into disrepair, the king was obliged to restore them, 
thereby renewing the order they both preserved and created. 5 

Although the inside was usually valorized in contradistinction to a 
lesser outside, the opposite relation could also obtain, a8 in the use of 
encircling walls to create a distinctly unpleasant type of "paradise." 
Thus, Avestan pairi.daëzii, precisely cognate to the Median and Persian 
forms, occurs only twice in the A vesta, in formulaic passages that take 

1 The tenn is a compound, cognate with Greek 7tEpt-n:i:x.oç and, like the latter, it 
denotes an "encircling wall." Walls are mentioned in sorne of the Greco-Roman descrip
tions of paradeisoi, but are not a consistent feature, perhaps being taken for granted. See, 
for instance, Xenophon, Hellenica 4.1.15, Curtius Rufus 8.1.12, and Achilles Tatius 1.15. 

2 Thus DB §§13, 27, 28, 45, and 47. 
3 See, for instance, Herodotus's description of Ecbatana (1.98): "There are seven cir

cles [of walls] in ali. Inside the last one are the royal chambers and the treasuries." 
KUKÀO>V ô' Mvrcov -rêi>v cruvam1vrcov t1t-ra, êv ôit -rép 'tEÀeu-raicp -rà ~a<nÀ{Jta fvean 
Kai ot 6TJO"UUpoL 

4 The decorations on the walls at Susa are mentioned at DSf §§3i, 3k. The walls of 
Ecbatana are mentioned at DB §32 and are described by Herodotus 1.98. 

s For examples of the king's responsibility to restore walls, see CB §13 and DSe §5. 
The topos is weil attested elsewhere in Mesopotamia. 
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up the question of where and how the most severe types of pollution 
shouid be treated. Among women, this would be the pollution of one 
who bas produced a still-born infant; among men, one who bas bad 
sustained contact with corpses.6 Both of these should be taken to "the 
place on this earth that is most waterless, most plantless, whose soil is 
most purified, driest, and where animais, small and large, traverse 
its paths in fewest numbers ... "1 In this barren terrain, pious Mazda
worshippers were enjoined to erect an encircling wall (pairi.daëzii),8 

inside of which the non-mother would pass twelve days of purification 
before she could return to ber normal existence.9 Less fortunate was the 
corpse-handler, who was condemned to pass the rest of his days inside 
the enclosure, until he becomes old and decrepit or literally "one whose 
fluid bas dried up" (pairistii.xsudro ).10 Upon death, his skull should 
be flayed and his body fed to vultures, at which time only would he be 
released from the corruption afflicting his body. 11 

The space eut off from the rest of existence in this fashion is named and 
constituted as a "paradise," i.e. a walled enclosure. In pointed contrast to 

6 Vidëvdad 5.45 and 3.15, respectively. The title assigned to the man (iristo.kasa) is 
uncertain and Pahlavi commentaries take it to denote one who has transported a corpse by 
himself (a "corpse-leader" nasii-siiliir or "one who has borne the dead alone" rist ke-! 
ëwiiz bar). For these, see Bartholomae, Altiranisches Worterbuch, col. 1530, James 
Darmesteter, Le Zend Avesta (Paris: Annales du Musée Guimet, 1892-93) 2: 38n26, and 
Helmut Humbach, "Bestattungsformen im Vidëvdat," Zeitschrift für vergleichende 
Sprachforschung 71 (1961): 103-5." Surely the frrst element of the Avestan compound 
denotes the dead body of a righteous/truthful person, but the second element could derive 
from the verbs kas- ("to teach"), kar- ("to make, to do"), or kart- ("to eut"). 

7 Vidëvdad 3.15: liat rnraot ahuro mazdii. yat a!Jhat aiiJhâ z;;~mo vï.iipo.t;;~m;;~mca 
vï.uruuaro.t;;~m;;~mca yaoZdato.z;;~mot;;~m;;~mca husko.t;;~m;;~mca kambist;;~mca aëte pa9â 
fraÜlpl pasuuasca staoriica ... Cf. Vidëvdad 5.46. On yaozdii see Georges Dumézil, "À 
propos de latin ius," Revue de l'histoire des religions 134 (1948): 95-99, which remains 
preferable to Jacques Duchesne-Guillemin, "Reflections on 'yaozdii', with a Digression 
on xvaetvada(Ja," in Jaan Puhvel, ed., Myth and Law among the Jndo-Europeans (Berke
ley: University of California Press, 1970), pp. 203-1 O. 

8 Vidëvdad 3.18 and 5.49: aëtaoa hë aëte mazdaiiasna aiiJhâ z;;~mo pairi.daëzlpl pairi. 
daëzaii11n. The verb (pairi.daëz- "to erect an encircling wall") and its object (pairi. 
daëzqn, in the accusative) mirror one another. 

9 Vidëvdad 5.50-56. 
10 Vidëvdiid 3.20. The Pahlavi translation of pairistii.xSudrti takes it to denote an impo

tent old man whose semen is exhausted: padirag susr, gad ne tuwiin ("against the semen, 
not able to copulate"). The second element of the Avestan compound- xJudrii "fluid," 
rather than taoxman or ci8ra, which more literally denote "semen, seed"- suggests that a 
more general process of drying out was intended, of which impotence was only a part. 

11 Vidëvdad 3.20-21. Exposure to birds is the normal fate of corpses among Zoroas
trians. Flaying of the scalp, however, is a much more unusual practice. Conceivably, it 
may represent an attempt to separate one's hair, the microcosmic homologue of plants, 
from the rest of the body. 
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its Achaemenian counterpart, the environment within these walls is repeat
edly marked as a space of desiccation, where the absence of moisture ren
ders everything dead and sterile. In sequence, the text works its way 
through the order of creation, which mirrors the alimentary chain. Thus, the 
enclosure has no water (vï.iipo.tamamca), no plants (vï.uruuaro.tamamca), 
an earth that is purified (yaozdiito.zamamca) and dried out (husko.zama. 
tamamca), where animais make themselves scarce (kambistamca aëte paOa 
frayqn pasuuasca staoriica), and is a space that no humans enter, save the 
man most tainted with death (iristo.kasii), whose bodily fluids have dried 
up (pairista.xsudro). In addition, it is specified that this miserable wretch 
must be kept at least thirty paces distant from frre, water, the grass strewn 
to consecrate ritual space (Av. barasman), and all righteous/truthful per
sons, lest he defile these four sacred objects. 12 The logic of this set is trans
parent, moreover, as the four items represent heat (frre), moisture (water), 
plants (barasman), and humans (the asavan), which is to say the good, 
life-sustaining elements of the Wise Lord' s original creation. 

Whence our conclusion: In all Iranian sources, the wall that defines a 
"paradisal" sphere serves to separate life from death, the moist from the 
dry, a space of flourishing and happiness from one of death and sorrow. 
In both the Achaemenian and the A vestan variants, the realm outside the 
walls is constituted as the existential norm, in contrast to which the 
space inside is highly marked. In the former case, however, the paradisal 
inside represents an enhancement of everything that makes life thrive; in 
the latter, a diminution of the same qualities (Table 4.1). 

f 1 nside W ails Outside Walls ! 
Achaemenian + -
paradeisos Abundant water, plants, animais Normal existence 
(asper Perlect warmth 
Greek Space of pleasure, reserved for 
sources) the king and nobles 

A vestan pairi. - + 
daëza Dry, without plants or animais Normal existence, 
(Vidëvdiid Space of purification, reserved marked by flre (warmth), 
3.15-21) for the man most polluted water (moisture}, sacred 

by death strew (plants}, and 
righteous/truthful people 

Table 4.1 Conditions inside and outside different versions of "paradise." 

12 Videvdad 3.15-17. 
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II 

Photius defines the paradeisos as "a place for walking, with trees and 
water"l3 and Greek descriptions almost universally stress the moist di
mate within the walls that helped ali creatures flourish.14 Trees and 
plants were mentioned most often and most emphaticaliy, but animais 
were also found, usualiy in special paradeisoi devoted to hunting. The 
ultimate beneficiaries of these structures, however, were righteous (i.e. 
noble) humans and above ali, the king. As in Photius's definition, par
ticular emphasis was normaliy placed on plants and water - the lowest 
elements of the food chain, on which ali others depend - and the texts 
regularly emphasize the abundance and variety of the latter. Xenophon, 
for instance, described one garden as "an extremely large and beautiful 
paradeisos, which had ali that the seasons bring forth." 15 and another as 
"a large and beautiful paradeisos, shaggy with ali kinds of trees. " 16 His 
fullest statement on the subject, however, referred to "gardens, which 
are calied paradeisoi, full of everything good and beautiful that the earth 
cares to grow." 17 Other authors make the same point, as when Arrian 
describes Cyrus's royal preserve (basilikoi) at Pasargadae as possessing 
"every sort of tree," 18 or when Diodorus Siculus speaks of Persepolis as 
having "varied plantings of paradeisoi, with trees of every sort."19 

13 Photius, Lexicon 383.2: TiapaoEtcroç to êvEcrtroç crTJJ.laivEt ~è olov to 
êJ.l7tEpt7tateicr9at tE9EtJ.l&VroÇ Otà tl'JV àvatcr9T]crtav· Ô yàp 7tapa~Etcroç ê1ti tOU 7tEp
ttUtOU o&vopa JCai Üoata fXOvtOÇ" 

14 The abundant waters of a paradeisos are mentioned by Xenophon, Anabasis 1.2.1, 
Plutarch, Alcibiades 24.5, Diodorus Siculus 5.19.2 and 19.21.3, Curtius Rufus 8.1.12, Song 
of Solomon 4.12-15, Ecclesiastes 2.6, Septuagint Genesis 2.10-14, Numbers 24.6, Isaiah 
1.30. Irrigation is specifically mentioned by Ctesias, 688F34 in Felix Jacoby, Die Frag
mente der griechischen Historiker (Berlin: Weidmann, 1923), Arrian, Anabasis 6.29.4 and 
Diodorus Siculus 5.19.2. Contrast to surrounding areas that are too hot and dry figures in 
Arrian, lndica 8.40.2-3, Diodorus Siculus 19.21.2-3, and Septuagint Isaiah 51: 3. 

15 Xenophon, Anabasis 1.4.10: 7tapaoEtcroç 1tavu Jl&yaç JCai JCaÀ.6ç, fxrov 7tavta 
ocra ropat q>UOU<Jt. 

16 Ibid. 2.4.14: 7tapa~eicrou JlEYUÀ.oU JCai JCaÀ.oU JCai oacr&oç 7taVtoirov o&v~prov. 
17 Xenophon, Œconomicus 4.13: rij1toi tE fcrovtat ot 7tapa~Etcrot JCaÀ.OUJ.lEVot 

7tUVt(I)V ICaÀ.éÏ>V tE JCàya9rov JlEcrtOt, ocra ft yij q>UEtV 9&À.Et. Ibid 4.14: à.VU'YJCT] toivuv, cl) 
l:<l>JCpatEÇ, fv9a 'YE Otatpt~Et a&t6ç, JCai 07t(I)Ç d>ç ICUÀ.Â.tcrta JCatE<JICEOOcrJ.léVOt fcrovtat 
ot 7tapUOEtcrot ê7ttJ.lEÀ.eicr9at O&vopEcrt JCai toiç ID..i..otç U7tacrt ICUÀ.oiç, ocra ft yij q>UEt. 

18 Arrian, Anabasis 6.29.4: êv Tiacrapyaoatç êv téi} ~amÀ.tKéi} Kupou êJCeivou 
taq>ov, Kai 7tEpi aôtov liÀcroç 7tEq>UtEi3cr9at O&voprov 7tavtoirov. 

19 Diodorus Siculus 19.21.3: 7tapaoeicrrov q>Uteiaç 7tOt!CiÀ.aç, ftt oè 7tavto~a7troV 
O&v~prov. That paradeisoi contained trees or plants "of every sort" is also stated by 
Arrian,lndica 8.40.3-4, Diodorus Siculus 5.19.2, and Longus 4.2. Abundance of vegeta
tion is signaled in more general terms by Xenophon, Hellenica 4.1.33, idem, Œconomicus 
4.14, Diodorus Siculus 14.79.2, Achilles Tatius 1.15, and Song of Solomon 4.13-14. 
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Such descriptions are a commonplace in the Greek sources, and simi
lar themes recur in ali three passages of the Hebrew Bible where the 
term pardës appears, a term normal! y -but qui te inadequate! y - trans
lated as "park" or "orchard."20 One of these cornes in the Song of Solo
mon, roughly contemporary with Xenophon, which describes a royal 
garden in fabulously sensuallanguage and images. Bubbling with waters 
and teeming with vegetation, it provides delight for ali the senses. The 
profusion of exotic plants is particularly emphasized and, befitting this 
monarch's reputation for luxury, the most expensive species - fruit
trees, spices, and aromatics - are given prominent mention. 

A garden locked is my sister, my bride, a garden locked, afountain sealed. 
Y our shoots are a pardës of pomegranates 
with ali choicest fruits, 
henna with nard, 
nard and saffron, calamus and cinnamon, with ali trees offrankincense, 
myrrh and aloes, 
with ali chief spic es-
a gardenfountain, a weil of living water, andjlowing streams from Lebanon. 
Awake, 0 north wind, 
and come, 0 south wind! 
Blow upon my garden, let its fragrance be wafted abroad. 
Let my beloved come to his garden, and eat its choicest fruits. 21 

The Edenic resonances of this highly charged text are as unmistakable as 
its erotic dimension. Allusions to Eden also figure in a passage from 
Ecclesiastes, written in the 3ro Century B.C.E. Here, the gloomy narrator 
tests himself to see if he can contemplate the greatest of goods (tov) and 
the forèmost of life's pleasures (sim~ii) and still cling to his pessimism.22 

To that end, he conjures up the following image. 

1 made myself gardens and pardësim and planted in them ali kinds of fruit 
trees. 1 made myself pools from which to water the forest of growing 
trees.23 

20 Thus, e.g., Francis Brown, A Hebrew and English Lexicon of the Old Testament 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1906), p. 825: "preserve, park," Franciscus Zorell, Lexicon 
Hebraicum Veteris Testamenti (Rome: Pontificium lnstitutum Biblicum, 1984), p. 666: 
"arboretum elegantius, saeptum," Ernest Klein, A Comprehensive Etymological Diction
ory of the Hebrew Language (New York: Macmillan, 1987), p. 523: "park, orchard." 
Predictably, the Septuagint translates pardës by napaSeuroç; the Vulgate, by viridarium 
or nemus. 

21 Song of Solomon 4.12-16, Revised Standard Version, slightly modified. 
22 The thought-experiment is framed in Ecclesiastes 2.1-2: "1 said to myself, 'Come 

now, 1 will make a test of pleasure; enjoy yourself.' But behold, this also was vanity. 
1 said of laughter, 'It is mad,' and of pleasure, 'What use is it? "' 

23 Ecclesiastes 2.5-6, Revised Standard Version, slightly modified. 
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As the text continues, the speaker adds slaves, herds, flocks, silver and 
gold, song, sexuality, and wisdom to his fantasy garden. Even so, he 
remains convinced "Ail is vanity," a point that holds more importance 
for theologians and the faithful than it does for us. By contrast, our 
attention falls on severa! details: 1) The text imagines that the greatest 
of human joys are to be found in a well-watered garden, rich in vegeta
tion; 2) It specifies that this garden includes "ali kinds of fruit trees" 
a phrase echoing descriptions of Eden, as commentators have regularly 
observed.24 3) To denote this plant-filled haven, where primordial bliss 
is recovered, the text chooses the relatively rare Persian loanword 
pardes. 

Finally, there is a passage narrating events in the twentieth year of 
Artaxerxes' reign (445 B.C.E.), when Nehemiah, cupbearer to the Per
sian king, obtained permission to rebuild the city of Jerusalem.25 Written 
shortly thereafter, the book of Nehemiah tells how he asked the king to 
instruct Asaph, keeper of the "royal paradise" (pardes lammelek) to pro
vide the lumber needed for restoration of the gates to the Temple's for
tress and the walls of the Holy City.26 The other two occurences of 
Hebrew pardes suggest that Asaph would have bad a rich and varied 
preserve from which to draw cedar, cypress, or other valued species, but 
the text does not make this explicit.27 lt does, however, indicate that the 

24 On the profusion of fruit trees in Eden, see Genesis 1.11-12, 1.29, 2.9, 3:.-3. These 
trees are explicitly intended for humanity, while other vegetation is shared with the ani
mal species (Gen. 1.29-30). The prohibition on eating one type of fruit (Gen. 2.16-17, 
3.1-3) establishes the following distribution. 

God 
Adam and Eve(= Humanity) : 

Animais : 

Tree of Knowledge of Good and Evil 
AU plants with seed, esp. fruit trees 
Green plants without seed 

On the relation of Ecclesiastes to the Genesis account of Eden, see Arian J.C. Verheij, 
"Paradise Retried: On Qohelet 2: 4-6," Journal for the Study of the Old Testament 50 
(1991): 113-15 and Martin Rose, "Je me suis aménagé des paradis ... ," Cahiers protes
tants (1997/3), pp. 5-11. 

25 Nehemiah 2.1-6. On the historical background, see Kenneth Hoglund, Achaemenid 
Imperial Administration in Syria-Palestine and the Missions of Ezra and Nehemiah 
(Atlanta: Scholars' Press, 1992). 

26 The text does not make clear where this paradeisos was located, although Lebanon 
and the area near Jericho seem the likeliest possibilities. The name Asaph is Hebrew 
and suggests a local paradeisarios, a title attested in Hesychius (s. v. SpVOlCOJ.lO>V) which 
corresponds to Syriac pardayspana, Arrnenian partizpan, and New Persian palezban. 
On these titles, see Bremmer, "Paradise: From Persia, via Greece, into the Septuagint," 
op cit., p. 4. 

27 According to DSf §3g, cedar and another prestigious hardwood (yakii, most proba
bly cypress) were used in the construction of Darius's palace at Susa, the former trans
ported from Lebanon, the latter from Gandhara and Carmania. 
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request was granted by the grace of God, who advanced the sacred task 
of restoration through Nehemiah, the king, and his paradise-keeper, in 
that order of importance. 28 

III 

The figure of Asaph suggests that maintenance of the paradeisoi was 
entrusted to local officiais and Xenophon tells that satraps were charged 
to create such gardens in every province of the empire.29 Similarly, the 
letter Darius is purported to have written to "his servant, Gadatas" 
includes high praise for the latter's botanical efforts.30 "Insofar as you 
cultivate my land well, transplanting fruit trees from beyond the Euphra
tes to the regions of lower Asia, 1 propose to applaud you, and for these 
things great gratitude is bestowed upon you in the royal household. " 31 

While the authenticity of this text has recent! y been disputed, even were 
it a forgery, it would still reflect widespread understanding that the 
Achaemenian kings and their servants were interested in acquiring exotic 
trees from farflung parts of the empire for placement in their pleasure 
gardens.32 

28 Nehemiah 2.8. 
29 Xenophon, Cyropaedia 8.6.12. 
30 The text is available in in Brandenstein and Mayrhofer, Handbuch des Altpersi

schen, p. 91 or Russell Meiggs and David Lewis, eds., A Selection of Greek Historical 
Insriptions to the end of the Fifth Century B.C. (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1969), pp. 20-21. 
lt begins with this salutation: "Darius, King of kings, son of Hystaspes, says these things 
to his servant, Gadatas .. BucrtÀ.EÙÇ ~ucrtÀ.érov L1upeioç ô 'Y <1tcl<11tEO> ruôc'ttut ôouÀ.rot 
tc'tôe À.éyer Greek ôouÀ.oç has frequently been understood to be a translation of Old 
Persian bandaka. 

31 Ibid.: Ott ~&v yàp tl)v è~l)v èK1tOVEtÇ riiv. toùç 1tÉpuv Eù<ppatou KUp7tOÙÇ è1ti 
tà Kéttro tiic; 'Acriuç ~ÉP11 Katu<puteurov, eè1tutvro crl)v 7tp69ecrw Kui ôtà tuüta crot 
Kdcretut ~eyaÀ.ll x.aptç è~ ~umÀ.Éroç oiKrot. On Gadatas, see Jack Balcer, A Prosopo
graphical Study of the Ancient Persians Royal and Noble, C. 550-450 B.C. (Lewiston, 
NY: Edwin Mellen, 1993), pp. 208-9 and 253. 

32 On the question of authenticity, the most recent discussion is Pierre Briant, "His
toire et archéologie d'un texte: La lettre de Darius à Gadatas," in Mauro Giorgieri, et al., 
eds., Licia e Lidia prima dell' ellenizzazione (Rome: lstituto di Studi sulle Civiltà dell' 
Egeo e del Vicino Oriente, 2003), pp. 107-44, also available at http://www.achemenet. 
com/pdf/souspresse/briant/gadatas.pdf. Less skeptical treatrnents include F. Lochner-Hüt
tenbach, "Brief des Kônigs Darius an den Satrapen Gadatas," in Brandenstein and 
Mayrhofer, Handbuch des Altpersischen, pp. 91-98, Laura Boffo, "La Jettera di Dario 1 a 
Gadata: 1 privilegi del tempio di Apollo," Bulletino dell' lstituto di Diritto Romano 81 
(1978): 267-303, Josef Wiesehôfer, "Zur Frage der Echtheit des Dareios-Briefes an 
Gadatas," Rheinisches Museum 130 (1987): 396-98, and Rüdiger Schmitt, "Bemerkun
gen zu dem sog. Gadatas-Brief," Zeitschriftfür Papyrologie und Epigraphik 112 (1996): 
95-101. 
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While most of this work was surely delegated to lower level opera
tives, sorne texts indicate that at times the Achaemenian monarchs 
became personally involved. Thus, Herodotus recounts that Xerxes so 
admired the beauty of a plane tree that he placed gold omaments on it 
and assigned one of his "immortals" as its guardian.33 The topos of 
King-as-gardener, which is weil attested for other civilizations of the 
Ancient Near East, also figures in a gloss the Vulgate adds to Esther 1.5, 
stating that Artaxerxes' palace garden "was planted by the royal hand. "34 

The fullest and earliest application of this theme to the Achaemenians, 
however, appears in two passages of Xenophon.35 The frrst of these 
speaks of Cyrus the Great, founder of the empire and dynasty; the sec
ond, of Cyrus the Younger, who rose in rebellion against his brother, 
Artaxerxes II, in 401 B.C.E. The two descriptions closely parallel each 
other and are meant to do so, for they are part of the discursive cam
paign the rebel waged to represent himself as embodying the same royal 
virtues as did his illustrious namesake. Xenophon, who served as a mer
cenary officer in the rebel army, simply repeats the propaganda to which 
he was exposed. 

The frrst passage begins with a general description of the paradeisos 
as an exquisitely pleasant garden, fùled with beautiful plants of every 
sort, where the king spends most of his time and tends the trees himself, 
the greatest of men being concemed with the largest and most imposing 
of plants. The text then goes on to assert that Cyrus the Great took equal 
pride in his agricultural and military excellence; further, that he under
stood these as interdependent pursuits, both equally necessary to the 
realm's well-being. 

"Further," said Socrates, "In as many regions as he resides and to 
which he returns, [the king] takes care of them such that there are gardens, 
which are called paradeisoi,full of everything good and beautiful that the 
earth cares to grow, and in these he passes most of his time when the cU
mate does not prevent it." 

33 Herodotus 7.31: ô EépÇ11ç 'tijv ôôov dip& 1tÂ.a'tUVt<rtov, 'tftV KUÂ.Â.&oç &fv&Ka 
oropllO"UJ.l&voç K6crJ.1q> xpucréq> Kai J.l&Â.&orovcp à9ava'tq> àvopi ê1tl'tpÉ'Ifaç ..• Aelian 
ridicules Xerxes for this incident Varia Historia 2.14 and 9.39. See further the discussion 
of Briant, Histoire de l'empire perse, pp. 246-48. 

34 Horti et nemoris quod regio cultu et manu consitum erat. 
35 On this theme, see Fauth, "Der kôni$liche Gli.rtner und Jliger im Paradeisos," op cit., 

Pierre Briant, Rois, tributs, et paysans: Etudes sur les formations tributaires du Moyen
Orient ancien (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1982), pp. 176-88, 451-56, idem, "A propos du 
roi-jardinier: remarques sur l'histoire d'un dossier documentaire," Achaemenid History 13 
(2003): 33-49. 
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"By Zeus," said Critobulus, "ft is then necessary, Socrates, that the 
paradeisoi where the king passes his time be equipped with trees for him to 
tend, and ali the other fair things the earth grows." 

"And sorne say, Critobulus, that when the king gives gifts, he first 
calls upon those who are good in war, since it is no use to have much ter
ritory to plow if there are not those who can defend it. Second, he gives to 
those who prepare the fields best and make them productive, saying that 
the valiant cannot live if there are not those who labor.lt is told that Cyrus, 
who was the most seemly king, once said to those who had been called to 
receive gifts that rightly he should take the gifts of both (kinds of recipi
ents). For he said he was the best at tending the fields and at protecting 
those who did the tending." 

"Weil, Socrates," said Critobulus, "If Cyrus said these things, then he 
gloried no less in tending the fields than he did in military matters." 36 

Much the same case is made for Cyrus the Y ounger, for whom severa! · 
further points are added. First, the text emphasizes his planning and 
managerial skills, as evidenced by the garden's well-ordered geometry 
and the perfect execution of his design. Second, the plants' visual 
appearance and their varied perfumes combine to produce synaesthenic 
pleasures, reminiscent of the beauty and fragrance of heavenly gardens, 
as described in Avestan and Pahlavi scriptures.37 Finally, the prince hlm
self mirrors the garden as a model of perfection. Like paradise itself, he 
is beautiful, fragrant, and richly omamented: the image of things as the 
Wise Lord intended them to be. 

36 Xenophon, Œconomicus 4.13-17: ~Ett oè 1tpoç 'tOU'totç, l:q>ll ô l:roKpU'tllÇ, lv 
ô1t6crutç 'tS x.roputç lvotKst Kai slç Ô1t6craç l7ttcr'tpéq>s'tut, lmJlsÂ.shut 'tOU'tOOV, 
01tOlÇ Kft1t0l 'tS l:croV'tUt o\ 1tUpU0Stcrot KUÂ.OUJlSVOt 1tUV'tOlV KUÂ.ii>V 'tS KÔ.yu9rov JlScr
'tOt, ocra ft YTt q>UStV 9éÂ.st, lCUi lv 'tOU'tOtÇ aÔ'tOÇ 'tÙ 1tÂ.&Ïcr'ta OtU'tpi~st, O'taV JlTJ ft 
&pa 'tou l:'touç l~sipyn. Ni) Ai', l:q>ll ô Kpt't6~ouÂ.oç, dvuyKll 'toivuv, é1l:OOJCpu'tsç, 
!:v9a ys ota'tpi~st aô't6Ç, 1eui 07tOlÇ cilç JCUÂ.Â.tcr'ta KU'tSUKsuacrJlévot l:crov'tat o\ 
1tupuostcrot l7ttJ.1SÂ.&Ïcr9at Oévopscrt lCUi 'toiç liÂ.Â.otç Ü1tucrt lCUÂ.oiç, ocra ft Yii q>USt. 
<l>ucri o& ttVSÇ, l:q>ll ô l:roKpU'tllÇ, é1 Kpt'tO~OUÂ.S, Kai O'taV oropa OtOêp ô ~ucrtÂ.suç, 
7tpro'toV Jlèv slUKaÂ.siv 'toùç 7toÂ.ÉJ.1C!l dyu9oùç ysyov6'taç, ott oôoèv ôq>sÂ.oç 1toÂ.Â.à 
dpoï>v, sl JlTJ dsv o\ dpli~OV'tSÇ" OSU'tSpov oè 'tOÙÇ JCa'tUUKSUUÇOV'tUÇ 'tÙÇ x.ropuç 
liptcr'ta lCUi lvspyoùç 1tOtOUV'tUÇ Â.éyov'tu, ott oôo' èiv o\ ÜÂ.1CtJ.10t OUVUtV'tO Çliv, si 
JlTJ sisv o\ lpyuÇ6J.1SVOt. Aéys'tUt Oè KUi Ki>p6ç 1tO'tS, ocr1tsp SÔÔOKtJlcO'tU'tOÇ oi) 
~ucrtÂ.SÙÇ ysy&v,'tat, st7tsiV 'toiç l7ti 'tÙ oropu 1CSKÂ.llJ.1ÉVOtÇ, ott UÔ'tOÇ èiv OtlCuiroç 'tÙ 
Ô.Jlq>O'téprov oropu Â.aJl~uvot· KU'tUUKsuuÇstv 'ts yàp liptcr'toç sivat l:q>ll x.ropuv 1eai 
dpi!ysw 'toiç KU'tScrJCsuucrJlévotç. Kï>poç Jlèv 'toivuv, llq>ll ô KpH6~ouÂ.oç, é1 
l:cilJCpa'tsç, JCui l7t11YuÂ.Â.s'to oi>Oèv ~'t'tOV, si 'tUU'ta l:Â.sysv, l1ti 'tép x.ropuç lvspyoùç 
1tOt&ÏV lCUi JCa'tUUKSUUÇStV tj l1ti 'tép 1tOÂ.SJ.1t1COÇ sivut. 

37 Hadoxt Nask 2.7 -8, Anla Wirliz Namag 8.15-19 and 19.19-23 (V ahman), Selections 
of Zadspram 30.52-55, Greater Bundahisn 30.15 (1DZ MS 201.6-8). 
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He said that [Cyrus] showed him the paradeisos in Sardis. Lysander was 
amazed at the beautiful trees, their even growth, their straight rows, their 
fair angles beautifully laid out, and the many sweet smells that accompa
nied them as they strolled. Marveling at these things, he said "Cyrus, 1 
tru/y marvel at the be auty of the se things, and 1 especially am impressed at 
your measuring out and arranging each one of these so carefully in ranks." 

Hearing these things, Cyrus was delighted and said "Tru/y, Lysander, 
ali the measuring and arranging is mine, as is the planting." 

And Lysander, having observed him and seeing the beauty of the robes 
he wore and perceiving the beauty of his fragrance and that of his neck
laces, armlets, and other ornamentation, said "What are you saying, 
Cyrus? Have you planted sorne of these with your own hands?" 

And Cyrus answered him: "Do you marvel, Lysander? 1 swear to you 
by Mithra. Whenever 1 am healthy, never yet have 1 dined without being 
sweaty, either from military or from agricultural labors, a/ways seeking 
honor through strenuous exercises." 38 

IV 

For ali that the Greek and Hebrew descriptions repeatedly state that the 
king's gardens included plants "of every species" they offer little expia
nation of why this was so. A hint may be gleaned, perhaps, from the 
name given to one of the "paradises" mentioned in the Persepolis Treas
ury Texts. This is Vispa-siyiitis, which - as Emile Benveniste frrst rec
ognized- is a compound meaning "All-happiness."39 One can infer, 
moreover, that the project of assembling ali (Old Persian vispa) plants 

38 Xenophon, Œconomicus 4.20-24: Kai 'tOV êv l:apôem 1tapaôetcrov êmôetKvuvat 
UÙ'tOV ËcpTJ. ê1t&i ÔÈ ê9aUJ.1UÇev UÙ'tOV ô Aucravôpoç, roç KUAÙ JlÈV 'tÙ ôévôpa EÏTJ, ôt' 
icrou ôè [1:à] 1tEcpt>'tEUJ.1éva, ôp9oi ôè ot <r'ttXot 'tiDV ôévôprov, eùyc.Ovta ôè 1taV'ta 
KUÂ.IDÇ elTJ, Ô<rJ.!Ul ÔÈ 1tOÂ.A.Ul KUl TJÔÛUl <fUJ.11tUpOJ.1Up'tOÎ:&V UÙ'tOÎ:Ç 1t&p11tU'tOV<f1, KUl 
1:aii'ta 9auJ.1aÇrov EÏ1tev· 'AJ..A.' êyc.O 1:01, &> Kiipe, 1taV'ta J.1ÈV 1:aii'ta 9auJ.1aÇro ê1ti 1:<!> 
KaÂ.A.et, 1toA.ù ôè JlêiA.A.ov liyaJ.1at 1:oii KU'tUJl&'tpi)craV'toç crot Kai ôta'tal;av'toç ëKama 
'tOU't<OV. dKoucraV'ta ôè 'tUV'ta 'tOV Kiipou Tjcr9ijvai 'tE Kai el1tdv· Taii1:a 1:oivuv, &'> 
Aucravôp&, êyro 1tUV'tU KUl Ô1EJ.1É'tPTJ<fU KUl Ôté'ta/;a, Ë<f'tl ô' UÙ'tiDV, cpavat, li KUl 
êcpu1:eucra aù1:6ç. Kai, ô Aucravôpoç ëcpTJ, d1toPA.é\jlaç dç aù1:ov Kai tôrov 1:rov 't& 
iJlU'ttrov 1:0 KaA.A.oç Jlv dxe Kai 1:ijç ôcrJlijç utcr96J.1evoç Kai 1:rov mpe1t1:rov Kai 1:rov 
\ji&A.irov [1:o KaJ..A.oç] Kai 1:oii liA.J..ou KO<rJlou of> dxev, ei1teiv, Ti A.éyetç, cpavm, &> 
Kiipe? ~ yàp cri> 'tUÎ:Ç craiç xepcrl. 'tOU't<OV 'tl êcpU'tEU<raç; Kui 'tOV Kiipov 
d1toKpivacr9at, 9auJ.1aÇetç 'tOii'to, cpavat, &> Aucravôpe; ÔJ.1VUJ.1t crot 1:ov Mi9pTJV, 
O'tUV1t&p ùytaivro, J.1TJ1tc01tO't& ô&t1tvijcrat 1tpiv tôprocrat il 1:rov 1tOAEJ.1tKrov n il 1:<i>v 
yeropytKOOV ëpyrov Jl&A&'tOOV il dei ëv yé n cptAO'tlJlOUJl&VOÇ. 

39 Émile Benveniste, "Notes sur les tablettes· élarnites de Persépolis," Journal asi
atique 246 (1958): 57-58. More recently, the term has been discussed by Prods O. 
Skjrerv!1S, "Achaemenid *vispasiyiitis-, Sasanian wispsiid," Studia lranica 23 (1994): 
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(perhaps also all animais and waters) was tantamount to restoring all the 
happiness (siyiiti) God intended to be humanity's lot, for the latter term 
is the same one that in Achaemenian cosmogonies is used to designate 
the last of the Wise Lord's original creations: siyiiti . .. martiyahyii, "hap
piness for mankind." 

Pursuing this suggestion that the desire to restore an original state of 
perfect happiness informed and animated the building and maintenance 
of the Achaemenian pleasure gardens thus leads us back to the myths of 
creation and issues considered in Chapter One. Of particular interest is 
the way original perfection was theorized, the way it was understood to 
have been lost through the assault of evil, the way it can be restored, and 
the king's role in advancing that project. Pursuing these themes, we 
were led to compare the Achaemenian cosmogonie account with that of 
certain Pahlavi texts, and we observed that where the former spoke of 
"happiness for mankind" (siyiiti ... martiyahyii), the latter broke this 
down into three components: water, plants, and animais. Further discus
sions have let us understand why water - i.e. moisture, which sustains 
the life of all other creatures- was an essential condition for the king's 
residence and the royal pleasure-gardens. Our present concem is to 
explore why plants were so important to the latter and, more specifi
cally, why it was important to include plants "of all species." Pierre 
Briant has rightly taken this detail to show how the paradeisos served as 
a microcosmic model of the imperial economy, whère all manner of 
goods and resources flowed from the provinces to the center.40 In addi
tion, one may also perceive a complex and challenging religious dimen
sion to the demand that all species be represented. Here, it is useful to 
consider Zoroastrian myths conceming the origin, nature, and destiny of 
plants, whose differences from the Achaemenian materials can be as 
revealing as their points of continuity. 

Pahlavi texts offer the fullest forms of this myth and three sources 
will enter our discussion (see the Appendix to this chapter). Two of 
these - those found in the Selections of Zadspram and the other in the 
Greater Bundahisn - resemble each other so closely that we may treat 
them together, before turning to the variant found in the Pahlavi Rivayat 
accompanying the Dadestan ï Dënïg, which represents quite a different 
tradition and perspective. 

79-80. The narne appears in George G. Cameron, Persepolis Treasury Tablets (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1948) Nos. 49 and 59 (pp. 160 and 172, respectively). 

40 Briant, Histoire de l'empire perse, pp. 214-16. 
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To speak of "plants," however, is a misnomer, for these cosmogonie 
accounts consistently use the singular to describe the unique specimen 
that appeared at the dawn of time, a theme we will explore further in 
Chapter Pive. The undifferentiated nature of this primordial Urpflanze is 
further accentuated in its physical form, for both texts describe it as 
without branches, i.e. having no ramificatory processes. Selections of 
Zadspram reemphasizes this point by saying the plant possessed but a 
single stalk. 41 Both texts note its innocent, defenseless quality by making 
it "without bark" (a-postag or abe-post) and the Buridahisn goes further, 
to depict it as thomless.42 Like the other original creations, this plant 
remained in its pristine state for several millennia, until the Evil Spirit 
launched an attack against it. 

Then [Ahreman] came to the plant, which was as if it were one stalk that 
was one foot high, without branches, without bark, moist-sweet. And it 
had every sort of power of ail the species of plants in its nature. It stood 
close to the middle of the earth, and at that moment [of his approach], 
it became dry.43 

In addition toits unity, goodness, and vulnerability, the primordial plant 
was characterized by its moisture, one of two qualities necessary for life 
according to Zoroastrian physiological theory.44 The BundahiSn also 
attends to the other such quality, warmth, saying that Ohrmazd placed 
both moisture and fire inside the primordial plant.45 Nowhere does either 

41 Selections of Zadspram 2.7. The same detail appears in the Pahlavi Rivayat accom
panying the Dadestan ï Dënïg 46.13. 

42 Greater Bundahisn 1a.11. Greater Bundahisn 16.1 repeats the same statement, 
which it identifies as a quotation from A v es tan scripture. 

43 Selections of Ziï.dspram 2.6-7: paso urwar mad. ciyon ëk bun büd kë-s ba.Iay cand 
pay-ë ud an-azg a-pûstag ud tarr ud srrën u-s wisp sardag zor ï urwaran andar cihr da.St ud 
pad nazdikïh I mayanag ï zamïg büd ud pad ham +zaman be husk. Cf. Greater Bundahisn 
1 a.11. In the phrase, which appears verbatim in both texts, u-s wisp sardag zor ï urwaran 
andar cihr da.St, considerations of syntax would associate wisp sardag with zor, while those 
of semantics would attach it to urwaran. 1 have repeated the phrase to maintain both asso
ciations: "every sort (wisp sardag) of power of ali the species (wisp sardag) of plants." 

44 1 have discussed the role of moisture and warmth in Zoroastrian physiology in Chapter 
Three and in Death, War, and Sacrifice, pp. 209-27, with citation of the most important pri
mary sources. See also Philippe Gignoux, "Les bases de la philosophie mazdéenne," Compte 
rendus de l'Académie des inscriptions et belles-lettres (Jan.-Mar. 2001), esp. pp. 119-22. 

45 Greater Bundahisn la.ll: "And for the help of the plant, he created water and frre, 
since every pressing of plants produces a drop of water at its top, and the frre is [at its 
base], four fmgers away: in that, powèr always grows." u-s dad o ayarlh urwar ud ab ud 
ataxs. ce harw hawan ï urwaran ab ëw sreSk pad sar, ataxs 4 angust pës, pad an zor hamë 
rust. The presence of frre in plants accounts not only for the ir vitality, but also for wood' s 
ability to sustain combustion, as noted in Greater Bundahisn 18.4 and 7, Pahlavi Rivayat 
accompanying the Dadestan ï Dënïg 18d2. 
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text state that Ahreman's assault tumed the plant cold, however, an 
omission that might implicitly account for its survival. In other respects, 
the onslaught of evil produced drastic change, tuming the plant from 
moist to dry, from sweet to varied in its flavors, from central to dis
persed, and - consistent with the latter points - from unity to multi
plicity of species. 

The emergence of multiplicity, in truth, was not the straightforward 
result of Ahreman's assault, but the product of a dialectical process. 
Thus, where Ohrmazd created unity (thesis), and Ahreman attempted 
annihilation (antithesis), a third entity intervened to effect the synthetic 
move from the One to the Many. This was "Immortality" (Pahlavi 
Amurdiïd, A vestan Amaratiït), the personified abstraction that is the spir
itual alter ego of plants according to Zoroastrian theology.46 Taking up 
the withered Urpflanze, this divine being pounded it with a mortar and 
pestle, then restored its moisture and life by mixing its atomized bits 
with water drawn up from the earth by the star Tistrya (= Sirius). The 
latter deity then distributes the rehydrated pieces all over the world via 
the seasonal rains that his annual reappearance announces. 47 

The Adversary struggled against that plant, so that the plant became dry. 
Immortality, to which the plantis the material counterpart, took it up. He 
pounded it small and mixed it with the water of the rainy star Sirius. Then 
from rain, ail earthly growth appears. [Plants] grew as ten thousand 
essential species and a hundred thousand sub-species, as if from ail the 
forms and types. He arranged it into ten thousand species for the preven
tion of ten thousand diseases. Then, from the hundred thousand species of 
plants, he took up the seeds.48 

46 The fullest discussion of this topic is Joanna Narten, Die Amasa Spantas im Awesta 
(Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1982). More recently and economically, see Jean Kel
lens, Essays on Zarathustra and Zoroastrianism, trans. P.O. Skjrearvo (Costa Mesa, CA: 
Mazda Publishers, 2000), pp. 48-62, and Michael Stausberg, Die Religion Zarathustras: 
Geschichte-Gegenwart-Rituale, Band 1 (Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 2002), pp. 117-23. 

47 Selections of :ladspram 3.37-38, Greater Bundahisn 6d.1-2. On the mythology of 
this star and its association with water, see see Antonio Panaino, Tistrya. 1. The Avestan 
Hymn to Sirius. II. The lranian Myth of the Star Sirius (Rome: Seria Orientale, 1990-95) 
and Forssman, "Apao§a, der Gegner des Tistrya," op cit. An elaborate taxonomy of the 
various types of vegetation, noting their distinctive characteristics, is found in Greater 
Bundahisn 16. 

48 Selections of zadspram 3.37-39: ciyon caharom o urwar mad. an-is pad ham urwar 
petyiirag koxsëd cë an urwar be husk. Amurdad kë-s urwar gëtïg daxsag abar grift. u-s 
xwurd be kost u-s abag tistarïg ab ï wiiriinïg be gumëxt. pas az wiiriin hamag zamïg wax
sisniin paydagihist: 10,000 sardag ï madagwar ud 100,000 sardag abag sardag andar 
sardag owon waxSïd hënd. ci yon az harw gonag <Ud> ëwënag. u-s lin 10,000 sardag be o 
abâz darisnfh i 10,000 wèmïirïh paynïst. pas az lin 100,000 sardag urwar tôhm abar grift. 
Cf. Greater Bundahisn 6d.1-4. 
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Ahreman's attack thus caused Ohnnazd's vegetal creation to assume the 
form in which we know it. This new regime involves multiplication of 
the plant species, their dissemination throughout the globe by fructifying 
rains, their individually differentiated nutritive and healing powers, and 
a system of reproduction through seeds. In ali these characteristics -
reproduction, healing, nutrition, and multiplicity -plants mediate between 
the death the Evil Spirit meant to inflict and the life that was the Wise 
Lord's original intention.49 Their capacity to sustain, restore, and repro
duce life follows from their intimate relation to Immortality and from 
the latter's decisive intervention, which gave plants their continuity of 
species-existence as compensation for the death they suffer as individual 
organisms. Further, that same intervention provides the mode! for subse
quent performance of the Y asna ritual, in which priests pound the haoma 
stalk: and mix its fragments with pure water. 50 The libation they offer 
daily is understood to be universally vivifying, for it combines the 
essence of plants with that of water, which is to say lmmortality and 
Wholeness/Health (Avestan Haurvatiit, Pahlavi Hordiid), the latter of 
which is the spiritual counterpart of water and constant companion of 
Immortality.51 

Many Zoroastrian texts, both A vestan and Pahlavi, imagine the restora
tion of vegetal unity in a mythical tree that combines the properties of 
other plants or surpasses them ali, and absorbs moisture from the Fraxkard 
Sea that stands at the earth's center. Sorne name this fabulous specimen the 

49 A mediator of reverse directionality - i.e., from life to death - appears in Greater 
Bundahisn 4.17. where Ahreman is said to have poured poison over the primordial plant, 
causing it to dry and wither. This assault sets off an ambiguous process, in which sorne 
plants come to be poisonous, while others possess qualities of healing. Even the phonol
ogy of the term used for poison is suggestive, for in a place where one would expect 
Pahlavi wis, the text uses zahr, a much less common word, but one that evokes others 
associated with good qualities of plants: zor "power" (used of the primordial plant in 
Selections of Zadspram 2.7, Greater Bundahisn la. li) and zohr "libation." 

50 On treatment of haoma and water in the Y asna sacrifice, see Firoze M. Kotwal and 
James W. Boyd, A Persian Offering: The Yasna, A Zoroastrian High Liturgy (Paris: 
Association pour l'avancement des études iraniennes, 1991). That haoma offerings were 
a mainstay of Achaemenian ritual is clear from a large body of inscribed mortars, pestles, 
and other implements found at Persepolis, on which see Raymond Bowman, Aramaic 
Ritual Texts from Persepolis (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1970). 

51 Health/Wholeness and Immortality are constantly associated with one another 
already in the Older A vesta, where grammatical forms in the dual underscore the insepa
rable nature of their relation (Yasna 44.17, 45.5 and 10, 47.1, 51.7): the two are further 
associated with plants and water (Y asna 51. 7), food and drink (Y asna 34.11 ), strength and 
vitality (Yasna 34.11, 45.10, 51.7). The ancient nature of these associations was recog
nized as early as James Darmesteter, Haurvatiit et Ameretiit: essai sur la mythologie de 
l'Avesta (Paris: A. Franck, 1875). 
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"Tree of Ali Seeds" and make it responsible for the growth of ali species. 52 

Others describe a fabled "White Haoma," greater than ali other haomas 
(themselves greater than ali other plants), which will be used in the world's 
last sacrifice and will bestow immortality on the risen dead. 53 Selections of 
Zadspram and the Greater Bundahisn seem to have been indecisive about 
which image of totality they preferred, for they combine these two tradi
tions when narrating the plant species' return to original unity.54 

v 
As numerous authors have noted, the account of creation given in the 
Pahlavi Rivayat accompanying the Diidestiin ï Denïg differs from that of 
most other sources in two important ways. 55 First, the Wise Lord is said 

52 Selections of Ziidspram 3.39. This tree is also known as "AII-Healing" (vispo.bi!, 
Yast 12.17), "Tree of Many Seeds" (wan i was tohmag, Greater Bundahisn 6d.5, 16.4, 
24.8), "Tree of Anti-pain of Many Seeds" (wan i jud bë! i wastohmag, Mënog ï Xrad 
62.37), and "Tree of Anti-Pain" (wan i jud bë!, Pahlavi Rivayat accompanying the 
Dadestiin ï Dënïg 54.1). 

53 Selections of Zadspram 3.40, Greater Bundahisn 16.5, Pahlavi Rivayat accompanying 
the Dadestiin ï Dënïg 46.14. The tree on which the White Haoma grows is sometimes given 
the name Gaokarana in Avestan, Vidëvdiid 20.3-4, Siroza 1.7 and 2.7), Gokaren in Pahlavi 
(Greater Bundahisn 6d.6, 16.5, and 24.1, Dënkard 8.44.80). The eschatological sacrifice is 
described in Selections of Ziidspram 35.15 and Greater Bundahisn 34.23, on which see the 
discussion of Molé. Mythe, culte, et cosmologie dans l'Iran ancien, pp. 86-100. 

54 Selections of Ziidspram 3.39-41: "Then, from the hundred thousand species of 
plants, he took up the seeds. From the union of these seeds, he created the Tree of Ali 
Seeds in the middle of the Friixkard Sea, from which ali the species of plants ev er grow. 
The [mythic] Sën bird has its nest there and when it flies forth, it scatters the dry seed into 
the water. In rain, it rains back to earth. Near that tree he created the White Haoma, anti
dote of old age, vivifier of the dead, and immortalizer of the living." pas az lin 100,000 
sardag urwar tohm abar grift. az harnïh ï tohm wan ï harwisp tohmag maylin zrëh ï Friixk
ard bë dad. kë-s hamag sardag urwarlin u-s hamë waxsënd. u-s Sën murw asylin padis 
diirëd. ka-s andar friiz parwiizëd ëg-is tohm ï husk o ab oslinëd. pad wiirlin abiiz o zamïg 
wiirlininëd. u-s pad nazdïkïh ï lin wan be dad hOm ï spëd hamëstarib <ï> zarmlin zïndak
kar ï murdaglin anosakkar ï zïndaglin. Cf. Greater Bundahisn 6d.5-7. Note that the account 
of how seeds are distributed given in this passage contradicts that given just a few para
graphs earlier in Selections of Ziidspram 3.37-38 and Greater Bundahisn 6d.1-2, which 
puts Immortality and Tistrya at the center of the narrative. 

55 On the cosmogonie account of Pahlavi Rivayat accompanying the Dadestlin ï Dënïg 
46, see H.W. Bailey, Zoroastrian Problems in the Ninth Century Books (Oxford: Claren
don Press, 1971), p. 121, R.C. Zaehner, Zurvan: A Zoroastrian Dilemma, pp. 136-40, 
idem, Dawn and Twilight of Zoroastrianism (New York: G.P. Putnam, 1961), p. 259, 
Molé, Mythe, culte, et cosmologie, pp. 409-10, Widengren, Die Religionen /rans, pp. 8-9, 
A.V. Williams, "A Strange Account of the World's Origin: PRDD XLVI," in A.D.H. 
Bivar and J.R. Hinnells, eds., Papers in Honour of Professor Mary Boyce (Leiden: E.J. 
Brill, 1985), pp. 683-97, idem, ed. and trans., The Pahlavi Rivayat accompanying the 
Dadestan i Dënig (Copenhagen: Munksgaard, 1990) 2: 202-6. 
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to have created the world from his own body or that of sorne primordial 
being, following well-established homologies between microcosm and 
macrocosm.56 Second, the theme of Ahreman's assault is underdevel
oped, and is virtually absent from this text's account of plants. 57 Consist
ent with this, it treats the move from unity to multiplicity not as a con
sequence of demonic action, but as a natural, eminently unthreatening 
development. 

[The Wise Lord] created the plant from his hair. At first, it was one stalk, 
a hand-span and two fingers in length, and all species of plants were in 
this one species only, and he created it in Iran. Then birds, water, and 
people carried it many places: to forests and into the sea .... That species 
which he created afterwards became fifty species.58 

The text subtly prepares the ground for this multiplication of species by 
deriving the Urpflanze from the Wise Lord's hair, which suggests a cov
ert, but inherent identity of the one (plant) and the many (hairs). Com
pare, for example, the way the Greater Bundahisn uses the same homol
ogy to describe the effect of rain on the vegetal species: "So plants grew 
everywhere, like hair on people's heads. "59 

Elsewhere, the Pahlavi Rivayat treats diversity as part of the Wise 
Lord's plan, and one with which he is pleased. Thus, among the twelve 
most difficult things Ohrmazd bas accomplished, it lists "Seventh, when 
he created the form, fragrance, and taste of plants, family by family." 60 

Further, at the end of time 

56 1 have treated this system of homologies at length in Myth, Cosmos, and Society: 
lndo-European Themes of Creation and Destruction (Cambridge, MA.: Harvard Univer
sity Press, 1986). See also Philippe Gignoux, "La doctrine du macrocosme-microcosme 
et ses origins gréco-gnostiques," in Petr Vavrousek, ed., lranian and lndo-European 
Studies. Memorial Volume of Otakar Klima (Prague: Enigma, 1994), pp. 27-52, idem, 
Man and Cosmos in Ancient Iran (Rome: Istituto ltaliano per l'Africa e l'Oriente, 2001), 
pp. 49-63, who offers quite a different account of how this system made its way to Iran. 

57 The only thing approximating an account of Ahreman's assault on plants is found 
in Pahlavi Rivâyat accompanying the Dâdestân ï Dënïg 35c.1-2, which states that a fall
ing star is a "defilement of the Evil Spirit" (tih6genisn i az Ahreman) which can have the 
effect of causing the plants to wither (ud ka 6 urwartin oftëd be h6Sënïd). This, however, 
bas no connection to the text's cosmogonie narrative, found in Chapter 46. 

58 Pahlavi Rivâyat accompanying the Dâdestân ï Dënïg 46.13-14: u-s urwar az moy 
be brëhënïd. ud nazdist ë bun ë widest 2 angust pad +bâlây büd. u-§ hamâg sardag ï 
urwarân andar büd be ë sardag. u-§ pad Ërânwëz frâz dâd. pas hast murwân hast ï pad âb 
ud hast ï mardomân gyâg gyâg bë burd +o wësag-iz ud andar zrëh .... ân sardag ï-§ pas dâd 
50 sardag büd. 

59 Greater Bundahisn 6d.2: pad hamâg urwar ëdon bë rust ci yon moy pad sar ï mardomân. 
60 Pahlavi Rivâyat accompanying the Dâdestân ï Dënïg 52.1: Ohrmazd 12 tis du§x

wii.rtar büd kardan kü frasgird <Ud> tan <i> pasën ... haftom andar urwannâ gônag bôy ud 
mizag rom tom dâd. Cf. Greater Bundahisn 34.5. 
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Ali food and happiness and everything that gives men p/easure, comfort, 
and happiness will become again as the Wise Lord created it in the Origi
nal Creation. And there will be ten thousand times as many foods and 
tastes as there are now.61 

This passage is remarkable in two respects. On the one band, its frrst sen
tence gives one of the closest approximations to the Old Persian cosmo
gonie formula "happiness for mankind" (siyiïti ... martiyahyiï) that is 
found in any Zoroastrian text, ("ali food and happiness and everything 
thal gives men pleasure," hamiïg xwarisn xwiïrlh ud hamiïg tis kë-s mar
daman riïmisn).62 Second, for ali that it theorizes eschatological perfection 
as a restoration of the Wise Lord' s original creation, it does not imagine a 
return to primordial unity, but insists that diversity will actualiy increase.63 

In the closing passage of its long, detailed eschatological account, the 
Pahlavi Ri v ayat once again celebrates variety, here with explicit refer
ence to plants. 

And the plant is restored in as many species as are essentia/ and of them 
there is no diminution. At al/ times it is like spring, resembling a garden 
that has al/ plants and flowers in it. With worldly wisdom (on/y), one can
not know or obtain its wonder and worthiness, pleasure and purity."64 

Nowhere does the Pahlavi Rivayat specify how many species of plant 
it regards as "essential" (miïdagwar), and by leaving this detail unclear, 
it manages to fmesse a seious disagreement in the other sources. Thus, 
where Selections of Zlidspram lists the number of "essential" species as 

61 Pahlavi Rivayat accompanying the Dadestan ï Dënïg 48.58-59: hamag xwarisn 
xwiirih ud hamag tis kë-s mardôman ramisn ud asanïh ud xwii.rih u-s ëdôn ciyôn Ohrmazd 
pad bundahisn dad abiiz bawëd. xwarisn ud mizag 10,000 an and cand an ï niin hast bawëd. 

62 The problem of how animal food will be treated after the eschatological Renovation is 
given elaborate treatment al Pahlavi Rivayal accompanying the Dadestan ï Dënïg 48.103-5. ln 
contrast to the continued multiplicity expected for plants, the text argues that ali animais will 
merge back into the primordial bovine, which will then merge into the human body. As a result, 
people will be able to enjoy the taste of meat without having to inflict any violence on animais. 

63 Its closest equivalent is Selections of Zlidspram 34.29, which also uses the example 
of vegetation to discuss the eschatological restoration of existence. Note, however, how 
thoroughly this text blurs the issue of unity vs. multiplicity. "For the sake of the reliability 
of the restored creation, ali forms at the end become the likeness of what they were at the 
beginning, like people, who flow from their seed, or like plants, whose becoming is from 
seed and whose fmal completion is present in ali seed." ôstïganïh abiiz dahisnïh ray harw 
cihran frazam o bun ham hangosidag bawënd ciyôn mardom kë-san bawisn az rohm tazënd 
ciyôn urwaran kë-san bawisn az tôhmag bowandag frazamïh pad ham rohmag. 

64 Pahlavi Rivayat accompanying the Dadestan ï Dënïg 48.107: ud urwar an and 
sardag ï madagwar abiiz bawëd u-san klihisn në bawëd. bë harw gah •wahar homanag 
ciyôn oo(ye)stan-ë kë-s hamag urwarïha ud spralunïha andar u-s abdïh ud •sarugïh xwasïh 
pakïh pad xrad ï gëtïgan ayaftan danistan në sayëd. 
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ten thousand, the Greater Bundahisn limits the "essential" species to 
one only: the original Urpflanze, from which ali others developed.65 

This rather large ambiguity notwithstanding, the Pahlavi Rivayat insists 
"there is no diminution" of the essential species at the endtime and 
offers as its culminating image of cosmic renovation "a garden that has 
ali plants and flowers in it. " 66 This image of a garden in which diversity 
survives into eternity contrasts with the restoration of unity found in 
other sources, as is summarized in Table 4.2. 

Selections of Zadspram Pahlavi Riviiyat J 

and Greater Bundahisn accompanying 
~ the Dadestiin i Dënïg 1 

Primordial Unity Perfect: Single Urpf/anze Ambiguous: Potential 
created by the Wise Lord. multiplicity implicit in 

the fact that the Urpflanze 
is created from 
the Wise Lord's hair. 

Historie Multiplicity Morally ambiguous: Morally unproblematic: 
Synthetic product of Result of natural 
the Evil Spirit's assault processes. 
and rescue by Immortality. 

Escbatological Ideal Unity: Restoration of Ambiguous: Restoration 
a single perfect plant of ali "essential" species, 
that secures immortality which may mean 
for ail. one (thus GBd) or 

ten thousand (thus ZS). 
Multiplicity: Garden with 
ail species of plants and 
flowers. 

Table 4.2 Zoroastrian mythology of plants in two variant traditions. 

VI 

The Achaemenian paradeisos offers yet a third variant on the theme of 
vegetation in the Iranian religious imaginary. In contrast to the ideal of 

65 Selections of Zadspram 3.38, Greater Bundahisn 6d.3, 16.3. 
66 Pahlavi Rivayat accompanying the Dadestan ï Dënig 48.107: ciyon bô(ye)stan-ë kë-s 

hamag urwarlha ud sprahmTha andar. By contrast, Greater Bundahisn 34.33 ends that text's 
account of the eschatological Renovation with the restoration of the earth to its original perfec
tion, envisioned as a smooth plain. 1 have discussed the significance of this image in Discourse 
and the Construction of Society (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989), pp. 38-50. 
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unity expressed in Selections of Zâdspram and the Bundahisn, it enthu
siastically embraces diversity. And in contrast to the Pahlavi Rivayat, it 
makes such variety part of a soteriological project, not the mark of a 
realized eschatology, i.e. a process moving toward perfection through 
historie action, rather than the fmal embodiment of perfection achieved. 

Among the most important actions on which the embellishment of 
these gardens depended was imperial expansion through military con
quest. For as the empire grew, the paradeisoi became more numerous, 
richer, more elaborate, and more complete in the number of species they 
included, as new and exotic varieties were brought from afar, either as 
booty or tribute. Such expansion of the gardens, like the victories that 
made it possible, represented progress in the struggle to win the world 
back from the Lie and to res tore its original beauty, benevolence, and 
pleasure. The ultimate horizon of Achaemenian ambitions thus seems to 
have involved three interrelated goals: 1) to restore human unity by 
bringing ali people under imperial rule; 2) to restore plant unity by bring
ing vegetation ''of every species" inside the royal gardens; 3) to restore 
"happiness for mankind" by extending the sensuous pleasures and life
nourishing environment of the gardens through ali the earth/empire. 

Such an interpretation grows out of the evidence we have considered 
thus far. 1 have reserved one datum for last, however: a curious passage 
from the seventh book of Herodotus's Histories that is easily dismissed 
or overlooked. When given serious consideration, however, it reveals a 
rich, complex, unexpectedly profound universe of meaning. The text 
portrays Xerxes at the beginning of his reign, when he was "not at ali 
eager" (oudamos prothymos) to follow his father's plans to make 
renewed war on the Greeks. As the young king wavered, his kinsman 
Mardonius, who "had greatest influence with him of ail the Persians," 
enters the discussion.67 Altemately flattering Xerxes, reasoning with 
him, and shaming the new monarch, Mardonius urged him to seek justice 
against the Greeks, who had inflicted great evils on the Persian people. 

67 Herodotus 7.5: 1taperov ô& Kai ôuvcill&voc; 1tap' aùtcp I!Éytutov llepaérov 
Mapô6vtoc; ô ro~puero, oc; ~v EépÇn !!&V dv&ljflOÇ 6apdou ô& dôû.q>eijc; 1taiç. Mar
donius, son of Gobryas, one of the six "Noble Persians" who helped Darius to the throne, 
was simultaneously the latter's nephew and son-in-law, Xerxes's brother-in-law and 
cousin. From 493 until his death at the battle of Plataea in 479, he directed Persian policy 
toward the Greeks. For a full collection of the evidence regarding his )ife, see Balcer, 
Prosopographical Study of the Ancient Persians, pp. 78-79. For a brief consideration of 
the channds through which Herodotus obtained his information regarding Mardonius, see 
D. Hegyi, "Historical Authenticity of Herodotus in the Persian «Logoi»," Acta Antiqua 
Scientiarum Hungaricae 21 (1973): 85. 
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In addition to these familiar arguments, Mardonius introduced a much 
less predictable attempt at persuasion. 

His speech was for vengeance and he repeatedly made an addition to his 
argument, saying that Europe was a very beautiful place and bore culti
vated trees of every sort, most excellent and worthy to be possessed by the 
king a/one among mortals.68 

The iterative form of the verb poieesketo makes clear that Mardonius 
repeatedly returned to this theme, which may have been cast as an after
thought or parenthetical addition (parenthëkën), but which held consid
erable importance. In its structure and intent, it reminds us of another 
incident recounted in a fragment preserved from Deinon's lost Persika, 
according to which the Achaemenian king's table regularly featured the 
finest dishes from each of the lands in his empire. On one occasion, 
however, a sly eunuch arranged to serve Athenian figs that had been 
purchased for the occasion. Learning that this was so, Xerxes refused 
them, saying he would prefer to eat such fruit only when it was no longer 
necessary to buy them and was thus reminded of the need to conquer 
Greece, precisely as the eunuch intended.69 

Like the unnamed eunuch, Mardonius sought to advance the invasion 
of Greece by stimulating Xerxes' acquisitive desire for something that 
could be found in Europe, but not in Asia: something that would fill out 
a set that aspired to totality or comprehensive status. In the frrst instance, 
the set in question consisted of foods; in the second, species of vegeta
tion. In both cases, constituent members of the set corresponded to prov
inces of the empire, and the set would become complete only when the 
empire encompassed the globe. From the preceding discussion, 1 hope it 
is clear that Mardonius and Xerxes both understood that the trees won in 

68 Herodotus 7.5: olitoç J.l&V o\ ô Myoç ~v ttJlCOpoç· tOÙO& oà toù Myou 7tap&v-
9iJKTJV 7tote&mceto tiJvoe, dlç l'J Eôpc07tTJ 7t&ptKaÀ.À.l'Jç &iTJ xmpTJ, Kai O&vopea 
7taVtota q>&pet tà iiJ.l&pa, dpuiJv t& ÜKpTJ, pac:nÀ.&t t& J.lo6vcp 9VTJtOOV ô.ÇiTJlKtijcr9at. 

69 Deinon, preserved in Athenaeus, Deipnosophistae 652b,listed in Felix Jacoby, Die 
Fragmente der Griechischen Historiker (Berlin: Weidmann, 1923) as 690 F.12a. The 
incident is also recounted by Plutarch, Moralia 173C, and has been discussed by Pierre 
Briant, "L'eau du Grand Roi," in Lucio Milano, ed., Drinking in Ancient Societies 
(Padua: Sargon srl, 1994), pp. 47-49. Although the fig itself may hold no particular 
importance in this narrative, where any Athenian delicacy could serve equally weil, the 
polysperrnic nature of this fruit could make its significance similar to that of the pome
granate and sycamore, as discussed in Chapter Five. The topos of the royal meal as one 
in which choice dishes from ail parts of the empire appear is more fully developed in 
Polyaenus 4.3.32, which has been studied closely by David Lewis, "The King's Dinner 
(Polyaenus IV.3.32," ,1chaemenid History 2 (1987): 79-87 and Suzanne Amigues, ''Pour 
la table du grand roi," Journal des Savants (Jan.-June 2003), pp. 3-59. 
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Greece would (and should) be added to the paradisal gardens, where 
Achaemenian kings pursued a religious goal and a mythic vision. For 
within such settings they sought to reconstitute the happiness and perfec
tion that the Wise Lord originally intended for mankind, thereby putting 
an end to all evil, conflict, and history. 

VIII 

The researches 1 have presented in the course of these frrst four chapters 
suggest we have generally underestimated the complexity, depth, and 
seriousness of the "paradise" theme in Achaemenian religion and poli
tics, if, indeed, the two can be separated. In closing, 1 would like to set 
this theme alongside two others. Together, these form the core of Achae
menian theology or - to use a more contemporary and equally appro
priate term - Achaemenian ideology, for in the ancient world, all ideol
ogy takes the form of religion. The discussion spills beyond antiquity, 
moreover, for one continues to find these same general themes in the 
rhetoric and ideology of other empires, including the most contempo
rary. Indeed, without belaboring the point, let me suggest, sotto voce, 
that they constitute the virtually ubiquitous animating and legitimating 
rhetoric of empire, which bas been so thoroughly naturalized through 
repetition asto seem self-evident and unproblematic. 

The frrst ofthese is dualism: the sense that the world is starkly divided 
between the forces of Good and those of Evil, while the world consti
tutes the battleground and the stake of victory between them. Further, 
one should note the tendency to identify one's political enemies and 
would-be prey with the forces of evil, against whom the exercise of 
force is not only justified, but enjoined as a sacred duty. 

Second is the theme of election: the conviction that God intervenes in 
history through select human agents and the tendency to identify one's 
self, one's compatriots, coreligionists, and/or the military forces of one's 
nation as chosen saviors of this sort. 

Third and most complex is the theme that bas been at the center of 
these lectures: the pursuit of paradise, which be gins with the sense that 
the world' s current state re presents a fall from perfection. Ex tant woes 
can be rectified through struggle, however, and the proper state intended 
by God can be recovered through the conquest, domination, and exploi
tation of others. In this fashion, the project of empire is systematically, 
even if sincerely, misperceived and misrepresented as nothing less than 
the work of cosmic salvation. 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER FOUR 

ZOROASTRIAN MYTHOLOGY OF PLANTS 
SYNOPTIC TABLE 

Variant A1: Variant A1: Variant B: 
Selections of Zâdspram Greater Bundahisn Pahlavi Rivâyat 

accompanying the 
Dâdestân i Dènïg 

2.6 Then [Ahreman] came la.ll Fourth, [the Wise 46.13 And [the Wise Lord] 
to the plant, Lord] created the plant, created the plant from 

pas o urwar mad. cahiirom urwar dàd his hair. 

u-s urwar az moy bë 
brëhënïd. 

See A16 which grew up near to 
the middle of ali the earth. 

+nazdïk o mayiin harw ën 
zamïg abar rust. 

2. 7 which was as if it One foot high, At frrst, it was one stalk, 
were one stalk that was cand pay-ë biiliiy a hand-span and 
one foot high, two fmgers in height, 

ciyon ëk bun büd kë-s ud nazdist ë bun ë widest 
biiliiy cand piiy-ë 2 angust pad +biiliiy büd. 

without branches, without without branches, without 
bark, moist and sweet. bark, without thorns and 

ud an-azg a-postag ud tarr moist-sweet, 

ud sïrën abë-azg abë-post abë-xiir 
ud tarr sïrën 

And it had every sort of And it had every sort of and ali species of plants 
power of ali the species power of ali the species were in this one species 
of plants in its nature. of plants in its nature. only, 

u-s wisp sardag zor ï u-s wisp sardag zor ï u-s hamiig sardag ï 
urwariin andar cihr dàst urwariin andar +cihr diist. urwariin andar büd be ë 

sardag. 

lt was near to the middle See A22. and he created it in Iran. 
of the earth, u-s pad Ëriinwëz friiz diid. 
ud pad nazdïkïh i mayiinag 
ï zamïg büd 

i 
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i Variant A1: Variant A1: Variant B: 
Selections of Zâdspram Greater Bundahisn Pahlavi Rivâyat 

accompanying the 
: Dâdestân ï Dënïg 

7 And for the help of 
the plant, he created water 
and frre, since every 
pressing of plants produces 
a drop of water at its top, 
and the frre is [at its base], 
four fmgers away: in that, 
power always grows. 

u-s diid o aytirïh <ï> 
urwar ud ab ud ataxs ce 
harw htiwan ï urwartin ab 
ëw sresk pad sar, ataxs 
4 angust pëS, pad tin zor 
hamë rust. 

8 4.17 And he bore poison 
over the plant. 

u-s urwar zahr owon 
abar burd 

9 And ali at once, Ali at once it dried up. 
it became dry. ham zamtin be hosid. 
ud pad ham +zamtin be 
hus k. 

10 3.37 Fourth, he came to 6d.O The fourth battle, 
the plant. the plant waged, 

ciyon ctiharom o cahtirom ardig urwar kard 
urwar mad. 

11 The Adversary struggled when it became dry. 
against that plant, so that tin ka husk be bad. 
the plant became dry. 

an-is pad ham urwar 
petyarag koxsëd cë tin 
urwar be husk. 

12 Immortality, to which 6d.l As the plant is like 
the plant is the material unto it, the Beneficent 
counterpart, took it up. Immortal Immortality 

Amurdad kë-s urwar gëtïg Amurdtid amahraspand 
daxsag abar grift. ciyon-is urwar xwës 
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t Variant A1: Variant A2: Variant B: 
1 

l' Selections of Zàdspram Greater Bundahisn Pahlavi Rivàyat , ',1 

1 accompanying the ~ 1 Dàdestàn i Dënig ' 

1 

13 He pounded it small and mixed that plant, pounded 
mixed it with the water of small, with the water that 
the rainy star Sirius. the star Sirius had taken. 

u-s xwurd be kOst u-s abiig Sirius rained that water on 

tistarïg iib ï wiiriinïg bë aU the earth. 

gümëxt. iin urwar xwurdag kOst 
abiig iib ï Tistar stiinëd be 
gümëxt. Tistar iin iib pad 
harruïg zamïg bë wiiriinïd. 

14 3.38 Then from rain, 60.2 So plants grew 46.14 Then birds, water, 
aU earthly growth appears. everywhere, like hair and people carried it 

pas az wiiriin harruïg zamïg on people's heads. many places: to forests and 

waxsisniin paydagihist: pad harruïg urwar ëdon be into the sea. 

rust ciyon moy pad sar ï pas hast murwiin hast ï pad 
mardorruïn. iib ud hast ï mardorruïn 

gyiig gyiig be burd + i5 
wesag-iz <ud> andar zrëh. 

15 [Plants] grew as ten 6d.3 And ten thousand The Whlte Haoma and 
thousand essential species grew up from that one other plants in the world 
and a hundred thousand essential species came into being from it. 
sub-species, as if from aU u-s 10,000 u-s ëk sardag ud hOm ï spëd ud iibiirïg 
the forms and types. rruïdagwar ï friiz rust hënd. urwar ï andar gëhiin az iin 
10,000 sardag ï miidagwar be büd. 
ud 100,000 sardag abiig 
sardag andar sardag owon 
waxSïd hënd, ciyon az harw 
gonag <ud> ëwënag. 

SeeN19. 

16 lts comfort cornes from 
bearing the pure W ater 
Libation. lts discomfort 
cornes when they eut or 
break it unjustly. 

u-s iisiinïh az iib zohr 
burdan piik. u-s dusxwiirïh 
az iin ï ka adiidestiinïhii be 
brïnënd iiyab be skënënd. 
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Variant A1: Variant A1: Variant B: 
Selections of Zadspram Greater Bundahisn Pahlavi Rivayat 

accompanying the 
i 

Dadestan ï Dënig l 
He arranged it into ten That species which he 
thousand species created afterwards became 

u-s an JO ,000 sardag fifty species. 

iin sardag i-s pas diid 50 
sardag büd. 

for the prevention of ten for the prevention of ten 
thousand diseases. thousand diseases the Foul 

be o abiiz diirisnih i 10,000 Spirit created for living 

wëmiirih payriist. creatures. 

pad abiiz diirisnïh 10,000 
wëmiirih Ganniig Mënog o 
diimiin kirrënid. 

3.39 Then, from the 6d.4 From that ten 
hundred thousand species thousand, a hundred thirty 
of plants, he took up the thousand sub-species of 
seeds. plants grew forth. 

pas az iin 100,000 sardag az iin 10,000, 130,000 
urwar tohm abar grift. sardag andar sardag urwar 

friiz_waxsid hënd. 

See A115. 

From the union of these 6d.5 From all the seeds of 
seeds, he created the Tree those plants, he created the 
of All Seeds in the middle Tree of Many Seeds. In the 
of the Fraxkard Sea, from Fraxkard Sea it grew, sin ce 
which all species of plants all the plant species always 
ever grow. grow in the seeds of that 

az hamih i tohm wan i tree. 

harwisp tohmag mayiin az iin hamiig tohm i 
<i> zrëh i Friixkard be urwariin wan i was tohmag 
diid kë-s hamiig sardag friiz diid andar zrëh i 
urwariin u-s hamë Friixkard abar rust. ka 
waxsënd. hamiig sardag urwar pad 

tohm an wan u-s hamë 
waxSënd. 
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Variant A1: Variant A2: Variant B: 
Selections of Zadspram Greater Bundahisn Pahlavi Rivayat 

1, 
accompanying the 
Dadestan i Dënïg 

21 The Sën bird bas its nest ' 
there and when it flies 
forth, it scatters the dry 
seed into the water. In rain, 
it rains back to earth. 

u-s Sën murw asyan padis 
darëd. ka-s andar fraz 
parwazëd ëg-is tohm i husk 
jj ab osanëd. pad waran 
abiiz o zamig waranihëd. 

22 3.40 Near that tree he 6d.6 Near to that tree, he 
created the white Haoma, created the Gokaren Tree 
antidote of old age, vivifier for the prevention of 
of the dead, and short-winded old age, and 
immortalizer of the living. from it full help for the 

u-s pad nazdîkïh i an wan world came into being. 

be diid hOm i spëd +nazdîk o wan i Gokaren 
hamëstarih <i> zarmiin draxt be dad pad abaz 
zindakkar i murdagan diirisnih zarmiin i dujdaft 
anosakkar i zindagan. u-s purr frayiidisn i gëhiin 

u-s bitd. 

23 3.41 This was the fourth 6d.7 This was the frrst 
hattie, concerning the battle the plant waged 
plants. against the Foui Spirit. 

ën bitd tasum ardïg i abar ën fradom ardîg urwar 
urwaran. abiiz Gannag Mënog kard. 

24 48.107 And the plantis 
restored in as many species 
as are essential and of them 
there is no diminution. 

ud urwar an and sardag i 
miidagwarabazbawëd 
u-san kiihisn në bawëd. 

25 At ali times it is like 
spring, resembling a garden 
that bas ali plants and flow-
ers in it. 

bë harw gah +wahiir 
hOmiiniig ciyon bO(ye)stan-ë 
kë-s hamiig urwariha ud 
sprahmïhii andar 
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1 Variant A1: Variant A~: Variant B: 
Selections of Zadspram Greater Bundahisn Pahlavi Rivayat 

accompanying the 
; Dadestan ï Dënïg 

26 With worldly wisdom 
(only), one cannot know or 
obtain its wonder and 
worthiness, pleasure and 
purity. 

u-s abdïh ud +sahïgïh 
xwaSïh piikïh pad xrad ï 
gëtïgiin ayiiftan diinistan në 
sayëd. 



ADDENDUM TO THE PARIS LECTURES 



CHAPTER F'IVE 

IMPLICATIONS OF GRAMMATICAL NUMBER 
IN THE MYTHOLOGY OF VEGETATION* 

1 

On occasion, a grammatical peculiarity of apparently minor import har
bors issues of unexpected interest, as in the case of an altemation between 
the singular and the plural in Iranian texts concemed with the mythology 
of vegetation.1 The situation is relatively simple in the Older Avesta, 
where ali four occurrences of the feminine substantive uruuarii- are in 
the plural. Each falls in a passage oriented toward cosmogonie themes, 
cataloguing the Wise Lord's creations (material and non-material). 

No two of these lists are identical, although Yasna 44.3-6 and 37.1 
agree closely on content, if not terminology. Th us, if one understands 
the former text's more detailed treatment of celestial phenomena ("the 
path of sun and stars," waxing and waning moon, wind and clouds) as 
corresponding to the latter's mention ofheavenly lights, the two passages 
share five items: heavenly bodies, earth, waters, plants, and the primor
dial bovine, although listed in different orders. Yasna 48.5-6 and 51.7 
offer more abbreviated catalogues, omitting heavens, earth, and - in the 
former instance - waters. 

Ali four texts agree in their use of grammatical number. Heavenly 
phenomena, when mentioned, always appear in the plural, as do waters 
and plants. Further, when waters and plants both appear (ali cases save 
Y asna 48.5-6), they are brought into conjunction by the particle -cii. 
Earth is in the singular whenever it appears and by whatever term it is 
named. Likewise, the bovine is consistently - and emphatically - sin
gular, reflecting the Iranian mythic tendency to represent human and ani
mal species as having initially been created in one prototypic individual, 
wh ose traumatic death produced fragmentation of this primordial unity. 

• Tiùs essay originally appeared in Éric Pirart, Philippe Swennen, and Xavier Trem
blay, eds., Zarathushtra entre l'Inde et l'Iran: Études indo-iraniennes et indo-europée
nnes offertes à Jean Kellens (Wiesbaden: Ludwig Reichert, 2009), pp. 177-88. 

1 See also Jean Kellens, "Remarques sur l'opposition de nombre en vieil-avestique," in Ron
ald E. Emmerick and Dieter Weber, eds., Corolla /ranica. Papers in honour of Prof Dr. David 
Neil MacKenzie (Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 1991), pp. 101-8 for sorne related issues. 
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Interestingly, humanity is not explicitly named in these texts, but the 
persona! and interrogative pronouns that appear in three of the four pas
sages (singular in Yasna 51.7, plural in 44.6 and 48.5-6) signal man
kind's presence in the Wise Lord's creation. Only Yasna 37.1lacks such 
pronouns, although it may compensate for this through a residual cate
gory ("ali good things," vispiicii vohU) that could conceivably encom
pass the human. 

These data can be summarized in schematic form, as in Table 5.1. 

n 
The situation in the Y ounger A vesta is more varied and more complex. 
There, uruuarii- occurs a total of one hundred sixty seven times: fifty
five in the singular (33% ), six in the dual (3.5% ), and one hundred six in 
the plural (63.5%).2 This distribution is reversed in passages whose con
tent is most explicitly cosmogonie, a set of twelve verses, seven of which 
have uruuarii- in the singular (58.33%), and five in the plural (41.67%V 
Data from these verses are presented in Table 5.2, on the basis of which 
one can advance a few generalizations. First, .a relatively standard pat
tern bas begun to emerge in verses where uruuarii- appears in the singu
lar. Those where it is in the plural, however, show wider variation as 
regards the other material elements included and the order in which 
these are Iisted. Second, without exception, water always appears along 
with vegetation and the two agree in grammatical number. Third, when 
water and plant are in the singular, water is usually preceded by sky 
(asan-), and plant by earth (zam-), both of which are also in the singu
lar.4 When plants and waters are in the plural, the texts usually omit sky 
and earth. The sole verse in this set that retains these creations (Y asna 
5.1, which seems to follow the model of Y 37.1) speaks of earth with a 
non-normative term (bümi-, rather than zam-)5 and bas heavenly lights in 

2 Tabulations are based on the listings in Raiomond Doctor, The A vesta: A Lexico
Statistical Analysis (Leuven and Paris: Peeters, 2004), pp. 85-86. 

3 Conceivably, one should also take note of the dual dvandva tipa uruuaire that occurs 
at Y 9.4, Yt 15.16 and 19.32, always with reference to the golden age when Yima ruled 
as king, a context that cannot be considered properly cosmogonie within Zoroastrian doc
trine, but which bears traces of an older creation mythology. 

4 The sole deviation from this pattern is Vidëvdlid 19.35, where earth is listed frrst, 
followed by water, plant, and sky is fourth. The plural coding of heaven- celestiallights 
(raocâ) - is then introduced in füth position. 

5 While Old Persian bümi is the standard term for "earth" or "land" in cosmogonie and 
other contexts, its Avestan cognate occurs only seven times. Two of these are in cosmo
gonie contexts (Yasna 5.1 and 37.1). Yasna 42.3 treats an offering, in which both zqm and 
bümim appear, the former in conjunction with heaven, the latter with "ali good things." 



Heavenly phenomena Earth Waters Plants Animal Human (implied) Good things 

Y asna 44.3-6 1. xvJT}g 3. zqmcti 5. apo 6. uruuarasca 9. gqm 8. kaëibiio 
strJmcti ... advanam . .. 
2. ma ... 
4. nabtiscti ... 
7. vdttii 
duuqnmaibiiascd 

Y asna 48.5-6 3. uruuara 1. gauuoi 2. and 4. na 

Yasna51.7 2. apascd 3. uruuarascti 1. gqm 4. moi 

Yasna 37.1 4 raocascti 5. bümïmcti 2. apascti 3. uruuarascti 1. gqmcti 6. vïspdcti vohü 
val}uhïs 

Table 5.1 Lists of the Wise Lord's material creations in four Older Avestan texts. 
Nwnbers indicate the order of the items' appearance in the texts, not necessarily their order of creation. 
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' 
1 

Yasna 
19.2.-4 

Yasna 
19.8 

Y&St 
13.28 

Vast 
13.86 

Vidëvdàd 
19.35 

Vispered 
7.4 

Yasna 
5.1 

Yasna 
6.11 

Yasna 
17.12 

Yasna 
18.1 and 
65.15 
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Heaven(ly Water(s) Earth Plant(s) 
bodies) 

1. asmam 2. âpam 3. zqm 5 uruuarqm 

1. as no 2. âpo 3. zamo 4. uruuarayâ 
7. hü 

1. asno 2. apasca 3. zamasca 4. uruuarayâsca 

1. asno 2. âpo 3. zamo 4. uruuarayâ 

4. asmanam 2. âpam 1. zqm 3. uruuarqm 
xv anuuantam mazdaaâtam ahuraaâtam asaonïm 
5. anayra raocâ 
xvaJâtâ 

1. asnâatca 2. apâatca 3. zamâatca 4. uruuaraiiâtca 
7. asmanam 
xv anuuantam 

4. raocâscâ 2. apascâ 5. bümïmcâ 3. uruuarâscâ 
Va!]UhÏS 

2. vïspâ âpo 3. vïspâ uruuarâ 
mazdaJâtâ mazdaJâtâ 
asaonïS asaonïs 

1. vispâ âpo 2. vispâ uruuarâ 
mazdaJâtâ mazdaJâtâ 
asaonïs asaonïs 

2. apascâ 3. uruuarâscâ 

Table 5.2 Lists of the Wise Lord's material creations in 
el even Y ounger A vestan texts. 

Numbers indicate the order of the items' appearance in the texts, 
not necessarily their order of creation. 
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Animal Human Fire Wind Evil Beings AUGood 
Things 

4. gqm 7. nar<Jm 6. iitr<Jm 8. daëu- 9. vi spa 
asauuan<Jm uiiisca vohu 

xrafstriiis mazdaOiita 
masiiiiisca asaciOra 

5. g<Jus 6. nars 
asaono 

5. g<Jus 6. gaiiehe ... 
staoiio 
asiiuuaoiio 

5. gaotca 6. viit<Jm 
huJa1Jhat dadim 

mazdaOiit<Jm 

' 
1. gqmcii 6. vispiicii 

vohü 

1. iitr<Jm 

1. gqm 



~ Sky Water Earth Plant Animal Hu11Uln Other 

GBd1.S4 1. asmiin 2. iib 3. zamïg 
(TD2 MS. 15.2-7) 

4. urwar 5. gospand 6. mardom 7. Wind (wiiy) 

GBd 1A.4 1. asmiin 2. iib 3. zamïg 4. urwar 5. gospand 6. mard ï ahlaw 7. Pire (ataxS) 
(TJ)2 MS. 17.7-18.3) 8. Wind (wiid) 

GBd 1A.6-21 1. asmiin 2. iib 3. zamïg 4. urwar 5. giiw ï ëk-dâd 6. Gayomard 
(TD2 MS. 18.3-24.7) 

GBd3.7 1. asmiin 2. iib 3. zamïg 4. urwar 5. gospand 6. mardom 7. Pire (ataxS) 
(TJ)2 MS. 32.8-33.5) 

GBd4.10 1 asmiin 2. iib 3. zamïg 4. urwar 5. giiw 6. Gayomard 7. Pire (ataxS) 
(TD2 MS. 41.10-2.10) 

PRDD 16a4 1. iib 2. zamïg 3. urwar 4. gospand 5. mardom 

PRDD31a10 4. Sun (xwarsed), 1. iib 2. zamïg 3. urwar 8. gospand 9. mardom 
5. Moon (miih), 
6. Star (star) 
7. asmiin 

PRDD57.1 5. rosnïh 3. iib 6. büm 4. urwar ï weh 1. gospand 2. Truth/ 7. Ail prosperity 
Righteousness (harwisp iibiidïh) 
(ahliiyïh) 

zs 1.4 1. asmiin 2. iib 3. zamïg 4. urwar 5. gospand 6. mardom 7. Pire (ataxS) 

zs 1.25 1. asmiin 2. iib 3. zamïg 4. urwar 5. gospand 6. mardom 7. Pire (ataxS) 

zs 2.18 1. asmiin 2. iib 3. zamig 4. urwar 5. giiw 6. Gayomard 7. Pire (ataxS) 

ZS3 1. asmiin 2. iib 3. zamïg 4. urwar 5. gospand 6. Gayomard 1. Pire (ataxS) 
giiw i ëk-dâd 

Table 5.3 Lists of the Wise Lord's material creations in Pahlavi texts. 
Numbers indicate the order of the items' appearance in the texts, not necessarily the ir order of creation. 
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\0 
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1 
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the plural (raocas). Fourth, whenever animate creations are mentioned, 
they appear in the singular and as gendered creatures: the frrst animal 
(a female bovine) and the frrst human (a male). When waters and plants 
are in the plural, the frrst human goes unmentioned, but the bovine 
remains in three of the five verses. Fifth, the passages where the singular 
prevails tend to be more elaborate and more consciously attuned to issues 
of creation, while those with the plural are shorter and more embedded in 
sorne other context, typically that of a sacrificial offering or a request for 
divine beneficence.6 The following verses are typical of the two sets. 

Singular: Zarathustra asked the Wise Lord, "Wise Lord, Spirit, Most 
benefice nt creator of corporeal creatures, Righteousltruthful One, what was 
the word you pronounced tome, Wise Lord, before (there was) sky, before 
water, before earth, before the cow, before the plant, before fire, son of the 
Wise Lord, before the righteousltruthful man; before evil gods, vermin, and 
evil men; before al/ corporeal being, before al/ good things created by the 
Wise One, which are manifestations ofTruth?" (Yasna 19.J-2j.1 

Plural: We sacrifice to the good waters, to the best righteousltruthful 
(waters), created by the Wise One. We sacrifice to al/ righteous/truthful 
waters, created by the Wise One. We sacrifice to al/ righteous!truthful 
plants, created by the Wise One (Yasna 17.12).8 

The transition from Older to Y ounger A vestan thus shows a trend toward 
assertions of primordial unity, as expressed through the singular forms 
that are introduced for sky, water, and plant. This process is taken fur
ther in the relevant Pahlavi literature. 

III 

As is clear from Table 5.3, cosmogonie accounts in Pahlavi texts achieved 
near-uniformity as regards the identity of the Wise Lord's six original 
creations, ali of which consistently appear in the singular and in the same 

6 Tiuee out of five verses where waters and plants appear in the plural also use the 
adjectives asauuan, vohu, or mazdaOiita to modify these nouns, suggesting that there are 
sorne other, less admirable plants and waters that do not receive worship. Only one of the 
seven verses where the nouns are in the singular has them modified by these adjectives 
(Vidëvdiid 19.35, which, as we saw, is also anomalous in other ways). 

7 parasat zara9u§tro ahuram mazd:pn ahura.mazda mainyo spani§ta datara gaë9an:pn 
astuuaitin:pn a§aum. cit auuat vaco as ahura.mazda yat më frauuaoco. para asmam para 
iipam para z:pn para g:pn para uruuar:pn para iitram ahurahe mazdâ pu9ram para naram 
a§auuanam para daëuulii.8ca xrafstrlii.s ma§iilii.sca para vïspam ahüm astuuantam para 
vïspa vohu mazdaôiita a§aci9ra. 

8 apo Va!Juhï§ vahistâ mazdaôatâ a§aoms yazamaide. vispâ api) mazdaôatâ a§aonU 
yazamaide. vispâ uruuarâ mazdaôatâ aboms yazamaide. 
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standard order.9 Although the singular sometimes does service for the 
plural in Pahlavi, that is not the case here, and the texts treating the pri
mordial plant are careful to emphasize its unique nature. At the begin
Ding, they say, there was one plant only, which contained in itself all the 
characteristics later distributed among the myriad species of vegetation. 10 

Further stressing its original unity, the texts describe an Urpflanze with 
only one root, branch, or stalk, li and they locate it at the center of the 
earth, alongside the equally singular primordial bovine and human.12 

As a further mark of the frrst plant's perfection (also indexing the pri
mordial era's perfect peace), the Urpflanze had no bark or thorns,B nor any 

9 There are two notable exceptions to this rule, both of which adopt the same alternate 
system, which has twelve (and not six or seven) creations. 

l Sky . Earth Sun Moon,' Stor Grain J 
PRDD 52.1 1. asmiin 2. zamïg 3. xwar!éd 4. miih 5. star 6. jordii hO!ag 

zs 34.20 1. asmiin 2. zamïg 3. xwarsed 4. miih 5. star 8. h6sag 

i DiflerentÎIIIÛJn Fire in Childin Bird[s] Moving Woter·bearing ~ 
of Plants Plantl Mother in Air Water , Cloud · 

PRDDS2.1 7. color, smell and 8. andar 9. andar 10. murw 11. tib pad 12. abr kë-s 
taste in plants, species urwar askamb i padwtid rawisn tan men6g tin r 
by species andar ataxs miidaran getig ab bared 
urwarihti gonag bOy pus 
ud mizag tom tom 

zs 34.20 6. many sorts of color 7. andar 9. andar 10. mur- 11. tib piiy 12. abr ul abar 
and adomment in urwar miidagtin wtinpad hastih burd/ir i tib i 
plants ataxs zahag parr •hamanagihti wtirtinenïdiir i 
andar urwartin was andarwiiy frtiz-rafttir wtirtin 
gonag rang ud •pesisn 

Note the close attention this system gives to the creation of plants, which it breaks into three different 
items or phases: the creation of grain (named in the singular), the differentiation of vegetative species 
(named in the plural) according to specifie qualities like color, and the placement of tire within cer
tain plant species, presumably accounting for the flammability of wood. The sequence in which these 
three items are listed is also the only major point on which the two texts differ. 

10 Greater Bundahisn 1a.11 (rD2 MS. 20.10-11): "it had every sort of power of ali the 
species of plants in its nature " (u-s wisp sardag zôr ï urwariin andar cihr diist). Cf. Selec
tions of Ziidspram 2.7, Pahlavi Riviiyat accompanying the Diidestiin ï Dënïg 46.13. 

11 Selections of Ziidspram 2.7: "the plant, which was as if it were one stalk that was 
one foot high" (urwar ... ciyôn ëk bun büd kë-s biiliiy cand piiy-ë). Cf. Greater Bundahisn 
1a.11 (rD2 MS. 20.8-9), Pahlavi Riviiyat accompanying the Diidestiin ï Dënïg 46.13. 

12 Selections of Ziidspram 2.7: "it was near to the middle of the earth" (pad nazdïkïh 
ï mayiinag ï zarnïg büd). Cf. Greater Bundahisn 1 a.l1 (rD2 MS. 20.8-9), Pahlavi Riviiyat 
accompanying the Diidestiin ï Dënïg 46.13. 

13 Greater Bundahisn 16.1 (TD2 MS. 115.3-5): "It is said in the Religion: Before the 
coming of the Assault, there was no thorn or bark on the plant. After the Assault, it 
became possessed of bark and thorns, because the Adversary rnixed ali things." gôwëd 
pad dën kü pës az madan iin ï ëbgat urwar xiir ud post padis në bawëd. kë pas andar 
ëbgatïh pôstômand xiirômand büd. cë petyiirag ô harw tis gumëxt. Cf. Greater Bundahisn 
1a.11 (TD2 MS. 20.9-10), Selections of Ziidspram 2.7. 
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toxic aspects, 14 a state of aff airs that rendered it vulnerable to the Evil 
Spirit's attack. As we have seen in Chapter Four, that assault - and 
steps taken in response - resulted in the differentiation of ali vegetative 
species and the introduction of reproduction by seeds, each of which 
now bears distinctive qualities (shape, color, fragrance, taste, etc.) that 
distinguish one plant from ali others. 15 

In ali these details, the Pahlavi texts seem to be elaborating the shift 
from singular to plural by developing a line of narrative and a set of 
mythic images that contrast the perfection of primordial unity to the later 
fallen (or "mixed") state characterized by multiplicity. 

The Pahlavi texts also explore the ways unity might be restored, 
drawing once again on materials from the Younger Avesta.16 To this 
end, they describe how seeds from ali vegetative species are reunited to 
form two master-plants of miraculous properties. One of these (the Tree 
of Ali Seeds, also known by other names) has two life-sustaining func
tions necessary for survival in the present age. Thus, it secures reproduc
tion of plant species17 and heals the illnesses of humans and animals.18 

14 Greater Bundahisn 16.2 (TD2 MS. 115.5-8): "[The Adversary] mixed poison with 
the plant, and for that reason, sorne plants are more mixed with poison, like the Bës 
("Suffering") and Bradon ("Rival"?), and these are venomous. People and cattle who eat 
these die." bë o ï urwar wis gumëxt az an cim urwar cand hast ï wis gumëxttar ci yon bës 
ud bradon kü zahromand ud mardom ud gospand kë u-s xwarëd mirëd. 

15 See the discussion in Chapter Four. The most relevant primary sources are Selec
tions of Ziidspram 3.37-38, Greater Bundahisn 6d.0-4 (TD2 MS. 67.1-10) and 16.0-4 (TD2 

MS. 115.2-11). 
16 The relevant texts are Ya8t 12.17, Vidëvdiid 5.19-20 and 20.3-4. 
17 Selections of Ziidspram 3.39: "Then, from the hundred thousand species of plants, he 

took up the seed. From the union of these seeds, he created the Tree of Ail Seeds in the 
middle of the Friixkard Sea, from which ali species of plants ever grow. The Sën bird has 
its nest there and when it flies forth, it scatters the dry seed into the water. In rain, it rains 
back to earth." pas az an 100,000 sardag urwar tOhm abar grift. az hamïh ï tohm wan ï 
harwisp tohmag mayan <ï> zrëh ï Friixkard bë dad. kë-s hamiig sardag urwaran u-s hamë 
waxsënd. u-s Sën murw a8yan padis diirëd. ka-s andar friiz parwiizëd ëg-is tohm ï husk o ab 
osiinëd. a. Greater Bundahisn 6d.5 (TD2 MS. 67.10-12) and 16.4 (TD2 MS. 115.11-116.1), 
Mënog ï Xrad 62.37-42, Pahlavi Riviiyat accompanying the Diidestiin ï Dënïg 46.14. 

18 Greater Bundahisn 24.8 (TD2 MS. 150.15-151.3): "The Tree of Many Seeds has 
grown in the middle of the Friixkard Sea. The seeds of ali plants are on it. lt is called 
'Honest Healer' and 'Diligent Healer." wan ï was tohmag mayan i zrëh i Frlixkard rust 
estëd. u-s tohm ï harwispïn urwar padis hast kë fraron bizesk hast ï kë tuxsag bizesk hast 
kë hamiig bizesk gowëd. a. Ya8t 12.17, Mënog i Xrad 62.37-42. A complex narrative 
tells how twelve species of healing plants were born, not from the primordial plant, but 
from the primordial bovine, with the result that their ability to heal specifie bodily parts 
reflects the part of the anirnal's body from which they originated. Thus Greater Bunda
hisn 16.3 (TD2 MS. 115.8-14) tells that these plants, like ali others, were joined together 
with the 130,000 types that originated from the primordial plant to form the Tree of Many 
Seeds, which thus possesses ali powers of healing. 
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The second master-plant (the White Haoma) is equally supportive of 
life, but oriented to future time, for it is destined to bestow immortality 
on ali resurrected souls at the time of cosmic Renovation (Frasgird). 19 

IV 

Achaemenian cosmogonie texts are most formulaic of ali, but also most 
abbreviated. Twenty different inscriptions present the same list of five 
creations in much the same order, with ali items appearing in the singu
lar. Three other texts reduce this list by introducing the term "wonder" 
(/rasa, again in the singular) to encompass heaven, earth, and humanity. 
Nowhere, however, does a primordial plant or bovine appear (Table 
5.4). Rather, it seems that vegetal and animallife were encompassed in 
the residual category "happiness for mankind" (siyiiti ... martiyahyii), 
just as water was implicitly present in earth and sky. 

Earth Sky Wonder Mankind Happiness King 1 
DNa §1 1. bümïm 2. asmiinam 3. martiyam 4. siyiitim . .. 5. xSiiyaOiyam 
and 
18 others 

martiyahyii 

DZc§1 
and 
DPg §1 

DSs §1 

DNb §1 
and 
XPI §1 

2. bümïm 1. asmiinam 3. martiyam 4. siyiitim ... 5. XSyam 
martiyahyii 

1. frasam 2. martiyam 3. siyiitim ... 
martiyahyii 

1. frasam 2. siyiitim ... 3. wisdom 
martiyahyii and physical 

prowess in 
the king 

(xraOum utii 
aruvastam 
upari ... 
xsiiyaOiyam) 

· Table 5.4 Lists of the Wise Lord's material creations in the Achaemenian 
inscriptions. Numbers indicate the order of the items' appearance in the texts, 

not necessarily their order of creation. 

19 On the eschatological role of this plant, see Selections of :ladspram 35.4 and 35.15, 
Diidestân I Denig 36.86, Pahlavi Rivayat accompanying the Diidestân I Dënig 54.1, 
Mënôg I Xrad 62.28, and Greater Bundahlsn 17A.1 (TD2 MS. 122.9), 24.1 (TD2 
MS.149.10-13), 34.23 (TD2 MS. 226.4-6). 
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Fig. 5.1 Colored tile relief from Susa, detail showing golden pomegranates 
on the butt end of spears carried by elite troops. The raised triangular field 

represents the stem of the fruit (cf. Fig. 5.2). 

Although these texts make no explicit mention of plant or plants, 
other pieces of Achaemenian evidence show a tendency to theorize per
fection in terms of the lost (but recoverable) unity of vegetative species. 
Most important in this regard was the institution of the paradise garden, 
as treated in Chapters One and Four. Three other data also suggest 
Achaemenian interest in a mythic Tree of Ali Seeds and/or Tree of Ali 
Healing. Taken individually, these items may seem random curiosities, 
which is how Greek authors construed them. Taken as a set, they have a 
striking coherence. 

First is use of the pomegranate as an emblem of the elite Persian 
troops known as "Immortals." According to Herodotus, this company 
consisted of ten thousand choice warriors, ali of whom carried spears 
with a pomegranate on them, which was gold for the thousand fmest 
soldiers of ali, and silver for the other nine thousand,20 a usage evident 
in iconographie representations (Figure 5.1 ). 

20 Herodotus 7.41: tcui tOU'tcOV :x,il .. tot !!ÈV bd toicrt oopu<Jt àvti téi>V cruuprotJ1prov 
{lotàç d:x,ov xpucréuç tcul. 1t&ptl; <JUVEKÀ.J1tov toùç ÜÀ.À.ouç, ot Oè eiva.Ktcr:x,iÀ.tot èvtoç 
toutrov Mvteç àpyupéuç {lotàç d:x,ov. Herodotus reports that members of this group 
bore the name "Immortals" (athanatm) at 7.83. 
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Although sorne think Herodotus misconstrued the term he translated as 
"Immortals," more recent studies have confrrmed his usage.21 His under
standing of Mazdaean ideology and myth also appears to have been sub
tle. Thus, Zoroastrian texts make clear that after the Evil Spirit's initial 
assault, individual immortality - like other aspects of primordial per
fection - was not so much lost as corrupted, compromised, fragmented, 
and recombined with its opposite to form a confused and disquieting 
mixture. In the ambiguous world we now inhabit, the loss of individual 
immortality, also the entry of disease, death, and suffering, are compen
sated by the possibility of healing and sexual reproduction, the latter of 
which secures a potentially infinite renewal of the species. In the Pahlavi 
texts, these life-sustaining gifts were embodied in the Tree of Ail Seeds, 
also known as "Honest Healer" ifriiron bizesk).22 Among the Achaeme
nians, similar powers for collective renewal were found among those 
who were therefore named "Immortals." 

Hydarnes, son of Hydarnes, commanded the ten thousand chosen from 
among the Persians, whom the Persians ca/led "the lmmortals." If some 
one of them departed from their number, being constrained either by death 
or illness, another man took his place and they never become more, nor 
less than ten thousand.23 

Members of this group were understood to possess strength, health, 
beauty, courage, virtue, and human excellence in their highest degree. 
More than that, as a group they embodied a collective !ife-force that was 
virtually inextinguishable, and the emblem of this was the pomegranate, 
a fruit characterized by its rich abundance of seeds (Figure 5.2).24 

21 Thus Gherardo Gnoli, "Antico-Persiano Anusya- e gli immortali di Erodoto," Mon
umentum Georg Morgenstierne /21 (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1981), pp. 266-80, pace Antonio 
Pagliaro, "Riflessi di etimologie iraniche nell a tradizione storiografica greca," Rendiconti 
dell' Accademia Nazionale' dei Lincei, Classe di Scienze morali, storiche e filologiche, 
Serie Vlll, Vol. 9, fasc. 5-6 (1954), pp. 133-53. Gnoli's association of the Immortals with 
the Avestan frava8is strikes me as Jess satisfying, "Le fravashi e l'immortalità," in G. Gnoli 
and J.-P. Vernant, eds., La mort, les morts dans les sociétés anciennes (Cambridge: Cam
bridge University Press, 1982), pp. 339-47. 

22 Greater Bundahisn 24.8 (TD2 MS. 151.2), where it is also called "Diligent-Healer" 
(tu.xsag bizesk, GBd). 

23 Herodotus 7.83: 'tOOV ôè j.l\Jpioov 'tOU'tOOV Ilepcréoov 'tOOV à.JtoÀ.EÀ.EYI.lévoov 
êcr'tpa'tijyee jlÈV 'Yôapv11c; ô 'Yôapveoç, êJCaÀ.éov'to ôè &.9uva'tot ot Ilépcrat oÙ'tot 
ê1ti 'toÙôe· EÏ 'tlÇ aÔ'tOOV êÇéÀ.l1tE 'tOV à.pt9jloV il 9aVU'tql ~t119Eiç il voucrcp, ÜÀ.À.oç 
à.vi]p à.paipll'tO, JCai êyivov'to oôôajla oÜ'tE 1tÀ.eùveç jlUpioov oÜ'tE êMcrcroveç. 

24 Explicit Persian interest in the polyspermia of the pomegranate is attested at Herodotus 
4.143. One should also note the special reverence accor~ed this fruit by Parsi Zoroastrians, 
who cali it simply "the plant" (utwaram) and regard it as the representative of ali vegetation. 
They also identify it with the plant Avestan texts cali haJa.naepata, which is combined with 
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Fig. 5.2 Pomegranate fruit, with seeds. 

Second, there is royal interest in the plane tree or sycamore (Platanus 
orientalis L., Greek platanos). According to Phylarchus and others, 
Achaemenian kings often held court while sitting under a golden image 
of a plane tree25 and Herodotus tells how Xerxes halted his march to 
Greece so he could admire a particularly superb example of this species. 

Going on this road, Xerxes came upon a plane tree and having presented 
it with golden ornamentation because of its beauty, and having consigned 
it to one of his "Immortals" as its keeper, on the next day he arrived at the 
town of the Lydians.26 

haoma, water, and milk in libation rituals. Beyond this, they use wood of the pomegranate in 
sacred fires, its smoke as incense, its leaves as a purifying agent, its fruit as an offering and 
food fit for feasts. See further Jivanji Jamshedji Modi, The Religious Ceremonies and Cus
toms of the Parsees, 2d ed. (Bombay: Jehangir B. Karani's Sons, 1937), pp. 90-93,276-79, 
Mary Boyce, A Persian Strongfwld of Zoroastrianism (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
1977), pp. 52, 137-38, 170, et passim, Kotwal and Boyd, A Persian Offering. The Yasna, op 
cit., pp. 7, 10-11, 18-20,66,72-74, 106, 122. Also ofinterest are the rituals and accompanying 
legends discussed by Molé, Mythe, culte, et cosmologie dans l'Iran ancien, pp. 256 and 381. 

25 Phylarchus, preserved in Athenaeus, Deipnosphistae 539d: 1:àç ô& xpucràç 1tÂ.a'têi
vouç Kai 'tl)V xpucrijv aJ.11t&Â.OV Ùcp' i\V ol IJ&pcrrov ~acrtÂ.SÏ:Ç tXPTUtêittÇov 1tOÂ.Â.êi.KtÇ 
Ka9ftJ.l&Vot. Cf. Herodotus 7.27, Xenophon, Hellenica 7.1.38 and the discussion of Paul 
Jacobsthal, Ornamente griechischer Vasen (Berlin: Frankfurter Verlag, 1927), pp. 102-
10, with full citation of the other relevant sources. 

26 Herodotus 7.31: 'taÔ'tTJV trov ô Sépl;TJÇ 1:1)v Mov &Ôp& 1tÂ.a1:êivtcr'tov, 1:1)v Kêi.Â.
Â.&oç &ÏV&Ka OffiPTJO"êiJ.l&VOÇ KOO"J.l<p xpucré<p Kai J.l&Â.&orovQ> a.eavêi't<p avopi t1tt'tpé\jfaç 
oeu1:épn iJJ.lépn a1tiK&'to èç 1:rov Auorov 1:o èicrw. 
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Greek authors repeated this stmy for centuries as a prime example of Per
sian peculiarity, not to say perversity, as when Aelian made it a paradigm 
of misguided erotic desire. 27 Toward that end, he exaggerated certain details 
of the story, while simultaneously ignoring others. Thus, where Herodotus 
spoke of unspecified gold omaments (gold being associated with immortal
ity and perfection, given its invulnerability to rust), Aelian introduced jew
elry fit for a lover. Similarly, where Herodotus bad an "lmmortal" detailed 
as a keeper or steward (meledonos) of the tree (modeling the primordial 
conjonction of Urmensch and Urpjlanze), Aelian made him a guard detailed 
to protect the King's beloved (eromenëi phylaka).28 

Elsewhere, Aelian describes Xerxes as having "marveled" (ethaumaze) 
at the tree, and it is worth asking wh y this was so. 29 Others who have 
pondered this question have emphasized aesthetic qualities: the plane 
tree's size, beauty, and the shade it provides.30 Also noteworthy, how
ever, are its spiky seed-pods, which grow up to four centimeters in diam
eter, densely packed with thousands of seeds, each with its own tuft of 
fibers that help it catch the wind (Figure 5.3). 

Fig. 5.3 Fruit of the plane tree, with seeds. 

27 Aelian, Varia Historia 9.39: Ilroç ô& OÔK liv q>aiTJ nç yû.oiouç li~a Kai 
1tapa06Çouç 'tOU<rO& 'tOÙÇ gponaç; Û>V ~ÈV EépÇou, on 1tÀmavou 'I'Jpacr9TJ. Regard
mg the persistence of this incident in the later history of European Orientalist discourse, 
see Heleen Sancisi-Weerdenburg, "Xerxes en de plataan: vier varieties op een motief," 
Lampas 21 (1994): 213-29 and Wolf-Hartmut Friedrich, "Die Platane des GroBkônigs 
(Herodot 7,31)," in his Gegenwiirtige Vergangenheit. Studien zur antiken Literatur und 
ihrem Nachleben (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1998), pp. 139-45. 

28 Aelian, Varia Historia 2.14: ÙÀ.À.à Kai èÇfi'lf&V aô'tijÇ JC6cr~ov 1tOÀ.U't&À.ij, 
<r'tp&7t'toiç Kai 'lf&À.À.iotç n~rov 'toùç daoouç, Kai ~&À.&orovè>v aôtii Ka'téÀ.m&v, 
rocr7t&p èpro~évn q>UÀ.aKa Kai q>poup6v. 

29 Ibid.: ô EépÇTJÇ ... O&OOUÀ.roto Oè 1tÀ.atavcp Kai èSau~aÇ& 'tO oévopov. 
30 The most sustained attempt remains that of Frank H. Stubbings, "Xerxes and the 

Plane-tree," Greece and Rome 15 (1946) 63-67. · 
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One last piece of evidence speaks to the question of why Xerxes was 
taken with this particular tree. This is a testimony offered by Pliny: 
"when Xerxes arrived at Laodicia, a plane tree mutated into an olive. ,31 

What exactly the great student of Natural History meant to describe is 
hard to say, although he groups this occurrence with other instances of 
botanic mutation. From an Iranian perspective, and especially one 
informed by mythic traditions, it is hard not to understand that a Tree of 
All Seeds contains within it the qualities of all species and the conditions 
for their individual (re )production. 

Persian interest in the pomegranate and plane tree both conjure up 
the Tree of All Seeds and its associations with reproduction and immor
tality. Another plant favored by the Achaemenians is equally rich in its 
mythic resonance, but more inclined toward issues of healing. 

The theombrotion plant springs forth 30 schoeni [c. 5 mile] from the Cho
aspes.lt resembles pictures of peacocks and is outstanding in its fragrance. 
lt is drunk by the Kings of Persia as an antidote for ali bodily troubles, 
also for instability of mind and of justice. ft is also ca/led semnionfrom the 
greatness ofits power.32 

Everything about this plant announces its perfection. In the frrst place, 
both of its names mark it as sacred in nature, Latin theombrotion appar
ent! y being derived from a Greek compound of theos plus ambrosia 
(thus, the divine drink of immortality) and semnion from semnos, 
"revered, august, holy." Second it is a panacea, fit for royal consump
tion and simultaneously able to ensure health of body, mind, and moral
ity. Third, it is found near the Choaspes, the river that runs beside Susa, 
which provided the only water pure and sweet enough for Persian kings 
to drink. 33 One is tempted to imagine that the locus of that water and of 

31 Pliny, Natural History 17.242: aut ut Laodiciae Xerxis adventu platano in oleam 
mu tata. 

32 Pliny, Natural History 24.162: Theombrotion xxx schoenis a Choaspe nasci, pavo
num picturis similem, odore eximio. Hanc a regibus Persarum bibi contra omnia corpo
rum incommoda instabilitatemque mentis et iustitiae, eandem semnion a potentiae maies
tate appellari. 

33 Herodotus 1.188. For the location of the river, see 1.186, Strabo 1.3.1 and 15.3.4. 
Regarding the royal preference for water from the Choaspes, neither the discussion of 
Pierre Briant, "L'eau du grand roi," op cit., pp. 45-65, nor the older treatrnent of Yves 
Bequignon, "Le breuvage du grand roi," Révue des etudes anciennes 42 (1940): 20-24 is 
entirely satisfactory. The former relates it to concems of health, the latter to those of 
religion. In truth, the two were inseparable. Bequignon's interpretation of this practice as 
a taboo irnposed on a priest-king is particularly inappropriate. At issue, rather, was the 
king's association with --c- and responsibtlity for- the Ohrmazdian project of making 
life flourish. 
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that plant most supremely sustaining of life was viewed as the earth's 
center, the original locus of creation (a question to which we will return 
in Chapter Eleven). Fourth, the plant's sweet fragrance establishes its 
Ohrmazdian nature and its resemblance to the peacock makes clear that 
all colors (which is to say, all multiplicity, elsewhere coded as a profu
sion of seeds, species, and natures) were united- or re-united- in this 
miraculous plant. 

These three data confmn that the Achaemenians possessed a body of 
mythology concemed with plants, their origins, nature, and cosmic his
tory, which closely resembles that attested in Zoroastrian sources. One 
can be more specifie, however, for it is now apparent that the Persian 
kings and their subjects theorized creation - that of vegetation, as of all 
else - in terms of a primordial unity that was lost, but may still be pre
served in certain privileged phenomena and locations. 



II 

HUMAN UNITY AND THE DIVERSITY OF PEOPLES 
IN ACHAEMENIAN MYTH, ART, AND IDEOLOGY 

(THE SIEN A LECTURES)* 

• Chapters Six-Eight were originally presented in ltalian as a series of seminars at the 
Centro perla Studia antropologica della Civiltà Antica of the Università degli Studi di 
Siena in November 2006, at the invitation of Maurizio Bettini. 



CHAPTER SIX 

BISITUN AND PERSEPOLIS 

1 

While preparing this paper, 1 realized - with warm nostalgia and a 
certain shock - that it is nearly a quarter century since 1 frrst visited 
Siena to participate in a set of meetings organized by Pier Giorgio 
Solinas, Cristiano Grottanelli and others, devoted to the theme "Divi
sione delle cami, organizzazione del cosmo, e dinamica sociale." Since 
then, it bas been my good fortune to return repeatedly as Professore 
al contralto, an occasionallecturer, an informai researcher, and a semi
regular participant in the Dottorati of Professors Solinas and Bettini. 
In truth, Siena remains my favorite place to visit, not simply because of 
the city's spectacular beauty, rich history, excellent food and wine. More 
important are the warm friendships and collegial relations nurtured over 
this quarter century, which have brought great persona! satisfaction and 
have contributed significantly to my ongoing education. 

Such reminiscence leads me to reflect on how much 1 have benefited 
from discussions here in Siena, how much 1 have learned from my Sien
ese friends and colleagues, and how much my work bas changed over 
this quarter century as a result of their good influence. And yet 1 realize, 
with sorne embarrassed bemusement, that 1 am still wrestling with the 
same issues 1 explored in the paper 1 presented on my frrst visit. There, 
1 was concerned with the question of unity and diversity within the 
human species and, more specifically, with sorne of the ritual means 
through which various groups sought to establish solidarity, harmony, 
order, and a sense of common belonging among persons whose palpable 
differences - and whose consciousness, even pride, regarding those dif
ferences - always threatened to manifest themselves in competition, 
resentment, and conflict. In particular, 1 explored sacrificial rituals, cer
emonial banquets, and such practices as the seating arrangement at royal 
tables and the distribution of varied cuts of meat (from the "champion's 
portion" to the lowliest leftovers) that have been used to work the social 
magic announced in my country's motto: e pluribus unum.1 

1 Proceedings of the conference were published in Studi Storici 25 (1984) andL'Uomo 
9 (1985). My contribution, entitled "Sacrificio e Creazione, Macellai e Filosofi," appeared 
in the former, pp. 859-74. 
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Toda y, 1 am still struggling to understand how human subjects man
age social relations with others whose alterity they acknowledge, at the 
same time constituting those "others" as somehow "the same" as them
selves, or - to put the problem somewhat differently - how actors 
imagine the alterity of others to be encompassed and dissolved at sorne 
higher level of social integration. The chief change in my approach and 
agenda - and one that 1 owe in large part to the salutary influence of 
my Sienese mentors - is that instead of focusing on ritual and ceremo
nial processes in such micro-events as banquets, today 1 will consider 
macro-systems: the political, military, and economie practices and dis
course of a major world empire. 

II 

Toward that end, 1 want to discuss sorne important words, themes, and 
images in Achaemenian royal discourse. The frrst of these is Old Persian 
dahyu (plural, dahyiiva), a noun that sometimes seems to denote a territory 
and at others, a group of people. Details of scribal practice make clear that 
when used in the plural, it always included the latter sense.2 Given this 
distribution, sorne translators have rendered the word differently according 
to context ("country" altemating with "district," for instance),3 while oth
ers have tried to insist on one consistent translation, most often "people, "4 

2 The detail in question, frrst noted by George Cameron, "The Persian Satrapies and 
related Matters," Journal of Near Eastern Studies 32 (1973): 47-56, appears in Elamite 
translations of dahyiiva, which employ the plural suffu -pe, used oruy for animate beings: 
thus, da-a-ia-u-is-pe. Its importance has been emphasized by Pierre Lecoq, "Observa
tions sur le sens du mot dahyu dans les inscriptions achéménides," Transeuphratène 3 
(1990): 132-33. It is also significant that dahyu itself was transliterated, rather than trans
lated, for this suggests the Elamite scribes regarded it as a dense technical term, for which 
they had no adequate equivalent in their own language. 

3 Thus, Schmitt, The Bisitun Inscriptions, passim. Similar alternations were advocated 
by Kent, Old Persian, p. 190 et passim ("land, province, district"), Asmussen, Historiske 
tekster fra Achœmenide tiden, passim ("land, by, omrâde"), Brandenstein and Mayrhofer, 
Handbuch des Altpersischen, p. 114 ("Land, Gau, Provinz"), and Briant, Histoire de 
l'empire perse, passim ("pays, pays-peuple, ethnos"). The problem is most acute when 
dahyu occurs in the singular. Thus, when a named dahyu figures as the site of action (as 
in DB §§13, 25, 29, 30, 32, 40, 46), it seems to designate a territory; when it is the sub
ject of an action (thus, DB §§38, 71, where a dahyu is said to rise in rebellion), it is the 
population, rather than the land itself, that seems to be at issue. 

4 Thus, most notably, Meillet, and Benveniste, Grammaire du vieux perse, passim 
("province") and Lecoq, "Observations sur le sens du mot dahyu" ("peuple"), idem, Les 
inscriptions de la Perse achéménide, passim. 
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but for others, "land. "5 The best solution, however, is to recognize that 
Old Persian does not fully differentiate between a land and its resident 
population, but treats the two as so intimately connected asto be linguis
tically - and analytically - inseparable. What the term signais, then, is 
this indivisible conjunction of land and people, together with the shared 
characteristics that give each dahyu its distinct identity. Such factors 
might include the nature of its terrain and climate, phenotypic features of 
physiology, the minerais, plants, and animais native to the region. 
Dahyiiva are also marked by distinctive items of culture, which range 
from the people's language, religion, and mores to their food, clothing, 
weapons, and hairstyles. The term dahyu thus denotes a land/people pos
sessed of tangible and intangible goods (the latter including name, char
acter, cultural integrity, homogeneity, etc.) that set it apart from all oth
ers. It is a term that points to human diversity and alterity, as does its 
Indic cognate, which bears a somewhat more hostile connotation: San
skrit dasyu" en emy, barbarian, foreigner. "6 

The plural dahyiiva was used most frequently in two formulaic con
structs that have great ideological importance: royal titles, which we will 
consider a bit later, and lists of imperial possessions. The full corpus of 
Achaemenian inscriptions contains several such lists, which reflect the 
growth of empire, not just by the number of dahyiiva that appear, but 
also by the complexity of the formulae at the head of these lists.7 Al ways, 
however, the term dahyiiva ("lands/peoples") occupies a salient position 
and announces the enumeration to follow. Thus, the earliest and simplest 
variant, which Darius employed at Bisitun (520 B.C.E.) reads as follows. 

5 Thus, Rüdiger Sclunitt, "Zur Bedeutung von altpers. /dahyu-1," in Peter Anreiter 
and Erzsébet Jerem, eds., Studia Celtica et /ndogermanica. Festschriftfür Wolfgang Meid 
(Budapest: Archaeolingua, 1999), pp. 443-52. 

6 Manfred Mayrhofer, Etymologisches Worterbuch des Altindoarischen (Heidelberg: 
Carl Winter Universitiitsverlag, 1986-2001) 1: 711-12. Mayrhofer reconstructs two 
closely related Indo-Iranian terms, which differ in their accents and genders: *dtisyu
(masc.) "Feind, Fremder, Fremdvolk," and *dasyu- (fern.) "Land [*der Fremden]." 
Mayrhofer's analysis of the relations between the Indo-Iranian cognates is preferable to 
that of Benveniste, Vocabulaire des institutions indo-européennes, 1: 318-19, which 
involves an appeal to imaginary conflicts between Indo-Aryans and Iranians to explain 
semantic differences between the language groups. On Sanskrit dasyu, see the very thor
ough discussion of Wash Edward Hale, Asura- in Early Vedic Religion (Delhi; Motilal 
Banarsidass, 1986), pp. 146-58. 

7 In chronological order, lists of dahyiiva appear at DB §6, DSm §2, DPe §2, DSe §3, 
DNa §3 and DNe, XPh §3, and A7P. The last of these has no introductory formula, while 
the others show increasing complexity and reflect historie developments. See further the 
literature cited in note 9. 
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These are the lands!peoples(im'â dahyava) that came to me. By the Wise 
Lord's will 1 was king of them: Persia, Elam, Baby/on, Assyria, Arabia, 
Egypt, those who dwell by the sea, Lydia, Ionia, Media, Armenia, Cappado
cia, Parthia, Drangiana, Aria, _Chorasmia, Bactria, Sogdiana, Gandluira, 
Scythia, Sattagydia, Arachosia, and Maka, twenty-three landslpeoples in all.8 

Three points should be made with regard to this relatively simple pas
sage. First, the new king- who gained the throne unexpectedly, as the 
result of violent struggle and dynastie disruption - is at pains to legiti
mate his rule.9 As a consequence, he depicts his relation to the various 
lands/peoples in relatively passive terms that make them seem simulta
neously an inheritance (they "came to" him, from the verb pati-ay-) and 
the result of divine election (they came "by the Wise Lord's will,"vasna 
Auramazdaha). Second, the list is meant to be long and impressive, 
demonstrating that Darius is a great king who holds a great many differ
ent dahyava. Third, with a certain amount of distortion, the list trans
forms real geography into an elegant mandala that groups these lands/ 
peoples in concentric circles, as we saw in Chapter Three. And, as Hero
dotus explained, distance from the center was construed not just as spa
tial, but also moral, as the Persians distributed honor to others based on 
their difference from themselves. 10 

This image of a Persocentric cosmos was no idle expression of 
national pride. More actively, it fueled imperial ambitions and stimu
lated a sense of global mission, while also reflecting certain practical 
realities. Thus, the dahyava closest to Persia were frrst to be conquered, 
after which they were subjected to Persian influence more fully and for 

8 DB §6: ima dahyava, taya mana patiyiiib, va8na Auramazdaha adam~iim x8iiya9iya 
iiham: Parsa, Üja, Babiru~. A9urii, Arbay; Mudraya, tayai drayahyii, Sparda, Ya~na, 
Miida, Armina, Katpatuka, Par9ava, Zranka, Haraïva, Uvarazmï, Biixtri~. Suguda, Gan
diira, Saka, ®atagu~. Harauvati~. Maka, fraharavam dahyava ti~ra8cii vï9aticii. 

9 The dramatic accession of Darius, as narrated by DB §§10-14 and Herodotus 3.61-
88, has been rouch discussed and most are now inclined to view these accounts as propa
gandistic attempts to put the best face on a case of regicide and usurpation. See, inter alia, 
Muhammad A. Dandamaev, Persien unter den ersten Achiimeniden, trans. Heinz-Dieter 
Pohl (Wiesbaden: Ludwig Reichert, 1976), idem, A Political History of the Achaemenid 
Empire, trans. W.J. Vogelsang. Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1989), pp. 83-113, EJ. Bickerman and 
H. Tadmor, "Darius 1, PseudO-Smerdis, and the Magi," Athenaeum 56 (1978): 239-61, 
Clarisse Herrenschmidt, "Les historiens de l'empire achéménide et l'inscription de Biso
tun," Annales ESC 37 (1982): 813-23, Jack Martin Balcer, Herodotus and Bisotun (Wies
baden: Franz Steiner Verlag, 1987), Stefan Zawadzki, "Bardiya, Darius and Babylonian 
Usurpers in the Light of the Bisitun Inscription and Babylonian Sources," Archaeolo
gische Mittei/ungen aus Iran 27 (1994): 127-45, and Briant, Histoire de l'empire perse, 
pp. 109-27. 

10 Herodotus 1.134, cited above at p. 51. 
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a longer period of time than more distant others. The degree to which the 
Persians judged their subjects excellent or meritorious thus varied with 
the degree of their Persianization. The more alterity a given dahyu 
exhibited - that is, the greater its cultural and spatial distance from the 
imperial center - the less worthy it was considered and the more in 
need of Persian conquest, followed by civilizing influence. 

In inscriptions from later years of his reign, Darius introduced lists of 
his possessions with longer, more assertive formulae that acknowledge 
the processes constitutive of empire. Thus, at Persepolis (between 515 
and 512 B.C.E.), violent conquest and economie extraction were openly 
asserted: "By the Wise Lord's will, these are the lands/peoples (inuï 

dahyava) that 1 took hold of with this Persian army. They feared me. 
They bore me tribute. " 11 At Naqs-i Rustam (after 512, perhaps as late as 
500), 12 the demand for obedience and the imposition of law are added to 
the picture. 

By the Wise Lord's will, these are the landslpeoples (ima dahyava) that 1 
seizedfar from Persia. 1 ruled over them. They bore me tribute. That which 
was proclaimed to them by me, that they did. My law- that held them.13 

m 
The three processes described in these texts - violent conquest, eco
nomie extraction, and legal subordination - were also visually repre
sented in relief sculptures accompanying the inscriptions 1 have cited, 
and each of these artworks helps advance our understanding of how 
dahyu-diversity figured within the imperial whole. The earliest of these 
reliefs, set on the lofty rock-face of Bisitun, depicts the enemies Darius 
defeated during the frrst two years of his reign (Figure 6.1). Fourteen 
figures appear and these are neatly organized in a set of binary opposi
tions. First, there is a vertical contrast between the deity in the above 

11 OPe §2: va8na Auramazdahâ imâ dahyâva, tayâ adam adarSi hadâ anâ Pârsâ kârâ, 
tayâ hacâma atrsa, manâ bâjim abara. Placement of the inscription on the southern wall of 
the terrace shows that it was executed during the early phases of construction at Persepo
lis, which began about 520. See further, Lecoq, Les inscriptions de la Perse achéménide, 
pp. 97-98. . 

12 As regards the dating of the lists of lands/peoples, 1 follow Bruno Jacobs, "Eine 
Planlinderung an den Apadâna-Treppen und ihre Konsequenzen für die Datierung der 
Planungs- und Bebauungsphasen von Persepolis," Archiiologische Mitteilungen aus Iran 
und Turan 29 (1997): 281-87. 

13 DNa §3: va8nâ Auramazdâhâ imâ dahyâva tayâ adam agrbâyam apataram hacâ 
Pârsâ; adamsâm patiyaxbyai; manâ bâjim abaraha; taya8âm hacâma a9anhya, ava aku
nava; dâtarn taya mana avadi§ adâraya. 
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Fig. 6.1 Rock-eut relief from Bisitun. Phase one completed 520 B. C.E. 
Phase two (with addition of Skunxa, frrst figure on the right), 519. 

(almost certainly the Wise Lord, Ahura Mazda),14 and the thirteen 
humans on the earth's surface. The humans are then divided horizontally 
into two groups: three Persians, who stand to the left, facing right, and 
ten foreigners, nine of whom stand to the right, facing left, while one of 
them lies prostrate. Each of these foreigners differs from the others and 
bears a caption identifying him by name. Still, these are not individual 
portraits in any sense. Rather, they use stereotyped features of physiog
nomy (hair, beard, shape of head, nose, and chin), plus sartorial detail 
(robes, shoes, and in one case, a hat) to establish identity associated with 
a dahyu. 

The contrast between Persians and foreigners uses relative size and 
the presence or absence of weapons to encode a marked difference in 
dignity, status, and power. Not only do the Persians bear arms (two bows 

14 Standard Zoroastrain doctrine militates against iconic depiction of the Wise Lord, 
and those most committed to seeing the Achaemenian kings as orthodox Zoroastrians 
have argued that the winged figure represents the king's divinely-granted charisma (Oid 
Persian *farnah, Avestan xvaranah). Tracing the winged figure back to the Egyptian and 
Assyrian models from which it was adapted, however, makes it fairly certain that it is 
meant to be understood as the Wise Lord, who bestows Iegitimacy and charisma, in the 
form of the ring he holds in his left hand and proffers to the king below. For discussion 
of these issues, see Pierre Lecoq, "Un problème de religion achéménide: Ahura Mazda
ou Xvarenah? ,"Acta lranica 23 (1984): 301-26, pace A. S. Shahbazi, "An Achaemenid 
Symbol: 1. A Farewell to «Fravahr» and «Ahuramazda»," Archaeologische Mitteilungen 
aus Iran 7 (1974): 136-44, idem, "III. Farnah «(God Given) Fortune Symbolised," 
Archaeologische Mitteilungen aus Iran 13 (1980): 119-47. 
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and a spear), which the foreigners lack, but the bands of the latter are 
tied behind their backs. Conquered subjects, they have been stripped of 
martial force and they are also bound at the neck as they march, with 
increasingly stooped postures as they approach the Persian king, the 
largest figure of ail, who dominates the composition. The order in which 
the foreigners march, moreover, roughly mirrors the geography of their 
dispersion and the sequential order of their defeats.15 

One could spend rouch time pointing out the iconographie details 
Achaemenian sculptors used to make each dahyu distinctive and recog
nizable, and an excellent literature treats this topic. 16 First in line, for 
instance, is Âçina, the Elamite, whose head is round and whose features 
are soft. Unbearded, he wears a long, lightly draped robe and his footgear 
are obscured by the figure who lies in front of him. In ali these ways he 
can be differentiated from Nidintu-Bël, the bearded, sharp-nosedjut-jawed 

15 There are sorne minor difficulties and the chronology of Darius's carnpaigns of 
522-20, as narrated at Bisitun, remains much debated. For various attempts to establish 
the sequence, see Poe bel, "Chronology of Darius' First Year of Reign," Hallock, "The 
'One Year' of Darius 1," Shahbazi "The 'One Year' of Darius Re-exarnined," and T. CUy-
1er Young, "Darius 1, Commander-in-Chief: Bisitun 1: 35 to ill: 92 as Military History", 
in Grant Frame, ed., From the Upper Sea to the Lower Sea: Studies on the History of 
Assyria and Babylonia in Honour of A.K. Grayson (Leiden: Nederlands Inswtituut voor 
het Nabije Oosten, 2004), pp. 287-88. If one correlates the sites of activity described for 
the rebels in the Bisitun text with the order in which they are depicted on the relief (which 
differs slightly from their order of textual presentation), the results are as follows: 1) 
Gaumata - Persia, 2) Âçina - Elarn, 3) Nidintu-Bël - Babylon, 4) Fravarti - Media, 
Armenia, Assyria, Parthia, and Hyrcania, 5) Martiya - Elarn, 6) Tritantaxma - Sagartia, 
7) Vahyazdata- Persia and Arachosia, 8) Araxa- Babylon, 9) Frlida- Margiana, 10) 
Skunxa - Scythia. With the exception of Martiya and Araxa, the others ali show a graduai 
motion outward from the center. 

16 Walser, Die Volkerschaften auf den Reliefs von Persepolis, Walther Hinz, Altirani
sche Funde und F orschungen (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1969), pp. 95-114, Schmidt, Persepolis 
3: 108-20, Michael Roaf, "The Subject Peoples on the base of the statue of Darius," 
Cahiers de la délegation archéologique française en Iran 4 (1974): 73-160, Bernard 
Goldman, "Political Realia on Persepolitan Sculpture," Orientalia Lovaniensia 5 (1974): 
31-45, Root, King and Kingship in Achaemenid Art, pp. 227-84, Bruno Jacobs, "Perse
polisdelegationen und Satrapienordnung," Acta Praehistorica et Archaeologica 13-14 
(1982): 75-84, Klaus Koch, "Die Vtilkerrepresentanten auf den Reliefs von Persepolis 
und den achairnenidischen Grabem," Zeitschrift der deutschen morgenlandischen Gesell
schaft Supplement 5 (1983): 290-300, David Stronach, "The Apadana: A signature ofthe 
line of Darius," in J.-L. Huot, et al., eds.,De l'Indus aux Balkans: recueil à la mémoire 
de Jean Deshayes (Paris: Recherche sur les civilizations, 1985), pp. 433-45, Willem 
Vogelsang, The Rise and Organisation of the Achaemenian Empire. The Eastern lranian 
Evidence. (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1992), pp. 94-119, 132-65, Parivash Jarnzadeh, "The 
Apadiina Reliefs and the Metaphor of Conquest," /rani ca Antiqua 27 ( 1992): 125-47, and 
Rolf Hachmann, "Die Vtilkerschaften auf den Bildwerken von Persepolis," in U. Fink
beiner, R. Dittmann, and H. Hauptmann, eds., Beitriige zur Kulturgeschichte Vorderasi
ens. Festschrift für Michael Boehmer (Mainz: Philipp von Zabem, 1995), pp. 195-223. 
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Fig. 6.2 Darius's crown, as depicted at Bisitun. 

Babylonian standing to his right, wearing a short tonie and high boots. 
Usually, it is not one feature, but the whole ensemble of details that marks 
each figure as unique. Similarities in dress or physiognomy are then used 
to establish what might be called "family resemblances" among various 
dahyiiva (as in the case of Medes and Persians, for example). 

A few features are unique, however, like those the Bisitun relief 
places - with a keen sense of composition and drama - at opposite 
ends of the picture. Thus, to the left stands Darius, who is nearly twice 
the size of the foreigners. His beard and coiffure (squared off and beauti
fully dressed in tight rings), robes (long, with flowing sleeves and sym
metric drapery), and weapon ali mark him as a Persian and relate hlm to 
his countrymen, who stand behind hlm. The crenellated diadem he 
wears, however, mark hlm and hlm only as king (Figure 6.2). 

At the opposite end of the composition stands Skunxa the Scythian 
(Figure 6.3), who is the most exoticized of the foreigners, reflecting the 
fact that his people were geographically furthest from Persia and most 
recently conquered.17 The state of his hair and beard - largest among 

17 Darius's campaigns against the others depicted at Bisitun transpired from Decem
ber 522-December 521 and are recounted in the ftrst four columns of the inscription. 
After this text and a ftrst version of the relief were complete, a fifth column was added to 
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Fig. 6.3 Skunxa the Scythian, as represented in the Bisitun relief. 
Figure added in Phase two of the carving (519 B.C.E.) to reflect 

Darius's conquests of the previous year. 
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the non-Persians, least subject to cultural control- reference his origins 
in the wilderness, but his most striking attribute is surely his enormous 
hat. Certain Scythians wore pointed hats, and the Pers'ians treated this as 
their distinctive feature. 18 Even so, comparison with other Achaemenian 
reliefs (Figures 6.4 and 6.5) shows that Skunxa's hat- which seems 
virtually unwearable - was greatly exaggerated for effect. The effect in 
question was partly artistic, as the hat frames and balances the composi
tion, but it is also ideological. Thus, like ali the foreigners, Skunxa is 
depicted as short in comparison to the Persians, but he alone makes him
self equal to Darius by a cultural affectation. This is the hat that he 

describe campaigns of 521-520, when Darius put down a new rebellion in Elam (DB 
§§71-72) and conquered a previously independent group of Scythians "who wear the 
pointed cap" (Sakd tayaj xaydam tigrdm baranti, DB §74). The figure of Skunxa, their 
king, was then added to the relief sculpture. 

18 The Persians knew several different types of Scythians, whom they regarded as 
being independent of each other. These included those known simply as "Scythians" 
(Sakd, DB §6), but also the "Scythians across the sea" (Sakd tayaj paradraya, DNa §3, 
NP), "haoma-drinking Scythians" (Sakd haymavargd, DNa §3, DSe §3, XPh §3, A7P), 
and the "pointed-cap-wearing Scythians" (Sakd tigraxayda, DNa §3, DSe §3, XPh §3, 
A7P). Skunxa is named as "chief'' (maOista, a title that grants leadership functions within 
the tribe, but denies properly royal status) of this last group at DB §74. 
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Fig. 6.4 Scythians wearing the pointed hat, as depicted on the Persepolis Apadana. 

Fig. 6.5 Scythian wearing the pointed hat, Darius's tomb at Naqs-ï Rustam. 

seemingly regards as a crown, an argument the relief entertains only to 
be dismissed with derision. The real crown, as presented here, is that 
wom by Darius, a man whose height needs no artificial enhancement. 
The relief thus frames a contrast between Truth and the Lie, nature and 
culture, proper kingship and a pretentious fraud, while also representing 
the Scythian as quite literally the most out-landish of all the foreigners: 
geographically, politically, aesthetically, and morally most distant from 
all that Persia represents. Like the lists of dahyiiva, the Bisitun relief 
thus treats alterity as a function of distance from the center, with Skunxa 
as the limit point. 
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Fig. 6.6 Eastern staircase ascending to the Apadana at Persepolis. 
Reliefs on the right-hand staircase depict the procession of Persian and 
Median officiais. Those on the left-hand staircase depict the procession 

of tribute bearers from twenty-three lands and peoples. 
These relations are reversed on the northem staircase. 

IV 
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If the Bisitun composition concentrates on the military side of empire, 
then the sprawling relief that fills the steps of the Persepolis Apadana, an 
imposing reception hall capable of holding sorne 10,000 people, is 
equally focused on economies. lts construction was begun by Darius 
sorne time after 515 and completed by Xerxes (r. 486-65), probably 
early in his reign. Set above a wide terrace, the Apadana is approached 
by four staircases, two paired on the north side and two paired on the 
east (Figure 6.6).19 ln each case, reliefs on the inner staircase (i.e. those 
doser to the northeast corner) depict a procession of guards, chariots, 
and nobles, all of whom can be identified as Persians or Medes, based 
on the details of their weapons and dress. On the outer staircases (north
west and southeast) are processions of tribute bearers. Here, representa
tives from twenty-three lands/peoples move toward the enthroned king 

19 On the form, function, and date of the Apadâna, see Erich Schmidt, Persepolis. Vol. 
1: Structures, Reliefs, Inscriptions (Chicago: Oriental Institute, 1953}, pp. 70-106 and 
162-69, Ann Britt Tilia, Studies and Restorations at Persepolis and other sites of Fars 
(Rome: Istituto Italiano peril medio ed estremo Oriente, 1972}, pp. 125-208, Root, King 
and Kingship in Achaemenid Art, pp. 86-95, Michael Roaf, Sculptures and Sculptors at 
Persepolis (= Iran 21) (London: British lnstitute of Persian Studies, 1983}, Rüdiger 
Schmitt and David Stronach, "Apadâna," Encyclopedia lranica ll/2 (1986}, pp. 145-58, 
Dandamaev and Lukonin, Culture and Social Institutions of Ancient Iran, pp. 250-51. 
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Fig. 6.7 Original center relief toward which the Apadana staircase ascended. 
Seated at the center is Darius, with the crown prince behind him. 

Various officiais stand behind the royals, while a Median representative 
approaches the king from the right, making gestures of respect and submission. 

(Figure 6.7),20 each bearing gifts and led by a Persian or Median official. 
Within this procession, the Median delegation stands frrst in line, led by 
a Persian, but no Persians bear tribute, since they were exempt from 
such obligations.21 While older scholarship saw these reliefs as evidence 
of elaborate New Year's rituals, such views proved untenable.22 More 

20 The original center panel was removed from the Apadlina steps and relocated in the 
Treasury for reasons that remain unclear. See further Root, King and Kingship in Ach
aemenian Art, pp. 91-95. 

21 Persians always appear frrst in those dahyava-lists in which they are mentioned 
(DB §6, DSm §2, A7P), but are omitted from any list that mak:es reference to tribute 
(DPe §2, DSe §3, DNa §3, XPh §3). The inference that Persians were not subject to 
tribute is confrrmed by Herodotus 3.97. See further Josef Wiesehofer, "Tauta gar en 
atelea. Beobachtungen zur Abgabenfreiheit im Achaimenidenreich," in Pierre Briant 
and Clarisse Herrenschmidt, eds., Le tribut dans l'empire Perse (Paris: Peeters, 1989), 
pp. 183-92. 

22 For the older views, see Arthur Upham Pope, "Persepolis as a ritual city," Archae
ology 10 (1957): 123-30, idem, "Persepolis considered as a ritual city," Proceedings of 
the 22nd Congress of Orientalists. Vol. 2: Communications (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1957), 
pp. 58-66, Roland Ghirshman, "Notes iraniennes VIT: à propos de Persépolis," Artibus 
Asiae 20 (1957): 265-78. The most telling critiques are Carl Nylander, "Al-Bërünï and 
Persepolis," Acta lranica 1 (1974): 137-50, and Heleen Sancisi-Weerdenburg, "Nowruz 
at Persepolis," Achaemenid History 7 (1991): 173-201. See also Peter Calmeyer, "Tex
tuai Sources for the Interpretation of Achaemenian Palace Decoration," Iran 18 (1980): 
55-63 and Mohammad T. Imanpour, "The Function of Persepolis: Was Norooz cele
brated at Persepolis during the Achaemenid Period?," in Antonio Panaino and Andrea 
Piras, eds. Proceedings of the 5th Conference of the Societas Iranologica Europaea 
(Milan: Mimesis, 2006), pp. 115-21. 
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plausibly, this is an ideologically-inflected representation of the ceremo
nial - but normal - presentation of tribute. 23 

Here again, details of dress and physiology served to establish the 
identity of each dahyu, with such precise attention to detail that, in the 
words of Muhammad Dandamaev and Vladimir Lukonin, "this is, in 
fact, an ethnographie museum. " 24 Particularity does not stop at the lev el 
of the human, however. Rather, each dahyu also possessed its .own dis
tinctive plants and animais, sometimes also minerais (gold, ebony, ivory, 
e.g.) and manufactured goods (weapons, cloth, pottery, etc.). It is these 
that their representatives brought as biiji, a term conventionally trans
lated as "tribute." lts etymology suggests, however, that biiji more pre
cisely denoted the "portion" each dahyu gave as a contributing part of 
the imperial whole. 25 

The ability of a dahyu to con-tribute specifie goods not only is a mark 
of its part-icipation and part-icularity, but seems to imply sorne notion of 
prior dis-tribution. Animais provide a convenient example. Thus, in a gen
eral fashion, peoples of the north and west tend to bring horses (Medes, 
Armenians, Cappadocians, Sagartians, Scythians, and Thracians); those 
of the east and south, camels (Bactrians, Parthians, Arians, and Aracho
sians give two-humped ["Bactrian") camels; Arabians give one-humped 
dromedaries). Cattle come from every direction, albeit with sorne dis
tinctive regional variations (Babylonians and Gandharans give zebus 
[bos indicus]; the Sattagydians [or Margians], an aurochs [bos urus or 
bos primigenius}; Egyptians give a bovine of indeterminate species [the 
relief is too damaged to tell]). In contrast, wilder and more exotic species 
normally come from dahyiiva at a great distance from the Persian center: 

23 The most important works on tribute are Heidemarie Koch, "Steuem in der acha
menidischen Persis," Zeitschrift für Assyriologie 70 ( 1980): 105-37 and those included in 
Briant and Herrenschmidt, eds. Le tribut dans l'empire Perse, op cit. Two articles in the 
latter volume are most attuned to the symbolic and ideological si de of the process: Briant, 
"Table du roi, tribut et redistribution chez les Achéménides" (pp. 35-44) and Heleen 
Sancisi-Weerdenburg, "Gifts in the Persian Empire" (pp. 129-46). 

24 Dandamaev and Lukonin, Culture and Social Institutions of Ancient, p. 251. 
25 The significance of Old Persian btiji bas been discussed by Clarisse Herren-

schmidt, "Le tribut dans les inscriptions en vieux-perse et dans les tablettes élamites," in 
Briant and Herrenschmidt, Le tribut dans l'empire Perse, pp. 107-20, and Heleen Sancisi
Weerdenburg, "Baji," Achaemenid History 11 (1998): 23-34, both of whom emphasized 
its precise etymological sense as "part" or "portion." They were inclined to see it as "la 
part (du roi)," however, which may be a different way of conceiving the relation between 
the provincial part and the imperial whole. Regarding the derivation of this term, see 
Meillet and Benveniste, Grammaire du vieux perse, pp. 103 and 163, Kent, Old Persian, 
p. 199, Brandenstein and Mayrhofer, Handbuch des Altpersischen, p. 110. 
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giraffes from the Ethiopians and antelopes from the Libyans.26 Similarly, 
the most technologically advanced of the animal prestations - horses 
with chariots and donkeys (the product of cross-breeding) -come from 
the Lydians and the Indians, respectively. A11 this helps one interpret the 
Apadana's foundation inscription, which defmes the empire as stretch
ing from Scythia to Ethiopia and lndia to Lydia, spatial relations that 
may be graphed as in Figure 6.8.27 

NW: Lydians 
Givers of horses, .............._ 
chariots, rings and •. ~ 
vessels in precious metals 

PERS lANS 

SW: Ethiopians ~ 
Givers of giraffes ~ 
and ivory 

NE: Scythians 
Givers of horses 
and gold torques 

............_ SE: lndians 
~ Givers of donkeys 

and gold dust 

Fig. 6.8 Extent of the empire, as defmed by DPh §2. Each of the four peoples 
named marks the outermost territory conquered to date in a different direction 

and each one brings exotic goods to the Persians, who stand at the center 
of these axial relations. 

At both the northeast and southeast corners of the Apadana, two cop
ies of this text were buried. Each locus bad one silver copy and one gold, 
for a total of four in a11.28 This number, the precious materials, and 

26 Sorne have interpreted the Ethiopian giraffe as an okapi. See further L. Sprague de 
Camp, "Xerxes' Okapi and Greek Geography," Isis 54 (1963): 123-25, Ahmad Afshar, 
"Giraffes at Persepolis," Archeology 27 (1974): 114-17, R. Valdez and R.G. Tuck, Jr., 
"On the Identification of the animais accompanying the 'Ethiopian' delegation in the bas
reliefs of the Apadana at Persepolis," Iran 18 (1980): 156-57. Two apparent anomalies 
should also be noted: the Elamites bring a lioness and her cubs, while the Ionian delega
tion, alone among the tribute-bearers, brings no animais with it. 

27 DPh §2 (= DH §2): "Proclaims Darius the King: This is the kingdom/kingship that 
I hold, from the Scythians, those who are beyond Sogdiana, thence to Ethiopia; from India, 
thence to Lydia. The Wise Lord, who is greatest of the gods, bestowed this on me." 9iiti 
Diirayavau§ diiya9iya: ima daçam, taya adam diirayiirni hacii Sakaj,bi§ taya}. para Sugdam 
amata yiitii ii Küsii, hacii Hinda~ amata yiitii ii Spardii, tayarna}. Auramazdii friibara, baya 
ma9ista bagiiniirn. The gifts borne by these peoples are depicted on the Apadiina steps and 
further information is available from Herodotus and the foundation inscription at Susa, 
where we leam that the Indians contributed ivory (DSf §3i, DSz §10) and gold dust (Hero
dotus 3.94), the Lydians gold (DSf §3h, DSz §9), while the Ethiopians contributed ivory 
(DSf §3i, DSz §10, Herodotus 3.97), ebony and gold (Herodotus 3.97). 

28 On the material facts regarding this inscription, see Lecoq, Les inscriptions de la 
Perse achéménide, p. 99. With reference to the use of silver and gold, it is probably rel
evant that according to the taxation lists treated by Herodotus 3.90-97, the contributions 
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placement of the two paired texts on the two wails that held paired stair
ways, all suggest a certain homology to the building, its functions, and 
its symbolic importance at the heart of the empire. The passage 's content 
also ex tends the homology, defining the empire by its extension to the 
four quarters, where the most exotic goods are found. 

If its inscription points to the empire's periphery, the Apadana's relief, 
like the dahyiïva lists, delineates a hierarchie order leading from center to 
periphery. First is the king, the unmoved mover to whom ail others are 
drawn. Second come Persians, who bear no tribute, but lead others and 
themselves mount the stair reserved for officiais. Third are Medes, who 
aiso mount the stair reserved for officiais and who march frrst in the 
procession of tribute-bearers. The sequence then moves outward to the 
west from the Elamites in second position (top register, second column) 
to the Lydians (or lonians?), who stand twelfth (bottom register, fifth 
column). After this, it maves outward to the east, from the Parthians 
(13th position, top register, 6th column) to the Indians (18th, bottom reg
ister, 7th column). All the figures in these delegations are equai in height 
and they vary in number from four to nine in ways that sometirnes reflect 
their relative importance, sometirnes the ir population density. 29 

With the nineteenth delegation, however, the pattern of the relief 
changes to accommodate the descending stairs (Figure 6.9). Here, the fig
ures are roughly 25% shorter than the others, the delegations have fewer 
members (three for ail, save the Thracians with four), and their dress and 
gifts tend to be the most exotic. Relegated to this space are those who 
represent lands/peoples of the most distant west, whose territories lie out
side the Asian continent. From the top to the bottom, these are the Thra
cians, bearing shields, spears, and a stallion (19th); Arabians, wearing an 
honorific torque and leading a dromedary (20th), the twenty-frrst delega
tion, whose identity is still disputed; Libyans, wearing a lion skin cloak, 
leading an antelope, as well as a team of horses with chariot (22nd); and 
the Ethiopians, with phenotypically African features, who bring a giraffe 
(or okapi?), as well as ivory and a box fùled with spices (23rd). 

of ail peoples were calculated in silver, but gold came only from two distant provinces: 
lndia and Ethiopia, both of which are mentioned in DPh §2. 

29 The Median delegation has nine members, more than any other, and this is surely one 
more mark of its primacy. The delegations representing scarcely populated dahyàva of the 
east (Arians, Arachosians, Parthians, and Bactrians) all have four members, but it is diffi
cult to draw conclusions regarding the other delegations occupying the frrst 18 positions, 
which have eight (Lydians or Ionians), seven (Cilicians [or Assyrians]), six (Elarnites, 
Babylonians, Assyrians [or Lydians], Egyptians, Scythians, and Gandharans), five (Cap
padocians, Sagartians, Sogdians, Indians), and three (Armenians) members, respectively. 
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Fig. 6.9 Bottom of the east staircase at the Apadana containing delegations 
from the western peoples most distant from Persia. Reading from top right 
to bottom left, these are: Thracians (#19, at the top of the stair, bringing 

a horse), Arabians (#20, bringing a dromedary), the twenty-frrst delegation, 
whose identity is still contested (bringing a bovine), Libyans (#22, bringing 

an antelope, horses and chariot), and Ethiopians (#23, at the bottom 
of the stair, bringing a giraffe). 

Fig. 6.10 Apadana reliefs, Median delegation. Although the Medes are frrst 
in line, most numerous, and enjoy other marks of privilege, the gifts they bear 
are relatively unimpressive. Three of their number convey items of clothing, 
while others carry a sword, bracelets, and vessels whose contents cannot be 

determined. With one other exception (the Ionians, in twelfth position), 
they are the only delegation not to deliver any animais. 

Sequence may have been a way to encode hierarchy, but this is far 
from certain. Here, one should note that members of all delegations stand 
fully upright, are equally well adorned and invested with equal dignity, 
there being no hint of caricature or condescension in any of the portraits. 
An instructive comparison may be drawn between the Medes, who were 
most numerous and occupied frrst position, but brought no animais and 
relatively modest gifts (Figure 6.10) and the Ethiopians, last in line and 
among the fewest in number, but whose gifts were among the richest and 
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Fig. 6.11 Apadana reliefs, Ethiopian delegation. Although the Ethiopians 
stand last in the entire procession and are among those fewest in numbers, 

the gifts they bring are particularly precious: spices (or perhaps perfumes) in 
a lidded metal box, ivory tusks (on the shoulder of the third man), and 
a giraffe (or okapi). Note that the Mede leading the delegation stands 

significantly taller than the Ethiopians. 

most striking (Figure 6.11). Ali things considered, the composition seems 
to advance the argument that although each dahyu bad its own particular 
gifts, ali were equally valued, for like the lands/peoples themselves, only 
as a complete ensemble were these goods constitutive of empire. 

Clearly, a distinction was drawn between the center and outlying 
lands/peoples, but it was possible to theorize this distinction in two dif
ferent ways. If the center was understood as Persian, then {Center: 
Periphery:: Ruler: Ruled:: Self: Others}. Altematively, were the center 
construed as a microcosm of the empire - the point of accumulation for 
ali the good things and ali the good people otherwise scattered through
out the lands - then {Center: Periphery:: Empire: Dahyiiva:: Whole: 
Parts}. The frrst model emphasizes relations of domination; the second, 
relations of mutuality. The Apadana relief deliberately confused the two 
models, seeking to have it both ways. 30 

30 Walser, Die Volkerschaften auf den Reliefs von Persepolis, p. 26, also recognized 
two different ideological positions within the reliefs, although he interpreted this in dia
chronie fashion. 

Ohne Zweifel bedeutet der Apadanafries von Persepolis einen neuen Typus im Rahmen 
der altorientalischen Tributzugdarstellungen. Wie auch in andern Fiillen hat zwar die acha
menidische Hofkunst traditionelle Formen weitgeführt, aber einen neuen Geist in sie gegos
sen. Aus der Demonstration kiiniglicher Macht über tributschleppende Unterworfene- so 
mag assyrische Vorbild lauten- ist gleichsam eine patriarchalische Szene loyaler Unter
tanen geworden, die ihrem Herrn Geschenke und gute Wünsche zum Jahrestage bringen. 
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IV 

For ali that the concept of "empire" may strike us as obvious, in the 
early years of Darius's reign, the Persians had no word with which to 
name the huge (and growing) sociopolitical formation their armies and 
rule had created. At Bisitun, his earliest inscription, Darius used a four
part titulary. 

1 am Darius, Great King, King of Kings, King in Persia, King of lands/ 
peoples.31 • 

The frrst two of these titles were adopted from Babylonian and Assyrian 
antecedents. The third and fourth were coined to describe novel, histori
cally-emergent relations. Originally King of Persia, the Achaemenian 
ruler had obtained new possessions by conquest. Although his realm was 
still centered in Persia, he had also become King of other lands/peoples, 
and presumably he aspired to be King of alllands/peoples.32 After Bisi
tun, however, the title "King in Persia" was discarded, never to be used 
again. "King of lands/peoples" (xsiiyaOiya dahyüniim) was retained and 
used in every subsequent titulary. 

For a while, Darius contented himself with the three remaining titles, 
but ultimately his scribes developed a title of a higher order that let him 
move from the model of domination (Persians over others) to the model 
of mutuality (imperial who le and its constituent parts). In this new titu
lary, "King of lands/peoples" came to denote the parts, each with its 
own distinctive identity. What was needed, then, was a term for the 
whole: that higher level of sociopolitical mtegration in which the par
ticularity of the dahyiiva was harmoniously encompassed. The term 
selected for this purpose was truly audacious. As Clarisse Herrenschmidt 
demonstrated, it is Old Persian bümi, which previously denoted the earth 
itself. 33 Introduced at Susa, the new formulary read thus. 

31 DB §1 (= DBa §1): adam Diirayavaus, xsiiya9iya vazrka, xsaya9iya x5iiya9iyiiniim, 
xsaya9iya p-arsa,!, xsaya9iya dahyüniim. 

32 This aspiration was announced by an adjective added to the title "King of lands/ 
peoples" in severallater inscriptions that described Darius as "King of lands/peoples of 
every race" (xsaya8iya dahyünam vispa-zananam, OSe §2, DNa §2, DZc §2). Military 
defeat by the Greeks in 490 led Darius to revise this and cali himself "King of lands/ 
peoples of many races" (xsaya8iya dahyünam paru-zananam) at DE §2. Xerxes, who was 
also defeated by the Greeks in 480-79, always used this more modest phrasing. 

33 Herrenschrnidt, "Désignation de l'empire et concepts politiques de Darius," op cit., 
eadem, "La première royauté de Darius,"op cit. For the etymology, with comparison to 
Vedic Sanskrit bhdmi and Avestan bümi, both of which mean "earth," see Mayrhofer, 
Etymologisches Worterbuch des Altindoarischen 2: 268. 
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1 am Darius, Great King, King of Kings, King of landslpeoples, King in 
this earthlempire.34 

Subsequent forms of the titulary never went beyond this quadripartite 
formula, but continued to elaborate by adding modifiers. The fullest ver
sion is that which Darius had placed on his tomb at Naqs-ï Rustam. 

1 am Darius, Great King, King of Kings, King of landslpeoples of al/ races, 
King in this great,far-reaching earth/empire.35 

Implicit in this novel, imperial title was a political theology of consider
able sophistication. Inter alia, it connected the empire and its projects to 
Persian myths of creation. As we saw in earlier chapters, post-Bisitun 
inscriptions repeatedly described the Wise Lord as having originally 
established four unambiguously good, absolutely unified things: frrst the 
earth (bümi), followed by sky, man, and happiness.36 Like the other cre
ations, "man" was named in the singular (martiya) and thus represented 
the prototype who embodied the totality of the species, following a pan
Iranian mythic pattern. 37 Although Zoroastrian texts spell this out in 
detail, the Achaemenian inscriptions leave one to infer that the assault of 
"the Lie" shattered primordial unity, with the result that the original 
eàrth and the primordial man gave way to multiple lands/peoples in the 
plural (dahyava), ali marked by differences that generated rivalry, hatred, 

34 DSd § 1: adam Da.rayavaus, xs vazrka, XS XSyiinii.m, xs DHnii.m, XS ahyiiyii 
BUyii. The same formula occurs at DSf §2, DSg §1, DSi §1, Wb, Wc, and Wd. lt was 
also employed by subsequent kings, including Darius II (D2Sb §1), Artaxerxes II (A2Sa 
§1, A2Sc §2, A2Ha §1, A2Hc §2), and Artaxerxes li (A3Pa §2). 

35 DNa §2: adam Darayavaus, xsaya9iya vazrka, xsiiya9iya xsiiya9iyiinii.m, xsiiya9iya 
dahy\inii.m vispazaniinii.m, xsiiya9iya ahyiiyii bümiyii vazrkiiyii düraj api. The same for
mula appears at OSe §2 and OZe §2. On the historie development and semantic import of 
these titles, see Herrenschmidt, "Désignation de l'empire et concepts politiques," op cit., 
Burkhart Kienast, "Zur Herkunft der Achiimenidischen Kônigstitulatur," in Ulrich Haar
mann and Peter Bachmann, eds., Die Islamische Welt zwischen Mittelalter und Neuzeit: 
Festschrift für Hans Robert Roemer zum 65. Geburtstag (Beirut: Franz Steiner, 1979), 
pp. 351-59, and Ahn, Religiose Herrscherlegitimation im Achaemenidischen Iran, 
pp. 217-21, 259-65. 

36 On the cosmogonie account, see Chapters One, Pive, Ten, Eleven, and Twenty
seven, along with Herrenschmidt, "Les créations d' Ahuramazda," op cit., eadem 
"Aspects universalistes de la religion et de l'idéologie de Darius 1er," in G. Gnoli and L. 
Lancioti, eds., Orientalia Iosephi Tucci Memoriae Dicata (Rome: Istituto Italiano peril 
Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1987), pp. 617-25, and Jean Kellens, "Ahura Mazda n'est pas 
un dieu créateur," op cit., pp. 217-28. 

37 Most important are the Zoroastrian and Zurvanite myths of Gayomard, on which 
the classic works remain Christensen, Le premier homme et premier roi dans l'historie 
légendaire des iraniens, op cit., and H.H. Schaeder, Studien zum antiken Synkretismus 
aus Iran und Griechenland (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1926). 
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and conflict. In sitnilar fashion, primordial happiness (siyiitl) broke into 
the many good things distributed among the dahyiiva, ali of which 
prompt jealousy, envy, and greed. 

The transition from primordial perfection to historie existence was 
thus characterized by loss, laceration, and fracture. In the face of this, 
the Wise Lord authorizes certain chosen actors - above ali, the Achae
menian kings- to lead the struggle ·against evil and disunity, so that the 
paradisal state might be restored. Seen from this perspective, conquering 
the various scattered lands/peoples (dahyiiva) was the means to restore a 
unified humanity (martiya), and coliecting from each dahyu the specifie 
portion (btijz) of good things that it happened to possess was the means 
to restore total, undivided happiness (siyiitl). At frrst, that ideal state 
would appear at the center, where these portions-cum-tribute accumu
lated, but gradually goods and happiness would radiate from this micro
cosmic point of con-centration to ever more distant dahyiiva. When ali 
lands/peoples came to share perfect unity in peace and to enjoy perfect 
happiness in the possession of ali good things, then the world (bümz) 
will have become whole once more and the empire (bümz) will have 
served its purpose. 

At the end of history, so the Achaemenians told themselves, alterity 
will thus disappear, as the human race recaptures its original unity. In 
the meantitne, ceaseless labor was necessary toward this goal of cosmic 
restoration: labor designed to rout evil, create harmony, and heal the 
world' s wounds. During this period, alterity could not y et be erased, 
only contained and controlled (as at Bisitun), or controlled and mobi
lized to good purpose (as on the Apadana steps). There is, however, one 
more part to the story, which is too long and too complex for us to con
sider at present. In the next chapter, 1 will pick up the narrative and look 
at the words and itnages Darius had placed on his tomb at Naqs-ï Rustam, 
to see how they complicate the questions we have been discussing. 



"CHAPrER SEVEN 

NAQS-Ï RUSTAM 

1 

ln Chapter Six, 1 tried to show how Achaemenian discourse struggled to 
maintain two very different models of human alterity. On the one hand 
was a model that imagined hierarchy as a set of relations, in which moral 
status co-varied with proximity to the Persian center. On the other was a 
model that posited a utopian ideal of mutuality, in which the constituent 
parts of the empire were expected to dissolve in its whole, as human 
diversity yielded to commonality and conflict gave way to cooperation. 

If the model of hierarchy was normally given spatial expression, that 
of mutuality drew on myths with a very distinct sense of time. ln par
ticular, these narratives treated history as a fmite period of difficulty 
(marked by death, suffering, conflict, confusion, scarcity, misunder
standing, etc.) suspended between two periods of etemal duration. The 
frrst etemity stretches infinitely back from the moment history began. 
The second extends from history's end forever into the future. Both pri
mordial and eschatological etemities are characterized by absolute per
fection, but history is the in-between period when perfection is lost and 
struggles are waged for its recovery. 

As we have repeatedly seen, Achaemenian variants of the creation 
story described humanity (martiya) as having been created in the singu
lar, which is to say mankind was one and united, and this is part of its 
original perfection. When evil entered existence, however, in the form of 
"the Lie" (Old Persian dra!:!ga), it corrupted ali creation. At the level of 
the human, this meant that the prior unity of the species was fractured, 
peoples dispersed, and antagonism became possible among them. At the 
materiallevel of the cosmos, the primordial unity of ali good things was 
similarly shattered and these were distributed such that each of the 
world's lands/peoples received a limited, particular, and distinctive por
tion of the good, along with sorne admixture of evil. As a result, jeal
ousy, envy, and conflict over scarce resources became familiar, and 
competing groups use ever more unscrupulous tactics in order to prevail. 
History thus enters a downward spiral, as humanity becomes ever more 
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troubled, corrupted, and broken. To reverse this dismal trajectory, how
ever, the Wise Lord chooses a few particularly ~ifted and noble indi
viduals to set things right. These are the Achaemenian kings, who under
take the project of reunifying humanity, conquering evil, restoring 
happiness, and ushering in the final eternity, when all becomes - and 
thereafter remains- perfect, consistent with the Wise Lord's intentions. 

This is the most idealized self-understanding of the Achaemenid 
empire: an inspiring and energizing, as well as a legitimating discourse 
that construed aU imperial initiatives, even the most aggressive and avari
cious, as divinely authorized labors of cosmic restoration, designed to roll 
back the forces of evil and recover the absolute good. Numerous words 
were used to express this idea, but among the most important was the 
notion of putting things "in place" (gaOawi, singular locative of gaOu). 
This could have a very concrete sense, as in the following passage: 

Proclaims Darius the King: By the Wise Lord's will, much handiwork that 
previously was not in place, that 1 made in place. In Susa, a wall hadfallen 
down as a result of its old age. F ormerly it was unrepaired. 1 made another 
wall (that will endure) from that time into thefuture.1 

Here, we have a fairly mundane instantiation of the three-part temporal 
pattern. Originally, one of the magnificently decorated walls at Susa 
(Figure 7.1) was well-made and "in place." Then, as a result of senes
cence and entropy - the tendency to decay that is built into historie 
time ever since the end of the paradisal primordium - that wall fell 
apart. This natural failing was then compounded by moral failings, as 
human sloth and irresponsibility (themselves hallmarks of the fallen 
condition, as well as forces that produce further decline) kept the wall 
from being repaired. Only when Darius intervened was the situation rec
tified, as he produced a new wall to take the place of the one that was 
ruined. Although at one level, this was simply repair of the city's infra
structure, such practical steps were invested with profound significance, 
as the inscription makes clear. By repairing the wall, Darius understood 
himself to have helped reverse processes of natural and moral decay, and 
to have restored things-as-they-once-were-and-forever-ought-be. Here, 
as in virtually all of his deeds, the Great King labored to (re )create an 
ideal world, and did so "by the Wise Lord's will" (vasna Auramazdaha, 
a phrase to be discussed in Chapter Twenty-one ). 

1 DSe §5: 9ati Diirayavaus XS: vasna Auramazdiiha dastakrtam vasai taya paruvam 
nai ga9ava lqtam ava adam ga9ava akunavam. ++++ nlima vrd~am dida hanataya avag
mata paruvam akfta haca avada8a a pasava didlim aniylim akunavam. 
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Fig. 7.1 Portion of a polychrome decorated wall at Susa. 
Procession of spear-bearers. 

Darius also repeatedly claimed to have put things "in place" (ga Bava) in 
an important passage of the Bisitun inscription, where he detailed the actions 
he took immediately after wresting the kingship from his predecessor, 
whom he depicted as an imposter, usurper, and prime agent of "the Lie." 

The kingshiplkingdom that had been usurped from our /ineage, 1 put it 
back on its proper footing. 1 set it back in place. Just as before, so 1 madel 
built the temples that Gaumata the Magus destroyed. 1 restored the pas
tures and livestock and servants and houses of the people/army, of which 
Gaumata the Magus had deprived them. 1 set the people/army back in 
place, in Persia and Media, and in the other lands/peoples. Just as before, 
so 1 brought back that which had been carried off. By the Wise Lord's will 
1 did this. 1 strove until 1 set our house back in place, just as before.2 

2 DB §14: xsaçam, taya haca amaxam taJ!mii.ya parabrtam aha, ava adam patipadam 
akunavam, adamsim ga9ava avasta.yam, ya9a paruvamci, ava9a adam akunavam ayadana, 
taya GaJ!ffili.ta baya magus viyaka, adam niyaçiirayam kiirahya abicarïs ga!9amca maniy
amca vi9bi8ca, tayadis GaJ!mii.ta baya magus adina, adam kiiram ga9ava avlista.yam Piir
samca Madamca uta. aniya dahyava, ya9a paruvamci, ava9a adam, taya parabrtam, pati
yabaram. va8na Auramazdaha ima adam akunavam, adam hamataxsa!, yata. vi9am tayam 
amaxam ga9ava avlista.yam, ya9a paruvamci. On this passage, see further the discussion 
in Chapter Twenty-four. 
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None of the accomplishments Darius proudly lists can be understood as 
original or innovative. The ethic he advances here is one of fidelity, not 
innovation. To that end, he recounts numerous restorative acts, treating 
sorne from multiple perspectives. These include: 1) political restoration 
(restoration of the institution of kingship, retum of the legitimate royal 
family); 2) religions restoration (rebuilding of temples, renewal of 
cults);3 3) economie restoration (retum of confiscated pastures, live
stock, servants, and bouses, restitution of stolen property); 4) social res
toration (renewal of social, legal, and moral order throughout the 
dahyiiva). In ali cases, Darius represented himself as the ally of an older 
ideal and enemy of the unscrupulous individuals who temporarily over
threw it. Whatever changes the latter group introduced, he depicts as 
disruptive, unjust, and offensive, whereas his own actions were conserv
ative in the extreme, his sole goal being to make things "just as before" 
(paruvamcz). 

Most of the expressions Darius used to describe these projects of res
toration are found nowhere else in the corpus of Achaemenian inscrip
tions, but even so, their meaning is transparent. For the most part, they 
are quasi-synonymous, straightforward terms without hidden depth.4 

The sole phrase that reverberates elsewhere is the one that concerns us: 
the notion of putting things"in place" (giiBavii).5 

3 Based on nuances in the Elamite version of this passage, Pierre Lecoq, "Un aspect 
de la politique religieuse de Gaumata le mage," in Rika Gyselened, Au Carrefour des 
religions: Mélanges offerts à Philippe Gignoux(= Res Orientales 7 [1995]), pp. 183-86, 
bas argued that the text refers to restoration of cultic practice, not a cultic place. Àlthough 
the linguistic data are not compelling, the argument has other attractions. 

4 Three of the expressions are hapax legomenon: "1 put it back on its proper footing" 
(ava adam patipadam akunavam}, "1 restored" (niyaçdrayam}, and "1 brought back" 
(patiyiibaram). The phrase "just as before" (ya8d paruvamcl) is also unique to this pas
sage, although it occurs three times here. Recently, Adriano Rossi, "Echoes of Religions 
Lexicon in the Achaemenid Inscriptions?," in Carlo Cereti et al., eds., Religious Themes 
and Texts of pre-lslamic Iran and Central Asia. Studies in hanour of Professor Gherardo 
Gnoli (Wiesbaden: Reichert. 2003}, pp. 346-49, has suggested that the verb ham-taxi-, 
which occurs twice in this passage and only once elsewhere, has particular religious sig
nificance and ought not be translated "to strive," but more emphatically as "to exert 
one's religions zeal." 

s gd8avd occurs with a number of verbs: ava-std- ("to set down, place, restore"), 
std- ("to set, stand"), ni-had- ("to set down, establish"}, ah- ("to be"), and kar- ("to 
make"). These expressions have been studied most fully by François de Blois, "'Place' 
and 'Throne' in Persian," Iran 33 (1995): 61-65. 
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II 

In DSe §4, the paragraph that immediately precedes Darius's account 
of rebuilding the wall, the king employed this same expression - to be 
"in place" (giiOavii) - for reconstruction that was less concrete and 
more sociopolitical in nature. 

Much that was ill-done, that 1 made good. The lands!peoples were seething, 
one smote the other. This 1 did by the Wise Lord's will, so that one does not 
smite the other any more. Each one is in place (ga9ava). My law- of that 
they feel fear, so that he who is stronger does not smite, does not destroy 
him who is weak.6 

Just as DSe §5 frames an opposition between an improper past and a 
proper present through a discourse of being "in place" (giiOavii) or "not 
in place" (naj giiOavii), DSe §4 expands on this same binary structure. 
To that end, the text begins by contrasting all the things that were ptevi
ously "ill-done" (dus-krtam) to the way Darius bas now made them 
"good" (najbam, a term of deep religious significance).7 The present 
state of good is further described as one in which all the lands/peoples 
are "in place," although previously they were "boiling" or "seething." 
The latter is a literai translation of the verb yaud-, which denotes astate 
of overheated energy and violent, explosive, uncontrolled motion, it is 
used metaphorically in Old Persian, A vestan, and later Iranian languages 
to denounce insurrectionary disorder.8 

Together, DSe §§4 and 5 advance the set of oppositions charted in 
Table 7.1 and suggest that suppressing rebels is a process comparable to 
rebuilding a wall, since both projects involve the defense of the way 
things once-were-and-ought-be against the forces of disorder (natural, 

6 DSe §4: vasa! taya duslqtam aha, ava na!bam akunavam. dahyava ayayda, aniya 
aniyam aja. ava adam akunavam va8na Auramazdaha ya9a aniya aniyam nai jati cinii, 
ga9ava ka8ci asti. datam taya mana haca avana trsanti yaea haya tayvïya tayam skay9im 
na! jati nai vimfdati. 

1 Briefly, najba figures as the opposite of dus- "evil" and connotes a moral and reli
gious good, which advances the interests and plan of the Wise Lord. See Kent, Old Per
sian, p. 9, Prods Oktor Skjrerv!ll, "Avestan Quotations in Old Persian? Literary Sources 
of the Old Persian Inscriptions," lrano-Judaica 4 (1999): 11. Note that of ali the lands/ 
peoples in the empire, only Persia is described as najba (DPd §2). 

8 The verb yafld- is used in this sense at DSe §4, DNa §4, and XPh §4a, as is its Avestan 
cognate yaoz- at Ya8t 13.95. This was noted already by Christian Bartholomae, "Arica XIV," 
lndogermainsche Forschungen 12 (1901): 132-35, and more recently has been emphasized 
by Lecoq, Les inscriptions de la Perse achéménide, p. 220, Skjrerv!ll, "Avestan Quotations in 
Old Persian? ,"pp. 43-44, and Jean Kellens, "L'idéologie religieuse des inscriptions achémé
nides," Journal asiatique 290 (2002): 443. Regarding the E!amite translation of this term, 
]. Harmatta, "Eiamica ll," Acta Linguistica Hungarica 5 (1955); 285-91 holds interest. 
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moral, and sociopolitical) that threaten to tear them asunder. If one pur
sues the comparison, however, sorne crucial differences appear. Thus, 
Darius says little about how he fixed the wall and presumably he bad 
little need to do so, for the instruments and techniques his workmen 
employed- bricks, mortar, etc.- were so familiar asto need no com
ment. The instruments and techniques he used to defeat rebels, consoli
date control, and ensure stability were less obvious, however, and these 
required sorne explication. 

DSe§4 DSe§4 DSe§S c DSe§S 

Past fallen state Much that was The lands/ Mu ch A wall had 
(disordered, unstable, ill-done peoples were handiwork that fallen down ... 
multiple and 

(dus-krtam), seething previously was Formerly it 
dissonant) 

(ayauda) ... not in place was unrepaired 
(naj giïOaviï), (a-krta) ... 

Present rectified state that 1 made each one is that 1 made 1 made another 
(ordered, stable, good in place in place wall. 
unified and 

(najbiï). (giïOaviï). (gciOaviï). harmonious) 

Table 7.1 Correlated binary oppostions in OSe §4 and §5. 

To that end, DSe §4 specifies how Darius put the empire back "in 
place," an explication that be gins by describing the disorder associated 
with "seething" not as nationalist, insurgent, or revolutionary violence 
directed against Persian overlords, but as internecine conflict among out
lying dahyiiva. Thus, after announcing that "the lands/peoples were 
seething," he immediately went on to explain what that meant: "one 
smote the other. "9 In place of a bipartite conflict, where the imperial 
state seeks to crush those who rise against it, Darius conjures a triadic 
situation in which the state is initially neutra} and seeks only to pacify 
agitated, unstable peoples, who struggle with one another. Thus posed, 
the problem is simple enough: How cana good, responsible, mature and 
benevolent parent make those naughty children stop fighting? 

This 1 did by the Wise Lord's will, so that one does not smite the other any 
more. Each one is in place. My law- of that they fee/ fear, so that he who 
is stronger does not smite, does not destroy him who is weak. 10 

9 DSe §4: dahyava ayayda, aniya aniyam aja. 
10 DSe §4: ava adam akunavam va8na Auramazdiiha ya!la aniya aniyam naj_ jati cinii, 

ga9ava ka8ci asti. datam taya mana haca avaua trsanti ya9a haya tauvïya tayam skau9im 
naj_ jati naj_ villl!dati. , ' A 
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Three points should be made conceming this passage. First, building on 
its earlier representation of the imperial state as a calm and relatively 
disinterested peacemaker, the text goes further still. Instead of acknowl
edging the empire's defeat of rebels as a triumph of strength over weak
ness, the text insists that the Great King's real desire is precisely the 
opposite: i.e., to protect the weak against the strong. Second, it is some
what less disingenuous in its representation of the law, which it rather 
proudly describes as the prime instrument of control that keeps lands/ 
peoples "in place. " 11 Third, the threat of force that gives the law its teeth 
is never openly acknowledged, for ali that it haunts Darius's assertion: 
"My law- ofthat they feel fear." 12 

lt is not law itself that inspires such fear, but the spectacles of death 
and pain one reads about in Herodotus and elsewhere, which include 
dismemberment, impaling, flaying, and torture.13 Darius himself speaks 
of such practices in his frrst inscription (Bisitun), the only one in which 
he deigned to discus real historie events. Here, one sees the treatment the 
state meted out to those it defined as re bels. 14 Âçina the Elamite was 
fettered, brought before the king, and executed (DB § 17). Nidintu-Bël 
the Babylonian was impaled, along with forty-nine of his noble followers 
(DBBab § 19). Fravarti the Mede bad his nose, ears, and tongue eut off, 
and one of his eyes put out, after which he was fettered and placed on 
public display, then finally impaled. Forty-seven of his noble followers 

11 There is a great deal more to be said about Persian law than is possible in this con
text. See below Chapter Twenty-four and, inter alla, Dandamaev, and Lukonin, Culture 
and Social Institutions of Ancient Iran, pp. 116-30, Briant, Histoire de l'empire perse de 
Cyrus à Alexandre, pp. 526-28 and 981-83. Onorato Bucci devoted sorne excellent stud
ies to the ideology that informed and found expression in Persian law, but these need to 
be complemented by a more critical approach. See, inter alia, "Giustizia e legge nel 
diritto Persiano antico," Apollinaris 45 (1972): 157-72, and "L'Impero achemenide come 
ordinamento giuridico sovrannazionale e arta come principio ispiratore di uno 'jus com
mune Persarum' (diitii)," in Modes de contacts et processus de transformation dans les 
sociétés ancienne (Pisa: Scuola Normale Superiore, 1983), pp. 89-122. 

12 OSe §4: diitam taya mana hacii avanii trsanti. 
13 See, inter alia, Herodotus 3.14, 3.118-19, 3.130, 4.84, 5.25, 7.38-39, 7.194, 8.90, 

9.113, On Achaemenian punishments and tortures, see Dandamaev, and Lukonin, Culture 
and Social Institutions of Ancient Iran, pp. 120-21, Briant, Histoire de l'empire perse, 
pp. 70-71, 106-7, 135, 141-42, 144, 349, 632, et passim, P.O. Skjrervl!l, "Avestan Quota
lions in Old Persian?," pp. 50-55, idem, "The Achaemenids and the Avesta," in Vesta 
Sarkhosh Curtis and Sarah Stewart, eds., Birth of the Persian Empire (London: I.B. 
Tauris, 2005), pp. 70-74, Kellens, "L'idéologie religieuse des inscriptions achéménides," 
pp. 443-44, and Bruce Lincoln, Religion, Empire, and Torture: The Case of Achaemenian 
Persia (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2007), pp. 83-96. 

14 On the discursive processes through which certain of the state's opponents were 
constituted as rebels, see Chapter Twenty-three. 
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were also executed and had their heads hung from the battlements of 
Ecbatana (DBBab §25), presumably to help keep the others "in place." 
For ail that such practices may have constituted themselves as rightful 
justice under law, fear would not seem an unreasonable response (See 
further, Chapter Twenty-three ). 

rn 
If one collects ail the references to fear that occur in the Achaemenian 
inscriptions, a clear chronology emerges. lts clarity, however, is deliber
ately deceptive, as religious (and political) ideals are skillfully projected 
onto the passage of time. Thus, Darius recounts that everyone lived in 
fear during the brief period when "Gaumata the Magus" ruled as king 
(March-September 522), Persians as well as others. 

Proclaims Darius the King: There was not a man- not a Persian, nor a 
Mede, nor anyone of our lineage- who could have deprived that Gaumiita 
the Magus of the kingshiplkingdom. The people!army feared him mightily. 
He would kil/ great/y among the people!army those who knew Bardiya in 
the past. For that reason, he would kil/ among the people!army, (thinking): 
"Lest they might recognize me and know 1 am not Bardiya, the son of 
Cyrus." No one dared to proclaim anything about Gaumiita the Magus 
until 1 arose.15 

The text represents Gaumata' s violence as grounded in neither law nor 
justice, but in "the Lie," and therefore a force of cosmic - as well as 
moral and political - evil. As such, it inspired a terrible, but not an 
insuperable fear. In the next phase of the narrative, Darius describes how 
he overcame such terror. 

No one dared to proclaim anything about Gaumiita the Magus until 1 arose. 
Then 1 prayed to the Wise Lord for assistance. The Wise Lord bore me aïd. 
Ten days of the month Biigayiidi had passed (29 September 522) when /, 
with afew men, slew that Gaumiita the Magus ... By the Wise Lord's will 1 
became king. The Wise Lord bestowed the kingship!kingdom on me.16 

15 DB §13: 9ati Diirayavau§ xsaya9iya: na! aha martiya na! Plirsa na! Macla na! 
amiixam taj!maya ka8ci, haya avam GaJ!matam tayam magum xsaçam ditam caxriya, kiir
a8im haca dfsam atrsa, kiiram vasa! avajaniyii, haya paranam Brdiyam adana, avahyaradi 
kiiram avajaniyii, matayamiim xsniisati, taya adam na! Brdiya ami, haya KuraJ!!I puça, 
ka8ci na! adrsna\!s cisci 9anstana! pari GaJ!matam tayam magum, yatii adam iirsam. 

16 DB §13: ka8ci na! adfsna\!s ci8ci 9anstana! pari GaJ!matam tayam magum, yatii 
adam lirs~, pasava adam Auramazdiirn patiyavanhya!, Auramazdiirna! upastiim abara, 
Bagayadll!s miihya da9a raJ!cabis 9akatii iiha, ava9a adam hadii kanma!bis martiyaibis 
av am Gaj!ffiatam tayam magum... va8na Auramazdiiha adam xsaya9iya abavam, 
Auramazdii xsaçam mana frabara. 
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Sustained by the Wise Lord's grace, will, or power (the semantics of Old 
Persian vas na are copious enough to cover all three ),11 Darius slew the 
tyrant and established himself as a man without fear, as well as a man 
without falsehood. 18 After his accession, he transmitted these qualities 
to the Persian land/people. What is more, in a phrase that is unique in 
the Achaemenian corpus, Darius asserted that Persian fearlessness came 
into being not just as the result of God's grace, will, and power, but also 
his own.19 

Proc/aims Darius the King: This land/people Persia, which the Wise Lord 
bestowed upon me, is good ... By the will of the Wise Lord and of me, 
Darius the King, it feels no fear of any other.20 

Although the rest of the world's populations may sorne day enjoy such 
freedom from fear, fear now persists. What is more, it serves as an 
instrument of Persian domination, a theme to be discussed further in 
Chapter Twenty-four. For the moment, let us note the place assigned to 
fear in a formulaic inscription from Persepolis. 

Proc/aims Darius the King: By the Wise Lord's will, these are the lands/ 
peoples that I took hold of with this Persian army. They feared me. They 
bore me tribute.21 

Army - fear - tribute. The formula for empire is simple enough. What 
is more, Darius renders this explicit in the very next paragraph of the 
same inscription, where he offers advice to all future Achaemenian kings. 

Proc/aims Darius the King: If you should think thus- "May Ife el no fe ar 
from any other" - (then) protect this Persian people/army. If the Persian 
people/army should be protected, happiness will be undestroyed for the 
longest time.22 

17 Regarding vasna, see Oswald Szemerenyi, "lranica V," in Monumentum H.S. 
Nyberg (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1975), pp. 325-343, Wojciech Skalmowski, "Old Persian vaz
raka-," in A Green Leaf: Papers in Honour of Professor les P. Asmussen (Leiden: E.J. 
Brill, 1988), pp. 39-42, Skjrerv~. "Avestan Quotations in Old Persian?," pp. 38-39, and 
Chapter Twenty-five. 

18 On the king's relation to truth, see further Chapters Three and Twenty-four. 
19 The audacious nature of this daim has been emphasized by Lecoq, Les inscriptions 

de la Perse achéménide, p. 227. 
20 DPd §2: 9ati Darayavaus daya9iya: iyam dahya\!8 Parsa, tayam mana Auramazdii 

frabara, haya naiba ... va8na Auramazdaha manaca DarayavahaJ!8 xsaya9iyahya haca ani
yana nai trsati. 

21 OPe" §2: eati Darayavaus xUya9iya: va8na Auramazdiiha ima dahyava, taya adam 
adarSi hadii ana Parsa kara, taya hacama atrsa, mana bajim abara. 

22 OPe §3: 9ati Darayavaus xsayaeiya: yadi avaea maniyiihai: haca aniyana ma q-sam, 
imam Parsam karam padi; yadi kara Parsa pata ahati, haya duvaistam siyatis ax8ata. 
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This passage, which has a certain programmatic quality, is really quite 
extraordinary, and several terms in it demand fuller comment. First is 
the term for "happiness" (Old Persian siyiiti), which occurs in twenty
two other inscriptions. With this exception and one other (which we will 
treat in Chapter Fifteen), however, it always appears in the formulaic 
context of the cosmogonie account, where the Wise Lord's establish
ment of "happiness for mankind" (siyiiti ... martiyahyii) is the culminat
ing act of creation. 

As we saw in Chapters One and Four, Achaemenian religion consti
tuted such happiness as the hallmark of a perfect cosmos, consistent 
with the Wise Lord's entirely benevolent intentions. That ideal state 
was compromised, however, when evil entered the world in the form of 
"the Lie" (Old Persian dral}ga). History proper began at that moment, 
during which time the goal of human striving is to recover the lost hap
piness of the primordial era. Al ways it is understood that such struggles 
pit Truth (Old Persianrta) against "the Lie,"23 but OPe §3 adds another 
important point. The Persian army (or people-in-arms, kiira Parsa) is 
the instrument through which that struggle can be won and happiness 
recovered. 24 

Second, it is noteworthy that the text promises not only "happiness," 
but happiness that is and will be "undestroyed" (a-xsatii). This adjective 
provides reassurance that although evil may have tainted, adulterated, 
obscured, or otherwise clouded the perfection of the Wise Lord's crea
tions, it was categorically incapable of accomplishing their full annihila
tion. Mixture, confusion, moral ambiguity, and evil itself are all con
strued as temporary debasements of the good, but the good itself cannot 
be destroyed. lt thus persists in adulterated and diminished form for the 
duration of historie time, moving toward its full restoration, which will 
amount to his tory' s end. When the Achaemenian king and the Persian 
army rescue "happiness," it is this "undestroyed," but compromised 
happiness that endures in history "for the longest time," but stands apart 

23 Most fully on the fundamental opposition of Truth and Lie, see Bucci, "L'Impero 
achemenide come ordinamento giuridico sovrannazionale e arta come principio ispira
tore," and P.O. Skjrervjil, "Truth and Deception in Ancient Iran," in Carlo G. Cereti and 
Farrokh Vajifdar, eds., Atas-e Dorun: The Fire Within. Jamshid Soroush Sorouschian 
Commemorative Volume (n.p.: Mehrborzin Soroushian, 2003), pp. 383-434. 

24 On the contrast of kara (one's own army, staffed by one's own people) and hajnii 
(enemy horde, a immoral force of chaotic destruction), sec Kellens, "Trois réflexions sur 
la religion des Achéménides," op cit. The latter term appears only in DPd §3, but its 
Avestan cognate (haënii) is similar in its semantics. 
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from the perfect happiness of primordial and eschatological eternity.25 

It is this form of happiness - the best available in historie time - that 
the inscription identifies with the Pax Persiana the Achaemenian army 
imposed through violence and maintained through fear. 

IV 

We were prompted to consider the th erne of fe ar by Darius' s pronounce
ment in OSe §4: "My law- of that they feel fear." In fact, this phrase 
is virtually interchangeable with a softer variant that occurs in the imme
diately preceding paragraph (OSe §3): "My law- that held them."26 

The latter phrase, in turn, leads us back to many of the themes we have 
been considering, especially the binary opposition of "seething" (yal}d-) 
and being "in place" (giiBavii). These themes, moreover, are concen
trated in a relatively small number of inscriptions. When these are 
brought together in tabular form, it is possible to draw sorne intriguing 
conclusions (Table 7 .2). 

What this comparison reveals is a process of normalization that the 
imperial scribes accomplished relatively quickly. Thus, the earliest of 
these inscriptions (OPe, written sorne time between 515 and 512) is the 
only one to acknowledge the role of the Persian army in the construc
tion and maintenance of empire. The next oldest (OSe, written in 512) 
still acknowledges fear, but attributes this to the law and remains silent 
about military force. With the next step (DNa, written sorne time after 
512, and perhaps even after 500), ali mention of fear is erased. The last 
(XPh, written in 484) follows DNa closely, deviating only to take 
account of specifie historie events and circumstances. Thus, Xerxes 
acknowledged, rather discreetly, that he had conquered no new lands/ 
peoples by speaking of dahyiiva"of which I was king," where Darius 
spoke of those "that I seized." Similarly, where his father spoke of 

25 Old Persian duvajstam, the superlative of dura "long (in time and/or space)," 
appears only in this passage, but is cognate to A vestan db6istJm and Vedic davi~thâm. In 
contrast to most previous authorities, Rüdiger Schmitt, Beitriige zu altpersischen 
Inschriften (Wiesbaden: Reichert, 1999), pp. 35-36, recognizes the force of the superla
tive and his analysis of the syntax here is helpful, but other aspects of his interpretation 
miss both the political and the religious import of this passage. Preferable is the transla
tion of Lecoq, Les inscriptions de la Perse achéménide, p. 228 ("Pour longtemps le bon
heur sera indestructible"). 

26 DSe §3: datam taya mana avadis adaraya; DSe §4: datam taya mana haca avana 
trsati. 
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1 DPe §2-3 (between DSe §§3-4. ' DNa §3-4 (between · XPh §3-4a 1 515-U B.C.E.) , ,-,--;,, (512 B.C.E.) 512-486 B.C.E.) · .. (484 B.C.E.) 

By the Wise Lord's By the Wise Lord's By the Wise Lord's By the Wise Lord's 
will, these are will, these are will, these are will, these are 
the lands/peoples the lands/peoples the lands/peoples the lands/peoples 

that 1 took hold of with that 1 seized far that 1 seized far far from Persia of 
this Persian army. from Persia. from Persia. which 1 was king. 

They feared me. 1 ruled over them. 1 ruled over them. 1 ruled over them. 

They bore me tribute: They bore me tribute. They bore me tribute. They bore me tribute. 

That which was That which was That which was 
proclaimed to them proclaimed to them proclaimed to them 
by me, that they did. by me, that they did. by me, that they did. 

My law - that held My law'- that held My law - that held 
them: them: them: 

[List of dahyciva]. [List of dahyciva]. [List of dahyciva]. [List of dahyava]. 

Proclaims Darius Proclaims Darius Proclaims Darius Proclaims Darius 
the King: the King: the King: the King: 

Much that was ill- done, 
that 1 made good. 

If you should think thus The lands/peoples were When the Wise Lord When 1 became king, 
- "May 1 feel no fear seething, one smote the saw this earth/empire there was among the 
from any other"- (then) other. seething, then he lands/péoples inscribed 
protect this Persian bestowed it on me. above one that was 
people/army. seething 

This 1 did He made me king. Then the Wise Lord 
1 am king. bore me help. 

by the Wise Lord's will, By the Wise Lord's will, By the Wise Lord's will, 

so that one does not 1 smote that land/people 
smite the other any more. 

If the Persian people/ Bach one is in place. 1 set it in place. and 1 set it in place. 
army should be 
protected, happiness 
will be undestroyed for 
the longest time. 

My law- of that they 
feel fear, so that he who 
is stronger does not 
smite, does not destroy 
him who is weak. 

Table 7.2 Formulae introducing lists of dahyava (DPe §2, DSe §3, DNa §3, XPh §3) and 
describing responses to rebellion (DSe §4, DNa §4, XPh §4). 
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numerous "seething" rebellions, Xerxes mentioned one only: that in Egypt, 
which he suppressed early in 484.27 

Ail of these inscriptions helped obscure the extent to which the empire 
depended on violence, the army, and fear, not only in its initial forma
tion, but for its ongoing existence. At Bisitun, it had been necessary for 
Darius to announce his victories in such an intimidating fashion as to 
discourage ali future opposition. That having been accomplished, his 
subsequent inscriptions never acknowledged historie conflicts, and men
tion of military violence rapidly disappeared from them. In place of 
force, the law was represented as the sole instrument necessary to keep 
previously unruly lands/peoples quite securely "in place." The most 
ideal reading of such texts, consistent with the view of empire as a civi
lizing mission, would suggest that once conquest had been accomplished, 
further violence became unnecessary, Persian law now being the sole 
instrument necessary to spread morality, harmony, and well-being from 
center to the periphery. 

More realistically, one suspects provincial subjects knew full weil that 
which the Persian rulers preferred to leave tacit: Behind the law, there 
always stands the army. 

v 
At this point, we can fmally consider the last of the great artistic monu
ments in which Achaemenian sculptors represented the lands/peoples of 
the empire. These are the six reliefs eut on the rock face of Naqs-ï Rus
tarn at the entrance to the tombs of Darius and ali his successors, save 
only the last, whose tomb was never completed. Ail of these are pat
temed after the one made for Darius and are almost identical in their 
design and iconography (Figure 7 .2). 

On the top register of these reliefs, the king stands to the left on a three
step platform, facing the Wise Lord above and a frre altar to the right. 
Below his platform is a horizontal plane, supported by legs and by thirty 
diminutive figures with arms upraised. Twenty-eight of these figures stand 

27 Upon his accession, Xerxes faced a revoit in Egypt, which he succeeded in quash
ing by January 484. Another revoit followed in Babyion, which Dandamaev, Political 
History of the Achaemenid Empire, pp. 181-87 dates to the summer of 484, whiie Pierre 
Briant, "La date des révoltes babyloniennes contre Xerxès," Studia Iranica 21 (1992): 
7-20, sees a hiatus of a few years, the Babyionian revoit coming as Iate as 481. XPh, 
which acknowiedges only one revoit, must therefore have been written sometime after 
January 484 and before the outbreak of rebellion in Baby lon. 
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Fig. 7.2 Tomb of Darius, Naqs-ï Rustam. The others follow the same pattern, 
but differ stylistically in the way they treat the throne-bearer figures. 

Fig. 7.3 Tomb of Darius, Naqs-ï Rustam, detail. First on the top register is 
the Persian, with tightly curled hair and beard, doubly draped skirt, and sword. 

First on the bottom register is the Scythian with the pointed hat. 
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inside the structure, divided in two registers that may represent the art
ist's attempt to render perspective. The two other figures stand outside 
the legs at either corner. 28 

Although the figures on Darius's tomb have been damaged by the 
weather, one can still recognize many of the same features through 
which ethnie identity was represented at Bisitun and Persepolis (Figure 
7.3). In addition, captions identify every figure in an order that begins on · 
the left of the upper register, with lands/peoples of the imperial center 
("This is the Persian. This is the Mede. This is the Elamite"), then 
moves rightward to depict ever more distant eastern dahyiiva ("This is 
the Parthian. This is the Arian. This is the Bactrian ... " through "This is 
the haoma-drinking Scythian" at the end of the register, in fourteenth 
position). The lower register then begins with the Scythians of the north
west, then moves from western peoples near the center ("This is the 
Babylonian. This is the Assyrian ... ") through those who are most dis
tant ("This is the Ethiopian," in twenty-eighth position). Positions num
ber twenty-nine and thirty are assigned to the southern outlying lands/ 
peoples ("This is the Makan. This is the Carian.'').29 

The significance of these thirty figures, who are conventionally 
referred to as "throne-bearers" is also announced in Darius's inscription 

Proclaims Darius the King: When the Wise Lord saw this earthlempire 
seething, then he bestowed iton me. He made me king./ am king. By the Wise 
Lord's will, 1 set it in place. What 1 proclaimed to them, they did according 
to my desire.lfyou should wonder, "How many are the lands/peoples that 
King Darius held?," look at the pictures ofthose who bear the throne.30 

28 On these reliefs, see Walser, Die Volkerschaften auf den Reliefs von Persepolis, pp. 
51-67, Schmidt, Persepolis. Vol. III: The Royal Tombs and Other Monuments, pp. 77-118, 
Peter Calmeyer, "Zur Genese altiranischer Motive. ill; Felsgraber," Archiiologische Mittei
lungen aus Iran 8 (1975): 99-113, Root, King and Kingship in Achaemenid Art, pp. 72-76 
and 147-61, and Hubertus von Gall, "Das achlimenidische Konigsgrab. Neue Überlegungen 
und Beobachtungen," in L. de Meyer andE. Haerinck, eds., Archeologia lranica et Orien
taUs. Miscel/anea in hanorem Louis van den Berghe (Ghent: Peeters, 1989), pp. 503-23. 

29 Lists of the throne-bearer figures appear at the tombs of Darius (DNe) and Artax
erxes rn (A3Pb). Both these texts are damaged in places, but comparison to each other, to 
the dahyiiva list of DNa §3, and to the reliefs themselves permits reconstruction with a 
high degree of confidence. For the fullest discussion, see Schmitt, Beitriige zu a/tpersi
schen /nschriften, pp. 1-25. Translations are available in idem, The 0/d Persian Inscrip
tions of Naqsh-i Rustam and Persepolis (London: Corpus Inscriptionum Iranicarum, 
2000), pp. 47-49 (DNe) and 119-22 (NPb). 

30 DNa §4: Sati Darayavaus x8aya9iya: Auramazda ya9a avaina imam bümïm 
ya~dantïm pasavadim mana frabara; mam xsaya9iyam akuna~s; adam xsaya9iya ami; 
va8na Auramazdaha adamsim ga9ava niya8adayam; taya8am adam a9anham, ava aku
nava, yaea mam kama aha; yadipati maniyahai; ciyakaram ava dahyava, taya Darayavaus 
xsaya9iya adaraya, patikara dïdi, tayai gaeum baranti. 
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Fig. 7.4 Naq~-ï Rustam, tomb of Darius. The king stands on a platform, 
supported by the structure conventionally referred to as a "throne" 

(Old Persian gaOu). 

The inscription thus prompts one to understand the "throne" as repre
senting the empire in its present state of expansion, encompassing thirty 
lands/peoples represented as throne-bearers. The latter sustain and sup
port the whole structure, whose figurative weight presses down on their 
equally figurative shoulders. Not a throne like any other, this is a meta
phorical throne, a point the relief and inscription both make, each in its 
fashion. First, the relief depicts a standing, not a seated king, atop a 
broad platform that has legs, but is hardly to be read as a chair (Figure 
7.4). If a throne this be, it is a throne of a very peculiar sort, as art his
torians have consistently recognized.31 Second, Old Persian gaOu, the 
word translated "throne" in this passage, never possesses that meaning in 
any other Achaemenian text, although its cognates do acquire that sense 

31 See, for instance, the attempt of Root, King and Kingship in Achaemenid Art, 
pp. 153-61, to interpret the "throne" as a "throne platform" on which the king was cer
emonially carried. 
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in later Iranian languages. 32 Translations of DNa §4 into other languages 
of the empire also reflect a certain ambiguity or confusion, since the 
scribes who produced the Elamite version saw a platform or terrace, 
while those responsible for the Akkadian saw a throne. 33 

This is not to say that the meaning of the Old Persian word is utterly 
opaque. On the contrary, its etymology and its other occurrences - ali 
of which are in the locative case (giiOavii) - show that gaOu meant 
nothing other than "place." In fact, this is the same expression we con
sidered earlier as describing the state of pacification ("in place," giiOavii) 
that Achaemenian discourse constituted as the opposite of rebellion 
(" seething, "ya~d-). 34 

We are also able to see the ways this state was achieved. These pro
cesses began with military conquest and continued with extraction of 
tribute, imposition of a law backed by the threat of state violence, and 
the cultivation of fear. Finally, there was discursive normalization of the 
entire imperial apparatus, such that its unseemly features could go 
unspoken, while its champions - and beneficiaries - persuaded them
selves they were God's chosen agents, doing his will by conquering evil, 
perfecting existence, bringing history to an end, and establishing happi
ness for ali. 

32 Old Persian gaOu is derived from the verb "to come" (Old Persian, Avestan, and 
Sanskrit garn-, Greek ~aivro, etc.). lts ancient Indo-lranian cognates (Avestan gatu, San
skrit gatu) denote the act of motion ("coming"), the course of motion ("path"), or the 
locus to which motion is directed ("place"). In one passage of the Younger Avesta, how
ever (Vidëvdad 19.31-32}, Avestan gtitu does denote a celestial throne. Persian gah and 
Sogdian y't5wk also regularly denote thrones, the latter reflecting an older *gii8u-ka-. So 
unusual and isolated are the semantics of gii8u in DNa §4, however, that de Blois, 
"'Place' and 'Throne' in Persian," suggested this was a separate lexeme, homophonous 
to, but different from ali other occurrences, while Lecoq, Les inscriptions de la Perse 
achéménide, p. 220, took it for a neologism. 

33 According to Walther Hinz and Heidemarie Koch, Elamisches Worterbuch (Berlin: 
Dietrich Reimer, 1987), p. 410, the only other occurrence of Elamite GIS.qa-at is at DPf 
§2, where it refers to the terrace of Persepolis. In contrast, the primnary meanings of 
Akkadian kussa (ideogram GJS.GU.ZA) are "1. Chair, sedan chair, 2. Throne," and only 
by extension "3. Rule, dominion, royal property and service," As syrian Dictionary of the 
Oriental lnstitute 8: 587-93. 

34 Being "in place" figures as the opposite of rebellion at DB § 14 (3x}, DSe §4, DNa 
§4 (where gii8avii and gii8um both occur), and XPh §4a. The expression also appears at 
DSe §5 (Darius's repair of the wall at Susa}, DNb §2g (where Darius describes his mind 
as being "in place"), and at XPf §4 (2x, with reference to royal succession and putting a 
new king "in place"). The semantics of these passages have been discussed by Hans 
Schmeja, "Ging ein zum Throne der Gotter," in Monumentum Georg Morgenstierne, 
Vol. 2 (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1982}, pp. 185-188, de Blois, "'Place' and 'Throne' in Per
sian," and Rüdiger Schmitt, "Epigraphisch-exegetische Probleme der altpersischen Texte 
"DNb" und "XPf'' (Teil3}," Archiiologische Mitteilungen aus Iran 29 (1997): 271-79. 
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The platforms Darius and his successors occupy in the Naqs-ï Rustam 
reliefs represent the entire imperial apparatus, which encompasses, con
tains, organizes, disciplines, and also quite literally de-pends on the 
lands/peoples of the empire. To a certain extent, the latter retain their 
individual ethnie identities, as signified by their distinctive clothes, 
implements, physiology, and names. At the same time, however, their 
alterity is largely dissolved into the whole of which they have been made 
a part, as is expressed through the uniformity of their stance, stature, and 
action. 

To sorne, the metaphorical representation sculptors gave to the impe
rial apparatus on the tombs at Naqs-ï Rustam resembles nothing so much 
as a throne: a throne meant to representa world pacified, purified, and 
perfected. From the perspective of the thirty diminutive "throne-bear
ers," however, it may be imagined that the object which held them so 
fmnly "in place" resembled nothing so muchas a prison. 



CHAPTER EIGHT 

THE UNITY AND DIVERSITY OF PEOPLES 
IN LATER IRANIAN HISTORY 

1 

Chapters Six and Seven involved attempts to read the three most impor
tant artworks of Achaemenid Persia and paid particular attention to the 
way these monuments addressed a set of interrelated themes, ali struc
tured as binary oppositions: unity and diversity, center and periphery, 
ruler and ruled, order and disorder, self and other, good and evil. Toward 
that end, 1 found it helpful to make use of evidence drawn from the 
inscriptions that accompany the relief sculptures at Bisitun, Persepolis, 
and Naqs-ï Rustam. The frrst of these inscriptions, which is earliest in 
date and lengthiest by far, proved particularly helpful in recovering the 
way history was theorized as the period of cosmic time that began when 
"the Lie" entered and corrupted existence, this entity being understood 
as the source and essence of everything that is and contributes to divi
siveness, confusion, misunderstanding, envy, resentment, unhappiness, 
rebelliousness, immorality, and myriad other woes. In such circum
stances, the Achaemenian rulers represented - and probably understood 
- themselves as having been chosen by the Wise Lord himself to defeat 
the Lie and eliminate evil, thus bringing history to an end, together with 
its vicissitudes and tribulations. 

Darius construed his unmasking of the imposter Gaumata as the frrst 
step in that program. Suppression of rebels and conquest of new territo
ries advanced the project further still, and Darius presumably expected 
his successors to carry these undertakings to their logical conclusion. 1 

Herodotus bad Xerxes announce his intention to do just that when he 
informed the Persian nobles that, consistent with the plans of his father 
and his people's ancestral nomos, "We will produce a Persian earth 
extending to Zeus' s sky, for the sun will look down on no land that is 

1 That Darius expected the struggle to continue after his death is evident from the 
advice he gave to his successors at DB §55: "Y ou who may be king hereafter: Protect 
yourself boldly from the Lie! .. (tu v am ka, xsaya9iya baya aparam iihi, hacii dral}gii dfsam 
patipayauva). 
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neighbor to ours. Rather, having marched through ail Europe together 
with y ou, 1 will make them all one land. "2 

This goal of uniting ail peoples into "one land" (mian khOren) found 
expression in many aspects of Achaemenian discourse and practice. As 
we have already noted, it is evident in the way royal scribes appropriated 
the word bümi to denote both earth and empire and how cosmogonie 
accounts emphasized the original unity of the earth-cum-empire.3 Pri
mordial unity was shattered, however, when the Lie corrupted and frag
mented all four of the Wise Lord's creations. The imperial ambition of 
making "one land" (as Herodotus put it) thus seems to have been anima
ted and legitimated by a desire to reverse the process of fragmentation 
and to restore original perfection-in-unity at history's end (Table 8.1). 
Toward that goal, the Achaemenian rulers, troops, and administrators 
undertook the requisite tasks of conquest, pacification, domination, and 
extraction. 

'"Original creation, :, ', , Onset of evil, situation lmperial-,.estoration, . ·. .~ 
primordial perfection in historie time · · · ' eschatological perfection 1 
, One eartb (büm1) Geographie division Ail lands made part of 

into multiple lands one empire (büml) 
(dahyiiva in its 

' reference to territories) 

, One sky (asman) Multiplication of gods? Worship of the Wise 
Of heavenly bodies? Lord? Passage oftime 
Seasons introduced by ceases? 
celestial motion? 

One man (martiya) Political and ethnie Ail peoples made part 
division into multiple of one empire (büml) 
nationalities (dahyiiva in 
its reference to 

" populations) 

2 Herodotus 7.8: yijv ti)v llepcrlôa Ù1toôé!;o~ev téi> Atôç ateépt ô~oupéoucrav, oô 
yàp ôi) XIDPTIV ye oôôe~iav Kat61j1&tat JiÀ.toç ô~oupov loûcrav tft l'j~&tépn. à.ÀÂ.à 
<J<péaç m'lcraç lych ii~a ù~iv ~(av XIDPTIV 9i]crro, ôtà micr11ç Ôt&Ç&Â.9chv tijç Eôpc01tllÇ· 
On the significance of this passage, the old discussion of J.A.S Evans, "The Dream of 
Xerxes and the Nomoi of the Persians," Classical Journal 51 (1961): 109-ll remains 
extremely insightful. 

3 As demonstrated by Herrenschmidt, "Désignation de l'empire," and "La première 
royauté de Darius," op cit. See further above, Chapters One, Four, and Five. 
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One happiness for 
mankind 
(siyati ••• martiyahyii) 

Unity created by the 
Wise Lord (singular 
number for ali four 

• creations) 

Distribution of good 
things into different 
terrains, where they 
become scarce resources 
(baji, "portions") 

Multiplicity produced 
by the Lie' s assault on 
the original creations 

Ali biiji paid as tribute 
to the imperial center. 
At frrst, they are used 
to build gardens (pairi. 
daida) and "wonders" 
(/rasa) that are 
microcosms of 
perfection. Later, they 
may be redistributed so 
that perfect happiness 
will be omnipresent. 

Unity restored by the 
Achaemenian Kings, 
chosen and aided by 
the Wise Lord 

Table 8.1 Fate of the Wise Lord's original creations (as listed in cosmogonie 
accounts, DSf §1, et al.) over the three eras of cosmic time. 

n 
Parts of this ideology are better attested in the Achaemenian remains 
- linguistic, iconographie, and archaeological - than others. What 1 
have presented above is a schematic reconstruction that talees the cosmo
gonie narrative as its point of departure, but is admittedly speculative as 
regards sorne of the details. At points, 1 have tried to fill in lacunae or 
amplify seant data, and in doing so, 1 have followed two principles. 
First, the existing evidence persuades me that the system was logically 
coherent and relatively elegant in its structure. 1 am thus inclined to 
expect that parts of the system that, by reason of historie accident, hap
pen to be badly attested resemble those for which more ample data have 
survived. Thus, for instance, although nothing explicitly states that the 
assault of the Lie was understood to have produced fragmentation of the 
sky, one can imagine this was so, consistent with the way the fates of 
earth, mankind, and happiness were theorized. As a hypothesis -but no 
more than that - one might suggest that a theory of multiple deities 
and/or heavenly bodies (the zodiac, perhaps?) may have filled out this 
si de of the system. 4 

4 Multiplicity of deities is acknowledged as part of the current state at AsH §2, DPd 
§§1 and 3, DPh §2, DSe §6, DSp §1, DSt §2, DH §2, XPb §3, XPc §3, XPd §3, XPg §1, 
XSc §2, XE §1, XV §§1 and 3, A1Pa 23, NHc §1, and l)2Sa§l3, where the term baga 
occurs in the plural. Prior to the reign of Artaxerxes ll (r. 405-359), no deities other than 
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Second, the details of the Achaemenian cosmogony closely resemble 
those of Zoroastrian creation accounts that are preserved in A vestan and 
Pahlavi sources. Consider, for instance, the following passages. 

Old Persian:A great god is the Wise Lord, who created this earth, who cre
ated that sky, who created mankind, who created happiness for mankind.5 

Avestan: Before the creation of the sky, of water, of earth, of the plant, 
before the creation of the quadruped ox, before the birth of the biped right
eous/truthful man.6 

Pahlavi: Just so, the Wise Lord created six creations of the material world. 
First was sky, second water, third earth,fourth plants, fifth animais, sixth 
man? 

Three of the four items listed in the Old Persian inscriptions - earth, sky, 
and humanity - recur in the Zoroastrian sources, and all of these use 
much the same terminology.8 As for the fourth item- happiness- it is 
replaced by three others (water, plants, and animais) that defme the foods 
people eat, from which they derive life, health, well-being, and pleasure. 
Conceivably, this is tantamount to "happiness," or perhaps the variants 
simply diverge on this point (see further, Chapter One).So close are the 
similarities, however, that only two possibilities exist and the two are 
not mutually exclusive. Either the Achaemenians were Zoroastrians, as 
the majority of experts now think was the case,9 or Achaemenians and 

the Wise Lord were mentioned by name in any inscription and his supremacy is regularly 
asserted when he is called "greatest of the gods" (maBista bagànàm, AsH §2, DPd §1, 
DSp §1, DH §2, XE §1, XV §1, A2Hc §1). Darius asserted that ali peoples should be 
made to worship the Wise Lord on the fifth column of the Bisitun inscription (DB §§72-
73 and 75-76). Sirnilarly, Xerxes described his suppression of those who worshipped 
deities that he classified as daivas ("demons," but perhaps simply "old gods" or "gods 
to now be rejected") at XPh §4b. This notwithstanding, a relatively high degree of reli
gious tolerance seems to have characterized Achaemenian administrative practice. 

5 DSf § 1 = DSt § 1 = DSab § 1 = DE § 1 = XPa §= XPb § 1 = XPc § 1 = XPd § 1 = XPf 
§1 = XPh §1 = A1Pa §1 = D2Ha §1 = A3Pa §1: baga vazrka Auramazda haya imam 
bümim ada haya avam asmanam ada haya martiyam ada haya siyatim ada martiyahya. 

6 Yasna 19.8: para auuaÏJ]he asno dâ!Jhoit para apo para z~mo para uruuaraiiâ para 
gaus ca9~arapaitistanaiiâ dâ!Jhoit para narS asaono bipaitistanahe Zll9iit. 

7 Greater Bundahisn 3.7 (TD2 MS. p. 33, lines 2-5): owon-iz dam ï getïg 6 brehenïd 
nazdïst asman dudïgar ab sidïgar zanüg caharom urwar panjom gospand sa&om mardom. 

8 The name assigned to the Creator is the same in ali instances (Ahura Mazda, 
Auramazda, Ohrmazd), and the verb denoting his creative action recurs in both Old Per
sian and Avestan (ldd-, Pahlavi uses brehënidan). The words used for sky (asmàn, asan, 
asmàn) are the same in ali three and those for man are closely related in Old Persian and 
Pahlavi (martiya, mardom; Avestan uses nar). Avestan and Pahlavi use the same term for 
the earth (zam, zamïg), but this differs from Old Persian bümi. 

9 An earlier generation of scholars resisted the temptation to view the Achaemenians 
as Zoroastrian, including Benveniste, Persian Religion according to the chiefGreek Texts 
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Zoroastrians both drew on the same set of pan-Iranian traditions, which 
they adapted to suit their own interests and advance their particular pur
poses. 1 tend to favor the latter view, but in either event one is justified to 
make use of the Zoroastrian materials to help interpret Achaemenian data. 

Thus, to take one example, the Achaemenian dahytiva lists, tribute 
processions, the testimony of Herodotus 1.134, and other evidence 1 
considered in Chapter Three all make clear that the Persians understood 
themselves to be located at the center of the earth and based their sense 
of moral superiority on this (putative) fact. Nowhere, however, is there 
direct testimony they connected this idea to their myths of creation. 
When one looks to the Zoroastrian variants, however, these commonly 
state that creation - including that of the frrst man - took place at the 
mid-point of the globe, which they explicitly identify with Iran. 10 Again, 
one may hypothesize that something similar may have been present in 
the Achaemenian cosmogonie tradition, even if the inscriptions them
selves leave this point implicit (see further, Chapter Eleven). 

III 

If the Zoroastrian variants have sorne use in reconstructing Achaeme
nian imperial ideology, they also hold interest on their own. What is 

and Widengren, Die Religionen /rans, pp. 117-55. In recent decades, however, common 
opinion has shifted. See, in particular, Boyce, History of Zoroastrianism. Vol. 2: Under 
the Achaemenids, and SkjrervS!I, "Avestan Quotations in Old Persian? ," idem, "The Ach
aemenids and the Avesta." A good summary of the issues and status of the question is 
Clarisse Herrenschmidt, "La religion des Achéménides: État de la question," op cit. Also 
important are Jean Kellens, "Les Achéménides dans le contexte indo-iranien," Topoi 
Supplement 1 (1997): 287-97, Eric Pirart, "Le mazdéisme politique de Darius 1er," Indo
lranian Journal 45 (2002): 121-51, and Matt Waters, "Cyrus and the Achaemenids," 
Iran 42 (2004): 91-102, esp. pp. 98-99. That at least sorne who considered themselves 
Zoroastrians were present at the Achaemenid court during the 4th Century is now certain, 
given the discovery of a seal with an Aramaic inscription that reads zrtstrJ, i.e. zara8us
tris "Follower of Zarathustra," on which see Rüdiger Schmitt, "Onomastica Iranica Sym
rnicta," in Riccardo Ambrosini, et al., eds., Scrfbthair a ainm n-ogaim. Scritti in Memoria 
di Enrico Campanile (Pisa: Picini Editore, 1997), pp. 922-24. 

1° Creation and the original assault of evil both took place at the middle of the world 
according to Diidestan ï Dënïg 36.19 and 32, Dënkard 3.312, Greater Bundahisn 1a.I3 
and 4.10, Selections ofZiidspram 2.4 and 2.9-10. In sirnilar fashion, the fJTSt plant (Dënk
ard 5.19.25, Pahlavi Riviiyat accompanying the Dadestan ï Dënïg 56.1, Greater Bunda
hisn la.ll, Selections of Ziidspram 2.7 and 3.39) and the fJTSt animal (Pahlavi Riviiyat 
accompanying the Diidestan ï Dënïg 46.15 and 56.1, Greater Bundahisn la.12, Selections 
of Zadspram 2.9) were created at earth's center. Texts like Diidestiin ï Dënïg 20.2 and 
Pahlavi Rivayat accompanying the Dadestiin ï Dënïg 45.1, Greater Bundahisn la.l2, and 
Selections of Ziidspram 3.50 further identify this center of the world with Iran. 
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more, they can provide an instructive point of contrast, showing how 
common Iranian ideas about creation were developed in non- and even 
in post:.imperial contexts. 

If we pick up on those variants, the general line of the narrative is 
similar to thal 1 sketched out for the Achaemenians, but the story is 
much more fully elaborated at numerous points. Thus, if we begin with 
the Wise Lord's six original creations, numerous texts describe how 
Ahreman was jealous of their beauty and perfection. Accordingly, he 
produced a set of monsters with which to wage war against earth, .sky, 
water, frrst plant, frrst animal, and frrst human. Ail of these were singu
lar creatures, who possessed ali the good qualities thal would later be 
distributed among the members of the varied familles they would found 
in dying, when their bodily integrity feil apart. Initially, however, they 
were immortal and asexual, for being immortal, they bad no need to 
reproduce. 

The name by which the frrst human is known in ali accounts was 
Gayomard, a term that means "Mortallife." Sorne texts state, however, 
that initially he was known as Gaya ("Life") and his name changed after 
Ahreman's assault to reflect his altered status, which is no longer the 
perfection Ohrmazd intended, but nor is it the nothingness sought by 
the Evil Spirit.11 By introducing death, Ahreman bad meant to destroy 
the Wise Lord's culminating creation, but - as the texts delight in 
recounting - evil is unable to overcome good in any definitive fashion. 

11 Dënkard 3.209 (Madan MS. 229.19-230.10): 

The definition of humanity in its original state of purity is "lifeforce that is emhodied and 
immortal" (i.e. +material existencel+eternallife); in the state of mixture produced by the 
Evil Spirit's Assault, the definition is "lifeforce that is emhodied and marta/" (i.e., +mate
rial existence/-eternallife). This is the essence and the definition ofthings, which mankind 
has as its inheritance, being "emhodied existence." This fate figures in the explanation of 
his name, Gayomard, which was given to him after the Assault. In this time, the explanation 
of the name Gayomard is "(marta/) life" (i.e., gaya-mard) in common speech. In the (orig
inal) condition of purity, his name was Gaya: "life" in the speech of power (i.e., divine or 
ideal language). 

wimand-iz mardôm andar abëzagTh axw I astômand amarg andar ëbgatïg gumëzigTh axw ï 
astômand margômand. ud ën hast xwadTh ud wimand ï baxtïg kë mardôm bë az ablUlllând. 
ciyôn xwadTh ï mardôm axw ï astômand ..• ën-iz brëh andar wizàrisn ï Gayômard nam lin I 
andar ëbgatïgTh +dàd ud pad an ï ka Gayômard nam wizàrisn zindagTh gôwligTh ï mërlig. ud 
andar abëzagTh +oaya nam büd hast zindagTh ï gôwligTh nërôg. 

Cf. Dënkard 3.80 (Madan ed. 73.16-21), which defmes Gayômard as "the frrst mortal" 
(mardi /radom) and sa ys he was distinguished by three characteristics of the human. Two 
of these -life and speech- came from the Wise Lord. The third, mortality, is the result 
of Ahreman's assault, and will disappear at the cosmic renovation (frasgird) that marks 
the end of history and the restoration of perfection. 
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Ahreman being as ignorant (a prime characteristic of ali things evil) as 
the Wise Lord is omniscient, the plans of the former always manage to 
backfrre, sometimes with exquisite irony. Thus, while death surely 
detracted from the perfection of human existence, the latter was dam
aged and corrupted, but not annihilated. In compensation, sexuality and 
reproduction produced continuity for the species, in place of individual 
immortality. A passage from the Dâdestan i Denïg spells out the point. 

Ahreman shamed the bountiful Creator when he ki/led the sole person (in 
existence), who was called Gayomard. Gayomard returned to material 
existence as a man and a woman, whose names were Mahryë ('Morta!,' 
with a masculine ending) and Mahryiinë ('Morta/,' with a feminine end
ing).It is told that having joined through next-of-kin marriage, they organ
ized !ines of descendants. The Lit: did not gain hold of them, and genera
tions of their progeny came into being through death. So when death 
increased among the living, their progeny and offspring also increased. 
Thus, with the immoderate destructiveness of the Foui Spirit, who is full 
of death, and with the undiminished aggressivity he asserts through 
death and the production-of-death, thereafter there is birth-from-death. 
As many people as there were before, in the passage oftime there come to 
be many more. Thousands of thousands, myriads ofmyriads originated 
from the bodies of these two people, Mahryë and Mahryiinë. From the 
limited number of the departed come ali the living people in the material 
world. Thus it is evident how many people the Lie struggled to destroy with 
death. But the (superior) power of the Creator's abundance is also clearly 
revealed.12 

This text, like most Pahlavi literature, was committed to writing in the 
9th Century C.E., weil after the Arab conquest of Iran, at a time when 
pressures for conversion to Islam were mounting and Zoroastrian priests 
feared they could no longer maintain their traditions simply through oral 
transmission. Clearly, the content is much older than the date of its 
inscription, but it is always difficult and often quite impossible to estab
lish just how old it actually is or to establish the proper historical context 
for any idea or passage. With regard to the materials we are considering 
- i.e., those that narrate the transformation of humanity from a single, 

12 Dadëstân ï Dënïg 36.68-69: abzônïg dadiir owôn +xwarënïd ka-§ ëk tan ï xwiinihëd 
Gayômard murnjënïd. abaz mad ô gëtïg mard-ë zan-ë ï-§an 'nam Maluya ud Maluyana 
büd hënd. u-§ wiixt +kü xwëdôdahïha tômagan riiyënïd ud paywast. në +ayiift druz be ô 
awë§an ud an ï awë§an frazand awadag pad margïh. ta ka abzüd abar marg <ï> zïndagan 
az an awë§an frazand ud paywand owôn kü abag apayman murnjënïdarïh ï purr-marg 
Gannag Mënog ud anastrarast koxsidiirïh ï-§ pad marg ud margënïdarïh pas-iz zayisn az 
margïh ud and pës andar uzïd zamanag ud and wës kü az ï 2 tanan hazaran haziir bëwaran 
bëwar. widard ôsmiir az mar samanënïd zïndagan mardôman andar gëtïg. ëdonïh dïdârïg 
cand druz pad margïh ô abesïhënïdan +kôxSïd zôr ï diidiir abzônïgïh rosn paydag. 
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prototypic, asexual and immortal individual (Gayomard) to a primordial 
brother and sister (Mahryë and Mahryanë),13 whose incestuous marriage 
gave rise to ali the world's variegated populations - the situation is 
somewhat clearer than most.14 

This is because a passage from the Dënkard exists that provides a 
summary of the contents from a now-lost portion of the Sassanian Avesta 
known as the Cihrdad Nask. That text would have been part of the cor
pus assembled during the reign of Sapuhr Il (309-79 C.E.), and presum
ably composed sorne centuries before, although there is no way of ascer
taining just how far back the tradition reaches.15 Mention of both Gaya 
and Gaya mar~tan (the A vestan antecedent of Pahlavi Gayomard) in one 
of the oldest hymns of the A vesta, in a context that connects the former 
with the Wise Lord's five other original creations and the latter with 
subsequent generations of human descendants, suggests that this mythic 
figure and at !east sorne of the stories associated with him ascend weil 
into the lst millennium B.C.E. 

We sacrifice to the pre-existent souls ... that of heaven, that ofwater, that 
of earth, that of the plant, that of the bovine, that of Gaya ("Life") and 
those of the blessed righteous/truthful. 

13 These names appear in various texts with a great many dialectal variants, including 
Mahlya and Mahlyiyane, Masya and Ma8yanag, etc. 1 have chosen to normalize ali occur
rences under one form, but for linguistic discussion of the details, see Bailey, Zoroastrian 
Problems in the 9th Century Books, pp. 179-80. 

14 An excellent secondary literature exists on these materials, beginning with the 
extraordinary work of Christensen, Le premier homme et premier roi dans l'historie 
légendaire des iraniens: 1. Gajomard, Ma!jay et Ma!ytinay, HO!ang et Taxmoruw. Other 
contributions include Schaeder, Studien zum antiken Synkretismus aus Iran und Griech
enland, Sven Hartrnan, Gayomart. Étude de syncretisme dans l'ancien Iran (Uppsala: 
Almqvist & Wiksells, 1953) (not to be used without caution), Karl Hoffmann, "Ma.rtai_lçla 
und Gayomart," Münchener Studien zu Sprachwissenschaft 11 (1957): 85-103, Geo Wid
engren, "The Death of Gayomart," in Joseph M. Kitagawa and Charles H. Long, eds., 
Myths and Symbols: Studies in Honor of Mircea Eliade (Chicago: University of Chicago 
Press, 1969), pp. 179-94, Bruce Lincoln, Priests, Warriors, and Cattle: A Study in the 
Ecology of Religions (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1981), pp. 69-95, and 
Shaul Shaked, "First man, frrst king: notes on Sernitic-Iranian syncretism and Iranian 
mythological transformations," in S. Shaked, et al., eds., Gilgul: Essays on Transforma
tion, Revolution, and Permanence in the History of Religions dedicated to RJ. Zwi Wer
blowsky (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1987), pp. 238-56, idem, "Cosmic Origins and Human Ori
gins in the Iranian Cultural Milieu," in Shaul Shaked, ed., Genesis and Regeneration: 
Essays on Conceptions of Origins (Jerusalem: The Israel Academy of Sciences and 
Humanities, 2005), pp.210-22. 

JS Re garding formation of the A vestan text and canon, see Widengren, Die Religionen 
/rans, pp. 246-59, Karl Hoffmann and Johanna Narten, Der Sasanidische Archetypus. 
Untersuchung zu Schreibung und Lautgestalt des Avestischen (Wiesbaden: Reichert, 
1989). 
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We sacrifice to the pre-existent sou/ of the righteousltruthful Gaya maratan 
("Morta! life"), who first heard the teachings and thoughts of the Wise 
Lord, from whom (the Wise Lord) created the pro geny of the Aryan lands/ 
peoples, the seed of the Aryan lands!peoples. 16 

The final sentence of this passage introduces an issue of sorne interest 
and importance. Although it mak:es Gayômard the ultimate ancestor of 
humanity, much like the other materials we have considered, it also 
introduces an important qualification, for he is not the ancestor of ali 
peoples, only the Aryans (a category simultaneously linguistic, religious, 
and ethnie or racial)P Two possible implications follow. Either other, 
non-Aryan peoples have their own ancestors and are recognized as alter
nate genera of the human species, each endowed with their own lines of 
descent, mythic traditions, and individual character, or these others fall 
outside the category of the human, which is limited to Gayômard's 
descendants. The Pahlavi summary of the lost A vestan text that 1 men
tioned earlier further complicates this issue. 

IV 

What that passage mak:es clear is that the Cihrdad N ask was nothing so 
much as a compendium of ethnographie knowledge. What is more, it 
seems to have traced the fact - and the details - of human diversity to 
the story of Gayômard and his descendants. Thus, the order in which its 
topics are announced follows mythic chronology. 

The Cihrdâd Nask treats: 

1) the races of humanity; 
2) how the Wise Lord's creation of Gayomard, the frrst man, gave rise to 

the introduction of bodil y form; 
3) how the frrst couple, Mahryë ud Mahryanë, came into being; 
4) the ir pro geny and the progress of people in X wanirah, the central world

region; 

16 Ya8t 13.86-87: frava8aiio yazamaide ... ylpllca a8no, ylpllca apô, ylpllca zamo, 
ylpllca uruuaraiiâ, ylpllca gaus, ylpllca gaiiehe, ylpllca staoiio a8auuaoiio. gaiiehe mara9no 
a8aono frauuasïm yazamaide. yo paoiriio ahurai mazdai manasca güsta sàsnâsca, yahmat 
haca fra9~arasat naïo airiianlpll dahiiunlpll, ci9rem airiianllm dahiiunlpll. 

17 The fullest recent discussions of what the term "Aryan" meant in ancient and medi
eval Iranian discourse is found in a series of publications by Gherardo Gnoli, "Le dieu 
des Arya," Studia lranica 12 (1983): 7-22, The ldea of Iran: An Essay on its Origin 
(Rome: Serie Orientale, 1989), and Iran ais religioser Begriffim Mazdaismus (Opladen: 
Westdeutscher Verlag, 1993), but see also the critical response of A. S. Shahbazi, "The 
History of the ldea of Iran," in Vesta Sarkhosh Curtis and Sarah Stewart, eds., Birth of 
the Persian Empire (London: I.B. Tauris, 2005), pp. 100-11. 
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5) the distribution18 of their progeny over the six world-regions around 
Xwanirah. 

It describes: 
6) ali the races in detail, with attention to the commands the Creator sent 

to each separate race, ordering them to go to a place where their allotted 
way of life and good fortune were distributed to them; 

7a) their migrations to every world-region, 
7b) also the migration that took people to the outlying districts of X wanirah, 
7c) and the situation of the people who made their dwelling in the center; 
8) the separation of the customs for each individual species of humanity 

that was created at the foundation of the races.19 

Ail members of the human species were thus understood as part of the 
same family in the most literai sense, for they ali descended from Gay
ômard via Mahryë and Mahryanë. This is further established by the 
word here translated ''race" (Pahlavi tohmag), which also means "fam
ily" or "lineage" and is built on the word for "semen" or "seed" 
(tohm).20 Differences among the races, then, were theorized as resulting 
from the geographie dispersion of various branches of the family from 
the world's center, the site of creation, to outlying regions, following 
commands given them individually by the Wise Lord. Once installed in 
their new locales, each group then received the particular traits (cultural 
and material) that would thereafter distinguish them from ali other peo
ples. Once again, this was the doing of the Wise Lord. 

This summary provides only a general sketch of the Cihrdad Nask's con
tents, and very few of its details. Still, enough survives to let us conclude 

18 Use of the term baxsisn ("distribution") to deseribe the processs of migration and 
diaspora eonnects these events to the Wise Lord's bestowal ("distribution," baxt) of a 
specifie way of life (ziwisn) and a specifie measure of good fortune (xwarrah) to each of 
the world's peoples, as described in 8.13.3. Pahlavi baxsisn and baxt are also etymologi
eally related to Old Persian biiji ("portion"), the term we diseussed in relation to tributary 
practices and ideology among the Aehaemenians in Chapter Six. 

19 Dënkard 8.13.1-4 (Madan ed. 688.6-17): Ci.hrdad madayiin abar tôhmag mardômiin 
eiyoo brenenidan I Ohrmazd Gayômard fradom mard ô paydagihist I kirbih ud ce ewenag büd 
ï fradom dôstag +Ma8ye ud MaSyiine ud abar zahag paywand i awesiin ta purr-rawiSnih <r> 
mardôm andar mayiinag i Xwanirah ï Jruwar ud bw~n ï u-siin pad 7 Jruwar ï peramôn 
Xwanirah tôhmag tôhmag I namcistig ôsmüred pad a8tag frestisnig framiin I dadar ô jud jud 
tôhmag I-s ô gyâg kü sud<an> framüd handâxtan ziwn ud xwarrah az anôh baxt estâd. u-siin 
wihez ï ô lliwar lliwar ud iin-iz ï ô kustagihâ X wanirah ud lin i-siin pad mayiinag gyâg m~n 
kard-iz be wizârdagih ewenag ek ek +sardag i mardômiin ï andar bun tôhmag dad estad. 

20 See Emile Benveniste, "Persiea ll," Bulletin de la Société de linguistique de Paris 
31 (1931): 76-79, idem, "Études sur le vieux-perse," pp. 37-39, op eit., Henrik Samuel 
Nyberg, A Manual of Pahlavi (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1974) 2: 94, and D.N. 
MacKenzie, A Concise Pahlavi Dictionary (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1971), 
p. 83. Cf. Old Persian taymii "farnily, lineage," Avestan taoxman "semen, seed." 
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that it asserted the underlying unity of the human species. Second, that it 
regarded national, ethnie, and racial differentiation as functions of his
tory, geography, and culture, resisting any temptation to essentialize 
these by grounding them in biology and nature. Third, that it took aU the 
distinguishing features associated with different groups to have been 
God's gift to them. In ali these ways, the Cihrdad advanced exception
ally generous, tolerant, and humane views. This notwithstanding, the 
text contained another line of analysis potentially dissonant with its egal
itarian impulses. This emerges most clearly in points 7a, b, and c above, 
where it constructs world geography as a set of concentric circles in 
which peoples are differentially distributed by means of migrations. 
Thus, sorne people (those described in 7c) never moved from the central 
districts of Xwanirah, where creation occurred and therefore experienced 
!east change from the original, ideal conditions of existence. 21 Other 
texts make clear that this centermost region was the best of aU places, 
and its people - the Iranians - were the best of people. 22 Others moved 

21 Consider, for instance, Dënkard 3.29 (Madan ed. 24.20-25.6; Dresden ed. 17.20-18.6). 

The relation of Iran to the districts is that of the head to other bodily members. Thus, 
inevitably, the law and religion appropriate to the districts are the law and religion of Iran, 
which is their head. And from the arriva/ of the law and Good Religion, they have had 
profit, abundance and growth, as these came to them from the law of Iran, through. their 
rule by Iran, which is lord of the seven regions and also of Xwanirah. Iran has been their 
lord since Ho§ang, Tiixmorup, Yima, Frëdon, and other heroes, who came to lordship and 
power over them. 

hëd o-iz kustag hannlimlin az-§lin sar Ërlin-§ahr +sazi§nig dad dën az ham iicardar ï Ërlin 
ï-§lin sar diid dën. u-§ az abar rasi§nih ham diid dën wehïh ud süd zon iibzon ciyon-§lin mad 
az diid ï Ërlin pad xwadiiyTh awë§lin Ërlin kë 7 ki§war ud kë-iz Xwanirah xwadiiy ï awë§lin 
Ërlin büd hënd az Ho§ang ud Tiixmorup ud Yim ud Frëdon ud any-iz ër ï ô awë§lln oz ï-§lin 
xwadiiyTh mad ëstëd. 
22 On Xwanirah, its virtues and people, see Dënkard 7.1.26, 9.21.24, Greater Bunda

hisn 8.6-7, 29.3-4, Selections of Zâdspram 3.35, 3.86, 35.14, 35.39, Dâdëstiin ï Dënig 
36.59, 90.3. Note also that the version of the mythic narrative found in Dënkard 3.312 
(Madan ed. 313.18-314.4) names the central region from which populations ernigrated 
"Iran" rather than "Xwanirah," the two terms being understood as virtually synonymous. 

The first transmission of the word of instruction from the Wise Lord to the world of embod
ied creatures was via Gayomard's thaught. The second was by means of speech, also by 
means of guidance, via Miihryë and Miihryiinë. The first command carried by a messenger 
came to Syiimag, who was Mahryë's son, and to his descendants, by the messengers Good 
Mind and Obedience (Wahman and Sro§). They transmitted the order for migration of 
people from Iran to other countries and districts ... [Accordingly,] embodied beings scat
tered to the seven world regions, and there was progress of people in different countries. 

az Ohrmazd +wad abar bari§nig harnmozi§n andar axw ï astomand fradom o Gayomard 
meni§n büd. ud did gowi§nig ud nimiiyi§nig-iz o Miihrë ud Miihrylinë. ud lin ï a8tag frësti§
nig handarz fradom o Syamag ï MaSi pus u-§ frazandlin pad a8tagTh Walunan ud SrO§ ud lin 
i wax§-burdiir ï abar wihëz ï mardom az Ëranwëz o dëhlin piiygos ... axw i astOmand o haft 
lliwar purr-rawi§nih i büd i mardom andar dëhlin. 
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to distant parts of Xwanirah (as described in 7b), and others to the out
ermost world-regions (as described in 7a). The latter may have been 
meant to represent Europe and Africa, or they may simply have been 
continents of the imagination, but in either case, their inhabitants were 
barbarians outside the pale. 

This less-generous perspective also surfaces in the Dënkard's sum
mary of genealogical information from the Cihrdad Nask. Apparently, 
the older text traced the lines of descent from Gayomard, Mahryë and 
Mahryanë through a great many generations, paying particular atten
tions to the Iranian royalline.23 At two points, however, it took pains 
to account for peoples who were not only non-Iranian, but chief 
among Iran's historie enemies (Figure 8.1). Thus, several generations 
after Mahryë and Mahryanë, kingship was created and bestowed on 
the first Iranian ruler, Hosang, an eminently admirable hero. His 
brother, however, was Taz, eponymous ancestor of the Arabs (Pahlavi 
Tazigan). Moreover, such of Taz's descendants as the text deigns to 
mention were scoundrels, monsters, and usurpers.24 Similarly, the 
fourth Iranian king, the great hero Frëdon, had three sons, each ances
tor to a different race and nation. Most important was Iraj (epony
mous ancestor of aU subsequent Iranians), who suffered jealousy and 
murderous animosity from his less worthy brothers Toz (ancestor of 
the Turanians or Turks) and Salm (ancestor of the Romans and 
Byzantines).25 In all these stories, the inferiority of non-Iranian peo
ples is strongly marked and structurally overdetermined. Occupying 
peripheral territories, they comport themselves less nobly and descend 
from cadet lines. 

23 The genealogical content of the Cihrdad Nask is summarized at Dënkard 8.13.5-18 
(Madan MS. 688.17-690.2). 

24 Hosang and his rule are described at Dënkard 8.5-6 (Madan ed. 688.17-22). On the 
importance of this frrst king in Iranian legendary history, see Clrristensen, Le premier 
homme et premier roi 1: 131-64. Descent of the Arabs and of the arch-fiend Azi Dahaka 
from his brother raz is mentioned at 8.13.8 (Madan MS. 689.2-4). 

25 Frëdon's three sons are introduced at 8.13.9 (Madan MS. 689.6-8) and 8.13.15 
(Madan MS. 689.15-16) states that the Cihrdad Nask contained "many books of detailed 
accounts of the races of Iran (tohmag i Ërim, i.e. the descendants of Ëraj), Turan (tohmag 
ï ... Türiin, i.e. the descendants of Toz), and Rome (tohmag ï ... Salmiin, i.e. the descen
dants of Salm)." The fratricidal relations of these siblings are discussed in numerous 
other sources, including Greater Bundahisn 35.11-14 (TOZ MS. 229.12-230.7), Dënkard 
7.1.28-30, Mënog i Xrad 27.43, and Ayadgar ï Jamaspig 4.39-41. 
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Fig. 8.1 Mythic genealogy, as narrated in the Cihrdâd Nask, 
according to Dënkard 8.13.5-9. 

v 
Several Pahlavi texts contain materials that closely resemble the con
tents of the Cihrdad Nask, and details of vocabulary make it highly 
probable this was the source from which they were taken.26 One of these 

26 Thus, Dënkard 8.13.2 uses the rather unusual term purr-rawi!nih to denote what we 
would be inclined to cali the "progress" or "development" of Mahryë and Mahryiinë's 
descendants, while summarizing the Cihrdad Nask. The same term recurs in discussions 
that are thematically quite close at Dadëstlin ï Dënïg 64.2, Dënkard 3.312, and Greater 
Bundahisn 14.35 (11)2 MS. 106.5). Similarly, the word used as the title of this last text 
(bun-dahi!n, "Original creation" or "foundation of creation") recurs in the summary of 
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is a chapter of the Bundahisn entitled "On the nature of humans" (abar 
ciyoniih mardomiin), which expands on the myths of Gayomard, Mah
ryë, Mahryanë, and others, then goes on to develop an elaborate taxon
orny of the species. Regrettably, time does not permit us to treat the 
intricacies of the mythic narrative, but we can do justice to the taxonomy, 
which holds more than a few surprises and sorne important !essons. 

Briefly, the Bundahisn account picks up where we left off, in the gen
eration of Hosang, frrst king of Iran and his brother Taz, ancestor of the 
Arabs, adding the information that they were sons of a certain Frawag, 
himself the grandson of Mahryë and Mahryanë. What is more, Hosang 
and Taz had other siblings: twenty-eight, to be exact, and ali were organ
ized in fifteen brother-and-sister/husband-and-wife couples. "From 
them, fifteen pairs were born and each pair became a separate race/ 
species. "27 In this context, the types in question may be understood as 
nationalities or ethnie groups, nine of whom migrated to the outer world
regions, and these are left unnamed. As regards the six peoples who 
remained inside Xwanirah, the text supplies two different lists, drawn 
from two different sources. The lists differ considerably and one of them 
has three, rather than the expected six members. Still, in both lists, Ira
nians occupy frrst place.28 

the Cihrdiid's contents at Dënkard 8.13.6, 7, and 20, where it is seemingly used as a tech
nical term. (Note also bun tohmag ("foundation of the races"] at 8.13.4 and bun nihisn ï 
dad ï ëwënag ["original establishment of law and custom"] at 8.13.6. In the past, it was 
thought that the Damdiid Nask was the prime source of the Bundahisn, but that the latter 
also made heavy use of the Cihrdiid Nask is now commonly acknowledged as, for 
instance, by Carlo Cereti, La Letteratura Pahlavi. lntroduzione ai testi con riferimenti 
alla storia degli studi e alla tradizione manoscritta (Milan: Mimesis, 2001), p. 87. More 
broadly on this, most important of Pahlavi texts, Cereti, pp. 87-105. 

27 Greater Bundahisn 14.35 (1'1)2 MS. 106.4-5)/lndian Bundahisn 15.26: az awesiin 
15 juxtag u-s zad ke harw juxt-e sardag sardag-e büd. Pahlavi sardag is usually used to 
denote different plant or animal species, tohmag being used for sub-divisions of the 
human. In this chapter of the Bundahisn, however, sardag is consistently used to denote 
the salient subcategories of the human species, which might be considered genera, races, 
nationalities or simply "types." 

28 There is sorne manuscript variation between Greater Bundahisn 14.36-37 (1'1)2 MS 
106.6-107.3) and lndian Bundahisn 15.28-29, which only makes things more interesting. 
List 1 is the same in both variants, but List n - which is introduced by the phrase "In 
one account ... " (pad ëw mar), suggesting it draws on a different source - diverges in 
one of its six members. Close analysis suggests that List llB (the variant of the lndian 
Bundahisn) has actually incorporated an older, binary system - the opposition of Iran 
and non-Iran (ëran ud anëran)- and dropped the most distant member of List llA (the 
peoples of lndia) ~ order to accommodate the added category of "those in non-Iranian 
lands" (an ï pad Eran dehiin an ï pad Anër deh). The data are as follows. 
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At this point, however, the text goes far beyond anything we have 
seen in materials previously considered. In addition to the fifteen national 
or ethnie "types" that descend from Frawag, there are another ten types 
that descend from Gayomard in sorne other, unspecified fashion.29 These 
ten types, listed at Greater Bundahisn 14.31, are not ethnie or national in 
any sense. Rather, they are best described as "humanoid creatures," i.e. 
those organisms who resemble people closely enough in sorne anatomi
cal detail that Zoroastrian science identified them as subcategories of the 
human. In sorne ofthese cases, we are inclined to agree: we also classify 
dwarves and giants as humans who differ from others only in size, for 
instance. In other cases, our principles of taxonomy lead us to different 
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List 1 Greater List lia Greater List lib lodlan Presumed lntrusive , 
Buodahim 14.36, Buodahim 14.37 BuodabUo 15.29 system in List lib 
lodiao Buodahüo J 15.28 

Iranians, descended Iranians Iranians Iranians 
from HMang 

Arabs (Tiizigiin), Turanians Noo-Iranians Noo-Iranians 
desceoded from Tiiz 

Giants (Maziindariin) Byzantines Turanians 
(or Romans), desceoded 
from Salm 

Chinese, desceoded Byzantines 
from Sëo (or Romans), descended 

from Salm 

Dahae (Dacians ?) Chinese, desceoded 
from Sën 

Indians Dahae (Dacians?) 

29 The chapter opens by quoting the A vestan source on which it draws_ 

On the nature of people. In the religion (i.e., the Avesta), it says: "/ brought forth humans 
in ten types. First that which is the white light of the eye, which is Gayomard, down to the 
ten types, which are like the one Gayomard. The ninth from Gayomard cornes into being 
again. The tenth is the monkey, which is said to be the lowliest of humons. 

abar ciyonïih mardomiin. pad dën guft kü-m mardomiin fraz brëhënïd 10 sardag nazdist an 
I ro~n i spëd i doysar i hast Gayomard tâ 10 sardag ciyon ëk Gayomard 9-om az Gayomard 
abiiz büd. 10-om kabïg mardomiin nidom gowëd. (Greater Bundahisn 14.0-1 [_TI)2 MS. 
100.3-7]). 

Toward the end, the text returns to this idea and integrates it with the other contents it 
developed in subsequent passages. 

As there are ten types of people that were discussed at the beginning and fifteen types are 
descended from Frawiig, twenty-five types al/ came into being from the seed of Gayomard. 

ciyon 10 sardag mardom i az bun guft 15 sardag az Frawag büd 25 sardag hamag az tëihm 
ï Gayomard büd hënd. (Greater Buodahi~n 14.38 [_TI)2 MS. 107.3-5]) 

Clearly, the chapter is working to integrate two different systems- one with flfteen 
subtypes of the human, based on national/ethnie identity, and one with ten subtypes, 
based on physiological resemblances to the human in certain animais - to produce one 
system with twenty-flve subtypes, divided into two subsystems. 
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conclusions, although we can understand why Zoroastrians recognized 
bears and monkeys- bipeds who stand upright- as hairy, tailed, syl
van varieties of the human. Bats also, whose skeletal physiology is 
remarkably humanoid, are classified as humans with wings. The full list, 
which can be understood as an extraordinary exercise in theorizing the 
range of human alterity, reads as follows. 

Fifteen types are descended from Frawiig, and twenty-five types in ail 
came into being from the seed of Gayomard, likel)the terrestrial; 2) the 
aquatic; 3) the one with ears like a man; 4) the one with eyes like a man; 
5) the one{ooted, 6) the one that has wings, like a bat, 7) the sylvan being, 
with a tai/, who has haïr on his body, like the animais whom one calls 
"bear," and 8) "monkey," 9) the sea-giant, whose height is six times the 
average, 10) the dwarf, whose height is one sixth of the average.30 

VI 

Up to this point, 1 have largely ignored the fact that the Bundahisn sur
vives in two different versions: the "Indian"Bundahisn (the manuscripts 
of which were collected in Bombay) and the Iranian or "Greater Bunda
hisn," which is about 40% longer. In the former, the chapter we have 
been discussing ends with the sylvan types of the humanoid, omitting 
dwarves and giants. In contrast, the longer text goes on to entertain the 
possibility that novel forms of humanity have taken shape after the 
twenty-five primary types were established. 

From each ofthese types, many other types more recent/y came into being. 
They also made evil mixtures come into being, like the heretic and the 
amphibian, a c/ayey thing that came into being from earth and water, and 
lives in both (rea/ms), and others (who arose) in this or that manner.31 

Three points help us appreciate the importance of this brief passage. 
First, the phrase "more recently" (nogtar) gives a sense of the historie 
self-consciousness possessed by the redactor, who extended the text's 
mythic narrative to address issues that had forced themselves on his 

30 Greater Bundahisn 14.38 (TD2 MS. 107.3-9): 15 sardag az Frawag büd 25 sardag 
hamag az tührn ï Gayomard büd hënd. ciyon zamig abïg nar-gO§ nar-ca8m ëk pa y ud an-iz 
kë parr darëd ci yon bwag ud wësagïg dumoomand +kë +moy pad tan diirëd ci yon gospan
dan kë xirs gowëd kabïg ab +mazandar kë biilay 6 and I mayan ba8nan ud widestïg kë 
biilay 6 ëk ï mayiinag ï basniin. 

31 Greater Bundahisn 14.38-39 (W MS.l07.11-14): az ën harw sardag-ë nogtar was 
sardag büd hënd. kunënd +pëtyiirag gümëzisnih büd ciyon ciyon Zandïk (or: Zangïg) +ud 
abïg-zamig büd gilabïg kë ab büd zamig harw 2 zïwëd abiirïg az ën ud az ën ëwënag. 
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attention. Second, in Zoroastrian discourse, the term "mixture" (gümëz
isnih) is never neutra!, but always points to the period of historie strug
gle when the Evil Spirit, the Lie, and associated demonic powers have 
invaded existence, spoiling its pristine purity and spreading corruption 
everywhere. To speak: of "evil mixtures" (pëtyiirag gümëzisnih) is empha
tically redundant. These mongrels and hybrids give cause for worry and, 
what is more, they result from unions that - in marked contrast to the 
ideal marriage of brother and sister - would be considered instances of 
miscegenation. Finally, the text contains a moment of highly suggestive 
ambiguity, since the word here translated "heretic" (Pahlavi zandik) is 
homographie with zangig, which denotes a dark-skinned inhabitant of 
sub-Saharan Africa. Readers of the text could interpret this in either 
fashion, or they could note the ambiguity and understand the word as 
simultaneously referencing the extreme forms of religious and racial 
alterity, without.distinguishing between them. 

Al1 these points are relevant for interpreting the ugliest passage in aU 
Zoroastrian literature: an appendix to the chapter "On the nature of 
humans" in the Greater Bundahisn that was added as part of its fmal redac
tion and which appears as a separate chapter in the Indian Bundahisn. 

This, too, it says: "When Yima's royal glory departed him, due to his fear 
of the demons, he took a she-demon in marriage and he gave his sister 
Yimag to a demon in marriage. From them monkeys, bears, sylvan, tailed, 
and other destructive species came into being, and their offspring did not 
progress." Regarding Africans (or: heretics), it says: "When Dahiig 
held power, he set a man on a female demon, a man on a witch, and in 
full visibility they had intercourse. From that one novel act, an African 
came into being, one whose skin is black." When Frëdon came, they 
slithered to the edge of the sea and made a seulement there. Now, with the 
invasion of the Arabs, they are slithering back to lran.32 

32 Greater Bundahisn 14b.1-3 (TD2 MS. 108.8-109.3) = lndian Bundahisn 23.1-3: 
ën-iz guft kü: Yim ka-s xwarrah u-s bë sud bïm ï az dëwan riiy dëwï pad +zanïh grift 
Yimag ï xwah ud pad +zanih ô dëw ï diid. u-san pad kabïg ud xirs ud wësagïg ud dum
bômand abiirïg winahisnïg sardag u-s büd. u-s paywand në raft. zangïg riiy gôwëd kü: Âz 
ï Diihag andar xwadiiyih gusn ud zan dëw abar hist. gusn ud mard abar parïg hiliid u-san 
pad +wenïsn dïdiirih ï ôy marzisn kard. az an ï nôg ëk kunisn zangïg büd [syii pôst kë-s 
büd]. ka frëdon +mad awësan az ëransahr dwiirist hënd pad +kaniirag ï zrëh ï +nisanedïg 
kard. nün pad dwiirist ï tiizïgan abiiz ô ëransahr dwiirist hënd. The phrase "whose skin is 
black" (syà post kë·s büd) occurs on1y in lndian Bundahisn 23.2. Comparison to the 
Pahlavi Riviiyat accompanying the Diidëstan ï Dënïg Se is also relevant. There, one finds 
a more elaborate version of the story in which Yima and Yimag mate with demons, pro
ducing bears, monkeys, cats, leopards, frogs, leeches, and other species regarded as mon
strous. Apparently, this tradition was reasonably weil known and was used to account for 
certain kinds of noxious creatures. lt recors in a number of later texts, where it is further 
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This addition to the narrative is inserted at a crucial point in mythic 
history: the period of crisis that occurred when Yima, third of the pri
mordial Iranian kings, spoke the frrst royal lie, as a result of which he 
lost his kingship.33 Thereafter, the throne was seized by one Dahag 
(= Avestan .AZi Dahlika), a monstrous figure, whom the Bundahisn iden
tifies as a descendant of Tliz, which makes him an Arab usurper.34 

In this turbulent period, the passage just quoted would locate three 
sequential events. First, directly Yima feil from power, he and his twin 
sister Yimag - who earlier provided a model of ideal marriage -
engaged in aberrant sexual acts, coupling with demons and producing 
the humanoid beings catalogued in the preceding chapter of the Bunda
hisn. Second, the wicked usurper introduced practices that were even 
more debased and degrading, as he forced unnamed commoners to mate 
with demons in full public view, to provide him and his court with sorne 
coarse entertainment. The offspring of these unions were the frrst Afri
cans, whose dark skin apparently established their essential conntection 
to darkness, Ahreman, and the Lie.35 Finally, when Frëdôn reclaimed the 
throne for the Iranian nation and royalline, he restored moral, political, 
geographie, and cosmic order, as evidenced by his having driven the 
Africans back to the edge of the sea. Here, one should note that the verb 
used to denote the way these people moved - Pahlavi dwaristan, which 

elaborated. Examples include Diiriib Hormazyiir's Riviiyat, pp. 208-10, the Persian 
Rivayats of Hormazyar Framarz (Bombay: K.R. Cama Oriental Institute, 1932), pp. 580-
81, and the Persian "History of King Jamsed and the Demons," published by Serge Lari
onoff, "Histoire du roi Djemchid et des dev," Journal asiatique 14 (1889): 59-83. In 
contrast, the Bundahisn narrative that accounts for the origin of Black Africans, is absent 
from the Rivliyat accompanying the Diidëstlin ï Dënïg and, to the best of my knowledge, 
occurs nowhere else in Pahlavi literature. 

33 On the complex mythology associated with Yima (and Yimag), see Arthur Chris
tensen, Les types du premier homme et du premier roi dans l'histoire légendaire des 
iraniens: 2. Jim (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1934). 

34 Thus Greater Bundahisn 35.7 (1'02 MS. 228.15-229.4). Dahlig is also identified as 
an Arab at Dënkard 8.13.8. Different texts make hlm out to be a Babylonian, an lndian, a 
Turanian, a Jew, or whatever specifie instantiation of alterity best serves the immediate 
discursive and political needs. See further Arthur Christensen, Essai sur la démonologie 
iranienne (Copenhagen: Einar Munksgaard, 1941), pp. 20-24 and 52-53. 

3s For blackness as a mark of the demonic, see also Greater Bundahisn 1.47 (1'02 MS. 
11.10-12): " From the material darkness, which is his own body, the Foui Spirit mis
created his creatures in the form of blackness, which is (the color of) ashes: liars worthy 
of darkness, like the most sin-introducing vermin." Ganniig Mënog az gëtïg tiirïgïh an I 
xwës tan [i] diim friiz kirrënïd pad an ï kirb ï syiiih ï iidurestar ï tom-arzlinïg druwand 
ciyon bazag-adëntar xrafstar. Cf. Selections of Ziidspram 1.29, 35.32-33 and Antonio 
Panaino, "Ahura Mazdii and the Darkness: About the Meaning of Y. 44.5b," in Maria 
Macuch, et al., eds., lranian Languages and Texts from Iran and Turan: Ronald E. 
Emmerick Memorial Volume (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2007), pp. 271-83. 
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Fig. 8.2 Demonic genesis of less-than-fully human species according 
to Greater Bundahisn 14b.l-3. 

1 have translated as "slither" - is normally reserved for demons, ver
min and monsters and it suggests a form of motion so distressingly 
crooked, threatening, and abnormal as to reveal their miscreant nature 
(Figure 8.2). 

Conceivably, however, the most significant detail of the entire pas
sage is its last sentence, which establishes the context in which this text 
was written: "Now, with the invasion of the Arabs, they are slithering 
back to Iran. " 36 

We can thus place the text- and the hateful attitudes it expresses 
- in the immediate aftermath of the Islamic conquest and the fall of the 
Sassanian empire (mid-7th Century C.E.). In this new situation, Iranians 
found themselves subject to the power of others whom they bad long 
regarded as inferiors, others who lived far from their own self-defmed 
center, but bad invaded and overrun Iran. That Iranians reacted to this 
experience with shock and resentment should hardly occasion surprise. 

36 Greater Bundahisn 14b.3 (ID2 MS. 90.7-8): nün pad dwarast ï tazïgiïn abâz ô 
ëriïnsahr dwarist hend. 
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What is startling, however, is the fact that the most intense expression of 
these negative feelings was directed not at the Arab conquerors, but at 
another population, onto whom such sentiments were effectively dis
placed. The point is of extraordinary historical and theoretical impor
tance. If we want to understand how older discourses of alterity trans
pose into those much more virulent types of xenophobia tantamount to 
racism, we have here a classic - and highly instructive - example. The 
conclusion one can draw is that when a former imperial power, accus
tomed to dominating others, itself becomes dominated, it may hesitate to 
express the full measure of its fear, loathing, and contempt on those who 
now hold power. Instead, it may discharge its most extreme, also its 
most dangerous feelings on sorne other group that remains weaker than 
itself, preferably one that is markedly different in physiology and appear
ance, one whose normal dwelling-place is distant, but with whom it feels 
it bas been forced to commingle in the cosmopolitanism of a newly
emergent empire, or in the backwash of its own post-imperial moment. 

This is, of course, the situation of Germany after Napoleon's victories 
of 1807 and once again after 1918. The Armenian genocide in post
Ottoman Turkey might be considered, and attitudes in post-Hapsburg 
Austria are also instructive, as is the experience of the American South 
after the Civil W ar. Similarly, one might look to the situation of Han 
Chinese after their native dynasty of the Ming were conquered by the 
Mongols, or to England after the Second W orld W ar and the period of 
decolonization. The case of post-Soviet Russia is probably too early to 
judge, and one can only speculate about what will happen in the U.S. in 
the period now on the horizon. Gobineau, who still mourned for the 
French Ancien régime, even as he served the emergent Second Empire 
is probably a special case, but even so, one bas no shortage of examples. 
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CHAPTER NINE 

SACRED KINGSHIP?* 

1 

There was a time when sacred kingship was a fashionable topic among 
historians of religions, who thought they were able to fmd confirmation 
of Frazerian theories in the patterns of myth and ri tuai attested throughout 
the Ancient Near East. For sorne, including Sir James George himself, 
identifying countless examples of dying and rising gods, ritual regicide
cum-deicide, priest-kings with magic control over vegetation and sym
bolic links to the cycle of the seasons, ail served to advance a rationalistic 
critique of Christian beliefs as yet one more variant on a familiar set of 
primitive superstitions.• For others, and here one thinks of Jessie Weston, 
T.S. Eliot, and other romantic souls, the same kinds of material and the
ory served entirely opposite purposes. In their constructions, it was the 
loss of myth and ritual, declining faith in priests, kings, magic, and the 
sacred - in short, the same disenchantment of the world that progressive 
rationalists celebrated- that produced the worst ills of modernity.2 

• An earlier version of this chapter was published as "The Role of Religion in Ach
aemenian Imperialism," in Nicole Brisch, ed., Religion and Power: Divine Kingship in 
the Ancient World and Beyond (Chicago: Oriental Institute Publications, 2008) (=Orien
tal Institute Seminars, No. 4), pp. 213-33. 

1 On Frazer, see Jonathan Z. Smith, "When the Bough Breaks," in Map is Not Terri
tory. Studies in the History of Religions (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1978), 
pp. 208-39, Robert Ackerman, J. G. Frazer: His Life and Work (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1987), Susanne Lanwerd, · Mythos, Mutterrecht und Magie: zur 
Geschichte religionswissenschaftlicher Begriffe (Berlin: Dietrich Reimer, 1993), and 
George Stocking, After Tylor: British Social Anthropology, I888-I95I (Madison: Uni
versity of Wisconsin Press, 1995), pp. 124-51. 

2 For Eliot's use of Frazer in "The Waste Land," and more broadly on Eliot's views 
concerning myth, religion, politics, culture, and the failings of modernity, see Marc Man
ganaro, Myth, Rhetoric, and the Voice of Authority: A Critique of Frazer, Eliot, Frye, and 
Campbell (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992) and Martha Carpentier, Ritual, 
Myth, and the Modernist Text: The Influence of Jane Ellen Harrison on Joyce, Eliot, and 
Woolf(Amsterdam: Gordon and Breach, 1998). As Eliot acknowledged, he read Frazer 
via the mediation of Jessie Weston, From Ritua/ to Romance: An Account of the Ho/y 
Grail from Ancient Ritual to Christian Symbol (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1920). See also John B. Vickery, The Literary Impact of the Golden Bough (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1973) and Robert Fraser, ed., Sir James Frazer and the Liter
ary Imagination: Essays in Affinity and Influence (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1991). 
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The variegated, almost protean utility of Frazerian theory helps exp lain 
the breadth of its popularity, although the exoticism of Frazer's exam
ples, the imperial reach of his knowledge, the breathless verve of his 
descriptive prose, and the skillful way he positioned himself as heir to 
both Tylor and Robertson Smith also contributed significantly to his suc
cess and reputation. Like all grand theorists, however, and especially 
those of the armchair variety, he was guilty of distortion, pretentiousness, 
procrusteanism, selective blindness, cultural condescension, and a host of 
other failings. As each of his errors was identified, his project slowly 
deflated, with the result that his theories not only lost their power to 
transport, they began to look a bit pathetic. Although staunch devotees of 
the "Myth and Ritual School" continued to espouse Frazerian positions 
even into the 1960s,3 his serious influence had evaporated long before, 
the crucial turning point having been Bronislaw Malinowski's Frazer 
Memorial Lecture of 1924, which sorne regard as an act of ritual regi
cide, with Sir James George in attendance, cast as outgoing King of the 
Wood.4 At present, Frazer stands alongside Friedrich Max Müller as one 
of the ancestors remembered with more embarrassment than gratitude, let 
alone reverence, by the several interrelated disciplines that once hailed 
him as one of the ir founders ( anthropology, folklore, his tory of religions). 

Assyriologists familiar with the Babylonian Akïtu festival, Egyptolo
gists steeped in the drama of Osiris, Horus, and Seth, certain students of 
the Hebrew Bible, and those disposed to situate Jesus as a dying-and
rising deity of the Ancient Near East were among the most enthusiastic 
supporters of the Frazerian paradigm, alongside the Cambridge ritualists.5 

3 Among the last true believers was Theodore Gaster, Thespis: Ritual, Myth, and 
Drama in the Ancient Near (East Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1961), idem, Myth, Leg
end, and Custom in the Old Testament: A Comparative Study, with Chapters from Sir 
James George Frazer's Folklore in the Old Testament (New York: Harper and Row, 
1969). 

4 Bronislaw Malinowski, "Myth in Primitive Psychology," reprinted in Malinowski, 
Magic, Science and Religion, and other essays (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1954), 
pp. 93-148. 

5 For Frazerian influence in studies of the Ancient Near East, see S.H. Hooke, ed. 
Myth and Ritual: Essays on the Myth and Ritual of the Hebrews in relation to the Culture 
Pattern of the Ancient East (London: Oxford University Press, 1933), idem, The Laby
rinth: Further Studies in the Relation between Myth and Ritual in the Ancient World 
(London: Society for promoting Christian Knowledge, 1935) and Myth, Ritual, and King
ship: Essays on the Theory and Practice of Kingship in the Ancient Near East and in 
Israel (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1958). Also relevant are such works as Stephen Lang
don, Tammuz and Ishtar: A Monograph upon Babylonian Religion and Theo/ogy (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1914), René Labat, Le caractère religieux de la royauté assyro-babylo
nienne (Paris: A. Maisonneuve, 1939), Ivan Engnell, Studies in Divine Kingship int the 
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ln general, Iranists invested less heavily in the Frazerian mode1.6 Those 
who concerned themselves with kingship were generally quick to note 
that the relevant texts construe the royal office as a gift bestowed upon 
rulers by Ahura Mazdâ, which is to say that the king himself was not 
regarded as magic, divine, or priestly. At best, we have a legitimating ideo
logy couched in a religious idiom, not a sacred kingship recognizably 
Frazerian in nature.7 

Given the paucity of evidence that might fit their patterns and suit 
their purposes, enthusiasts of The Golden Bough th us came to focus their 

Ancient Near East (Uppsala: Ahnqvist & Wiksells, 1943), H., Frankfort, et al., The lntel
lectual Adventure of Ancient Man (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1946), Henri 
Frankfort, Kingship and the Gods: A Study of Ancient Near Eastern Religion as the Inte
gration of Society & Nature (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1948), C.G. Gadd, 
/dea of Divine Rule in the Ancient East (London: Oxford University Press, 1948), Samuel 
Noah Kramer, The Sacred Marriage Rite: Aspects of Faith, Myth, and Ritual in Ancient 
Sumer (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1969), and Thorkild Jacobsen, The Trea
sures of Darkness: A History of Mesopotamian Religion (New Haven: Yale University 
Press, 1976). Arnong the writings of the Classicists influenced by Frazer who styled them
selves Cambridge Ritualists, note Jane Ellen Harrison, Themis: A Study of the Social Ori
gins ofGreek Religion (Cambridge: University Press, 1912), eadem, Prolegomena to the 
Study of Greek Religion (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1922), and Gilbert 
Murray, Four Stages of Greek Religion (New York: Columbia University Press, 1912). 
Also useful are Robert Ackerman, The Myth and Ritual School: J.G. Frazer and the Cam
bridge Ritualists (New York: Garland, 1991), Robert Segal, ed., Ritual and Myth: Robert
son Smith, Frazer, Hooke, and Harrison (New York: Garland, 1996) and idem, The Myth 
and Ritual Theory. An Anthology (Mealden, MA: Blackwell, 1998). 

6 The chief exception is Geo Widengren, whose sense of Iranian sacred kingship was 
strongly influenced by Frazer, but mediated by Georges Dumézil, Le festin d'immortalité: 
Étude de mythologie comparée indo-européenne (Paris: Librairie Orientaliste Paul Geuth
ner, 1924) and idem, Le problème des centaures: Étude de mythologie comparée indo
européenne (Paris: Librairie Orientaliste Paul Geuthner, 1929). See, for instance, Geo 
Widengren, Religionens Viirld (Stockholm: Svenska Kyrkans Diakonstyrelses, 1953), 
pp. 201-9, Stand und Aufgaben der iranischen Religionsgeschichte (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 
1955), pp. 51-55, "The Sacral Kingship of Iran," in La Regalità sacra. Contributi al tema 
dell' VIl/ Congresso lnternazionale di Storia delle Religioni (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1959), 
pp. 242-57, Die Religionen /rans, op cit., pp. 41-49, "La royauté de l'Iran antique," Acta 
lranica 1 (1974): 84-89, and "Die Neujahrsfest im alten Iran," lranzamin 2/2 (1983): 
35-42. Less important, but worth noting is John W. Richards, "Sacral Kings of Iran," 
Mankind Quarter/y 20 (1979): 143-60. 

7 See Richard N. Frye, "The Charisma of Kingship in Ancient Iran," lranica Antiqua 
4 (1964): 36-54, Rüdiger Schmitt, "Konigtum im alten Iran," Saeculum 28 (1977): 384-
95, Root King and Kingship in Achaemenid Art, op cit., Jacques Duchesne-Guillemin, 
"La royauté iranienne et le xvaranah," in Gherardo Gnoli, ed., lranica (Naples: Istituto 
per lo Studio del Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 1979), pp. 375-86, Frei and Koch, Reichs
idee und Reichsorganisation im Perserreich, op cit., Gherardo Gnoli, "Note sullo 
xvaranah," Acta lranica 23 (1984): 207-18, Amélie Kuhrt, "The Achaemenid concept of 
Kingship," Iran 22 (1984): 156-60, Ahn, Religiose Herrscherlegitimation im Achoemeni
dischen Iran, op cit. and Lincoln, Religion, Empire, and Torture, op cit. 
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Fig. 9.1 A portion of the relief sculptures on the Apadana steps, Persepolis. 
Nine of the twenty-three delegations that fùl the staircase appear in this photo. 

energies on a single lranian datum. This is the set of relief sculptures 
adorning the steps of the Apadana, an enormous reception hall in the 
palace complex of Persepolis. In these images (Figure 9.1 ), they thought 
they saw evidence of a New Year's festival involving the ritual enact
ment of mythic dramas, through which kingship and the cosmos itself 
were annually renewed as the king slew dragons, overcame chaos, and 
revitalized the earth, crops, and seasons. 8 Sorne adherents of the theory 

8 Crucial to this view was interpretation of a relief sculpture from Persepolis in which a 
lion overcame a bull (see below) as having calendric and zodiacal significance denoting the 
New Year as the moment when the constellation Leo succeeded that of Taurus. Such was 
argued by Ernst Herzfeld, Iran in the Ancient East (London: Oxford University Press, 
1941}, p. 251, Arthur Upham Pope, "Persepolis as a ritual city," Archaeology 10 (1957): 
123-30, "Persepolis as a ritual city," op cit., p. 128, Willy Hartner and Richard Ettinghau
sen, "The Conquering Lion-The Life Cycle ofaSymbol," Oriens 17 (1964): 161-71, but 
is quite unlikely, as shown by Nylander, "Al-Bërünï and Persepolis," op cit., pp. 141-44. 
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went so far as to describe Persepolis as a ritual city, whose sole raison 
d'être was the annual performance of this ceremony. 9 

Heady stuff, but very little supported by any evidence of the Achae
menian period. To compensate for this inconvenient fact, adherents of 
the thesis relied on comparative materials ( esp. the Akitu ritual) and 
anachronistic testimonies (esp. al-Bërünï's description of the Sassanian 
Now Roz) to constitute the Apadana reliefs as one more example of the 
patterns they knew so weil from elsewhere. For a time, they succeeded 
in getting their ideas taken seriously, but the hearing they obtained 
brought with it critical evaluation, in the wake of which, the Frazerian 
balloon deflated that much further. 10 

II 

As we noted in Chapter Six, scholarship since the 1960s has made it 
clear that the Apadâna reliefs depict a procession of tribute-bearers 
drawn from every province of the empire bringing distinctive goods to 
the Achaemenian king. 11 Although most contemporary authors would 
grant that the payment of tribute had a certain ceremonial aspect, few 
would explain this via a discourse of sacred kingship and rituals of 

9 This was argued by Pope "Persepolis as a ritual city," idem, "Persepolis considered 
as a ritual city," Ghirshman, "Notes iraniennes VIT: à propos de Persépolis," Kurt Erd
mann, "Persepolis- Daten und Deutungen," Mitteilungen der Deutschen Orient Gesell
schaft 92 (1960): 21-47 and James Fennelly, "The Persepolis Ritual," Biblical Archeol
ogy 43 (1980): 135-62. 

10 The most telling critiques are Nylander, "Al-Bërüni and Persepolis," op cit., Peter 
Calmeyer, "Textual Sources for the Interpretation of Achaemenian Palace Decorations," 
op cit., idem, "Dareios in Bagestana und Xerxes in Persepolis: zur parataktischen Kom
position achaimenidischer Herrscherdarstellungen," Visible Religion 4-5 (1985-86): 
76-95, Sancisi-Weerdenburg, "Nowruz at Persepolis," and Imanpour, "The Function of 
Persepolis," op cit. 

11 On the reliefs, see Walser, Die Volkerschaften auf den Reliefs von Persepalis, 
Hinz, Altiranische Funde und Forschungen, pp. 95-114, Schmidt, Persepolis 3: 108-20, 
Tilia, Studies and Restorations at Persepolis, Root, King and Kingship in Achaemenid 
Art, pp. 227-84, Ali Shahpur Shahbazi, "New Aspects of Persepolitan Studies," Gymna
sium 85 (1978): 487-500, Jacobs, "Persepolisdelegationen und Satrapienordnung," Leo 
Trümpelmann, "Zu den Gebauden von Persepolis und ihrer Funktion," in H. Koch and 
D.N. MacKenzie, eds., Kunst, Kultur und Geschichte der Achiimenidenzeit (Berlin: 
D. Reimer, 1983), pp. 225-37, Klaus Koch, "Die Volkerrepresentanten auf den Reliefs 
von Persepolis und den achaimenidischen Grabem," Stronach, "The Apadiina," Nicho
las Cahill, "The Treasury at Persepolis: Gift-giving at the City of the Persians," Ameri
can Journal of Archaeology 89 (1985): 373-89, Jamzadeh, "The Apadiina Reliefs and 
the Metaphor of Conquest," and Hachmann, "Die Volkerschaften auf den Bildwerken 
von Persepolis." 
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renewal, rather than one of imperial protocol, for example. 12 There are 
alternatives, however, to the abuses of Frazerian comparatism on the one 
band, and a principled - but anachronistic - insistence on treating 
ancient political institutions as wholly secular in nature. For in antiquity, 
neither kingship, nor tribute, nor much else for that matter, can be prop
erly understood without sorne reference to religion, insofar as ali ideol
ogy tended to be couched in a religious idiom. For it is only with the 
Enlightenment that religion came to be viewed and organized as one 
cultural system among others (politics, economy, literature, art, philoso
phy, fashion, etc.), ali of which enjoy relative independence. Previously, 
religion was constituted as a uniquely privileged transcendent system of 
culture that encompassed, structured, disciplined, and permeated ail oth
ers. And, as a result of the extent to which those other systems were 
informed, even controlled by the religious, none of them can be under
stood as fully secular in the modern sense. 

On general principles, 1 am thus inclined to think the tributary prac
tices depicted in the Apadana reliefs bad a certain religious significance, 
although not of the sort normally associated with Frazerian models of 
sacred kingship. To demonstrate this, however, depends on close consid
eration of the Achaemenian evidence, most important of ali the reliefs 
themselves and the four inscriptions placed on the south retaining wall 
of Persepolis (original site of entry to the palace complex). As bas been 
generally recognized, the physical placement of these inscriptions sug
gests they were meant to form a coherent set, and this is also evident in 
their use of language. For although most Achaemenian inscriptions are 
trilingual (Old Persian, Elamite, and Akkadian), the same three lan
guages are distributed among these inscriptions, such that reading left to 
right, the frrst two are in Old Persian (DPd and DPe), the third in Elam
ite (DPi), and the last in Akkadian (DPg). As a set, they thus mak:e a 
statement about unity and diversity, while also describing linguistic and 
political relations at the central core of the empire. Three different lan
guages and peoples cooperate in the central administration, but one -
the Persian rulers and their native tongue - outranked the others, as 

12 To date, discussions of tribute have not paid particular attention to their religious 
dimension, but have been understandably concemed with issues of political economy. 
See, above ali, Koch, "Steuem in der achiimenidischen Persis," Briant, Rois, tributes, et 
paysans, idem, "Guerre, tribut, et forces productives dans l'empire achéménide," Dia
logues d'histoire ancienne 12 (1986): 33-48, Raymond Descat, "Mnésirnachos, Hérodote 
et le système tributaire achéménide," Révue des etudes anciennes 87 (1985): 97-112, 
Briant and Herrenschmidt Le tribut dans l'empire perse, and Sancisi-Weerdenburg, 
"Bliji,"op cit. 
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marked by both number and sequence (although it may be that the two 
inscriptions in Old Persian are meant to represent the Persians frrst and 
then the Medes ). 13 

For our purposes, the most convenient point of departure is the inscrip
tion known as DPg, written in Akkadian, which begins with an account 
of creation. This is not unusual, for 70% (23/33) of the Achaemenian 
inscriptions that contain more than two paragraphs begin in the same 
fashion. In aU cases, however, the cosmogonie narratives are brief, ste
reotyped, and highly formulaic. In its opening passage, DPg conforms 
closely to the standard formulae, but as it continues, it develops in ways 
that are unique and highly significant. The vast majority of variants 
attribute five distinct acts of creation to the Wise Lord (Ahura Mazda), 
four of which occurred at the dawn of time, before history proper. In its 
treatment of these primordial events, DPg follows conventions, as is 
apparent when one compares it to other variants for which we have good 
Akk:adian versions (Table 9.1). 14 

The contents here are quite consistent and require little commentary. 
For our purposes, it suffi ces to mention a few points only. First, three of 
the four primordial creations are denoted in the singular (heaven, earth, 
and happiness-abundance ). Second, as regards the remaining item, usage 
varies. While DPg, DE, and DNa speak of "people" in the plural, XPa 
speaks of "humanity" in the singular (amelûtu). In general, the Akkadian 
versions of the Achaemenian cosmogony tend to employ the plural here, 
but on this point XPa follows the Old Persian variants, which consistently 
use the singular (martiya"man, mankind"), as we have repeatedly noted. 

We have also seen how he Lie's assault disrupted primordial unity, 
peace, and "happiness" (Old Persian siyiiti, Akkadian dumqu) and 
marked the beginning of history proper, i.e. the fmite time when the 
Wise Lord and the Lie struggle for supremacy with the world as their 
battleground. The two cosmic powers do not grapple with one another 

13 On these inscriptions, their placement, and their coherence as a set, see A. S. Shah
bazi, 0/d Persian Inscriptions of the Persepolis Platform (London: Corpus Inscriptionum 
Iranicarum, 1985), pp. 15-16, Clarisse, Herrenschmidt 1990. "Nugae Antico-Persianae," 
Achaemenid History 4 (1990): 54-60, Lecoq, Les inscriptions de la Perse achéménide, 
pp. 97-98, Schmitt, Beitriige zu altpersischen Inschriften, pp. 27-36, idem The 0/d Per
sian Inscriptions of Naqsh-i Rustam and Persepolis, p. 56. On the extent to which the 
Achaemenian inscriptions use a language that makes use of both Median and Persian 
forms, see Pierre Lecoq, "La langue des inscriptions achéménides," Acta Iranica 3 
(1974): 55-62. 

14 For the most part, the Old Persian variants are identical in content to the Akkadian 
versions presented here, but for the purposes of precise analysis, it is preferable to com
pare DPg to variants written in the same language. 
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directly, however. Instead, people - now differentiated morally and in 
other fashions - become foot soldiers on either side, while the forces of 
good are placed under the leadership of a trusted individual. lt is in this 
context that the cosmogonie accounts narrate the Wise Lord' s fifth act of 
creation, temporally removed from the frrst four, as a response to the 
crisis provoked by the Lie's invasion. lt is on this precise point that the 
originality of DPg becomes evident, for it describes the Wise Lord's 
fifth creation in much more elaborate fashion than do· any of the other 
variants (Table 9.2). 

t Darius, Persepolis Darius, Elvend Darius, Naql-i Xerxes, Persepolis ~ 
li (DPg) . Rustam (XPa) 

Great is A great god is A great god is A great god is 
the Wise Lord, the Wise Lord the Wise Lord the Wise Lord 
whois 
the greatest of 
all the gods, 

who made sky who created this Who made sky who created this 
earth, earth, 

and earth, who created that and earth, who created that 
sky, sky, 

who made who created and who made who created 
people, people, people, humanity, 

who gave ali who created all who created who created 
happiness to abundance for happiness for happiness for 
people living people.16 people.17 humanity .18 

therein.15 

Table 9.1 The four primordial creations, as narrated in four variants of 
the cosmogony written in Akkadian. 

~ 

15 DPg § 1: Urumazda rabi sa rabtl ina mub!Ji iliini gabbi sa samê u er~eti ibn tl u nisê 
*ibntl, 8a dumqi gabbi iddinuma niS! ina libbi baltü. Text in F. H.,Weissbach, ed., Die 
Keilinschriften der Achiimeniden (Leipzig: J.C. Hinrich, 1911), p. 85. 1 am grateful to 
Matt Stolper for his help in translating this inscription. 

16 DE § 1 (Babylonian): ilu rabtl A\Jurumazda, sa qaqqaru agâ iddinu sa samê annûtu 
iddinu sa ummiinati (?) iddinu sa gabbi nubsu ana ummiinati (?) iddinu. Text in Weiss
bach, Keilinschriften der Achiimeniden, p. 101. 

17 DNa § 1: ilu rabtl Aburmazda sa samê u er~eti [ib]ntl uniS! ibntl 8a dumqi ana niS! 
iddinu. Text in Weissbach, Keilinschriften der Achiimeniden, p. 87. 

18 XPa § 1: ilu rabtl A\}urumazda sa qaqqaru agâ iddinu sa samê annûtu iddinu 8a 
amêlütu iddinu sa dumqi ana amêlütu iddinu. Text in Weissbach, Keilinschriften der 
Achiimeniden, p. 107. 

• 
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Darius, Persepolis Darius, Elvend Darius, Naqs-i Xerxes, Persepolis ! 
(DPg) Rustam (XPa) 

who made who made who made who made 
Darius king Darius king, Darius king Xerxes king, 

one over the of many kings. 20 one over many 
previously kings, one over 
existing kings, many rulers.21 

one over the 
previously 
existing rulers.'9 

and gave King Darius kingship 
over this broad earth, 

which has many lands/peoples 
in it: 

Persia, Media, and other lands/ ' 

peoples 

with other languages, 

with mountains and plains, 

on this side of the ocean 
(lit.: the bitter river) and the 
far side of the ocean, 

on this side of the desert 
(lit.: the land of thirst) and 
the far side of the desert.22 

Table 9.2 The f!fth act of creation, as narrated in four variants of 
the cosmogony written in Akkadian. 

Obviously, ali of these texts are concerned to represent the King as pos
sessing a divine charisma in the most literai sense. Called by the Wise 
Lord, he serves as the instrument through whom the divine purpose is to 
be accomplished on earth. Somewhat less obviously, the same passages 

19 DE § 1: 8a ana Dariamus sarru ibnO, istën ina sarriini mahrOtu, isten ina mute 'imë 
ma!pûtu. Text in Weissbach, Keilinschriften der Achiimeniden, p. 101. 

20 DNa § 1: [sa] ana Dariamus sarru sa sarriini madütu ibnO. Text in Weissbach, Kei
linschriften der Achiimeniden, p. 87. 

21 XPa § 1 : 8a ana ljisîarsi sarru ibnO isten ina sarriini madütu istën ina mute 'imë 
madütu. Text in Weissbach, Keilinschriften der Achiimeniden, p. 107. 

22 DPg § 1: 8a ana Dariamus sarru ibnO u ana Dariamus sarri sarrütu iddinu ina qaqqar 
agâ rapsatu sa matati madetu ina libbisu Parsu Madaya u matati sanêtima lisanu sanïtu, 8a 
sadî u matu sa alJana agâ Sa niir marratu u alJullua ullî sa niir marratu sa alJana agâ sa 
qaqqar ~umiima'ïtu u alJullua ullî 8a qaqqar ~umama'itu. Text in Weissbach, Keilinschrif
ten der Achiimeniden, p. 85. 
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also address the issue of unity and diversity, for they implicitly acknowl
edge that as a result of the Lie' s action, humanity has fractured into 
multiple groups, each of which produces its own leaders, who style 
themselves as kings, and this situation produces the possibility of com
petition, rivalry, warfare, bloodshed, disorder, and terrible suffering. The 
solution to this, as suggested. by the phrases that name Darius "one king 
over many kings, one ruler over many rulers," is for the many to be 
encompassed by the one, as ali other kings (and ali other peoples) accept 
the leadership of God's chosen: the Achaemenian monarch. 

Whereas ali other variants signal this set of (complex and tendentious) 
ideas with a single well-chosen phrase, DPg alone develops the issues at 
length. It thus announces that the Wise Lord conferred not just kingship 
on Darius, but universal kingship: "kingship over this broad earth" and, 
going further, it reflects on the relation of unity and diversity within his 
domain by specifying that the "broad earth" over which the king rules has 
"many lands and peoples in it." And here, it is relevant to note that the 
standard royal titulary ended by naming Achaemenian rulers "King of 
lands/peoples, King in this earth," with the further understanding that the 
term translated as "earth" (Old Persian büml) also denoted the empire.23 

DPg then offers a set of binary oppositions that organize the catego
ries into which lands and peoples have been divided: the divisions to be 
overcome, if primordial unity and perfection are to be restored. As 
regards peoples, the primary division is that between those of the abso
lute center (Persians and Medes ), as opposed to ali others, with language 
as the chief index of diversity. As regards lands, three interrelated bina
ries are introduced: high/low (mountains and plains), wet/dry (sea and 
desert), near/far (this side and that side of the sea or desert). Implicitly, 
these also encode a hierarchy of values, suggesting that the ideal terrain 
is neither high nor low, neither so wet asto be chaotic (the sea), nor so 
dry as to be arid (the desert), but a land whose water is sweet and not 
salt or bitter (see further, Chapter Twenty-seven), producing an environ
ment both moist and fertile. Presumably, it was understood that this was 
the situation of the earth as originally created, and that the diversity 
introduced by the Lie's assault was a diversity of inferior forms, for each 
separate terrain came to achieve its unique identity only in the degree to 
which it deviated from primordial perfection, becoming a bit more dry, 
a bit more salt, a bit more high and rocky, a bit more low and swampy, 
etc. as a mark of its fallen state. 

Fragmentation of original unity thus produced multiple different lands, 
each with its own distinctive people, speaking their own language, and 

23 As established by Herrenschmidt, "Désignation de l'empire," op cit. 
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differing from aU others in its institutions, habits, character, and culture. 
What is more, each land - by virtue of its different climate and terrain 
- was capable of supporting different forms of plant and animal life, 
while the earth itself harbored different minerais, ores, and other 
resources. Sorne areas were richer, others more poor, but none possessed 
everything, and insofar as aU lands and peoples lacked certain goods 
(understanding "goods" not only in an economie sense, but also with 
broader moral, aesthetic, and religious implications), general wellbeing 
and contentment were compromised. Alternatively, one could say that 
the unified, perfect, primordial happiness that the Wise Lord created for 
humanity as the last of his original acts bad been fractured and pieces of 
it distributed across the now-diversified globe. It is this situation that the 
fifth act of creation was meant to redress, and the continuation of DPg 
- which is unparaUeled in any other inscription - describes how this 
might be accomplished. 

King Darius says: Under protection of the Wise Lord, these are the lands/ 
peoples, who made this (palace) that is made here: 24 Persia, Media, and 
other landslpeoples, with other languages, with mountains and plains, on 
this side of the ocean and on the far side of the ocean, on this side of the 
desert and the far side of desert, according to the arder 1 gave them.25 

What Darius describes is the reunification of peoples across all the lines that 
di vide them. At his command, all assemble at Persepolis and the palace itself 
is the product of their coordinated, cooperative, unified-and-unifying labor.26 

But how was this accomplished? The other inscriptions that accompany 
DPg on the city's south wall help address that question. 

24 Weissbach, Keilinschriften der Achiimeniden, p. 85 read ip-!Ju-rum, and his reading 
was accepted by the Assyrian Dictionary of the Orientallnstitute 1/1: 261, which cites 
hlm and translates the relevant phrase "these are the nations which gathered here." After 
studying the text once again in situ, George Cameron revised Weissbach on this and other 
points. His translation appeared in Schmidt Persepolis 1: 63, where the same phrase is 
rendered "these (are) the countries which did this which was done here." At p. 62 n20, 
Schmidt stated that Cameron had prepared a new transcription of the text that ought be 
separately published, but apparently this was never done. Matt Stolper informs me (per
sona! communication, 9 January 2007) that having consulted ali published photographs of 
the inscription, he takes the text to be defective, but believes that Weissbach's ip-f;u-rum 
(from the verb pahiiru, "to gather [intransitive)") is impossible, given details of the epig
raphy evident in Schmidt's Plate 7b. Possible and preferable is ep-su, from the verb epëSu 
"to make, do, build;" also possible is ib-nu, "they made/built." Presumably, this is what 
Cameron also concluded. 

25 DPg §2: Dariamus sarru iqabbi ina ~illi sa Urumazda aganetu mii.tiitï sa agâ ïpusii., 
sa akanna epsu Parsu Madii.ya u mii.tiiti madêtu sanêtima IiSanu sanïtu, sa sadî u mii.tu sa 
a!Janii. agâ sa nii.r marratu u a!Julluii. ullî sa nii.r marratu sa a!Janii. agâ sa qaqqar ~umii.ma'ïtu 
u a!Julluii. ullî sa qaqqar ~umii.ma'ïtu libbft Sa anii.ku terne askunusunu. 

26 DSf, DS, and DSaa describe the palace Darius built at Susa as the result of a similar 
process, and do soin sorne detail. See further Chapter Twenty. 
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rn 
DPe also signais its interest in the problem of unity and diversity, albeit in 
subtle fashion. Thus, whereas the Achaemenian ruler is always given the 
title "King of lands/peoples," only DPe calls him "King of lands/peoples, 
ofwhich there are many" (xsiiyaOiya dahyüniim tayajsiim parüniim). Like 
many other inscriptions, it follows the royal titulary with a list of the 
numerous lands/peoples (Old Persian dahyiiva) that have, to date, been 
encompassed within the empire. Unlike the others, however, it specifies 
the instrument through which this bas been accomplished (Table 9.3). 

If ail the inscriptions consistently and obsessively proclaim the king 
as God's chosen, DPe is unique in acknowledging the Persian army 
(more precisely, the nation in arms, kiira) as the instrument through 
which the king subjugated other lands/peoples. In its closing paragraph, 
this text goes further still as Darius advises his successors on how they 
can complete the divinely-enjoined project he began. 

Proc/aims Darius the King: lfyou should think thus- "May 1 notfear from 
any other" - (then) protect this Persian peoplelarmy. If the Persian people/ 
army should be protected, happiness will be undestroyedfor the longest time.21 

As this passage - which we considered in Chapter Seven and which we 
will consider again in Chapter Twenty-four- makes clear, the issue is 
not just conquest or pacification in a narrow military sense, but the res
toration of primordial happiness and the accomplishment of God's will 
for humanity. Thus, Old Persian siyiiti, which means"happiness," occurs 
twenty-three times in the corpus of Achaemenian inscriptions. All other 
occurrences save one (to be considered in Chapter Fifteen) are in vari
ants of the cosmogonie account, where it always denotes the last of the 
Wise Lord's original creations: "happiness for mankind" (siyiiti ... 
martiyahyii).28 Considering DPe §§2 and 3 together, we come to under
stand that the Persian army was responsible for three interrelated accom
plishments: 1) it inspired fear in ail other lands/peoples; 2) this led those 
lands and peoples to pay tribute (biijz) to the Persian king; 3) this led to 
the establishment of a happiness that "will be undestroyed for the longest 
time," i.e. an enduring - but not y et etemal - happiness that cornes 
with the establishment of a Pax Persiana, imposed by military force. 

Z1 DPe §3: 9ati Diirayavaus xsaya9iya: yadi ava9a maniyaha!: hacii aniyanii ma trsam, 
imam Parsam kiiram padi; yadi kara Parsa pata ahati, haya duvaistam siyatis ax8atii. 

28 On the semantics of this highly significant tenn, see Herrenschmidt, "Vieux-perse 
siyâti,"Kellens, "L'âme entre le cadavre et le paradis," pp. 34-38, Andrea Piras, "A proposito di 
antico-persiano siyiiti," Studi Orientali e linguistici 5 (1994-95): 91-97 and Chapter One above. 
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l Darius, Darius, Darius, Darius, Susa and 1 
" 1 

' ~ 

. Persepolis . Bisitun Susa Naql-ï Rustam, ~ 
Xerxes, • · 

Persepolis 1 
Proclaims Darius Proclaims Darius Proclaims Darius Proclaims Darius 
the King: the King: the King: the King: 

These are the The Wise Lord 
lands/peoples that bestowed on me 
came the kingship/ 
tome. kingdom which is 

great. which has 
good people. He 
made me king in 
this earth/empire. 

By the Wise Lord's By the Wise Lord's By the Wise Lord' s By the Wise Lord's 
will, will, will, will, 

these are the these are the these are the 
lands/peoples lands/peoples lands/peoples 

that 1 took hold of 1 was king of of whom 1 became that 1 seized far 
them.29 kin30 g. from Persia. 

with this Persian 
people/army. 

They feared me. 1 ruled over them. 

They bore me They bore me 
tribute.31 tribute.32 

Table 9.3 Introductory formulae preceding lists of lands/peoples 
under Achaemenian rule. 

29 DB §6 Oati Darayavau§ x§ayaeiya: ima dahyava, taya mana patiyij§a, vdna 
Auramazdiiha adamsiim xUyaOiya iiham. After the list of lands/peoples has been given, 
DB §7 continues: "Proclaims Darius the King: These lands!peoples that came to me, by 
the Wise Lord's will they were subject to me. They bore me tribute. What was pro
claimed to them by me, by night or by day, that was done." Oati Darayavaus xsaya9iya: 
ima dahyava. tay a mana patiyijsa. vdnii Auramazdiiha mana bandaka iihantii, mana bajim 
abaranta. taydiim haciima a9anhya x8apanva ra~capativa, ava akunavayantii. 

30 DSm §2: Oati Darayavau§ XS AMma,i x§açam frabara taya vazrkam taya umarti
yam. miim xsaya9iyam ahyaya bürniya akuna~s vdna AMha ima dahyava tayaisiim adam 
x§ayaeiya abavam. 

31 DPe §2: Oati Darayavau§ xsaya9iya: va§na Auramazdiiha ima dahyava. taya adam 
adarsi hadii ana Parsa kara. taya hacama atrsa, mana bajim abara. 

32 DSe §3 = DNa §3 = XPh §3: Oati Darayavau§ xUyaOiya: vdna Auramazdiiha ima 
dahyava, taya adam agrbayam apataram haca Parsa. adamsam patiyaxsaya,i. mana bajim 
abara(ha). There follows one other phrase before the list commences ("That which was 
proclaimed to them by me, that they did. My law - that held them." tay dam haciima 
a9anhya. ava akunava. datam taya mana avadis adiiraya). 
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IV 

If DPg describes the unity of the original cosmos, fresh from the Wise 
Lord's hand, and contrasts this with the lacerated state that characterizes 
existence in historie time, DPe speaks of the way to begin reversing this 
faU from perfection, identifying the Achaemenian king and the Persian 
army as prime agents in the process. DPd pursues the argument further 
still, indicating why this role feU to the Persians and identifying the 
obstacles they had to overcome in order to fulfiU their mission. As 
regards the former point, the assertion is simple enough. 

Proclaims Darius the King: This landlpeople Persia, which the Wise Lord 
bestowed on me, is good, having good horses and having good people, by the 
will of the Wise Lord and of me, Darius the King, it feels no fear of any other.33 

Three points are worth making. First, the adjective najba, which here 
modifies Persia, is a religiously charged term that connotes an aesthetic 
and ethical status attuned to the divine. 34 Although the word occurs eight 
times, only Persia and the Persian kingship (or king dom, the semantic 
range of xsaça encompasses both)35 are said to be najba by nature.36 

33 DPd §2: 9ati Dii.rayavaus xsiiya9iya: iyam dahyii"!!s Parsa, tayiim m~nii Auramazda 
friibara, baya naibii uvaspii umartiyii, va8nii Auramazdiihii manacii Darayavaha"!!s xsiiya9i
yahyii hacii aniyanii na}. trsati. The most extensive study of this inscription, with particular 
attention to its rhetorical structure is Wolfgang Lentz, "Der Autbau der vierten Darius
Inschrift von Persepolis (DPd)," in Indogermanica. Festschrift für Wolfgang Krause 
(Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1960), pp. 94-105. 

34 On the semantics and significance of Old Persian najba, see Kent, 0/d Persian, p. 
192 and Herzfeld, Altpersische /nschriften, pp. 266-67, with comparison to Ossetic (Iron) 
110ib "holy." 

35 On xsaça, see Benveniste, Vocabulaire des institutions indo-européennes 2: 18-20, 
Bernfried Schlerath, Das Konigtum im Rig- und Atharvaveda. Ein Beitrag zur indoger
manischen Kulturgeschichte (Wiesbaden: Steiner, 1960), pp. 125-31, Gherardo Gnoli, 
"Note su xsiiya8iya e xsaça," in Jan Bergman, et al, eds., Ex orbe religionum: Studia 
Geo Widengren oblataé (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1972), pp. 88-97, idem, "Ancora su antico
persiano x§aça," in Michaele Bemardini and Natalia L. Tomesello, eds., Scritti in onore 
di Giovanni M. D'Erme (Naples: Università degli Studi di Napoli, L'Orientale, 2005), pp. 
557-82, idem, "Old Persian xsaça-, Middle Persian sahr, Greek 1:9voc;," in Maria Mac
uch, et al., eds., lranian Languages and Textsfrom Iran and Turan: Ronald E. Emmerick 
Memorial Volume (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2007), pp. 109-18, and Rüdiger Schmitt, 
"Tradition und Innovation. Zu indoiranischen Formeln und Fügungen irn Altpersischen," 
in Jay Jasanoff, et al., eds., Mir Curad. Studies in Honor of Ca/vert Watkins (Innsbruck: 
Innsbrucker Beitrlige zur Sprachwissenschaft, 1998), pp. 638-43. 

36 Note also DSp § 1: "Great is the Wise Lord, greatest of the gods. He created Darius 
(as) king. He bestowed on hirn the kingship/kingdom, which is good (najba), having good 
chariots, having good horses, having good people." Auramazdii vazrka baya ma9ista 
bagiiniim ha"!! Dii.rayavaum XSyam adii ha"!!sai xsaçam friibara taya naibam taya uraearam 
uvaspam umartiyam. 
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Uniquely gifted, Persia possess animate resources - good men and 
good horses - that give it an advantage over all other lands/peoples, but 
insofar as these are a gift of God, they bring with them a divine respon
sibility. Everything else described as "good" (najba) becomes so only 
as the result of sorne constructive action undertaken by the Persian king, 
as in the following examples. 

Proclaims Darius the King: When the Wise Lord made me king in this 
earth!empire, by the Wise Lord's will, 1 made ali (things) good (naibam).37 

Proclaims Xerxes the King: By the Wise Lord's will, 1 made this Gate of 
Ali Lands!Peoples. Much other good (naibam) was made in Persepolis: 
that 1 made and my father made it. That which is made that sees/shows 
itself to be good (naibam), ali that we made by the Wise Lord's will.38 

Proclaims Darius the King: Much that was ill-done, that 1 made good 
(naibam). The lands/peoples were seething, one smote the other. This 1 did 
by the Wise Lord's will, so that one does not smite the other any more.39 

Having been given a good land from which to work, a land blessed with 
good men and horses - who in tum fill his armies - the Persian king 
works to make other things good. And because this task is divinely 
ordained, neither he, nor his army, nor his people need feel fear of any 
other. Rather, they cause others to fear, submit, ohey, and bear tribute 
(See further, Chapter Twenty-four). 

Immediately after commenting upon the fearlessness of the Persian 
land/people, DPd proceeds to identify the three greatest forces that cause 
fear and disrupt the state of happiness God intended for humanity. To 
recover the primordial state of unity, wholeness, and bliss, it is thus nec
essary to vanquish these dangers. 

Proclaims Darius the King: May the Wise Lord bear me aid, together with 
ali the gods, and may the Wise Lord protect this land/people from the 
enemy horde,fromfamine,from the Lie.40 

37 DSi §2: 9ati Diirayavaus XS ya9a AM miim XSyam akunaJ,!s ahyaya BUya va!ina 
AMha visam naibam akunavam. 

38 XPa §3: 9Îiti Xsayarsa xsaya9iya: va!ina Auramazdii.ha imam duvar9im visadahyum 
adam akunavam; vasaï aniya!ici naïbam .1qtam ana Piirsa, taya adam akunavam utamai 
taya pitli akunaj,!s; tayapati .1qtam vainatai naibam, ava visam vasna Auramazdii.ha akuma. 

39 DSe §4: 9ati Diirayavaus XS: vasai taya dus.lqtam ii.ha, ava naïbam akunavam. 
dahyava ayaj,!da, aniya aniyam aja. ava adam akunavam va!ina Auramazdii.ha ya9a aniya 
aniyam naï jati cina. 

40 DPd §3: 9ati Diirayavaus xsaya9iya: mana Auramazda upastiim baratu hadii visaibis 
bagaibis, utli imiim dahyaJ,!m Auramazda patu haca h$aya, haca dusiyiirii, haca draJ,!ga. 
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Although this triad of ills has often been studied as a set, it is also impor
tant to understand them as a sequence.41 Logically (and chronologically) 
frrst is the menace named last in the text: the Lie, whose entry into crea
tion caused the loss of unity. Thus, whereas there is only one Truth, 
falsehood by nature implies duplicity in the most literai sense, i.e., a 
deceptive duality that plays on the difference between the way things are 
and the way one's speech makes them seem to be. The Lie thus mani
fests itself in countless ways, ail of them corrosive of morality, harmony, 
decency, and order. Where true speech- in the form of promises, con
tracts, treaties, vows, oaths, solemn pledges, honest testimony, sincere 
acts of self-disclosure, and the like- binds people together, building 
trust and creating the basis for future cooperation, false speech does pre
cisely the opposite, sowing mistrust, confusion, suspicion, hostility, 
envy, resentment, and hate. False speech- in such forms as perjury, 
heresy, slander, fraud, breach of contract, deceit, seduction, beguile
ment, treason, sedition, and so forth - not only produces concrete harm, 
it breeds mistrust and resentment, driving people apart and leading them 
to resolve their differences, not through speech (which has proven 
untrustworthy), but through violent action. 

The Lie thus gives rise to war, or at least to the threat described as the 
"enemy horde." Here, it should be noted that the term translated in this 
fashion (Old Persian hajnii) had the most sinister connotations, and was 
used only for non-Persian troops.42 In pointed contrast, the much more 
benign term kara was reserved for the Persian army or, more precisely 
for the Persian people-in-arms, since this word could also be used of the 
same men when they turned their energies to peaceful occupations.43 

The threat of an enemy horde (hajnii) forced them to put down their 
tools of productive labor and pick up weapons, with the consequence 

41 See esp. Benveniste, "Traditions indo-iraniennes sur les classes sociales," and 
Panaino, "haina-, dusiyiira-, drauga-: un confronto antico-persiano avestico." 

42 The daëvic nature of Old Persian hajna and its A v es tan cognate haëna bas been 
recognized since Bartholomae, Altiranisches Worterbuch, col. 1729 and the importance 
of this association has most recently been emphasized by Kellens, "Trois réflexions sur 
la religion des Achéménides," pp. 115-21. On the systematic opposition of demonic (daë
vic) and divine (ahurie) vocabularies in Iranian languages, see Leo J. Frachtenberg, "Ety
mological Studies in Ormazdian and Ahrimanian words in Avestan," in Jivanji Jamsedji 
Modi, ed., Spiegel Memorial Volume (Byculla: British India Press, 1908), pp. 269-89, 
Hermann Güntert, Über die ahurischen und daëvischen Ausdrücke im Awesta (Heidel
berg: Sitzungsberichte der Heidelberger Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1914) and Louis 
H. Gray, "The 'Ahurian' and 'Daevian' Vocabularies in the Avesta," Journal of the 
Royal Asiatic Society (1927), pp. 427-41. 

43 Benveniste Vocabulaire des institutions indo-européennes 1: 111-12 
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that when the kiira-at-peace became the kiira-at-arms, the herds, fields, 
and crops were abandoned. Which is to say, when the Lie bad mani
fested itself so powerfully asto cause war, the threat of the enemy horde 
subsequently led to famine. 

Clearly enough, the triple scourges were to be confronted and over
come by their opposites. lt was not sufficient, however, for the Persian 
army to vanquish the enemy army while fighting on the defensive. 
Rather, the Persian army bad to fight on behalf of Truth, bad to conquer 
not only its military foes, but also the Lie that inspired them and bad to 
do so not just in one battle or on one terrain, but bad to triumph over 
falsehood everywhere. Only theo could ali people retum to peaceful 
activities, generating prosperity and surpluses sufficient to obviate ali 
threat of famine. lt is this situation - conclusive defeat of the Lie by the 
Truth, the triumph of the Persian army over ali others, and the produc
tion of enduring global abundance- that Darius anticipated in DPe §3, 
when advising his successors "If the Persian army should be protected, 
happiness will be undestroyed for the longest time. "44 

v 
This brings us to DPf, the last of the set to be considered. After listing 
Darius's royal titles, the text continues as follows. 

Says Darius the King: On this terrace, here where this palace (or: for
tress) was built, previously there was no palace built here. By the Wise 
Lord's will, 1 built this palace. The Wise Lord and ali the gods desired that 
this palace be built and 1 built it. 1 built it solid and beautiful, just as 1 
desired it. 

Says Darius the King: May the Wise Lord protect me, together with ali the 
gods, and this palace, and also those assembled here on this terrace.45 

ln contrast to the three other inscriptions with which this one is grouped, 
DPf bas an immediacy and an almost deictic quality to it. lt speaks of 
the very place on which it is inscribed and of the people assembled on 

44 OPe §3: yadi kara Parsa piita ahati, hayii duvaj_stam siyiitis axsatii. 
45 DPf: §2 ak Dariamaus sunkir nanri kat hima mur halmarris hi kusika appuka hima 

halmarris inni kusik zaumin Uramazdana hi halmarris u kusiya ak Uramazda hi zila tuk
minina nap marpepda idaka appa hi halmarris kusika ak u kusiya kutta kusiya tarma ak 
§iSni kutta sillak hi zila sap u tukmana. ak Dariamaus sunkir nanri u Uramazda un nuskisni 
nap marpepda idaka ak kutta halmarris hi kutta sarak kat hi ikka kappaka. 1 am grateful 
to Matt Stolper for his kind assistance in the interpretation of this passage. 
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that place.46 Nothing in this inscription addresses the question of who 
these people are, what brings them to Persepolis, or what is their relation 
to the building and the king. Ail those questions, however, do receive 
oblique attention in the inscription placed right beside DPf: DPg, the 
text with which we began. 

Under protection of the Wise Lord, these are the landslpeoples who made 
this (palace) that is made here: Persia, Media, and other lands!peoples 
with other languages, with mountains and plains .... etc.47 

Although Darius states in DPf that he himself built the palace, white giv
ing credit to ali the diverse lands/peoples of the empire in DPg, there is 
no contradiction between the two texts. Rather, construction of the capi
tal city is ultimately credited to the Wise Lord, who works through the 
king, just as the king works through the tabor force that he assembled. 
Of particular note, however, is the international nature of that tabor 
force, which came from every part of the empire - "Persia, Media, and 
other lands/peoples with other languages" - bringing distinctive skills, 
tools, and materials with them. The palace is thus construed as some
thing like the inverse image of the Biblical Tower of Babel, i.e. the prod
uct of international collaboration, where human difference, as measured 
by language, was dissolved, rather than created. Or, to put the point back 
into an Iranian frame of reference, the construction of the palace consti
tuted the reversai of the Lie's primordial assault and the reunification of 
a previously sundered humanity. 

Ongoing use of the palace also served to reunite peoples and goods, 
through the ceremonial presentation of tribute. One gets a better sense of 
how this act was theorized, however, when one realizes that the tribute 
bearers depicted on the Apadana stairs bore con-tributions of things that 
had been dis-tributed as the result of the Lie's assault, and the con-cen
tration of those goods - also of those peoples - at the imperial center 
was the means of reversing the fragmentation and strife that had charac
terized existence ever since. 

46 Other prayer formulae ask the Wise Lord to protect the King, his household, the 
Persian land/people, the kingship/kingdom, and ali that the King has built (AsH §2, DPd 
§3, DPh §2, DNa §5, DSe §6, DSf §4, DSj §3, DSn, DSs, DSt §2, DH §2, XPa §4, XPb 
§3, XPc §3, XPf §5, XPg, XPh §5, XSc §2, XV §3, A1Pa §3, NSa, A2Sd §2, A2Ha §2, 
A2Hc §3, A3Pa §4, D2Sa). No other variant, however, seeks divine protection for the 
empire's subject peoples. Here, once again, DPf is unique. 

47 DPg §2: ina ~illi sa Urumazda aganëtu matati sa agâ ïpusa 8a akanna epsu Parsu 
Madii.ya u matii.ti madêtu sanêtima lisii.nu sanitu sa sadî u matu ... 
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Fig. 9.2 Apadana reliefs, detail. Contrast the Babylonian delegation above 
(led by a Mede) with the Assyrians below (led by a Persian). 

Difference is marked at every level: hats, robes, shoes, beard and hair, 
facial features, animals, vessels, and gifts. 

The relief sculptures depict delegations representing twenty-three 
lands/peoples as they bring tribute to the Persian king. Bach of these 
delegations is led toward him by a Persian or Median official, and the 
order of the march reflects geographie distance from the Persian center. 
There is, however, no Persian delegation, as Persians were exempt from 
tribute.48 The frrst delegation is that of the Medes, led in by a Persian, 
after which follow Elamites, Armenians, Babylonians, and others, down 
to Libyans and Ethiopians at the end of the file. 

As we saw in Chapters Six and Seven, the relief carvings represent 
each delegation as quite distinct from the others in their physiognomy 
and clothing. Painstaking attention was also given to the animais each 
delegation brought with it and the material objects they conferred, down 
to the containers in which these were carried (Figures 9.2). So much so 
that it is easy to misread the images in naïve democratie fashion as a 
celebration of diversity. 

48 As noted by Herodotus 3.97. See also Wiesehofer, "Tauta gar en atelea. Beobach
tungen zur Abgabenfreiheit im Achaimenidenreich," op cit. 
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One must carefully note, however, that the relief captures ali these 
people, animais, and objects as they mount the stairs, which is to say, in 
their very last moment of existence in the state of fragmentation and 
diaspora that has marked history since the assault of the Lie. Directly 
they stand assembled upon the platform of the Apadana itself, ali of 
them - animate and inanimate - will have left their provincial identi
ties behind and been absorbed (or dissolved) into the imperial whole. At 
that moment, the state of unity and "happiness for mankind" that the 
Wise Lord made the crown of his original creation will have been 
restored, at least at the imperial center: a microcosm, where representa
tives of ali the lands/peoples stand assembled, so the Great King can cali 
God's blessing upon them. Later, as surplus of ail goods accumulates at 
the center, this can be returned to the peripheries. At that point, the entire 
world becomes happy, prosperous, peaceful, and who le once again, as 
history ends and a state of eschatological perfection opens onto eternity, 
thanks to the work of the Achaemenian king, the Persian army, and the 
tribute bearers of every land/people. 

Or so the ideologists of empire believed and wished to believe. Not 
quite Frazer's model of sacred kingship, nor a secular model of political 
economy, but- if 1 am not mistaken- something that might legiti
mately be understood as a theology of empire, in which the king was 
theorized as God' s chosen, called to re unite the world and res tore its 
perfection by processes that other, lesser-minded types might describe as 
conquest, domination, and tribute. 
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CHAPTER TEN 

CREATION AND OTHER EPIPHANIES 
IN ACHAEMENIAN RELIGION* 

1 

Sorne religious traditions are less troubled than others by the question of 
divine visibility. The small English sect of Muggletonians, for instance, 
maintained that the last episode of direct revelation occurred in February 
1652, when God approached John Reeve, the sect's founder, and engaged 
hlm in conversation. According to Reeve's account, which Muggletoni
ans preserved until their extinction around 1980, God was a fully mate
rial being, embodied like any normal man, who addressed Reeve in a 
soft, but plainly audible voice "as a man speaks privately with a friend. " 1 

Although the mundane appearance attributed to the deity contrasts with 
the more spectacular epiphanies of Exodus 3 (the buming bush) or 
Bhagavad Gita 11 (Krishna, devourer of worlds), it is by no means idi
osyncratic (save perhaps Muggletonians' insistence that God stood five 
feet tal1).2 Rather, it fits comfortably with other narratives of theoxenia 
and the Christian doctrine of the Incarnation. Regrettably, none of these 
examples will concem me in this paper, but I cite them as a reminder 
that certain religious perspectives construe the divine as readily availa
ble to the senses. 

The situation is different when deities are theorized as transcendent, 
immaterial, or accessible to humans only through sorne of the senses 
(sight but not touch, for example, hearing but not vision, or smell but not 
hearing). And sometimes deity is construed as entirely beyond sense 

* This chapter was originally presented in September 2008 at a meeting of the Paris
Chicago Workshop on Ancient Religions, devoted to the theme "Rendre visible 
l'invisible: pratiques religieuses de la représentation." 

1 William Lamont, Last Witnesses: The Muggletonian History, 1652-1979 (London: 
Ashgate, 2006), p. 16. E.P. Thompson discussed his discovery of the Muggletonian 
Archive in Witness against the Beast: William Blake and the Moral Law (New York: 
New Press, 1993), since which time a useful anthology of their writings has been pub
lished by T.L. Underwood, ed., The Acts of the Witnesses: The Autobiography of Lodo
wick Muggleton and other early Muggletonian Writings (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1999). 

2 Lamont, p. 129. 
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perception: such figures become known through mediations or represen
tations, if they come to be known at all (the Athenian agnostos theos 
being a case in pointV 

Although the religion of the Achaemenians is still imperfectly under
stood (the evidentiary dossier being small and problematic), it appears 
they considered the divine relatively remote and inaccessible. Royal 
inscriptions suggest a deity who engaged with kings, but they do not 
assert any direct sensory contact.4 At the same time, Greek and Roman 
authors report that the Persians eschewed artistic representation of the 
divine,5 and archeological evidence provides but a single (disputed) 
counterexample. This is the winged disk often taken to represent Ahura 
Mazda (the "Wise Lord"), an interpretation that bas been challenged, 
especially by Zoroastrian scholars, who insist that their religion is 
strictly aniconic. 6 Regardless of how one resolves this dispute, one can 

3 Acts of the Apostles 17: 23. Cf. Pausanias 1.1.4, Diogenes Laertius 1.110, Philostra
tus, Life of Apollonius ofTyana 6.3.5, and Pseudo-Lucian, Philopatris 9.14. The classic 
work on the topic is Eduard Norden, Agnostos Theos: Untersuchungen zur Formenge
schichte religiose Rede (Leipzig: B.G. Teubner, 1913), since which time Pieter Willem 
van der Horst, "The Unknown God (Acts 17: 23)," in R. van den Broek, T. Baarda, and 
J. Mansfeld, eds., Knowledge of Godin the Graeco-Roman World (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 
1988), pp. 19-42 is particularly useful. For an overview of the more recent bibliography, 
see Walter Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament, revised and edited by 
Frederick Danker (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2000), pp. 14-15. 

4 The testimony of Herodotus suggests that the Achaemenians,like other ancient Near 
Eastern kings, were believed to receive divine revelations via dream visions, but it is not 
clear that the gods themselves appeared in those dreams. The most suggestive examples 
are the dreams in which a large, goodlooking man (andra ... megan te kai eueidea, 7.12) 
appeared to Xerxes. In discussing the significance of this vision, however, Xerxes con
templates the possibility that a god sent the vision (ei on theos esti ho epipempon [touto 
oneiron], 7.15), not that the god appeared in it. Most fully on the dreams in Herodotus, 
see Peter Frisch, Die Triiume bei Herodot (Meisenheim am Glan: Anton Hain, 1968). 

s Herodotus 1.131 states that the Persians made no cult images (aga/mata), since they 
did not conceive of the gods as anthropomorphic. Clement of Alexandria, Protrepticus 
5.65.1 (citing Deinon as his source), Strabo 15.3.13, Diogenes Laertius 1.6, Cicero, Laws 
2.26, and Epiphanius, De Fide 13, give the same report, although they do not al ways offer 
the same explanation. See further Albert de Jong, Traditions of the Magi. Zoroastrianism 
in Greek and Latin Literature (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1997), pp. 350-52. Statues of the god
dess Anii.hita were apparently introduced in the reign of Artaxerxes ll (404-359 B.C.E.), 
under influence from Anatolia and Asia Minor. 

6 Cf. the rival views of A. S. Shahbazi, "An Achaemenid Symbol: 1. A Farewell to 
«Fravahr» and «Ahuramazda»," idem, "ill. Farnah «(God Given) Fortune Symbolised," 
Peter Calmeyer, "Fortuna-Tyche-Khvarnah," Jahrbuch des Deutschen Archtlaologi
schen Instituts 94 (1979): 347-65, Parivash Jamzadeh, "The Winged Ring with Human 
Bust in Achaemenid Art as a Dynastie Symbol," lranica Antiqua 17 (1982): 91-99, 
Pierre Lecoq, "Un problème de religion achéménide: Ahura Mazda ou X"ar.Jnah? ," in 
Orientalia J. Duchesne-Guillemin emerito oblata (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1984), pp. 301-26, 
and Bruno Jacobs, "Der Sonnengott im Pantheon der Achiiroeniden," in Jean Kellens, ed., 
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still state with confidence that Achaemenian visual experience of the 
gods - whether in direct or mediated form - was limited, and perhaps 
non-existent. 

This is not to say the divine remained unknown or that human eyes 
played no role in acquiring knowledge of deity. On the contrary, usage 
of the verb "to see" (Old Persian vajna-) in the royal insç;riptions con
veys something like a theology of vision. This verb occurs fifteen times 
in ali, most of which we will consider.7 

II 

Let us begin at the beginning with a variant of the Achaemenian cos
mogony. As we have seen, ali twenty-three variants tell how the Wise 
Lord created a small number of entities that reflected his own nature: 
absolutely good, vulnerable to damage but not destruction, and pos
sessed of a certain underlying unity. Most versions list four original 
creations in the same order: earth, heaven, mankind, and happiness for 
mankind.8 Two variants, however, introduce a novel phrase to summa
rize the frrst three items, referring to earth, heaven, and mankind col
lectively as "this wonder that is seen" (ima frasam taya vajnata1).9 

Hellenists will appreciate the similarity of this phrase to Greek thauma 
idesthai "a wonder to behold," and Assyriologists may compare it to 
Sumerian u6-di, a term used for visual experiences so profound of things 
so extraordinary that they produce a sense of admiration, reverence, and 
awe.10 In ways, the Old Persian phrase goes further still. Jes Asmussen 
bas described the significance of its noun as follows. 

La religion iranienne à l'époque Achéménide (Ghent: lranica Antiqua, 1991), pp. 49-80. 
Jacobs has also provided a convenient summary of the debate: "Das Chvarnah - Zum 
Stand der Forschung," Mitteilungen der Deutschen Orient-Gesellschaft zu Berlin 119 
(1987): 215-48. 

7 The exceptions are DB §§65-67, where vajna- occurs three times, and DNb §2f. 
8 The following inscriptions list the four original creations in the same canonic order: 

DNa §1, DSe §1, DSf §1, DSt §1, DSab §1, DE §1, XPa §1, XPb §1, XPc §1, XPd §1, 
XPf §1, XPh §1, XE §1, XV §1, A1Pa §1, D2Ha §1, A2Hc §1, A3Pa §1. DZc §1 reverses 
the standard order of earth and heaven, placing heaven frrst, as does the Akkadian version 
ofDSab §1. 

9 This formula frrst occurs at DNb §1 and is repeated at XPI §1. 
10 On the Greek, see Raymond Adolph Prier, Thauma ldesthai: The Phenomenology 

of Sight and Appearance in Archaic Greek (Tallahassee: Florida State University Press, 
1989); on the Sumerian, Irene J. Winter, "The Eyes Have lt: Votive Statuary, Gil
gamesh's Axe, and Cathected Viewing in the Ancient Near East," in Robert S. Nelson, 
Visuality Before and Beyond the Renaissance: Seeing as Others Saw (Cambridge: Uni
versity Press, 2000), pp. 22-44. 
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Old Persian frasa- is a nearly untranslatable word, whose broad semantic 
range includes that which is wondrous, ftlled with power, strength-giving, 
healthy, extraordinary, therefore utterly marvelous and outstanding (this 
last sense is particularly stressed by the translation of frasa- by Akkadian 
bunu "excellent, outstanding" ). Ali of this is because a heavenly blessing 
lies behind it.ln Zoroastrian theo/ogy, fraskart [or frasgird, in a more up to 
date orthography] (i.e., that which is made frasa-) is an eschatologica/ 
term, which denotes the acts of completion and purification that introduce 
the new world [at the end of historie ti me]. ... At the fraskart, extraordinary 
divine strength and power manifest themselves in such a way that the 
power of the darkness is definitive/y broken.11 

In contrast to the semantic density of its noun, the verb of this phrase 
- Old Persian vajnataj- is relatively ordinary, being the unmarked 
verb "to see" (root: vajna-).12 lts declensional form is unusual, however, 

11 Asmussen, Historiske tekster fra Achœmenide tiden, p. 78: "Oldpers. frasa-, et 
nresten uoversrettligt ord. Det indbefatter i hele sin vide betydning under eet det kraft
fyldte, styrkende, det sunde, ekstraordinrere og derfor helt storslâede og fremragende (det 
sidst srerlig fremhrevet af den akkadiske oversrettelse bunu, "udmrerket, fremragende") 
og ait dette, fordi den himmelske velsignelse ligger bagved. 1 zoroastrisk theologi er fra
skart (det, der er gjort frasam) et eskatologisk begreb, en betegnelse for fuldendelsen, 
forklarelsen, der indleder den nye verden. 1 den reldre zarathustrisme blev denne fulden
dende transformation derimod opfattet som et tilstand, der ville indtrreffe i dette liv. 
1 fraskart viste den guddommelige, ekstraordinrere styrke og kraft sig derved, at m~rkets 
magt blev defmitivt brudt" Although sorne authors consider Old Persian frasa a secular 
term (thus, Gherardo Gnoli, "Politique religieuse et conception de la royauté sous les 
Achéménides," in Commémoration Cyrus: Hommage Universel [Leiden: E.J. Brill, 
1974], p. 176 and n. 326, and Lecoq, Les inscriptions de la Perse achéménide, p. 221), its 
religious significance is weil established. See further Molé, Culte, mythe, et cosmologie, 
pp. 35-36 and Chapter Twenty-one, below. For attempts at linguistic analysis, see Her
man Lommel, "Awestische Einzelstudien," Zeitschrift für /ndologie und lranistik 1 
(1922): 29-32, Ernst Herzfeld, Altpersische lnschriften (Berlin: Dietrich Reimer, 1938), 
pp. 156-65, H.W. Bailey, "Indo-Iranian Studies," Transactions of the Philological Soci
ety (1953): 21-32, idem, "Armeno-Indoiranica," Transactions of the Philological Society 
(1956): 100-104, idem, Zoroastrian Problems in the 9th Century Books, 2nd ed. (Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1971), pp. vii-xvi, and Johanna Narten, Der Yasna HaptaT)hiiiti (Wies
baden: Ludwig Reichert, 1986), pp. 199-203. 

12 On vajna-, see Kent, Old Persian, p. 206 and Bartholomae, Altiranische Wiirter
buch, col. 1323-25. The term is derived from Indo-lranian *yaj(H)-na-, Indo-European 
*wei-no- and is cognate to Avestan vaëna-, Vedic vénati, Sogdian wyn-, Pahlavi wën-, 
Persian bïn-, and Ossetic wynynlwinun. Further connections to Vedic vindati, Latin 
videre, Greek otoa, and related terminology derived from lndo-European *wei-d- are 
likely, as ali treat the conjunction of vision and knowledge. The caution of Mayrhofer, 
Etymologisches Wiirterbuch des Altindoarischen 3: 582-83 on this point seems somewhat 
excessive. In the trilingual Achaemenian inscriptions, vajna- is translated by Elamite ziya 
("to see") and Akkadian amâru ("to see, behold, look at [in general], to experience, to 
come across, to fmd, to locate, to fmd out, to discover, to notice," also "to find after 
searching, to observe, to witness, to examine, inspect; to read"). 1 am grateful to Fran
çoise Bader and Jay Munsch for help with these philological details. 
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as it occurs in the middle voice of the 3rd persan singular. Conventionally 
translated "a wonder that is seen" (i.e., as if passive)13 or "that one sees" 
(as if active),14 vainatai actually conveys something infinitely subtler, 
for the middle - like the reflexive in English or French - denotes 
action where subject and abject are one and the same. 15 In the context of 
cosmogony, the middle voice is thus used to characterize an action tak:en 
when subject-object relations did not yet obtain, humanity still being 
conjoined with heaven and earth in a unified whole that looked on itself, 
in the absence of any other.16 

This situation thus had two aspects, both referenced in the formula 
ima frasam taya vainatai, which is literally translated as "this wonder 
that sees itself." Here, frasa points to the aspect of wonder: the quality 

13 Thus, Kent, Old Persian, p. 140, ("this excellent work which is seen"), Asmussen, 
Historiske tekster fra Achœmenide tiden, p. 78 ("dette storslâede, som kan ses"), Herz
feld, Altpersische lnschriften, p. 344 ("es wird gesehen, ist sichtbar, seiend"), and Rüdi
ger Schmitt, The Old Persian Inscriptions of Naqsh-i Rustam and Persepolis, pp. 40 and 
103 ("this marvelous [creation] that is seen"). 

14 Thus, Lecoq, Les inscriptions de la Perse achéménide, pp. 221 and 259 ("ce beau 
que l'on voit"). 

15 For the use of the middle voice, see Kent, pp. 87-88. Although he observes that 
"the middle forms have usually the proper meanings of the middle voice" (§274), he 
treats vajna- as one of a small number of cases where translation by the passive is appro
priate (§274d). 

16 frasa also occurs in a cosmogonie context in DSs §1, but there it is used to denote 
a conjunction of heaven and earth that does not include humanity. Lacking a sentient 
human component, the "wonder" in question is not credited with the capacity for self
perception, in contrast to the more inclusive frasa that appears in DNb § 1 and XPl § 1. 
lt is instructive to organize the relevant inscriptions in tabular form, as given below. 

~ ·· Deity .. · Earth Sky Humanity Happiness .~ 

DNb §1 and A great god is who created who created 
XPI §1 the Wise Lord this wonder happiness for 

baga vazrka thal sees itself mankind 

Auramazdii haya adada haya adada 
imafrasam siyatim 
taya vajnataj martiyahya 

DSs §1. A great god is whomakes a who makes whomakes 
the Wise Lord wonder on this mankindon happiness for 

baga vazrka earth this earth mankind 

Auramazdii hayafrasam haya martiyam haya siyatim 
ahyiiya bümiya ahyiiya bümiya kunayti 
kunayti kunayti martiyahya 

DNa §1 et al. A great god is who created who created who created who created 
the Wise Lord this earth that sky mankind happiness for 

baga vazrka haya imam hayaavam haya martiyam mankind 

Auramazdii bümim adii asmanam adii adii haya siyatim 
adii 
martiyahya 
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of sensuous beauty and life-sustaining goodness present in creation itself 
and the sense of amazement, awe, deep appreciation, and reverence that 
beholding this prompts in the viewer. Simultaneously, the middle voice 
of the verb vajnataj points to the aspect of primordial unity: the cosmic 
oneness that preceded all differentiation, when there was no "self" and 
"other." 

Implicitly, it is a logical entailment of this narrative that only when 
primordial unity was shattered were humans distanced from each other 
and from the rest of creation. Such fragmentation produced the historie 
era we inhabit, when any sentient subject views all other things - includ
ing other humans - as objects distinct from the self: a situation for 
which the active voice of the verb becomes appropriate. Even now, traces 
of the earlier state persist, and insofar as one can still sense the world' s 
original unity and wonder, one perceives the Creator's infinite goodness 
and his intentions for creation. 

This is Achaemenian religious ideology at its most attractive. As 
always, however, there is more to the story, for the second act of seeing 
that the inscriptions narrate (this time in the active voice) is not one 
where humans looked on the world and perceived their Creator, but 
quite the reverse: one where the Creator looked on humans and saw 
demonic forces. 

rn 
Darius's funerary inscription at Naq~-i Rustam contains the following 
passage. 

Proclaims Darius the King: When the Wise Lord saw (ava,ina) this earth/ 
empire seething, then he bestowed iton me. 1 am KingP 

While brief, this text has three unique features. First, no other inscription 
treats the Wise Lord in the act of seeing, let alone describes what he saw. 
Second, although the deity is often said to have bestowed kingship and 
kingdom (Old Persian xsaça, i.e. royal power and the spatiotemporally 
bounded realm of its exercise) on the Achaemenian ruler, no other text has 
God bestow bumi, an Old Iranian term that unites the meanings "earth" 
and "empire."18 Third, although Darius's inscriptions delight in repeating 

17 DNa §4: 9ati Dii.rayavau8 xsaya9iya: Auramazda ya9à avajna imam bümïm 
yal}dantun pasàvadim manà frabara; màm xsàya9iyam akunaus; adam xsàya9iya ami. 

18 On bümi, see Herrensclunidt, "Désignation de l'emp~ et concepts politiques de 
Darius 1er." The verb fra-bar- "to bestow" occurs in sixteen passages. While the Wise 
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that the Wise Lord made him king, only here did he identify what prompted 
God to take that action.19 As it turns out, the catalyst was visual: the sight 
of the empire "seething" or "holling" (Old Persian ya!fd-). 

Whenever it occurs in Old Iranian texts (A vestan, as well as Old Per
sian), this term is used metaphorically to describe states of rebellious fer
ment, in which populations become overheated, contentious, and struggle 
to escape their rulers' controi.2° The image is particularly suggestive, 
insofar as water presents itself as an indivisible whole and boiling - the 
action in which parts of the water seek escape from the whole - results 
from an assault on the water by its opposite (frre) and a transformation of 
the escaping parts into an ambiguous substance (vapor) that retains sorne 
continuity with the original (liquid) state, while becoming quite different 
from it. 

From the perspective of the rulers, however, such boiling results from 
- and makes apparent - the corrupting influence of the demonic force 
they consistently called "the Lie" (Old Persian draf:!ga). According to 
Darius's account, this profoundly divisive force manifested itself ever 

Lord is al ways the subject of the action and the King its indirect object, the direct object, 
i.e. that which God gives the King, is subject to ':ariation, as shown in the following table. 

1 Text .· Subject Verb Dinct Object lndinct Object i 
. DB §§S, 9, 13, The Wise Lord Tobestow The kingship and The King 
. DPd §1, DPb §2. (fra-bar-) kingdom (Darius or 
! DH §2, DSf §3a, (xsaçam) Artaxerxes) 

DSm §2. DSp §1, 
DZe §1, A2Hc §3 
[2x] 

, AsH §2, DPd §2 The Wise Lord Tobestow The Persian The King 
(fra-bar-) land/people (Arsames or 

(dahytii;!S Parsa) Darius) 

'DSs §1 The Wise Lord To bestow God's original Darius 
(fra-bar-) creations 

DNa §4 The Wise Lord To bestow Earth/empire Darius 
(fra-bar-) (bümim) 

19 DB §63 bas sorne relevance, but it describes why the Wise Lord gave aid to Darius 
after he became king, not why he was made king, nor why it was necessary for God to 
intervene at ali: "For this reason the Wise Lord bore me aid, he and the other gods that 
are: Because 1 was not vulnerable to deception, 1 was not a liar, 1 was not a deceit-doer." 
avahyariiàrmai Auramazdii upastiim abara utii aniyiiha bagiiha, tayai hanti, ya9ii na! arïka 
iiham, na! dra~jana iiham, na! zürakara iiham, na! adam naïmai ta~mii. Darius thus consti
tutes himself âs the divinely-chosen hero of Truth, opposed to the Lie at the levels of 
thought, word, and deed. See further, Chapters Two and Twenty-four. 

20 Cf. DSe §4, XPh §4a, and Ya8t 13.95, where the Avestan cognate (yaoz-, "to be in 
commotion") is also used metaphorically to describe a situation of rebellion. See further 
Herzfeld, Altpersische Jnschriften, pp. 362-65 and Lecoq, Les inscriptions de la Perse 
achéménide, p. 220. 
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more aggressively, beginning in 525 B.C.E., when King Cambyses left 
Persia to conquer Egypt. 21 During Cambyses' absence, the Lie' s power 
and Ievel of activity rapidly expanded, culminating in the crises of 522, 
when a Iying usurper seized the throne (March), the rightful king died a 
mysterious death (July), and a group of conspirators (including Darius) 
killed the usurper (September), after which a series of eight rebellions 
broke out (October 522-December 521).22 This was the "seething" the 
Wise Lord observed, in response to which he made Darius king (formai 
enthronement, December 522). 

lt was thus an act of vision that prompted the Wise Lord to intervene 
in history at a point when creation bad been corrupted and fallen far 
from its primordial state. In many ways, this second act of vision con
trasts sharply with the frrst. Thus, whereas creation initially looked on 
itself (vajna- in the middle voice), saw perfection manifest in unity and 
wonder, in 522 the Wise Lord looked on an object from which he was 
distanced (vajna- in the active). Although that object was originally his 
creation, the world bad escaped his control and been corrupted by the 
antithetical force of the Lie. lts nature was no longer unity, perfection, 
and tranquility, but fragmentation, turbulence, and conflict. His response 
was not wonder, but alarm, prompting action to set things right. 

Or at least so said the man who depicted himself as God's instrument 
of rectification, Darius the King. The question then arises: What did the 
King himself see, and what things did he make visible to others? 

21 DB §10: "When Cambyses went to Egypt [= 525 B.C.E.], then the people/anny 
became vulnerable to deception and the Lie became great throughout the land/people -
in Persia and Media and other lands/peoples." ya9ii. Kambüjiya Mudrii.yam asiyava, 
pasiiva kii.ra arïka abava utii dral!ga dahyal!vii. vasaj, abava, utii Pii.rsaj, utii Miidaj, utii ani
yii.uvii. dahyusuvii.. The phrase translated "the Lie became great" (dra!!ga ... vasaj abava) 
is actually more subtle, since vasaj is an adverb, not an adjective, and thus modifies the 
verb (bav- "to become, to be") and not the noun (dra!!ga "the Lie"). In its adverbial 
sense, vasaj means "at will, greatly, utterly" (Kent, 0/d Persian, p. 207; cf. Meillet and 
Benveniste, Grammaire de vieux-perse, pp. 230-31, Brandenstein and Mayrhofer, 
Handbuch des Altpersischen, p. 152). The phrase in question thus seems to describe a 
sinister, infectious power that cornes into being as a result of its own will-to-existence, 
and does so with rapidly accelerating force, success, and consequences. Schmitt preserves 
the adverbial sense of vasaj, but sacrifices the meaning of bav- ("Falsehood grew 
greatly," The Bisitun Inscriptions of Darius the Great, p. 51). 

22 These events are described in DB §§10-14 and have been much discussed by histo
rians since. Among the fuller and more insightful treatments are those of Dandamaev, 
Political History of the Achaemenid Empire, pp. 83-135 and Briant, Histoire de l'empire 
perse, pp. 119-39. The Bisitun inscription has ali the rebellions commencing after Sep
tember, when Gaumiita/Bardiya was slain, but it is possible that sorne of these insurrec
tions began earlier, as Willem Vogelsang, "Medes, Scythians, and Persians: The Rise of 
Darius in a North-South Perspective," lranica Antiqua 33 (1998): 195-224 has suggested. 
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IV 

Only once did Darius comment on his own visual experience and, like 
the Wise Lord, he saw a world divided along clear morallines. 

Once my power of understanding stands in place, 1 see (va,inami) him who 
is rebellious and 1 see him who is not. With both power of understanding 
and power of command, far from panic at the thought of death, 1 think 
when 1 see a re bel, just as when 1 see a man who is not.23 

Given that the King's sense of sight let him unfailingly distinguish rebels 
from others, one infers that the re bels' appearance revealed the presence 
of the Lie. This topic will be treated more fully in Chapters Twelve and 
Thirteen, but for the moment let us consider the treatment this thoughtful 
and perceptive King inflicted on certain rebels. 

Fravarti was captured. He was led before me. 1 eut off his nose, his ears, 
and his tangue and 1 put out one of his eyes. He was held bound at my gate. 
Ali the army/people saw (ava,ina) him.24 

The intent of this operation is announced in the last line, where vajna
once more appears in the active: Darius wanted to tum the defeated 
rebel into an object-lesson visible to the public at large. To that end, he 
made his victim's body carry physical signs of the moral defects he had 
earlier noted. Mutilating a rebel's organs of sense and speech thus gave 
concrete and dramatic representation to the fact that this man's ability to 
perceive and communicate the truth (i.e. things as they actually are) was 
severely impaired, for he had been corrupted by the Lie. Further, such · 
corruption was contagious, since the rebel threatened to infect others via 
his lying speech and deceptive actions. 

23 DNb §2g: hakarammai usiya gaOava histanti, yaci vaina:mi harniçiyarn, yaci na! 
vaina:mi; uta usibiya uta: framaniiyii adaka! fratara maniyai afuviiyii, yadi vaina:mi harniçi
yarn yaOii yadi na! v$a:mi. The term used to denote the power of understanding - uSï
appears only in this passage. Occuring only in the dual, like its Avestan cognate uSï, it is 
most immediately associated with the sense of hearing, not vision, and implies the pos
session of both ears. Further cognates include Greek o6ç, Latin auris, Armenian unkn, 
Albanian vesh, Gothie ausô, Anglo-Saxon ëare, and other terms for the ear. In contrast to 
these other languages, however, Old Persian denotes the ear proper by gausa (= Avestan 
gaosa, from the verb gaos- "to hear"), reserving uSï for the capacity to understand. See 
Bartholomae, Altiranisches Worterbuch, col. 414, Herzfeld, Altpersische lnschriften, pp. 
342-44, Ivanov and Toporov, lndo-European and lndo-Europeans, p. 688 n14. 

24 DB §32: Fravartis agrabiya anayata: abi miim, adarnsai uta: niiharn uta: ga~Sii uta: 
hizanam frajanam utiiSai aivarn caSma iivajarn, duvarayiimai basta adiiriya, haruvaSim 
kara avaina, pasavasim. Cf. DB §33 where similar treatment of Tritantaxma is.described. 
Although the Old Persian version of the latter passages makes no mention of the victim's 
tongue, this Iast mutilation stands alongside the others in the Akkadian version. 
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v 
King and rebel exist as a binary pair, each defming itself in relation to 
the other, and the other in relation to the self. Achaemenian discourse 
systematically developed this contrast and stretched it beyond the con
fmes of the human by representing rebels as men morally deformed by 
demonic forces, who wished to fragment the unity of empire, earth, and 
creation. Conversely, they cast the King as the Wise Lord's chosen 
agent, who sought to resist and reverse such fragmentation, restoring the 
wholeness, beauty, and perfection of the world as it was divine! y cre
ated, i.e. its unity and wonder. What is more, Achaemenian Kings 
claimed to have made significant progress toward this goal after Darius 
suppressed the rebels who rose up against him. In this context, two 
inscriptions hold particular interest. 

First, there is a text Darius put on his palace at Susa, the frrst capital 
he built, which foreign observers always considered the most sumptuous 
of Persian cities.25 

Proclaims Darius the King: By the Wise Lord's will-for him who should 
see (vajpati) this palace, may it seem to ali a wonder made by me.26 

This text will be considered more fully in Chapter Twenty-one. In the 
present context, it suffices to recall that the foundation texts of Susa 
describe the palace as a microcosm, built from the most precious materi
als by the most skilled workers of ali the peoples who had been absorbed 
into the empire by 512, when it was completed.27 It is this that led Dar
ius to expect that his palace would seem a "wonder" (/rasa) so daz
zlingly beautiful asto be comparable to the Wise Lord's original crea
tion.28 He did not yet describe it as a unity, however, since the project of 
expanding the empire to include ali the earth had not yet been com
pleted. Progress toward that end there was, to be sure, and Darius had 

25 See, for instance, Strabo, Geography 15.3.3 and 6. 
26 DSj §3: eati Diirayavaus XS: va8nii AMhii haya ima hadis vainiiti taya mana iqtam 

visahyii fra8am eadayiitai. 
27 Two variants of this foundation text exist, DSf and DSaa. The latter, which exists 

only in Akkadian, was published by François Vallat, "Table accadienne de Darius 1er 
(DSaa)," in Fragmenta Historiae Elamicae: Mélanges offerts à M. J. Steve (Paris: Édi
tions Recherche sur les Civilisations, 1986), pp. 277-87. See also Clarisse Herrenschmidt, 
"Sur la charte de fondation DSaa," Révue Assyriologique 77 (1983): 177-79 and Fran
çoise Grillot-Susini, "Les textes de fondation du palais de Suse," Journal Asiatique 278 
(1990): 213-22. 

28 The Susa palace was also termed afra!a at DSa §2, DSf §4, DSo §1, and DSz §13. 
As we have seen, the same term was used for the original creation of heaven and earth at 
DSs §1, DNb §1, and XPl §1. 
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confidence in its fulfillment. But serious divisions still existed in the 
world, making conflict possible and conquest necessary for primordial 
perfection to be regained. Accordingly, at Susa, Darius used the verb 
vajna- in connection with the notion of wonder, but did so in the active 
voice (vajniiti, 3rd person singular active subjunctive), signaling his 
understanding that the world remained inside historie time, when full 
unity bas not yet been restored and subject and object remain divided. 

The formula Darius employed at Susa thus framed a complex set of 
visual mediations. The palace-cum-wonder was meant to be transparent 
so that the viewer should see through it to the King who made it, the 
materials he assembled, the peoples who contributed these precious sub
stances, and the lands from which they came, stretching incredibly far, 
but not yet to the very ends of the earth. Further, one should see back
ward in time to behold the original wonder that was creation, the assault 
of the Lie that shattered this ideal state, and the King's restorative action, 
which bad now brought back wonder and was working toward unity. 

The situation was somewhat different when Xerxes completed Perse
polis, the second Persian capital, sorne time after his accession to the 
throne in 486, upon Darius' s death. 

Proclaims Xerxes the King: By the Wise Lord's will, 1 made this Gate of 
Ail Lands/Peoples. Much other good was made in Persepo/is: that 1 made 
and my father made it. That which is made that sees/shows itself (va,inatai) 
to be good, al/ that we made by the Wise Lord's wi/1.29 

This text is found on the inside surface of the Gate of Ail Lands/Peoples, 
which Xerxes made the chief entrance to the Apadana, the capital 's 
grand reception hall, which we discussed in Chapters Six and Nine.30 

Here, tribute-bearing delegations from ali parts of the empire - and 
ultimately, from ail the earth - were expected to pass, as its name (Gate 
of Ali Lands/Peoples, duvarOim visa-dahyum) emphasized. The same 
claim of unity (either actual or imminent) was also made more subtly 
when the verb vajna- was once again put in the middle voice (vajnataj, 
3rd person singular middle), just as in the cosmogonie text with which 
we began. 

29 XPa §3: 6ati Xsaya.rsa xsliya6iya: VaSnli Auramazdlihli imam duvar6im visadahyurn 
adam akunavam; vasaj aniya8ci najbam Iqtam anli Parsa, taya adam akunavam utamaj 
taya pita akuna~s; tayapati Iqtam vajnataj najbam, ava visam va8nli Auramazdlihli akumli. 

30 On this structure, see Gikyo Itô, "Gathica Vlll. Xerxes' Gatehouse 'of All-Coun
tries' at Persepolis," Orient 7 (1971): 1-7, and Leo Trümpelmann, "Tore von Persepolis. 
Zur Bauplannung des Dareios," Arc/Ujologische Mitteilungen aus Iran 7 (1974): 163-71. 
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If this inscription was written between 486 and 480, it presumably 
reflected Persian confidence in the coming conquest of Greece and 
Europe. Y et one can also recognize a certain hesitation or anxiety, as the 
text refrains from any mention of wonder. In contrast to his father, 
Xerxes uses the highly significant term frasa only in cosmogonie con
texts.31 When speaking of his own accomplishrnents and constructions, 
he is content to describe them as "good" (Old Persian najba), a religious 
term to be sure, but one without the sarne eschatological and soterio
logical force as frasa. 32 

VI 

If one organizes the texts we have considered in a sequence that follows 
the chronology of the narratives being recounted, the results are quite 
fascinating. As Table 10.1 makes clear, successive acts of vision corre
tate with different ages in world history that involve different situations 
and different kinds of actors. Thus, in the earliest period - that of pri
mordial perfection - creation is characterized as a wonder that beholds 
itself and the middle voice of vajna- serves to mark the ideal situation 
when subject is not yet distanced from object. At a second moment, 
however, both unity and wonder are lost, as the Wise Lord looks down 
on his creation, now regrettably aboil, and entrusts the Achaemenian 
King to set things right. In two subsequent moments, frrst Darius and 
then Xerxes make progress in the task of restoring primordial perfection, 
the former clairning to have recovered wonder and the latter, unity. 
Bringing both of these together, however, eluded the two kings and that 
goal is deferred to the future, a state of eschatological perfection the 
inscriptions treat only by implication. 

VII 

The formulae used at Persepolis and Susa thus frarned a complex set of 
visual mediations. The beautiful edifices were meant to be transparent, 
so that through them one also beheld the Kings who made them and the 

31 Thus XPI §1. 
32 Briefly, najba figures as the opposite of du!- "evil" and connotes a moral and reli

gious good, which advances the interests and plan of the Wise Lord. See Kent, 0/d Persian, 
p. 9, Prods Oktor Skjrerv!ll, "Avestan Quotations in Old Persian?," pp. 266-67, with com
parison to Ossetic (Iron) naib "holy." Note in particular OSe §4 (discussed above, in Chap
ter Seven), where "good" in this sense is contrasted with the situation of "seething." 
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materials and peoples they brought together from lands stretching a/most 
to the ends of the earth. Further, they permitted one to look backward in 
time and understand how these peoples and goods frrst came to be scat
tered by the Lie's assault and to comprehend the King's struggle to 
reverse this tragic fall into his tory. 

But if one should have difficulty seeing the deities, demons, ideals, 
and the beatifie future to which the Achaemenian capitals alluded - if 
these impressive structures failed to render such invisible entities visible, 
real, and fully persuasive - then perhaps one should glanee once again 

· on the mutilated bodies of the rebels who dared challenge the king, and 
draw the appropriate lessons. 

Moment in Text · F ormulaic description Wondrous Perfect unity, 
cosmic history quality no division 

ofsubject 
and object ., 

1) Primordial DNb §1 This wonder that sees itself + + 
perfection 

ima frasam taya vajnataj 

2) Demonic DNa§4 The Wise Lord saw this - -
assault earth/empire seething 

Auramazdii ... avajna 
imiim bilmïm yal}dantïm 

3a) Heroic DSj §3 For him who should see + -
struggle led by this palace, may it seem to 
Darius all a wonder made by me 

haya ima hadis vajniiti 
taya manii k[tam visahyii 
frasam ()adayiitai 

· 3b) Heroic XPa §3 That which is made that - + 
struggle led by sees/shows itself to be 
Xerxes good 

tayapati krtam vajnataj 
najbam 

Final (lmplied, but not described) + + 
perfection 

Table 10.1 Occurences of the verb "to see" (Old Persian vajna-). 



CHAPrERELEVEN 

THE GEOGRAPHY OF CREATION 

1 

As we have seen in previous chapters, the Achaemenian cosmogony . 
closely resembled Pahlavi creation accounts and the two can be consid
ered variants on the same pan-Iranian tradition. Insofar as the Pahlavi 
versions occur in lengthy texts whose prime concems are myth and cos
mology, they often provide detailed descriptions of events the royal 
inscriptions treat in highly condensed fashion. The latter, however, are 
deceptively simple and manage to convey much the same kinds of infor
mation with remarkable economy, doing so largely by implication. 

Of particular interest at present is a question on which the Achaeme
nian texts are nearly silent: the place where creation occurred. Only 
regarding the Wise Lord's frrst two creations do the inscriptions provide 
any sense of space, via pronouns that serve as deictics.. Thus, "this 
earth" (imam bümim) stands below our feet and spreads in ali directions, 
while "that sky" (avam asmiinam) resides in the distant above. The two 
subsequent creations, however - mankind and "happiness for man
kind" - receive no descriptive language that hints at their original 
locale, although one infers they inhabit the space opened up by their 
predecessors, being on the earth and un der the sky. 

By contrast, Pahlavi literature provides specifie information about the 
site where the frrst plant, frrst animal, and frrst human ali came to be. 

Fourth, [the Wise Lord] created the plant, which grew up near to the middle 
of al/ the earth ... . 1 

Fifth, he created in Iran the Sole-created bovine, at the middle of creation, 
on the bank of the Weh-daiti ("Good-Lawful") River, which is the middle 
of creation ... 2 

1 Greater Bundahisn 1a.ll (TD2 MS. 20.8-9): caharom urwar dlid +nazdTic ô maylin 
harw ën zamïg abar rust. Cf. Greater Bundahlsn 4.10 (TD2 MS. 42.6-9), Dënkard 5.19.25, 
Selections of Zlidspram 2.7, Pahlavi Rivliyat accompanying the Dlidestlin ï Dënïg 56.1. 

2 ~ater Bundahlsn 1a.12 (TD2 MS. 20.14-21.1): panjom gliw ï Ëkdlid brëhënïd 
andar Erlinwëz pad maylinag gëhlin pad bii.rih rôd ï Weh-dliiti kü maylinag ï gëhlin. Cf. 
Selections of Zlidspram 2.8-9, Pahlavi Rivayat accompanying the Dadestlin ï Dënïg 46.15 
and 56.1. 
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Sixth, he created Gayomard ... who stands on the bank of the Diiitï ("Law
fui") River, which is the middle of creation ... 3 

Other sources add further information. Apparently, most of the primor
dial waters lay beneath the earth and surfaced only when the Evil Spirit 
broke through from below at the world's middle point.4 The mythic river 
known as the Daitï (or Weh-daiti, from Avestan Va1Juhi Diiityii), how
ever, somehow predates this assault, for the frrst animal and man were 
already standing on its right and left bank, respectively, when Ahreman 
attacked them.5 Most texts treat the water of the Daitï as particularly 
pure and health-sustaining,6 and it is consistently identified as the 
"Chief" (rad) of rivers.7 (One variant, however, develops the other side 
of the argument, describing it as having become the most vermin-infested 
of ri vers, in consequence of the corruption Ahreman introduced). 8 

Be that as it may, the Pahlavi sources consistent! y describe a uniquely 
privileged mid-point, where earth, water, plant, animal, and human frrst 
appeared and where they suffered the assault that produced their subse
quent fragmentation, corruption and dispersion. These texts locate the 
primordial center inside Iran,9 drawing on older A vestan descriptions of 
Iran as "the Aryan homeland marked by the Va.I.Juhi Daitya."10 

As Gherardo Gnoli has shown, the notion of "Iran"- or, more liter
ally, "the Aryan"- that occurs in Achaemenid inscriptions differs from 
that of the Pahlavi texts, as it denotes a category based on ethnie, religious, 
and linguistic affmities, but not (yet) a political unit.11 What geographie 

3 Greater Bundahisn 1a.13 (TI)2 MS. 21.4-7): 6-om Gayomard brëhërud ... pad +biirï 
rOd Diiitï kü mayiinag ï gëhiin estëd. Cf. Greater Bundahisn 4.10 (TI)2 MS. 42.6-9), Selec
tions of :ladspram 2.8-9, and Pahlavi Riviiyat accompanying the Diidestiin ï Dërug 56.1. 

4 Greater Bundahisn 4.10 (TD2 MS. 42.6-9), Selections of :ladspram 2.3-4. Note that 
the creation of water precedes that of earth in Zoroastrian creation accounts. 

s Greater Bundahisn 1a.13 (TI)2 MS. 21.5-9). Cf. Selections of :ladspram 2.8-9. 
6 The exceptional properties of this river are discussed in Greater Bundahisn 11.7-8 

(TI)2 MS. 85.9-15), Selections of :ladspram 23.1-7, and Dënkard 3.409. We will return to 
this topos in Chapter Twenty-eight. 

7 Greater Bundahisn 17.15 (TI)2 121.7-8), Selections of :ladspram 21.1. 
8 Greater Bundahisn lla.7-8 (TI)2 MS. 87.7-9). 
9 Greater Bundahisn 1a.12 (TD2 MS. 20.14-15): "Fifth, he created in Iran the Sole

created bovine, in the middle of creation on the bank of the Weh-diiiti ("Good-Lawful") 
River •.. " panjom giiw ï Ëkdiid brëhërud andar Ëriinwëz pad mayiinag gëhiin pad biirïh 
rOd ï Weh-diiiti. Cf. Selections of :ladspram 3.50, Diidestiin ï Dërug 20.2, Dënkard 3.312, 
Pahlavi Riviiyat accompanying the Diidestiin ï Dënïg 46.15. 

10 Thus Vidëvdiit 1.2, 2.20, Ya8t 5.17, 5.104, and 15.2: airiianam vaëjiiô vaT)huiiâ dtiitiiaiùi. 
11 Gherardo Gnoli, The /dea of Iran, idem, Iran ais religioser Begriff im Mazdaismus. 

The term "Iranian" or "Aryan" (Old Persian ariya) describes the language of Medes and 
Persians at DB §70, the lineage or ethnicity to which Achaemenian rulers belong at DNa 
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boundaries this construct may have bad is far from clear, but as we saw 
in Chapter Three, imperial ideology placed Persians at the world's center 
and used this "fact" to naturalize their moral, political, military, and 
cultural supremacy over others. 

II 

Although Herodotus 1.134 and the Achaemenian lists of lands/peoples 
bath describe an empire that imagined itself as a set of concentric circles, 
no explicit testimony grounds this pattern in a cosmological and cosmo
gonie sensibility. Still, severa! pieces of evidence suggest that the Achae
menians, like later Zoroastrian authors, theorized creation as having tran
spired at the world's center, a center they located in the core lands of 
their empire and, more precisely, at one of their imperial capitals. 

The place in question is Susa, an old Elamite city, which Herodotus 
describes as having functioned as Cambyses' and Bardiya's capitai.l2 It 
is also the site where Darius built his frrst palace: the only one he 
described as a frasa ("wonder"), thereby constituting it as a microcos
mic replica of the original creationP Strabo pro vides us with a revealing 
account of how Susa's Achaemenian rulers understood- and reconfig
ured- the significance of that city's geographie locus and prior history. 

The province of Susa has become nearly a part of Persia, lying between 
Persia and Baby/on, and it has a city most worthy of discussion, Susa. For 
after conquering the Medes, Cyrus and the Persians saw that their own 
land was situated toward the hinterlands (ep' eskhatois). Since the prov
ince of Susa is more central (endotero), being closer to Babylonia and the 
other peoples, they placed the capital of the empire there. At the same time, 

§2, OSe §2, and XPh §2. The religious dimension of the category is also asserted in the 
Elamite version of DB §§62 and 63, where the Wise Lord is referred to as "the god of the 
Aryans" (du-ra-mas-da dna-ap har-ri-ya-na-um). On this last point, see further Rüdiger 
Schmitt, "Zu dem 'Arischen Ahuramazdii," Studia lranica 20 (1991): 189-92 and Charles 
~e Lamberterie, "Arménien ari et anari," in C.-H. de Fouchécour and Ph. Gignoux, eds., 
Etudes irano-aryennes offertes à Gilbert Lazard (Paris: Association pour l'avancement 
des études iraniennes, 1989), pp. 237-46. 

12 Thus Herodotus 3.30, 64, and 70. 
13 On Susa as fraia, see further, Chapters Ten and Twenty-one. On the realia of the 

city and palace, see Rémy Boucharlat, "Suse et la Susiane a l'époque achéménide: Don
nées archéologiques," op cit., idem, "Susa under Achaemenid Rule" in: John Curtis (ed.) 
Mesopotamia and Iran in the Persian Period: Conquest and Jmperialism 559-331 BC 
(London: British Museum Press, 1997) 54-67, Oscar Muscarelia, Annie Caubet, and 
Françoise Talion "Susa in the Achaemenid Period," in Prudence O. Harper, Joan Aruz, 
and Françoise Talion, eds., The Royal City of Susa. Ancient Near Eastern Treasures in 
the Louvre (New York: Metropolitan Museum of Art, 1992), pp. 215-52. 
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Fig. 11.1 The situation of Susa and the opportunity it provided 
for re-centering the Persian empire. 
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they were pleased with the common border of the land and the high reputa
tion of the city. Better still, Susa never performed great deeds itself, but 
was a/ways under others and formed part of a larger system, except, per
haps, in ancient time under its heroes.14 

What Strabo describes is a process through which Achaemenian rulers 
re-centered their expanding empire at a time when the addition of western 
territories made the old Persian heartland feel peripheral. The solution 
was to redefine Susa as Persian territory, reflecting the fact that the region 
of Susa shared a border (homoron tës khOras) with pre-imperial Persia, 
while the city itself stood conveniently between Persia and Babylon (Fig
ure 11.1). Under the new, imperial dispensation, the old border could 
largely be ignored, as the region of Susa "became nearly a part of Persia" 
(skhedon ... hë Sousis meros gegenëtai tës Persidos), to follow Strabo and 
one should also note that when describing the extent of Persia proper, he 
delimited its geography as stretching "from Susa to Persepolis."15 

14 Strabo 15.3.2: :Exeoov Oé tt Kai fJ :Eoucriç J.l&poç yey&vrrcat •iiç Ilepcriooç, 
J.leta!;ù aùtiiç KetJ.lÉVll Kai tiiç Ba~uÂ.roviaç, fxoucra 1t6Â.tv à!;toÂ.oyrotatllV tà 
:Eoùcra. oi yàp II&pcrat Kpatilcravteç Milorov Kai ô Kùpoç, ôprovn:ç tl)v J.lèv olKeiav 
yiiv ~1t' ~crxatotç 1tou tattOJ.lÉVllV, tl)v Oè :Eoucr\Oa ~voot&pro Kai 7tÂ.llcrtat-r&pav tfi 
Ba~uÂ.roviÇt Kai toiç ÜÂ.Â.otç f9vecrtv ~Vtaù9a f9evto to tiiç fJyeJ.loviaç ~acriÂ.ewv· 
ÜJ.1a Kai tO OJ.10pov tiiç xropaç cl1tOOe!;aJ.1f:VOt Kai tO à!;troJ.la tiiç 1tOÂ.eroç Kai 
Kpeittov to J.1l1ÔÉ1tote KaS' éautl)v tl)v :Eoucrioa 7tpayJ.1atrov J.1eyaÂ.rov ~7til~oÂ.ov 
yeyov&at, àÂ.Â., àei ù<p' ét&pouç Ô7tap!;at Kai ~v J.1&pet tetax9at crucr<iiJ.1atoç 
J.1etÇovoç, 1tÂ.l)v et lipa to 7taÂ.atov tô Katà toùç Jiproaç. 

15 Strabo 15.3.1: "The breadlh in the heartland (en tëi mesogaim) from Susa to Perse
polis is 4200 stadia." 7tÂ.atoç oè -ro ~v tfi J.1&croyai{i to à1to :Eoucrrov elç Ilepcr&7toÂ.tv 
crtaùtot tetpaKtO"XiÂ.tot OtaK6crtot. 
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Centering the empire on Susa was also made attractive by the city's 
lack of autonomy and accomplishments in recent years, providing a 
blank slate on which to write its new Persian identity. At the same time, 
the city had a distinguished reputation (axioma) and a deep prehistory 
that could be appropriated, stretching back to mythic heroes and great 
antiquity (to palaion to kata tous hëroas). 

Strabo regularly spoke of Achaemenian Susa in the superlative, describ
ing it as "most deserving of discourse" (axiologotatën). Elsewhere, he 
dwelt on its great wealth, 16 the exceptional fertility of its soil, 17 and the 
magnificent decoration of its palace. 18 Most remarkable of ali, however, 
is his description of the city's climate. 

Being fortunate (eudaimon), the region of Susa has a fiery, most burning 
atmosphere, most of a/1 around the city. Indeed, when the sun is at its height 
at noon in the summer, /izards and serpents cannot cross the roads, lest 
they be burnt up and die. This occurs nowhere in Persia, even though it is 
further to the south.19 

Failing to understand the real force of the frrst sentence in this passage, 
sorne translators have altered its sense by mistakenly placing its two 
clauses in an adversative relation. In the Loeb edition, for example, H.L. 
Jones inserts an imaginary "although" and minimizes the sense of Greek 
eudaimiin to produce a distorted reading: "Although Susa is fertile 
(eudaimon), it has a hot and scorching atmosphere."2° Far from being 
opposed, however, the two clauses support one another and advance a 
common argument. To appreciate this, one must understand that Strabo 
(and others) described Susa as eudaimon in the fullest sense: not just 

16 Strabo 15.3.3: "The treasure, treasuries, and tombs of the Persians were there." JCai 
il ye yaÇa JCai ol 9TJcraupoi JCai tà JlVftJ.lata tvtaùea ~v toiç llépualç. Cf. Herodotus 
5.49, Strabo 15.3.9. 

17 Strabo 15.3.11: "There is great abundance of grain: thus, on the average wheat and 
barley grow a hundredfold and sometimes two-hundredfold, wherefore they do not eut 
closely compacted furrows, for the roots, when tightly packed, prevent shoots from 
appearing." ltoÂ.\Jmtoç o' liyav tmiv route tJCatovtaxouv Ol' ÔJ.laÀOÙ JCai 1Cpl9i]v JCai 
ltUpov tJCtpé<petv, gutl o' ôte JCai OlUICOUtoVtaxouv· Olèmep oùoè 1t\l1CVÙÇ tàç 
aÔÀ.UICUÇ tÉJ.lOUUl" lt\llCVOUJ.leVal yàp ICCOÂ.\JO\lUlV al plÇal ti]V "(À.UU'tTJV. 

18 Strabo 15.3.3: " They decorated the palace in Susa above ali the others," 
KocrJ.lftcravteç oè tà tv l:o6UOlÇ ~auiÀ.ela JlUÀ.luta téi>v ÜÀ.À.éi>v. 

19 Strabo 15.3.10: eùoatJ.lCOV o' oôua it l:oumç, glClt\lpOV tOV dépa gxel JCai JCQ\)
JlU'tTJp6v, JCai JlUÀ.lcrta tÔV 1tepi ti]V 1t6À.tv, IDÇ <pTJUlV tJCetVOÇ" tàÇ "(OÙV cra\ipaç !CUl 
toùç o<pelç, 9épouç cllCJ.lUÇovtoç tOÙ ftÀ.iou ICUtà JleUTJJ.l~piav, Ola~ftval JliJ <p9avetv 
tàç ôOoùç tàç tv tfi 1t6À.el, dÀ.À.' tv JlÉcratç 1tepl<pÀ.éyeu9al" o1tep tftç llepuiOoç 
JlTJOUJ.lOÙ (}\)Jl~aivelV, ICUtltep VOtlrotépaç OÔUTJÇ" 

20 H.L. Jones, trans., The Geography of Strabo (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 1917-32) 7: 169. 
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agriculturally fertile, but prosperous, happy, and possessed of good fortune, 
all of which conditions were construed as the sign and product of divine 
favor. That favor, moreover, was particularly manifest in the life-sus
taining quality of warmth, and pace Jones, Susa's intense heat was cited 
as proof of its blessed state. Thus, Strabo describes the warmth particu
lar to that city as so powerful and so abundant that it not only made all 
good things thrive, it also annihilated noxious serpents and lizards: spe
cies that Mazdaeans classified not as proper animais (i.e. those created 
by the Wise Lord), but vermin (Avestan xrafstra, Pahlavi xrafstar), foul 
and destructive spawn of the Evil Spirit.21 

rn 
Strabo understood Susa's heat to be extraordinary, and he transrnitted a 
tradition whose full significance he did not understand.22 ln its original 
lranian context, that tradition suggested the city's condition was near 
paradis al (in the sense explored in Chapters One, Three, and Four), such 
that warmth and moisture were ideally conducive to the flourishing of 
life. His description of the sun's exceptional force at Susa thus makes 
one wonder about the city's water supply. 

Here again, classical authors - not only Strabo, but Herodotus and 
others- preserve important testimony. While Susa received relatively 
little rain,23 it had a nearby river: the Choaspes, also sometimes called 
the Eulaios and which toda y is known as the Karkheh. 24 This river 
descends from the Zagros mountains, runs underground for part of its 
course, surfaces north of Susa and flows through the city, then joins the 

21 The Magi are described as waging relentless war against serpents, reptiles, and 
insects at Herodotus 1.140. Regarding the Evil Spirit's creation of vennin and their 
deployment in his primordial assault, see Greater Bundahisn 1.47 (TD2 MS. 11.10-12), 
4.15 (TD2 MS. 43.2-6), and 22.0-6 (TD2 MS. 142.2-143.5). 

22 The phrase roç <pTtcrtV tJCEÏVOÇ, which Strabo used at 15.3.10, indicates that he was 
quoting from sorne source he did not bother to identify. The possibilities include Aristo
bulus, Nearchus, Onesicritus, and others. 

23 Thus Strabo 16.1.5. 
24 On the problems of nomenclature, see Daniel T. Potts, "Elarnite Ulii, Akk.adian 

Ulaya, and Greek Choaspes: A Solution to the Eulaios Problem," Bulletin of the Asia 
Institute 13 (1999): 27-44. In brief, the Elarnites called Susa's river the Ulii, which is 
reflected in Akaddian Ulaya, Hebrew Ulai (Daniel 8.2 and 8.16), Greek Eulaios, and 
Latin Eulaeus. The Persians renamed this river *Hvaspa "Possessed of good horses," 
whence the Greek Xoa<ntTtÇ, but both names persisted. The Persian etymology was 
established by Josef Marquart, "Untersuchung zur Geschichte von Iran [SchluB]," Philo
logus Supplement 10 (1907): 248. 
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Fig. 11.2 The situation of Susa on the river Choaspes. 

Tigris below its juncture with the Euphrates (Figure 11.2).25 In a speech 
attributed to Aristagoras, Herodotus associates the Choaspes not just 
with Susa, but with the royal treasuries in a way that subtly implies the 
river and city, along with the King, share responsibility for Persian 
wealth.26 Most important of ali, however, is the following passage. 

When the Great King makes war, he is provided with foods ançl animais 
from his household and water is brought from the river Choaspes, which 
flows beside Susa. The King drinks on/y this, and not from any other river. 
This water of the Choaspes having been boiled, a great many four-wheeled 
carts drawn by mules carry it in si/ver vessels,following wherever the King 
marches.21 

25 The fullest ancient discussion of the Choaspes is that of Strabo 15.3.4. See also 
Herodotus 1.188, 5.49, Curtius Rufus 5.2.9, Pausanias 10.31.7, Strabo 1.3.1. 

26 Herodotus 5.49: "In this country, Susa is situated beside the river Choaspes, where 
the Great King mak:es his dwelling and the treasuries of riches are there. Having captured 
this city, you can thereafter dare to compete with Zeus as regards wealth." èv oè -rfi oiJ 
1tapa ?to-raJlôv -r6vos Xoaa1t11V K&iJlsva èan -rà ~ouaa -rau-ra, l!vea ~aatA.s6c; -rs 
Jléyac; oiat-rav 1tOlÉ&'tat, Kai 'tOOV XPllJlU'tO>V ot ellaaupoi èv9au-ra &tm· tA.Ov-rsc; Oè 
-ra6-r11v -rl'Jv 1t6À.tv 9apoéov-rsc; Jl011 -réil ~ti 1tÀ.o6-rou 1tÉpt èpiÇ&-r&. 

27 Herodotus 1.188: O"'tpa-rsué-rat OÈ oiJ ~aO"tÀ&ÙÇ ô JlÉyac; Kai O"t'ttOlO"t di 
ÈO"K&UaO"JlÉVOÇ è!; olKOI) Kai 1tpo~a'tOtO"t, Kai oiJ Kai uorop U1t0 'tOU Xoao1t&O> 1tO'tU
JlOU liJla liy&-rat -rou 1tapà ~ouaa péov-roc;, -rou Jlouvov 1tivst ~amA.sùc; Kai iiA.A.ou 
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In a 1940 study of this passage, Yves Béquignon, clearly influenced by 
Frazer, considered the King's drinking habits an instance of royal 
taboo, the monarch' s magico-religious powers being protected by the 
requirement that even when far from home, he drink nothing but Per
sian water.28 More recently, Pierre Briant has rejected this, insisting 
that no ancient source attributes any sacred character to the Choasp
es. 29 Agreeing that restrictions on royal drink were designed to ens ure 
the King's well-being, Briant understands the logic of this practice as 
medical, not religions, to which end he cites the testimony of ancient 
authors who described the Choaspes as possessing the "lightest" (ela
phrotatos, kouphotatos), "most pleasant" (hedistos, delicata), and 
"purest" (katharotatos) of waters,30 qualities reflecting keen interest in 
the salubrious properties of local waters.31 Medical use of the waters 
from this river seem to have a relatively long history, for a Babylonian 
incantation against the disease known as bitsiinu - a severe affliction 
of mouth, nose, and skin32 - commands "May they lift up their flasks 
of silver and their phials of gold, may they draw water from the Ulaya 
(=the Choaspes). " 33 

oùôevoc; 7tOtUJlOU. Toutou oi: tOU Xoéltm&co tOU üoatoc; d7t&ljf11JlÉVOU 7tOÀÀai !Capta 
UJlUÇat t&tpalCUICÀOt i])ltOV&at lCO)ltÇoucrat f:.v arniotcrt dpyupÉotcrt l:7tOVtUt, OlCTI 
liv f:.l .. auvn éJCacrtote. Cf. Agathocles, apud Athenaeus, Deipnosophistai 515a, Strabo 
15.3.22, Aelian Varia Historia 12.40, Pliny 6.135 and 21.35. 

28 Béquignon, "Le breuvage du grand roi," op cit. 
29 Pierre Briant, "L'eau du Grand Roi," op cit. The assertion is not absolutely correct, 

for a late 8th or early 7th Century rescension of the Gilgarnes Epie has Gilgarnes address 
the deceased Enkidu as follows: "May the sacred river Ulay [IU!'U-la-a] mourn you" 
(Tablet Vlll,line 11, cited by Potts, "Elarnite Ulii, Akkadian Ulaya, and Greek Choaspes," 
p. 27. There is, however, no direct evidence that Persians continued to regard the river in 
this fashion. 

30 Cf. Ctesias, apud Athenaeus, Deipnosophistai 45b, Strabo 15.3.22, Curtius Rufus 
5.2.9, and Plutarch, Artaxerxes 12.4. 

31 The classic Greek text on the subject is the Hippocratic treatise On Airs, Waters, 
and Places. Later Zoroastrian literature shows sorne interest in the topic, although nothing 
so strong or systematic as is found in the Hippocratic corpus. See, for instance, Greater 
Bundahisn Il, lib, Ile, and 12, which deal with lakes and rivers. 

32 On the nature of this ailment, see the Assyrian Dictionary of the Oriental Jnstitute 
2: 350-51. Most revealing, perhaps, is the text that suggests it was understood as a hot
moist affliction of the mucous membranes: "If a man's nostrils are feverish and his saliva 
runs, bü.Mnu-disease has infected hlm" (summa amëlu na-!Ji-ri-su emmu illatu§u illaku 
büsanu i~bassu, cited from R. Campbell Thompson, Assyrian Medical Texts (London: 
J. Baie, 1924-26) 36,2: 1. 

33 Cited by Potts, "Elarnite Ulii, Akkadian Ulaya, and Greek Choaspes," p. 28 and 
taken from Walter Farber, "mannam luspur ana Enkidu: Sorne New Thoughts about an 
Old Motif," Journal of Near Eastern Studies 49 (1990): 315. Cf. Wayne Horowitz, 
Mesopotamian Cosmic Geography (Winona Lake, IN: Eisenbraun, 1998), p. 304. 
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In truth, the distance between these two intetpretations is not so great 
as it seems, although the notion of "taboo" must surely be jettisoned. 
That said, drawing any clear categorical distinction between religion and 
medicine is both anachronistic and misleading as regards Achaemenian 
Persia, where- as we have repeatedly seen- the Wise Lord's original 
creation of "happiness for mankind" included the ideal conditions to 
ensure health and well-being, i.e. the qualities of warmth and moisture.34 

These same qualities were understood to have been particularly intense 
at Susa, where the strongest sun destroyed life-assaulting vermin, and 
where the lightest, sweetest, and purest of waters sustained the health of 
the King. (ln truth, the royal drink combined moisture and heat, for the 
King imbibed the Choaspes' splendid water only after it had been fur
ther perfected by boiling, then stored in precious containers). 

IV 

There is one last datum that completes the picture: a piece of herbai 
medicine preserved by Pliny and conceivably transmitted to the west via 
Magian mediators.35 

The theombrotion springs forth 30 schoeni (c. 5 miles)from the Choaspes. 
It resembles pictures of peacocks and is outstanding in its fragrance. It is 
drunk by the Kings of Persia as an antidote for all bodily troubles, also for 
instability of mind and of justice. /t is also called semnionfrom the great
ness of its power.36 

The power of this plant to heal ali disorders of body, mind, and moral 
sensibility (omnia corporum incommoda instabilitatemque mentis et 
iustitiae) is explicitly thematized, but its religious nature is also attested 
in the two names it is given. Thus, Latin theombrotion seems to derive 
from an earlier Greek compound of 9e6ç and UJlPpocria, i.e. "divine
immortality-substance, "37 while Latin semnion is similarly built on Greek 

34 One might also cite Zoroastrian evidence on this point, specifically the existence of two 
"Beneficent lmmortals" (Amasa Spantas) bearing the names "Health" (Haurvatàt, Iiterally 
"wholeness, [bodily] integrity") and "lmmortality" (Amaratàt). Personified abstractions in 
large measure, they are also identified with- and embodied in water and plants, respective! y. 

35 Thus Joseph Bidez and Franz Cumont, Les mages hellénisés. Zoroastre, Ostanès et 
Hystaspe d'après la tradition grecque (Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1938) 1: 116-17. 

36 Pliny, Natural History 24.162: Theombrotion xxx schoenis a Choaspe nasci, pavonum 
picturis similem, odore eximio. Hanc a re gibus Persarum bibi contra omnia corporum incom
moda instabilitatemque mentis et iustitiae, eandem semnion a potentiae maiestate appellari. 

37 Charlton T. Lewis and Charles Short, A Latin Dictionary (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1980), p. 1867, suggest derivation from Greek 9&0>!l~pclmov, which is unattested in 
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O'EJ.lVOÇ, "revered, august, holy." The aesthetic qualities of the plant 
also have strong paradisal associations. Thus, Iranian texts commonly 
make an exquisite perfume a sign of the divine as sensuously exquisite, 
but non-material.38 Similarly, the herb's polychrome appearance sug
gests what is said of the frrst plant in Zoroastrian myth: "ail species of 
plants were in this one species. " 39 One of the fullest and most important 
descriptions of heaven in any Iranian text, the culminating vision of the 
Arda Wirliz Namag, combines precisely these features: plants, perfumed 
fragrance, and polychromy. 

And 1 saw the best world of the righteousltruthful, which is light, all-bliss, 
and abundance. And there were many fragrant flowers all-colored (har
wisp-pësïd), ali in bloom and radiant, full of glory. And there was all-hap
piness (wisp ~iidlh) and all-peace, ofwhich a person cannot know satiety.40 

Finally, the peacock- to which the theombrotion is compared- shares 
its polychrome quality, in token of which it too bore a most signi:ficant 
name, being called in Old Persian, as in later Iranian languages, "Won
der-bird," i.e. the bird so complete in its nature and so splendid in appear
ance asto be comparable to the palace at Susa and the Wise Lord's crea
tion, both of which were also termedfrasas.41 

Greek, although 'tO 9&6-~p6nov does appear in Pseudo-Dioscorides 4.89, where it is 
glossed as à&iÇrov 'tO J.ltKp6v ("the small thing forever-living"). 

38 A perfumed fragrance frequently has Ohrmazdian and paradisal associations, as at 
Hadôxt Nask 2.7-8, Yasna 10.4, Dadestiin I Dënïg 25.2, Dënkard 5.8.3, Mënôg I Xrad 
2.142-44, 7.13-16, Pahlavi Rivayat accompanying the Dadestiin I Dënïg 23.5-6, Selec
tions of Ziidspram 30.52-56, 35.50. 

39 Pahlavi Rivayat accompanying the Dadestiin I Dënïg 46.13: u-s hamag sardag 
urwariin andar büd be ë sardag. Cf. Greater Bundahisn 1a.ll (TD2 MS. 20.8-11) and 
Selections of Ziidspram 2.6-7. 

40 Arda Wiriiz Niimag 15.10: u-m dïd lin pahlom axwiin I ahlawiin rôsn I hamiig 
xwlirlh friixih ud was •spraltm I hubôy harwisp-pësïd ï harwisp skuftag ud biimïg purr 
xwarrah ud wisp Siidïh ud wisp riimisn kë kas u-s sagrTh në diined. Note that the phrase 
wisp séidïh ("ali happiness") is cognate to the name given to one of the Achaemenian 
paradise gardens: *Vispasiyatis, on which see Prods O. Skjrervl!l, "Achaemenid *Vispa
siyatis-, Sasanian Wispsdd," op cit. 

41 lt has long been noted that the peacock was named fraJa-murw in Middle Persian 
texts found at Turfan and in the Georgian loanword of Iranian origin, pharsa-mangi (Carl 
Salemann, Manichaeische Studien, Vol. 1 Die Mittelpersiche Texten [St. Petersburg: Aca
démie Impériale des Sciences de St.-Pétersbourg, 1908], p. 199). Recently, Matthew Stolper 
has discovered comparable data in an unpublished tablet from Persepolis (Fort. 00013-101), 
which states that 249 MUSENMFS pi"aJam ("wonder birds") were present at the paradise 
(Elam. partetaS) located at Matezzis, pi"asam representing the Elamite transcription of Old 
Persian frasa. The later Iranian evidence suggests the "wonder-bird" terminology desig
nates the peacock, although it could have been used for another avian species judged equally 
wondrous (if one can imagine just what that might be). 1 am grateful to Stolper and to 
Wouter Henkelmann for having shared and discussed this intriguing datum with me. 
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v 
The picture is now more or less complete. Within the Achaemenian 
imaginary, Susa was construed as that place where the best of ali things 
were concentrated: the healthiest plant (= the theombrotion), the purest 
water (=the Choaspes), the warmest sun, the most productive soil, the 
most gorgeous product of human labor, built of the rarest, most precious 
materials (= the wonder-palace), the wisest, bravest, and most truthful 
human ( = the King). Several interrelated factors participate in the con
struction of these entities as "the best," including the sense that they 
were a) supremely beautiful, b) exceptionally complete, c) eminently 
sustaining of life, and d) as free of corruption/duplicity as is possible in 
historie time. 

In ali these ways, Susa and the items associated with it were repre
sented as best preserving, maintaining, or - in the case of the palace 
- restoring the primordial perfection created by the Wise Lord. At the 
same time, Susa was imagined as the center of the world, and the con
nection between these two facts is hardly coincidental. Rather, it seems 
justified to infera causal relation that the texts and their logic only imply, 
understanding frrst, that the Wise Lord was understood to have created 
his perfect entities at the very center of the world, where they also suf
fered the Lie's original assault. Second, that this assault fragrnented their 
primordial unity, introducing corruption into ali the creations. It did so in 
unequal measure, however, with the result that sorne items retain more, 
and sorne less of their original goodness, purity, and perfection. Third, 
the spatial distribution of corrupted beings and matter was not random. 
Rather, sorne principle of moral inertia determined the pattern through 
which they were scattered across the globe. As a consequence, the very 
best items - including people - tended to remain at the center, while 
others spread out to distances that varied with the extent of their corrup
tion. Finally, the unique privileges of the center included responsibility 
for restoring the unity ànd goodness of creation, consistent with the Wise 
Lord's original intentions. This project unfolded in history and involved 
two complementary motions: the extension of life-sustaining, moral 
power from the world's center to its peripheries, and the subsequent 
absorption of peripheral peoples and matter back to the center, where 
they could be reunited and purified. Or so the Achaemenians saw it. 



CHAPTER TWELVE 

REPRESENTING THE LIE IN ACHAEMENIAN PERSIA* 

1 

Within the Achaemenian corpus of royal inscriptions, demonic entities 
frrst appear in DB § 10, a passage we considered in Chapters One and 
Two, but which also contains sorne grammatical subtleties that demand 
our attention. Having recounted how Cambyses killed his brother, hid 
the deed, then embarked on foreign conquests in 525 B.C.E., the text 
records the consequences of his actions. 

When Cambyses went to Egypt, then the peoplelarmy became vulnerable to 
deception (kara arïk:a abava) and the Lie became great (dra!!ga ... vasaj, abava) 
throughout the land/people- in Persia and Media and other landslpeoples.1 

In Chapter Two, we saw that the adjective arïka denotes a certain weak
ness of character or intellect that renders a persan susceptible to believing 
a falsehood. AU other occurrences of this ward treat situations earl y in the 
reign of Darius (i.e. between 522-520) and in that context arïka is always 
the abject of the verb "to be" (Old Persian ah-).2 Only in DB § 10 is it 
governed by the verb "to become" (Old Persian bav-), signaling that at 
the earlier historie moment of 525, this state of gullibility was newly 
emergent, for the change signaled in this passage is qualitative, not quan
titative: the people are said to become arïka, not to become more arïka. 
The causal chain is thus threefold: 1) The King committed certain wrongs, 
the most grievous of which was hiding the truth from his people;3 2) The 

• This chapter was originally presented at a conference on lranian demonology held in 
honor of Jean Kellens, Liège, 5 February 2008. 

1 DB §10: ya9â Kambüjiya Mudrâyam asiyava, pasâva kâra arïka abava utâ dral}ga 
dahyal}Vâ vasai abava, utâ Pârsa,i utâ Mâdai utâ aniyâuvâ dahyusuvâ. 

2 The term occurs only in the Bisitun inscription. Twice, it describes aspects of the situ
ation in 522-21 B.C.E. (DB §§8 and 63); twice, that of 521-20 (DB §§72, and 75). In ali 
four passages, use of the verb ah- is stative, denoting a condition that persists unchanged in 
the present from what it was in the pasl 

3 Nowhere does the text assert it was wrong for Cambyses to commit fratricide and such 
an act may have fallen within his royal powers. Hiding the deed may suggest guilt, but more 
importantly this constitutes a wrongful act itself, for such concealment is an offense against the 
truth, on which moral and cosmic order depend. One probably should also understand the 
King's prolonged absence from the imperial center as a wrongful act that disrupts proper order. 
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people's ability to discem reality was consequently diminished and they 
became vulnerable to falsehood; 3) A worse evil then entered the world, 
as is signaled in the phrase dral}ga ... vasaj abava, which 1, like others, 
have to this point translated inadequate! y as "the Lie became great." 

The verb of that phrase is bav- once more, and once more its force is 
inchoative.4 lts usage here is unusual, however, and that in two ways. 
First, in the overwhelming majority of cases (47 /52), bav- occurs with a 
predicate that specifies sorne qualitative transformation of the verb's 
subject, as when someone not (yet) a king somehow is installed in the 
royal office with full power and dignity, or when a previously docile 
population suddenly acts in ways that mak:e manifest its simmering dis
content and challenges the ruling order. 5 White most translators treat the 
phrase that concems us as if it possessed the same kind of predicate ( e.g. 
"the Lie became great"), this is, in fact, a distortion, for vasaj is not an 
adjective, but an adverb.6 As such, it modifies the action, describing the 
way the Lie came-into-being, rather than what it became. 

4 On the semantics of this verb and its Indo-Iranian cognates, see Batholomae, Altira
nisches Worterbuch col. 927-33, Mayrllofer, Etymologisches Worterbuch des Altindo
arischen 2: 255-57, and Hans Hendriksen, "On the Meaning of Skr. bhavati," Acta Ori
entalia 20 (1948): 206-15. 

5 The passages where bav- occurs with a noun, pronoun, or adjective as predicate can 
be tabulated as follows. In none of these does any adverb appear. 

' 
;, 

Subject ' Nomûud, pronominal, or 

1 J : ,'' ', adjectival predicate 

DB §§ 10,12, 13, 15, 24, 40, 1 (adam), he (ha!!), or Darius King (x!iiya8iya) 
49, 52, 71, DSm §2, XPf §§3, 
4 (2x), XPh §4a, XSe §2 

DB §§11, 16 (2x), 21, 24, 33, A land/people (dahyu) or a Rebellions (hamiçiya) 
35, 38, 40, 49 (2x), 54, 71 people/anny (kara) 

DB §10 The people/anny (kiira) vulnerable to deception (arika) 

DB §37, 39, 48, 71, 74 A land/people (dahyu) mine (mana) 

DB §10, DNa §4 (2x) A piece of information Known (azda) 

DB §§60, 64, 66 The Wise Lord or the future King friend (da!!Stii) 

:DB §§61, 67 The Wise Lord your slayer ( -taj jantii) 

XPh §4d (2x) One whose religions happy when living and righteons 

l 
comportrnent has been proper when dead (utii JÏva !iyiita ... utii 

mrta [fiivii) 

'DSf§3e A building site Excavated (katam) 

~Nb §§2_b ~d 3b have predicates of a somewhat more complex sort and these passages have not been 
mclnded m this table. They do not change the general point, however, that in the vast majority of cases, bav-
takes a nominal, pronominal, or adjectival predicate and is not modified by an adverb. 

6 Translations treating vasaj as an adjective include Meillet and Benveniste, Gram
maire de vieux perse, p. 231: "le mensonge est devenu abundant (litt. 'beaucoup') dans 
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II 

Most often, vasaj occurs with verbs of srniting or building. In both 
instances, it suggests the vast extent of what has been done and the num
ber of those affected. This is consistent with the accepted etymological 
analysis, which establishes it as the locative form of an unattested noun 
(*vasa or *vas) derived from the verb *vas-, "to will, wish, desire. "7 

Literally, then, vasaj means "at will," and it is used when one speaks of 
destroying a great many enemies (DB §29: "my army smote that rebel 
army at will," kara haya mana avam kiiram tayam hamiçiyam aja 
vasa}.), building many good things (XPf §4: "1 built that which is supe
rior at will," vas ai tay a fraOaram akunavam ), and similar examples. 8 

The only other time vasaj appears with the verb bav- is a formulaic 
blessing-and-curse Darius addressed to future readers of his inscription 
at Bisitun. 

If you do not conceal this declaration and you proclaim it to the people/ 
army, may the Wise Lord become a friend to you, may your progeny 
become great [lit.: come into being at will], and may you live long ... lfyou 
conceal this declaration and do not tell the peoplelarmy, may the Wise 
Lord become your slayer and may your progeny not come into being.9 

The binary structure of this passage is elegant in its simplicity. Either one 
assists Darius in propagating his message, or one does not. If one does, 
three blessings follow; if not, two corresponding curses. The verb bav- is 
used in four of the five anticipated outcomes, al ways in the optative mood. 

les provinces;" Asmussen, Historiske tekster fra Achœmenide tiden, p. 46: "blev 1!1lgnen 
stor i landet;" and Lecoq, Les inscriptions de la Perse achéménide, p. 190: "le mensonge 
fut considerable parmi les peoples." The alternative is no better, for those who preserve 
the adverbial force of vasaj regularly distort the sense of the verb it modifies. Thus, Her
zfeld, Altpersische /nschriften, p. 140: "drauga schaltete nach belieben;" Kent, Old Per
sian, p. 119: "the Lie waxed great in the country;" Schmitt, The Old Persian Inscriptions 
of Naqsh-i Rustam and Persepolis, p. 51: "Falsehood grew greatly in the land." 

7 Thus, Meillet and Benveniste, Grammaire du vieux-perse, pp. 149 and 230-31, Kent, 
Old Persian, pp. 33, 35, 66, and 207, Brandenstein and Mayrhofer, Handbuch des Altper
sischen, p. 152. Cf. the Avestan vas§ (adverb, based on the singular accusative of vasah 
< vas-, thus "at will") and the adverbial use of usta (singular locative of usti, also < vas-) 
in the blessing formula of Yasna 41.4: " May you aid us long and at will," rapoisca tü 
niJ daragamca ustiica. 

8 vasaj occurs with the following verbs: jan- "to smite, smash, defeat" (16x); ava
jan- "to kill" (lx); kar-, "to build, make, do" (6x); ah-, "to be" (3x); bav-, "to become" 
(3x); 1dd-, "to give" (lx). 

9 DB §§60-61: yadi imam handugam naj apagaj!dayahi, kiirahya Oahi, Auramazda 
Ouvam daJ!stli biya, utataj taj!ma vasaj biya, uta dargam jïva ... yadi imam handugam 
apagaJ!dayahi, naj Oahi kiirahya, Auramazdataj jan ta biya, utataj taj!ma ma biya Much the 
same formula recurs at DB §§66-67. 
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Of greatest interest to us, however, are the two phrases that speak of prog
eny, which are identical save for one word. Here, the crucial contrast is 
between becoming "at will" (vasal) and "not" (nui) becoming (Table 12.1). 

Blessings to Curses on 
; the 1 nscription-Proclaimer the lnscription-Conce~ler .. 

Relation to the Divine May the Wise Lord May the Wise Lord 
become a friend to you, become your slayer, 

Auramazda Ouvam daljsta Auramazdataj janta biya, 
biya, 

Lineage continuity And may your progeny And may your progeny 
come into being at will, not come into being. 

utataj taljma vasaj biya, utiitaj taymii mii biyii. 

Personallife-span And may you live long 

uta dargam fiva. 

Table 12.1 Contrasted blessings and curses in DB §§60-61 (cf. §§66-67). 

The combination of the verb bav- and the adverb vasaj th us denotes a 
process of transformation that is both quantitative and qualitative, punc
tual and ongoing: a move from potentiality to existence to proliferation 
and abundance. Thus, the man whom Darius addresses is imagined to 
have no children at the moment he reads the inscription, for if he behaves 
badly, it is promised he will die without offspring and thus be relegated 
to utter non-being. In contrast, should he behave weil, not only will he 
live a long life, but descendants will follow and his line will flourish for 
countless generations to come. 

Beyond this formula of blessing (repeated verbatim at DB §66), the 
only other passage in which the verb bav- and the adverb vasaj occur 
together is that with which we began: DB § 10, which describes the 
inception of the Lie as an event that bas continuing consequences (with 
the verb in the imperfect). Accordingly, we are meant to understand that 
in 525 B.C.E., when Cambyses left Persia for Egypt, "the Lie" came 
into being "at will," much lik:e the progeny described above. Which is 
to say, the Lie emerged from nothingness, ramified, mutated, multiplied, 
and spread: a contagions, corrupting evii.lo 

10 Both the Akkadian and the Elamite versions of DB §10 also stress mulùplicity, 
translating vasaj by miidu and irseikki, respecùvely, both of which mean "many." The 
Akkadian further underscores the point by translaùng Old Persian dra~Jga ("The Lie," 
singular) by pir~iitu ("lies," plural). 
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III 

The phrase dral}ga ... vasaj abava thus announced the expectation that 
once extant, the Lie would reproduce and disseminate rapidly. Accord
mg to Bisitun, the Lie made itself felt in 525 and by 521 nine different 
individuals had falsely claimed to be king of one land/people or another. 
In each case, it is said "he lied" (adurujiya, from duruj-, the verbal root 
corresponding to dral}ga)ll and these lies infected vulnerable popula
tions who consequent! y turned rebellious. 12 A consistent pattern is traced 
in these events: deception produces delusion, which produces disorder. 13 

At every step, one is meant to perceive the insidious force of the Lie. 

Proclaims Darius the King: These are the landslpeoples that became 
rebellious. The Lie made them rebellious, because these men lied to the 
peoplelarmy.14 

Several questions remain, however: Was the Lie theorized as a personified 
entity or an abstract force? Comparisons to the arch-demons of Zoroas
tt:ïanism (whether known as At]ra Mainiiu, Ahreman, or Gannag Mënôg) 
suggest the former, but nothing in the Achaemenian inscriptions really 
speaks to this question.15 Further: How does the Lie operate 1 Who is 
vulnerable to it? Does it exist apart from the act of lying? Oris it al ways 
embedded in the practice of certain deceitful humans 1 

11 For philological analysis of lhe related verbal and nominal forms in the various 
Indo-Iranian languages, see Mayrhofer, Etymologisches Worterbuch des Altindoarischen 
2: 760-61. 

12 DB §52 summarizes lhe historie narrative developed in DB §§10-51, naming ali 
nine of lhe rebel-kings and saying of each "He lied (adurujiya). He proclaimed '1 am X 
(,.his given name or lineage). 1 am King in Y.' He made Y rebellious." The same asser
tions are repeated in lhe minor inscriptions at Bisitun, which are treated in Chapter Thir
teen and displayed in Table 13.1. 

13 The formulaic accounts of rebellion lhat appear in DB §§11-12, 16, 22, 24, 33, 38, 
40, and 49 thus follow a regular sequence: 1) A pretender rises up (hay udapatatii); 2) he 
lies to lhe people/army (karam [or: karahyii] ava8ii adurujiya); 3) the people/army 
becomes rebellious (pasiiva kara ... hamiçiya abava) 4) and defects to lhe pretender (abi 
avam asiyava); 5) he seizes lhe kingship/kingdom (xsaçam hay agrbiiyatii); 6) and 
assumes lhe tiùe of King (hau xsiiya8iya abava). 

14 DB §54: 9ati Darliyavaus x8liya9iya: dahyliva imli, tayli hamiçiyli abava dra~gadis 
hamiçiyli akuna~s. taya imai kliram adurujiya!ia. 

15 The usual tendency is to treat lhe Lie as robusùy personified. As Herzfeld, p. 140 
put it, wilh reference to the waming of DB §55 ("Protect yourself boldly from the Lie," 
hacli dra~gli dfsam patipayauvli): "Das heiBt nicht 'cave sis mentiare', sondern fast 'cave 
satanam'." Ali six occurrences of drayga (DB §§10, 54, 55, 56, DPd §3 [2x]) are ambig
uous on this point and can accommodate either a personified or a wholly abstract under
standing of what "lhe Lie" represents. 
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IV 

Avestan texts provide only a bit more information about the Lie's nature. 
Still, use of the adjective dusciBra "of evil seed" calls attention to the 
Lie's uncanny ability to multiply and spread, consistent with our reading 
of the Achaemenian data.16 This theme also recurs in the longest descrip
tion of the Lie in any Avestan text, Videvdat 18.30-59, which exploits 
the feminine gender of the noun (Avestan drug) to personify the Lie as 
female. In response to the question "Do you, alone of ali embodied 
beings, really give birth without consort?," 17 the Lie describes how she 
is constant! y being impregnated by certain human offenders ( e.g., those 
who refuse to give charity when asked, or men who experience noctur
nal emissions), a trope that not only emphasizes ber extraordinary pow
ers of reproduction, but suggests an ongoing symbiosis between flawed 
human actors and impersonal-cum-demonic forces, leading to the multi
plication of both. 

v 
Older A v es tan texts shed a bit more light on this symbiosis, calling 
attention to defects of human hearing that are simultaneously enabling 
conditions and adverse consequences of the Lie's assault, a situation sig
naled by compounds where privative a- is preftxed to verbs of hearing 
(Avestan a-gus- and a-sru-)_18 Thus, for instance, Yasna 31.1 contrasts 

16 The term appears at Ya5t 19.94 and 95 only. Translators are divided on the question 
of whether this adjective signais the Lie's evil parentage (thus Almut Hintze, Der 
Zamyiid-Ya5t [Wiesbaden: Ludwig Reichert, 1994], p. 390, Helmut Humbach and Pallan 
R. lchaporia, Zamyiid Yasht. Yasht 19 of the Younger Avesta. Text, Translation, Com
mentary [Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1996], p. 169) or her evil progeny (thus Karl Fried
rich Geldner, Drei Yasht aus dem Zendavesta [Stuttgart: W. Kohlhammer, 1884], p. 58, 
Herman Lommel, Die Yiists des Awesta [Gôttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1927], 
p. 186, and others). Arthur Christensen, Essai sur la démonologie iranienne, p. 14, asso
ciated the use of this adjective with the feminine gender of the Lie, but stated the point 
very delicately, observing that "son individualité est peu marquee dans les Ya5ts, où elle 
a conservé, generalement, son caractère abstrait d'anti-type de Rta." 

17 Vidëvdat 18.30: tüm zï aëuua vïspahe lllJhau§ astuuato an~Püasti§ hunahi. Signifi
cantly, the question is posed by Sraob, the personification of properly attentive hearing 
and full obedience to the divine word, who is occasionally construed as the Lie's chief 
adversary (thus Yasna 57.15 [= Ya5t 11.10] and Ya5t 11.3). 

18 The two relevant verbs seem to differ in their emphasis. Avestan gu§-, gaos- refers 
chiefly to the physical act of hearing, as is indicated by formation of the word for "ears" 
on this root (Av. gaosa, Old Persian gau§a; cf. also Av. gao!iivara, "earrings," gao!o. 
b;m1z "height of the ear," and gao!o.srüta "heard by ear," on which see Bartholomae, 
Altiranisches Worterbuch, cols. 485-87). In contrast, sru-, srav- encompasses also the social, 
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two audiences addressed by the speaker: the faithful, who fmd his words 
"best" (vahistti) and those under sway of the Lie, by whom the same 
words go "unheard" (a-gustti). 

Remembering these ru/es of yours, we proc/aim unheard words (agustâ vacâ) 
To those who destroy the creatures ofTruth by the ru/es of the Lie, 
But these (words) are best for those who would be faithful to the Wise Lord.19 

The hope is that the words in question will transform men of violence. 
Should the latter remain unable to hear them, however, the Lie's con
tinuing influence will produce further acts of destruction. The argument 
is circular, treating what others might differentiate as cause and effect as 
mutually supportive conditions, both of which are necessary and neither 
of which has (temporal or logical) priority. Thus, those affected by the 
Lie develop defects of hearing that make them susceptible to lies and 
hostile to Truth. 

The situation is similar in Yasna 44.13, which contrasts proper and 
improper hearers, i.e. persons who are and those who are not deeply 
attentive to the teachings of the good religion.20 Proceeding from this, it 
thematizes the former group as resistant, and the latter receptive to the 
Lie, while subtextually implying that the Lie produces the very non
hearing that is the condition of its own hospitable reception. 

This I ask you, speak truly to me, Ahura: 
How do we drive the Lie from ourse ives 
To those full of non-hearing (asrustois par.mâiJhO)? 
They do not delight in associating with Truth. 
They do not derive p/easure from asking questions of Good Mind.21 

political, moral, and religious aspects of hearing, as is evident in sravah "word, speech, 
teaching," sruta "that which is heard, known, celebrated, famed," and sraosa "hearken
ing, attentive hearing, obedience, and the discipline that cornes from listening to what has 
been commanded" (Bartholomae, cols. 1634-36, 1643-44, and 1648). Most fully on the 
last term, see G. Kreyenbroek, Sraosa in the Zoroastrian Tradition (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 
1985) and Emile Benveniste, "Deux noms divins dans l'Avesta. 1. Srausa," Revue de 
l'histoire des religions 130 (1945): 13-14. 

19 Y asna 31.1: tâ v;) uruuatâ maraQtô, agustâ vacâ saQghamahï 
aëibüô yôi uruuatâis drüjô, a8ahiiâ gaë9â vünaraQcaitë 
atcït aëibiiô vahistâ, yôi zarazdâ aiJhan mazdâi. 
20 Regarding the nature of such attentive hearing ("hearkening") in the Zoroastrian 

context, see the discussion of Kreyenbroek, op cit. 
21 Yasna 44.13: tat e~a parasii, aras moi vaoca ahura 
kaea drujam, nis ahmat a nis.nâSamâ 
tang a auuii, yôi asrustôis paranâiJhô 
nôit a8ahiiii, adïuuiieil}tï hac;)na 
nôit frasaiiii, VaiJhaus caxnara manaiJhô 
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VI 

Several Y ounger A vestan passages use the same vocabulary to develop 
the same kind of argument, as in the formula that concludes Videvdat 16 

and 17. 

Ali liars are embodiments of the Lie, who are unconstrained by proper 
religious choice, who are unhearingldisobedient (asraosô). Ail those who 
are unhearingldisobedient are untruthful. Ail those who are untruthful are 
criminals whose bodies are forfeit. 22 

Similar imagery recurs a celebrated narrative from Herodotus: the epi
sode in which Otanes charged his daughter Phaidyme to discover if her 
husband was the rightful King, as he claimed, or an imposter, as Otanes 
suspected. The problem was difficult, for as we were previously told, not 
only did the imposter bear the same name as the man he supplanted, but 
their appearance was near identical.23 Describing the sole way to differ
entiate the two, Otanes instructed Phaidyme: "Now, therefore, you must 
do this. When he lies with you and you know he has fallen asleep, han
die his ears. If he seems to have ears, consider that it is Smerdis [ = Old 
Persian Bardiya], son of Cyrus, who lives with you; if not, you are with 
Smerdis the Magus."24 

Also relevant is Yasna 43.12, where the Lie is not named, but where Truth (Asa) and 
Obedience/Attentive Hearing (Sraosa) are associated with the negation of non-hearing 
(noit asrustii) to set up the following relations. 

Truth (Lie) 
Obedience/Attentive Hearing : (Disobedience/lnattentive Hearing) 

Not non-hearing (noit asrustii) : Non-hearing (asrustii) 
22 Vidëvdat 16.18 ( = V d. 17.11): vïspe druuantô tanu.drujô y ô adaratô.tkaësô y ô asra

osô vïspe asraosô yô ana8auuanô vïspe ana8auuanô yô tanu.para9ô. Cf. Yasna 60.5: "ln 
this house, may Attentive Hearing/Obedience (Sraosa) vanquish non-hearing (asrustïm), 
may peace vanquish non-peace, may generosity vanquish non-generosity, may reverence 
vanquish irreverence, may the word rightly spoken vanquish the word falsely spoken, and 
may Tru th vanquish the Lie." vainït ahmi nmane sraosô 1 asrustïm iixstis aniixstïm 1 riï.itis 
ariï.itïm linnaitis 1 tarômaitïm ar8uxôo viixs 1 mi9aoxtam vacim asa.drujam. Also relevant 
is Y a8t 11.2, where the bodil y defects associated with the Lie are construed much more 
broadly: "(Obedience [Sraosa]) is the best repeller of the enmity of the liar (and) of liars. 
This is the best binder-and-eradicator of the foui eyes, foui understanding, foui ears, foui 
hands, foui feet, foui mouth of the male liar (and) of the female liar." tat druuatô druuatlpn 
auruua9ô.paiti.diirasta tat druuatô druuatiiâsca a8i usi karana gauua duuara9ra zafara 
darazuuân pairi.uruuaëstam. 

23 Herodotus 3.61. 
24 Herodotus 3.69: viiv c1v 1toiTJuov -rcüie· è1teàv uoi uuveuon Kai J.16.9nç aù'tè>v 

KU'tU7tVOOJ.1Évov, li<pauov aù-roii -rà c1-ra· Kai ilv J.lÈV <paiVTJ'tUt ~xrov c1-ra, v6J.1tÇ& 
U&OOU'tTJV l:J.1Épot 'tcfl K6pou UUVOlKÉ&lV, ilv OÈ J.lTJ ~xrov, cru Oè 'tcfl M6.ycpl:J.1épot." 
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Many ingenious explanations have been offered for this curious detail 
(found only in classical sources).25 In it, sorne have seen a folkloric 
motif taken from Oriental romance,26 sorne the result of folk etymology 
(assuming that the title of Magus was misinterpreted as meaning "no 
ears," mii guS),21 and sorne imagine it resulting from conventions of 
Greek art, which gave Persians helmets, crowns, or coiffures that nor
mally covered their ears.28 More simply, one may understand that what
ever its ultimate origin may be, the Herodotean narrative posits the same 
syllogism we have already observed in A vestan texts. 

Smerdis, son of Cyrus 
:: +Ears 
::King 
:: Truth 

Smerdis the Magus 
-Ears 
lm poster 
Lie 

Explaining how the imposter came to suffer this defect, Herodotus 
alludes to an earlier episode, but supplies no relevant details, saying only 
that "during his rule, Cyrus had eut off the ears of Smerdis the Magus, 
for no small reason," suggesting that this was the royal response to sorne 
serious offense.29 An unrelated scene makes clear the crime for which 
ear-lopping was judged appropriate. 

/ntaphernes wished to enter (the royal chambers), thinking it was his right to 
be admitted because he was one of the Seven.30 The gatekeeper and the usher 
would not permit it, saying that the king was in bed with a woman. Believing 
that they told lies (pseudea legein), Intaphernes did these things. Drawing 
his sword, he eut off their ears and noses, and having threaded these on the 
bridie of a horse, he tied this around their necks and let them go.31 

25 The same detail is found in Juslinus 1.91 (where Cambyses, not Cyrus is said to have eut 
off the ears of the Magus). Nothing sinùlar is recounted in the Bisitun inscription and the 
accompanying relief actually contradicts the story, Gaumâta's left ear there being fully apparent. 

26 Wolf Aly, Volksmiirchen, Sage und Novel/e bei Herodot und seinem Zeitgenoften 
(Gottingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1921), pp. 99-100. 

27 G. Bertin, "Herodotus on the Magians," Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society 
(1890), pp. 821-22, accepted by W. W. How and J. Wells, A Commentary on Herodotus 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1912) 1: 275. 

28 Alexander Demandt, "Die Ohren des falschen Smerdis," /ranicaAntiqua 9 (1972): 90-101. 
29 Herodotus 3.69: tou ôà Muyou toutou toii l:~Épôtoç Kiipoç b Ka~~6crero 

apxrov tà Jlta Ù7tÉta~E ê7t' ahin ÔTJ tlVl OÔ O"~lKpfi. 
30 Herodotus describes the privileges granted to the "Seven Noble Persians" who over

threw Gaumata at 3.84 and the role played by these men is confrrmed by DB §68. See 
further Fritz Gschnitzer, Die sieben Perser und das Konigtum des Dareios. Ein Beitrag zur 
Achaimenidengeschichte und zur Herodatanalyse (Heidelberg: Carl Winter Universitiits
verlag, 1977) and Briant, Histoire de l'empire perse, pp. 119-27 and 140-49. The episode of 
Intaphemes is discussed by Gschnitzer at pp. 26-29 and by Briant at pp. 143-44. 

31 Herodotus 3.118: OUK(J)V ôi] 'lvtaq>pÉveç êôtKaiou oôôÉva ot êcrayyeU .. at, à.J..J..' 
ott ~v toov É7tta, êmÉvat ii9eÀ.e. b M 7tUÀ.oupoç Kai b à.yyeÀ.tllq>6poç oô 7tEptci>prov, 
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The case is clear. One cuts off the ears - perhaps along with other 
organs of sense and communication - to mark those convicted of lying. 
In doing so, one gives tangible form to the moral, spiritual, or disposi
tional defect that inclines such people to falsehood in the frrst place. For 
it is their failure to hear and heed the truth that lets the Lie penetrate 
their minds and bodies, from which vantage point it can reproduce itself 
as they begin to speak and practice deceit. 

VII 

Darius inflicted much the same punishment on two of the rebeis he sup
pressed in his frrst year on the throne (522-521 B.C.E.), Fravarti and 
Tritantaxma. 32 

Fravarti was captured. He was led before me. 1 eut off his nose, "his ears, 
and his tongue and 1 put out one of his eyes. He was held bound at my gate. 
Ail the armylpeop/e saw him. 33 

Here, it is worth noting that the Assyrians and Babylonians do not seem 
to have employed this same pattern of mutilation, although a copper 
head was found at Nineveh (Figure 12.1) that bad both its ears eut off, 
both eyes gouged, with deep damage to the left eye, and its beard broken 
(conceivably a substitute for the impossible task of extracting a statue's 
tongue). Having studied this object closely, Carl Nylander concluded 
that the damage was inflicted by Median troops when they took Nineveh 

q>UJ.l&VOl tOV ~a<nÀ.éa '"fUVUlKl J.1i<ry&u9at. Ô li& 'IVtaq>pÉV&Ç ÔOKÉO>V Uq>ÉUÇ ljf&UÔ&a 
J..éy&tV 1tOlÉ&l tOl<lÔ&" U7tUUUJ.1&VOÇ tOV ÙKlVUK&U Ù1tOtUJ.1V&l aùtéÏ>V ta t& cllta KUl 
tàç pivaç, Kai. àv&ipaç 7t&pi tov x;a1..wov tou f1t1tOU 7t&pi toùç aùx;évaç uq>érov 
fôllu&, Kai. à7tijK&. One probably should understand the same accusation of untruth to be 
implicit when similar mutilations were inflicted on Zopyros (Herodotus 3.154, where the 
victim's lies follow his self-mutilation) and the wife of Masistes (Herodotus 9.112, where 
punishment is inflicted on the malefactor's mother, rather than the lying/adulterous 
woman herselt). Xenophon, Anabasis 1.9.13 is also relevant, but much more general in its 
description. · 

32 lt is not clear why these two rebels were treated more harshly than the other seven. 
lt may be relevant that they both - and they alone - claimed to be descendants of 
Cyaxares, last king of the Medes, thus representing themselves as rightful heirs to the 
royalline usurped by Cyrus. If valid, this claim was stronger than that made by any other 
rebel and thus may have demanded particularly emphatic refutation. 

33 DB §32: Fravartis agrabiya anayata abi mlim, adamsa,i uta niiham uta ga~sli uta 
hizlinam frlijanam utasai aivam ca8ma livajam, duvaraylima,! basta adliriya, haruva8im 
kara avaina. The Akkadian version of DB §33 gives the same description of how Tri
tantaxma was treated, but the Old Persian text omits extraction of his tongue. Presum
ably, this was a scribal error (thus Lecoq, p. 200), but the detail may hold sorne deeper 
significance .. 
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Fig. 12.1 Mutilated copper head (of Sargon?) discovered at Nineveh. 
Note damage to the ears, eyes, and beard. 

and overthrew Assyrian power in 612 B.C.E., drawing on an lranian 
symbolic repertoire that used (literai) defacement to inflict humiliation 
and dishonor.34 

Whether or not Nylander was correct in adding this datum to the dos
sier, we can offer a more precise interpretation of the Achaemenian 
practices. Although the disfigurements inflicted on Fravarti and Tritan
taxma were surely meant to cause both shame and pain, their purpose 
was also didactic. Toward that end, the faces of captured rebels were 
made into object lessons, on which otherwise invisible forces and pro
cesses were given concrete form. Those who beheld poor Fravarti were 
meant to read from his mangled features that he was both a victim and 

34 Carl Nylander, "Earless in Nineveh: Who Mutilated 'Sargon's Head?," American 
Journal of Archaeology 84 (1980): 329-33. Martha Roth and Matt Stolper have been kind 
enough to confmn for me that Nylander was correct in his assessment of the Assyro
Babylonian punitive repertoire. See further, Martha T. Roth, "On Amputation, Beating, 
and lllegal Seizure," in Martha T. Roth, et al., eds., Studies Presented to Robert D. Biggs 
(Chicago: The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, 2007), pp. 207-18. 
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an agent of the Lie, drawing these further conclusions. 1) This is how 
the Lie enters and infects men who cannot hear and whose senses are 
defective. 2) This is how the Lie reproduces itself, when such men say 
garbled things that infect and mislead others. 3) Lies and liars thus pro
duce confusion and violence by misperceiving and misrepresenting the 
truth. 4) Ultimately, such people suffer retributive violence from the 
defenders of truth, led by the King, and this restores proper order. 

Conceivably, Darius and his agents- scribes, as well as soldiers and 
hangmen - made these points with a sincere and ingenuous belief that 
inspired confidence in the empire and the rightness of its mission. Like 
all human subjects, however, they too were capable of misrecognition 
and misrepresentation. And here opens the epistemological and moral 
abyss of lies about the Lie, lies about the lying other, and lies about the 
truthful self ... 



CHAPTER THIRTEEN 

REPRESENTING THE LIE IN MAZDAEAN IRAN 

1 

The religiously valorized (and ideologically loaded) contrast of Truth 
and Lie is well attested throughout the Indo-Iranian religious tradition. 
This is not to say it was consistently the centerpiece of ethics and poli
tics, nor that it always found expression in identical fashion. Rather, it 
was a longstanding theme of considerable, but varying interest, capable 
of embroidery and elaboration in various texts, contexts, and eras. 

In Vedic India, primary attention was focused on the princip le of truth 
and all that is right ([ta), which was construed as the ordering principle 
of the cosmos1 and only occasionally juxtaposed to the countervailing 
principle of the lie (dru/;).2 In ancient Iran, by contrast, the Lie was 
theorized in more robust fashion as the essence and source of evil: that 
which is most radically corrosive to order in every form (social, politi
cal, moral, aesthetic, and cosmic ). Even a relatively crude statistical 
comparison shows the extent to which Iranians' interest shifted from 
Truth toward the Lie. Thus, in the ~g Veda, occurrences of rta and 
rtifvan outnumber those of dru/; and druhvan by a ratio of 15: 1 ( 417 /28). 

1 For the etymology of this ~rm. cognate with A vestan asa, Younger A v es tan <Jr<Jta 
(e.g. in the name of the eschatological hero Astuuat.a~ta. "Embodied Truth"), Old Per
sian [la, and Mitanni arta (as an element in proper names), see Mayrhofer, Etymolo
gisches Worterbuch des Altindoarischen 1: 254-55, following the analysis of Bernhard 
Geiger, "I}ta und Verwandtes," Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde des Morgenlande 41 
(1934): 107-26. The Indo-Iranian languages preserve two different terms for "truth," 
preserving an older lndo-European distinction between truth as that which is right ([ta, 
etc.) and truth as that which is real (Sanskrit satya, Avestan hai()ya, Old Persian hasiya, 
ali of which are extensions in -ya, built on the present participle of the verb "to be"). See 
further, Hjalmar Frisk, Wahrheit und Lüge in den indogermanischen Sprachen: Einige 
morphologische Beobachtungen (Goteborg: Elander, 1936), esp. pp. 28-32. 

2 The Vedic passages in which [la and drul;t form a binary opposition were collected 
and discussed in comparison to the Avestan evidence by Bernhard Geiger, Die Am<~sa 
Sp<Jntas: Ihr Wesen und ihre ursprüngliche Bedeutung (Vienna: Alfred Holder, 1916), 
pp. 175-87. The only verses in which both terms appear are RV 1.121.4, 1.133.1, and 
7.75.1, although the juxtapositions within different verses of the same hymn are also 
occasionally of interest, as in the case of RV 2.23.15-17 and 4.23.7-10. Regarding the 
etymology of Vedic drul;t, Avestan drug, Old Persian dral,!ga, and related forms, see 
Mayrhofer, Etymologisches Worterbuch 1: 760-61. 
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In striking contrast, the ratio for corresponding terms in the Older A vesta 
(asa and asâuuan, drug and draguuant) is just a bit more than 3:1 
(198/62) and the relation is actually reversed in the Achaemenian inscrip
tions, where dray ga and drayjana occur twice as often as rta and rtavan 
(10/5).3 Tabulating the relevant verbs would skew results even further, 
since Old Persian bas no verbs with an etymological connection to rta, 
while the verb duruj- makes a full twenty-seven appearances. Thus, 
what in ancient India was a contrast of occasional, but not dominating 
interest or persistent utility played a much larger role in Mazdaean Iran, 
where it became one of three mutually reinforcing binary oppositions 
(Truth/Lie, light/darkness, Ohrmazd/Ahreman) that served as central 
organizing principles for a dualistic cosmology and ethics. 

As the statistics cited above suggest, the position of the Lie was most 
salient in the Achaemenian inscriptions, where the other two binaries 
were somewhat attenuated. There, the contrast of light and darkness fig
ured rather little, appearing only in the practice of blinding rebels (who, 
as liars, dwell in darkness)4 and the alternation of night and day (which 
is mentioned once only).5 An explicitly Ahremanian discourse is like
wise absent, for in Old Persian the Wise Lord's adversary never takes 
any name except "the Lie." 

As it happens, the Ahremanian is only a bit better attested in Older 
A vestan texts (i.e. the Gathàs and Y asna HaptaiJhaiti), which contain 
just one verse that employs the name "Evil Spirit" and even on that 
occasion, the text inverts what later cornes to be the standard order 
of adjective and noun (i.e. mainiiu ... a7Jgra, and not al)gra mainiiu).6 

3 These tabulations are based on data taken from Hermann Grassmann, Worterbuch 
zum Rig-Veda (Leipzig: F.A. Brockhaus, 1873; 4th ed., Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 
1964), Jean Kellens and Eric Pirart, Les textes vieil-avestiques. Vol. II. Répertoires gram
maticaux et lexique (Wiesbaden: Ludwig Reichert, 1990), and Kent, Old Persian. 

4 DB §§32-33, on which see Chapter Twelve. 
s DB §7, where Darius states: "What was proclaimed to them by me, by night or by 

day, that was done." taya8am hacama a9anhya xbpanva raJ,!capativa, ava akunavayantii. 
On the formulaic phrase, see further David Testen, "Old Persian <x-s-p-v<•> r<•·ï>-u-c-p-t<•il_ 
v<•>-a> 'by night or by day'," op cit. 

6 Yasna 45.2: 1 will proclaim the two first spirits of existence, 
The more beneficent of which could say to the one who is evil: 
"Neither our minds, nor our proclamations, nor our intellects, 
Nor our choices, nor our utterances and deeds, 
~Nor our religions, nor our souls are in agreement." 

at fravaxsiia, IUJh::ius us mainiiü paouruüë 
yaiiâ spaniiâ, üitï mrauuat y::im lll).gr;;lm 
nôit na manâ, nôit s::i~gha nôit xratauuô 
naedii varana, nôit uxoa naëda siiao9ana 
nôit daënâ, nôit uruullllô hac~të. 
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Further, this Evil Spirit was not juxtaposed to the Wise Lord, but was set 
against a "More Beneficent Spirit" (mainiiu ... spaniia) that was theo
rized as its twin.7 Elsewhere, the Older Avesta continues to speak: of the 
adversarial force as "the Lie" (drug), a term that recurs sixteen times. 
Here, however, as in the Achaernenian inscriptions, it is often unclear 
whether the word denotes an impersonal abstraction, a personified 
dernonic power, or - more likely - sornething that mediates these 
alternatives, for it is always difficult (and frequently impossible) to tell 
if Old A vestan drug and Old Persian dra!} ga are the proper narnes of an 
archdernon or cornrnon nouns of uncornrnon importance. 8 

II 

Only in the Younger Avesta does one begin to encounter fully personi
fied descriptions of the Lie, alongside passages where drug denotes a 
powerful abstraction. There, a terminological innovation serves to distin
guish between the incorporeal essence of falsehood and the archdernonic 
being who ernbodies that force, via an adjective that defmes the former 
as the "spiritual Lie" (mainiiava drug).9 

When this modifier is lacking, "the Lie" is personified, although the 
relevant passages are not consistent in the depictions they offer. Sorne 
treat the Lie as fernale, taking their lead from the gender of the noun, 
and these texts ernphasize its reproductive powers, as we saw in Chapter 
Twelve. 10 Others treat it as male and stress its aggressive nature, 11 while 
sorne leave the Lie's sex indistinct and still others treat it as a rnonstrous 
being possessed of three rnouths, three heads, six eyes, and a thousand 

In no other passage from the Older Avesta does the adjective al)ra modify the noun mai
niiu, but it does occur in two other verses (Yasna 43.15 and 44.12), where it is associated 
with a patterned contrast drawn between followers of the Truth (the asauuan) and followers 
of the Lie (the dragvant). A "bad spirit" (aka mainiiu) is named at Y asna 30.3 at 32.5. 

7 The twinship of the two fust spirits (mainiiü paouruiié) is established at Y asna 30.3, 
where they are also identified as "the better one and the bad one" (vahii6 akamcd). 

8 Among the most ambiguous occurrences of drug in the Older A vesta, see Y asna 
30.8, 30.10, 31.4, 32.3, 44.13, 44.14, 46.6, 46.11, 49.11, 51.14. With a little ingenuity, the 
others can also be understood as referring to a demonic power, although it is by no means 
necessary to do so. That which we perceive as ambiguity most probably reflects a situa
tion in which the categories and distinctions we bring to the text (moral abstraction vs. 
demonic personification) simply do not obtain. 

9 The "spiritual Lie" appears at Y~t 1.19, 11.3, and 13.71. Ali other occurrences lack 
the modifier. 

10 Thus Y~t 19.95 and, above ali, Vidëvdat 18.30-59, discussed in Chapter Twelve 
above. 

11 Thus, e.g., Vidëvdiit 10.1, Y~t 11.2-3, 13.12-13. 
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senses, ali of them defective, distorting, demonic. 12 In ali these contexts, 
the question regularly arises how the Lie can be overcome and the 
response is always the same: A righteous/truthful person (i.e. an asau
uan) need only recite prayers, ritual formulae, divine names to emerge 
unscathed, which is to say: true and pure speech overpowers the Lie.B 

The narrative in which the A vesta mak:es these points most vividly is 
probably Vidëvdat 19.1-3, where it treats the Lie as a subordinate instru
ment of the Evil Spirit.14 

From the northern side,from the northern regions, [i.e. the direction asso
ciated with cold, dryness, death, and destruction] slithered forth the Evil 
Spirit, he of many deaths, demon of demons. Thus babbled the Ev il Spirit, 
he of many deaths, whose vision is evil: "Lie, slither forth and kil! Right
eous!truthful Zarathustra." The Lie slithered about, with the demon Buiti 
and the catastrophe of decrepitude. Zarathustra proclaimed the Ahuna 
Vairiia prayer. He offered sacrifice to the good waters of the Good Diiitiia 
River. He professed the Mazdii-worshipping religion. Cast down, the Lie 
slithered away, with the demon Buiti and the catastrophe of decrepitude. 
The Lie babbled back: "Ev il Spirit, 1 do not at al/ see destruction for 
Zarathustra. Zarathustra is righteousltruthful (asauuan) and has much 
glory!good fortune (pouru.xvar;}nah)." Zarathustra saw in his own mind: 
"The lying demons, whose vision is ev il, conspire at my destruction." 15 

12 Yasna 9.8, Yast 5.34, 9.14, 14.40, 17.34, and 19.37, where the usurper Aii Dahii.ka 
is described as "the strongest Lie the Evil Spirit spawned to destroy the corporeal creation 
of the creatures of Truth" (as.aojastamqm drujim fraca karantat aT)ro mainiius aoi yqm 
astuuaitim gaë8qm mahrkai asahe gaë8anqm). The lexemes used for the monster's 
mouths, eyes, heads, and senses are ail part of the Avesta's daevic vocabulary, which 
marks their deviant nature. The classic treatment of this linguistic pattern remains Güntert, 
Über die ahurischen und daëvischen Ausdrücke im Awesta, op cit. 

13 Thus, Videvdii.t 10.1-2 recommends reciting the Gii.thii.s; Ya8t 1.19, the names of 
the Wise Lord; Ya8t 11.3, the Ml!Gra Spanta, Videvdii.t 19.1-3, the Ahuna Vairiia prayer; 
Yast 4.4-5, a spell unattested elsewhere. In Yasna 60.5 and Ya8t 19.95, Truth (Asa) itself 
serves as the instrument for overcoming the Lie. 

14 This is actually a fairly unusual arrangement. Yast 13.13 treats the Lie and the Evil 
Spirit together and the formulaic verses describing Aii Dahii.ka describe him as a Lie cre
ated by the Evil Spirit (Yasna 9.8, Ya8t 5.34, 9.14, 14.40, 17.34, and 19.37). In ali its 
other A vestan occurrences, the Lie appears to be independent (in the Older A vesta, Y asna 
30.8, 30.10, 31.1, 31.4, 32.3, 32.12, 33.4, 44.13-14, 46.6, 46.11, 49.3, 49.11, 51.14; in the 
Younger, Yasna 61.5, Videvdii.t 10.1-2, 16.18, 17.11, 18.30-59, 20.8, Yast 1.19, 4.4-5, 
11.2-3, 13.71, 13.129, 19.93, 19.95). 

15 Videvdii.t 19.1-3: apii.xtarat haca naemii.t apii.xtaraeibiio haca naemaeibiio fraduuarat 
aiJrO mainiius pouru.mahrko daeuuan<!ffi daeuuo. uiti dauuata ho yo duzdâ aiJro mainiius 
pouru.mahrko druxs upa.duuii.ra marancaiJuha a8ii.um zara9ustra. druxs he pairi.duuarat büiti 
daeuuo i9iiejo mar8aon:lm dauua!â. zara9ustro ahunam vairïm frasrii.uuaiiat ya9ii. ahü vair
iio ... vii.staram. ii.p5 VaiJuhts frii.iiazaeta VaiJhuiiâ dii.itiiaiiâ daenl!m mazdaiiasnim fraoranaeta. 
druxs he starato apa.duuarat büiti daeuuo i9iiejo marsaonam dauuazâ. druxs he paiti.dauuata 
skutara aiJra mainiio noit he aoso pairi.vaenii.rni spitamii.i zara9ustrii.i pouru.x•aranaiJh5 
a8auua zara9ustro. zara9ustro manaiJh5 pairi.vaenii.t daeuua me druuanto du!dât]hô aosam 
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This scene is a centerpiece of Zoroastrian theology, fraught with signifi
cance and promise. Not only does the action take place on the banks of 
the Good Daitiia river, frrst and best of aU places created by the Wise 
Lord at the heart of the Iranian homeland, 16 it also takes place at the 
midpoint of history, when the cosmic struggle turns decisively against 
the forces of evil as the result of Zarathustra's intervention. The instru
ment of that intervention also has extraordinary significance, for the 
Ahuna Vairiia prayer (Yasna 27.13) is the very frrst verse of the Œithas 
and thus the frrst act of sacred speech attributed to Zarathustra. Later 
Zoroastrianism theorized (not to say, fetishized) its twenty-one syliables 
as the condensation of ali true and ali ritualiy effective speech. Each 
time these words are properly pronounced - which happens every day 
in performance of the Y asna sacrifice - the good creation is purified 
and renewed, its eschatological renovation anticipated, and the corrupt
ing force of the Lie and the Evil Spirit are in that moment routed. 17 

Certain Pahlavi texts also maintain that the Wise Lord uttered the same 
prayer when he frrst confronted the Evil Spirit and that the power of 
these true words knocked the latter unconscious for three thousand years, 
during which time Ohrmazd effected the original material creation.18 

hllm.p;}r;}s;}nte. A few notes to the translation are necessary. 1) Ali the verbs that have the 
Lie or the Evil Spirit as their subject are daëvic in nature ifra-duuar-, upa-duuar-, pairi
duuar-, apa-duuar-, dauu-, paiti-dauu-, marak-). 2) Following Kaj Barr, Avesta (Copen
hagen: Gyldendal, 1954), p. 176, 1 translate the vocative a.Mum zaraBustra as doing ser
vice for the accusative asiivanam zaraBustram in Vd 19.1. 3) On the demons accompanying 
the Lie, see Christensen, Essai sur la démonologie iranienne, pp. 12-13 and Carsten 
Colpe, ed., Altiranische und zoroastrische Mythologie (Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta, 1974-82), 
pp. 314 and 389-90. 

16 Thus Vidëvdat 1.2. On the significance of this river, see further Chapters Eleven 
and Twenty-eight. Regarding its relation to the Iranian homeland, see Émile Benveniste, 
"L'Eran-vëz et l'origine légendaire des Iraniens," Bulletin of the School of Oriental Stud
ies 7 (1933-35): 265-74. Other Avestan texts identify it as the place where the Wise Lord 
met with the other spiritual deities (Vidëvdat 2.20) and where he performed sacrifice 
(Ya5t 5.17, 15.2). Vistaspa, Zarathustra's patron, is also said to have sacrificed there 
(Yast9.29, 17.61), as did Zarathustra himself (Yast 5.104, Vidëvdat 19.2). 

17 On the significance attributed to the Ahuna Vairiia (the translation of which is 
much debated), see Emile Benveniste, "La prière Ahuna Vairya," lndo-lranian Journal! 
(1957): 77-85, Molé, Culte, mythe et cosmologie dans l'Iran ancien, pp. 143, 154-55, 
290, 483-84, Mary Boyce, A History of Zoroastrianism. Vol. 1: The Early Period 
(Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1975), pp. 260-61, and Yuhan Sohrab-Dinshaw Vevaina, "Textual 
Taxonomies, Cosmlogical Deixis, and Canonicat Commentaries in Zoroastrianism," His
tory of Religions 50 (2010): 111-43. Yasna 19.1-3 and 8-9 describe the Wise Lord hlm
self as having uttered tlüs pray er bef ore his original deeds of creation. For other A vestan 
testimony regarding the pray.er's importance, see Vidëvdat 18.42-43, 19.9, Ya5t 11.3, 
19.81, Yasna 9.14, 61.1-2, and Yasna 19 in general. 

18 Thus Greater Bundahisn 1.29-32 (TD2 MS. 7.6-8.2), Mënog ï Xrad 27.68-71, 
Selections of Zlidspram 1.12-24. 
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In the same way that the Avesta constitutes Zarathustra's prototypical 
act of true-speech-cum-prayer as the crucial moment in the history of the 
cosmos, so Darius represented a speech-act of his own as a similar turn
ing point. For it was with a prayer - an act of pure and true speech -
that he shattered the fear, silence, and deceit that held an evil regime in 
place, obtaining the divine assistance that let him topple the Lie, as 
embodied in the usurper. 

Proclaims Darius the King: There was not a man- not a Persian, nor a 
Mede, nor anyone of our lineage-who could have deprived that Gaunuita 
the Mag us of the kingship!kingdom. The peoplelarmy feared him mightily ... 
No one dared to proclaim anything about Gaunuita the Magus until 1 
arose. Then 1 prayed to the Wise Lord for assistance. The Wise Lord bore 
me aid. Ten days of the month Biigayiidi had passed (29 September 522) 
when 1, with a few men, slew that Gaunuita the Magus. 19 

rn 
lt is Pahlavi literature, however, that offers the most elaborate personifi
cation of the Lie, expanding on the narrative of Vidëvdat 11.1-3. This is 
found in the legendary biography of Zarathustra presented in the 7th 
book of the Dënkard. 

(The Wise Lord said): " The Lie slinks up to you, Zarathustra. In the form 
of a woman, with gold on her breast, she slinks up to request friendship 
from you. And the woman-form, with gold on her breast, requests friend
ship from you, requests consultation from you, requests collaboration from 
you. Do not give her friendship, nor consultation, nor collaboration. Order 
her to turn her rear to the front and recite that victorious act of speech, the 
Ahuna Vairiia prayer." 

Zarathustra went to the inhabited, friendly world in order to see to the 
conversion of corporeal beings. There he met the Lie ... Female in form, 
with gold on her breast, she asked him for friendship, consultation, and 
cooperation. And she snarled at him: "]am Spandarmad [i.e. the Benefi
cent Immortal associated wit~ the Earth, knownfor her beauty]." 

Zarathustra said to her: "] have seen Spandarmad in the clear light of a 
fine day and it seems to me that Spandarmad is fair in front, fair in back, 

19 DB § 13: 9ati Diirayavau§ xsiiya9iya: na! aha martiya na! Piirsa na! Miida na! amiixam 
1aJ!llliiyii kaki, haya avam GaJ!llliitam tayam magum xsaçam ditam caxriyii, 
kiiraSim hacii cJ.rSam af!Sa ... kaki na! acJ.rSnal}s ciki 9anstanai pari GaJ!llliitam tayam magum, 
yiitii adam iirsam, pasâva adam Auramazdâm patiyâvanhyai, Auramazdiimai upastiim 
abara, Biigayiidais mahya daGa ral}cabis 9akatii aha, ava9ii adam hadii kamna!bis martiyaibis 
avam Gal}ffiiitam tayam magum. On the verb wah- "to supplicate, pray to, worship," see 
Oswald Szemerenyi, "Iranica Il. 17. OP patiyiivahyaiy," Die Sprache 12 (1966): 208-9. 
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fair ali around, beautiful in every place. Turn your rear to the front and 1 
will recognize if you are Spandarmad." 

And the Lie said to him: "Spitiima Zarathustra, we who are women are 
beautiful from the front and odious from the rear. Do not order me to show 
my rear." The Lie resisted three times, then turned her rear. And then 
Zarathustra saw that between her raised haunches, she was full of snakes, 
hedgehogs, /izards, worms, andfrogs. Zarathustra proclaimed that victori
ous act of speech, the Ahuna Vairiia prayer. Then tha~ Lie did not exist and 
the form of Cësmag stormed forth. 20 

This text bas been rouch discussed and holds many nuances and com
plexities. 21 Sorne of its features are so complex as to require a separate 
discussion, as is true of the role played by the demon Cesmag, which 
will be treated in the next chapter. Others, however, are already familiar 
tous, including the text's personification of the Lie as female, its use of 
a daevic vocabulary to mark ber actions as perverse and destructive, and 
the use of the Ahuna Vairiia prayer to overcome ber power. Beyond this, 
one should also note that the only speech-acts attributed to this character 
are inherently false: she is not Spandarmad and normal women are not 
"beautiful from the front and odious from the rear. " 22 

Other authors have noted the misogyny in the narrative, while com
paring it to European tradditions associated with a similarly ambiguous 
female figure known as "Frau Welt."23 They have also pointed out the 

20 Dënkard 7.4.55-61 (Madan MS. 635.14-636.15): abar-iz o to Zarduxst druz bë 
dwiirëd ud mlidag-kirb zarrën-+pusën kû pestlinblin darëd. ud hamhligïh ï az ro +zastan 
dwarëd. ud mlidag-kirb zarrën-pusën hampursagïh az to zliyëd ud ham-kardlirïh az t0 
zliyëd. u-s ma hamhagïh dahë ud ma hampursagïh ud ma +ham-kardlirïh. framliyë oy oy 
pasïh froo wa8tan lin ï përozgar,gowisn frliz gowë Yata-Ahü-Wëryog. be raft Zarduxst o 
lin ï +miinisnomand +dosromand gëhlin lin hlizisn ï axw ï astomand be nigerisnïh ray. ëg o 
druz frliz mad ka ... +miidag-kirb zarrën pad sën u-s hamhligïh ud hampursagïh ud ham
kardlirïh az oy +zast. u-s joyïd kü az hom +spandarmad. guft-a8 Zardux8t kû be-rn lin 
nigerëd +kë +Spandarmad andar lin ï rosn roz ï xwlibar ud lin man sahist +Spandarmad hu
oron ud hu-parron ud hu-tarist kü hamlig gylig nëk büd. pasïh froo ward snlisom agar to hë 
Spandarmad. u-s o oy druz guft kü: Zarduxst ï Spitlimlin kü awëslin amli hëm kë mlidaglin 
+nëkog az pës nëmag ud dus-ziSt az pasïh ma man o pasïh framliyën. pas az sidïgar 
pahiklir'id druz o pasïh froo wa8t. u-s oy dïd Zardux8t pas andarag haxt ka ahrlift estlid purr 
gaz ud +udrag ud karbunag ud pazüg ud wazag. u-s lin ï përozgar gowisn frliz guft Zarduxst 
Yata-Ahu-Wëryog. ëg lin druz be +nëst ud Cësmag kirb [also legible as karb] frliz dwand. 

21 1 will discuss sorne of these complexities in the next chapter. Others 1 have treated 
in "Cësmag, the Lie, and the Logic of Zoroastrian Demonology," Journal of the Ameri
can Oriental Society 129 (2009): 45-55. 

22 Dënkard 7.4.59: amli hëm kë mlidaglin +nëkog az pës nëmag ud dus-zist az pasïh. 
23 The physically and morally ambiguous Frau Welt appears in Walther von der 

Vogelweide, Wolfram von Eschenbach's Parzifal and other versions of the Grail myth, 
where she also takes the name of Kundry. Similarities to the Dënkard description of the 
Lie are sufficiently striking that sorne have suggested a common Indo-European heritage, 
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coarse physicality in descriptions of the Lie as a superficially alluring 
woman, whose seductive flesh bides a disgusting inner core, replete with 
reptiles and worms. Within the European context, these surely suggest 
death and decay, while the full vignette reveals the intimate connection 
of mortality and sex. The same points inform the Zoroastrian perspec
tive, within which the creatures in question should also be read as xraf
stras: the verminous beings Ahreman made from his own bodily filth to 
assault the Wise Lord's good creation.24 

It is also important to stress that whereas the European allegory speaks 
ofthe world ("Frau Welt"), the female, sexuality, and life in general, the 
lranian is most immediately and explicitly concerned to depict falsehood 
and the Lie. In this regard, one ought stress the literai duplicity expressed 
in the image of a woman who is internally divided (front and back, out
side and inside, good and evil, life and death, attraction and repulsion) 
such that she is able to misrepresent herself, deceptively presenting one 
side only of what is, in actuality, a much more complex, fragmented, and 
disquieting reality. If duplicity of this sort is the essence of the Lie, 
then duality - the fracturing of primordial unity - is its precondition. 
The point is not that the beautiful side is false and the ugly side true. 
Rather, both sides are equally real. The Lie simplifies, distorts, seduces, 
enchants and misleads by emphasizing the most attractive part of an 

while others have argued for transmission of the imagery and themes from Iran to Europe 
via the Arabs, Manichaeans, or others. See, inter alla, Heinrich Junker, "Frau Welt in 
Iran," Zeitschrift für Indologie und Iranistik 2 (1923): 237-46, Hermann Güntert, Kundry 
(Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1928), esp. pp. 44-46, Franz Rolf Schrôder, Die Parzivalfrage 
(Munich: C.H. Beek, 1928), pp. 33- 35, idem, "Cundrie," in Dietrich Schmidtke and 
Helga Schüpert, eds., Festschrift für Ingeborg Schrobler zum 65. Geburtstag (Tübingen: 
Niemeyer, 1973), pp. 187-95, Lars-Ivar Ringbom, "Diktens 'Fru Viirld' och 'Viirldens 
Furste' 1 kyrkoportalen," in Martin Olsson, ed., Studier tilliignade Henrik Cornell pa 
60-arsdagen (Stockholm: Nordisk Rotogravyr, 1950), pp. 44-66, Walther Hinz, "Per
sisches im 'Parzival,' Archaeologische Mitteilungen aus Iran 2 (1969): 177-81, Hermann 
Goetz, "Die Herkunft der 'Frau Welt,"' in Manfred Mayrhofer, Wolfgang Meid, Bem
fried Schlerath, and Rüdiger Schmitt, eds., Antiquitates Indogermanicae. Studien zur 
indogermanischen Altertumskunde und zur Sprach- und Kulturgeschichte der indoger
manischen Volker. Gedenkschrift für Hermann Güntert (Innsbruck: L"lllsbrucker Beitrii.ge 
zur Sprachwissenschaft, 1974), pp. 145-46, and Jes P. Asmussen, '"Frau Welt,' eine 
Orientalisch-Europii.ische Beziehung," in Orientalia J. Duchesne-Guillemin emerito 
oblata (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1984), pp. 35-39. Essentially, Junker opened this problematic 
by incorporating the way the Lie is represented in Dënkard 7.4.55-61 into the paradigm 

_ of the "Frau Welt" type that Hermann Güntert had introduced in his pioneer work, 
Kalypso (Halle: ~.1ax Niemeyer, 1919). 

24 Regarding the Evil Spirit's creation of vermin and their deployment in his primor
dial assault, see Greater Bundahisn 1.47 (TD2 MS. 11.10-12), 4.15 (TD2 MS. 43.2-6), and 
22.0-6 (TD2 MS. 142.2-143.5). 
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infmitely more complicated, more problematic whole. Reality is not one 
side or the other, but the contradictory whole, and truth must frrst 
acknowledge this totality before it can dispel it. 

Within historie time, truth consists frrst, of the knowledge that all 
things are sorne mixture of good and evil, qualities locked in ceaseless 
struggle, and second, of a commitment to help the good prevail. Once 
that is accomplished and evil annihilated, all things will return to that 
state of integrity - i.e. a unity so profound and so total as to admit no 
duplicity- that was the Wise Lord's original intent for creation. 

IV 
The Dënkard narrative thus provides an allegorical description for the 
kind of action Darius recounted in the minor inscriptions at Bisitun, the 
brief texts that identify each of the rebels depicted on the Bisitun relief 
(Table 13.1). Formulaic in nature, each one begins by naming the man 
in question, after which it says "he lied" (adurujiya). Next, it quotes his 
lie, in which the man normally daims a) a name, b) descent from the old 
royal family of a given land/people, and c) kingship over that land/peo
ple. Not every lie contains ail three parts, but the claim to kingship is a 
constant. What makes these false is not spelled out and it is not certain 
that the dissonance between the names Darius gives for the liars and that 
which the latter claimed for themselves constituted proof of their deceit. 
Notwithstanding the fact that the two always differ, this difference may 
signal a change from birth-name to throne-name, as when Xerxes' son 
Arses assumed the name Artaxerxes upon his accession to royal power.25 

As regards claims b) and c ), Darius offers no evaluative comment and it 
is possible to read his silence as tacit rejection: a disdainful way of sug
gesting these men bad neither a lineage nor a title worthy of mention. 

There is, however, a more intriguing possibility, i.e. that the text tac
itly accepts the genealogical claim, but treats it as neither necessary, nor 
sufficient to support any claim to royal office insofar as kingship does 
not depend on lineage alone, but requires divine election. One does not 
become King simply by being "son of Nabonidus," for instance, but 
on1y by a divine grace, charisma, and favor that becomes evident, inter 
alia, in dramatic battlefield success that can be attributed to "the Wise 
Lord's will" (vasna Auramazdiiha; see further, Chapter Twenty-one). 

25 For the fullest discussion of this practice, which is attested in both Greek and Baby
lonian sources, see Rüdiger Schmitt, "Achaemenian Throne-names," Annali del/stituto 
Orientale di Napoli, Sezione Linguistica 42 (1982): 83-95. 
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ldentity and Abusive · Ckdmof Clo.im of· Ckdm of royal 
ftdsity of speaker proc'ltzmation . ·•· identity lineage ·. status 

This X lied. Thus he lamY, Descendant 1 am King 
proclaimed: ofZ. (in A). 

This Gaumata Thus he "1 am Bardiya, son of Cyrus. 1 am King." 
the Mag~s lied. proclaimed: adamB[diya Kûraus puça. adam x!iiyaOiya 
iyam Gaymiita avaOii aOanha: ami, ami. 
haya magus 
adurujiya. 

This Âçina lied. Thus he 1 am King in 
iyamAçina proclaimed: Elam." 
adurujiya. avaOii aBanha: adam xsiiyaBiya 

ami Üjaj 

This Nidintu-Bël Thus he "lam the son of 1 am King in 
lied. proclaimed: Nebuchadnezzar, Nabonidus. Babylon." 
iyam Nidintabajra avaBii aBanha: adamNabu- haya Nabu- adam xsiiyaOiya 
adurujiya. kudracara ami, najtahya puça. ami Biibaray. 

This Fravarti Thus he "1 am X§a9rita, of the lineage of 1 am King in 
lied. proclaimed: adam XsaBrita Cyaxares. Media," 
iyam Fravartis avaBii aBanha: ami, Uvaxstrahya adam xsiiyaOiya 
adurujiya. taymiiyii. ami Miidaj. 

This Martiya lied. Thus he "1 am Imani, King in Elam." 
iyam Martiya proclaimed: adam/mani! Üjaj xsiiyaBiya. 
adurujiya. avaBii aBanha: ami, 

This Tritantaxma Thus he of the lineage of 1 am King in 
lied. proclaimed: Cyaxare s. Sagartia." 
iyam Çiçantaxma avaBii aBanha: Uvaxstrahya adam xsiiyaBiya 
adurujiya. ta!!miiyii.26 ami Asagartaj. 

This Vahyazdata Thus he "1 am Bardiya, the son of Cyrus. 1 am King." 
lied. proclaimed: adamBrdiya haya Kûraus adam x!iiyaOiya 
iyam Vahyazdiita avaBii aBanha: ami, puça. ami. 
adurujiya. 

This Araxa lied. Thus he "lam the son of 1 am King in 
iyamAraxa proclaimed: Nebuchadnezzar, Nabonidus. Babylon." 
adurujiya. avaBii aBanha: adamNabu- hayaNabu- adam xsiiyaOiya 

kudracara ami, najtahya puça . ami Biibaral). 

This Frada lied. Thus he 1 am King in 
iyam Friida proclaimed: Margiana." 
adurujiya. avaBii aBanha: adam xsiiyaOiya 

ami Margay. 

Table 13.1 Minor inscriptions at Bisitun, 
where Darius fonnulaically accuses his adversaries of having lied. 

26 In contrast to the other minor inscriptions, in DBg, the claim of lineage follows the 
claim of royal status. 

; 
1 
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Fig. 13.1 Bisitun relief, line drawing. 
The capitalletters show the location of the minor inscriptions 

(B[Pers] = DBb, Old Persian text, B[Sus] = DBb, Elamite, etc.). 
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Here, the master narrative Darius recounted at Bisitun - the story of 
how he overcame ali adversaries and defied ali odds - supports his 
claim to be God' s chosen and th us the rightful King, regardless of any 
other considerations. At the same time, his rivais are shown to lack 
divine favor, which means that notwithstanding their genealogy, popular 
support, or self-image, events reveal them as lacking the only qualifica
tion that really matters. Bereft of divine support, at best they are deluded 
and deluding imposters, unwitting agents of the Lie. 

The accompanying relief sculpture, which was executed before the 
inscriptions and thus represents the frrst draft of the story, makes rouch 
the same point (Figure 13.1). Toward that end, it represents Darius as 
the only true King. As such, he is marked by a crown, his size (which 
indexes his power), his military success (implied by the spearbearer and 
bowman who stand behind him, as well as the bow in his right hand), 
and his privileged relation to the Wise Lord, who hovers above. In the 
most pointed contrast, the defeated rebels are rouch smaller, lack any 
trappings of roy ai office, and have been disarmed after defeat at Darius' s 
bands. Bound at the neck, like animais, their bands are also tied behind 
their backs, and their postures are those of abject submission (bowing 
slightly or, in the case of Gaumata, full y supine, with bands upraised in 
supplication). 
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These are the men who claimed to be King, and the intent of the relief 
-like that of the inscription, and th at of Darius' s propaganda in general 
- is not just to falsify their daims, but to reveal the men who advanced 
them as agents of falsehood. As in the case of Zarathustra and the Lie, 
they are shown to be duplicitous creatures, who put forward only their 
best side and concealed ali that was darker, more disturbing, more divi
sive and destructive. On the battlefield and in his proclamations, Darius 
disclosed their true nature, which may be summarized in the formula 
-Truth/-Unity/-God/-Victory/-King. In so doing, he construed himself as 
representing just the opposite. 



CHAPTER FOURTEEN 

ON ZOROASTRIAN AND ACHAEMENIAN DEMONOLOGY 

1 

When considering the Dënkard story of Zarathustra's encounter with the 
Lie, we opted not to dwell on the narrative's dénouement. Most other 
scholars who studied this text made the same choice, closing their citation 
just before its culmination, which cornes with the following passage.1 

Zarathustra proclaimed that victorious act of speech, the Ahuna Vairiia 
prayer. Then that Lie did not exist and the form of CëSmag stormedforth.2 

Conceivably, the decision to omit the second sentence was prompted by 
two textual problems that interfere with its proper translation. One of 
these is fairly simple, involving the word that follows Cësmag's name. 
Written klp (with omission of short vowels, as is standard), this could 
represent either of two Pahlavi nouns: kirb "the extemal, visible form of 
living beings" (from Avestan kahrp)3 or karb "a priest hostile to Zoro
aster" (from Avestan karapan).4 Previous translators have preferred the 
latter solution,5 presumably because here and elsewhere Cësmag is, 

1 Thus Junker, "Frau Welt in Iran," Schrôder, Die Parzivalfrage, pp. 33- 34, Güntert, 
Kundry, pp. 44-45, and Asmussen, '"Frau Welt,' eine Orientalisch-Europiiische Beziehung" 
omit both these sentences, while Nyberg, Manual of Pahlavi, 1: 58, omits the second. 

2 Dënkard 7.4.61 (Madan MS. 636.13-15): u-s an ï perozgar gowisn fraz guft Zarduxst 
Yata-Ahu-Wëryog. ëg an druz be +nëst ud Cësmag kirb [also legible as karb] fraz dwlirïd. 

3 Nyberg, Manual of Pahlavi 2: 113 (who cites the term as karp, using an older sys
tem of transliteration) and D.N. MacKenzie, A Concise Pahlavi Dictionary (Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1971), p. 51 (who offers a simpler translation: "body, form"). 
Bartholomae, Altiranisches Worterbuch, col. 467-68, provided a nuanced discussion for 
the term's Avestan antecedent: "das sichtbare Âussere jedes Wesens und Oings, iiussere 
Erscheinung, sichtbare Gestalt ... insbesonder von lebenden Wesen; auch vom gestalteten 
Stoff selbst 'Leib, Kôrper,' von Menschen und Gottem ... und Tieren." See also the brief 
discussions of Bailey, Zoroastrian Problems in the Ninth-Century Books, pp. 91 and 118. 

4 Nyberg, Manual of Pahlavi 2: 112 (transliterating karap), MacKenzie, Concise 
Pahlavi Dictionary, p. 49, Bartholomae, Altiranisches Worterbuch, col. 454-55. 

5 Thus, E.W. West, Pahlavi Texts, Part V: Marvels ofZoroastrianism (Oxford: Oxford 
University Press, 1897), p. 63 and Marijan Molé, La legende de Zoroastre selon les texts 
pehlevis (Paris: C. Klincksieck, 1967), pp. 52-53. The little-known article of Lars-Ivar 
Ringbom, "Diktens 'Fru Viirld' och 'Viirldens Furste' i kyrkoportalen,'' op cit., is unique 
in interpreting klp as kirb when stating "the woman resumed her rightful shape as the 
demon Cësmag ("kvinnan âterfick sin riktiga skepnad som demonen Cheshmak"), p. 60. 
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indeed, hostile to the prophet.6 His consistent identification as a demon 
(dëw) more than suffices to explain this hostility, however, and one need 
hardly imagine he was botha dëw and a karapan.1 Conclusive, moreo
ver, is the fact that our text uses the grapheme klp in utterly unambigu
ous fashion, when stating - three separate times - that directly before 
Cësmag entered the story, the Lie appeared to Zarathustra "in the form 
of a woman" (madag-kirb).8 

The story thus suggests that having no proper form of its own- "form" 
(Pahlavi kirb) being an aspect of material existence- the Lie is able, but 
also obliged, to assume the shape of appropriate others when it seeks to 
take physical action. Thus, when trying to seduce Zarathustra, it adopts the 
appearance and bodily form of a beautiful woman. That fails, however, 
when the demonic presence is revealed by its hidden, ugly, monstrous 
aspects that distort the body it temporarily occupies. Whereupon, the Lie 
changes its plans (if not its intent) and assumes the form of Cësmag. 

To make sense of this, one must know what shape this relatively obscure 
demon was imagined to possess. What little was said of Cësmag proper 
may be found in the chapter of the Bundahisn devoted to demonology. 

CëSmag is that one who makes earthquakes and who also makes the whirl
wind and goes forth in opposition to the clouds.9 

6 The other episode where CëSmag shows hostility to Zarathl!Stra is Dënkard 7.2.43-
45 (Madan MS.608.4-16, B MS. 483.6-16), cited by West, Pahlavi Texts 5: 63 to support 
his view of Cësmag as a karapan. For a fuller discussion of this text and the issues 
it raises, see my article "Cësmag, the Lie, and the Logic of Zoroastrian Demonology," 
op cit., William Darrow, "Zoroaster Amalgamated: Notes on Iranian Prophetology," 
History of Religions 27 (1987): 109-32 has also studied this narrative, without treating 
the detail in question. 

1 Cësmag is identified as a demon (dëw) at Greater Bundahisn 27.29 (cited below) and 
Dënkard 7.2.43. The latter text has Cësmag make his appearance "at that time when the 
demons gathered in assembly" (ëg abar pad iin zamiin dëwiin hanjamanënïd, Madan MS. 
608.6, B MS. 483.7-8). Ahreman ("the demon of demons" dëwiin dëw, Madan MS. 
608.7, B. MS. 483.9) asks one of them to attack the future parents of the prophet and 
Cësmag volunteers for the assignment. 

8 Dënkard 7.4.55 (Madan MS. 635.15 and 16), 7.4.57 (Madan MS. 636.2). 
9 Greater Bundahisn 27.29 (1D2 185.9-10): Cësmag an kë wizandag kunëd ud wii.d

girdag-iz kunëd, ud ô petyâragih i abr sawëd. Previous discussions of Cësmag mostly 
restate what is found in this passage and the two Dënkard narratives (7.2.43-45 and 7.4.61) 
where he appears. Thus, A.V. Williams Jackson in Wilhelm Geiger and Ernest Kuhn, 
Grundriss der iranischen Philologie (Strassburg: Karl J. Trübner, 1895-1904) 2: 660, 
idem, Zoroastrian Studies (New York: Columbia University Press, 1928), p. 93, Louis H. 
Gray, The Foundations of the lranian Religions (Bombay: D.B. Tarapolevala, 1930), 
p. 204, Christensen, Essai sur la démonologie iranienne, p. 50, and Carsten Colpe, "Altere 
und jungere Diimonologie," in Colpe, lranier-Aramiier-Hebriier-Hellenen. lranische 
Religionen und ihre Westbeziehungen (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck. 2003), pp. 471-72. 
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What one sees when the Lie discards the form of Spandarmad for that of 
Cësmag is thus an escalation of enemy activity. Having begun his cam
paign by trafficking in misrepresentation, illusion, and seductive appear
ance, when this phase of operations fails the Antagonist shifts tactics and 
unleashes violent physical force: a force that is theorized not as "natu
ral," but demonic. 

II 

If one does not press the point too strongly, one can perceive a similar 
logic in the way Darius's formulaic descriptions of rebellion are struc
tured in the Bisitun inscription. The text treats nine separate insurrec
tions, each of which surely had its own nuances, particularities, and 
rhythms (on which, see Chapter Twenty-three). Still, these are presented 
as minor variants on a pattern that has the same, relatively invariant 
sequence of events (Table 14.1). 

One mlln, He rose up He lied "1 am X, Then (aU) the 1 
namedA (in C) (proclaimed) son of Y people!army , 

(son ofB) to the people/ (King in C). '' (ofC) became 1 
army: rebellious 

Gaumita ajva martiya hal} udapatatéi hal} kiirahyii adamBrdiya paséiva kiira 
DB §11 magu.S iiha, avaBii ami, haya haruva 

Gal}miita adurujiya KuraiJS puça, hamiçiya 
niima Kambujiyahyii a bava 

briitéi 

Açina ajva martiya hal} udapatatéi kiirahyii adam Üjaj paséiva Üjiyéi 
DB §16 Açina néima, Üjaj avaBéi aBanha xsiiyaBiya ami hamiçiyéi 

Upad(a) a bava 
ramahyii puça 

Nidintu-Bel ajva martiya haiJ udapatatéi kiiram avaBéi adam Nabuku- paséiva kiira 
DB §16 Biibiruviya BiibiraiJ adurujiya dracara ami, hay a 

Nadintabajra haya Nabu- Béibiruviya 
néima najtahyii puça haruva abi 
Ajnajrahyii av am 
puça Nadintabajram 

asiyava, 
Biibiru.S 
hamiçiya 
abava 

Martiya ajva martiya hal} udapatatéi kiirahyii adamlmanis 
DB§22 Martiya néima, Üjaj avaBii aBanha ami, Üjaj 

Cincaxrajs xsiiyaBiya 

... ' -· '"'' ' ~ 
puça 
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One man, He rose up He lied "1 am X, Then (ali) the : 
namedA (in C) (proclaimed) son of Y people/army 
(son ofB) to the people/ (King in C).'' (of C) became , 

army: rebellious 

Fravarti ajva martiya hal} udapatatii kiirahyii adam XsalJrita pasiiva kiira 
DB §24 Fravartis Miidaj avaOii aOanha ami, Miida ... hal} 

niima Miida Uvaxstrahyà haciima 
tal}miiyii hamiçiya 

abava 

Tritantaxma ajva martiya ha1Jmaj kiirahyii adam 
DB §33 Ciçantaxma hamiçiya avaOii aOanha xsiiyaOiya ami 

niima abava Asagartaj, 
Asagartiya Uvaxstrahyii 

tal}màyà 

Fra da ajva martiya av am M argu.S niima 
DB §38 Friida niima maOistam dahyays, 

akunavantii hal}maj 
hamiçiya 
a bava 

Vahyazdiita ajva martiya hal} duvitiyam kiirahyii adamB[diya pasiiva kiira 
DB §40 Vahyazdiita udapatatii avaOii aOanha ami, haya Parsa ... hay 

niima Piirsaj Kural}S puça haciima 
hamiçiya 
abava 

Araxa ajva martiya hay udapatatii hal} kiirahya adam Nabuku- pasiiva kiira 
DB §49 Araxa niima Biibiral} avaOii dracara ami, Biibiruviya 

Arminiya, adurujiya hay a haciima 
Halditahya Nabunajtahya hamiçiya 
puça puça a bava 

Table 14.1 Descriptions of rebellions from DB §§11-49. 

As is clear from this table, trouble was al ways described as beginning 
with an isolated individual (ajva martiya, "one man") who "rose up" 
(ud-pat-), an ominous verb reserved to describe overreaching individuals 
who seek to elevate themselves far beyond their rightful station.10 

Toward that end, each rebel lied (the verb used is normally adurujiya, 
but in sorne instances aBanha),11 assuming a name and identity that 
would make him heir to an old royal lineage and addressing his claims 

10 See Émile Benveniste, "Études iraniennes," Transactions of the Philological Society 
44 (1945): 64-66, who rightly observed that ali three occurrences of us-pat- in Avestan are 
daëvic in nature: Vidt:vdad 13.42-43 (the aggressive behavior of bastards spawned by dogs 
and wolves), Y!!St 19.57 (FraiJrasyan, the foreigner who tried to seize the Iranian royal 
charisma [x"ar~nah], rising up from the world-sea to menace the good creation), and Ya8t 
19.44 (the Evil Spirit rising up from hell). The Vedic cognate Ud-pat- has no such associa
tions, suggesting this is a semantic development specifie to Iran, but pan-Iranian in nature. 

11 Regarding the use of the verb Banh- "to proclairn" in this context, see Chapter Two. 
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to the people/army (kara) of the nation in question. As this falsehood 
penetrated their consciousness and gained hold, these people became 
openly rebellious (hamiçiya abava), engaging in physical actions that 
included the seizure of territory and active prosecution of war.12 

This scenario effectively brings two different structures and processes 
into correlation. First is a transition from the realm of incorporeal spirit 
to that of concrete matter; second, the shift from the One to the Many. 
Things thus move from the unscrupulous thoughts of a single rebel to his 
false words and imposture, and thence to the violent deeds of a great 
multitude engaged in mass insurrection.13 Although the comparison is 
less than perfect, in a general fashion, Darius's account of rebels and 
rebellions parallels the Dënkard's description of how the Lie initially 
sought to sway others by assuming the beautiful - if false and (there
fore) flawed- form of Spendarmad, then waged a campaign of physi
cal destruction after adopting the violent (and equally false) form of 
Cësmag, demon of whirlwinds and earthquakes. 

The chief point of difference is that the Dënkard narrative has Zara
thustra defeat the Lie at every stage of its operations. Failure of its impos
ture as "Spendarmad" is thus the precondition for reconstituting itself in 
the form of Cësmag. Darius's master narrative, in contrast, bas the Lie 
move almost seamlessly from thought to word to deed, gaining strength 
as it moves from one level to another. It is only defeated at the end of this 
trajectory by an exercise of physical force on the battlefield (in seven of 
the nine cases) or a bloody coup d'état (as with Gaumiita and Âçina). The 
difference between the Achaemenian scenario and that of the Dënkard 
narrative reflects the difference between priestly and royal perspectives, 
the former taking victory to be possible at the levels of thought and 
speech, while the latter associates it exclusively with forceful action. 

12 The Old Persian states that the ktïras in question "became rebellious" (hamiçiya 
abava), after which acts of war comrnenced (as recounted in DB §§ 17-20, 23, 25-32, 33-36, 
38,41-42,45-47, and 50). The term translated as "rebellious" is usually analyzed as repre
senting ham-mi8r-iya, derived from mi8ra "compact, binding pledge," and denoting those 
who join in a subversive plot, with comparison to Latin con-iurati and Greek (J\)v-oplCot. 
Thus, Benveniste and Meillet, Grammaire du vieux-perse, p. 64, Kent, 0/d Persian, p. 213, 
Brandenstein and Mayrhofer, Handbuch des Altpersischen, p. 124. A Jess likely, but still 
possible interpretation was proposed by Herzfeld, Altpersische Inschriften, pp. 184-86, with 
comparison to Avestan hamaëstar "opponent, combatant" and Vedic mith- "to combat, 
contest, be hostile to." The best indication of what the expression hamiçiya bav- entails 
is its translation by Akkadian naktïru, "to become hostile to, to be or become an enemy, 
to engage in hostilities, to be at war, to rebel against a ruler, to be an alien, an outsider, to 
become estranged from" (Assyrian Dictionary of the Oriental lnstitute 11: 159). 

13 This follows the familiar sequence of thought-word-deed, as discussed by Schler
ath, "Gedanke, Wort und Werk im Veda und im Awesta" and Gignoux, "Thought, Word 
and Deed: A Topic of Comparative Religion," op cit. 
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rn 
Returning to the Dënkard text, it is time to consider its second difficulty. 
This involves emendation of the phrase that reads (in the only extant 
manuscript): 14 ADYN ZK dlwc BRA w [or: n] kst. The frrst four of these 
words are unproblematic and can be confidently transliterated as ëg iin 
druz be ("Then that Lie ... "). 15 Where one expects the verb, however, 
one fmds w kst (or: the homographie n kst), which makes no sense and 
is best explained as a scribal error. 

Attempting to resolve this problem, H. S. Nyberg eliminated the 
space and read +wkst, which he transliterated as +vikast, for which he 
reconstructed a verb *vikastan, "to disappear," while labeling the 
attempt "uncertain."16 Marijan Molé also collapsed the letters into one 
word, but took the ambiguous initialletter as n, rather than w (perfectly 
possible, since the same grapheme does service for both phonemes) and 
read the next ligature as sy, rather than ks (also possible, given the for
mal resemblance of the letters involved). Accordingly, he transcribed 
+nsyt, transliterated +nasft, and posited a verb *nasitan "to perish," 
which -like Nyberg's *vikastan- is unlisted in the standard diction
aries and attested in no other text.17 Preferable, in my opinion, is to 
transcribe +nyst (understanding the -k- of the manuscript as a not uncom
mon scribal error for -y-) and transliterate nëst, i.e. the regular negative 
copula. 18 The sentence then reads ëg iin druz be +nëst, "Then that Lie 
did not exist." 

Such an interpretation is consistent with statements made about 
Ahreman and other demonic powers in several Pahlavi texts, as Shaul 

14 Unfortunately, the story of Zarathustra's encounter with the Lie falls in a portion of 
the Denkard that is lacunary in the B Manuscript, as discussed by Dresden at pp. 15-16 
and 35. We thus have only the Madan MS. togo on. 

15 Dënkard 7.4.61 (Madan MS. 636.15). 
16 Nyberg, Manual of Pahlavi 2: 212. Nyberg's analysis reflects his uncertainty: "lt 

could be< vi+' Av. (459 sq.) kas- 'to perceive', v.s.v. à/cast, a SW form with -st instead 
of -st; the NW form would be *vi/cast. Perhaps better *vi[ni]kist 'she was eut to pieces, 
she split'< *vi- or ni-kirst <vi- or ni-+ kpta- from Av. (452 sqq.) karat-, v. kirrënitan." 
West, Pahlavi Texts 5: 63, translated the verb "was destroyed," but offered no supporting 
explanation. 

17 Molé, La legende de Zoroastre, p. 52. Molé listed this verb in his glossary at p. 292, 
with reference to other occurences at Denkard 7.7.34 and 7.7.39, but it does not show up 
in Nyberg, Manual of Pahlavi, MacKenzie, Concise Dictionary of Pahlavi, nor in the 
glossaries to other, more recently published Pahlavi texts. 

18 Nyberg, Manual of Pahlavi, pp. 87 and 137, MacKenzie, Concise Dictionary of 
Pahlavi, p. 59. One must acknowledge, however, that nëst is most often represented by 
the logogram LOYT, rather than being spelled out. 
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Shaked, Jes Asmussen, and Hanns-Peter Schmidt have ali pointed out.19 

The Arda Wiraz Namag, for instance, enjoins one to believe in "the 
being (astih) of the gods and Beneficent Immortals, and the non-being 
(nëstih) of the Evil Spirit and demons. "20 Somewhat more precise is the 
Dadestan ï Dënïg, which specifies: "lt is said of the Evil Spirit that as 
material being he does not exist (gëtig nëst). " 21 

Implicit in this last statement is a sophisticated point that receives 
fuller explication when the same text develops an argument that can be 
summarized as follows: 1) There are two different types, modes, or lev
els of existence: that which is spiritual, invisible, and incorporeal 
(mënog) and that which is material, tangible, and embodied (gëtig).22 2) 
The Wise Lord's creatures enjoy both types of existence and were 
entirely good at the time of their original creation. 3) In contrast, the 
Evil Spirit's creatures possess spiritual (mënog) existence only and were 
created entirely evil. 4) In order to acquire material (gëtig) existence, 
demonic beings are thus obliged to penetrate, corrupt, and (partially) 
colonize one or more of the Wise Lord's creatures. 5) This produces a 
mixed state, where good and evil coexist not only in the world at large, 
but within individual creatures, albeit in differing proportions. 6) Embod
ied material existence has thus become the battleground in which good 

19 Shaked, "Sorne Notes on Ahreman, the Evil Spirit, and his Creation," op cit., 
Jes P. Asumssen, "Sorne Remarks on Sasanian Demonology," in Commémoration 
Cyrus. Actes du Congrès de Shiraz (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1974), pp. 236-41, Hanns
Peter Schmidt, "The Non-Existence of Ahreman and the Mixture (gumëzisn) of Good 
and Evil," in KR. ·cama Oriental Institute. Second International Congress Procee
dings (Bombay: K.R. Cama Oriental lnstitute, 1996), pp. 79-95. See also Antonio 
Panaino, "A Few Remarks on the Zoroastrian Conception of the Status of Angra 
Mainyu and of the Daëvas," in Rika Gyselen, ed., Démons et merveilles d'Orient 
(Bures-sur-Yvette: Groupe pour l'Étude de la Civilisation du Moyen-Orient, 2001), 
pp. 99-107 and Albert de Jong, "Eeuwig, ongeschapen, maar zonder 'bestaan': de 
Boze Geest en zijn werkelijkheid in het zoroastrisme," in Rob Wiche, ed., Des Duivels. 
Het kwaad in religieuze en spirituele tradities (Leuven: Acco, 2005), pp. 51-64, 
esp. 61-2. 

20 Arda Wiraz Namag 5.7: astih yazdan ud Amahraspandan ud nëstih Ahreman <ud> 
dëwiin. Cf. A~iyiidgar i Wuzurg-Mihr: "1 have no doubt concerning the existence (astïh) 
of the gods and the non-existence (nëstîh) of the demons." pad astih <l> yazdiin ud nëstih 
i dëwiin ... abëgumiin ham. Cited by Asmussen, "Sorne Remarks on Sasanian Demonol
ogy," p. 236. 

21 Diidestiin ï Dënïg 18.2: Ahreman ray guft estëd kü gëtig nëst. Cited by Shaked, 
"Sorne Notes on Ahreman, the Evil Spirit," p. 228. 

22 On the distinction of mën6g and gëtïg, see Shaul Shaked, "The notions mën6g and 
gëtïg in the Pahlavi texts and their relation to eschatology," Acta Orientalia 33 (1971): 
59-107, reprinted in From Zoroastrian Iran to Islam and Stausberg, Die Religion Zora
thushtras 1: 333-38. 
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and evil struggle. Although this hattie will continue for a long time, it is 
finite and will resolve with the definitive triumph of good.23 

Similar views are also concisely summarized in a passage from a late 
Zoroastrian catechism that enjoins believers to defend their bodies -
i.e. the core of their material (gëtïg) being- against demonic assault. 

The cultivation of one's proper duty and obligation is this: (1) to consider 
the Wise Lord in his existence (astTh), the totality of his being and totality 
of his becoming; his immortal sovereignty, infinity, and purity; (2) to con
sider the Evil Spirit in his non-being (nëstTh) and ruination; (3) to keep 
one's body in the possession of the Wise Lord and the Beneficent Immor
tals; (4) to become separate from (i.e. independent of) the Evil Spirit, 
demons, and demon-helpers.24 

These materials help us appreciate how stark and powerful is the finale 
to the Denkard's narrative of Zarathustra and the Lie. Thus, Denkard 
7.4.61 reports two events that follow on the prophet's initial proclama
tion of the Ahuna Vairiia. The frrst is far the more striking of the two: 
"Then that Lie did not exist" (ëg iin drüz be +nëst). Conceivably, one 
might understand that Zarathustra's act of truthful, sacred speech annihi
lated his deceitful adversary.25 A still deeper reading is available, how-

23 Dadestiin ï Dënïg 36.51 reads as follows. 
The Wise Lord's creation is spiritual and also material. That of the Lie is not material. The 
Lie joins bad spiritual being to the material being (of the Wise Lord's creations). As sure/y 
as four triumph over one, so the victory of good spiritual-and-material beings over evil 
spiritual beings is revealed. 
dam ï Ohrmazd mënog ud gëtïg-iz. oy <i> druz nëst gëtïg be wad mënogTh abyozëd o gëtïg. 
ciyon andar +hawand +cahlir-iz andar ëk abarwëzTh paydag ï mëni'igiin ud gëtïgiin ï weh abar 
mënogiin ï wad. 
Cf. Dënkard 5.7.2 (Madan MS. 440.6-8), which analyzes deceit and delusion as result

ing from the capacity of Ahreman and his demons to invade the substance of the Wise 
Lord's creations, while speaking of the need to guard against 

the deceit and delusion-production of the Evil Spirit and demons as the process of their 
subtly mixing themselves into good creations; their concealment of the right path and way; 
their false-guiding of being into non-being (ast pad nëst); their brigandage in the mind, 
thought, speech, and action of corporeal beings; and their contentment in spoil-making. 
frëftlirih ud wiyabiingarïh ï Ahreman ud dëwiin ciyon gumëxtagTh ï-siin blirïkïha andar weh
dahisniin nihuftlirih ï-san ràh ï ristag ï rast ud zür-nimüdann ï-slin ast pad nëst ràh-dlirih ï-san 
andar axw ud meniSn gowisn kunisn ï astomandiin ud asüdagTh i-siin pad winàhisngl\rïh. 
24 Cidag Andarz ï Poryotkësan 3: u-s warzisn ï xwëskiirïh ud frëzbiinïh ën kü Ohrmazd 

pad asfih hamiig büdïh hamiig bawëdïh ud anôsag xwadiiyïh ud akaniiragïh ud abëzagïh 
Ahreman pad nëstïh ud wany-büdïh menïdan ud xwës tan pad xwëSïh ï Ohrmazd ud 
Amahrspandàn diiStan ud az Ahreman ud dëwlin ud dëw-+ayaràn judiig budàn, parts of 
which are cited by Schmidt, "The Non-Existence of Ahreman," p. 79. On this text, which 
is of post-Sassanian date, see R.C. Zaehner, The Teachings of the Magi (London: Allen 
& Unwin, 1956), pp. 17-28 and Cereti, La Letteratura Pahlavi, pp. 184-85. 

25 That speech acts of absolute truth (*satyakriyà) have the power to reshape (physi
cal) reality is a farniliar topos in Vedic and later Sanskrit literature. The classic discussion 
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ever, for as we have seen, use of the verb nëst here and elsewhere sug
gests that the Lie did not suddenly cease to be, since it always-already 
was-not, as it never possessed autonomous getig existence. Zarathustra's 
act of truth thus did not destroy something extant; rather, it dispelled an 
illusion or, more precisely, it exorcised an evil spiritual (mënog) being 
from the good substance (getig) and form (kirb) it had temporarily 
appropriated. 

The second event confrrms this interpretation, as it states "and the 
form of Cësmag stormed forth" (ud Cësmag kirb friiz dwiirïd). As we 
have seen Cësmag is the demon responsible for earthquakes and whirl
winds, whom we - given our own cultural predilections - are inclined 
to imagine as fully personified. The Bundahisn, however, is equally dis
posed to theorize this as an impersonal force: a disembodied, intangible, 
but eminently destructive energy.26 lt is not the earthquake or whirlwind 
per se, but the malevolent spirit, desire, or energy that enters two of the 
Wise Lord's original material creations - earth and sky - making 
them move in violent, irregular, unpredictable ways (dwiiristan), while 
also distorting (or de-forming) their pristine beauty, as is evident, for 
instance, in the production of mountains, valleys, and rubble by earth
quakes.27 

Cësmag thus represented neither the earth, nor the wind, but the trem
bling of the former and swirling of the latter. Nor was he theorized as a 
malevolent being, at least not in the material (gëtig) sense. Rather, earth
quake and whirlwind are negative forces, qualities, energies, or spirits 
that ripple through matter, without being material themselves. Like 
Ahreman, the Lie, and other demons, Cësmag thus seems to have been 
theorized as an aspect of non-being (nestih) that can - and does -
assume material form, with extremely destructive results. 

is W. Norman Brown, "Duty as Truth in Ancient lndia," Proceedings of the American 
Philosophical Society 116 (1972): 252-68, idem, "The Metaphysics of the Truth Act 
(*satyakriyii)," in Mélanges d'Indianisme à la Mémoire de Louis Renou (Paris: E. de 
Boccard, 1968), pp. 171-77. More recently, see George Thompson, "On Truth-Acts in 
Vedic," lndo-Iranian Journal41 (1998): 125-53. 

26 Arnbiguity on this point is embedded in the phrase iin kë in the Bundahisn passage 
devoted to Cësmag, which can equally well identify the demon as "he who" or "that 
which" makes earthquakes. (Greater Bundahisn 27.29: Cësmag iin ke wizandag kunëd). 

27 Here, it is worth recalling that the Evil Spirit's initial assault on the earth mani
fested itself in the form of an earthquake (wizandisn or wizandag) that distorted the per
fection of its original flatness and created the frrst mountains. Cf. Greater Bundahisn 
6c.0-1 ~MS 65.12-14), Selections of Zâdspram 2.5, 3.28. 1 have discussed this motif 
in Discourse and the Construction of Society, pp. 38-50. 
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IV 

Returning to the Bundahisn's chapter on demonology, we fmd that this 
understanding of Cësmag has much wider applicability. There, approxi
mately fifty demons are identified by name.28 lncluded in this group are 
three Indo-Iranian deities (Indra, Saurva, Nàha9ya) who bad already 
been demoted and denounced as demons in the Younger Avesta.~9 The 
Buddha is also listed,30 as are the planets, whose unpredictable pattern of 
retrograde motion led to their identification as demons.31 With these 
exceptions, virtually aU the other demons representa moral or physical 
quality characterized by absence, lack, or failure of sorne sort: a void 
that threatens to overwhelm any creature it cornes to inhabit. These 
include mental or emotional states in which consciousness of what one 
does not have prompts destructive desires, dispositions, and behaviors, 
such as Envy or Jealousy (Pahlavi Aresk), Greed or Appetite (Az), Lust 
(Waran), Miserliness (Penïh), and Meanness, Arrogance, or Contempt 
(Taromat). Others involve situations of material deprivation that pro
duce physical suffering and feelings of despair, as with Need, Want, 
Misery, or Poverty (Niyiiz), Trouble or Distress (SeJ), Pain (Dard), Grief 
and Sorrow (Bes and Zarïg). Other demons reify failures to know and 
speak the truth, as with Evil Mind (Akoman), Falsehood or "the Lie of 
doubt" (MihOxt ... druz ï gumiinïgïh), "the Lie of deniai" (AkiitiiS. .. druz 
ï nakkïriiyïh), Betrayal or Deceit (Freftar), Untruth (Ariist), and Slander 
(Spazg). Several represent non-material forces that destroy the body: 
Old Age (Zarmiin), Fever (Tab), the Evil Eye (As and Sürcasmïh), the 
Onset of Death (Astwihiid and WïzarS), Death itself (Marg), the Corruption 
and Pollution of the decomposing Co.rpse (Nasu). Others are harder to 
classify, although the same threat of non-being can readily be perceived 

28 The text in question is Greater Bundahi§n 27 (TI)2 181.8-189.2), which deserves 
much fuller study than it has received to date. Most recently, see Éric Pirart, Georges 
Dumézil face aux demons iraniens (Paris: Harmattan, 2007), pp. 74-81. 

29 Vidëvdàd 10.9 and 19.43. The historie trajectory through which those beings whom 
the lndo-Iranian languages designated as *daiva came to be regarded as gods, then old 
gods who had made bad choices, then as demonic beings or forces has been much dis
cussed. Proper understanding of this process begins with Émile Benveniste, "Hommes et 
dieux dans l'Avesta," in Gernot WieSner, ed. Festschriftfür Wilhelm Eilers (Wiesbaden: 
Harrassowitz, 1967), pp. 144-47. 

30 Greater Bundahisn 27.42 (TI)2 186.11-12), where the Buddha is identified as a demon 
whose spirit (wax$) enters into the form of idols so it can receive worship. But dëw an kë-s 
pad Hindiigan paristend u-s wad pad an butTha mehman ciyon Biitasp paristïd. 

31 Greater Bundahisn 27.52 (TD2 188.2-11). See further, Bruce Lincoln, "Anomaly, 
Science, and Religion: Treatment of the Planets in Medieval Zoroastrianism," History of 
Religions 49 (2009): 270-83. 
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in such entities as Sloth (Busiisp), Rottenness (Pudagïh), Wickedness or 
Vileness (Odag and Wadagih), and Anger, Rage, or Wrath (XëSm). The 
same is true of those forces that threaten nonhuman creations, like the 
Earthquake and Whirlwind (Cesmag), Drought (ApoS), and the Darkness 
that holds up the rain (Aspenjarvya). 

ln different ways, ali these various demons represent and personify 
specifie aspects of non-being. lt is an error, however, to see them as the 
incarnation or embodiment of these negative qualities, for it is qui te pre
cise! y the nature of non-being that it has no bodily form of its own and 
is antithetical to being on the plane of matter (gëtïg). What demonic 
non-being can - and does - do is to penetrate, invade, or appropriate 
the material substance of the Wise Lord's creatures, occupying and 
using them for a fmite period of time, while it also de-forms its hosts by 
introducing dissolution, decay, and corruption (both moral and physical) 
into their material substance. 

v 
Given the preceding analysis, we are now able to ask whether a sirnilar 
construction of the demonic might be found in the Achaemenian texts. 
Regrettably, the most obvious source - Xerxes's famous "Daiva
inscription" (XPh) - tells us virtually nothing about how the daivas 
("Demons"? "Old gods"? "Foreign gods"?) were conceived, only that . 
they ought be rejected.32 There were other entities, however, that were 
understood to manifest the threatening, intrusive and destructive powers 
of non-being, as becomes evident when one considers the prayer formu
lae in which Achaemenian kings requested divine protection against sorne 
menacing evil.33 There are six such passages, as listed in Table 14.2. 

32 XPh §4: "And among these lands/peoples there was one where formerly daivas were 
worshlpped. Then, by the Wise Lord's will, 1 demolished that daiva-temple. And 1 ordered 
that the daivas not be worshlpped there, where formerly daivas were worshlpped." uta 
antar aita dahyava aha, yadataya paruvam daiva ayadiya; pasava v~na Auramazdaha adam 
avam daivadanam viyak:anam uta patiyazbayam: daiva ma yadiyaisa. Much has been writ
ten on thls frustrating passage including, most recently, Chiara Riminucci, "Les daiva dans 
l'inscription de Xerxès (XPh): entités étrangères ou anciennes divinités iraniennes?," in 
Antonio Panaino and Andrea Piras, eds., Proceedings of the 5th Conference of the Societas 
lranologica Europaea (Milan: Mimesis, 2006), 1: 183-99. Also attentive to the vagueness 
and ambiguity of the text is the discussion of Sancisi-Weerdenburg, Yauna en Persai, op. 
cit, pp. 1-47, esp. 4-6 and 21-27, whlch is preferable to the more procrustean certainties of 
Boyce, History ofZoroastrianism 2: 174-75 or Ugo Bianchl, "L'Inscription 'des daivas' et 
le zoroastrisme des Achéménides," Revue de l'histoire des religions 192 (1977): 3-30. 

33 The verb pa- "to protect'' occurs 30 times in the Achaemenian corpus. Of these, 
one is in the 1st person singular irnperfect (XPf §4, where Xerxes states that he has 
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;, Protee tor 0 Object to be Threat 
···~ 

Î · protected 

DPd §3 May the Wise Lord this land/people from the enemy 
protect imiim dahyiif!m horde, from famine, 

Auramazdii piitu from the Lie 

hacii hajniiyii hacii 
dusiyiirii hacii 
dra11gii 

DNa §5 and May the Wise Lord me and my bouse from evil 
XPh §5 protect and this land/people hacii gastii 

Auramazdii piitu miim .. . utiimaj 
viOam utii imiim 
dahyiif1m 

A2Sa and me from ali evil May the Wise 
· A2Ha §2 Lord, Anahita and miim hacii vispii gastii 

Mi9ra protect 

AM Anahata utii 
MiOra ... piitu 

A2Sd §2 May the Wise me and that which from ali evil 
Lord, Anahita and 1 built hacii vispii gastii 
Mi9ra protect miim ... utamaj 
AM Anahita utii kart am 
MiOra ... piitu 

Table 14.2 Prayer formulae in which the king seeks divine protection 
against identified threats. 

We have already discussed the three menaces specified in DPd §3 
-the enemy horde (hajnii), "famine" (more literally, "bad year," dusi
yiira), and the Lie (dra(:!ga)- in Chapters One and Nine, and we will 
retum to them once again in Chapter Twenty-four. For the moment, suf
fice it to say these three form a logical series, which the order of pre
sentation traces back to its source, showing how negativity moves from 
thought and word (the Lie) to material effects exercised by impersonal 
forces (bad year) and human agency (enemy horde), with increasing 

protected his father's buildings), one in the 2d person singular imperative and one is a 
past passive participle (both DPe §3, where Darius instructs future kings to protect the 
Persian people/anny). The remaining twenty-seven are ali in the 3rd person imperative 
(usually singular, but occasionally plural). Ail of these are prayer formulae, seeking 
divine protection against menaces that are sometimes identified (the six cases treated in 
Table 14.2), but more often not. 
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turbulence, confusion, suffering, and destruction as non-being gradually 
acquires the ability to distort physical existence. 

For the moment, however, let us note that five of the six formulae in 
question all identified the same dire threat, which they named "Evil" 
(gasta). This word, however, has a rouch more vivid set of associations 
than this bland translation suggests. More precise is the way gasta is 
rendered in the Babylonian versions of these inscriptions, where one 
finds Akk.adian bisu, "1) malodorous; 2) of bad quality; 3) (morally) 
evil. "34 In point of fact, this choice shows real philological acumen, for 
gasta itself most literally means "Stench," being derived from an old 
Iranian verb *gand- (or possibly *gant-), "to stink," with comparison to 
Avestan gainti "foulness, stench," Khotan Saka gganiinaa "reeking," 
Pahlavi gandag "foui, stinking," gandagih "stench," and Ganniig 
Mënog, the most common by-name of Ahreman, which identified him as 
"the Foul (i.e. Stinking) Spirit. " 35 

A vestan and Pahlavi sources associate this stench with death, decay, 
moral and physical corruption, rottenness, disease, and putrefaction, 
while also treating it as an unmistakable sign that demonic beings 
have penetrated and are actively destroying sorne material part of the 
Wise Lord's good creation.36 It is, in effect, the scent released as some
thing once-alive slowly tums into nothing: a disquieting aroma that is 

34 Assyrian Dictionary of the Oriental Jnstitute 2: 270-71. 
35 Th us Herzfeld, Altpersische Jnschriften, pp. 173-77, Meillet and Benveniste, Gram

maire du Vieux-Perse, pp. 105-6, and Kent, Old Persian, p. 183. 
36 The Avesta locates stench either at the funerary platforms (daxmas) where bodies 

decay and demons congregate (thus Vidëvdad 7.53-57) or with the wind of death that 
blows from hell to the north and greets the soul of a liar three days after his decease 
(Hadoxt Nask 2.25-26). The relevant Pahlavi sources are more numerous and more var
ied. See, inter alia, Greater Bundahisn 1.49, 27.53, Arda Wiriiz Niimag 5.5, 17.8-10, 18.2-
4, 54.1-6, Dënkard 3.235, Dadestan ï Dënïg 16.10, 40.4, Pahlavi Rivayat accompanying 
the Dadestan ï Dënïg 8c4-5, 23.22-27, 23.31, Mënôg ï Xrad 7.21-30, 43.3-5 and 14, 
Selections of Zâdspram 3.83, 34.39. After listing those demons it specifies by name, the 
Bundahisn goes on to state: 

ft says [in the Avesta] that there are also a great many nameless demons. These demons, 
who are the powers of trouble and pain, the creators of grief and sorrow, self-damagers, 
seeds of darkness, bringers of stench (gandagih), rottenness!corruption (pudagïh), and vile
ness (wadagïh), who are a great, great many in number. A portion of those [nameless 
demons] are mixed in the bodies of ali people. 

dëwiin-iz anamagiin pad was maraglh gôwëd. awësiin dëwiin i sëj ud dard ud +zoriin bës ud 
zarïg dadliriin ud xwës-zïnënidliriin ud tom tôhmagiin gandaglh ud pudag"ih ud wadag"ih 
awurdliriin kë was ud was marag was niimcist u-siin hamlig andar tan ï mardômiin bahr 
gümëxt estëd. Greater Bundahisn 27.46, TD2 187.2-7. 

Also revealing is the detailed exposition of Dënkard 5.24.19-19a (Madan ed. 463.6-
16). 
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immediately recognizable to the senses (both aesthetic-sensory and 
moral) for all that it is neither visible, tangible, nor embodied. All of 
which is to say, the olfactory associations of Old Persian gasta construe 
"evil" as an immaterial (mënog) force that brings the formidable powers 
of non-being to bear against embodied beings. 

VI 

When one perceives essential evil in the smells produced by the decay 
of organic matter, considerations of time have their relevance. Indeed, 
the notion of time-as-destroyer is well-attested in lran,37 while Old Age 
-or, to put it differently, the corrosive effects of time on human bod
ies - is emphatically demonized in Zoroastrian sources. 38 The same 
destructive force also appears in the Achaemenian corpus, albeit onder 
a different name (Old Persian hanatii,39 as opposed to Avestan zaurvan 

Pollution is entirely demonic; it ali cornes from demons. The more one's body is inhab
ited by demons, the more pollution there is. And when the body is dead, Astwihiid, the 
death-maker, the author of powerlessness, the defeater of the soul, cornes to it trium
phantly. He seizes it and brings his brothers to the body, to inhabit its every place of life. 
These are the stench-makers, creators of foulness, and other demons who make the body 
useless and who drive off the opponents antithetical to themselves, like sweet fragrance, 
purity, good conduct, beauty and others that are necessary. Residing in the body, they 
increase, so there are more of them ali together in the body, so that they breathe corpse
pollution and ali illnesses. One can say, without dispute, that the residence of demons is 
in that pollution. 

ud rëmanih hamiig dëwïh az dëwiin harw kü dëw mëhmiintar rëmanih wës ud tan ka murd 
abarwëzihii madan +margïhkardâr ud agiirënidâr Astwihiid stôwënidâr ï gyiin u-s abiiz grift 
i-s gyiig gyiig ï zindagïh ud pad mehmiirun andar burdan i-s briidariin gandënidâriin +puda
gënidâriin abiirïg iin-abëdiin kardariin dëwiin ô tan +a:naftan i-siin jud jud xwës hambadïg 
ciyôn hubôyïh piikïh huburdïh hucihnn ud abiirïg ï abiiyisnïg az tan mehmiinïhii wiilïdan 
i-siin andar ham tan owôn frliyïhii kü ô-iz bë nasus wisp wëmiinn +damënd ud ll.nôh kü 
dëwiin mëhmiinïh pad iin ewënag rëmanih guftan abë-pahikiir spëd bawëd. 
37 Most broadly, see R.C. Zaehner, Zurvan; A Zoroastrian Dilemma op 'cit. Subse

quent discussions have rendered problematic Zaehner's view of a "Zurvanite heresy," but 
the materials he assembled clearly demonstrate the extent of speculation on the status and 
power of time (Avestan zruuan). 

38 Inter alia, see Vidëvdiid 19.43, Greater Bundahisn 27.28, Dadestlin ï Dënig 36.31 
and 40. Particularly striking are Selections of Zlidspram 34.32-33, where Zarmlin is 
one of the four commanding generais of the demonic hordes and Pahlavi Rivliyat 
accompanying the Dlidestlin ï Dënïg 5.1, where Ahreman commissions Zarmlin ("Old 
Age, Decrepitude") to destroy aH living beings and Ohrmazd is forced to acknowledge 
that no escape is possible from hlm. (Sorne texts, including Yasna 9.5, Yalit 19.10, 
Dlidestlin ï Dënïg 22.3, and Selections of Zâdspram 3.40 are more ambiguous, treating 
Old Age as something that might equally well be understood as personified or an 
abstraction). 

39 Old Persian hanatti is an abstract substantive formed on *hana "old" (cf. Avestan 
hana, Vedic sana, Greek Ëvoç, Latin sen-ex, etc). OSe §5, where this word appears, is 
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and Pahlavi zarmiïn )40 and with effects that manifest themselves on 
inanimate, as well as animate objects, for the only inscription that men
tions hanatiï describes how it made a wall crumble.41 The passage is 
suggestive, but probably not enough to force the conclusion that age (or 
time) was construed as demonic. In any event, human energies could 
reverse its effects and Darius rebuilt the wall, without invoking divine 
assistance or protection. 42 

VII 

Darius did, however, take pride in this project and it may have been 
tacitly understood that as king he enjoyed special qualities, granted by 
the Wise Lord, that made it possible for him to stave off the Lie, the 
Stench, the ravages of time, and other forces antithetical to life and 
material being. Such an argument is, in fact, developed at length in the 
remarkable inscription Darius placed at his tomb on the rock-face of 
Naqs-ï Rustam (DNb, copied by Xerxes in XPI). That text begins with a 
highly significant variant of the creation account. The unique way it 
treats the Wise Lord's original creations has already been discussed in 
Chapters Pive and Ten, and will occupy us again in Chapter Twenty
one. At present, we are more concerned with the way it describes the 
fmal act of creation, which contrasts with ali other versions, as summa
rized in Table 14.3. 

badly damaged and hanata was restored by Roland Kent, "More Old Persian Inscrip
tions," Journal of the American Oriental Society 54 (1934): 46, on the basis of its trans
lation by Akkadian labaru "long duration, longevity, growing to old age, disrepair (said 
of buildings)." The specifie phrase used in this passage -labaris illik- asserted that 
the corrosive force of tirne bad rendered a structure old and weak, and was formulaic in 
Assyrian and Babylonian texts. For examples, see the Assyrian Dictionary of the Oriental 
lnstitute 9: 13 (under labaru c) and 1: 317 (under alaku 4b-1 '). 

40 Both zaurvan and zarmiin derive from a verbal root (lranian zar-, cognate to Vedic 
1jar-) that describes the process of aging as one of graduai erosion and decay. Cf. 
Mayrbofer, Etymologisches Wôrterbuch des Altindoarischen 1: 577-78, Pokorny, lndo
germanisches etymologisches Worterbuch, pp. 390-91. 

41 DSe §5: "ln a town named X, a wall bad fallen down as a result of old age."++++ 
nama vrdanam dida banataya avagmata. 

42 Thus, having lamented the fact that in the past the crumbled wall in question had 
gone unrepaired (akrta, literally "unmade"), Darius went on to state (DSe §5): "1 made 
another wall [that will endure] from that time into the future." haca avad~a a pasiiva 
didiim aniyiim akunavam. 
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Creator Creation of King Elaboration 

DSt §1, A great god is who made Darius 
DSab §l the Wise Lord ... king. 

baga vazrka haya Darayavaurn 
Auramazda .. . xsayaOiyarn akunalfS. 

DNa §1 A great god is who made X king, one king over many, 
and 12 the Wise Lord ... haya x -rn xsaya(}iyarn one commander over many. 
others 

baga vazrka akuna!!S, ajvarn parünarn xsayaOiyarn, 
Auramazda ... ajvarn parüntirn framtitararn. 

XE§1, A great god is who made X king, one king over many, 
xv §1, the Wise Lord, who is haya X-rn xsaya(}iyarn one commander over many. 
A2Hc §1 greatest of the gods ... akuna!!S, ajvarn parüntirn xsayaOiyarn, 

baga vazrka Auramazda, ajvarn parünarn framtitararn. 
haya maOista baganarn . .. 

DZc §1 A great god is who made Darius who bestowed the kingship/ 
the Wise Lord ... king, kingdom on King Darius, 

baga vazrka haya Darayavaurn which is great, which has good 

Auramazda ... xsayaOiyarn akuna!!s, horses, which has good men. 

haya Darayavahaus XSya xsaçam 
friibara taya vazrkarn taya 
uvasparn umartiyarn. 

DPg §1 Great is the Wise Lord, who made Darius king and gave King Darius kingship 
who is greatest of all sa a-na 1Da-a-ri-ja-rnu§ over this broad earth, 
the gods ... sarru ib-nu-u which has many lands/peoples 

il•u-ru-ma-az-da ra-bi sa inside it. 

ra-bu-u ina rnub-bi u a-na 1Da-a-ri-ia-rnus sarri 
ilani""'1 gab-bi sarru-u-tu id-di~-nu ina qaq-qar 

a-ga-a rap-sa-a-turn sa matate""'1 

ma-di-e-turn ina lib-bi-su. 

DPd §1 Great is the Wise Lord, He created Darius (as) He bestowed the kingship/ 
who is greatest of king. kingdom on hlm. 
the gods. hau Darayavaurn By the Wise Lord's will, 

Auramazda vazrka haya XSyarn ada. Darius is king. 
maOista baganarn. ha!!saj ûaçarn frabara; vas na 

Auramazdahii Diirayavaus 
xsayaOiya. 

DSp Great is the Wise Lord, He created Darius (as) He bestowed the kingship/ 
who is greatest of king. kingdom on hlm, 
the gods. hau Darayavaurn which is good, which has good 

Auramazda vazrka haya XSyarn ada. chariots, 
maOista bagantirn. which has good horses, 

which has good people. 

ha!!saj xsaçarn friibara taya 
najbarn taya uraOarn uvasparn 
umartiyarn. 
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DSs §1 A great god is who makes good horses and good 
the Wise Lord ... chariots. On me he bestowed them. 

baga vazrka haya uvaspii uraBacii kunauti. 
Auramazdii ... mana ha!jdis friibara. 

DNb §1, A great god is who deposited wisdom and 
XPI §1 the Wise Lord ... physical prowess in X the king. 

baga vazrka haya xraBum utii aruvastam upari 
Auramazdii . .. X-m xsiiyaBiyam niyasaya. 

Table 14.3 Formulae describing the Wise Lord's fmal act of creation. 

As this table makes clear, ali other variants focus on the Wise Lord's 
creative act of making a man into a king. Sorne of them simply state this 
fact (most often using the verb kar-, but occasionally 2dii-), while others 
dilate a bit on the king's paramount status ("one king over many, one 
commander over many") or the assets of his kingdom ("which has good 
horses, which has good men," "which has many lands/peoples," etc.). 
In contrast, only DNb §1 (and XPI §1, which is modeled on it) makes no 
direct mention of kingship, focusing instead on the two qualities this 
man received from the Wise Lord, which it construes as his qualifica
tions for royal office. These are, moreover, unique gifts, for the terms 
used - xraOu ("wisdom")43 and aruvasta ("physical prowess")44 -

appear in no other inscription and are bestowed on no other recipient. 

43 XPl § 1 has xratu where DNb § 1 has xra8u, reflecting a sound shift or dialect varia
tion (cf. Avestan xratu). The term is translated in Akkadian by {ëme !Jissatu "reason, intel
ligence" (Assyrian Dictionary of the Oriental lnstitute 19: 94-95 and 6: 201-2). The Iranian 
terms denote an over-all excellence of mind and spirit that includes intelligence, will, moral 
force, and spiritual power, reflecting a semantic narrowing in Iranian from the broader 
semantics of Vedic kratu, which is used for both bodily and mental abilities in different 
contexts. More distant still are the etymologically related Indo-European terms denoting 
"hardness" (Gothie hardus, "hard, strong," Attic 1Cpatoç, "strength," etc.). See Ben
veniste, Vocabulaire des institutions indo-européennes 2: 71-83, Herzfeld, Altpersische 
lnschriften, pp. 235-37, Klaus Strunk, "Semantisches und Formates zum Verhiiltnis von 
indoiran. Krâtu-/xratu- und gr. 1Cpat6ç," in Monumentum H. S. Nyberg (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 
1975) 2: 265-96, and Kasten Ronnow, "Ved. kratu-," Le Monde Orienta/26 (1932): 1-90. 

44 Old Persian aruvasta is an abstract noun related to adjectives (Avestan aurvant, 
Vedic arvat) used of fast, agile horses and heroes. Most literally, it would thus seem to 
denote "agility, vivacity, athletic abilities." Its pairing with xra8u and translation by 
Akkadian itbdrütu "sk.ill," from abdru "to be strong," a term that also does service for 
Old Persian ünara "sk.ill, prowess; good quality of a martial male," suggests that it was 
meant to encompass physical excellence in general, as given by God and perfected with 
exercise and training. See further Chapter Twenty and discussions of the term by Hans 
Heinrich Schaeder, "Altpersisch aruvastam 'Rüstigkeit," Orientalistische Literaturzei
tung 43 (1940): 289-93 and Benveniste, "Études iraniennes," op cit., pp. 40-41. 
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The two forma set, conjoining excellence of mind and that of body, the 
force grounded in spirit and that which acts on matter. Together, they 
identify the special charisma of the Achaemenian king, who is able to 
grasp the fundamental principles of truth and justice through his xra8u, 
then renders them effective in concrete practice via his aruvasta.45 

With this established, the text proceeds to enumerate a variety of 
threats the Great King was able to master and the faculties that let him 
do so, as listed in Table 14.4. 

1 (Demonic), Threat (Divine) Quality that permits 
the King to triumph 

DNb§l A great god is the Wise Lord ... who 
deposited wisdom (xra()u) and physical 
prowess (aruvasta) in Darius the King. 

'DNb §2a 1 am not a friend to By the Wise Lord's will, 1 am the sort of 
Wrong (mi{}a). person that 1 am a friend to Right (rasta). 

DNb §2b 1 am not friend to The Right (rasta), that is my desire. 
a lying man (martiya 
dra11jana). 

DNb §2b 1 am not hot-tempered That which cornes into being from me in 
(manauvïS). conflict, 1 hold frrmly under control with 

my mind (manah). 

DNb §2c lt is not my desire that He who causes harm, 1 interrogate/punish 
a man should do harm (fra{}-) hlm according to the harm caused. 
(vinasta). 

· DNb §2g 1 see hlm who is Once my understanding (uSï) stands in 
rebellious (hamiçiya) place 
and 1 see hlm who is 

: not 

DNb §2g 1 consider myself With understanding (uSï) and command 
above panic (afuvii) (jramiina) 

:DNb §2i Those virtues (ünarii), which the 
Wise Lord bestowed on me, 1 was strong 
(enough) to bear them. By the Wise Lord's 

1 will, that which has been done by me -
1 did these things by the virtues that 

;. the Wise Lord deposited in me. 

Table 14.4 Binary contrasts drawn in DNb. 

45 Thus, Clarisse Herrenschmidt, "Le moi mazdéen et les âmes," Iranian Journal of 
Anthropology 1 (2002): 19-31 and esp. pp. 22-25, which is the most perceptive study of 
DNb to date. 
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For the most part, the positive qualities listed here are well-known 
and easy to interpret. They involve powers of thought and interiority 
(xraOu and manah, literally "mind");46 perception, i.e. the processing of 
information from the phenomenal world (usï, which means "understand
ing" in a deep and general sense, but is based on an old word for 
"ears");47 authoritative speech (jramiina, the ability to command48 and 
fra{}-, a verb that describes the use of interrogation and judiciary ordeals 
to extract the truth, even from recalcitrant liars).49 Also included are 
physical abilities and skills that permit one to take decisive action, trans
forming the world at large (aruvasta and ünara, discussed above). 

More unusual is sorne of the terminology used to denote the threaten
ing evils, which has taken specialists sorne years to sort out. Most diffi
cult of ali are afuvii, which Karl Hoffmann bas shown to denote "para
lyzing terror, panic, anxiety in the face of death, "50 and manauvïs, which 

46 Old Persian manah, which occurs twice in DNb (= XPI) and nowhere else, is cog
nate to A vestan manah, Vedic manas, and derived from the verb man- "to think." Intrigu
ingly, one of the two occurences is translated by Akkadian terne lzissatu "reason, intelli
gence" (also used for xra(}u at DNb §1), while the other is rendered by libbu "1) heart, 
abdomen, entrail, womb; 2) inside (or inner part) of a building, an area, a region, of a 
container, parts of the human body, parts of the exta, inside, pith of plants, a type of 
document, etc.; 3) mind, thought, intention, courage, wish, desire, choice, preference" 
(Assyrian Dictionary of the Orientallnstitute 9: 164-72). 

47 The text also acknowledges the king's faculties of sight when it speaks of his ability 
to see (vajna-, on which see Chapter Ten) a rebel and a non-rebel, thereby distinguishing 
one from the other on the basis of their appearance (DNb §2g). Primacy is granted, how
ever, to the sense of hearing, as seems appropriate for a culture whose cosmology and ethics 
were centered on Truth. The word for "understanding" in its broadest and most profound 
sense was thus u.fi, a word that always occurs in the dual, reflecting its origin in an old 
Iranian word for ears (cf. Avestan uJi, which is reserved for the ears of ahurie beings, Bar
tholomae, Altiranisches Worterbuch, col. 414). The physical- as opposed to the internai 
or spiritual-organ ofhearing was then denoted by gau!a in Old Persian (= Avestangaosa). 

48 Old Persianfranuïna corresponds to the agent nounfranuïtar "commander," which 
figures in the formula that identifies the Achaemenian ruler as "one ruler over many, one 
commander over many" (DNa §1 et al.).lt is translated by Elarnite te-nu-um "command, 
order" and (Jess perfectly) by Akk:adian dibbu "word, talk." 

49 Although fra{}- is often translated "to punish," both its etymology (cf. Avestan 
p<Jr<Jsaiti "he asks," frasna "question;" Sanskrit prcchati "he asks," prasna "question") 
and the way it is rendered in Akk:adian (sâlu, "to investigate thoroughly, vigorously pros
ecute") make clear that its prirnary sense was "to ask, question, interrogate." The Elarnite 
translation (miul-e hapi "to squeeze out the sap," elsewhere used for the act of pressing 
oil from sesame seeds) confmns this, while also showing that such interrogation often 
involved the application of physical force as a means to extract the truth from a reluctant 
witness or suspect. 1 have discussed this term and its significance in "An Ancient Case of 
Interrogation and TC>rture," Social Analysis 53 (2009): 157-72. 

50 Karl Hoffmann, "Altpersisch 'afuvli.yli.' (DNb 38)," in Hans Krahe, ed., Corolla 
Linguistica: Ferdinand Sommer zum 80. Geburtstag Ferdinand Sommer (Wiesbaden: 
Harrassowitz, 1955), pp. 80-85, with comparison to Skt. apvd. His arguments have been 
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Rüdiger Schmitt identified as meaning "passionate, hot-blooded, rash, 
raging, impetuous."51 These two unusual terms identify extreme forms 
of what we would cali extreme emotional states - fear and anger, 
respectively- but it is Clarisse Herrenschmidt's merit to have recog
nized that within an Old Iranian imaginaire, these would have been the
orized differently, i.e. as demonic forces.52 

Here, we can go further still, for it is not just rage and panic that have 
the character attributed to demons in the Zoroastrian scriptures, or whose 
names correspond to those of demons in specifically religious texts,53 for 
the same can be said of virtually ali the threats mentioned in DNb. Nei
ther Wrong (mi0a),54 Lying (drayjana, cf. drayga and duruj-), Harm 
(vinasta),55 nor Rebellion (hamiçiya) possess any concrete, substantive 

endorsed, inter alla, by Brandenstein and Mayrhofer, Handbuch des Altpersischen, p. 101, 
Schmitt, Old Persian Insccriptions of Naqsh-i Rustam and Persepolis, p. 43, Lecoq, Les 
inscriptions de la Perse achéménide, p. 223, and Mayrhofer, Etymologisches Worterbuch 
des Altindoarischen 1: 89. 

51 Rüdiger Schmitt, "Altpersisch m-n-u-vi-i-8 = manauvïs," in George Cardona and 
Norman Zide, eds., Festschriftfor Henry Hoenigswald (Tübingen: G. Narr, 1987), pp. 363-
66. Schrnitt's interpretation does not dramatically change the meaning of the word, but pro
vides a much sounder philological analysis than the earlier attempts of Kent, Old Persian, 
p. 202, idem, "Old Persian Texts VI. Darius' Naqs-i-Rustam B Inscription," Journal ofNear 
Eastern Studies 4 (1945): 47, and Herzfeld, Altpersische /nschriften, pp. 242-43. Interpreta
tion bas consistently been guided by the Akkadian translation, which offers no precise equiv
alent of manauvïs, but captures the general sense of the phrase in which it appears, by stating 
"Not one that is (easily) angered am l" ul man-masai-ga-a-ga ana-ku. 

52 Herrenschrnidt, "Le moi mazdéen et les âmes," pp. 25-28. 
53 Old Persian manauvïs is thus comparable to the Pahlavi demon XëSm ("Wrath, 

Anger, Rage") in its semantics and phenomenology, for aU that they have no etymologi
cal relation; afuvii corresponds to Pahlavi Sahm ("Terror," treated as a demon at Dades
tiin ï Dënïg 36.40) in similar fashion. 

54 Old Persian miOah, which occurs on! y at DNb §2a is an abstract substantive built on 
the root *mith- "to be counterposed in opposition; to be hostile or antithetical." Its Avestan 
cognate occurs chiefly as the fust element of compounds, including miOaoxta, miOoxta 
"wrongly uttered" (i.e. in opposition to acts of truthful, righteous speech), miOah-vacah 
"whose word is wrong" (Y. 31.12), miOo.aog "speaking wrongly," miOo.mata "wrongly 
thought" and miOo.varsta "wrongly done." Particularly important, then, are the uncom
pounded adverb miOo, "wrongly, falsely," and the adjective miOahiia "wrong, false" which 
stands in contrast to iiriJzuuii "right, straight, true" in Yasna 33.1. The Babylonian version 
of DNb translates miOah in two different ways, treating it negatively as la kittum "not 
truth," and positively as pirku "harm, wrong, fraud" (Assyrian Dictionary of the Oriental 
Institute 12: 403-4). In Pahlavi, dëw MiMxt ("the demon Falsehood") appears at Greater 
Bundahisn 27.15 and elsewhere. 

55 Formally, Old Persian vi-nasta is a past passive participle derived from the verb vi
naO-, which occurs only in the causative, with the meaning "to injure, harm." *naB- is 
unattested without the preverb, but is cognate to Avestan 1nas- "to vanish, disappear, 
pass away," which takes the preverb vi- only at Yasna 32.15 (also with the sense "to disap
pear, pass away"). The broader etymological connections make clear, however, that this 
kind of disappearing and harm are of the type that cornes with death and decomposition, 
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being of their own. Rather, like panic and rage, these are aspects of non
being that invade the bodies (i.e., the material substance and form) of 
large numbers of people, whom they pervert, deform, corrode, corrupt, 
and ultimately kill in the process. Only through the exercise of the anti
thetical qualities- Right (riista)56 and all the others (Mind, Understand
ing, Command, etc.)- can these demonic forces be overcome. While 
arduous, that struggle can be waged and won, provided it is led by the 
Achaemenian King, who was chosen by the Wise Lord for his antipathy 
to the Lie, 57 then uniquely endowed with the supreme gifts of Wisdom 
and Physical Prowess (xraOu and aruvasta). 

as is most evident in Avestan nasu "corpse, corpse-pollution (often personified as a demon)," 
Vedic nas- "to disappear, to perish" vi-nas- (in the causative) "to destroy, annihilate," 
Tocharian A rùik "to disappear, perish," B rùik-, nek- "to destroy, perish," Greek VÉKUÇ 

"corpse," Latin necare "to kill," Breton ankou "death," negein "to kill" (Pokomy, Indo
germanisches etymologisches Worterbuch, p. 762, Gamkrelidze and lvanov, lndo-European 
and lndo-Europeans, p. 721). In Pahlavi, the cognate verb wimïhidan and the abstract noun 
wimïhisn are used for destructive demonic action that spoils, harms, or ruins that against 
which it is directed by corrupting it and dissolving its bodily integrity (MacKenzie, Concise 
Pahlavi Dictionary, p. 91, Nyberg, Manual of Pahlavi 2: 213). Cf. Greater Bundahisn 
27.45, Dâdestan ïDënig 36.31, 39, and 40, Dënkard 5.7.2, and Selections ofZâdspram 2.18. 
Significantly, these terms are also related to the root noun wimïh, conventionally translated 
"sin, crime," but more precisely denoting the demonically-inspired kinds of action that 
gradually dissolve the moral and physical being of their perpetrators. As Bailey, Zoroas
trian Problems in the Ninth-Century Texts, p. 82 pointed out, in Pahlavi texts most influ
enced by Aristotelian philosophy, wimïhisn serves as the antithesis of bawisn "becoming" 
and thus denotes the (daëvic) process of passing-away, de-creation, dissolution. A different 
contrast is drawn at DNb §2c, where vi-nasta is set in binary opposition to han-krta "coop
eration" or, more concretely, the positive results of coordinated, cooperative labor. The 
contrast thus pits the process of falling-apart against that of coming-together. 

56 Old Persian riista is cognate to Avestan riista, Latin rectus, Gothie raihts and other 
terms that constitute that which is righteous, moral, and sustaining of proper order with 
the geometrie form of a straight line, in contrast to ali that may be construed, either liter
ally or metaphorically, as crooked, perverse, and distorted, as shown by Benveniste, 
Vocabulaire des institutions indo-européennes 2: 9-15. 

57 DB §63 anticipates much of the argument that is developed in DNb. The two differ, 
however, in that the earlier text emphasizes the gifts Darius possessed that caused the 
Wise Lord to choose hirn, while the later text focuses on those the deity bestowed upon 
him, further augmenting his already exceptional nature. 

Proclaims Darius the king: For this reason the Wise Lord bore me aid, he and the other 
gods that are: Because 1 was not vulnerable to deception, 1 was not a liar, 1 was not a 
deceit-doer, neither 1 nor my lineage. 1 conducted myself according to rectitude (f~tâm). 1 
did deceit neither to the lowly, nor to the powerful. That man who worked effective/y for my 
house,/ bore him that which is good to bear; he who did harm (viyana9aya), 1 interrogatedl 
punished him so he is well-interrogatedlpunished. 

9ati Darayavau~ x&aya9iya: avahyarâdïma,! Auramazdâ upastâm abara utli aniyliha bagliha, 
taya,j hanti, ya9li na,! arik:a liham, na,! clra"gjana liham, na,! zürakara liham, na,! adam na,!ma,! 
tal}mli, upari ~tlim upariyayam, na,! ~kal}Gim na,! tunuvantam züra akunavam, martiya, baya 
hamatax&atli mana vi9iya, avam ubftam abaram, baya viyana9aya avam ufr~tam aPfsam. 



CHAPI'ER FiFrEEN 

HAPPINESS REGAINED 

1 

As we saw in the preceding chapter, DNb begins with a variant of the 
cosmogonie myth that looks back to the creation of happiness (siyatl) 
and wonder (/rasa), then identifies the unique qualities the Wise Lord 
bestowed on Darius that qualified him to be king (DNb § 1).1 After 
detailing the demonic forces these gifts permitted the king to master 
(DNb §§2a-2h), the inscription returns to speak of siyati once more in its 
concluding paragraph (DNb §3b). The theme of happiness thus encom
passes and informs the entirety of this text and, here as elsewhere, that 
theme bas deep resonance and wide implications, carrying associations 
of perfect unity, perfect peace, perfect abondance, joy, and contentment. 

The word siyiiti occurs twenty-four times within the Achaemenian 
corpus. Twenty-two of these, including DNb § 1, are formulaic, appear
ing in variants of the cosmogony, where the last of the Wise Lord' s 
original creations is always described as "happiness for mankind" 
(siyati ... martiyahya).2 Although the Achaemenian texts do not spell this 
out, they make clear the ideal state was lost and they associate this fall 
from perfection with the Lie' s initial appearance and subsequent growth. 3 

Like other demonic forces, the Lie was understood as a power of non
being that invaded existence, corrupting its perfection, fragmenting its 

1 DNb § 1: 1 A great god is the Wise Lord, who created this wonder (/rasa) that sees 
itself, who created happiness for mankind (siyiitim martiyahyii}, who deposited wisdom · 
and physical prowess in Darius the King. baga vazrka Auramazda, baya adada ima fra
~am, taya vainata!, haya adada siyatim martiyahya, haya xra9um utli. aruvastam upari 
Darayavaum xsaya9iyam niyasaya. 

2 There is sorne variation as regards the verbal form employed. In nineteen of the 
twenty-two cases, the text reads haya siyiitim adà martiyahyii (DNa §1, DNb §1, DSf §1, 
DSt §1, DSab §1, DE §1, DZc §1, XPa §1, XPb §1, XPc §1, XPd §1, XPf §1, XPh §1, 
XPl §1, XE §1, XV §1, AiPa §1, D2Ha §1, A2Hc §1, A3Pa §1). DNb §1 and DSe §1 have 
the imperfect (adada) instead of the aorist (ada), while DSs § 1 rather surprisingly uses 
the verb /car- (thus: haya siyiitim kunauti martiyahyii). Also relevant is DPg §1, which 
exists in Akkadian only. The phrasing is thus different, but the creation of happiness 
(dum-ql) still occupies the culminating position in the set of original creations, preceding 
the assault of the Lie and the elevation of Darius to kingship. 

3 See further Chapters One, Four, Six, Eight, Ten, and Twenty-four. 
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unity, and drawing the Wise Lord's creatures toward death and dissolu
tion. In response to this menace, the Wise Lord made Darius king and 
equipped him to lead the struggle against falsehood, fear, anger, rebel
lion, evil, wrong, harm, and other demonic forces. 

Whereas ali the formulaic occurrences of siyiiti refer to the time of 
creation, one of the two non-formulaic occurrences speaks of the later 
period of ontological mixture, moral confusion, and historie strife. The 
same is true for both occurrences ofthe related adjective siyiita "happy." 
Let us consider these briefly, in sequence. 

Thus, in DPe §3, Darius spoke to his successors, whom he advised to 
protect the group that represents the best of humanity and (therefore) 
pro vides the instrument with which to wage the ongoing struggle: the 
Persian nation-in-arms. "If the Persian people/army (kiira) should be 
protected," he promised, "happiness will be undestroyed for the longest 
time. "4 While eamest and hopeful, the promise is less sweeping than it 
might seem. In specifie, the modifiers in this sentence mark the happi
ness in question as neither total, nor absolute, but qualified, fmite, and 
partial. In the frrst place, a strong army ensures only that happiness will 
remain "undestroyed" (a-xsatii).5 This is to say that the Lie and its 
forces have not (yet) succeeded in annihilating happiness utterly and will 
continue to be frustrated in this destructive ambition. lt is implicitly 
granted, however, that ali of his good creations have been compromised 
and damaged.6 Sorne pieces of happiness thus endure, but these are only 
the fragments and adulterated residues of the primordial condition of 
perfect bliss. In the mixed state of historie conflict, this is ali that 
remains, but these are sufficient for mortals to take sorne pleasure in 
their existence, to hope for more, and to continue the hattie. 

Second, the text signais that insofar as life is fmite in historie time, 
so too is the kind of pleasure available in this era. This is implied in 
Darius's stipulation that the "undestroyed happiness" of which he speaks 

4 DPe §3: yadi kara Parsa pata ahati, baya duvaistam siyatis axsatii. 
' Old Pendan a-xsata represents the negative form (with privative a-) of the past pas

sive participle of the verb x!an- ("to destroy, damage"), which is cognate to Sanskrit 
/qa1)6ti "to burt, injure, wound" and Greek Kt&ivro, "to kill." Cf. Mayrhofer, Etymolo
gisches Worterbuch des Altindoarischen 1: 423, Hjalmar Frisk, Griechisches etymolo
gisches Worterbuch (Heidelberg: Carl Winter, 1973) 2: 33. 

6 Cf. passages in the Pahlavi literature that discuss the Evil Spirit's ability to damage, 
but not destroy the Wise Lord's good creation, e.g. Greater Bundahisn 1.24, 4.27, 22.29, 
27.1, Diidestiin ï Dënïg 36.64, 36.68-69, Pahlavi Rivayat accompanying the Diidestiin ï 
Dënïg 13.1-10, Dënkard 5.8.11, 5.24.1-3, 5.24.7, 8.5.1-5, Selections of Ziidspram 1.5-6, 
2.15-17. 
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will persist "for the longest time." The term used- Old Persian duvais
tam - is hapax legomenon, but relative! y easy to interpret. The superla
tive of düra "long," it is employed adverbially as a temporal marker and 
denotes the longest conceivable expanse of time that sti/1 falls short of 
eternity.1 However long that may be, it is thus fated to end when history 
closes and eschatological eternity begins. It is at that moment that 
"undestroyed" happiness will give way to enduring happiness, i.e. hap
piness of the same sort that existed ab origine and that will never be 
damaged or diminished again. 

This is to say that a good king and a good army are sufficient to resist 
the Lie and his forces, keeping sorne measure of happiness alive, and 
this can go on for millennia. Definitive victory, however, is something 
else again. Should that be won, perfect- and not just "undestroyed" 
- happiness would be recovered and never menaced again by non
being. Time, death, and ali degenerative processes would stop, and there 
would be no need for king or army. Ail that lies at history's end, how
ever, before which there is much to be done. 

n 
The two occurrences of adjectival siyata also describe how sorne finite 
measure of happiness may be won and preserved, even in this troubled 
era. They appear in a passage where Xerxes addresses his successors 
concerning happiness and its pursuit. 

Y ou who (come) hereafter, if you should think "May 1 be happy when living 
(siyiita ... jlva) and may 1 be truthful/righteous when dead," conduct your
self according to that law which the Wise Lord set down. Worship the Wise 
Lord at the proper time and in the proper ritual style. The man who con
ducts himself according to the law that the Wise Lord set down and who 
worships the Wise Lord at the proper time and in the proper ritual style, he 
becomes happy when living (j7va siyiita) and truthful/righteous when dead.8 

This passage has been much discussed and it is not my intention here to 
take up its many complexities.9 For our current purposes, it suffices to 
note the restrictive modifiers that delimit the kind of happiness the 

7 Kent, Old Persian, pp. 66 and 191-92. Cf. Sanskrit davi~{ham "very far, very long" 
and the discussion of Mayrbofer, Etymologisches Worterbuch des Altindoarischen 1: 739. 

8 XPb §4d: tuvam ka, baya aparam, yadi manïyiiha,i; siyata ahani jlva uta Jil!1a J1iiva 
ahani, avana data patidi, taya Auramazda niya!itaya; Auramazdiim yadaisa rtaca braz
maniya; martiya, baya avana data pariyaiti, taya Auramazda nïStaya, uti Atiramazdiim 
yadata,i rtàca brazmaniya, bau uta JI Va siyata bavati uta mrta rtava bavati. 9 0 ~ 0 0 

We will retum to this passage in Cbapter Twenty-four. 
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inscription treats as currently being available. Thus, in addressing its 
reader's presumed desire to be "happy when living" (siyiita ... jïva or 
jiva siyiita), the text imagines a state that is individual, not collective. 
That state, moreover, will end with death, it being understood that mor
tality remains a defining part of the (demonically-afflicted) human con
dition for the duration of historie time. Xerxes thus promises neither 
lasting happiness, nor immortality, nor the return of all humanity to its 
original idyllic state. Much more modestly, he offers assurance that cer
tain select persons - those who follow the divine law10 and who per
form technically perfect sacrifice11 - may win sorne finite measure of 
happiness as a result of these actions. 12 Conceivably, should everyone 

10 The law in question is "that which the Wise Lord set down" (diitii ... taya 
Auramazdii niyastiiya), which is not the same thing as the royallaws that are at issue in 
XPh §3 and ali other occurrences of the noun data (DB §8, DNa §3, DSe §§3 and 4). 
While important for the preservation of socio-political order, the king's law is an imper
fect instrument that only approaches that of the deity. 

11 The verb is yad-, cognate to Avestan yaz- and Vedic yaj-, ali of which terms denote 
worship in general, but most immediately reference acts of sacrifice. See the discussion 
of Émile Benveniste, "Sur la terminologie iranienne du sacrifice," Journal asiatique 252 
(1964): 45-58. On the interpretation of the much-discussed phrase [tiicii brazmaniya in 
XPh §4d, see Rüdiger Schmitt, "Ein altpersisches ghostword und das sog. 'inverse ca," 
Orientalia 32 (1963): 442-45. 

12 Significantly, the Avesta treats "happiness" (syiitl) as a post mortem reward, 
unavailable to the living for the duration of historie time. For discussion of the differences 
between the way happiness is construed in A vestan and Old Persian, see Jean de Menasce, 
"Observations sur l'inscription de Xerxes à Persepolis," Vivre et penser 49 (1943-44): 
124-32 and Jean Keliens, "Sur un parallèle inverse à l'inscription des 'daiva'," Studi e 
MateriaU di Storia delle Religioni 40 (1969): 209-13. Émile Benveniste, Titres et noms 
propres en iranien ancien (Paris: C. Klincksieck, 1966), pp. 119-21, noted a similar dif
ference in Achaemenian onomastics, where siyiiti (and its variant form siitl) figure in a 
great many names (e.g. Paru-siyiiti ["Much-happiness," whom the Greeks knew as 
Queen Parysatis, attested in the Elamite of the Persepolis Fortification Tablets as Ba-ru
si-ia-ti-i.f], Rta-siyiiti ["Happiness in Truth," found in the Fortification Tablets as lr-da
si-ia-ti-iS], Siyiiti-farnah ["Charisma of happiness," the Greek Satiphernes, found in the 
Fortification Tablets as Si-ia-ti-bar-na], and numerous others) and those of the Avesta, 
where no such names are attested. His conclusions are worth repeating. 

L'onomastique personnelle doit refléter ici la difference des conceptions religieuses. Nous 
savons, depuis la découverte du texte de Xerxès contre les daivas, l'importance de cette 
notion de syati-; appanage de l'homme dans sa vie terrestre sous la loi d'Ahuramazda, la 
syati- nous apparaît comme une des representations les plus caractéristiques de la religion 
achéménide. On n'a pas assez remarqué, par contre, que cette notion est absente de 
l'Avesta où les formes de syli- (sa-) «se réjouir» d'ailleurs peu nombreuses, n'entrent pas 
dans la terminologie religieuse et n'ont aucun emploi que l'on puisse comparer à ceux du 
perse. 011 ne trouve pas dans l'Avesta l'adjectif syata- (siita-) comme dénotant l'état ideal 
de la vie terrestre. C'est là une differellce profonde entre les deux formes de croyances, et 
cet indice lexical en témoigne ciairement.llfaudra donc compter l'abondance relative des 
noms propres en syati- comme w1 des traits marquants de l'onomastique du vieux-perse, 
illustrant un aspect spêecifique de la religion achéménide (p. 121). 
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follow this program, the Lie could be overcome and the consequent hap
piness would be general, universal, and enduring. That utopian prospect, 
however, once more lies at history's end. 

III 

This brings us to the last occurrence of siyiiti, which is in the fmal para
graph of DNb and which is neither formulaic, nor restrictive. The inscrip
tion is so badly damaged, however, that the crucial word went unnoticed 
until 1981, when Nicholas Sims-Williams discovered an Aramaic ver
sion that let hlm recognize the fragmentary 1- 'i-y-a '-t- 'i-y ·-a as siyiitiyii, 
based on comparison to (wbk ("your happiness ") in the Aramaic.13 

Like the other non-formulaic (i.e. non-cosmogonie) occurrences of 
siyiiti (and siyiita), the sentence in which this word appears is part of a 
longer discourse explicitly directed to a future reader.14 DNb §§3a-3b 
thus repeatedly addresses an unnamed "Young Man" (marika), a title 
that has been taken to identify hlm as a servant, 15 a representative of the 
warrior class,16 Darius's own post mortem soul,t' or perhaps a future 
king. 18 Three times, this form of address is used. With the frrst, the 

13 Nicholas Sims-Williams, "The Final Paragraph of the Tomb-Inscription of Darius 1 
(DNb. 50-60): The Old Persian Text in the Light of an Aramaic Version," Bulletin of the 
School of Oriental and African Studies 44 ( 1981): 1-7, with citation of the Aramaic text 
at p. 2 and attention to the question of Aramaic {Wbk = Old Persian siyiitiya at p. 6. · 

14 Cf. DPe §3 and XPh §4d, both of which employ the construction yadi (avafJii) 
maniyahaj "If y ou should think •.• ", then provide instructions for how the future addressee 
cao realize the stated desire. 

15 This is the older view of Herzfeld, Altpersische Inschriften, pp. 251-53, Benveniste, 
"Études iraniennes," pp. 43-44, Kent, Old Persian, p. 202, which is based largely on the 
pejorative associations of A vestan marya and the Akkadian translation, which renders marika 
as Wqalla "slave," from an adjective meaning "oflow standing" (Assyrian Dictionary of the 
Oriental /nstitute 13: 62-66). One needs also note that this same term is elsewhere used to 
translate Old Persian bandaka ("retainer, vassal," including those of high social status). 

16 Richard Frye, The Heritage of Persia (Cleveland: World, 1963), pp. 50-51, Geo 
Widengren, Der Feudalismus im alten Iran (Cologne: Westdeutscher Verlag, 1969), PP. 
12-15, Lecoq, Les inscriptions de la Perse achéménide, p. 224, based on comparison to 
Sanskrit marya "young man, warrior" and Mitanni maryannu "chariot-warriors." The 
controversial views of Stig Wikander, Der arische Miinnerbund (Lund: Gleerup, 1938) 
strongly influenced this attempt. 

17 Jean Kellens, "Quand Darius parle à Darius," in Maria Macuch, et al., eds., /ranian 
Languages and Texts from Iran and Turan. Ronald E. Emmerick Memorial Volume 
(Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2007), pp. 143-44, with comparison to the post-mortem 
encounter of one's sou! (uruuan) and religion (daena), as narrated in the Hadoxt Nask. 
The attempt is original and fascinating, but not ultimately persuasive. 

18 Rüdiger Schmitt, "Bemerkungen zum SchluBabschnitt von Dareios' Grabinschrift 
DNb," Altorientalische Forschungen 26 (1999): 129-31 argued convincingly against an 
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"young man" is told to display his virtues (iinarii) with pride and to 
listen carefully, both to courtiers and to the public at large.19 With the 
second, he is counseled to perceive goodness (najba) in the weak, as 
weil as the strong. 20 

Immediately after the third interpellation, however, the text is so dam
aged that even with the help of the Aramaic version, one can make out 
only one sentence. lt is, however, just this sentence that holds the keen
est interest. "Do not be ayaumajni," it states, "in pursuit ofhappiness. "21 

Although various translations have been offered for this apparently 
simple phrase, interpretation hinges on the adjective ayaumajni, which is 
found here only. lts opposite, however - yaumajni, without the priva
tive a- - appears earlier in the inscription (DNb §2h), where Darius 
boasts "1 am yaumajni with both hands and feet. "22 The double negative 
of DNb §3b ("do not be a-yaumajni") thus encourages future heroes or 
kings to imitate him in this measure. The Babylonian translation of §2h 
also helps by rendering yaumajni with Akkadian ga-as-ra-ak "1 am 

interpretation of marika as "slave" or "servant," since the content of the passage would 
be quite inappropriate for such an addressee. The Elamite translation of marika as ma-ul
la "child" also supports the case for taking it simply as "young man," but Schmitt also 
felt DNb §§3a and 3b were comparable to DB §§64 and 69, where Darius addressed " 
Y ou who may be king hereafter" (tuvam kii, xsaya(}iya haya aparam ahl). 

19 DNb §3a: "Young man, make it weil known what you are, what are your virtues 
(ünarii), and what your conduct Let that not seem best to you which one whispers in your 
ears. Hear also that which one says more distantly." marika, drsam azda kusuva, ciya
karam ahi, ciyakaramtai ünara, ciyakaramtai parïyanam; matai ava valtistam 9adaya, tay
atai gal}saya 9anhyati; ava8ci axsnudi, taya paratar 9anhyati. 

20 DNb §3b: "Young man, let that not seem good to you which the [strong man] does. 
That which the weak man does, see that too." marika, matai av a na! barn 9adaya, tay a 
[+++) kunavati; taya SkalJ9is kunavati, avasci dïdi. 

21 DNb §3b: marika [++++++] ma patiyataya [+++++] mapati siyiitiya ayaumajnis 
baviihi [+++++++++]ma rax9a(n)tu [+++++++++++++].The focal sentence is placed in 
italics, as restored by Sims-Williams, "The Final Paragraph of the Tomb-Inscription," p. 
3 and slightly improved by Schmitt, The Old Persian Inscriptions of Naqsh-i Rustam and 
Persepolis, p. 39. 1 take siyatiya as a genitive, doing service for the dative of goal, as is 
common in Old Persian, where the dative proper disappeared and its functions were 
assumed by the genitive. Sims-Williams also considered it a genitive, while observing (p. 
6): "lt is not unlikely (in view of the well-known tendency towards syncretism of the 
feminine l- and ï-declensions) that feminine i-stems instead used the ï-stem ending -iya 
for ali the oblique cases of the singular (a possibility anticipated by Kent, Old Persian 
§l79.m." Altematively, Schmitt, "Bemerkungen zum SchluBabschnitt von Dareios' Gra
binschrift," pp. 136-37 and Kellens, "Quand Darius parle à Darius," p. 145 see siyiitiyii 
here as a singular instrumental, which is formally more regular, but involves real difficul
ties as regards content. In truth, there are so few examples of Old Persian feminine i-stem 
nouns in the oblique cases that no paradigm can be established with confidence. 

22 DNb §2h: yauma!nis ami uta dasta!biya uta padaibiya. 
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\ Temporal Text Action Phrasing Modifrers J 
; setting 

Primordial DNb §1 A great god is the +Formulaic -Restrictive 
eternity and Wise Lord ... who created 

twenty-one happiness for mankind 
others baga vazrka Auramazda ... 

haya adadii siyatim 
martiyahya 

Finite DPe §3 If the Persian people/army -Formulaic +Restrictive 
· history should be protected, 

happiness will be 
undestroyed for 
the longest time 

yadi kiira Parsa pata ahati, 
haya duvajstam siyatis 
axsata 

XPh §4d The man who conducts -Formulaic +Restrictive 
himself according to the 
law that the Wise Lord set 
down and who worships 
the Wise Lord at the proper 
time and in the proper 
ritual style, he becomes 
happy when living ... 

martiya, haya avana data 
pariyajti, taya Auramazdâ 
nlstâya, uta Auramazdiim 
yadataj rtaca brazmaniya, 
hal) uta jlva siyata bavati . .. 

Eschato- DNb §3b Do not be weak in pursuit -Formulaic -Restrictive 
logical of happiness 
eternity mâpati siyiitiya ayaumajnis 

bavahi 

Table 15.1 Occurrences of siyati and siyata and their temporal distribution. 

strong," from the verb gasiiru "to become (ali) powerful."23 As Ernst 
Herzfeld aptly observed, this "ein starkes wort für 'stark-sein'," 24 and it 
bas a certain comparative force, establishing the superiority of a given 
ruler to his adversaries, as, for instance, when a text from the Kouyunjik 

23 Assyrian Dictionary of the Oriental Institute 5: 55-56. Severa! different forms for 
the verb are listed, ali of which show the emphasis not just on strength, but on the posses
sion and display of superior strength. Thus: "1. To become (ali) powerful, 2. Gussuru "to 
concentrate (troops), 3. Gutassuru, gitassuru "to show oneself superior in strength, 4. 
Gutassuru "to vie with one another." 

24 Herzfeld, Altpersische lnschriften, p. 365. 
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Collection of the British Museum, dating to the time of Ashurbanipai 
states: "The king will become (ail) powerful and will have no opponent."25 

If one can interpret the Old Persian on the basis of the more transpar
ent Akkadian, the Great King's meaning is clear: Do not be weak (i.e. 
un-strong, a-yaumajni) in striving after happiness. The happiness in 
question, moreover- in contrast to that mentioned in DPe §3 and XPh 
§4d- has no modifier attached to it, and in this it resembles the formu
laic occurrences of the cosmogony. In this fashion, the text subtly sug
gests that the same unconditional, absolute, and ideal happiness that 
existed when the Lie had not yet invaded the material world will exist 
once more when ali evil has been conclusively defeated by a king suf
ficiently strong (yaumajni = gasru) to accomplish that task. 

One thus can separate three different ways in which happiness is 
described, which correspond to the three temporal eras we have repeat
edly encountered, as is shown in Table 15.1. 

IV 

Were this ail one could say on the topic, it would still hold considerable 
interest. In DNb §3b- which constitutes, in effect, the last words Dar
ius bequeathed to posterity- the Great King contemplates history's end 
with equanimity and assurance, seemingly confident that the absolute, 
perfect, enduring happiness that is the ultimate goal of ali human desire 
can, in fact, be realized if the Achaemenian king remains strong.26 

Assigning such importance to strength foliows from an interpretation 
of Old Persian yiiumajni that is based entirely on Akkadian gasiiru, a 
move that lets one avoid the notorious difficulty of seeking an etymology 
for yiiumajni. No doubt, the verb gasiiru (and its related adjective gasru)21 

captures sorne of what is expressed by the Old Persian, but it probably 

25 Sarru i-ga-sir-ma miihira ut irassi Manuscript K.2259 from the Kouyunjik collec
tion, published in Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian Tab/ets 40 (1927): 42, cited by 
As syrian Dictionary of the Oriental/nstitute 5: 56. 

26 While the fmal phrases of DNb §3b are so baclly damaged in the Old Persian, Akka
dian, and Aramaic versions, the Elamite is sufficiently intact as to permit restoration and 
provisional translation. Following the text established by Walther Hinz, Altiranische Funde 
und Forschungen (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1969), p. 58, one reads "Young man, he who is 
unruly/rebellious should not flourish. He should be driven out and banished." v.ma]-ul-[l]a 
{ak-]qa li-na-a[k-k]an me-ni a-nu me-te-in [ ... ]-sa?-{ma] a-nu? [ni-en?] a-[ak] sa-rêak 
pu-ti-qa? k[u-u]t-kal-rak-qa. lt is unclear if it is only human malefactors who are to be 
expelled, or if one is meant to understand such people as individual instantiations of the Lie. 

27 The Assyrian Dictionary of the Oriental/nstitute 5: 56-58 lists only one meaning 
for gasru: "strong." It is used of gods, humans (esp. kings), and animais. 
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does so impetfectly, for the language had a fairly large and nuanced 
vocabulary for strength of various types. The set includes adjectives like 
*amavant ("possessed of defensive force"),28 ugra ("strong"),29 *tauma 
("physically strong"),30 taxma ("vallant, bold, heroic"),31 tunuvant ("pow
erful, physically and sociopolitically"),32 and narya ("manly, martial, 
virile");33 nouns like rsa(n) ("bull"),34 ushamarankara ("good warrior"),35 

28 ama- "defensive force" is found in severa! proper names, including IJ.siima ("Having 
the defensive force of a hero") and Amadata ("Created with defensive strength"), on 
which see Walther Hinz, Neue Wege im Altpersischen (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 
1973), pp. 46-47, Benveniste, Titres et noms propres, pp. 77 and 85 and Mayrhofer, 
Onomastica Persepolitana, op cit., pp. 123-24, 153 and 168. The Avestan cognate takes 
a suffix to fonn the advective ama-vant- ("possessing defensive force") and the same 
process would have been readily available in Old Persian. On the meaning of ama-, see 
Émile Benveniste and Louis Renou, Vrtra et Vr8ragna (Paris: Imprimerie nationale, 
1934), p. 11. 

29 Attested in the Elamite name Ukrakka = Old Persian *ugra-kd, according to Ben
veniste, Titres et noms propres, p. 95 and Mayrhofer, Onomastica Persepolitana, p. 244. 
Cf. Avestan ugra, uyra ("strong, forceful") and Sogdian 'wyrk. 

30 The comparative adjective tauvïyah ("stronger") occurs at OSe §4 and presumes 
the positive fonn *tauma. Both are related to the abstract noun tauman ("strength") and 
the verbal root tav- "to be strong." See Kent, Old Persian, pp. 66 and 185. 

31 Old Persian taxma (cf. Avestan taxma) is present in the names Ciça-taxma ("He 
whose lineage is valiant"), *IJ.tataxma ("Truth-valiant"), and Taxma-spada ("He of the 
valiant army"), on which see Benveniste, Titres et noms propres, pp. 94 and 96, 
Mayrhofer, Onomastica Persepolitana, pp. 147, 166, 237, 240, 256, 257, and 299. 

32 tunuvant, from the verb tav- "to be strong," is found at DB §63, DNb §2a and XPI 
§2a. lt indexes those who would be able to inflict harm on those weaker than themselves, 
were their aggression not checked by the law and a just king. Seemingly, such people 
possess a multivalent strength that has physical, social, and economie bases. 

33 In Avestan, the root noun nar is used in unmarked fashion to denote any male; its 
marked usage is reserved for those who evince typically male virtues, i.e. warriors. Cf. 
Sanskrit nr Ossetic nart ("hero"), Greek ÜVTJp, Welsh ner ("hero"), etc. A cognate tenn 
is found in Old Persian ünara ("physical skill, ability," esp. one characteristic of a mar
tial male). The adjectival fonn *narya is also attested in the proper name Nariyama ("He 
of manly defensive force"), on which see Benveniste, Titres et noms propres, p. 90. 
The A vestan cognate nairya most frequently modifies the noun hqm. vanti to denote 
"manly valor" (Bartholomae, Altiranisches Worterbuch, col. 1054). 

34 As Benveniste, Vocabulaire des institutions indo-européennes 1: 21-25 showed, 
Old Persian rsa(n) and its cognates (Avestan ar<Jsan, Sanskrit rs~abha, Homeric lipcrTJV) 
can be used of any aggressive, virile male animal, humans included. It appears in numer
ous proper names, including IJ.siima ("Having the defensive force of a hero"), IJ.siika 
("Hero, Virile male"), and Xsayiir§a ("Ruling over heroes"). See Kent, 0/d Persian, p. 
171, M~ed Mayrhofer, lranisches Personennamenbuch. II. Die altpersischen Namen 
(Vienna: Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1979), pp. 12 and 30-31. 

35 The word is hapax legomenon, occurring at DNb §2g, where Darius explains 
"Because my body is strong, as a warrior (literally: "as a maker-of-battles") 1 am a good 
warrior." tayamaj tanüS tiivayati, hamaranakara ami ushamaranakara. 
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nar ("martial male"),36 vrka ("wolf"); 37 and verbs like tav- ("to be 
strong").38 No doubt yiiumajni was chosen because it contained sorne 
additional nuance.39 

Most attempts to etymologize this curions word have sought to obvi
ate its most intractable phonologie difficulty by treating -majni as if it 
read -mani, a move as convenient as it is unjustified, and ali such efforts 
must be discarded.40 The chief exception is Karl Hoffmann, who ana
lyzed yiiu-majni as a compound whose frrst member is *yiihu-, derived 
from the verb "to boil," with vowel augmentation (cf. Avestan yah-, 
Vedic yas-). The second element *majni is cognate to Avestan maéni 
"retaliation, retribution, punishment" (cf. Yasna 31.15 and 44.19) and 
Vedic men{ "vengeance, revenge." Accordingly, Hoffmann took yiiu
majni to mean "with boiling power of retaliation."41 

Although sorne regard this interpretation as forced or dismiss the 
A vestan and Vedic comparanda as too distant semantically to have 
relevance,42 it bas gained a fair measure of acceptance.43 If this analysis 
is correct, at DNb §2h Darius described himself not just as strong, but 
more precisely as one who was "fervent in counter-attack." And at §3b, 
he urged his successor not to lack such fervor. 

36 See above, note 32. 1 have also treated thls tenn in Death, War, and Sacrifice, 
pp. 150-53 and 162n28. 

37 The tenn occurs in the month name Vrkazana "Wolf-hunt," on which see Hinz, 
Neue Wege im Altpersischen, p. 68. • 

38 The verb tav-, on which see Kent, Old Persian, p. 185, Pokomy,lndogermanisches ety
mologisches Worterbuch pp. 1080-85, most immediately describes a bodily state of swelling up 
with energy and raw power. It occurs in Darius's boastful self-descriptions at DNb §§2g and 2i. 

39 The fact that the Aramaic version of DNb §3b transliterates, rather than translates 
ayiiumajnis (thus: 'ymnS) would suggest the Old Persian tenn had sorne particular content 
not easily rendered in other languages. 

40 Along these lines, see Herzfeld, Altpersische lnschriften, pp. 365-66, H.W. Bailey, 
"Review of Roland G. Kent, Old Persian," Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society (1951), 
p. 194, Kent, Old Persian, pp. 45 and 204, Jacques Duchesne-Guillemin, "Old Persian 
yiiumanis," in Mary Boyce and llya Gershevitch, eds., W.B. Henning Memorial Volume 
(London: Lund Humphries, 1970), pp. 140-42, idem, "Encore vieux-perse yiiumanis," in 
Mélanges linguistiques offerts à Émile Benveniste (Louvain: Peeters, 1975), pp. 137-40. 

41 Hoffmann, "Altpersisch 'afuvliyli'," op cit., pp. 84-85. 
42 This was the view of Herzfeld, Altpersische /nschriften, p. 366, who considered the 

Avestan and Vedic comparisons twenty years before Hoffmann. Also skeptical are Siros
Williams, "The Final Paragraph of the Tomb-Inscription," p. 6 and Kellens, "Quand 
Darius parle à Darius," p. 145. 

43 Thus, Brandenstein and Mayrhofer, Handbuch des Altpersischen, p. 156, Walther 
Wüst, Altpersische Studien. Sprach- und Kulturgeschichtliche Beitriîge zum Glossar der 
Achiîmeniden-inschriften (Munich: J. Kitzinger, 1966), pp. 225-57, Mayrhofer, Etymolo
gisches Worterbuch des Altindoarischen 2: 379, Schmitt, "Bemerkungen zum SchluBab
schnitt von Dareios' Grabinschrift," p. 137. 
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Inevitably, the question arises: Against whom did the Persian kings 
believe themselves to be counter-attacking? In answer, one suspects they 
might not have pointed to any given individuals (Gaumata or Skunxa, 
say), nor to specifie groups. To be sure, they might have mentioned such 
adversaries - as Darius did at Bisitun - but only as the transitory 
forms assumed by a much older, infinitely more dangerous enemy: a 
disembodied force they imagined to have entered countless bodies in the 
course of history, turning them to its purposes and waging a relentless 
struggle against humanity, happiness, and the cosmos itself. From the 
Achaemenian perspective, all conflict began when "the Lie" frrst 
attacked the Wise Lord's creations and all subsequent struggles continue 
that conflict. Insofar as God himself charged Darius and his successors 
to undo the damage wrought by the archdemon, their military initiatives 
against the Greeks, Scythians, Babylonians, or whomever were never 
cast- or perceived- as wars of aggression. Rather, these were consti
tuted as justified ripostes to the primordial assault. Not wars of conquest, 
but crusades against a demonic adversary who assumed myriad forms 
and was always-already in the wrong; crusades designed, moreover, to 
accomplish God's will by restoring "happiness for mankind." 
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CHAPTER SIXTEEN 

HERODOTUS AS ANTHROPOLOGIST* 

1 

A great many disciplines and discourses have at one time or another sought 
to claim Herodotus as their founder, father, or apical ancestor. History, obvi
ously enough, has pride of place, but serious efforts have also been mounted 
on behalf of geography,1 ethnography,2 history of religions,3 folklore,4 and 

This chapter originally served as the opening lecture for a conference on "Anthropol
ogy and the Classics" organized by Marcel Detienne at the Johns Hopkins University, 
September 2005. 

1 Michele R. Cataudella, "La geografia ionica. Erodoto e il Perl Hebdomadon pseudo
ippocratico, cap. 11," Sileno 13 (1987): 33-57, James Romm, "Herodotus and Mythic 
Geography: The Case of the Hyperboreans," Transactions of the American Philological 
Association 119 (1989): 97-113, Christian Jacob, Géographie et ethnographie en Grèce 
ancien (Paris: A. Colin, 1991). 

2 Anton Grassl, Herodot ais Ethnologe. Eine Beitrag zur Geschichte der Vol/œrkunde 
(Munich: Dissertation, Universitat München, 1903), Klaus E. Müller, Geschichte der anti
/œn Ethnographie und ethnologischen Theoriebildung (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner, 1972), 
Paul Cartledge, "Herodotus and 'the Other': A Meditation on Empire," Echoes du monde 
classique 34 (1990): 27-40, Wilfried Nippel, Griechen, Barbaren und 'Wilde': Alte 
Geschichte und Sozialanthropologie (Frankfurt am Main: Fischer, 1990), Rosalind Thomas, 
"Ethnography, Proof and Argument in Herodotus' Histories," Proceedings of the Cam
bridge Philological Society 43 (1997): 128-48, eadem, Herodotus in Context: Ethnography, 
Science, and the Art of Persuasion (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2000), Marco 
Dorati, Le Storie di Erodoto: etnografia e racconto (Pisa: Istituti editoriali e poligrafici 
intemazionali, 2000), Rosaria Vignolo Munson, Telling Wonders: Ethnographie and Polit
ica/ Discourse in the Work of Herodotus (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2001). 

3 Camille Sourdille, Hérodote et la religion d'Égypte (Paris: E. Leroux, 1910), G.C.J. 
Daniels, Religieus-historische studie over Herodotus (Antwerp: Standaard-Boekhandel, 
1946), Fabio Mora, Religione e Religioni nelle Storie di Erodoto (Milan: Edizioni Uni
versitarie Jaca, 1985), Walter Burkert, "Herodot als Historiker fremder Religionen," in 
Hérodote et les peoples non-Grecs (Geneva: Fondation Hardt, 1990), pp. 1-39. 

4 With regard to folktales, Aly, Volksmârchen, Sage und Nove/le bei Herodot, op cit., 
Mabel Lang, Biographical Patterns of Folklore and Morality in Herodotus' History 
(Bryn Mawr, PA: Bryn Mawr University Dissertation, 1944), John N. Kazazis, Herodo
tus' Stories and History: A Proppian Analysis of his Narrative Techniques (Champaign
Urbana: University of illinois Dissertation, 1978); with regard to the study of folk eus
toms (nomol), J.A.S. Evans, "Despotes Nomos," Athenaeum 43 (1965): 142-53, M. 
Rossellini and S. Saïd, "Usages de femmes et autres nomoi chez les 'sauvages' 
d'Hérodote. Essai de lecture structurale," Annali della Scuola Normale di Pisa 8 (1978): 
949-1005, Sally Humphreys, "Law, Custom and Culture in Herodotus," Arethusa 20 
(1987): 211-21. 
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epigraphy,5 not to speak of area studies and travel writing.6 If the attempts 
made by students of political science, international relations,7 sociology, 
gender and ethnie studies have been more sporadic,8 1 suspect this is 
because these disciplines mostly remain focused on the present and 
rarely seek ancestors further removed than a few generations. Further, 
one can imagine a number of would-be disciplines that might well have 
looked to him, bad they ever acquired sufficient institutional status as to 
stand in need of mythic heroes. Thaumatology, for instance, the study of 
marvels, surely ought invoke the shade of Herodotus, rather than those 
of Barnum and Ripley.9 Similar cases could be made for oneirics, 10 com
parative food sciences,11 mantic studies,l2 and others. 

One can sympathize with these daims and take them cum grano salis, 
but it is probably best to follow Herodotus's lead and regard him as histor: 
not a specialist in any given subject matter, method, or theme, but one 

5 Hans Volkmann, "Die Inschriften im Geschichtswerk des Herodot," in Convivium: 
Beitriige zur Altertumswissenschaft. Konrat Ziegler ... zum siebzigsten Geburtstag (Stutt
gart: A. Druckenmiller, 1954), pp. 41-65, Stephanie West, "Herodotus' Epigraphical 
lnterests," Classical Quarter/y 35 (1985): 278-305. 

6 James Redfield, "Herodotus the Tourist," Classical Philo/ogy 80 (1985): 97-118. 
7 Raphael Sealey, "Herodotus, Thucydides, and the Causes of War," Classical Quar

ter/y 7 (1957): 1-12, Kurt A. Raaflaub, "Herodotus, Political Thought, and the Meaning 
of History," Arethusa 20 (1987): 221-48, Binyamin Shimron, Politics and Beliefs in 
Herodotus (Stuttgart: Franz Steiner, 1989), Norma Thompson, Herodotus and the Ori
gins of the Political Community: Arion's Leap (New Haven: Yale University Press, 
1996), Munson, Telling Wonders, op cit. 

8 Alexandre Tourraix, "La femme et le pouvoir chez Hérodote," Dialogues d'Histoire 
Ancienne 2 (1976): 369-90, Rossellini and Saïd, "Usages de femmes et autres nomoi chez 
les 'sauvages' d'Hérodote," op cit., Carolyn Dewald, "Women and Culture in Herodotus' 
Histories," in Helène P. Foley, Reflections ofWomen in Antiquity (New York: Gordon & 
Breach, 1981), pp. 91-125, Vivienne Gray, "Herodotus and the Rhetoric of Othemess," 
American Journal of Philo/ogy 116 (1995): 185-212. 

9 H. Barth, "Zur Bewertung und Auswahl des Stoffes durch Herodotus (Die Begriffe 
8auJla, 8auJluÇro, ÇuJlucnoç, und ÇuJlacrt6ç)," Klio 50 (1968): 93-110, James Romm, 
"Dragons and Gold at the Edges of the Barth: A Folktale Motif Developed by Herodo
tus," Wonders and Tales 1 (1987): 45-55, Christine Hunzinger, "La notion de 8auJla 
chez Hérodote," Ktema 20 (1995): 47-70, H.-G. Nesselrath, "Herodot und die Enden der 
Erde," Museum Helveticum 52 (1995): 20-44, Munson, Telling Wonders: Ethnographie 
and Political Discourse in the Work of Herodotus, op cit. 

1° Frisch, Die Triiume bei Herodot, op cit., H.A. Giirtner, "Les rêves de Xerxès à 
Artaban chez Hérodote," Ktema 8 (1983): 11-18, Reinhold Bichler, "Die 'Reichstraume' 
bei Herodot. Eine Studie zu Herodots schopferischer Leistung und ihre quellenkritische 
Konsequenz," Chiron 15 (1985): 125-47. 

11 C. Coulet, "Boire et manger dans l'Enquête d'Hérodote," Bulletin de l'Association 
Guillaume Budé 41 (1994): 56-70. 

12 Roland Cr&hay, La literature oraculaire chez Hérodote (Liège: Faculté de Philoso
phie et Lettres de l'Univerité de Liège, 1956), Raffaella Pretini, I manteis nelle Storie di 
Erodoto (Tesi di Dottorato, Università degli Studi di Milano, 2003). 
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who has come to know many things by a multifaceted process of inquiry 
(historié). If there is anything distinctive to the research, author, or text, 
it is not disciplinary in nature. Just as there is no single, unifying ques
tion at the heart of the Histories, so there is no single set of assumptions 
or practices that organizes the endeavor. Rather, the work goes where 
the curiosity of its author takes it: a journey as vast as it is unpredictable. 

If we are inclined to deny the proprietary claims made on Herodotus 
by the various disciplines, a similar response awaits the champions of 
inter- and anti-disciplinary research who claim him for their own, for 
such understandable attempts commit the fallacy of anachronism. His 
mode of operation was pre-, not inter-disciplinary, and he could neither 
encompass nor reject that which did not yet exist. Only later - with 
Socrates and Thucydides, perhaps, will distinct disciplines begin to 
emerge from the rich, varied, and fertile (but also, quite literally con
fused, and con-fusing) prima materia of Herodotean inquiry and dis
course. At most, one can say there are ways in which his labors intro
duced what would become the hallmark of several subsequent disciplines 
as, for example, the way his concern for chronology came to defme his
torie research, or the way his preference for autopsy (i.e. observation at 
frrst hand) did similar service for forensics and anthropology. 

Even should we attempt to define Herodotus in the broadest and most 
elastic of terms by identifying him with the human sciences in general, 
we would err once again. It was Protagoras, not he, who made man the 
measure of all things. For all that the prologue of the Histories announces 
the author's primary concern to ensure "that great and marvelous deeds, 
those of Greeks and those of foreigners should be set forth and not be 
lacking fame," 13 the text still makes ample space for discussions that go 
weil outside the human to speak of things divine (gods, oracles, princi
p les of cosmic order) and of natural phenomena (e.g. the source of the 
Nile, the relation among the continents, or the reproductive habits of 
hares, serpents, and lions ).14 

The title of this chapter is thus potentially misleading, for I do not mean 
to depict Herodotus as an anthropologist tout court ou avant la lettre. 
Rather, I would simply observe that within an endeavor that was virtually 

13 Herodotus 1.1: 'Hpoô6-rou 'AI..tKapvllcrcréoç tcr-ropillc; Ù1too&Çtç i'jo&, roc; f.llJ't& 
-rà. yev6f.1&va èÇ à.v9pdmrov -ré!) x;p6vcp èÇ,hllÀa' yÉVTI'tat, f.lTJ't& fpya f.l&yaÀ.a 't& JCai 
9rof.1acr-ra, -rà. f.lÈV "EÀÀTI<rl -rà. Oi: ~ap~apotcrt Ù1tOO&X9év-ra, ÙICÀ&ii yéVTI't!1l, 'ta 't& 
UÀÀ.a 1C!1l ot' ftv ahtTIV È1tOÀ.Éf.lll<f!1V ÙÀÀ.lJÀ.Ol<rl. 

14 On the Nile, 2.19-29; the continents, 4.36-45; reproduction among predators and 
prey, 3.108-9. 
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omnisciturient - i.e., wishing to know everything - one can recognize 
three interrelated levels or projects that anticipate a sequence of develop
ment within anthropology proper, as it took shape over the course of the 
18th, 19th, and 20th Centuries. 

II 

The frrst of these levels or projects is the most obvious, and here 1 fmd 
it helpful to think of Herodotus as a wide-ranging collector of alterity, in 
the fashion of Lafitau, Herder, and those who founded the great muse
ums of Vôlkerkunde rn Europe and North America. Thus, Herodotus 
devotes discrete logoi of substantiallength to the Lydians (1.6-94), Medes 
(1.95-130), Persians (1.131-140), Babylonians (1.178-200), Egyptians 
(2.2-3.6), Indians (3.98-106), Scythians (4.1-142), and Libyans (2.15-18, 
25-26, 54-56; 4.145-199), while dozens of others receive serious, if less 
thorough attention.15 

Sometimes, these groups are treated as genoi (i.e. people held together 
by their sense of common biological descent), and sometimes as ethnoi 
(those who ground their collective identity in shared features of a 
social, cultural, and ecological nature).16 But in either case, each group 
constitutes itself through a set of select particularities through which 
its members distinguish themselves from members of other groups 
who do the same thing via different particularities (and that is pre
cisely the point). 

Into this situation, enter Herodotus, who made it his task to detail the 
distinguishing particularities for all peoples: their climate, landscape, 
and landmarks; their food, dress, and dwellings; their sexual, marital, 
and funerary customs; their gods and systems of worshipY Not only did 
he collect a wealth of information regarding a large, but fmite set of 
variables, he also effectively organized these data in a two-dimensional 
grid (plotting peoples on one axis against particularities on the other) 

IS Conceming the nature and import of these ethnographie discussions, see Cathérine 
Darbo-Peschanski, "Les 'Logoi' des autres dans les 'Histoires' d'Hérodote," Quaderni 
di Storia 22 (1985): 105-28, eadem, Le Discours du particulier. Essai sur l'enquête 
hérodotéenne (Paris: Éditions du Seuil, 1987). 

16 C.P. Jones, "l!9voç and yévoç in Herodotus," Classical Quarter/y 46 (1996): 315-20. 
17 A convenient summary of such discussions, with shrewd analysis of their pattern 

and content, is found in Dorati, Le Storie di Erodoto: Etnografia e Racconto, op cit., 
pp. 53-90. The typical Herodotean discussion, as F. Jacoby, RE Supplement II (1913), 
p. 331, observed, begins with a people's land, then treats their customs (nomoi), and ends 
with their marvels (th6mata). 
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that distinguishes each of the world's populations from the rest. Thus, to 
take one limited example, the Egyptians are the oldest of peoples, live 
on the Nile, eat spelt, bury their kings in pyramids, and were the frrst to 
build temples, altars, and statues of their gods, all apparently in stone.18 

The Scythians, in contrast, are the youngest of peoples, have multiple 
large rivers, drink mares' milk, and carry their dead kings throughout the 
land. By way of religion, they made no altars, temples, or statues, save 
for their deity of war, whom they represented as a Scythian sword placed 
atop a buge wooden pile. . 

If Egyptians and Scythians were theorized as near-polar opposites 
(oldest/youngest, south/north, hot-dry/cold-moist, settled/nomadic, stone/ 
wood, abundance/scarcity, iconolators/aniconic ), other peoples mediated 
their cultural distance in infmitely varied and nuanced fashion. The 
Histories thus provide wonderfully picturesque - if not equally com
plete - lists of significant traits for the peoples discussed, and each list 
is unique, reflecting (and encoding) the distinctive identity of the ethnos 
in question. 

There is, however, a second project that differs from the chronicling 
and celebration of diversity, which becomes evident in the prologue and 
elsewhere, when human variety yields to a stark binary opposition. This 
is the contrast of Greek and barbarian, i.e. those who do and do not have 
sorne dialect of Greek as their native tongue. The system implies a Hel
lenic perspective, the positively valorized taxonomizer being Greek 
itself, while barbaros originally designated one who babbled, unable to 
make the articulate sounds of a proper (i.e. Greek) language. 19 While the 
term always carried a certain ethnocentric condescension, Herodotus's 
usage is less discriminatory than most of his near-contemporaries.20 

18 Note also Herodotus 2.35-36, which lists a great many ways in which the Egyptians 
differ from ail other people. 

19 Frisk, Griechisches etymologisches Worterbuch, 1: 219-20, Pierre Chantraine, Dic
tionnaire étymologique de la langue grecque (Paris: Éditions Klincksieck, 1968) 1: 164-65. 

20 Bernard Laurot, "Idéaux grecs et barbarie chez Hérodote," Ktema 6 (1981): 39-48, 
found that in Herodotus, barbaros consistently denoted foreigners, as identified by their 
non-Greek language. Only five of the 197 occurrences (1.10, 1.60, 8.124, 8.142, 9.78-79) 
suggested something that could be understood as discriminatory or pejorative, and even 
sorne of these were open to less damaging interpretations. Edmond Lévy, "Naissance du 
concept du barbare," Ktema 9 (1984): 5-14, has shown that use of the term in the epie 
was similarly benign. See also Dolores Hegyi, "Der Begriff ~cip~apoç bei Herodotos," 
Annales Universitatis Budapestinensis de Rolando Eotvos nominatae, sect. Classica 5-6 
(1977-78): 53-59 and F. Heubner, "Studien zum Barbarenbegriff bei Herodot," in Ernst 
Kluwe, ed., Kultur und Fortschritt in der Blütezeit der griechischen Polis (Berlin: Aka
demie Verlag, 1985), pp. 91-108. 
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In antiquity, he was often seen as philobarbaros21 and many modem 
commentators have read him in similar fashion. To cite one recent exam
ple, Rosaria Vignolo Munson has suggested that Herodotus 

models for his listeners an attitude of charitable observation; when he does 
not lead them to the realization of unexpected likeness, he promotes the 
discovery of understandable difference and creative solutions. This attitude 
dissociates the notion of barbarian from that of the barbarie and replaces 
a generalized contempt for alien customs with a more self-conscious defini
tion of what must necessarily be the furthest limits of one's tolerance. 
Herodotus' descriptions of foreign cultures frequent/y imply a context of 
Greek ignorance and prejudice and thereby signal the ethnographer's cor
rective aims.22 

At the same time, Munson helps identify sorne of the points where Hero
dotean tolerance was exhausted and the cultural relativism of his ethnog
raphy came to an end. Sex in public, as practiced by the Caucasians 
(1.203) and Indians (3.101), for instance, he condemned not just as bar
barian, but as virtually animal in nature. Ditto cannibalism, which 
revealed the absence of justice and law (4.106). Herodotus's qualms, 
however, were not limited to such stark moral issues. Rather, he also 
introduced social and political judgments, criticizing two traits that he 
consistently associated with the barbarians of Asia: kingship and luxury, 
for the former, in his view, leads to the enslavement of others, and the 
latter to the decadence of one's own people.23 

Ultimately, the binary opposition of freedom and slavery becomes the 
great theme of the Histories.24 With that construction, a richly variegated 
chronicle of diversity yields to a plot-driven narrative involving the 
struggle of two overdetermined characters, simultaneously understood as 
Greek and barbarian, east and west, Europe and Asia, us and them, 
liberty and despotism. The story has been a perennial favorite ever since, 

21 Edmond Lévy, "Hérodote philobarbaros ou la vision du barbare chez Hérodote," in 
Raoul Lonis, ed., L'Étranger dans le monde grec (Nancy: Presses Universitaires de Nancy, 
1992) 2: 193-244. See esp. Plutarch, De malignitate Herodoti 12-14 (Moralia 857a-f). 

22 Rosaria Vignolo Munson, Te/ling Wonders, op cit., p. 141. 
23 Regarding the association of kingship and slavery as a characteristic of barbarian 

culture, see, inter alla, 1.129, 3.21, 3.80, 3.88, 5.2, 6.106, 7.135, 9.90; on luxury and deca
dence, 1.71, 9.82, 9.122. The two topoi are combined in 5.49, 7.102, and elsewhere. On the 
discourse of "freedom," note Kurt von Fritz, "Die griechische ll.w9epia bei Herodot," 
Wiener Studien 78 (1965): 5-31. On attitudes toward luxury, Donald Lateiner, "A Note on 
the Perils ofProsperity in Herodotus," Rheinisches Museum 125 (1982): 97-101. For impe
rialism, the need to dominate others, and constant warfare as characteristic of the Persians, 
see Evans, "The Dream of Xerxes and the 'Nomoi' of the Persians," op cit. 

24 Thus, 1.169-70, 5.49, 5.116, 6.11, 6.109, 7.135, 7.139, 7.147, 7.178, 8.143, 9.45, 
9.60, et al. 
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its details and diction being updated on occasion, as by those who now 
identify the freedom-hating barbarians of Asia with "terrorism," rather 
than kingship and despotism.25 

We thus encounter a fondamental contradiction in the Histories that 
recurs in anthropology. There, too, a relatively open-ended and tolerant 
celebration of human diversity often coexists with a stark - if implicit -
binary, separating those who write the account from those of whom they 
speak: modem and primitive, progressive and traditional, hot and cold, 
literate and illiterate, colonizer and colonized. However respectful and 
tolerant this model strives to be (as in Herodotus, Malinowski, or Uvi
Strauss, for instance), its binary structure and implicit situation of inter
est still conspire to produce a discriminatory narrative in unresolvable 
tension with the generosity of the pluralistic model. 

III 

If collecting, describing, and classifying cultural traits constitutes the 
frrst level of Herodotean anthropology, this provided the basis (and stim
ulus) for a second: the theorization of culture, which later anthropolo
gists from E.B. Tylor to Clifford Geertz made their primary objective. 
With regard to this project, as virtually all commentators have recognized, 
Herodotus's chief contribution was his insistence on the importance of 
nomos, a term that encompasses customs, habits, laws, traditions, and 
deep-seated cultural values.26 His most thoughtful reflections on the 
topic are embedded in a memorable story. 

25 Obviously, Herodotus does not bear sole responsibility for the construction of these 
categories, a process that has received much attention in recent years. Within a large and grow
ing literature, see Hans Schwabl, ed., Grecs et Barbares (Geneva: Fondation Hardt, 1961), 
Wilhelm Backhaus, "Der Hellenen-Barbaren-Gegensatz und die hippokratische Schrift 7tEpi 

àéprov i>ôatrov 't07tCOV," Historia 25 (1976): 170-85, Wulf Raeck, Zum Barbarenbild in der 
Kunst Athens im 6. und 5. Jahrhundert v. Chr. (Bonn: Rudolf Habelt, 1981), J. Jouanna, "Les 
causes de la défaite des barbares chez Eschyle, Hérodote, et Hippocrate," Ktema 6 (1981): 
3-15, François Hartog, The Mirror of Herodotus, trans. Janet Lloyd (Berkeley: University of 
Califomia Press, 1988), Edith Hall, lnventing the Barbarian: Greek Self-Definition through 
Tragedy (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1989), Pericles Georges, Barbarian Asia and the 
Greek Experience: From the Archaic Period to the Age ofXenophon (Baltimore: Johns Hop
kins University Press, 1994), J. E. Coleman and C. A. Walz, eds., Greeks and Barbarians: 
Essays on the Interactions between Greeks and non-Greeks in Antiquity and the Consequences 
for Eurocentrism (Bethesda, MD: CDL Press, 1997), Thomas Harrison, ed., Greeks and Bar
barians (New York: Routledge, 2002), Benjamin Isaac, The Invention of Racism in Classical 
Antiquity (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004), and the special issues of Ktema 6 
(1981) "Grecs et Barbares," 9 (1984) "L'image du barbare en Grèce et à Rome." 

26 Humphreys, "Law, Custom and Culture in Herodotus," op cit Deserving of equally 
serions attention is the Herodotean usage of ithea (always in the plural). 
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Darius summoned his Greek subjects and asked how much money would 
persuade them to eat their deceased fathers. They told him that under no 
circumstances would they do this. Then he summoned those lndians who 
are called Kallatiai, who do eat their parents. In the presence of the 
Greeks, who learnedfrom a translator what was said, he asked the lndians 
how much money they would accept to burn the ir deceased fathers in a 
fire. Crying out, they implored him not to speak of such a thing.21 

Herodotus does not identify his source for this splendid vignette, nor is 
it clear how he obtained it. Certain details make plausible that it did 
originate in the Persian imperial court, but if so, it bas been repackaged 
for Greek consomption. Thus, as Helmut Humbach observed, the story 
involves three, not two parties: Greeks, Kallatiai, and Persians, the last 
of whom bad their own funerary practices, which differed from those of 
the others. If Persians told this story, it is hard to imagine they drew 
from it the bland point: "Chacun à son gout." Rather, they considered 
two peoples located at peripheral extremities of the empire - Greeks to 
the northwest, Kallatiai to the southeast - only to conclude that how
ever different their nomoi might be, both were equally inferior to Persian 
funerary customs. As regards the latter, archeological remains show that 
the Achaemenian kings were buried in stone crypts,28 and Herodotus 
tells that most Persians were covered in wax before burial (the Magi 
were a special case, as their bodies were exposed to birds).29 Ali of these 
practices were designed to protect the earth - a sacred entity - from 

n Herodotus 3.38: L\ap&ioç t1ti ti'jc; êroutou dpxi'jc; KaÂ.&crac; 'EUi]vrov toùc; 
1tape6vtac; eipeto è1ti K60"q> av XPTJJlU'tl ~OUÂ.Oi.ato toùc; 1tatspac; d1to9vijO"KOVtac; 
Katacrttéecr9at· oi ôè è1t' OÔÔ&vi lhpacrav fpÔ&lV av 'tOU'tO. L\apeioc; ôà Jl&'tà tauta 
KaÂ.écrac; 'lvôéi>v toùc; KaÂ.eoJlsvouc; KaÂ.À.ati.ac;, oi toùc; yovéac; Kat&cr9i.oum, 
eip&to, 1tap&6Vtrov téi>v 'EUi]vrov Kai ôt' BPJlllVÉoc; Jlav9av6vtrov tà À.&y6Jl&va, è1ti 
tivt XPTJJlU'tl ô&Çaiat' av 't&À.EU'tOOV'taÇ 'tOÙÇ 1tatspac; KataKai&lV 1tUpi· oi ôà 
à.jl~OOO"aV't&Ç JlB'Ya &Ô<J>llJlS&lV JllV èKSÀ.&Uov. 

28 On the Achaemenian royal tombs at Pasargadae and Naq§-i-Rustam, see Calmeyer, 
"Zur Genese altiranischer Motive, ID: Felsgriiber," op cit., Boyce, History ofZoroastri
anism 2: 54-57, Briant, Histoire de l'empire perse, pp. 106-7, 182-83 and the literature 
cited at pp. 923 and 934. 

29 Herodotus 1.140: tauta JlÈV dtpeKéroc; fxro 1t&pi aôtéi>v &lôroc; &l1teiv· taô& JlSV
tot roc; ICPU1t't6Jl&Va Uyetal Kai oô O"U<J>llVÉOOÇ 1t&pi 'tOU d1to9av6V'tOÇ, roc; oô 
1tp6t&pov 9a1tt&'tal dvôpoc; Ilépcr&ro ô VSICUÇ 1tpiv av 01t' ôpvt9oc; il ICUVOÇ SÀ.ICU0"9fi. 
Mayouc; JlÈV yàp dtp&Kéroc; oiôa tauta 1totsovtac;- âJlq>avéroc; yàp ôi) 1toteiicrt. 
KataKllPOOcraVt&c; ôè é1v tov VSKUV Ilspcrat 'YTI Kp61ttoum. Sorne of the hesitations and 
complexities of this passage are clarified by Strabo 15.3.20, who distinguishes Magian 
practices from those of other Persians in a much more certain fashion: 9a1ttoum ôè 
K11P4> 1tEpt1tÂ.acraVt&Ç tà crc.OJlata, toùc; ôè Mayouc; oô 9a1ttoumv, di..Â.' o\rovo~pc.O
touc; èéi>m. See further the discussions of Benveniste, The Persian Religion according to 
the chiefGreek Texts, pp. 32-33, Widengren, Die Religionen /rans, pp. 132-34. 
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polluting contact with corpses. Fire held equally sacred status, and cre
mation was regarded as correspondingly abhorrent (a fact weil known to 
Herodotus).30 The point of the story was thus to equate Greeks and Kal
latiai as scandalous peoples of diametrically different type, but both 
equally savage in comparison to the Persians. Moral, cultural, and spa
tial relations thus mirror those of politics in this Persocentric optic. The 
people at the center have the best customs, and are therefore best suited 
to rule. The further from that center an ethnos might be, the weirder and 
worse are its nomoi.31 

In Herodotus's version of this tale, the Persian role becomes that of a 
neutral, detachedly philosophical observer. Greek cremation and Kalla
tian patrophagy are still equated, but not as the equally disgusting habits 
of equally brutish peoples. Rather, the two are equally human, the point 
having become a demonstration that all peoples are devoted to their 
nomoi and equally repulsed by the nomoi of others. On the basis of 
which, Herodotus concluded: "it seems to me that nomos is rightly said 
to be 'King of all' in Pindar's poem."32 

Unfortunately, this poem has not survived and we knqw it only from 
fragments quoted by Plato and others, who used it to rather different 
ends than did Herodotus.33 Whatever Pindar himself may originally have 
meant by the phrase "nomos is king of all," Herodotus tumed it to his 
own purposes, just as he seems to have done with the Persian story. For 
the most part, later readers have taken his point to be that of cultural 
relativism. As David Asheri has put it, for instance, "He draws from this 
story the conclusion that all human beliefs and practices belong to the 
history of civilization; that there is no objective measure by which one 
can evaluate the merits and defects of any culture; and that therefore 

30 Herodotus 3.16: "Carnbyses ordered them to bum [the mummy of Amasis], com
manding something contrary to sacred law, for the Persians consider frre to be a god. lt is 
not at all the Mmos of either people to bum corpses. Among the Persians, it is said not to 
be right to allot to a god the corpse of a human." êKÉÂ.wcr& llW ô KaJ.l~U<ITIÇ KataKaÙ
crat, êVtEÂÂ.ÛilEVOÇ OÔlC ocrta• Ilépcrat yàp 9EOV VOillSO\lcrt dvat 1tÙp. tO rov 
KataKaiew ye toùç veKpoùç oôôallii>Ç êv VOJ.K!l oôôet&potcrt êcrtl., II&pcrncrt J.lÈV ôt' 
0 1tEp elpT)tat, 9ecp oÔ ÔllCUtOV dvat Â.ÉyoVtEÇ VÉilElV VElCpOV av9p6:l1to\l. 

31 Helmut Humbach, "Des Dareios Spass mit den griechischen Barbaren," in Udo 
Reinhardt and Klaus Sallmann, eds., Musa /ocosa. Arbeiten über Humor und Witz, Komik 
und Kom0die der Antike. Andreas Thierfelder zum Siebzigsten Geburtstag (Hildesheim: 
Georg Olms, 1974), pp. 26-28. 

32 Herodotus 3.38: 1eai ôp9roç IlOt ôodet Ilivôapoç 7totfJcrat "v611ov m1Vtrov 
~acrtÂ.Éa qn'!craç dvat." 

33 Cf. Plato, Gorgias 484b and, for the fullest discussion, Marcello Gigante, Nomos 
Basileus, con un'appendice (Naples: Bibliopolis, 1993). 
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alterity merits respect. " 34 To a certain extent, this is surely so. Still, there 
is another difficulty we have to consider. Such an interpretation assumes 
a favorable view of nomos-as-king, while Herodotus normally regarded 
kings with skepticism, even hostility.35 

Not only is the critique of kingship a main theme of the· Histories, it 
is emphatically reasserted in the preamble to the passage just quoted, 
which states that Cambyses - Darius's predecessor as king - was 
quite insane, as proven by the fact that he mocked sacred practices and 
customs (hiroisi te kai nomaioisi).36 The story of Darius, the Greeks, and 
the Kallatiai was meant to demonstrate the nature and importance of 
nomoi, but the preliminary reference to Cambyses' madness also directs 
the reader's attention to another story that Herodotus told just a few 
paragraphs earlier. 

Cambyses desired one of his sisters and was planning to marry her. But 
since what he contrived to do was not customary, he summoned the royal 
judges and asked if there is sorne nomos ordering one who so wishes to 
marry his sister. The royal judges are men chosen from the Persians, and 
they serve until they die or sorne injustice by them is discovered. They 
deliver judgments to the Persians and are interpreters of the ancestral 
laws, and al/ questions are referred to them. Cambyses having inquired, 
they gave him responses that were both just and safe, saying there was no 
nomos to be found that orders a brother to marry his sister, but they did 
find a nomos that permits the King of the Persians to do what he wishes.31 

34 David Asheri and Silvio M. Medaglia, eds., Erodoto, Le Storie. Libro Ill: LaPer
sia, 3n1 ed. (n.p.: Mondadori, 2000), p. 254. 

35 A. Ferrill, "Herodotus on Tyranny," Historia 27 (1966): 385-98, Kenneth H. 
Waters, Herodotus on Tyrants and Despots: A Study in Objectivity (Wiesbaden: Franz 
Steiner, 1971), John Gammie, "Herodotus on Kings and Tyrants: Objective Historiogra
phy or Conventional Portraiture?," Journal of Near Eastern Studies 45 (1986): 171-95, 
Gray, "Herodotus and the Rhetoric of Othemess," op cit., Carolyn Dewald, "Forrn and 
Content: The Question of Tyranny in Herodotus," in Kathryn A. Morgan, ed., Popular 
Tyranny: Sovereignty and its Discontents in Ancient Greece (Austin: University of Texas 
Press, 2003), pp. 25-58. 

36 On the madness of Cambyses, see Inge Hofmann and Anton Vorbichler, "Das 
Kambysesbild bei Herodot," Archiv für Orientforschung 27 (1980): 86-105, Truesdell S. 
Brown, "Herodotus' Portrait of Cambyses," Historia 31 (1982): 387-403, Alan B. Lloyd, 
"Herodotus on Cambyses: Sorne Thoughts on Recent Work," Achaemenid History 3 
(1988): 55-66, R.V. Munson, "The Madness of Cambyses (Herodotus 3.16-38)," Are
thusa 24 (1991): 43-65, and John Dillery, "Cambyses and the Egyptian Chaosbesch
reibung Tradition," Classical Quarterly 55 (2005): 387-406. 

37 Herodotus 3.31: T]paa911 ~tijç trov àoel..cperov Ka~Pl>O'llç. Kai é7tetta poul..6-
~evoç a\m)v yij~at, ott OÔK êro96ta l1tev6ee 1tOtijaetv, eipeto Kal..taaç toùç 
paatÀ.lliouç otKaatàç ei ttç êati KeÀ.eurov v6~oç tov poul..6~evov àoel..cpeV 
O'UVOtKÉetv. ol oè PamÀ.ijtot OlKUO'tai. KEKpt~ÉVOt livopeç yivovtat llepaÉrov, êç 0\) 

&7to9avrom ii acpt 7tapeupe9ft tt liotKov, ~é:x,pt toutou· oôtot Oè toiat llépanm 
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Herodotus certainly knew that sorne Persians married their sisters, a 
practice that Zoroastrian scriptures praise as the best form of marriage.38 

As a Greek, however, he viewed the prohibition on incest -like that on 
cannibalism- as a law of nature, and not subject to cultural variation.39 
Tbat the Persians bad a different view shows that one can create or mod
ify nomoi, even going so far as to introduce customs that contradict 
nature. One can maintain a sense of moral absolutes, however, by real
izing that incest became nomos for these barbarians only when their 
ingenious, but craven judges were bullied by a crazy king. 

If Herodotus thus dismissed the Persian nomos of incest as a recent 
and dubious invention, one might continue his line of inquiry by asking 
whence came the nomos the judges cited: the one permitting a king to 
do whatever he likes.40 Pursuing that question leads to other chapters of 
the Histories, which identify two founding moments for the Persian 
nomos of kingship. First is the story of Deiokes, founder of the Median 
royal family, a duplicitous, but shrewd man who ••tusted after tyrannical 

ôilcaç ÔtlCiil;otxn 1Cai ê!;rrrrrrai 'trov 7ta'tpirov 9&<>).lii>v yivoV'tat, 1Cai miV'ta êç 'tomouç 
àvalC&&'tat. dpoJ.L&vou cbv 'tOÙ KaJ.L~oo&ro, 01t&1CpivoV'to aÙ'tcp oô-rot 1Cai ôilCata 1Cai 
ào-<paÀ&a, qKIJ.l&Vot VOJ.lOV oôô&va êÇ&UpiO"lC&tV ôç IC&À&U&t àÔ&Àip&Ù o-uvotlC&&lV 
àô&À~p&6v, èü..ï..ov J.L&V'tot êÇ&UP111C&vat VOJ.lOV, 'tep ~mÀ&oovn ll&po-&rov lÇ&ivat 
1tOt&&tv 'tÔ av ~6Àll'tat. 

38 Two Achaemenian kings bad married close female relatives before Herodotus 
wrote: (Cambyses [r. 530-221 and Bardiya [r. 5221), and two others would do so later 
(Darius II [r. 423-404] and Artaxerxes II [r. 404-3591). The practice known in Avestan as 
raêtvada8a (literally "marriage with a member of one's own farnily") is acknowledged 
as licit, even holy in the following Avestan texts: Vispered 3.3, Ya8t 24.17, Yasna 12.9. 
Later Zoroastrian literature endorses such marriages with enthusiasm. Thus, for instance, 
Selections of Zâdspram 26.3: "Concerning the three laws which Zarathustra taught as 
most excellent: ... The third is next-Qf-kin marriage which, for the sake of securing a 
pure farnily line, is the most excellent of deeds, which is destined to yield good birth of 
offspring." abar 3 dad ï Zardt!St pad paltlomTh ciiSïd ... sidigar xwëdôdah ï abëzag tôhmag
rawisnïh ray zïndagan pasom lrunisnan kë +payriinidag ô hu-zayisnïh ï frazandiin. Re gard
ing such marriages among the Achaemenians, see Onorato Bucci, "D Matrimonio fra 
consanguinei," Apollinaris 51 (1978): 291-319, and Clarisse Herrenschmidt, "Les xwé
todas, ou marriages 'incestueux' en Iran ancien," in Pierre Bonte, ed., Épouser au plus 
proche. Inceste, prohibitions et strategies matrimoniales autour de la Méditerranée 
(Paris: Editions de l'Ecole des hautes études en sciences sociales, 1994), pp. 113-25. 

39 When speaking of cartnibalism, Herodotus maintains this is no nomos at ali, but 
evidence of a bestiality antithetical to ali law, custom, and culture (4.106): "The Maneat
ers have the most savage mores of ali men, observing no justice and possessing no 
nomos." 'AvôpoqK!yot ôà àyptcil'ta'ta 1tliV'trov àv9p<imrov f:x.oum f}9&a, oÜ't& ôi1Cl1V 
voj.liÇoV't&Ç o&t& VOJ.lf!l oùô&vi :x.p&roJ.l&vot. The Kallatiai and Issedones avoid condem
nation (3.38 and 4.26) because those whom they eat were already dead. Their funerary 
practices thus fall within the realm of tolerable namos, while cannibalism proper does not. 

40 Herodotus 3.31: iillov J.L&V'tot l!;&UPllK&vat VOJ.lOV, 'tep ~O"lÀ&oovn ll&po-&rov 
ÈÇ&ivat 1tOt&&tV 'tO av ~6Àll'tat. 
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power and worked to create it," creating a host of hateful institutions in 
the process (bodyguards, spies, court etiquette, bureaucracy, etc.)41 Sec
ond was the constitutional debate arnong Persian nobles after the royal 
line of Cyrus had ended, in which a certain Otanes charnpioned democ
racy, Megabyzus oligarchy, and Darius kingship.42 

No Persian data support the idea that such a debate ever occurred, and 
the story is best regarded as a fiction introduce.d by Herodotus. Much 
bas been written about this scene, which is a rhetorical tour de force, 
infmitely subtle and nuanced.43 To discuss it in any detail goes weil 
beyond the possibilities of this chapter, but let me venture a few obser
vations. First, the story's genre is tragedy and its hero Otanes, for it is a 
tale of lost opportunity. Had Otanes somehow prevailed, it suggests, the 
Persians would have become democratie and freedom-loving, which is 
to say, sufficiently like the Greeks that their subsequent conflicts could 
have been avoided. Second, Darius, who won the debate and then 
becarne king, is a morally dubious character, not only from the Greek 
perspective, but even by Persian standards. Thus, although Persians con
sidered lying to be the most sharneful of aU behaviors,44 in his pursuit of 
power, Darius had earlier advised Otanes and their companions: "When 
sorne lie needs to be told, tell it."45 Herodotus's portrayal of Darius as a 
self-confessed liar severely undercuts his stature, also that of the institu
tion he charnpioned. One thus is led to consider the possibility that king
ship is not only violent, capricious, unaccountable, and oppressive, but it 
may also be built on a lie. 

41 Herodotus 1.96: o~toç ô A11t6KT1Ç êpao-9&i.ç tupawiôoç ê7toi&& toul.o&. The full 
story is recounted at 1.96-101. Regarding Deiokes see Chapter Two above, Panaino, 
"Herodotus 1.96-101: Deioces' conquest of power and the foundation of sacred royalty," 
op cit., and Mischa Meier, et al., Deiokes, Konig der Meder. Eine Herodot-Episode in 
ihren Kontexten, op cit 

42 Herodotus 3.80-82. lt is noteworthy that Otanes focuses his criticism precisely on 
the nomos that was used to justify Cambyses's incestuous marriage at 3.38 (3.80: KOOÇ o' 
av &Ïll XPiiJ.la KUtllPtllJ.lÉVOV J.lOUVapxill, tù l!~&utt à.v&u96vcp 1t01É&tV tà ~OUÀ.&
tat;). In contrast, Darius concludes by framing his support for kingship as a defense of 
ancestral nomoi (3.82: 1tatpiouç V6J.louç J.lTt À.U&tV l!xoVtaç &ri). 

43 See, inter alla, Helmut Apffel, Die Verfassungsdebatte bei Herodot (3.80-82) (Dis
sertation Erlangen, 1957), Patrick Brannan, "Herodotus and History: The Constitutional 
Debate preceding Darius' Accession," Traditio 19 (1963): 427-38, Klaus Bringmann, 
"Die Verfassungsdebatte bei Herodot 3,80-82 und Dareios' Aufstieg zur Konig
sherrschaft," Hermes 104 (1976): 266-79, J. A. S. Evans, "Notes on the Debate of the 
Persian Grandees in Herodotus 3,80-82," Quaderni Urbinati di Cu/tura Classica 7 
(1981): 79-84, David Lateiner, The Historical Method of Herodotus (Toronto: University 
of Toronto Press, 1989), pp. 163-86. 

44 Herodotus 1.138: a'lo-xtutOV oè aôtoim tô 'Jf&UO&o-9at V&VOJ.ltutat. 
4s Herodotus 3.72: l!v9a yap tt o&i 'Jf&iiooç J..éyeo-9at, J..eyéo-ero. 
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All this complicates the question of what Herodotus meant in his 
seemingly casual adoption of Pindar's metaphor, pronouncing nomos 
"King of ali." In doing so, he clearly acknowledged the power a cul
ture's nomoi exercise over its members. And, as he stated at the outset 
of the passage, he considered th ose who scoff at other people' s no moi to 
be mad, but that does not necessarily mean he regarded custom or cul
ture as a good thing. Rather, it appears that nomoi -like Cambyses, 
and like kings in general - can themselves be mad, enslaving, ridicu
lous, and/or tyrannical, as witness the nomos of kingship. 

IV 

The project of theorizing culture, like that of describing diversity, thus 
led Herodotus back to a critique of the cultural other that contradicted 
and undercut the more generous aspects of his endeavor. This style of 
critique, moreover, is very different from the reflexive move most val
ued by contemporary anthropology, which yields the destabilizing rec
ognition of one's own culture as simply one option among many: equally 
peculiar, human, and fallible as the others, and there~ore entitled to no 
special loyalty, reverence, or privilege. Insofar as anthropology neces
sarily involves comparison (explicit and implicit) and fosters the aware
ness that all knowledge is situated, interested, and perspectival, anthro
pological inquiry - more than any other - provides the preconditions 
for reflexive critique by permitting those who have come to understand 
the foundational assumptions of other cultures to perceive their own 
through these alternative optics. 

Reflexive critique of this sort does surface occasionally in Herodotus, 
as when he cites with approval the Theban priests' ability to name three
hundred-plus ancestors, then uses this datum to challenge Greek views 
of the past as laughably impoverished, and to dismiss aristocratie daims 
of divine descent as fallacious and self-serving.46 Striking though this 
example is, there is another that is even more important, if less often 
discussed. This is Herodotus' s description of the meeting between Cyrus 
the Great (r. 558-30) and a certain Lakrinës in the spring of 546 B.C.E., 
as Cyrus was consolidating his newly won power.47 Hoping to escape 
Persian rule, the Greek cities of Asia Minor dispatched ambassadors to 

46 Herodotus 2.142-44. 
47 Conceming the Spartan embassy, see David Lewis, Sparta and Persia (Leiden: E.J. 

Brill, 1977), p. 62, Oswyn Murray, "The Ionian Revoit," Cambridge Ancient History, 2d. 
ed., Vol. 4: Persia, Greece and the Western Mediterranean, c. 525 to 479 B.C., ed. John 
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Sparta, requesting military assistance. In response, the Spartans sent 
Lakrinës to Cyrus with a message: "Do not destroy any city on Greek 
soil, for the Spartans will not permit it. "48 

Calmly, Cyrus asked who were the Spartans to speak so boldly, and 
just how many of them were there? Upon getting his answer, he contin
ued as follows. 

"/ do not fear such men, who have a place in the center of their city 
where people congregate, swearing oaths and deceiving each other. If 1 
stay healthy, these people will have their own sufferings to chatter about, 
and not just those of the Ionians." 49 

To this, Herodotus provided an ethnographie gloss, explaining that the 
Persians possessed nothing comparable to the Greek agora and were not 
accustomed to haggling over priees. 50 The latter point is open to ques
tion, but this notwithstanding, the comments attributed to Cyrus show 
deep knowledge of Persian culture and a remarkable ability to see Greece 
through Persian eyes. To appreciate this, we must return to two points 
we have touched on in Chapter Two and elsewhere. The frrst is the high 
value Persians attributed to "Truth" ([tii), which they regarded as the 
foremost of all virtues, on which all human and cosmic order depends. 

Boardman, et al. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1988), Briant, Histoire de 
l'empire perse, pp. 46-47. 

48 Herodotus 1.152: ô.1tt1C6J.1evm ôè oÙ'tot èç <llroJCatav !:1tEJ.11tOV èç :EapStç m:pérov 
ainffiv 'tOV SoKtJ.lcl>'ta'toV, 'tep oilvoJ.la ~v AaKptVTJÇ, Ô.1tEpÉoV'ta K6pcp AaKeSat
J.lOVirov pi;cnv, yi;ç 'ti;Ç 'EÀ.À.aÙOÇ J.lTJOEJ.ltUV 1tOÀ.lV O'lVUJ.lO>pÉEtV, chç aÙ'tOOV où 1tEpto
'ljfOJ.lÉVO>V. On the date of this encounter, see Briant, Histoire de l'empire perse, p. 47. 

49 Herodotus 1.153: «ÜÙIC l:Setcra ICO> livSpaç 'tOlOU'tOUÇ, 'tOÏcrt èmi xoopoç èv 
J.lÉ<JU tft 1t6Àt Ô.1tOÙEÙE'YJ.lÉVOÇ èç tOV cruÀÀ.ey6J.1EVOt àÀÀllÀ.OUÇ ÔJlVUVtEÇ èÇa1tatffim· 
'toicn, iiv èycll chytaivro, où 'tà 'lrovrov 1ta9ea l:cr'tat l:ÀÀecrxa ô.J.J.à 'tà o\Ki!ta.» Cf. 
Xenophon, Cyropaedia 1.2.3: "The Persian nomoi take care from the beginning that their 
citizens will not be such as desire to do anything base or shameful, and they take care in 
this fashion. They have a place called the 'free agora ,' where the royal palace and other 
magistracies are located. But the marketers (hoi agorai01), their wares, cries, and vulgari
ties are removed from there to another place, lest their tumult mix with the fair order 
(eukosmia) of those who are well-reared." o\ S& TiepcnJCoi VOJ.lOt npoÀa~OV'tEÇ èmJ.lÉ
ÀOV'tat o1troç 'tTJV àpxl)v J.lTJ 'totoi'hot l:crov'tat o\ noÀÏ'tat olot 1tOVTJpoii nvoç ii 
atcrxpoii l:pyou è<piecr9at. è1ttJ.1ÉÀov'tat S& &>Se. MEcrnv aù'toiç èÀ.eu9épa ô.yopà 
JCaÀoUJ.lÉVTJ, l:vea 'ta 'tE ~acriÀeta Kai 'tÜÀÀa ô.pxeia 1tE1tOtTJ'tat. èV'teiieev 'tà Jl&v 
ô.lvta Kai o\ ô.yopaiot Kai a\ 'tOÛ'tO>V <provai JCai Ô.1tetpoKaÀiat Ô.1tEÀi!Àav'tat Elç 
ÜÀÀoV 't01tOV, OOÇ J.lTJ J.llyWTJ'tUt ft 'tOU'tO>V t6p~TJ 'tTI 'tOOV 1tE1tatÙEUJ.1ÉVO>V EÙICO<JJ.lt\1. 
Cf. Strabo 15.3.19: "They do not avail themselves of agoras, for they neither sell nor 
buy." ô.yopêiç S& oùx Ü1t'tOV'tat, oil'tE yàp 1tO>Àoiicnv oil't' <llvoiiv'tat. 

50 Herodotus 1.153: 'tUU'ta èç 'tOÙÇ m1v'taç ~ÀÀTJVaç Ô.1tÉppt'ljfE ô Kiipoç tà !:1tea, 
on ô.yopàç <J'tT]<JtlJ.lEVOl <llvft 'tE JCai 1tpilcn XPÉO>V'tat• UÙ'toi yàp o\ Tiépcrat ô.yopftcrt 
oùS&v èroeacrt xpacr9at, oùS& cr<pt ècr'ti 'to 1tapa1tav ô.yopi!. 
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Persian youths were trained for many years to tell the truth and to avoid 
lying at all costs, for truth is locked in struggle with "the Lie" (draljga), 
a demonic force from which all evils follow. In this situation, the Achae
menian King is chosen by God himself (Ahura Mazdâ, "the Wise Lord") 
to defend Truth against its adversaries.51 

Second, there is the ideology of the center. As we saw in Chapters 
Three and Eleven, Persians associated spatial centrality with moral 
preeminence and understood distance from the center to index the lesser 
righteousness of outlying populations. A proper city, state, or empire is 
thus expected to have Truth at its center, so that the leadership it exer
cises can generate positive developments at the periphery. Conversely, a 
center filled with lies is the worst case one can imagine, from which 
corruption will radiate outward. 

Herodotus's knowledge of these Persian values permitted him to form 
a critical evaluation of Greece, which he placed in the mouth of "Cyrus," 
whose "speech" he authored, just as he authored all speeches in the 
Histories.52 That critique begins with the anthropologically astute obser
vation that the agora was both spatially and culturally central in the 
Greek polis, a space of political debate and economie negotiation that 
Greeks would evaluate as healthy and productive. In Persian eyes, how
ever, the haggling and contentiousness characteristic of the agora sug
gest that the Lie flourishes at the very heart of Greek culture. The con
sequent fraud, mistrust, disunity, and deception that radiate from the 
agora beg to be set right by the Persian champion of Truth, chosen by 
God, and situated at an altemate center: one that is properly moral. 

This same critique informs later episodes of the Histories that have 
considerable importance. Briefly, those episodes include the following. 
1) In 507 B.C.E., Athenian ambassadors sought and obtained an alliance 
with King Darius, accepting Persian demands for gifts of earth and 

51 Herodotus identifies truth as the Persians' cardinal virtue and Iying as the foremost 
vice at 1.136 and 1.138, respectively. These passages should be compared to examples 
from the Achaemenian inscriptions, such as the following. 

Proclaims Darius the King: For this reason the Wise Lord bore me aid, he and the other 
gods that are: Because 1 was not vulnerable to deception, 1 was not a liar, 1 was not a 
deceit-doer, neither 1 nor my lineage.l conducted myself according to rectitude./ did deceit 
neither to the lowly, nor to the powerful ... (DB §63; cf. DB §54-55, DPd §3, DNb §2b). 

9iiti Diirayavaus xsiiya9iya: avahyariianna,i Auramazdii upastiim abara utii aniyiiha bagiiha, 
taya,i hanti, ya9ii na,i arïka iiham, nai dra!!jana iiham, na,i zürakara iiham, na,i adam na,imai 
ta!!mii, upari rstiim upariyiiyam, na,i ska!!Oim na,ï. tunuvantam züra akunavam ... 
52 Lieselotte Solmsen, "The Speeches in Herodotus; Account of the Ionie Revoit," 

American Journal of Philo/ogy 64 (1943): 194-202. 
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water, the standard tokens of submission (Herodotus 5.73).53 2) Nine 
years later, Aristagoras of Miletus asked the Spartans to support the Ion
ian revolt he was organizing, but failed to persuade them (5.49-51). 3) 
From there, he went to Athens, where he seduced (anepeise) and 
deceived (diaballein) the dëmos (5.97). 4) Athens sent twenty ships to 
assist the Milesians, and these troops participated in sacking the Persian 
satrapal center of Sardis (5.99-102). 5) Although the Athenians rapidly 
withdrew from the fighting (5.103), Darius never forgave what they bad 
done. After ritually calling down divine vengeance on them, he charged 
a servant to remind him thrice daily of the Athenian offenses (5.105). 

The Persian invasions of Greece in 490 and 480 were thus consciously 
construed as retribution for the crimes committed by Athens in 499.54 

Those crimes began when Aristagoras's lies led the Athenians to violate 
a solemn, binding treaty.55 Within Iranian religions, moreover, the sacred 
power that compels one to respect a treaty, contract, or pledge is per
sonified as divine, with the understanding that this god - Mithra, liter
ally "Treaty" or "Compact" - helps the army of the wronged party 
punish the wrongdoers, who are defmed as "Liars to Mithra 1 Those who 
violate a treaty" (Avestan MiBro.drug).56 

53 On the importance of this treaty and the disingenuous nature of Herodotus's 
account, see A.E. Raubitschek, "The Treaties between Persia and Athens," Greek, 
Roman, and Byzantine Studies 5 (1964): 151-59, Fritz Schachenneyr, "Athen als Stadt 
des GroBkonigs," Grazer Beitriige 1 (1973); 211-20, and Louis L. Orlin, "Athens and 
Persia ca. 507 B.C.: A Neglected Perspective," in Louis L. Odin, ed., Michigan Oriental 
Studies in honor of George G. Cameron (Ann Arbor: Departrnent of Near Eastern Stud
ies, 1976), pp. 255-66. 

54 The buming of Athens is explicitly said to have been retribution for that of Sardis 
in Herodotus 7.8, a view frequently repeated by later sources, e.g. Diodorus Siculus 
10.25.1. The story reverberates further through history, for in 330 B.C.E., Alexander is 
said to have consigned Persepolis to flames as vengeance for Xerxes's treatrnent of Ath
ens in 480 (Strabo, 15.3.6, et al.). 

55 On the irreversible nature of the commitrnent that was made when one ritually gave 
"earth and water" as tokens of submission to the Persian king, see Amélie Kuhrt, "Barth 
and Water,' Achaemenid History 3 (1988): 87-99. 

56 That the name Mithra means "Compact, Contract, Treaty" and that the deity incar
nates the power of certain solemn speech-acts to establish and maintain binding relations 
among individuals and groups at various levels of social integration (families, clans, 
nations) was established by Antoine Meillet, "Le dieu indo-iranien Mitra,'' Journal Asi
atique 10 (1907): 143-59. His analysis has been accepted by virttially ail subsequent 
experts, including Georges Dumézil, Mitra-Varuna (Paris: Gallimard, 1948), Paul 
Thieme, Mitra and Aryaman (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1957), Gershevitch, 
The Avestan Hymn to Mithra, op cit., and Hanns-Peter Schmidt, "lndo-Iranian Mitra 
Studies: The State of the Central Problem," Études Mithriaques (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 
1978), pp. 345-93. 
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Y ou bring fear to the men 
Who lie to Mithra 1 violate a treaty 
Fear for their own bodies. 
Angered, 
Y ou take away 
The strength of the ir arms, 
The swiftness of the ir feet, 
The ability of their eyes to see, 
The ability of their ears to hear.51 

287 

Herodotus, of course, did not spell all this out, nor is it likely he was 
aware of every nuance. Still, his portentous pronouncement that the 
ships Athens sent to aid the Ionians "were the origin of evils for the 
Greeks and for the barbarians,"58 seems to frame the incident as the aitia 
he made it his task to discover: "the reason [Greeks and barbarians] 
made war against each other."59 

Apparently, his inquiries led Herodotus to recognize that the Persians 
construed the war, not just as vengeance for Sardis, but more broadly as 
part of their King's ongoing responsibility to champion Truth and to 
punish practitioners of the Lie. To his credit, he incorporates that view 
in his text, thereby making available a strikingly novel critique of Greek 
institutions and values. The irony here is the way Greek ethnocentrism is 
undercut and rnitigated by the introduction of Persian ethnocentrism, for 
which Herodotus bad gained sorne modestly sympathetic understanding. 
Even so, he did not press the point, nor really make it his own. Rather, 
he preferred to place it in the mouth of Persians, or to leave it subtextual. 

37 Ya8t 10.23: tüm ana mi9rô.druj!\ffi ma8iiiin!lffi 
avi x•aepai9ii~3.tanuuô 
9~ii!\ffi auua.barahi; 
apa aes!\ffi biizuul 
aojô tüm grantô 
xsaiiamnô barahi 
apa paoiil zauuar3 
apa casmanl sük3m 
apa gaosaiil sraoma. 

Cf. Yast 10.62: We worship Mithra 

Who gives neither strength nor speed 
To any among the men who lie in their treaties. 
mi9rnm vouru.gaoiiaoitïm yazamaide 

yo noit kahmai mi9ro.druj!\ffi ma8iiiimpn 
aojô daOaiti nôit zaullar3. 
58 Herodotus 5.97: aÔ'tat ô& a\ VÉEÇ dpX,yt ICaJCOOV SyÉVOVtO "EÂÂ.llcrl tE Kai ~ap

~apol01. The phrase bas epie associations. Cf. Iliad 5.62-64. 
59 Herodotus 1.1: ta tEliÂ.Â.a JCai ot' i)v aitillV btOÂ.ÉJ.lll<mv dÀÂ.t'JÀOlO't. 
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For ali that this hard-won capacity for reflexive criticism may represent 
the most remarkable result of his anthropological endeavor, it is handled 
with extreme caution, since its results complicate, indeed contradict the 
story that Greeks- including Herodotus- told and preferred: the rous
ing tale of their heroism in defending Freedom against the Barbarian. 



ÛIAPI'ER SEVENTEEN 

ON THE SISTERHOOD OF EUROPE AND ASIA • 

1 

lt is in Hesiod's Theogony that .. Asia" and .. Europe"1 make their frrst 
appearance, neither one having figured in Homer.2 And when they frrst 
step on his tory' s stage, it is worth noting they do so as sisters, for they 
are among the ••holy race of maidens•• Tethys bore to Okeanos.3 Only a 
line separates them: .. Europe•• enters frrst, at line 357, and ••Asia" at 
359.4 No details beyond those of genealogy connect the two minor dei
lies and it is unclear what bodies of water they represent or what geo
graphie associations they may have had, although later sources consist
ently set them in the (north)east and (south)west, respectively.5 In truth, 

• This chapter was originally presented at the annual meeting of the Chicago-Paris 
Workshop on Ancient Religions, September 2011. 

1 As a general convention, 1 will use inverted commas to denote the personified 
characters "Europe" and "Asia." When these words appear without such marking, they 
denote the continents and populations in question. While maintaining this distinction is 
usually helpful, at a few points it causes problems, since it clarifies precisely thal which 
a poetic text is seeking to blur. In such instances, 1 will print both names in italics. 

2 Sorne have thought to recognize Asia in the asios lei1710n of Jliad 2. 461, but the 
adjective is more probably derived from asis and thus identifies the plain in question as 
"muddy," rather than "Asian." The same derivation is lik.ely for the two heroes named 
Asios, sons of Hyrtaeus (lliad 2.837-38) and Dymas (/liad 16.717-18), respectively. See 
further, Frisk, Griechisches etymologisches Worterbuch 1: 162 and Chantraine, Diction
naire étymologique de la langue grecque, p. 123. Europe is entirely lacking in the 
Horneric epie, but appears in tines 251 and 291 of the Homeric Hymn to Apollo. 

3 Hesiod, Theogony 346: <T11Gùç .•. ) ·ti!cn: ~È Kouparov \&pov y&voç. Apparently, 
Kourai ("Maidens") was the title reserved for the daughters of Okeanos and Tethys, the 
broader title of Okeanids being used to denote Okeanos' daughters by ali his paramours, 
as specified at tines 363-66. Cf. M.L West, ed., Theogony, edited with Prolegomena and 
Commentary (Oxford: aarendon Press, 1966), p. 263. 

4 "Europe" appears alongside Petraië and Menesthô at 1. 357; "Asia", with Khryseis 
and Kalypsô, at 359. 

5 Thus, to cite the earliest data, the formulaic tines of the Homeric Hymn to Apollo 
(250-51 and 290-91) contrast Europe with the Peloponnesus and islands, thus identifying 
it with the Greek landmass to the northwest. Hesiod, Fragment 165.11 places Troy and 
Dardanian territory inside of Asia. The division of the world into two contrasted conti
nents, bearing the names Asia and Europe seems to have been the product of lonian 
speculation, most lik.ely in Miletus, and figured as a structuring principle of Hecataeus's 
Periegesis, written in the last decade of the 6th century. See further, Martin Ninck, Die 
Entdeckung von Europa durch die Griechen (Basel: Benno Schwabe, 1945), pp. 15-23. 
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the group of Okeanids was neither well defmed nor particularly exclu
sive. Hesiod names forty-one nymphs of this class, including "Asia" 
and "Europe," aU of whom share both mother (Tethys), and father 
(Okeanos). As full sisters, they stand in contrast to their three thousand 
unnamed half-sisters, whom Okeanos sired on a variety of unnamed, but 
emphatically plural goddesses. 

These [i.e. the preceding individually-named nymphs, including "Europe" 
and "Asia"] are the oldest maidens born 

Of Okeanos and Téthys, but there are many others, 

For there are three thousand slender-ankled Okeanids, 

Who all alike are widespread over earth 

And the depths of the sea, noble children of the goddesses.6 

n 
It is not until the early 5th century B.C.E. that the nymphs "Asia" and 
"Europe" were also identified with continentallandmasses. The earliest 
surviving evidence for this is in Aeschylus's Persians, frrst performed in 
472 B.C.E., just eight years after Xerxes's invasion.7 There, Asia is 
repeatedly named as a buge territory to the east, with Persia as its domi
nant power.8 Europe is mentioned only once, but that in a crucial passage, 

6 Theogony 362-66: 
a~tat èip' '!lK&avou Kai T1J96oç tÇeytvovto 
7tp&cr~6tatatKoupat· 1to/.J .. ai y& 11tv &im Kai èil..l..at· 
tpiç yàp xD .. tat &im tavicrqmpot '!lK&avivat, 
at pa 7tOÂ.U01t&pt&ç yaiav Kai ~tv9&a ÂlllVTJÇ 
7tavtn Ôllroc; tq>t7toum, 9&arov dyÂ.aà tÉKVa. 

7 Thus Werner Gauer, "Europa und Asien: Die Entdeckung der Kontinente und die 
Einheit der alten Welt," Saeculum 46 (1995): 204-15, who sees the move to divide the 
world into continents as a product of Greek reflection on the Persian Wars. Although 
Herodotus accedes to the terms and divisions that had become conventional by his era, he 
repeatedly voices discomfort with them, as at 2.15-17 and 4.41-45. The latter passage 
ends with the historian reasserting his preference for an older geographie model and 
nomenclature: "1 cannot understand why triple names should exist for what is one earth, 
and eponyms taken from women." oôoè llxro crull~aÂ.tcr9at bt' <'heu lltfi toucrn yfi 
oôv611ata tptcpacrta Ké&tat, t~trovu11iac; llxovta yuvatJCrov (4.45). 

8 Cf. Persians, lines 12 (iskhus Asiatogenës), 51 (ethnos ek pasës Asias), 61 (peri pasa 
khthiin Asiëtës), 73 (polyandrou d' Asias ... arkhiin), 249 (gës hapasës Asiados polis
mata), 549 (propasa ... gai' Asias), 584 (toi d'ana gan Asian dën ouketi personomoyn
tal), 763 (hapasës Asidos), and 929 (Asia de khthiin, basileu gaias). Particularly signifi
cant are lines 268-71, which set Persian Asia in pointed contrast to Greek Europe. 

A/as, in vain 
Did many a/1-ming/ed arms 
Go from Asian land 
On to Greek sail! 
Ô'tO'tO'tOi, llcl'taV 

tà 7tollà ~tÂ.&a 7tlllllltYTi 
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where the ghost of Darius wams the Persians against any further inva
sions. The land itself is an ally to the Greeks, he observes, inflicting fam
ine on invaders, especially those who arrive in great numbers.9 Indeed, he 
predicts that the foreign troops now present on Greek soil will die there, 
without hope of safe voyage home. 10 At this, the Chorus protests. 

What do you say? Will not the barbarian army 

Traverse the Hellespont (on its way back home)from Europe ?11 

Here, as elsewhere, the Hellespont marks the frontier between Europe 
and Asia: a border that divides territories of such radical alterity that it 
cannot be crossed without fatal consequences. 12 Indeed, those who 
inhabit each side have the land as their ally; those who enter from abroad 
meet death at the bands of that hostile soil. 

yaç à1t' 'A<riôoç ~A.9e ô{t
av tq~' 'EA.A.aôa xropav. 
9 Persians, 790-94: 
&l J.lit crtpat&6otcr9' ~ç tè>v 'EA.A.{Jvrov t61tov, 
J.ll]ô' el crtpat&UJ.la 1tA.eiov tè> M1]ôuc6v. 
aôti} yàp ft rii Ç6J.1J.Laxoç 1œivotç 1téA.et. 

Kt&ivoucra AlJ.lcP toùç Ô1t&p1t6A.A.ouç liyav. 
The idea that the Greek land itself (and also the sea) was inimical to the Persians 

seems to have been fairly widespread, surfacing also in Herodotus 7.49. See further, 
Thomas Harrison, "Aeschylus, Atossa and Athens," Electrum 2 (1998): 78-79. 

10 Persians, 796-97: 
àA.A.' oôô' ô J.L&ivaç vuv tv 'EA.A.aôoç t61totç 
crtpatè>ç Kup{Jcr&t vocrtiJ.loU crrotl]piaç. 
11 Persians, 798-99: 
1troç ehaç; oô yàp 1tnv crtpat&UJ.la ~ap~aprov 
1t&p~ tè>v "EA.A.l]<; 1top9J.Lè>V Eôp001tl]Ç 1i1to; 
12 The fullest narrative realization of this theme is, of course, Herodotus 7.33-39, 

which treats Xerxes' attempt to bridge the Hellespont as the culminating act of his hybris
tic folly and the ultimate cause of the Persians' disaster. Aeschylus bas Darius's ghost 
voice a similar judgment at Persians 745-51. The imagery of yoking, binding, and 
enslavement is also worth noting. 

[Xerxes] hoped to tie the streams of the holy Hellespont 
With bonds like a slave: the Bosporus, where a godflows. 
He refashioned the passage and casting around it with hammer-wrought shackles, 
He completed a great highway for his numerous army. 
Being a morta[, he thought, not wise/y, he would prevail over ali the gods, 
Even Poseidon. Did not a disease of the spirit 
Take hold of my son? 
omtç 'EA.A.{JcrltOV'tOV \pè>V ôoiiA.ov &ç Ô&crJ.lOOJ.lamv 
f1A.1ttcr& crx{Jcretv péovta, B6cr1topov p6ov 9eoii· 
Kai 1t6pov J.l&'t&pp69J.1tÇ&, Kai. Jtéôatç crq~upl]A.atotç 
lt&pt~aMi>v 1toA.A.1)v KéA.eu9ov flvucrev 1toA.A.cP crtpatéil, 
9Vl]tOÇ rov 9&roV t& ltaVtO>V 1\)&t', oÔK &Ô~ouA.ir;t, 
Kai ITocr&tô&voç Kpat{Jcr&tv. 1t&ç taô' oô v6croç q~pev&v 
elxe 1taiô' êJ.L6v; 
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III 

Reflecting on the relations between Europe and Asia - the two now 
being understood as vast territories, each with its own populations and 
hegernon - Aeschylus retums to the therne of the two sisters, trans
forming Hesiod's genealogical daturn into the stuff of rnyth and allego
ryP The occasion for this is a drearn of the Persian Queen Mother.14 

Two well-dressed women seemed 

To come before my eyes, 

One decked out in Persian robes, the other in Doric: 

In height much more excellent than women are now, 

Blameless in beauty, and sisters of the same race. 

They dwelt in their fatherland, one having obtained by lot 

Greek land as her portion; the other, Barbarian. 

As 1 watched, these two seemed to produce 

Sorne divisive conflict, one against the other. Learning this, 

My son[i.e. Xerxes] restrained and soothed them. He placed them 

Under a chariot yoke and put straps on 

Their necks. The one towered tall in this equipment 

And held her mouth soft, easily-governed by the reins. 

The other struggled and reared. With her hands, she tore apart 

The harness of the chariot and ripped it off by force. 

13 The two women in the dream are not named, although they are contrasted for their 
clothing (Doric vs. Persian) and for the soil they inhabit (Greek vs. Barbarian). Sorne 
critics- e.g., Alain Moreau, "Le songe d'Atossa, Perses, 176-214. Éléments pour une 
explication de texts," in Paulette Ghiron-Bistagne, et al., Les Perses d'Eschyle (Montpe
lier: Université Paul Valéry, 1993), pp. 40-41- have thought they represent Greece and 
Persia, rather than Europe and Asia, but there is no source in which the two nations are 
depicted as sisters, while Theogony 357-59 posits such a relation for the continents and 
most likely served as Aeschylus's source. In truth, both continental and national opposi
tions are present in the overdetermined dream allegory, wh ose central figures represent 
Asia-with-its-Persian-hegemon and Europe-as headed-by-Greece. 

14 lt is customary to refer to the Persian Queen as "Atossa," although that name 
appears nowhere in the text and may have been imported into the list of Dramatis Perso
nae by later copyists influenced by Herodotus. That Greeks in the age of Aeschylus knew 
little of Atossa, or of other Persian women, and thus tended to traffic in stereotypes has 
been stressed by Heleen Sancisi-Weerdenburg, "Exit Atossa: Images of Women in Greek 
Historiography on Persia," in Averil Cameron and Amélie Kuhrt, Images of Women in 
Antiquity (Detroit: Wayne State University Press, 1983), pp. 20-33. GreekAtossa actually 
reflects Old Persian *Hutau8ti, Avestan Hutaosa, "She who bestows richly," a name with 
deep religious significance. See further Mayrhofer, Zum Namengut des Avesta, pp. 39-40, 
idem, Iranisches Personennamenbuch. Band/: Die Altiranischen Namen, p. 52, and Bal
cer, Prosopographical Study of the Ancient Persians, pp. 86-87. 
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Then, having no bit to control her, she snapped the yoke in half. 

My son fell down and his father, Darius, stood beside, 

Pitying him. And when he saw him, 

Xerxes rent the garments round his body.15 

293 

The passage holds interest, both for what it says and what it does not. 
First, it describes the women as "sisters of the same race" (kasignëta 
genous tautou), thereby establishing the identity of their descent and 
biological substance. Second, it avoids granting primacy to either one, 
making no mention of birth order and describing them as equally flaw
less in beauty (kallei t' amomo). Indeed, their exceptional height differ
entiates the sisters from ail other women, but not from each other, as the 
(very rare) dual superlative form of the adjective ekprepestata makes 
clear. Third, when it moves to distinguish the two, the text focuses on 
things extemal and superficial: not their bodies, but the clothes that 
adom them. National or ethnie identity is thus constituted as a difference 
of nomos, not physis. 

More serious disjuncture occurs, however, when the women are 
assigned different homes. 16 The phrasing used for this act of territorial 
division specifies that the sisters' spatial placement was determined by 

15 Aeschylus, Persians, 181-99: 

tôol;a'tT)V llO\ ÔllO 'YlJVUÏ:lC'EùEil!OVE, 
1'1 ltèV 1t&1tÂ.O\CJ\ TIEpCJ\lCOÎ:Ç Tt<TlCT)lt&VT), 
f) ô'aÙ'tE .:\roptJCoicnv, dç ÔljllV l!OÂ.Eiv 
l!EYé9El 'tE 'tOOV VÙV tJC7tpE1tECJ'ta'ta 1tOÂ6 
lCUÂÂE\ 't'dltcOl!OO, lCUl lCUCJ\yvTJ'tU yéVOUÇ 
'tUÙ'toii· 1tU'tpaV ô'fva\OV f) ltèV "EÀÂ.aôa 
KÂi]IX!l Â.axoooa yaiav, f) ôè ~ap~apov. 
'tOll'tCJ) <J'tUCJ\V 't\V', CÙÇ tyro 'ooJCOUV ÔpÙV, 
'tEUXEW tv dUijÂ.atcn· 1tuiç ô't!!OÇ !!«Grov 
lCU'tÛXE 1Cd1tpaUVEV, lipi!UCJ\V ô' Ü1to 
Çe6yvucnv aù'tro JCai Â.&1taôv' t1r' aùxtvrov 
TiGT)cn. Xti ltèV 'tliô" t7tupyoÎi'tO O"'tOÂTI 
tv Tjvimcn 't' elxev eilapJCTov <J'tolla, 
f) ô' t()(paôaÇe, JCai x~:pcriv fV'tT) ôilflpou 
otacr7tapacrcrE\ JCai 1;uvap7té.tÇet ~i{l 
liveu xaÂ.wrov lCUl Çuyov Gpaul:\ ltéO"OV. 
1ti1t'tE\ ô' tl!OÇ 1taiç, JCai 7tU'tTJP 7tapicr'ta'ta\ 
Aapeioç ollC'teiprov O"(j)E" tov ô' 01tOOÇ op{i 
E&pi;T)ç, 1t&1tÂ.ouç pijyvucnv àltlfli crrollun. 
16 The seemingly awkward grammatical construction of !ines 186-87 is, in fact, 

designed to show the coexistence of similarity and difference, for it starts with a finite 
verb in the plural (enaion, "they dwelt'"), then shifts to a singular participial form (lak
housa, "having obtaincd by lot"). TI1e text thus seems to say that althoug.lJ the earlier 
division of territory separated the sisters, still they somehow remained united, even while 
inhabiting different lands. 
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lot (klëroi lakhousa gaian) and this signais not randomness or chance, 
but cosmic necessity and divine fate. The same verb (lankhano) appears 
in the cosmogonie passage of Iliad 15.187-93, where a similar- and 
equally consequential - distribution of territory is described, this one 
on the vertical plane appropriate to the gods, rather than the horizontal 
field of humansP 

For we are three brothers, sons of Kronos whom Rhea bore: 

Zeus and myself, and the third is Hades, who ru/es those beneath. 

Al/ was divided into three shares, and each of us received his honor-portion. 

Tru/y, 1 obtained by lot (elakhon) the gray sea to dwell inforever 

When we cast the dice, and Hades obtained by lot (elakhe) the murky dark
ness, 

And Zeus obtained by lot (elakh') the broad sky in the aither and clouds. 

The earth and great 0/ympus, then as now, are common to us ail. 

Therefore 1 will not live in accord with everything of Zeus, but forebearing, 

He must remain in his third portion, even though he is stronger (than we).18 

This passage is embedded in a larger narrative that parallels Atossa's 
dream in many ways. For the lines quoted above are spoken by Poseidon 
in response to Zeus' s command that he desist from hattie. Enraged at 
this, Poseidon tells the story of how he and his siblings were each given 
their own territory by lot, i.e. in an equitable fashion, using this to argue 
that he is equal in honor and status (homotimos, isomoros) to Zeus, even 
if the latter is now stronger (krateros). 19 

17 On the semantics of lankhano, see Chantraine, Dictionnaire étymologique, pp. 611-
12, Borivoi Borecky, Survivais of Sorne Tribal ldeas in Classical Greek. The Use and the 
Meaning of J.ayxavw, ôar:éopaz, and the origin of luov éxezv, luov vépezv, and related 
idioms (Prague: Acta Universitatis Carolinae, Philosophica et historica, 1965), esp. 
pp. 10-15. 

18 Iliad 15.187-95: 

rp&iç yap r' èK Kp6vou dJ.1&v dllû .. cpeol. oOç réJCero "Péa 
Zeùç Kai. èyro, rpiraroç Il' 'Aîôl)ç èvépot<nv dvacrcrrov. 
rptxGà Il& 1tavra lléllacrrat, tKacrroç Il' l~t~tope rtllf\Ç' 
fJ rot èyrov fï..axov 1toÂ.n)v c'iÂ.a vaté~tev alei 
1taÂ.Â.o~t&vrov, 'AîllTJÇ Il' lÂ.axe Ç6cpov Tjep6evra, 
Zeùç Il' fÂ.ax' oùpavôv eùpùv èv alG&pt Kai. ve<p&Â.nm· 
yaia Il' frt Çuvit 1tavtrov Kai. J.l«Kpôç ·oÂ.Ill11tOÇ. 
rro pa Kai. o!l 'tt Atôç j3éo~tat <ppecriv, CÎÂ.Â.à ËKTJÂ.OÇ 
Kai Kpatep6ç 1tep èrov ~tevér:ro rptratn èvl. ~toipn. 
19 Poseidon describes himself as homotimos to Zeus at 15.186 and as isomoros at 

15.209. He acknowledges Zeus as krateros at 15.195, echoing Zeus's characterization of 
himself as biei poly pherteros (15.181). 
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ln similar fashion, the apportioning of European and Asian territory to 
the two sisters served to delimit, defme, and differentiate them in ways 
that complicated their initial, simpler and more egalitarian relations, pro
ducing resentment and rivalry. Thus, it is immediately after their spatial 
separation (lines 186-87) that the maidens came into conflict (188-89). 
No causes or motives are given and their row is defmed as "sorne kind 
of stasis" (stasin tin'), a designation that reasserts the close relation of 
the sisters, for it identifies their conflict as intemecine (indeed, inter
familial), and not international or inter-ethnie. 

IV 

Within the dream narrative, the women's quarrel prompts Xerxes' 
entrance. Cast as a sympathetic outsider - and emphatically not as the 
instigator of strife - he seeks to heal a familial breach by bringing the 
sisters back into proper con-junction, astate they construe as the once
and-future ideal. The instrument with which he makes this attempt is 
perhaps the most complex piece of the allegory: the chariot yoke he 
placed on the women's necks, which resonates with a wide range of 
related imagery, including bonds, fetters, bridges, and scales. 

A certain ambivalence is already evident in the verbs with which 
Atossa describes what ber son intended to accomplish by means of the 
yoke. The frrst mentioned is katekhO, whose most immediate and literai 
meaning is "to hold down." ln contexts like this, it denotes acts of 
restraining and bridling, but its semantics extended to acts of domination 
by force and tyrannie oppression, in which sense it was a key term of 
Athenian political discourse.20 Juxtaposed to this rather forceful verb of 
control and repression is prauno "to make soft, soothe, calm," which 
appears in contexts of healing and giving comfort, but also those of ani
mal-taming. 21 ln the line that joins - no, yokes - these two verbs, one 

20 See Sara Forsdyke, "Athenian Democratie Ideology and Herodotus' 'Histories," 
American Journal of Philo/ogy 122 (2001): 329-58, who shows how in Athenian usage, 
katekhO served "to describe the forceful subjection of a people by a tyrant and associated 
with Athenian ideas about the weakness of societies ruled by a tyrant in contrast to the 
strength of free societies with a democratie political system," (pp. 331-32). Such seman
tics were already available in the epie, as in the conflict of Zeus and Poseidon (discussed 
above, pp. 7-8), within which Poseidon denounced his brother's threat to restrain/oppress/ 
subjugate hlm by forse (biëi . .'. kathexei, lliad 15.186). Further on the semantics of 
katekhO, see Liddell-Scott, Greek-English Lexicon, p. 926. 

21 For healing and soothing, see Theogony 254 (where a nymph cairns the waves of an 
angry sea), Sophocles, Philoctetes 650 (healing herbs used to soothe a wound), or 
Aeschylus, Persians 837 (Darius instructs Atossaa to comfort Xerxes with words); for 
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can see the interplay of male and female styles of action, Greek and 
Persian interests and perspectives, euphemism and plain speaking. 

For her part, Atossa understands the yoke in benign and uncritical 
fashion as an instrument with which to bring the feuding sisters doser 
together. Its effect, was dis-, rather than conjunctive, however, provok
ing responses from the two women that reveal great difference and driv
ing them further apart. Only "Asia" reacts as Xerxes desired, and if one 
accepts that his intentions were good, then she emerges as the good (i.e. 
docile, and therefore properly "feminine") sister.22 "Europe" resists and 
asssumes the opposite role. For her part, the Queen works within the 
symbolic register suggested by the yoke and describes the two women 
- who also represent two continents and their populations - as if they 
were two different kinds of horse, contrasting the noble dignity, appro
priate submission, and ''soft, easily-governed mouth" (euarkton stoma, 
a phrase simultaneously equestrian, political, and .erotic i 3 of a well
domesticated mare to the irrationality, panic, and destructive fury of an 
unbroken stallion. 24 

Atossa's judgment, however, is not the last word, for a Greek audi
ence would dismiss any representation of Xerxes as a neutra} mediator 

animal-taming, Hesiod, Works and Days 797 (sheep, oxen, and dogs tamed by the touch 
of one's hand) and Plato, Republic 440d (reason should calm anger as a shepherd cairns 
his dog). For other examples, see Liddell-Scott, Greek-English Lexicon, p. 1461. 

22 One must note, however, that issues of gender interact with those of morality and 
ethnicity in complex ways. Thus, "Asia's" willingness to accept bandage helps constitute 
Asians - in the eyes of a Greek audience - as passive people, where even the males are 
effeminate. Conversely, the fierce and ultimately successful struggle "Europe" waged 
against Xerxes showed European women to be more virile and more noble than the most 
powerful of Asian men. The dream narrative effectively establishes a taxonomie grid, 
which can be represented as follows. 

{ lndependence ( = love of Vlrüity (= physlcal energy, \ 
( · Uberty, refusai to submlt) ·' willingness to strugg/e) 1 

European men ++ ++ 

European women + + 

Asian men - -
Aslanwomen - -

23 The adjective euarktos, literally "well-govemed, well-mastered" describes the 
highly-valued quality that equestrians refer to as a "soft" mouth. Incredibly well-suited to 
th~: multiple levels of this passage, it is, in fact, hapax legomenon. 

24 The comparison of the two sisters' reactions to the yoke is open to multiple inter
pretations. In addition to the Europe: Asia:: Stallion: Mare homology, one can also see a 
contrast of the mrutial virgin, like Athena and Artemis, with the compliant, domesticated 
matron. 1 am grateful to Richard Neer for having pointed this out to me. 
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wishing the best for Europe and Asia alike. Similarly, it would reject any 
view of the yoke as an instrument of reconciliation. Such a construction 
demands a disinterested wielder of the yoke-cum-balance, who creates 
harmony between two rivais, now joined together via the yoke. If one 
perceives the third party as interested, however, whatever equity might 
be established between the yoked parties is much less relevant than the 
distinctly asymmetric relations of domination that are enforced by the 
yoker on the yokee (humans on animais, masters on slaves, e.g.).25Asia 
may have accepted such sub-jugation, but Europe knew enough to resist. 

Later in the play, the chorus of Persian eiders entertains the possibil
ity that after the Greek victory at Salamis, freedom might spread also to 
Asia. Precisely how this might be accomplished - whether by Greek 
military action, Ionian insurrection, or by sorne more natural and organic 
process - is left unspecified, which permits the text to straddle the 
heated contemporary debates of Themistocles and Cimon regarding 
Athenian policies toward Persia. 26 More clear is the utopian future the 
play envisions, in which tyranny is defeated not just in and by Europe, 
but in Asia as weil, with the result that the two continents that had 
drifted apart (one being enslaved, while the other remained free) will be 
restored to a relation of equity, harmony, and identity-in-freedom. The 
culminating image of this is the broken yoke, displaced from Atossa's 
dream. 

They who have long dwelt in Asian soi/ 

will no longer be governed by Persians, 

No more will they bear tribute 

According to their lord's commands. 

They will not prostrate themselves on the earth, 

Paying him reverence, 

For king/y power is ruined. 

25 Moreau, "Le songe d'Atossa," p. 42 aptly cites Artemidorus, Interpretation of 
Dreams 3.18-19, which states that a dream in which one party yokes another to a chariot 
or wagon as signifying slavery, fatigue, or sickness for the one who is yoked and mastery 
for the one who yokes. 

26 Roberto Cristofoli, "La guerra «inedita» e il sogno di Atossa. Note di lettura ai 
Persiani di Eschilo," Sileno 25 (1999): 253-59, sees signs of support for the relatively 
non-interventionist policy of Themistocles in details of Atossa's dream. The evidence 
he adduces is suggestive, but hardly conclusive and the text strikes me as deliberately 
coy on this issue. See further Thomas Harrison, The Emptiness of Asia: Aeschylus' 
Persians and the History of the Fifth Century (London: Duckworth, 2000), pp. 95-101 
and 108-9. 
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No longer do mortals keep 

Their tongues in check, for the people 

Are liberated to speak freely, 

As the yoke of power is broken.21 

v 
Atossa's dream has a contradiction at its heart and derives its power from 
this. On the one hand, the text insists on the identity of the two sisters, 
who were born of the same parents and thus consubstantial in their essen
tial bodily being. On the other hand, it insists with equal vigor on their 
dissimilarity, as manifest in their attitudes, demeanor, values and 
actions.28 The question of what causes and accounts for these differences 
must inevitably arise, yet that problem goes largely unanswered. Subse
quent narrators have filled the gap with a number of specious but ever
popular explanations that identify sorne imagined base of European supe
riority, be it intellectual, politico-moral, religio-spiritual, or openly racist. 

Close reading of the Aeschylean text suggests that it may have more 
to say on this question than frrst appears, although the hints it provides 
are more slender and the answers less satisfying than one might wish. 
Still, 1 am struck by the sequence of events in Atossa's dream, which 
runs as follows. 

1) Near-identical sisters are consigned to different territories; 
2) They begin to quarre!; 
3) A king seeks to subdue them; 
4) They react in ways that reveal strong differences between them. 

21 Persians 584-94: 

toi ô' dvà yiiv 'Aaiav ôiJv 
OÔlCÉtt 7tEp<JOVOjlOUVtat, 
oôô'fttôaajlo~opoi3atv 
8E<J1tOoUVOlat V dvaylCtUÇ, 
oôO' tç yiiv 7tp07tttvOVtEÇ 
&ÇoVtat ~aatÂ.Eia 
yàp Ôt6Â.IDÂ.EV tax6ç. 
oôO' ftt y'J..&cma ~potoiatv 
tv ~llÂ.aKaiç Â.ÉÂ.Iltat yàp 
Â.UÔÇ tÂ.E69Epa ~étÇElV, 
lbç tM9TJ Çoyov dÂ.Kiiç. 
28 The question of how to theorize the co-existence of similarity and difference -

more precisely, similarity-in-difference and difference-in-similarity- animates most sto
ries of siblings, above ali those of twins, as Claude Lévi-Strauss showed in The Story of 
Lynx, trans. Catherine Tihanyi (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1995). 
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Differences thus appear most clearly at the end, although they are 
already signaled in the fact of the quarrel. They are not, however, present 
from the beginning, which complicates any attempt to understand their 
difference as inborn. If we start from the hypothesis that at birth "Europe" 
and "Asia" were similar in both body and spirit, being the common prod
uct of their common parentage, then the differences that later manifest 
themselves must have been acquired (nomos) and not innate (physis). 
Such modification of the sisters' initial state of resemblance, commonal
ity, and equity might then result from divergent experiences, but the text 
mentions no prior experiences save one: the women are sent to two differ
ent territories, one to Europe and one to Asia. There, the originally near
identical sisters fell under the influence of different topographies and dif
ferent climates, which- to follow geographical and physiological theories 
of the 5th Century - would have had profound effects on their health, 
their humoral disposition, and their typical styles of action. The fullest 
articulation of such theories is found in the Hippocratic treatise On Airs, 
Waters, and Places, but one also should note the passage with which 
Herodotus concludes his Histories, where Cyrus counsels his countrymen 
against abandoning the rough soil of Persia for more pleasant terrain: 
"The love of soft places gives birth to soft people, since splendid fruit and 
good, battle-worthy men good do not grow from the same soil. "29 

It is not difficult to imagine lines of analysis that would correlate 
"Europe's" feistiness to the rugged Greek terrain and volatile climate, 
while deriving her sister's submissiveness from the softness of Asian 
soil. Elsewhere in The Persians, one fmds hints of such speculation, but 
not in Atossa's dream.30 There is, however, an intriguing nuance in the 
Choral speech cited above, which be gins by imagining: "They who 
have long dwelt in Asian soil will no longer be governed by Persians. "31 

Of particular interest is the way the people in question are identified, not 
as "Asians," but as "they who have long dwelt on Asian soil" (toi d'ana 

29 Herodotus 9.122: q>lÂ.ÉEtV yàp SIC tOOV J.UV .. QICOOV xmpc.ov J.UÙ> .. alCOÙÇ yiv&cr9at: oô yàp 
n tijç aôtijç rijç dvatJCaplt6V t& 9roJWcrtOV q>U&tV JCai èivôpaç dya9oùç tà ltOÀÉJ.lla. See 
further Biickhaus, "Der Hellenen-Barbaren-Gegensatz," Calame, "Environnement et nature 
humaine," Sassi, The Science of Man in Ancien/ Greece, Jacques Jouanna, "Les causes de la 
défaite des barbares," idem, "A l'origine de l'origine des peoples," in Valérie Fromentin and 
Sophie Gotteland, eds., Origines Gentium (Bordeaux: Ausonius, 2001), pp. 21-39, Thomas, 
Herodotus in Context, and Jean-François Staszak, lA géographie d'avant la géographie. Le 
climat chez Aristote et Hippocrate (Paris: L'Harmattan, 1995). 

30 Re garding one such line of speculation, see Chapter Nineteen, below. 
31 Persians 584-85: 

toi ô' dvà yàv 'Acriav lli]v 
OÙJCttt lt!:pcrOVOJ.lOÎiVtal. 
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gan Asian dën). This suggests they are not autochthons, but people who 
emigrated to Asia at sorne point in the distant past and were gradually 
reshaped by the effects of their adopted environment. It is this environ
mental reshaping of their original nature that made them - like the 
Asian sister of Atossa's dream- willing to accept subjugation toPer
sian rule. Such docility of spirit is thus theorized as a late acquisition, 
inauthentic to the essential person, and something one can shed when 
provided with the opportunity to do so. 

VI 

If the argument embedded in Atossa's dream depends on the contradic
tion - or paradox - that Europe and Asia are simultaneously the same 
and not-same (sameness being encoded in their sororal relation, not
sameness in their spatial separation), not ali of Aeschylus's audience 
was prepared to accept that assessment. Thus, the scholium to the line in 
which "Europe" and "Asia" are introduced as "sisters of the same 
race"(kasignëta genous tautou) tells a different story. lt reads as follows. 

Andron of Halicarnassus says: "Having married Pompholugë and Parthe
nopë, Okeanos had 'Europe' and 'Thrace' from Parthenopë; 'Asia' and 
Libya from Pompholygë. They agreed to name the continents from them." 32 

Apparently, this information is drawn from a !ost work of the 4th Cen
tury B.C.E., Andron's Syngenika, which treated mythic genealogy, par
ticularly as it affected diplomatie relations. 33 His testimony flat! y contra
diets Hesiod's account of the Okeanids, where "Europe" and "Asia" 
figure among the forty-one daughters of Okeanos and Tethys. With the 
latter as his point of departure, Aeschylus took the full sisterhood of the 
two women as the mark of their identical origins and common nature. lt 
is just this point that Andron disputed by making them half-, and not full 
sisters. 

To be sure, in his version, both women remained daughters of Okeanos, 
for to do otherwise would remove them from the class of Okeanids 
entirely. But Andron erases Tethys from the story and inserts four new 

32 Scholiwn to Persians 185 (=Fragment 7 in Jacoby, Fragmente der grïechischen 
Historiker 1:162: ~ Avoprov ô 'AI..tKapvacrcreùç cp11cri 'ilK&avoç yi]Jlaç TioJlcpOÀ.UYTtV 
Kai IIap9ev67tTtV icrxet êK JlÈV IIap9ev67tTtÇ. Eùproo1tTtV Kai 0pllKTtV, êK oè TioJl
cpoMnç 'Acriav Kai At~UTtV' âcp' &v 'tàç 'Ïj1t&ipooç ôvoJlacr9ilvat croJl~é~TtK&V. 

33 On Andron, see the unsigned article in Paul y-Wissowa Realencyclopiidie der clas
sichen Altertumswissenschaft 1/2: 2159-60. The surviving testimonia and fragments are 
collected in Jacoby, FGH 1: 161-65. 
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figures to the family matrix, two in the generation of Okeanos, two in 
that of his daughters. The latter are Thrace, whom he makes a full sister 
of Europe, and Libya, who stands in similar relation to Asia. Aeschylus's 
binary opposition of east and west is thus transformed into a quaternary 
system, with the maidens-cum-landmasses brought into alignment with 
the cardinal directions (Figure 17.1 ). 

W Europe 

N 
Thrace 

Libya 
s 

Asia E 

Fig. 17.1 Geographie distribution of Okeanos's daughters 
according to Andron of Halicarnassus. 

Strong affmities exist between the continents that are represented as 
full sisters and which are marked either by the warmth or the cold of 
their climate (Libya and Asia in the frrst instance, Thrace and Europe in 
the Second). Between those who are only half-sisters, however, the 
affmity derived from their common father is mitigated by their different 
mothers and this line of relative estrangement corresponds to a distinc
tion between those continents whose climate is extreme (Thrace and 
Libya) and those marked by a more moderate temperature (Europe and 
Asia), as shown in Table 17.1. 

r Cold (juil sisters) Warm (juil sisters) 

Extreme (half sisters) THRACE LIBYA 

Moderate (half sisters) EUROPE ASIA 

Table 17.1 Climactic classification of Okeanos's daughters 
according to Andron of Halicarnassus. 

1 
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Presumably, Andron's choice of mothers was designed to support 
this conclusion, but the details are elusive. For ber part, Parthenopë was 
one of the sirens and according to legend she threw herself into the sea 
when she and ber sisters failed to tempt Odysseus. Ultimately, ber body 
washed up at Naples, which became ber cult site.34 Making "Europe" 
and "Thrace" descend from ber th us gave them a north and western iden
tity. Presumably, Pompholyge was selected in order to construct a set of 
associations for ber daughters that would place them in clear opposition 
to their half-sisters. Were she a sibyl, rather than a siren, for instance, that 
would help accomplish this task, as would a locus to the southeast. 
Unfortunately, little information about Pompholyge bas survived and the 
charming etymology of her name (which seems to mean "Bubbles," or 
possibly "Baubles") does little to advance understanding.35 

Of one thing only we can be certain. By revising the traditional gene
alogy and transforming those whom Hesiod and Aeschylus treated as 
full sisters into half-siblings, Andron rejected the idea of a deep, essen
tial, enduring identity of Europe and Asia and a construction of their 
differences as secondary or accidentai, ali of which left open the possi
bility of a relative! y easy reconciliation between them. His variant placed 
difference alongside similarity at the very beginning of the story, com
plicating the relations of the women-cum-continents, essentializing their 
alterity, and ensuring that a certain distance, dis trust, and misunderstand
ing will always keep them apart. And in subsequent centuries down to 
the present, it is the spirit of Andron that bas prevailed.36 

34 Strabo 5.4.7: "After Dicaiarchus is Naples ... where a monument to Parthenope, one 
of the Sirens, is pointed out and games are celebrated there, following a prophesy." Metà 
ôè .t1tKatapx.iav ècrti Nea1toÂ.tç ... Ô1tou ôeiKvutat JlVf\Jla t&v l:etp'llvc.ov Jltâç, Tiap-
9ev61tTJÇ, Kai ciyrov auvteÂ.eitat 'YUJ.lVtKÔÇ Katà Jlavtdav. Most fully on Parthenope, 
see Flavio Raviola, "La tradizione letteraria su Parthenope," Hesperia 1 (1990): 19-60. 

35 See the brief entry by Willi Gober in Pauly-Wissowa XXI/2: 2321. The name is 
formed on the basis of the masculine noun pompholyx ("hubble; boss of a shield; orna
ment for the head wom by women") and the verb pompholygoo ("to cause to hubble 
up"), on which, see Liddell-Scott, Greek English Lexicon, p. 1447, Frisk, Griechische 
etymologische Worterbuch, 2: 503, and Chantraine, Dictionnaire étymologique, p. 880. 

36 In recent years, much excellent work has been devoted to the construction of Greek 
identity via pattemed opposition with stereotypes of the barbarian other. See, inter alla, 
the collective volume Grecs et barbares (Geneva: Fondation Hardt, 1962), esp. Hans 
Schwabl, "Das Bild der fremden Welt bei den frühen Griechen," pp. 1-36 and Hans 
Diller, "Die Hellenen-Barbaren Antithese irn Zeitalter der Perserkriege," pp. 37-82, 
David Lateiner, "Polarità. ll principio della differenza complementare," Quaderni di Sto
ria 11 (1985): 79-103, Darbo-Peschanski, "Les barbares à l'épreuve du temps," Edith 
Hall, lnventing the Barbarians, Giuseppe Nenci, ed., Hérodote et les peuples non grecs 
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(Geneva: Fondation Hardt, 1990), Ceausescu, "Un topos de la littérature antique: 
l'éternelle guerre entre l'Europe et l'Asie," François Hartog, "Fondements grecs de l'idée 
d'Europe," Quaderni di Storia 22 (1996): 5-17, Jonathan Hall, Ethnie ldentity in Greek 
Antiquity, Maria Teresa Zambianchi, "Mito e geografia nelle Storie di Erodoto," in 
Delfmo Ambaglio, ed., uvyyparp~. MateriaU e appunti per lo studio della storia e della 
letteratura antica (Como: Edizioni New Press, 1998), pp. 9-34, Irad Malkin, ed., Ancient 
Perceptions of Greek Ethnicity (Washington: Center for Hellenic Studies, 2001), esp. 
David Konstan, "To Hellënikon ethnos: Ethnicity and the Construction of Ancient Greek 
ldentity," pp. 29-50 and Rosalind Thomas, "Ethnicity, Genealogy, and Hellenism in 
Herodotus," pp. 213-33, and Thomas Harrison, ed., Greeks and Barbarians (New York: 
Routledge, 2002), esp. Wilfred Nippel, "The Construction of the 'Other'," pp. 278-310. 



CHAPI'ER EIGHTEEN 

MYTH AND DIPLOMACY: 
PERSIAN OVERTURES TO THE ARGIVES 

1 

As we have seen, Herodotus reports that Persians harbored special ani
mus for the Athenians and identifies why this was so. More broadly, the 
episodes he compiled in the Histories suggest that the Persians were 
fully capable of differentiating among Greek peoples and poleis, which 
they seem to have classified according to four major categories of impe
rial rule. The frrst of these included the conquered populations whom 
Darius referred to as his subjects (bandakii [plural]), as in the following 
passage. 

These landslpeoples that came to me, by the Wise Lord's will they were 
subject tome. They bore me tribute. What was proclaimed to them by me, 
by night or by day, that was done.1 

Between 547-499 B.C.E. and then again from 493 on, Ionian Greeks fell 
in this category, as did Thracians after 490 and all those defeated by 
Persian arms, whom the Great King could also describe as "the lands/ 
peoples that 1 took hold of with this Persian people/army."2 Fully 
encompassed within the empire, such populations were obliged to pay 
taxes; perform military, corvée, and other services; provision troops 
passing through their territory; follow the Persian law; and do what they 
were told. Still, for all that they lost political and economie independ
ence, subject lands/peoples preserved considerable autonomy of culture, 
language, and religion, along with their name and ethnie identity. 

1 DB §7: ima dahyava, taya mana patiyijsa, VaSna Auramazdiiha mana bandaka 
iihantii, mana bajim abarantâ, tayaSiim haciima a9anhya xsapanva ral!capativa, ava aku
navayantii. This is the only passage in which Old Persian bandaka appears in the plural. 
In the singular, it denotes a dependable subject, servant, or official of the Great King who 
has been entrusted with important service to hlm. For the fullest discussion, albeit with 
sorne peculiarities of interpretation, see Widengren, Der Feudalismus im alten Iran, 
op cit. 

2 DPe §2: irna dahyava, taya adam adarsi hada ana Parsa kara. Cf. the alternative 
formula "the lands/peoples that 1 seized far from Persia" ima dahyava, tayli adam 
agrbliyam apataram haca Parsa (DSe §3, DNa §3). 
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A second category, for which no Old Persian terminology survives, 
but which Greek authors denoted by a discourse of "friendship" (philië) 
or "friendship and alliance" (philië kai symmakhia), were allied popula
tions who entered the imperial ambit by their own choice, which is to 
say by negotiated submission rather than conquest. 3 Extractions from 
them tended to be somewhat less onerous than from subject populations 
and were euphemized as "gifts" (dora) rather than "taxes" or "tribute" 
(phoros). Allies also preserved a higher level of political autonomy than 
did subject peoples, although they were still expected to proceed in con
formity with Persian policies, while the Persians felt free to meddle with 
their govemance on occasion. As we have seen, Athens accepted such 
status in 507, as did others- to be discussed shortly- in 491 and 480. 

Third, there were subject or allied populations who had disregarded 
their obligations or rose up against Persian power: "the lands/peoples 
that became rebellious from me,"4 of whom Darius declared: 

These are the lands!peoples that became rebellious. The Lie made them 
rebellious so that these men lied to the people!army. Then the Wise Lord 
made them into my hand. As was my desire, so 1 did unto them.5 

Rebellion- as in the case of the Ionians between 499-93, the Athenians 
from 499 onward, and other peoples at different moments (Babylonians 
in 522-21, 484, and 482-81, Egyptians in 486-84 and 405-342, etc.)
was an anomaly to be eliminated, a regrettable disruption of political, 
moral, and cosmic order. When rebel provinces were retaken, subject 
status was reestablished or imposed on those who had previously been 
allies. Punishment also followed, the nature and severity of which could 
vary considerably, dependent on local circumstances. 6 

Filling out the system, which can be schematically represented (Figure 
18.1), there were those, like most Europeaq Greeks, who lay in the out
ermost of the concentric circles we considered in Chapter Three and had 
not (yet) submitted or been conquered. As that discussion suggested, 

3 On the Greek terminology and its significance, see Briant, Histoire de l'empire 
perse, pp. 787-88. In much the same way that the semantics of Old Persian bandaka 
worked at two different levels, denoting both subject peoples and royal officers, so the 
term "friend" (philos) was used for individual nobles close to and dependent on the King, 
as well as for regimes who bad concluded treaties placing them in a relation of alliance. 

4 DB §21: ima dahyava, taya hacama hamiçiya abava. 
s DB §54: dahyava ima, taya hamiçiya abava, dral}gadis hamiçiya akunal}s. taya ima! 

kliram adurujiya8a, pasavadis Auramazdli mana dastaya akunal}s, yaea mlim kama, 
ava9adis akunavam. 

6 Regarding Persian constructions of the category "rebel" and the punishments 
imposed on those so designated, see Chapter Twenty-three. 
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Fig. 18.1 Taxonomy of lands/peoples, as seen from the vantage point of 
the Achaemenian Empire. Dotted lines represent transformations anticipated as 

the necessary working out of history, but not yet fully accomplished. 

however, the empire was theorized as a dynamic entity, whose outer 
circles constituted a space of desire and opportunity for future expan
sion. Territories and populations that occupied such space might be 
encompassed through diplomacy or by force, but ultimately their fate 
was expected to be the same: a fate, moreover, that the empire defmed 
as good. Normally, diplomacy would be attempted frrst, with force held 
in reserve, but it was force - or, more precisely the credible threat 
thereof- that helped make diplomacy effective. 

Accordingly, in 491, two years after crushing the Ionian rebets and a 
year bef ore launching war against those Greeks located in the outermost 
circle "across the sea" (Ya~nii ... tayii para draya),1 Darius sent embas
sies to ali the Greek cities that were not yet his subjects or allies, offer
ing them the chance to escape harm by tirnely gifts of earth and water. 
Many accepted and secured good relations, albeit with sorne Joss of 
independence and dignity. 8 

7 DPe §3, DSe §3. 
8 Herodotus 6.48-49, where it is recounted that Darius's offer was accepted by "many 

of those who dwell on the mainland and ali of the islanders" (6.49): 1toÀ.À.oi J.lÈV Ji7tt:tp<O
't&rov l!ôocra.v 'tà 1tpoicrx.s'to a.h&rov ô II&p<J11c;. 1tClV'tSÇ ÔÈ VTJcrlO>'ta.t sc; 'tOÙÇ Û1ttlCOtll't0 
a.hijcroV'tsc;. With one exception, however (Aegina), no specifie poleis are mentioned. 
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Again in 480, on the eve of his invasion, Xerxes announced his view 
that ali commitments made to his father remained in effect. To those 
poleis that had never submitted, he extended a last chance before hosti
lities recommenced.9 Numerous peoples leapt at the opportunity, includ
ing those of Thessaly, Locri, Magnesia, Melos, Phthia, Thebes, and vir
tually ali the cities of Boeotia. 10 These joined with a host of others who 
were already cooperating with the Persians as their subjects or allies.11 

Two cities only were excepted from this diplomatie offer: Athens and 
Sparta, who had responded badly to earlier overtures. As legend would 
have it, the Spartans threw Darius's emissaries of 491 into a well, while 
the Athenians threw theirs in a pit. 12 

Given the sanctity accorded to heralds in antiquity, this story records 
what would have been universally viewed as an outrage. Later authors 
who recount the same events do so in ways that mitigate Athenian cul
pability on the one hand, while noting divine retribution suffered by 
Sparta on the other.13 For his part, Herodotus seems less concemed with 
the issue of sacrilege, and uses the story to thematize these two cities' 
opposition to Persia as so unyielding as to know no bounds. As a piece 
of symbolic discourse, moreover, the narrative is wonderfully elegant 
for the way it inverts the proposition 

{Give earth + water to Persians} 

to produce its very negation: 

{Give Persians to earth (=pit)+ water (= well)}. 

At the same time, it signais the military complementarity of Sparta 
and Athens, for Sparta, the land power, had recourse to the well, while 
Athens, the naval force, made similar use of the pit. The narrative thus 

9 Herodotus 7.32. 
10 Ibid. 7.131-2. 
11 Ibid 7.108-24, passim. For the fullest discussion of those Greeks who made accom

modation, see Daniel Gillis, Collaboration with the Persians (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner, 
1979}, esp. pp. 59-71. 

12 Herodotus 7.133. 
13 Cf. Plutarch, Themistocles 6, which states that the Athenians executed only the 

heralds' translator, and not the heralds themselves. Similarly, Pausanias 3.12.7 states that 
ali Spartans suffered supernatural vengeance inflicted on them by the spirit of the herald 
Talthybius as a result of their offense, while only one Athenian was held responsible, 
Miltiades son of Cimon. The incident bas been discussed by Raphael Sealey, "The Pit 
and the Weil: The Persian Heralds of 491 B.C.," Classical Journa/12 (1976): 13-20 and 
Louise-Marie Wéry, "Le meurtre des hérauts de Darius en 491 et l'inviolabilité du 
héraut," L'Antiquité classique 35 (1966): 468-86. 
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shows each city intuitively turning to that element which the other one 
could best supply, implying that together they might defeat the Persians 
on ali terrain and form an invincible alliance. 

n 
If Xerxes omitted Athens and Sparta from his diplomatie initiative of 
480, he did court another Greek polis in quite extraordinary ways. 

Before setting out to wage war against Greece, Xerxes sent a herald to 
Argos. ft is told that upon arriving, he said: "Argive men, King Xerxes 
says these things to you. 'We consider Perses, ofwhom we are born, to be 
the son of Perseus, Danae's son, and of Andromede, daughter ofCepheus. 
If it is so, we would be your descendants. ft is not fitting for us to wage war 
against our ancestors, nor for you to become our adversaries, seeking 
vengeance for others. Rather, you should rest by yourselves in tranquility. 
If things go according to my plan, 1 will treat no one as great er than you." 
ft is said that hearing these things, the Argives treated them as something 
of consequence.14 

Herodotus presents this as a story other Greek cities told to explain 
Argive neutrality in the war. The Argives had a different, more nuanced, 
but also less coherent version, in which 1) the crushing military defeat 
the Spartans inflicted on them at the hattie of Sepeia in 494 made them 
wary of sealing an alliance with their traditional enemies; 15 2) perceiv
ing the Persian threat, they sought advice from the Delphic Oracle, who 
counseled them to be cautious; 3) even so, they offered their help if 
Sparta would a) guarantee their security and b) share the military com
mand with them; 16 4) only when Sparta refused these conditions did 

14 Herodotus 7.150: llott o& liHoc; Myoc; Â.&y6~&voc; à.và tl)v 'EÂ.Moa, che; E&p
I;T)c; ll1t&~\jf& teftputea êc; ·Apyoc; 7tp6t&pov f'l7t&p ôp~ijoat otpat&6&o9at ê1ti tl)v ' 
'EHaoa· êÂ.96vta 0& toihov Â.&y&tat &i1t&i:v ·-Avop&c; 'Apy&i:ot, ~amÂ.&ùc; E&pÇTJc; 
tao& ô~iv Â.Éy&t. fJ~&i:c; vo~iÇo~&v TI&p<rfJV d'vat d1t' o6 fJ~&i:c; y&y6va~&v 1taioa 
ll&po&oc; tOU AaVUTJÇ, y&yov6ta ête tijc; KTJq>ÉOÇ euyatpoc; 'Avôpo~ÉOTJÇ. oütco èiv 
dlv &iTJ~&v ô~&t&pot d1t6yovot. o(h& dlv fJ~&ac; oiteoc; êd toùc; TJ~&t&pouc; 7tpoy6vouc; 
otpat&6&o9at, oilt& ô~&ac; ÜÂ.Â.otm n~cop&ovtac; fJ~iv dvttÇ6ouc; yiv&o9at, à.Â.Â.à 
1tap' ô~iv aôtoim fJauxiTJV llxovtac; teatijo9at. ~v yàp ê~oi y&VT)tat teatà v6ov, 
oôôa~oùc; ~&Çovac; ô~&cov liÇco." tauta dteouoaVtac; 'Apy&iouc; Â.&y&tat 7tpijy~a 
7totftoao9at ... 

15 Plutarch, De Herodoti malignitate 28 (Moralia 863b-864a) passes favorable judg
ment on this argument and criticizes Herodotus for his insufficient appreciation of its 
merits. 

16 Such willingness to disregard Delphic warnings was unusual and probably disin
genuous. See also Thomas Harrison, Divinity and History: The Religion of Herodotus 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2000), p. 154n114. 
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they conclude that .. the selfishness of the Spartans could not be endured 
and it were better to accept the barbarians • rule than submit to the 
Spartans.'' 17 Here, 1 am not concemed to judge the .. real, nature of 
Argive motives, nor the extent to which they were duped by Persian 
propaganda.18 But 1 do want to point out how skillful that propaganda 
was and how much knowledge of Greek culture it implied. 

Xerxes's overture shows the traditional Persian concem to identify 
lines of internai cleavage among potential adversaries. Toward that end, 
his intelligence service seems to have familiarized itself with such 
details of Greek myth as might be used to exploit divisions among the 
various poleis. Cyrus the Great employed similar discursive tactics in 
his campaign against Babylon. But where Cyrus's propaganda enlisted 
foreign deities to ad vance the Persian cause, 19 Xerxes focused his atten
tion on the heroes from whom Greek cities and ruling lineages traced 
their descent, since mythic genealogy provided an invaluable resource 
for discussing - and reconstructing - the relations of one group to 
another.20 To enter such discussions, however, it was necessary to have 

17 7.148-49. The phrase quoted appears at 7.149: oùK àvacrx.Éaflat 'tOOV l:7tapnl1-
'tÉrov 'ti)V 1tÂ.&OV&Çil1V, àll' ÉÂ.Éaflat !!ÜÂ.Â.OV f>1to 'tOOV fXxpj30:prov Üp:(&aflat il 'tl 

f>1t&iÇat AaK&OUlllOviot<n. Regarding the complexity of relations between Sparta and 
Argos, see Marcello Zambelli, "Per la Storia di Argo nella prima metà del V secolo 
a.C.," Rivista di Filologia e di lstruzione Classica 99 (1971): 148-58, Thomas Kelly, 
"The Traditional Enmity between Sparta and Argos: The Birth and Development of a 
Myth," American History Review 15 (1970): 971-1003, idem, "Argive Foreign Policy in 
the Fifth Century B.C.," Classical Philo/ogy 69 (1974): 81-99. 

18 For discussions of Perso-Argive relations and negotiations, see Andrew Robert 
Bum, Persia and the Greeks: The Defense of the West, c. 546478 B.C. (London: Edward 
Arnold, 1962), pp. 349-50, Gillis, Collaboration with the Persians, pp. 61-62, J.F. 
Lazenby, The Defence of Greece, 490479 B.C. (Warminster: Aris & Phillips, 1993), 
pp. 105-7, Pericles Georges, BarbarianAsia and the Greek Experience, op cit., pp. 66-71, 
and Peter Green, The Greco-Persian Wars (Berkeley: University of Califomia Press, 
1996), pp. 81-82. 

19 Regarding Cyrus's initiatives, see CB §§4-5, 8-9 (in the enumeration of Lecoq, Les 
inscriptions de la Perse achéménide, pp. 282-84), lsaiah 44: 28-45: 4, Amelie Kuhrt, 
"The Cyrus Cylinder and Achaemenid Imperial Policy," Journal for the Study of the Old 
Testament 25 (1983): 83-97, and Wolfram von Soden, "Kyros und Nabonid. Propaganda 
und Gegenpropaganda," in Heidemarie Koch and D.N. MacKenzie, eds., Kunst, Kultur 
und Geschichte der Achamenidenzeit und ihr Fortleben (Berlin: Dietrich Reimer, 1983), 
pp. 61-68. 

20 On the importance of mythic genealogy for Greek social formations, see Jonathan 
Hall, Ethnie Jdentity in Greek Antiquity (Cambridge: University Press, 1997), pp. 40-51 
et passim. 1 should note here that 1 do not use the tenn "myth" in the sense "false story," 
but reserve it for narratives that were regarded as authoritative by their primary audiences. 
The narratives discussed in this chapter were not called mythoi by Herodotus, and here it 
is worth quoting Jon Mikalson, Herodotus and Religion in the Persian Wars (Chape! 
Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 2003), p. 22. 
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an eponymous ancestor of one's own, whose connection to other like 
figures might become the object and instrument of negotiation. 

Lacking such an ancestral hero - for none is attested in any Persian 
source21 - Xerxes's propagandists invented one, using the process reg
ularly employed by Greeks in similar circumstances. This is the opera
tion linguists call back-formation, through which a word is produced on 
the basis of another, then misrecognized as the source of the latter term, 
rather than its product. In just this fashion, the ethnonym P lirsa(" Persian ") 
served as the basis for a freshly-minted eponymous ancestor: Persës, 
from whom all subsequent Persians purportedly took their name and 
identity.22 

Presumably, the phonology of this confected name suggested the pos
sibility of positing sorne relation to Perseus, primordial king and greatest 
hero of Argos.23 Reviewing the traditions associated with this celebrated 

Herodotus does once distinguish between logoi of "old" and "recent" events (9.26-27), 
but he offers no judgment of their historicity sole/y on that account. He makes no distinc
tion, in terms of historicity, for example, between the logoi of the Trojan War and of the 
hattie of Marathon, or between the logoi of the travels of Jo and the revenge of Protesilaus. 
Sorne "events" may be more believable to Herodotus than others, but the older ones are 
not, ipso facto,less believable. We are inclined to cali his logoi of the older events "myths" 
and "stories" and those of recent events "accounts," but this is a distinction thot we, not 
Herodotus, make. To him they are alllogoi. 

. 21 The only ancestral figure named in the Persian inscriptions is Haxii.mani§ ("Achae
menes"), whom Darius portrayed as the eponyrnous ancestor of the royal family, not the 
people as a whole (DB §§1, 2, 3, DBa). Avestan knows a nurnber of primordial ancestors 
(Yirna, Gaya mar~tan. et al.), but none who are eponymous. For the fullest discussion of 
these heroes, see Christensen, Le premier homme et premier roi dans l'historie légendaire 
des iraniens, op cit. 

22 Forrnally, the name Persës would suggest underlying Old Persian *Parsa (unat
tested in any Old Iranian text) and an implied relation *Parsa: Parsa:: Persës: Persai:: 
The frrst Persian:: Ail subsequent Persians, who take their name from this primordial 
ancestor. The same kind of relation is evident in Scythian mythology, where Koloxais 
(< *Skolo xsaya, "King Skolo") is the apical ancestor of the people who called them
selves Skolotai ("Scythians" = "Descendants of Skolo"), Herodotus 4.5-6. (Greek vari
ants preserve the same relation between a mythic frrst king named Skythës and the people 
named Skythai after hirn, Herodotus 4.10). From the 8th century onward, Persës appears 
as a proper name in Greek, but bas no association to things Persian. It is, for instance, the 
name of Hesiod's brother (Works and Days 10, 27, et al.) and a Titan in the Theogony 
(409). Used for an eponymous ancestor of the Persians, it makes its appearance in 
Herodotus 7.61, 7.150, and a scholium to 1.125, also in fragments from the writings of 
Hellanicus of Lesbos (FGrH 4F59-60, FGrH 687aF1) and Abydenus (FGrH 685F6b). 
Aeschylus's description of Xerxes as "a godlike man, whose race is born of gold" (Per
sians 79-80: x_pucroy6vou y&v&iiç icr69&oç qx:Oç) is usually understood as referring to the 
tradition that the Persians descended from Perseus, Danaë, and Zeus's "shower of gold." 
If so, this is the earliest surviving reference to the tradition, dating to 472 B.C.E. 

23 Perseus already appears in Hesiod, Theogony 280-84 and is weil represented in 
the writings of Acusilaus, the foremost Argive historian, genealogist, and mythographer. 
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figure, the Persians apparently noted his marriage to a princess associ
ated with .. barbarian" territories. This was Andromedë, whose name 
(Andro-Medé) made it possible to credit ber with Median connections.a• 

By this woman, Perseus produced severa! sons (the so-called .. Per
seids") who themselves founded noble lineages in Tiryns, Mycenae, and 
other Dorian cilies of the Argolid. There is, however, a certain lack of 
clarity conceming their names and number, and this created opportuni
ties, which the Persians exploited brilliantly in their fabrication of Persës. 

When Perseus, son of Danaé and Zeus, came to Cëpheus, son of Bëlus, and 
received his daughter Andromedë, a son was born to him whom he named 
Persës and thot son he left there. For it happened thot Cëpheus was child
less and without male descendance. So the Persians took their eponym 
from this Persës.25 

As the son whom Perseus left in Asia, Persës differed significantly 
from his brothers (Figure 18.2). While the others inherited Greek and 
European identity from their father, Persës became Asian through matri
lineal inheritance, since - as Herodotus specifies - his mother was an 
epiklëros, i.e. a woman through whom a family without male offspring 
transmits its property and identity.26 Persës thus became heir to the line 
of Bëlus and Cëpheus, figures weil attested in Greek literature, to whom 
different authors assign varied homelands.27 The tradition preserved by 

For a summary of the mythology associated with hlm and a discussion of the sources, see 
Timothy Gantz. Early Greek Myth: A guide to literary and Artistic Sources (Baltimore: 
Johns Hopkins University Press, 1993) 1: 299-311. 

24 The marriage of Perseus and Andromedë was narrated in the Hesiodic Catalogue of 
Women (Fragment 135 MW) and was the subject of lost plays by Sophocles and Eurip
ides. The fullest surviving mythic narrative is that of Apollodorus, Bib/iotheca 2.4.3-5, 
which is probably based on Pherecydes, but in many ways this late text goes beyond the 
tradition reported by Herodotus. 

25 Herodotus 7.61: l1td l)è llEp<JEÙÇ ô Aava11ç tE lCai Atôç dlrilCEto 1tapà K11cp&a 
tov Bi)M>u lCai foxE aôtou ti}v 9uyat&pa 'Avl)poJ.I&I)llv. yivEtat aôtcp 1taiç tep 
ouvoJ.IU f9uo ll&P<rrJv, toutov l)è aôtoi> 1CataÀEi1tE1" twnavE yàp a1tatç trov ô 
KllcpEi>ç fp<JEVOÇ y6vou. l1ti tOUtOU l)l} ti}v ê1t(I)VUJ.IlllV foxov. a. Herodotus 6.54: 
Tai>ta J.IÉV vuv lCatà tà "'EÀÀllVEÇ l&youm YEYEVllÀOYlltat. 

26 Herodotus 7.61: lt6navE yàp a1tatç trov ô K11cpEi>ç fp<JEVOÇ y6vou. 
7:1 Regarding Bëlus, see K. Tümpel, "Be los 3," in Pau/ys Realencyclopiidie der clas

sischen Altertumswissenschaft, ed. Georg Wissowa (Munich: Alfred Druckenmüller, 
1921) 3/1: 259-64. On Cëpheus, Kurt Latte, "Kepheus," in idem, 11/1: 224 and Timothy 
Gantz, Early Greek Myth: A guide to Literary and Artistic Sources (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1993) 1: 199-203, 208, 211, and 307-8 are also helpful. Differ
ent authors connect Bëlus in one fashion or another with Babylon, Libya, Egypt, the 
Danaans, Phoenecia, Argos, and Thebes. ln addition to Herodotus (1.181-82 and 7.61), 
Pausanias 4.23.10 and Diodorus Siculus 1.28, 2.8-9 connect hlm with Babylon, as do 
designation of the city's walls as "Bëlides" (Herodotus 3.155) and use of the same 
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Herodotus and his near-contemporary Hellanicus, however, bas no ambi
guities.28 Here, Bëlus is none other than Bël-Marduk, lord (Akkadian 
Bel= Hebrew Ba'al) and patron deity of Babylon.29 Cëpheus, in turn, 
was a Chaldaean king, whose people called themselves "Cëphënes" (i.e. 
"people of Cëpheus") in his honor. Mter his death, however, these 
Cëphënes conquered the Artaioi (= "the Righteous/truthful" < Old Per
sian rta"Truth") and the conjoined people (Cëphënes plus Artaioi) came 
to ~ known as "Persians."30 Most immediately, this ethnonym signaled 
descent from Perses, who became their ruler, while also suggesting a 
more distant relation to Perseus, and thence to Argos. 

adjective to make Ninus, eponymous king of Nineveh a "descendent of Belus" (thus Hel
lanicus, Ctesias, Eusebius, and others). Cepheus, for his part, was variously associated 
with Chaldaea (= Babylon), Persia, Ethiopia, Phoenecia, and Arcadia. 

28 Conceming the date of Hellanicus' Persika, see Robert Drews, The Greek Accounts 
of Eastern History (Washington: Center for Hellenic Studies, 1973), pp. 22-24, who also 
suggests that Hellanicus was Herodotus's source for this tradition, pp. 28-30. 

29 Thus Herodotus 1.181-82, which describes "the bronze-gated temple of Zeus 
Belus" (~toç Bi]l..ou tpov xai..K67tul..ov) which stands at the heart of Babylon. 

30 The glosses for the ethnonyms "Chaldaeans" and "Artaioi" in Stephanus Byzan
tius contain fragments from Hellanicus (numbers 4F59 and 4F60 in Jacoby, Fragmente 
der Griechischen Historiker. Erster Teil: Genealogie und Mythographie, op cit, pp. 122-3) 
that read as follows. • 

Chaldaeans: Former/y [called] Œphenes,from Cëpheus,father of Andromedë. Persës [was 
the son] of her and Perseus, son of Danaë and Zeus. Because of him, the former Cëphënes 
and Chaldaeans (now called Persians)forgot. So one should ask in thot regarding Cëphë
nia.Jn Book One of his Persik:a, Hellanicus said: "When Cëpheus was no longer living, the 
army raised from the land of Babylon took possession of Artaia. The land was no longer 
called Cëphënia, nor the people who dwelled there Cëphënes, but Choldaeans. And ali the 
land was now called Choldaea." 

X<IÀoaiol' ot 7tp6tepov Kll<Pftveç, à.1to K1)q>&roç toii 7tatpôç 'Avopo~&oaç, à.q>' ~ç Kat 
toii llepo-&roç toii ~ava11ç Kai ~tôç ll&p011ç, à.q>' où ot K1)q>ftveç Kai XaÂ.oaiot 
7tp6tepov <KaÂ.o6~evot ll&pcrat> tKI..i)9crav, <Dç &Ïp1)tat tv téi>t 7t&pi K1)q>1)viaç. 
'EÂ.À.lxV\KOÇ OÉ q>1)cr\V tV a il&pcrtKOOV oÜtro· "K1)q>Éoç oôdn Çéi>vtoç crtpat&Ucra~&VO\ 
tiC Ba~uÂ.éi>voç à.v&crt1)crav tiC tftç xropaç Kai ti)v 'Aptaiav fcrxov· <tftç oè 
Ba~uÂ.éi>voç> oôdtt il xc:i>Pll Kll<Pllvill K<IÀÉ&tat oôo' ot liv9pro7tot ot tvotKoiivteç 
Kllq>ftveç, ÙÂ.Â.à Xal..oaiot. Kai il xci> pa aÜt1)1tÜcra vüv Xai..Oa\KTJ KaÂ.&Ïta\ ... 

Artaia: Persian land, which Persës, son of Perseus and Andromedë, settled. Hellanicus, in 
Book One of [his] Persik:a [says]: The Artaioi settled [there]. The Persians, like the Greeks, 
called the ancient men [or heroes] Artaioi. lt seems probable tome thot the names Artax
erxes and Artabazus come from that, like the names Nile-Ammonians and Panapollonians 
among the Egyptians. Herodotus ca/ls them Arteatai in Book Five. 

'Aptaia· ll&pmKi) xropa, i\v t7t6Â.tcr& ilÉP<TilÇ ô llepcr&roç Kat 'Avopo~ÉOaÇ' 'EÂ.À.lx
V\ICOÇ tv ll&pmlCOOV a. ot olJCoÜvt&Ç 'Aptaiot. à.ptaiouç oè IT&po-al, Oxrn&p ot 
nÂ.Â.1)V&Ç, tOÙÇ 1t<IÀŒ\OÙÇ à.v9pc:i>1tOUÇ [ftproaç) ICŒÀOÜcrt. taxa OÈ KŒi tvt&Ü9ÉV ~0\ 
ooK&i 'AptaÇ&pÇat Kai 'Apta~aÇot, <Dç nap' Alyuntiotç Netl..lx~~veç Kai 
llavan6Â.Â.roveç. 'Hp6ootoç 'Apt&ataç aôtoùç KŒÀ&i otà toii & 'lf\Â.OÜ. 

Cf. Hesychius, who glosses the name Artaioi as "the heroes among the Persians" (ot 
f)proeç 1tapà ll&po-atç). 
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(= Cëphënes/Chaldaeans +Artaioi) 

Fig. 18.2 Mythic genealogy connecting Persians to Argos, 
as related in Herodotus 7.61 and 7.150. 

III 

Conceivably, one so inclined might infer from these names and geneal
ogy that Greece- or at least certain of the Greeks- enjoyed a primacy 
of sorts over Persia. Ambiguities in Perseus's own lineage served to 
complicate the picture, however. As Herodotus explained, since Zeus 
was Perseus's father, the Argive hero had no human patriline from which 
to derive his identity.31 Accordingly- so the most trustworthy Greeks 
said - Dorian identity be gan with Perseus, or with Danaé, his mother. 32 

31 Herodotus 6.53: OÙK lbtf:cr'tl ê1tCOVUf.ltrl Tispcrét OÙÔSf.lla 1tatpoç 6Vt}tOU, rocmsp 
'HpaiCÀét 'Af,lqntp6cov. 

32 Herodotus 6.53: 

1 write the things told by the Greeks, those who correct/y report thot the Dorian ldngs were 
Greeks as far back as Perseus and Danae, since the god [Zeus] does not figure in the ir account. 
For it was at thot time thot they became Greeks. 1 said this goes back as far as Perseus, and 
not from the very beginning, because there exists no eponymfor Perseus drawnfrom a human 
father of the sort that Amphitryon provides for Herakles. This report being right, things were 
rightly told tome as far back as Perseus. Before Danai, daughter of Acrisius, they report that 
their fathers, the Dorian rulers, appear to have been true-born Egyptians. 
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Fig. 18.3 Persian interpretation of the Perseid genealogy, as reported in 
Herodotus 6.54, with Perse us construed as "an As syrian who became Greek." 

Before her, "the 'Dorian' rulers appear to have been true-born Egyptians. "33 

Such a reading depends on how one understands Acrisius, Danaë' s 
father, and the mythology of his ancestors who fied Egypt for Argos. 
Herodotus takes up this story elsewhere,34 but for our purposes it is 
unnecessary to wade into its complexities, since the Persians understood 
things quite differently. 

taôe ôt JCatà tà l..ey611Eva ù1t' "EI..I..(Jvrov tyro ypacpro, to6tooç toùç Aropt&rov ~aml..&aç 
11ÉXP1 llÈV ôli IIepcr&oç toii Aava11ç. toii 9eoii c'me6vtoç, JCataÀEYOilévooç ôp9roç ù1t' 
"E/../..{Jvrov JCai Ô.ltOÔE\JCV\JilÉVO\lÇ lilç dai ~ÀÀl'!VEÇ ftÔl'! yàp tl'!Vl!CŒU'ta tç ~ÀÀTIVŒÇ 
oli1:o1 t'tÉÀEov. fl..eÇ,a ôt 11ÉXP1 IIepcr&oç 1:oiiôe EfvEJCa, &./../..' oÔJC dvéJCa9ev fn 
fÀa~ov, l>n OÔJC fltEO"'t\ l!tOlWilil'! IIEpcrÉt oôôqlia 1ta1:pôç 9Vl'!'toii, OOO"ltEp "Hpa!CÀÉ\ 
'Ailq>1'tp6rov. ftôl'! div ôp9éil Myct> XPEIDilÉV(t) llÉXPl IIepcr&oç ôp9&ç Eip111:ai 1101· d1tô 
ôt &ava11ç 'tllÇ 'A!Cptcriou JCa'taÀéyovn 1:oùç livro alEi ltŒ'tÉpaç aô1:rov q>atvoia'to àv 
t6V'tEÇ ot 1:rov &ropt&rov i}YEI16VEÇ Aly6~tnot l9ayevéeç. 

On this passage and the issues it raises, see the discussion of Rosalind Thomas, "Eth
nicity, Genealogy, and Hellenism in Herodotus," in Irad Malkin, ed., Ancient Perceptions 
of Greek Ethnicity (Washington: Center for Hellenic Studies, 2001), pp. 220-22. 

33 Herodotus 6.53: d1tô ôt Aava11ç 'tfiç 'AJCpt<rioo JCŒ'taÀÉyoV'tt 1:oùç livro atEi ltŒ'tÉ
paç aô1:rov <pawoia'to èiv MV'tEÇ ot 1:rov Aropt&rov 1'!YEI16VEÇ Aly61t't\Ol t9ayev&eç. 

34 Herodotus 2.91, 2.171, 2.182, and 7.94. For other variants of the myths involving 
JEgyptus, Danaus, and their children, see Gantz, Early Greek Myth, 1: 198-208. 
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The accoum is gillen thus by the Persians: Perseu.s was Assyrian and 
bec-ame Greek. but rwt so his ancestors. Acrisius ·s ancestors were Egyp
tians.. as the Greeks say. but they had no kinship ta Perseus.35 

Herodotus provides no further details about how the Persians disarticu
lated Perseus from Acrisius and redefmed both as figures who mediate 
Europe and the barbarians. Primacy, however, was consistently denied 
to the Greeks. since Acrisius was Egyptian and Perseus an Assyrian by 
origin who achieved Greek identity only as a secondary development 
(Figure 183). 

Appreciating the full subtlety of Xerxes 's embassy to Argos cornes 
with the recognition that the relation of Perseus to Persës could be theo
rized in two very different ways. Maintaining, indeed manipulating this 
ambiguity seems to have been part of Persian discursive tactics. Thus. 
from the perspective of Argos, Perseus is Greek and Greek only. Fur
ther, the relation of this Greek father to his Persian son (Persës) expressed 
an irreversible asymmetric distribution of authority to the benefit of the 
fonner. Construing filiality in this fashion. Argives understood the Per
sians to have conceded the enduring primacy of Europe (as represented 
by Argos. its oldest city) over Asia (as represented.by Persia. its young
est great kingdom). By recoding Perseus as originaily Assyrian. the Per
sians negated this last implication and returned seniority to Asia. At the 
same time, the model of filiality favored by the Persians seems to have 
recognized that over time authority shifts from an aged father to a matur
ing son. In similar fashion. a vital Persia succeeded the older civiliza
tions of Assyria. Babylon, and Media. for ail that hegemony remained 
al ways in Asia. What the Persians understood themselves to have offered 
Argos was the deference and consideration due an older, but no longer 
powerful nation. If the Argives expected more, that was useful, but not 
a binding part of the agreement. 

Oearly, the stories the Persians told themselves and others about these 
mythic figures were extremely subtle, advancing a diplomacy equally 
shrewd and remarkably effective. In addition to Xerxes's ambassadors, 
the Argives received representatives from Athens, Sparta. and other 
members of the anti-Persian coalition, who urged them to unite with 
their Hellenic brethren in the face of a threat thal menaced ail Greeks 

35 Herodotus 6.54: cbç li& b ttapà ll&pa&rov Uryoç l..&y&'tat. airtôç b ll&pa&ùç lrov 
'Aa<rilptoç ly&V&'tO "Ell.TjV, cUl.' oÔJC o\ ll&p<JSOÇ !tpOyOVO\" 'tOÙÇ lit 'AKptcriou y& 
lta't&pac; ÔJ.lOMrytOV'tUÇ JCU't' OilC'f'ltOnt'tU fl&p<Jtl o\ilitv, 'tOlYtOUÇ lit &lvat, KQ'ttl tt&p 
"'EllTjv&c; Uyoucn, Aiyuttnouç. 
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equally.36 The Persian embassy convinced them this was not the case, 
however, since Argos was demonstrably less menaced than others. In 
part, this reflected the Persian construction of Argos as a less Greek city 
than Athens or Sparta, given its descent from Egyptians on the one hand 
(Acrisius) and Assyrians on the other (Perseus). In truly diplomatie fash
ion, however, they never spelled this out to the Argives. 

Accordingly, Argos decided not to join the anti-Persian coalition. 
Such a stance might have been intended (to be legible) as neutrality, but 
most ofthe principals seem to have regarded it as rather more than that.37 

Thus, in 480 the Argives promised the Persians they would block any 
Spartan advance. 38 When this was not possible, during the crucial spring 
campaign of 479, they gave notice of the Spartan offensive, permitting 
the Persians to escape and prompted them to bum Athens before aban
doning the city. 39 Herodotus also reports that sorne Greeks charged the 
Argives with having invited the Persian invasion, hoping their new 
friends would inflict a terrible defeat on their old rival, Sparta.40 

Most telling, however, is an episode that occurred c. 448 B.C.E., 
when Argive ambassadors asked Artaxerxes (r. 465-24) "if the friend
ship they bad fostered with Xerxes still held good, as they wished, or if 
he considered them his enemies. "41 At issue was whether the alliance 
(philié) concluded in 480 remained in force, which depended on whether 
the Persian King was satisfied with Argive behavior. The answer was 
reassuring: "It seemed to King Artaxerxes that it held extremely good 
and he considered no city a better friend (philioterën) than Argos."42 

36 Herodotus 7.145: <ppovft<mvn:ç Ei KO>Ç llv 't& yévot'to 'to 'EÀ.Â:rtVllCOV Kai &l 
cruyKÔIJiaV't&Ç 't<ÎlU'to 7tpftcrcrot&v miv't&Ç, dlç Ô&tvrov S1tl6V'tO>V Ôj.loiroç 1tÜO"t "EÀÀ.'IlO"l. 

37 In Jack Balcer's words, "The Argives remained neutra! yet often pro-Persian, thus 
a malevolent neutrality for the Greeks and a sympathetic state for Xerxes that gravely eut 
Athens' communication by land with Sparta. The Greeks feared that the Argives would 
open their port in the Peloponnesos for the Persian navy." The Persian Conquest of the 
Greeks: 545-450 B.C. (Konstanz: Üniversitiitsverlag Konstanz, 1995), p. 234. A.R. Burn, 
Persia and the Greeks, op cit., p. 350 goes further still and takes it as certain that the 
Argives must have conferred gifts of earth and water on Xerxes 's heralds in token of their 
submission. 

38 Herodotus 9 .12. 
39 Ibid. 9.13. 
40 Ibid. 7.152. 
41 Herodotus 7.151: &i cr<:pl hl Sj.lj.lÉV&l s9éÀ.OUO"l 'tltV 7tpoç E:&p/;11V <plÀl'llV cruv&IC

&pacrav'to, il VOj.ltÇoia'to 7tpoç aù1:où dvat 7tOÀ.Éj.ltot. For dating of the incident to 448 
B.C.E., see How and Wells, Commentary on Herodotus, op cit., ad loc. 

42 Ibid.: ~acrtÀ.éa ôè 'Ap'tol;tpÇ&a j.laÀ.tcr'ta Sj.lj.lÉV&tV <pavat, Kai oÔÔ&j.liav 
VOiliÇ&tv 1t6À.tv w Apy&oç <ptÀ.tro'tÉP'IlV· 
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Beyond the battlefields of Lade, Marathon, Salamis, and Plataea, one 
can perceive a different sort of engagement between Persians and (cer
tain) Greeks: one that bad its agonistic side, to be sure, but which was a 
campaign of discursive maneuver, conducted through wor~, gestures, 
and skillful manipulation of mythic narratives - one' s own and th ose of 
one's adversary/partner. To conduct negotiations. of this sort with any 
hope of success demanded considerable knowledge of the myths through 
which one's interlocutors encoded their cultural ideals and constructed 
their identity, and it is clear the Persian intelligence corps supplied dip
lomats with the requisite information.43 Working from such data, they 
sought to speak with and about their other, discussing the.quality oftheir 
alterity, perhaps even modifying it in the process, as when Xerxes sought 
- with remarkable success - to defme the Argives and Persians as 
kinsmen, friends, and allies. 

IV 

lt is possible to view the embassy to Argos as an exercise in great power 
opportunism, prompted by geopolitical calculations (the historie rivalry 
of Argos and Sparta) and sorne fortuitous, but useful coïncidences of 
phonology (the resemblance between the names 'Perseus' and 'Persia'). 
There is, however, one more datum to be considered, which complicates 
this picture by suggesting that principled motives may also have been 
involved, consistent with core tenets of the Mazdaean religion. For it 
appears that the Persians believed ali the troubles between Europe and 
Asia bad their ultimate origin at Argos. If that is so, then making peace 
with the Argives might have been construed as an attempt to restore the 
original state of perfection, prior to the entry of evil in the world. 

43 Heleen Sancisi-Weerdenburg, "Yaunii by the Sea and across the Sea," in Irad Mar
lkin, ed., Ancien/ Perceptions of Greek Ethnicity (Washington: Center for Hellenic Stud
ies, 2001) pp. 335-36, rightly compared Xerxes's embassy to the Argives with discursive 
strategies employed by earlier Achaemenian monarchs. Her observations are worth quot
ing at length. 

Herodotus's repeated mentioning of Perseus as the ancestor oftheir nation (654; 7.150) is 
usually regarded as "a Greekfiction." ft is, however, remarkably in character with Per
sian performance elsewhere: mythical ancestry is a flexible system, as Darius himself prob
ably shows in his DB genealogy by constructing Achaemenes as the founding father of his 
dynasty. With sorne intelligence and some scrutiny of indigenous traditional knowledge, 
genealogical connections could be easily produced. This was the best any Persian king 
could do to insert himself into the Greek ideological system. In Egypt a Persian king could 
become a Pharoah, in Baby/on the anointed of Marduk; in Greece, however, it was impos
sible to become king of the Hel/enes. 
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This is, in fact, the very frrst datum Herodotus presents in his Histo
ries. Having concluded his prologue by announcing that the topic of 
foremost interest to hlm is the reason (aitié) why the Greeks and Barbar
ians went tQ war, he moves immediately to report Persian opinion on 
this question.44 

The Persian chroniclers say that the Phoenicians were the cause of the 
disagreement. Having come from the sea ca/led "Red" to our sea, they 
made their home in the land they now inhabit. Straightaway, they begon 
putting out on great sea voyages and, transporting Egyptian and Assyrian 
merchandise to other places, they came to Argos. At that time, Argos was 
foremost in every way among those in the land that is now ca/led Greece. 
And when the Phoenicians came to Argos, they set out their goods. On the 
fifth or sixth day after their arrivai, when a/most all had been sold, many 
women came to the seaside, including the king's daughter. Both Greeks 
and Persians say her nome was Jo, daughter of Jnachus. These women 
stood by the stern of the ship, bargaining for merchandise as the spirit 
moved, while the Phoenecians were urging each other to attack them. The 
majority of the women escaped, but Jo and sorne others were abducted. 
Casting her into the ship, they made sail for Egypt.45 

Notwithstanding the privileged position Herodotus assigned to this pas
sage and notwithstanding its considerable richness, it has never received 
the attention it deserves.46 We have already noted the way it identifies 
Argos as 1) the primordial center of Greece; 2) the site of conjunction 

44 On the significance of the prologue, see Gregory Nagy, "Herodotus the Logios," 
Arethusa 20 (1987): 175-84. 

45 Herodotus 1.1: llepcrécov J.lÉV wv ol 1..6ytot ClloivtJCaç ahiouç q>a<rl yevécr9at 
'tllÇ Ôtaq>opi\ç. 'tOU'tOI>Ç yàp CÏ1tÔ 'tllÇ 'Epu9pi\ç ICUÀeOJ.lÉVTJÇ 9aÀUCJCJTJÇ CÏ1ttlCOJ.lÉVOI>Ç 
S1ti 'tTJVÔe 'tTJV 9aÀUCJCJUV, ICUt OilCTJGUV'tUÇ 'tOÜ'tOV 'tÔV :;(OOpOV 'tÔV ICUt VÜV O{JCÉOI>c:Jt, 
aô-riKa vaunÀinm J.lUKpfim S7tt9écr9at, d7taytvéov-raç ôè <pop-ria Aiyumta -re Kai 
'Acrcrl>pta -rii 'te aÀÀTI SCJU1ttlCVÉecr9at ICUt ôi] ICUt sç w Apyoç. 'tO ôè w Apyoç -roil'tov 
'tOV xp6vov 7tpoeixe li7tacrt 'tOOV sv 'tTI vüv 'EÀÀ!lÔt ICUÀEOJ.lÉVTI xropn. d7ttlCOJ.lÉVOI>Ç 
ôè -roùç ClloivtJCaç sç ôi] -rô w Apyoç -roü-ro ôta-ri9ecr9at -rôv q>6p-rov. 1tÉJ.l1t'tTI ôè fl ËK'tTI 
f!J.lÉPTI d7t' ~ç d7ttlCOV'tO, S~eJ.l1tOÀTJJ.lÉVCOV crq>t crxeôôv 1tUV'tCOV, SÀ9eiv S1tt 'tTJV 
9aÀacrcrav yuvaiJCaç liHaç n: 7toÀÀàç Kai ôi] Kai -roü pacrtUoç 9uya-répa· -ro ôè ol 
ofivoJ.la elvat, Ka-rà -rdm-ro -rô Kai ~ÀÀTJVeç Uyoum, 'Ioüv -ri]v 'Ivaxou· -rau-raç 
CJ'tacraç ICU'tÙ 1tpUJ.lVTJV 'tllÇ veoç dwéecr9at -rrov q>op-ricov -réi>v crq>t ~V 9UJ.lOÇ J.l<lÀlc:J'tU" 
JCai -roùç ClloivtJCaç ôtaJCeÀeucraJ.lÉVouç ôpJ.li\crat S1t' aô-raç. -ràç J.lSV ôi] 1tÀeüvaç -réi>v 
yuvatJCéi>v d7toq>uyeiv, -ri]v ôè ïoüv crùv liHnm ô:p7tacr9i\vat. écrPaÀoJ.lÉvouç ôè sç 
-ri]v véa o'lxecr9at d1to1tÀÉov-raç S1t' Aty61t-rou. 

46 Earlier discussions include Paavo Hohti, "Die Schuldfrage der Perserkriege in 
Herodots Geschichtswerk," Arctos 10 (1976): 37-48, Nicholas Ayo, "Prologue and Epi
logue: Mythical History in Herodotus," Ramus 13 (1984): 31-47, James Redfield, 
"Herodotus the Tourist," op cit., Paul Cartledge, "Herodotus and 'The Other,"' op cit., 
Gh. Ceausescu, "Un topos de la littérature antique: l'éternelle guerre entre l'Europe et 
l'Asie," lAtomus 50 (1991): 327-41, and Hayden Pellicia, "Sappho 16, Gorgias' Helen, 
and the Preface to Herodotus' Histories," Yale Classical Studies 29 (1992): 63-84. 
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- and mediation - among Asia (Phoenecia, Assyria), Mrica (Egypt), 
and Europe (Greece); and 3) the point where competition, violence, and 
hostility among these peoples frrst manifested itself. Beyond this, the 
story reworks mythic narratives and genealogies that anticipate those we 
have treated above, for Io was commonly regarded as the ancestress of 
Belus, Danaus, Danae, Perseus, and ali the rest.47 Her ethnie identity is 
plainly Argive, since her father - Inachus - is nothing other than the 
river of Argos. The identity of her children, however, is more problem
atic. Ordinarily, it is told that lo was taken by Zeus himself and was 
chased from one continent to another by Hera. Ultimately, she bore the 
god's child, one Epaphus, on Egyptian soil. Within such stories, it was 
possible that Epaphus - and ali those that descended from him - might 
be defmed as Argive, by virtue of their matrilineal connections, or as 
Egyptians, by virtue of where they were born. The question had greatest 
relevance in the case of the Danaïdes, who could be interpreted as Egyp
tian refugees in Argos, or long-lost Argives returning home after genera
tions in diaspora. The Persian variant, however, obviates such debates 
by eliminating Zeus from the story and replacing him with the Phoeni
cian captain. Io's offspring are thus given a patriline from which to draw 
their ethnie identity, and one that is emphatically Asian (Figure 18.4). 

Also noteworthy is the precise sequence of events in the Persian story, 
which begins with the frrst commerce between Asia, Africa, and Europe, 
which consists of the peaceful and mutually beneficiai exchange of 
goods (or goods for wealth). After sorne days, however, the conditions 
for such exchange shifted, as supply gave out (the Phoenicians' store of 
Assyrian and Egyptian goods being nearly exhausted), while demand 
continued to rise. As more Argive women - also more Argive women 
of higher class and greater wealth - flocked to the ships, bids multi
plied, priees rose, and ali present became more excited. At this point, the 
Phoenician sail ors hit on the idea of taking not the women' s money or 
goods, but the women themselves. What is suggested here is the frrst 
step in the practice of marital, rather than commercial exchange, mar
riage being construed in patriarchal fashion as the process through which 
one group of males serve as wife-givers to another, thereby providing 
the wife-takers with the means of biological reproduction for their fami
lies and ethnoi. 

Should the frrst such act be the end of the process, it is a crime, of 
course: abduction and rape, but also a theft through which wife-takers 

47 For a summary of the relevant sources, see Gantz, Early Greek Myth, pp. 198-212. 
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Fig. 18.4 Ethnie identity of the descendants of lo, 
following the Persian variant reported in Herodotus 1.1. 

enrich themselves at the wife-givers' expense. But should a reciprocal 
second act follow, in which the original wife-givers receive women from 
the group to whom they initially gave their daughters and sisters ( either 
directly or through the mediation of sorne third group), then balance will 
have been reestablished, along with harmony, mutual benefit, mutual 
gratitude, the promise of future exchange, and also affinai relations of 
kinship.48 Just this was accomplished in the story's next episode, where 
Cretan sailors land in Tyre and carry off Europë, the daughter of the 
Phoenecian king. "At this point," according to the Persians, "things 
were equal between them, but the Greeks were the cause of a second act 

48 Claude Lévi-Strauss, The Elementary Structures of Kinship (Boston: Beacon Press, 
1969). 
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of injustice."49 This was Jason's abduction of Mëdea, here taken to be 
ancestress of the Medes, apparent! y on the basis of her name. 50 Europe bad 
now obtained two women and given one only, so Mëdea's father demanded 
reparations and/or the return of his daughter. Having received no direct 
compensation for Io, the Greeks refused and the imbalance was corrected 
two generations later, when Paris carried Helen (whose name associated 
ber to the Hellenes) from Sparta to Troy. And when asked, Paris refused to 
pay compensation, reminding the Greeks of their earlier refusal.51 In this, 
he was effectively insisting that the systems of commercial and marital 
relations in which Europe and Asia were now partners be kept separate. In 
the one, goods were exchanged for goods; in the other, women for women. 
Mixed systems involving bridewealth, dowry, reparations, or other arrange
ments whereby it might seem women were exchanged for goods were -
according to this judgment of Paris - to be forever rejected. 

There was, however, a complication, which the Persian story disin
genuously elides, but of which Herodotus's Greek readers would have 
been acutely aware. In contrast to lo, Europë, and Mëdea, Helen was not 
a nubile maiden ready to be given- or taken- in marriage. Rather, she 
already had a husband, who was less easily placated than Inachus and the 
other girls' fathers.52 And so, just as commercial exchange produced mar
ital exchange as its almost organic extension and complement, so the 
latter produced a third related system of transactions which, forever since, 
has characterized the dealings of Europe and Asia. For this was the begin
ning ofwar. 

49 Herodotus 1.2: tai'ita JlÈV ôl) icra 7tpoç icra cr<pt yevécr!lat, Jl&tà ôè tai3ta "EÀ.À.TJ
vaç ahiouç tijç Ô&UtÉpTJÇ àôudTjç yevécr!lat. 

50 Thus, for example, Herodotus 7.62: "Of old, everyone called [the Medes] 'Arioi,' 
but when Mëdea of Colchis was abducted from Athens to the Arioi, they changed their 
name. The Medes themselves say this about themselves." èKaÀ.éovto ôè m1À.at 1tpoç 
m'tvtrov • Aptot, à:mKoJ.lÉVTJÇ ôè MTJÔ&iTJÇ tijç Kol..:x.iôoç è~ 'A9Tjvérov èç toùç 
'Apiouç to6touç Jl&tÉ~aÀ.ov Kai oÔtot to oiSvoJ.la. aôtoi 1C&pi crcpérov tlôe À.Éyoum 
Mijôot. The association of Mëdea, Mëdus, and the Medes appears already in Aeschylus, 
Persians 165 and goes back at }east to Hecataeus. Diodorus Siculus 4.56.1 records an 
interesting variant, in which Mëdea bore Mëdus to none other than Aegeus, King of Athens 
and father of Theseus, establishing a relation between Medes and Athenians. Georges, 
Barbarian Asia and the Greek Experience, pp. 67-68, argues that this mythic construct 
figured in the Persian diplomatie approach to Athens after Salamis (Herodotus 8.140) in 
rouch the same way as the Perseus-genealogy figured in their approach to the Argives. 

51 Herodotus 1.2-3. 
52 As noted by Mikalson, Herodotus and Religion in the Persian Wars, pp. 154-55, 

Herodotus makes clear that his sympathies lie with Menelaus and the Greeks, viewing the 
destruction of Troy as divine retribution for Paris's violations: "Great are the retributions 
visited by the gods on great acts of injustice" (2.120). dlç trov Jl&yaÀ.O>v à:ôtKTJJ.latrov 
Jl&yaÀ.at &lcri Kai a\ ttJ.lO>ptat 1tapà tOOV !l&OOV. 
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Until this, it was only a matter of mutual abductions, but afterward the 
Greeks were great/y to blame, for they began to attack Asia before the 
Asians attacked Greece. To abduct women is judged to be an act of unjust 
men, but zeal in avenging abducted women is an act of those who are 
mindless. The wise care nothing for abducted women, for clearly these 
women would not have been abducted if they had not planned it. The Per
sians say that they made no fuss about women abducted from Asia, but the 
Greeks, because of a Spartan woman, assembled a great army and came to 
Asia to destroy Priam's power. Ever since this, the Persians hold the 
Greeks to be enemies,for they claim Asia and the barbarian nations dwell
ing there as their own, but hold Europe and the Greeks to be separate.53 

The offensive gender politics of this important text caU for extended 
commentary. That, however, is a project unto itself, and here 1 will con
tent myself with three points. First, this is not an account that any Per
sian source intended for Persian ears only, since ali the mythological 
references are Greek and none Iranian. Rather, it is best understood as a 
product of intercultural negotiation: either the speech of a cosmopolitan 
Persian who could use allusions capable of engaging, and perhaps even 
persuading a Greek audience, or that of a Greek who could imagine the 
way such a Persian might have presented his case. Second, the narrative 
line is structured along two axes: one ethno-geographic, dividing Asians 
from Europeans, and one sexual, dividing men from women. Initially 
the ethno-geographic axis describes a relation of affmity and reciproc
ity, in which equilibrium was established via exchange of women. Peace 
also prevailed, as Asians - men and women alike - comported them
selves precisely as did their Greek counterparts. At this point in the 
story, difference appeared solely along the sexual axis and was organ
ized through the action of taking, in which men were al ways the sub
jects and women the objects of the action. Third, the goal of the text is 
to explain how the original state of ethno-geographic affinity became 
one of estrangement, imbalance, and enmity. At frrst it makes Asians 

53 Herodotus 1.4: Méx.pt llÈV c1v tOUtOU ltpltayàç llOUVaç dvatltap' aÀ.Àl)Àrov, tô 
ôè alto toutou ·EÀÀT]vaç ~TJ ll&yaÀroç altiouç y&vécr9at· ~tpotépouç yàp lipÇ,at 
mpat&u&cr9at tç tT)v 'A<:riT]v il m:péaç tç tT)v Eôpci:lltTJV. tô llÉV vuv ltp~taÇ&tv 
yuvaÏKUÇ UV~pcOV a~iKCOV VOiliÇ&tv fpyov t:fvat, tÔ ~è ltp1ta<:r9&tGÉCOV GltOU~TJV 
1totl)<:racr9at tlllCOpÉ&lV avol)trov, tÔ ôè llTJ~&Iliav dlpT]V fX,&lV ltp1ta<:r9&t<:rÉCOV 
<:rroq>p6vrov· ~ill..a yàp ~TJ ôtt, &llll'J aôtai t~oul..ovto, oôK liv f)p~taÇovto. <:rq>Éaç 11èv 
~TJ toùç êK tilç 'A<riT]Ç Àéyoum llép<:ratltp~taÇoll&Vérov tci>v yuvatKCÏ>V Myov oôôéva 
1totl)<:racr9at, ~ÀÀTJVUÇ ~è AaK&~atllOViT]Ç dv&K&V yuvatKÔÇ m6Àov llÉyav 
cruvay&ipat Kai flt&tta tl..96vtaç tç tl')v 'A<riT]V ti]v llpta11ou ouvalltV Kat&À&Ïv. 
UltO tOUtOU at&\ f)yl)<:ra<:r9at to 'EÀÀT]VlKOV <:rq>im &fvat1tOÀÉillOV. tftV yàp 'A<:rtT]V 
Kai tà tvotKÉovta f9v&a ~ap~apa olKT]t&Üvtat ot llép<:rat, tl') v ôè Eôpci:lltTJV Kai tô 
'EÀÀT]VlKÔV Tl'YT]vtUl K&X,COpi<:r9at. 
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(more precisely, Phoenicians) responsible, but this is only an opening 
gambit, for the initial Asian offense is soon rectified and counterbal
anced, so that a much fuller, more defmitive culpability could be assigned 
to the Greek heroes of the lliad, who are cast as the original aggressors 
in the wars of Europe and Asia. 

Against this background, the Persian invasions of 490 and 480-79 
could be represented as an attempt to avenge the sack of Troy, thereby 
righting an old injustice and - in the most audacious conceit - restor
ing primordial harmony, reciprocity, and peace.54 lt is also possible to 
understand the diplomatie mission to Argos as part of this same con
struction, for if war be gan at Troy, the other forms of pre-bellicose con
flict- specifically, the anger, resentment, envy, and suspicion associ
ated with inequities of exchange (commercial or marital, intended or 
accidentai, real or imagined) - bad their beginning at Argos. That 
Xerxes took special pains to reestablish good relations with Argos sug
gests a desire to reverse the originary events through which evil frrst 
entered the world. And without impugning the Great King's sincerity or 
that of the Persians who circulated these stories, one might also observe 
the need of imperial powers to tell themselves and anyone who willlis
ten that their motive for launching monstrous wars is their yearning for 
perfect peace. 

54 'fhat Xerxes paused on his march toward Greece in order to offer a sacrifice of one 
thousand cattle at Troy (Herodotus, 7.43) suggests the symbolic and ideological impor
tance this site held for hlm. Unsympathetic to whatever motives may have prompted this 
grand gesture, Herodotus describes it as having been followed by nocturnal dread among 
the Persian troops, presumably a sign of divine disfavor. 
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CHAPTER NINETEEN 

AESCHYLUS'S PERSIANS 
AND THE CATEGORICAL OPPOSITION OF EAST AND WEST* 

1 

A central issue for any interpretation of Aeschylus' Persae, which was 
given its frrst production in 472 B.C.E. (with Pericles as choregos), is 
specifying the attitude it adopts toward the Persians a seant eight years 
after Xerxes' invasion. For the most part, opinions on this question have 
divided into two camps. On the one band, there is the time-honored per
spective of liberal, anti-chauvinist humanism, which understands 
Aeschylus to have treated vanquished enemies with admirable generos
ity, and to have invested them with a dignity and humanity no less than 
that of the Greeks. Such, for instance, was the position taken by Gilbert 
Murray, who wrote with an eye toward the First World War, while liv
ing in the midst of the Second. 

[T]he Persians are treated in the heroic spirit. They are terrible men; full of 
pride, insatiable in the ir claims, and- as was natural in a practically mon
otheist nation- impious in their neglect of the gods. But there is no hatred 
of them; no remotest suggestion ofwhat we may now cali 'war propaganda'. 
No Persian is in any way base: none is other than brave and chivalrous. The 
Eiders are grave and fine; their griefis respected. Atossa is magnificent; not 
a word escapes her that is unworthy of a great Queen. Darius is a type of the 
old and good King, Father of his people. Xerxes himself, no doubt, as a con
trast to Darius, has been wild and reckless, but even there the contrast is not 
between Persian and Greek; only between the Old King and the Young. This 
greatness of spirit in Aeschylus' treatment of the enemy is remarkable .... 
[T]o read the Persae during the Great War did indeed Jill one with some 
shame at the contrast between ancient Hellas and modern Europe.' 

• An earlier version of this essay was published as "Death By Water: Strange Events 
at the Strymon (Persae 492-507) and the Categorical Opposition of East and West," 
Classical Philo/ogy 95 (2000): 12-20. 

1 Gilbert Murray, Aeschylys: The Creator of Tragedy (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 
1940), pp. 127-28. Murray was a ftrrn supporter of the British effort in both wars, and a 
committed advocate of the League of Nations. During the 1930s, he was anti-fascist and 
anti-communist, but entertained the idea that the vindictive policies and attitudes of the 
victorious allies toward Gerrnany had contributed to the worsening world situation, 
as suggested in his Hibbert Lectures of 1938, Liberality and Civilization (New York: 
Macmillan, 1938), p. 28. More broadly on his views during this period, see Francis West, 
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For many years this view was close to hegemonie, and it still retains 
numerous adherents.2 In recent decades, however, following sorne sugges
tive remarks of Edward Said, 3 there are those who have adopted a more 
critical attitude toward the text and the ethnocentrism they believe it 
evinces. For them the Persae is hardly a respectful portrait of a vanquished 
foe, but a prejudicial and deeply coded construction of the Asian as 
'Other.' Edith Hall, whose book was published by the same distinguished 
press a half century after Murray's, has best articulated this position. 

In Persae Aeschylus was using a powerful new range of effects to character
ize a foreign people and culture; his barbarians are simultaneously anti
Greeks and anti-Athenians .... The passages illustrating the use of differen
tiation are so numerous and the effect so pervasive that it is totally inadequate 
to describe them as 'eastern touches', the opinion of those who see the 
play's ethical interest as paramount. The tragedy is not ornamented by ori
ental colouring but suffused by it, indeed it represents the first unmistakable 
file in the archive of Orientalism, the discourse by which the European 
imagination has dominated Asia ever since by conceptualizing its inhabit
ants as defeated, luxurious, emotional, cruel, and a/ways as dangerous.4 

Gilbert Murray: A Life (New York: St. Martin's, 1984), pp. 227-31. Cf. Richmond Lat
timore, "Aeschylus on the Defeat of Xerxes," in Classical Studies in Honor of William 
Abbott Oldfather (Urbana: University of lliinois Press, 1943), pp. 82-93, for a sirnilar, 
highly influential view from the same period. 

2 Thus, for example: 
[T]he conclusion will be that the Persae was intended to be a genuine tragedy, thot the 
drarnatist has on the whole been successful in carrying out his intention, and thot the com
parative absence of patriotic bias is in keeping with the high moral tone of the play ... If the 
doctrine is Greek, it takes no account of national differences - it concerns equally both 
Greek and barbarian (H.D. Broadhead, ed., The Persae of Aeschylus [Cambridge: Univer
sity Press, 1960], p. xvi). 
[L]a défaite perse revêtait un caractère non plus national mais humain: elle devenait le 
signe des limitations et des devoirs imposés à tout homme (Jacqueline de Romilly, ed., 
Eschyle, Les Perses [Paris: Presses Universitaires de France, 1974], p. 16). 
Es kam darin nicht nur eine wunderbare Fairnej3 gegenüber dem Feind zum Ausdruck, 
vielmehr hob Aischylos damit die Leiden der Perser weit über das "Nationale" hinaus ins 
Allgemein-Menschliche (Christian Meier, Die politische Kunst der griechischen Tragodie 
[Munich: C.H. Beek, 1988], p. 91. 
La rappresentazione della sciagura vista dalla parte dei vinti consentiva ad Eschilo di sve
lare anche l' altra faccia della guerra, al di là di sconfitte e vittorie. È non solo i templi 
incendiati e profanati, le case distrutte, rna lo strazio dei cadaveri galleggianti sul mare 
tinto di sangue, l'angoscia dei superstiti, la vana attesa delle madri e delle spose per quanti 
non torneranno più (Luigia Achillea Stella, Eschilo e la cu/tura del suo tempo [Alexandria: 
Edizioni dell' Orso, 1994], p. 33). 
3 Edward Said, Orientalism (New York: Vintage Books, 1978), pp. 56-7. 
4 Hall, lnventing the Barbarian, op cit. p. 99. Cf. George, Barbarian Asia and the 

Greek Experience, op cit. p. 86: "[T]he Persae is a Schodenfreudestück in which the 
universe of the Persians in the orchestra operates antithetically to that of the Athenians in 
the tiers above, and contradicts Hellenic nature at every point with radically pathological 
human consequences." 
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Although one must acknowledge that the portraits of Atossa, Darius, and 
the Persian elders are both admirable and moving, considerations beyond 
the delineation of character support Hall' s reading more than that of 
Murray. Thus, the contrast of Greeks and Persians is repeatedly brought 
into alignment with other asymmetric binaries: democracy and kingship 
(lines 241-42, 762-64); silver and gold (with allusions to the theme of 
oriental wealth, luxury, and decadence: cf. lines 3, 9, 79-80, 159, 163, 
250 for Persian gold; 238 for Greek silver); spear and bow (with a sub
text of archers' cowardice, lines 26, 85-86, 147-149, 239-241, 278, 729, 
926, 1016-1025); day and night (with a subtext of Persian ignorance, in 
association with night, lines 357, 365, 377, and 382-84; cf. lines 386-87 
for Greeks in association with day). As Maria Michaela Sassi and others 
have observed, the tragedy also organizes a master contrast between 
Greek sophrosynë and Persian hybris.5 Here, it is worth noting that the 
central image of hybris is the bridge Xerxes built for his passage from 
Asia to Europe, through which he took it upon himself to conjoin two 
continents and peoples the divine and natural order meant to keep sharply 
divided (lines 65-72, 130-32,721-26, 744-52). With this image and ali it 
implies, the text threatens to essentialize the difference of east and west, 
Europeans and Asians, which it theorizes as absolute and insuperable. 

n 
ln this light, other verses of the play acquire new significance. Of par
ticular interest is a speech that bas received less critical attention than it 
deserves: the messenger's wrenching account of what befell the retreat
ing Persians in their attempt to quit Europe for Asia. 

We came to Magnesian land and the country 
of the Macedonians, to the ford of A.xios 
and the reedy marsh of Bolbë, and Mount Pangaion 
in Edonian land. On that night, God 

s Maria Michaela Sassi, "1 Barbari," in Mario Vegetti, ed., Il sapere degli antichi 
(Turin: Boringhieri, 1985), p. 266. For further patterns of contrast within the play, see 
Meier, Die politische Kunst der griechischen Tragodie, op cit., pp. 89-90, Paulette Ghi
ron-Bistagne, "À propos du «vase des Perses» au Musée de Naples: une nouvelle inter
pretation?," Cahiers du groupe interdisciplinaire du théatre antique 7 (1992/3): 145-58, 
Simon Goldhill, "Battle Narrative and Politics in Aeschylus' Persae," Journal of Hel
lenic Studies 108 (1988): 189-93, Luigi Belloni, "1 Persiani di Eschilo tra Orientee Dcci
dente," Contributi dell' lstituto di Storia Antica dell' Università del Sacra Cuore 12 
(1986): 68-83, and Jacques Peron, "Réalité et au-delà dans les Perses d'Eschyle," 
Bullétin de l'Association Guillaume Budé (1982): 3-40. 
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aroused winter out of season, completely freezing 
the stream of holy Strymon. And anyone who previously 
had not honored the gods at ali prayed then 
with fervent entreaties, prostrating himself to heaven and earth. 
And when the army stopped its many invocations 
of the gods, it passed through the ice-congealedford. 
Whoever among us started before the god's rays 
were spread out, he attained safety. 
But when the bright orb of the sun, burning with its rays, 
reached the middle of the ford, heating it with flame, 
men sank, one on top of the other, and fortunate was he 
whose breath of life was severed most swiftly.6 

327 

Most commentators on this passage are in agreement that the events 
it describes - a fast, hard freeze and an equally sudden, catastrophic 
thaw- are physically impossible.7 This is particularly so given that the 
time in question was well before winter: late October or early November 
at the latest.8 Moreover, according to Herodotus, Xerxes constructed a 
bridge across the Strymon during his advance: presumably this would 

6 Aeschylus, Persae 492-507. 

Mayvr)'t\KftV ô& yaiav fç t& MaK&ô6vrov 
:x.ropav àq>tK6J.l&cr9', ln' 'A!;ioo n6pov, 
B6A.P11'> 9' fA.stov ô6vaJCa, 11ayyat6v t' ISpoç, 
'Hôrovtô' alav· wKti ô' lv tautn 9&0, 
X&tJ.lrov' liropov d)pcr&, m'!ywmv ô& néiv 
pés9pov tiyvoü l:tpoJ.16voç. 9&oùç ô& nç 
to npi.v voJ.LiÇrov oÔÔaJ.loÙ t6t' Tlii:X.&to 
A.ttaim, yaiav oôpav6v t& npocrKovrov. 
ln&i. ô& noA.A.à 9so1CA.otrov lnaucrato 
crtpat6ç, nsp~ KpocrtaA.A.onijya ôtà n6pov· 
:x,a,crnç J.lSV ftJ.Lrov npi.v crK&ôacr9ijvat 9&où 
à.Ktivaç lllpJ.li!911, cr&crrocrJ.lévoç lCilp&i. 
q>A.éyrov yàp aôyaiç A.aJ.lnpoç ftA.ioo KUKA.oç 
J.lÉcrov n6pov ôtijK&, 9&pJ.Laivrov q>A.oyi· 
nintov ô' ln' à.A.A.ijA.otmv· TIÔtUX,&t ôé tot 
ôcrnç ta:x,tcrta nv&ÙJ.l' ànéppll!;&v ptoo. 
7 Thus, for example, Broadhead, op cit., p. 138, Luigi Belloni, ed. and trans., Eschilo. 

1 Persiani (Milano: Pubblicazioni della Università Cattolica del Sacro Cuore, 1988), 
p. 168, Louis Roussel, ed. and trans., Eschyle, Les Perses (Montpellier: Presses universi
taires de France, 1960), pp. 203 and 206. An exception is H.J. Rose, who maintained "the 
strangeness of the whole affair is, to me, a strong reason for supposing that it is true" 
A Commentary on the Surviving Plays of Aeschylus, Verhandelingen der Koningljke 
Nederlandse Akademie van Wetenschappen, Afdeeling Letterkunde 64/1-2 (Amsterdam: 
1957) 1: 161. 

8 Calculation of the date follows from three facts: a) the battle of Salamis took place 
on the 20th of Boedromion (August-September); b) Xerxes' army covered the distance 
from Thessaly to the Hellespont in forty five days (Herodotus 7.114); c) the Strymon 
stands approximately halfway along this journey. 
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have remained available to his retreating troops.9 Accordingly, most schol
ars have been inclined to accept N.M. Horsfall's view that the scene is a 
fictive invention, the anomalies of which are meant to suggest divine inter
vention and help emplot the debacle as retribution for Xerxes' hybris.10 

All this is well and good, but it does not motivate the precise details 
of the passage, understanding of which helps sort out the ethnographie 
poli tics of the Persae and sheds light on the emergence of Greek theories 
concerning the opposed elementary qualities hot/cold, wet/dry, and the 
like. Let us begin by noting the precise location of the Strymon or, as it 
is known today, the Struma. Regularly associated with the cold north 
wind11 and known for its heavy ice in winter,l2 the Strymon flows north 
to south, dividing Thrace from Macedonia. 13 According to Aeschylus, it 
was a holy river14 that marked the easternmost limit of Pelas gus' realm, 15 

a border second in importance only to the Hellespont itself. 

rn 
These relations help us understand the organizing logic of the marvel the 
play locates at the Strymon. There, at dawn - the time that mediates 
day and night - two opposite entities are said to have encountered one 
another: ice, in the form of the congealed river, and tire, in the form of 
the sun's rays. Although the text embeds its analysis in a "science of the 
concrete," it is easy enough to recode this opposition in abstract terms, 
as later philosophers would do, but for this we must understand how 
Greeks theorized frre and ice. Fire is easy: it was the hot/dry element 
par excellence. lee, however, was much less frequently discussed and 
does not appear in conventional lists of the four elements, where water 

9 Herodotus 7.24 and 7.113-14. The latter passage also describes how Xerxes offered 
sacrifices of white horses and nine human victims as charms (pharmakeusantes) to help 
him pass the river. By contrast, the hasty (if fervent) prayers of the retreating Persians 
must have seemed woefully inadequate. 

10 N.M. Horsfall, "Aeschylus and the Strymon," Hermes 102 (1974): 503-5. 
11 Herodotus 8.118, Callimachus, Hymn 4.26, Ovid, Tristia 5.3.21-22, Stephanus Byz

antinus, ad loc. 
12 Aelian, On Animais 14.26; cf. ibid. 6.24 and Plutarch, De Primo Frigido 949d, 

where barbarians' caution in crossing frozen rivers is described, as is their use of foxes 
- the craftiest of animais - to test them. 

13 Thus Strabo 7.7.4 and the scholia to Persae 497. Philip of Macedon later relocated 
this border to the Nestus, thereby increasing Macedonian territory. 

14 He twice caUs the Strymon hagnos, at Persae 497 and Supplices 254-55. Cf. Hes
iod, Theogony 339, which makes the Strymon a son of Okeanos and Tethys and one of 
the world's great rivers. 

15 Supplices 254-59. 
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figures as the opposite of frre, being cold/moist.16 When ice does receive 
critical attention, however, it is treated as a modification of water pro
duced by additional cold. "lee is frozen water," Aristotle opined, "its 
cause is ... total failure of heat")Y lee differs from water, theo, in taking 
a solid, rather than a liquid form; otherwise, it shares the properties of 
water. Like water, it is incombustible, due to the moisture in it18 and it 
solidifies under the influence of cold, as do other substances composed 
of water, like snow, bail, and frost. 19 In fact, it is the predominance of 
water in certain forms of matter - not only ice, but metals, for instance 
- that gives them their ability to solidify and to melt, while in matter 
where elements other than water predominate, freezing and melting do 
not occur, as in the case of honey (which Aristotle took to be primarily 
made up of earth) or quicksilver (primarily air).20 

Sorne of these ideas Aristotle took from Plato, who posited two differ
ent forms of the element water: the fluid (to hygron) and the solid-but
meltable (to khyton), the latter of which included ice and metals. The 
former subcategory encompassed liquid forms of water, which owed 
their mobility to the fact that their composite particles are small and 
uneven, thus ever shifting; the latter grouping included solid forms, 
whose stability derived from their larger and more regular particles. 
When frre enters such forms of water, however, it disrupts their parti
des, sets them in motion, and causes them to melt.21 Beyond this, Plato 

16 See the classic discussion of G.E.R. Lloyd, Polarity and Analogy: Two Types of 
Argumentation in Early Greek Thought (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1966; 
reprint ed., Bristol Classical Press, 1987), idem, "The Hot and the Cold, the Dry and the 
Wet in Greek Philosophy," Journal of Hellenic Studies 84 (1964): 92-106. 

17 Posterior Analytics 95a17-19: aïnov ... I:KÀ.etljltÇ 9epJ.IOU navteÂ.J1ç. 
18 Meteorologica 387a21-22: ocra oi: ~it l:xet ii tcrxupotépav, oiov KpUcrtaÂ.Â.OÇ 

Kilt tà mp6opa XÂ.COpu, ÜKaUcrta. 
19 Meteorologica 388b11: Trov oi: cruvecrtcbtrov ocra ~i:v 1tÉ1tTJYEV Ù7t0 ljiUXPOU, 

iJOatoç, oiov KpUcrtaÂ.Â.OÇ, xuov, xuÂ.aÇa, 1tUXVTJ' -
20 Meteorologica 385a32-b5: tà oi: 9ep~ou mepJ1cret Ù7to 9ep~ou tJlKEtlll, oiov 

KpUcrtaÂ.Â.oç, ~OÂ.U~Ooç, XllÂ.ICOÇ. noia ~i:v oÔv 1tT)Ktà Kilt tT)KtU, EtpT)tllt, Kilt noia 
ÜtT)Ktll.U1tT)Ktll Oi: ocra ~Tt !:x et ùyp6tT)tll ÙOatcOOTJ, ~T)Oi: il0at6ç êcrnv, ÙÂ.Â.à 1tÂ.éOV 
9ep~OU Kilt yijç, ofov ~éÂ.t Kilt yÂ.EUKOÇ (oocrnep Çéovta yup êcrnv), Klll ocra UOiltOÇ 
~ÈV fxet, fcrnv OÈ 1tÂ.ÉOV Ùépoç, OOcr7tep tO ÉÂ.IltoV Kilt Ô ÜpyupOÇ Ô XUtOÇ, Kilt et tt 
yÂ.icrxpov, oiov <nitta Kat tÇ6ç. 

21 Timaeus 58de: tà Bi: iloatoç Otxfl J.IÈV 7tpOOtOV, tO J.IÈV ùyp6v, to Bi: xutov yévoç 
aôtou. to J.IÈV oÔv ùypov Otà to ~etéxov eivat trov yevrov trov iJOatoç, ocra cr).ltKpu, 
ùvicrrov ovtrov, ·KtvT)tàv aôt6 te Ka9' aùto Kai ùn' ÜÂ.Â.ou Otà titv ùvroJ.IaÂ.6tT)ta Kat 
titv tou crxJ1J.Iatoç tOéav yéyove· to 0' lK J.IEYUÂ.COV Klll Ô).laÂ.rov crtacrt).IOOtepov J.IÈV 
êKeivou Kat ~apù 7tE1tTJYOÇ Ù1to ÔJ.IaÂ.6tT)t6ç êcrnv, Ù1tO Oi: nupoç elcrt6vtoç Klli 
OtaÂ.UOVtOÇ aôto titv ÔJ.IIlÂ.OtT)tll <Ù1tO~UÂ.Â.Et, taUtT)V ob Ù1tOÂ.écrav J.IEticrxet 
J.IÙÂ.Â.OV KlVJlcrECOÇ ... 
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suggested that the fluid forms of water have sorne portion of flre mixed 
in them. When these admixtures of frre and air are removed from (fluid) 
water, it becomes compressed, assuming its solid-but-meltable forms.22 
Similar ideas recur in a number of later authors,23 but explicit discus
sions of ice are hard to fmd in the surviving fragments of the Presocrat
ics. Closest, perhaps, are severa! suggestive snippets from Anaxagoras, 
which permit one to imagine how he might have theorized ice. The frrst 
two make clear that he, like Plato, would have posited varying admix
tures of frre in water, a move that would have allowed explanation of 
freezing and melting. 

There is a portion of everything in everything, with the exception ofmind, 
and in sorne things there is also mind.24 

The things in this one cosmos are not separated from one another, nor eut 
apart with an axe- neither the hot from the co/d, nor the co/d from the hot. 25 

A third fragment shows that Anaxagoras worked with a system of four 
fondamental oppositions: hot/cold and moist/dry, to which he added 
dense/rarefled and light/dark. The passage offers analyses of the ele
ments earth and aither following this schema, from which it is easy to 
extrapolate similar analyses of frre (hot/dry/rarefled/light), water (cold/ 
moist/rarefled/light) and ice (cold/moist/dense/light). 

The dense and the moist and the cold and the dark assembled here, where · 
now there is earth; the rarefied and the hot and the dry and the bright went 
out to the further part of the aither. 26 

Finally, in a passage that treats questions of cosmogony, one fmds a 
phrase that shows Anaxagoras understood cold to have the capacity to 

22 Timaeus 59de: To 7tllpi j.LSI.lt'Yj.LÉVOV uorop, OO'OV ÀS7t'tOV ùyp6v 'tS olà 'tTJV lCtV
TJ<nV 1eai 'tTJV Mov ilv JCul.woouj.Lsvov &xi yijç ùypov l.éynal, I.L«ÀaJC6v 'tE aô 'téj> 'tàç 
~acrslç ~nov topaiouç oücraç il 'tàç yijç Ù7tstJCsw, 'toiho o'tav 1tupoç &.7tox.roplcr9èv 
àépoç 'tS j.LOV009ij, yéyovs j.LÈV Ôj.LUÀU'tSpOV, !;,UVÉOOO''t<ll Oè f>1to 'troV èÇlOV't(l)V s\ç 
UÙ'tO, 7t<l'YÉV 'tS olhro 'tO j.LÈV Ù7tèp yijç j.LUÀlO''t(l 7ta9ov 'taiha xal.aÇa, 'tO o' &xi yijç 
1CpUmaÀÀoç ... 'tO o' è7ti yijç Ç\Jj.L7tayév, èlC opÔO'OIJ ysVÔj.LSVOV, 7ttll(.VTJ ÀÉystal. 

23 Most notably Epicurus, as reported by Diogenes Laertius 10.109, Pseudo-Aristotle, 
De Munda 394a25, and Plutarch, De Primo Frigido 949b. 

24 Anaxagoras, Fragment 46Bll (Diels-Kranz): &v 1taV'ti 7tUV'toç, j.Loipa llvsml 
7tÀTJV vou, llmw oim Oè JCai vouç llvl. 

25 Anaxagoras, Fragment 46B8 (DK): oô lCSJ(.cOplO''t<ll àÀÀf}l.rov 'tà &v 'téj> tvi JCOO'j.lq> 
oôOè à7tOKÉ1C07t't<ll 7tSÀÉ1CSl OÜ'tS 'tO 9spj.LOV à1to 'tOU 'lfUJ(.pOu OÜ'tS 'tO 'lfUJ(.pOV à1to 
'tOU 9spj.LOU. 

26 Anaxagoras, Fragment 46B15 (DK): 'tO j.Lèv 7t\J1CVÔV JCai <'tè>> olspov JCai 'tÔ 
'lf\JJC.pov 1eai 'to Çoq>spov &v9aoe 0'\Jvsx.<i>pTJcrsv, fv9a vuv <1) yij>, 'to Oè àpalov 1eai 
'tO 9spj.LOV Kai 'to l;TJpè>v <Kai 'tO À<lj.L7tpov> ê!;sx.<i>pTJO'SV slç 'tO 7tp6crro 'tOU ateépoç. 
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cause matter to solidify and become more dense: "From earth, stones 
are solidified by the cold. "27 If stones thus originate from the action of 
cold on earth, what then of cold on water? The answer is obvious. 

Returning to the Strymon passage of Aeschylus' Persae, we can now 
see that the text establishes the Persians as a people of the east, whose 
lives and well-being in the moment of their retreat depended on the night 
and the ice, but who found themselves trapped in the west, where their 
lives were threatened - and ultimately taken - not by human enemies, 
but by elements and qualities constituted as their natural antitheses: day 
and frre. Although the Greeks are not mentioned in this passage, the 
system of oppositions it organizes invites one to set them in polar con
trast to the Persians (Figure 19.1). 

Persians [Greeks] 

East West 

Night Day 

Cold/dark Hot/bright 

lee Fire 

Cold/moist/dense Hot/dry /rare fied 

Fig. 19.1 Correlated binary oppositions in Persae 492-507. 

The analysis worked out in this passage is reminiscent of that advan
ced in the Hippocratic treatise On Airs, Waters, and Places, which is 
difficult to date, but is usually thought to have followed the Persae by at 
least sorne decades. 28 This text bas survived only in truncated form. 

27 Anaxagoras, Fragment 46B16 (DK): êJC 0& tilç rilç Â.Hlot U\)~1tTJ"(VUVtat {l1tè> tOU 
'l'uxpoii. 

28 On the nature and importance of this text, see Charlotte Triebel-Schubert, "Anthro
pologie und Norm: der Skythenabschnitt in der hippokratischen Schrift Über die 
Umwelt," Medizin-historisches Journal 25 (1990): 90-103, Lincoln, Death, War, and 
Sacrifice, pp. 198-208, Maria Michela Sassi, La Scienza dell' uomo nella Grecia antica 
(Turin: Boringheri, 1988), pp. 99-104, Claude Calame, "Environnement et nature 
humaine. Le racisme bien tempéré d'Hippocrate," in Sciences et racisme (Lausanne: 
Payot, 1986), pp. 75-99, Alain Ballabriga, "Les eunuques scythes et leurs femmes. Stéri
lité des femmes et impuissance des hommes en Scythie selon le traité hippocratique des 
airs," Métis 1 (1986): 121-39, Jouanna, "Les causes de la défaite des Barbares chez 
Eschyle, Hérodote et Hippocrate," op cit., and Backhaus, "Der Hellenen-Barbaren
Gegensatz und die hippokratische Schrift Peri aer6n hydat6n top6n," op cit. Edith Hall, 
ed. and trans. Aeschylus, Persians (Warminster, Eng.: Aris & Phillips, 1996), p. 144 has 
discussed the Strymon scene in connection with the ethnography and physiology of this 
Hippocratic text. 
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Thankfully, its theoretical sections are relatively intact, which developed 
a unified theory of geography, climate, physiology, and character (chap
ters 1-11, 23-24). Here, the key variables hot/cold and moist/dry were 
understood to co-vary with points of the compass and their interaction 
had profound effects on the minds and bodies of the populations exposed 
to these qualities over long periods of time. Two examples were to fol
low: Libyans, representing the south, and Scythians, doing similar ser
vice for the north. The text has a large lacuna, however, and only the 
latter discussion survives, which treats the Scythians as so influenced by 
their cold, moist climate that they are weak, flabby and - in a word -
phlegmatic. From what remains, it is clear that the Libyans were con
strued as precisely the reverse: hot, dry and bilious. 

Like the Hippocratic treatise, the Strymon passage of the Persae the
matizes ethnographie difference through a pattemed contrast between 
paired elementary qualities. It is possible to pursue the analysis by cod
ing these contrasts as marked and unmarked categories, with the mark 
reflecting the presence of heat and moisture ( qualities normally associ
ated with the capacity to sustain life).29 In this regard, Persae initially 
codes Greeks and Persians as symmetric opposites: The Greeks, associ
ated with the sun, are th us hot/dry ( +/-), while the Persians, associated 
with the ice, are (super-)cold/moist (-/+). Events at the Strymon com
plete the process of elevating Greeks over Persians, and do so in con
clusive fashion. Thus, the life of the Greeks is sustained by earth, the 
hot/moist element ( +/+ ), and also by water ( -/+ ), while the latter element 
- in the form of the thawed river - brings death to the hapless 
Persians. 

Severa! important differences should be noted between Persae and 
the Hippocratic On Airs, Waters, and Places. Where the ethnographie 
focus of the former falls along an east-west axis, the orientation of 
the latter is decidedly north-south. The two texts also differ in the way 
they organize their constituent elements, for ali that they do this toward 
similar ends. Thus, the Persae begins with a symmetric opposition 
between Greeks and Persians, which it modifies in ways preferential to 

29 Here, it is interesting to observe that Anaxagoras used an unusual term - to 
dieron- to denote the moist (Fragments 46B4, 46B12, and 46B15). In adjectival form 
from Homer on, this moisture characterized a vital, living being (Ç 201: dvi]p ote poe; 
~po-roc;). Aeschylus, Eumenides 263, has the Furies use the same terrn with reference to 
Clyternnestra's spilt blood. See Pierre Chantraine, Dictionnaire étymologique de la 
langue grecque 1: 281 and Richard Onians, The Origins of European Thought (Cam
bridge: University Press, 1951), pp. 254-56. 
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the Greeks, who end up being favored by both frre and water. For its 
part, the Hippocratic treatise also begins with a syrnmetric opposition, 
but here Libyans and Scythians establish the terms of a comparison in 
which both the initial terms are equally devalued. Greeks enter at a later 
stage of the discussion as the mediating third entity - associated with 
the center, rather than any of the cardinal points - whose perfect mod
eration is contrasted with' the excesses and failings of north and south 
alike. 

The differences between the details of the two texts are sufficient 
to make it unlikely that either one depends on the other in any direct 
fashion. Still, their strong family resemblances suggest they partici
pated in a cornmon discourse, which organized different peoples on geo
graphie axes (north/south, east/west, center/quarters) and thematized 
their differences via concrete images of opposite qualities (hot/cold, 
moist/dry, light/dark, and rarefied/dense) in such a fashion that Greek 
preeminence was ultimately asserted. The result was a highly prejudi
cial, hellenocentric ethnography-cum-physiology. On the strength of 
Persae 492-507, it appears this discourse was already emergent in 
the 470s. 

lt is beyond the scope of this chapter, and perhaps impossible under 
any circumstances, to recover the origins of this discourse in absolute 
fashion. Still, it seems likely that Anaxagoras played an important role. 
Ever since Anaximander, concrete entities like frre and mist, where the 
opposites were implicit, had figured in cosmologie discussions. Anax
agoras, however, frrst articulated hot/cold and moist/dry as abstract qual
ities and gave them a salient position in his theories. 30 Arriving in Ath
ens irnmediately after Xerxes' invasion (480/79, according to Kirk and 
Raven),31 he quickly made contact with the circle of Pericles, where he 
met and influenced Aeschylus. 32 Particularly noteworthy in this regard 
is a fragment where the latter described the flooding of the Nile as 
the product of dialectic interaction between entities opposed in their 
elemental qualities: hot/dry and cold/moist. 

30 Lloyd, "The Hot and the Cold, the Dry and the Wet," op cit., esp. pp. 92 and 
95-100. See esp. Fragments 46B4, 46B12, and 46B15 (DK). 

31 G.S. Kirk, J.E. Raven, and M. Schofield, The Presocratic Philosophers, 2d ed. 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1983), pp. 353-54. 

32 For the fullest discussion, see Wolfgang Rosier, Reflexe vorsokratischen Denkens 
bei Aischylos (Meisenheim am Glan: Anton Hain, 1970), pp. 56-87. 
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... Moreover, thefire-eyed sun, having shoneforthflame, 
Melts the mountain snow, and al/ flourishing 
Egypt, swelling her ho/y stream, 
Bringsforth Demeter's /ife-bearing grain.33 

As Wolfgang Rosier bas demonstrated, this fragment reflects Anax
agoras' views on the Nile, which are attested in numerous sources. 34 

Following the philosopher, Aeschylus here integrated cosmology, clima
tology, and hydrology, but in the Strymon passage of the Persae, he 
went further still, subtly working ethnology into the mix. As 1 hope to 
have shown, the results of that innovation were highly consequential, for 
in the moment that he introduced the idea that an elemental difference 
divided peoples, so also did he naturalize the supremacy of the west over 
its Oriental other. 

33 Aeschylus, Fragment 293 (Nauck): 

... tv o' 'ÏjÂ.WÇ !t\JpO!tÔÇ tKÂ.clJ!IjfŒÇ cpÂ.6ya 

'tTJKEl !tEtpai.av Xt6va; !tÙ<Ja o' EùeaÂ.TtÇ 
Atyuntoc; ayvoii VQJlŒ'tOÇ !tÂ.TJpOUJ!ÉVTJ 

cpEpÉ<J~WV âiJJ!TJ'tpOÇ dvtÉÂ.Â.El <J'tQXIJV. 
34 See, inter alia, Diodorus Siculus 1.38.4-5, Aetius 4.1.3, Seneca, Naturales Quaes

tiones 4.2.17, Joannes Lydus, De Mensibus 4.107, Hippolytus 1.8.5, and the Scholium 
to Apollonius of Rhodes 4.269 and the discussion of Rosier, Reflexe vorsokratischen 
Denkens bei Aischylos, pp. 59-60. 



CHAPTER TWENTY 

ON PERSIAN PEDAGOGY AND GREEK MACHISMO 

1 

For the most part, Greek authors were favorably impressed by the educa
tion Persians provided for their children or, more precisely, for young 
males of aristocratie status. 1 In the earliest and most famous account, 
Herodotus summarized the Persian curriculum with a tone of respect, 
although not without a hidden barb (as we will ultimately see): "They 
educate children from five years until they are twenty years old in three 
things only: to ride a horse, to shoot a bow, and to tell the truth."2 Three 
other descriptions of Persian pedagogical practice and two elegies cele
brating men who fulfilled its ideals confrrm the Herodotean account in 
its generallines and structure, while differing on sorne details. 

1 Xenophon, Anabasis 1.9.3 states that the sons of noble Persians were educated at the 
king's court, but Cyropaedia 1.2.15 gives a more nuanced picture, detailing the way that 
education helped secure the reproduction of noble status and privilege. 

The Persians say they are 120,000 in number, and by law none of them is exc/uded from 
honors and positions of power. Ali Persians can send their sons to the common schools of 
justice, but those who are able to rear their sons without working do this, and those who are 
not able do not. Those educated by the common teachers advance to pass their youth in the 
status of adolescents, and those who have not completed this education do not. Those who 
have fu/fi/led the status of adolescents according to custom, they advance to the status of 
mature men, who assemble to shore al/ honors and magistracies ... 

Â.ÉyOV'ta\ jlÈV yàp ll&paa\ àjlcpi 'tÙÇ OcOOtKa jlllpUlOUÇ dvat• 'tOU'tCOV o' oôotiç 
à1ttÂ.fJÂ.aTat v6jlcp njlrov Kai àpxrov, àÂ.Â.' fl;tO"'tt 1téim ll&paatç 1tÉil1tt\V 1:oùç tau1:rov 
1tQlOUÇ tlÇ 'tÙ KO\VÙ TfjÇ 0\KQ\OallV11Ç 0\0aO"KaÂ.tÏ:a. àÂ.Â.' oi jlÈV 0\lVajltVO\ 'tpÉcpttv 
'tOÙÇ 1tai0aç àpyoiiv'taç 1tÉjl1tO\lO"\V, oi OÈ Ill'\ 0\lVajltVO\ oô 1tÉjl1tO\lO"\V. oi o' èiv 
1tatoeu9Ô>O"\ 1tapà 1:oiç 0111lomotç otoaCJKaÂ.mç, fl;ta'ttv aô1:oiç tv 1:oiç tcpiJ~otç 
VtaV\O"KtUCJ11al, 'tOlÇ OÈ 111'1 Ota1tatoeu9imv oil'troç OÔK fl;eanv. oi o' èiv a?i tv 'tOÎ:Ç 
tcpiJ~otç ota'ttÂ.&arom 1:à v6jltjla 1totoiivTeç, fl;ean 'tOU'totç elç 1:oùç 'ttÂ.tiouç iivopaç 
O"llvaÂ.iÇtCJ11at Kai àpxrov Kai 'ttjlÔ>V llt'tÉJ(ttv ... 

As Pierre Briant, Histoire de l'empire perse, p. 339 observed, this means that in addi
tion to its manifest function of transmitting culturally valorized knowledge and preparing 
youlhs for adult responsibilities, the Persian educational system also bad the latent func
tion of reproducing the privilege and social dominance of the nobility, here represented as 
the only ones who could afford the theoretically open schooling which was the necessary 
condition for their sons • advancement to positions of power. 

2 Herodotus 1.136:. 1tatoeuoum o& 1:oùç 1taioaç à1to 1t&V'ta&Teoç àp/;O:!l&vot l.lÉXPl 
elKOO"UÉ't&OÇ 'tpia l.lOÙVa, \1t1t&U&tv Kai 'tOÇ&U&\V Kai Ô.Â.Tt9iÇea9at. 
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Thus, on the simple matter of chronology, Strabo agreed that formai 
education began at five years of age, but thought it continued until the 
pupils were twenty-four.3 Xenophon gave no precise age at which edu
cation commenced, but differentiated two stages, one in which "boys" 
(paides) were instructed in basic subjects until the age of sixteen or sev
enteen, at which point they were promoted to the class of "youths" or 
"adolescents" (ephëboi).4 In that status they spent another ten years 
practicing and perfecting the skills and virtues they bad been taught as 
boys until, at the age of twenty-six or twenty-seven, they advanced to 
the rank of "mature, i.e. fully accomplished men" (teleioi andres)_5 

Xenophon gave two accounts of the curriculum, which differ slightly 
from one another. Both implicitly distinguish two sides to the boys' edu
cation, which was seen to involve moral and physical components. As 
regards morality, in both the Cyropaedia and the Anabasis, Xenophon 
described Persian pedagogy as being concerned to foster strong capaci
ties of self-control and moderation (sophrosynë).6 The former text pairs 
sophrosynë with an equally strong sense of justice (dikaiosynë),1 but the 
Anabasis only touches lightly on justice,8 while emphasizing two quali
ties that apparently are meant to be understood as constituent subcate
gories of the just: never lying (mëdamos pseudesthal) and showing reci
procity to those who have treaied one well or badly (a quality that 
encompasses the simpler virtue of generosity).9 

Both texts show that physical training cultivated skill in the arts of 
war (polemon ergon), specifically shooting a bow and hurling a spear.10 

The Anabasis also makes mention of horsemanship,11 about which the 
Cyropaedia is silent, although it may be implicitly encompassed within 

3 Strabo 15.3.18. 
4 Xenophon, Cyropaedia 1.2.8. 
s Ibid. 1.2.12. 
6 Xenophon, Cyropaedia 1.2.8, Anabasis 1.9.3. 
7 Xenophon, Cyropaedia 1.2.6-7. 
8 Xenophon, Anabasis 1.9.16 and 19 speak of Cyrus the Younger's interest in support

mg men who were just, and 1.9.30 emphasizes that he was able to judge rightly (krinein 
orthOs), implying that he acquired these habits from his education, but it is not stated 
directly that he himself was devoted to justice, this being implicit in the entire discussion 
of 1.9.2-31. 

9 Discussion of these qualities stands outside the treatment of education proper at 
Anabasis 1.9.2-6. The immediately following passage details the virtues Cyrus exhibited 
as a mature man, implying that these were abundantly present in his nature, but cultivated 
by his education. Never lying is treated at 1.9.7-10; abundantly repaying in kind those 
who did him good and evil, at 1.9.11-31. 

10 Xenophon, Cyropaedia 1.2.8, Anabasis 1.9.5. 
11 Xenophon, Anabasis 1.9.5. 
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its treatment of hunting, a topic to which both texts devote considerable 
attention.12 Like the other physical activities emphasized in the curricu
lum, hunting was understood as preparation for war13 and it formed part 
of a daily routine that also included athletic contests, police work and 
guard duty.14 

The correspondence between Xenophon's description of Persian ped
agogy and that of Herodotus is thus strong, but partial. The two histori
ans differed slightly in their description of the physical skills that were 
inculcated and rather more as regards moral qualities. Of the latter, 
Herodotus mentioned one only: speaking the truth, which Xenophon 
also noted in the Anabasis, where he set "never lying" alongside a con
cern for reciprocity.JS Within the Cyropaedia, truth entered the discus
sion only as a subcategory of dikaiosyne, and once more it figured in 
negative terms. Thus, Xenophon's description of the mock courts in 
which Persian youths learned "justice" reveals three foci, since these 
were concemed to check false speech (deceit, slander, perjury), rough 
acts (theft, robbery, violence),16 and to foster reciprocityP Similarly, the 
virtue of sophrosyne seems to have encompassed several subordinated 

12 Xenophon, Cyropaedia 1.2.9-11, Anabasis 1.9.6. According to Strabo 15.3.18, 
Persian hunts were often conducted on horseback. 

13 Cyropaedia 1.2.10: on UÀ.119Ecr'ta'tll aô'toic; 001Œt dvat aÜ'tll fJ l.lEÂ.é'tll 'tOOV 
1tpoc; 'tov 1t6l.el.lov ... oocr•e oô p(totov eùpeiv 'ti lv 'tTI 9i]pt;t èi1tecrn •oov lv 7tOÀ.él.lq> 
7tapOV'tOOV. 

14 Guard duty is treated at Cyropaedia 1.2.9 and 12, athletic contests and police duty 
at 1.2.12. 

IS Xenophon, Anabasis 1.9.7-10. 
16 Xenophon, Cyropaedia 1.2.6-7: "For accusations of theft, robbery, violence, deceit, 

slander, and other things arise among boys, just as among men. And if they discover those 
guilty of such injustices, they give judgment against them. And they punish anyone they 
fmd making accusations unjustly ... yiyVE'tat yàp oi) Kai 1tatcri. 1tpoc; UÂ.Â.i]l.ouc; oocr1tep 
dvopacrtv lyKÂ.iJI.la'ta Kai 1CÂ.o7tfic; Kai àp1tayf)c; Kai ~iac; Kai Ù:7tU'tllÇ Kai KaKol.oyiac; 
Kai ÜÂ.Â.OOV oÏOOV OTJ elKOÇ. oüc; o' èiv yvoocrt 'tOl>'tOOV 'tt Ù:OtlCOUV'taÇ, 'ttl.lOOPOUV'tat. 
KOÂ.UÇoucrt OB Kai ÔV èiv Ù:OtlCOOÇ lyKUÀ.OUV'ta EÙptcrKOOcrt. 

17 Cyropaedia 1.2.7: "They also pass judgment on accusations regarding that which 
people hate most in each other, but for which they are least inclined to seek judgment: 
ingratitude. And if they know that someone is able to return/repay a favor (lit. an act of 
grace, a kharis) and does not return/repay it, they chastise him severely. For they think 
ingrates treat gods, parents, fatherland, and friends most negligently, and shamelessness 
seems to accompany ingratitude most of ali, for it is the leader of aU shameful things." 
OtKUÇoucrt oè Kai lylCÂ.fJI.lU'tOÇ où ËVEKU èiv9poo7tot l.ltcroucrt l.lBV à:Uiji..ouc; l.lUÀ.tcr'ta, 
OtK«iÇOV'tUt Oè TJKtcr'ta, à:xaptcr'tiac;, Kai ÔV uv yvoocrt OUVUI.lEVOV l.lBV xaptv cl1tOOt06-
vat, l.lTJ cl1tOOtÔOV'tU Ôé, KOÀ.aÇoucrt Kai 'tOU'tOV lcrxupooc;. OtOV'tUt yàp 'tOÙÇ axapicr
'tOUÇ Kai 1tEpi 9eoùc; èiv l.lclÂ.tcr'ta Ù:l.lEÀ.OOÇ il:XEtV Kai 1tEpi yovéac; Kai 1tU'tpiôa Kat 
q>il.ouc;. ll7tecr9at ôè ôoKEi l.lclÀ.tcr'ta 'tTI à:xaptcr'tit;t fJ à:vatcrxuV'tia· Kai yàp aü•ll· 
l.lE'YlO"'tll ÔOKEÏ dvat l1ti 1tclV'tU 'tÙ alcrxpà fl'YEI.lcOV. 
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' 

Herodotus , Xenophon, • 'Xenophon, Strabo 
,, 1.136 Cyropaedüi Anabasis 15.3.8 . 1.2.6-8 1.9.2-31 

Physical To ride a horse To mak:e use of To ride a horse 
skills (hippeuein) horses (hippois ... ( hippazesthm) 

xrësthm) 

To hurl a spear Throwing a spear To hurl a spear 
(akontizein) (akontisis) ( akontizein) 

To shoot a bow To shoot a bow Bowmanship To shoot a bow 
(toxeuein) (toxeuein) (toxikë) (toxeuein) 

Moral Justice 
qualities (dikaiosynë) 

To tell the truth They punish Never to lie To tell the truth 
(alëthizesthm) deceit (apatë), evil (medamos (alëtheuein) 

speech pseudesthm) 
(kakologia), and 
unjust accusations 
(adikos 
egka/ounta) 

Self-control Self-control 
(sophrosynë) (sophrosynë) 

Table 20.1 Greek accounts of the subjects taught to young Persians. 

qualities, including obedience to superiors, 18 moderation (i.e., control over 
bodily appetites),19 and the ability to endure extremes of heat, cold, and 
fatigue.20 

Finally, there is Strabo, who provided a few details lacking in Hero
dotus and Xenophon. We shall have occasion to treat the most important 
of these, but for the moment, let us call attention only to his summary of 
the Persian curriculum, which closely resembles that given by Herodo
tus: "From five until twenty-four years of age, they educate their boys 
to shoot a bow, to throw a spear, to ride a horse, and to tell the truth."21 

The four sources thus agreed in their descriptions and used a similar 
vocabulary to name the subjects in which young Persians received 
instruction (Table 20.1 ). 

18 Xenophon, Cyropaedia 1.2.8, Anabasis 1.9.5. 
19 Xenophon, Cyropaedia 1.2.8, Anabasis 1.9.5. 
20 Xenophon, Cyropaedia 1.2.10. 
21 Strabo 15.3.18: 'Am) oè 7téVt& ètrov llroç 't&taptou Kai &llCOO''tOU 7talO&UOVtal 

toÇ&6&tv Kai IÎKoVtiÇ&tv Kai \7t7tnÇ&u9at Kai IÎÀ.TJ9&6&w. 
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II 

If Strabo did not make explicit mention of sophrosynë, certain details in 
his account implied awareness that Persian education sought to inculcate 
that virtue. Thus, like Xenophon, he described how the youths were 
awakened at dawn,22 taught to endure beat, cold, moisture, and dryness,23 
and trained to achieve a disciplined control over their hunger and thirst.24 
Both authors agreed that boys and youths alike were permitted no drink 
save water,25 but differed in their accounts of diet, which, according to 
Strabo, was organized in a binary structure. According to him, while 
they were hunting or on military maneuvers - both activities of the 
morning26 - the lads were expected to subsist by scavenging wild fruits 
(karpois agriois), including terebinth, acorns, and wild pears.27 Ail were 
eaten raw, but it was forbidden to consume any game while they were still 
in the wild.28 Only at the evening meal were youths free to eat the meat 
they bad carried "home," although it is not clear whether Strabo used this 
phrase (komizein oikade) to denote a familial residence or one shared with 
members of one's age grade (Xenophon's account would suggest the 
latter).29 but in either event, this was the space of culture, not nature. 

22 Ibid.: ouva:youat ô' dç l!va t01tOV, 'lfO<p<p X.UÂ.KOÜ 1tpÔ 6p9pou Ôt&y&ipovt&ç. 
23 Ibid. One notes a certain slippage in the analysis, which states that the youths were 

trained "for heat, cold, and rains, how to cross winter-swollen torrents while keeping 
armor and clothes dry" (Kai 1tpoç KUÎÏI.la ô& Kai 1tpoç 'lfÎÏX.OÇ Kai <'>l.l~pouç Kai X.&ti.IUP
prov ôta~aa&tç, éOat'li~pox.a q>UÂ.Utt&tv Kai Ô1tÂ.a Kai êa9fita). The text thus describes 
practices organized around the binary oppositions hot/cold and moist/dry, but does not 
treat them in parallel fashion. Thus, while both members of the frrst pair are constituted 
as equally severe threats the boys must leam to master (cf. Cyropaedia 1.2.10), those of 
the second pair are not, since the exercise in question teaches them to defend something 
dry against something wet. One is tempted to imagine a parallel exercise in preserving 
something wet against arid conditions. 

24 Strabo 15.3.18: 1tOtè>v ô' uÔ@p. 
2S Strabo 15.3.18: oôx. li1ttovtat ô& trov eTIP&\ll.lUt(J)V o\ 1taiô&ç, &.A.A.à KOI.liÇ&tv 

oÏKaÔ& ~9oç. Xenophon, Cyropaedia 1.2.8 (boys) and 1.2.11 (adolescents). 
26 Ibid.: OUVU'}'O\lat ô' dç fva t01tOV, 'lfO<p(!l X.UÂ.KOÜ 1tp0 ôp9pou Ôt&y&ipovt&Ç cbç 

ê1ti êÇo1tÂ.taiav il 9i1Pav. 
27 Strabo 15.3.18: &.ypauA.&iv Kai Kap1toiç &.ypiotç x.pfia9at, t&pl.liv9<p, ôpoo~aA.u

votç &.x.paôt. 
28 Strabo 15.3.18: oôx. li1ttovtat ô& trov ellp&UI.!Ut(J)V o\ 1taiô&ç, &.A.A.à KOI.liÇ&tv 

oÏKaÔ& ~9oç. Xenophon, Cyropaedia 1.2.11 differs. According to hlm, adolescents on 
expedition took rations of bread and cardamon with them and were perrnitted to eat of the 
game they killed. 

29 At Cyropaedia 1.2.3-4, Xenophon described a structure he called the "magistracy" 
(arkheia), which was located in the central agora alongside the royal palace, and divided 
in four sections, one for each of the age-grades. Boys and mature men were obliged to 
present themselves here early each morning and eiders were expected to come frequently, 
although not required to do so. Adolescents, however, passed their nights there as part of 
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Accordingly, the meat would be cooked (roasted or boiled) and eaten 
along with other refmed foods of civilization: wheat bread and barley 
cakes flavored with cardamon (Lepidium sativum) and salt.30 A similar 
contrast was drawn between the moming hunt and the day's later activities. 

In the afternoon, they /earn to cultivate plants, gather roots, make armor, 
andfabricate cords and nets.31 

The day was thus divided into two phases. Moming was used for exer
cises (gymnasion) that developed physical skills and prepared one for 
war, and these included the hunt (théra) and military maneuvers 
(exoplisia).32 Aftemoon was given to pacifie pursuits that developed 
agricultural and artisanal skills. The day thus altemated between a time/ 
place in which the boys learned how to kill (wild animais and rival 
humans ), and another time/place in which they learned how to make life 
flourish, especially vegetation, which provides food for ali other spe
cies; also how to transform inert matter into the tools of civilization or, 
more precisely, armor and nets: the non-injurious gear employed in war 
and hunting (Table 20.2). 

îTime Morning Afternoon/Evening ~ 

Place Wild Home 

Food Wild fruits (terebinth, Cooked foods (roast or boiled meat, 
acoms, wild pear) bread, cakes with spi ces) 

Activity Exercises: Hunting and Agricultural (cultivating plants, 
Martial Drills gathering roots) 

Objects of Animais, Men Plants, Inanimate matter 
one's actions 

· Training for War Peace 

Table 20.2 Bifurcation of the educational day, according to Strabo 15.3.18. 

their training and were thus ready to muster with the others at dawn. Cf. Strabo 15.3.18: 
"Waking at dawn to the clang of bronze, they assemble at one place, as if for military 
maneuvers or the hunt" cruvayoucn ô' etç Ëva 't07tOV, 'IJ!Oq>ql XaÀ.Kou 7tpo ôp9pou 
ôt&y&ipov..&ç <bç ê1ti êÇo1tÀ.u:rlav il 9Tjpav. 

30 Strabo 15.3.18: ft ô& Ka9' ft~épav ôiat'ta lip-.oç ~&'tà -.o yu~vàcnov Kai ~aÇa 
Kat KtlpÔa~OV KUt {L')Jj,y XOVÔpOÇ lCUl Kpéa Ô7t'tÙ il êq>9à êÇ ÜÔU'tOÇ. 

31 lbid.: ô&iÀ.llÇ ôè q>U'toupy&iv Kai ptÇo-.o~&iv àmcoùcn Kai o1tÀ.o1tot&iv Kai l..iva 
Kai ÜpKUÇ q>tÀ.O't&XVetV. 

32 Strabo 15.3.18: cruvayoucn ô' dç ëva 't61tov, 'IJ!Oq>ql xai..Koù 7tpo ôp9pou 
Ôt&y&ipov't&Ç <bç ê1ti êÇo7tÀ.tuiav il 9Tjpav. 
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III 

The goal of Persian education, as described by these Greek authors, 
seems to have been the production of men who possessed certain physical 
skills and moral qualities. 33 The skills were associated with violent pur
suits (war and hunt), while the qualities were more loosely supportive of 
peaceful existence (self-control, moderation, a concern for justice, truth, 
reciprocity, and the flourishing of life ). The two elegiac texts that have 
occasionally been compared to these accounts give a similar picture. First 
and simplest is an inscription written early in the 4th Century B.C.E. by 
the poet Symmachus for one Arbinas, a Lycian dynast who enjoyed 
Achaemenian support and absorbed Persian values in sorne measure. 34 

Having slain many and having glorified his father, Gergis, 
Arbinas conquered many cities, and left a fair fame throughout 
Asian land for himself and his ancestors, 
Outstanding in all, all that wise men know, 
Knowing archery, virtue, and equestrian pursuits.35 

At frrst glanee, the tripartite set of the fmal line seems to mirror the 
Herodotean passage with which we began, using nearly identical terms 

33 The only explicit testimony conceming the te/os of Persian pedagogy is that of 
Xenophon, who emphasized its moral intent: "Persian customs take care at the outset that 
those who will be their citizens do not permit any base or shameful deed" (Cyropaedia 
1.2.3: o\ ôè ll&pcmcoi v6j.lot7tpoÀ.a~6v-rec; S1ttj.1ÉÀ.ov-rat 01tWÇ ÛJV àpx.iJv !lTJ -rotou
-rot fcrov-rat oi 1tol..'ha1 oiot 1tOV11pou -rtvoc; ii a\cr:x,pou fpyou Sq>i&cruat). One might 
also infer the system's goals from the same author's statement that the troop of adoles
cents that shows its members to be most manly and most trustworthy (andrikotatoi kai 
eupistotatm) was judged best educated (daëmonestatm), winning honors for itself, its 
teachers, and its magistrates (Cyropaedia 1.2.12). 

34 On Arbinas and this text, see Jean Bousquet, "Arbinas, fils de Gergis, dynaste de 
Xanthos, Comptes rendus de l'Académie des Inscriptions & Belles-Lettres (1975) 138-48, 
Louis Robert, "Les conquêtes du dynaste lycien Arbinas," Journal des Savants (1978) 
3-34, Jean Bousquet, "Les inscriptions gréco-lyciennes," Fouilles de Xanthos 9 (1992): 
147-99, Briant, Histoire de l'empire perse, pp. 626-27 and 689-91, and above ali, Clarisse 
Herrenschmidt, "Une lecture iranisante du poème de Symmachos dédié à Arbinas, dyn
aste de Xanthos," Révue des etudes anciennes 87 (1985): 125-36. Less satisfactory is 
Ivana Savalli, "L'idéologie dynastique des poèmes grecs de Xanthos," L'Antiquité clas
sique 57 (1987): 103-23. 

35 The text cited represents lines 11-15 in Inscription No. 1245 in H.W. Pleket & R.S. 
Stroud, eds., Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum, Vol. 28 (Amsterdam: J.C. Gieben, 
1982), p. 157. 

K-rEivac; yàp 1tOÀÂ.6ç, 1tU'tÉpa EÔKA.Eicrac; -rov r[épytv], 
1toA.A.à JlÈV èicr't&a hEpcrE, JCaA.è>v ôè lCÀ.Éoç 1C[a-rà 7tÎiO'lv] 
yi}v 'Acriav 'Ap~ivaç sau-rrot 7tpoy6votç 'tE A.élot7tE, 
7t(lV'tU SJ.l 7tÎi0'1 7tpÉ7tWV ooa7tEp croq>oi èivôpEÇ i[craO'lv], 
-roÇocruvat 'tE àpE-ri}t -rE, i1t1tWV 'tE ôuilyJla'ta E\ô[cl>ç]. 
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for mastery of bow (toxeuein/toxosynaz) and horse (hippeueinlhippon ... 
diogmata). The single term dealing with moral qualities corresponds less 
exactly, however, for although arete (here translated "virtue") may have 
sorne general relation to truth, justice, or self-control, its semantics are 
broad enough to encompass ali admirable human qualities, although in 
the present context it may be used in more restrictive fashion to fore
ground martial virtues ("valor" or the like).36 

More precise in its correspondence and much greater in its import is a 
text almost a century older that represents our chief piece of Persian 
evidence proper: the funerary inscription of Darius the Great (r. 522-486 
B.C.E.) at Naqs-i Rustam, which we bad occasion to consider in Chapter 
Fourteen. Here, moral qualities and physical skills were represented as 
divine gifts, consistent with Achaemenian royal ideology in general and 
Darius's propaganda in specific.37 For that which lesser mortals might 
have hoped to acquire by years of onerous study and diligent practice, 
kings claimed to ob tain by the immediate grace of God. 38 

A great god is the Wise Lord ... who deposited wisdom (xra9u) and physical 
prowess (aruvasta) in Darius the King.39 

Although Old Persian xraOu is hapax legomenon and a noun wh ose capa
cious semantics make it nearly untranslatable, this word was chosen to 
summarize the mental and moral qualities (intelligence, good judgment, 

36 On aretë, see Chantraine, Dictionnaire étymologique de la langue grecque, p. 107, 
and Arthur Adkins, Merit and Responsibility, a Study in Greek Values (Chicago: Univer
sity of Chicago Press, 1975). 

37 For the fullest discussions of the Achaemenian kings as enjoying the special favor 
of the Wise Lord (Ahura Mazda), see Root, King and Kingship in Achaemenid Art, op 
cit., Heleen W. A. M. Sancisi-Weerdenburg, "Legitimatie in het Achaemenidenrijk," in 
Legitimiteit of /eugen, achtergronden van macht en gezag in de vroege Staat (Leiden: 
Institute of Cultural and Social Studies, 1981), pp. 147-81 and Ahn, Religiose Herrscher
legitimation im Achaemenidischen Iran, op cit .. On DNb, Herrenschmidt, "Le moi maz
déen et les âmes," op cit. is most helpful. 

38 Having observed that the tenns by which Darius names his skills and qualities 
(xraOu and aruvasta; ü!i, manah, and yaumajni could be added to the list) occur only in 
this inscription, Herrenschmidt, "Le moi mazdéen et les âmes," suggests that xra(}u and 
aruvasta, being hapax legomena, should be understood as unique prerogatives of the 
king. While this is possible, it seems a strong conclusion to base on slim evidence, since 
the corpus of Achaemenian inscriptions is small and overwhelmingly focused on the royal 
person. What can be said with more confidence is that the way the king obtains these gifts 
- "by the Wise Lord's will" (vasnd Auramazdiihii)- is unique to hlm. See further 
Chapter Twenty-one. 

39 DNb § 1: baga vazrka Auramazda ... haya xra9um uta aruvastam upari Darayavaum 
xsaya9iyam niyasaya. 
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will power, etc.) that Darius claimed to possess.40 In subsequent para
graphs, the text went on to identify two component subcategories of 
xraeu, specifically a) a desire (kama) for what js right, straight, legal, 
and true (Old Persian rasta), and b) a capacity for self-control, whereby 
the king used his powers of mind and will (Old Persian manah) tomas
ter unruly emotions like anger and fear.41 The first of these qualities (i.e. 
the desire for right), seen through Greek eyes, might well be described 
as sense of justice (dikaiosynl), virtue (aretl), reciprocity, and/or truth 
(alëtheia); the second, as self-control and moderation (sophrosynl). 

Proclaims Darius the King: By the Wise Lord's will, 1 am the sort ofperson 
that 1 am a friend to Right (rasta). 1 am not a friend to Wrong (mi9ah). lt is 
not my desire that the weak man should have what is wrong done to him on 
account of the powerful. lt is not my desire that the powerful man should have 
what is wrong done to him on account of the weak. The Right, that is my 
desire. 1 am not friend to a lying man. 1 am not hot-tempered. That which 
cornes into being from me in conflict, 1 hold firmly under control with my 
mind (manah). 1 am firmly ruling over myself. The man who cooperates, 
according to his cooperation 1 take care of him. He who causes harm, 1 inter
rogate!punish him according to the harm caused .... When a man acts or con
veys gifts according to his ability, 1 become satisfied and my pleasure is great. 
And (when) 1 am well-satisfied, 1 give great/y to loyal/trustworthy men.42 

40 ln the Babylonian version of DNb § 1, Old Persian xra8u is translated by Akkadian 
{ëmë hissatum "word, or message of wisdom." Cognates in other Indo-Iranian languages 
provide sorne help in interpretation, but each has its own semantics. According to 
Mayrhofer, Kurzgefasstes etymologisches Worterbuch des Altindisches 1: 276, the fol
lowing are relevant: Avestan xratu, "understanding, will"; Vedic Sanskrit krdtu, "power, 
understanding, judgment, will"; Khotan Saka grata,"understanding, intelligence, sagac
ity"; Persian hirad, "understanding." He goes on to add "Da 'wirksame, magisch 
wirksame, bezwingende Kraft' die Grundkonzeption der arischen Wôrter gewesen sein 
dürfte, scheint eine Verbindung mit gr. 1Cpatoç, ion. 1Cp&toc; 'Stiirke', hom. 1Cpat6c; 
'stark' moglich." lt is also worth citing the interpretation offered for Older Avestan xratu 
by Kellens and Pirart, Les textes vieil-avestiques 2: 231, who gloss the term as "faculté 
d'usage optimal, efficacité, intelligence." 

41 According to the attractive suggestion of Herrenschmidt, "Le moi mazdéen et les 
âmes," the anger and panic described at DNb §§2b and 2g were understood as demonic 
forces operative in a cosmos characterized by mixture and struggle. The moral qualities 
the king received from the Wise Lord thus permitted hirn frrst to master these forces in 
himself, and then to lead the struggle against ali the demonic forces that afflict the world 
in general. See further the discussion of Chapter Fifteen above. 

42 DNb §§2a-2e: 9ati Darayavaus xsaya9iya: va8na Auramazdaha avakaram ami, taya 
rastam daJ!stli ami, mi9a naj daJ!stli ami; naima kama, taya skaJ!9is tunuvatahya radi mi9a 
kariya,is, naima ava kama, taya tunuva skaJ!9ajs rlidi mi9a kariya,is. taya rastam, ava mam 
kama; martiyam draJ!janam na,! daJ!Stli ami; na,! manauvïS ami; yacïmai pftanaya bavati, 
dfSant diiraylirnÏ manaha; UVaÏJlaSiyahya dfSant Xsayamna ami. martiya haya hantaxsata,i, 
anudirn hankftahya ava9adirn paribarlirni, haya vina9ayati, anudirn vinastahya ava9a 
pfslirni ... marti y a taya kunaJ!ti yadiva abarati anu taj!marusa,i, av ana xsnuta bavlirni utli 
mam vasa,! kama, uta u9andus ami uta vasa,! dadlirni agriyanam martiyanam. 
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Having treated the king's moral qualities at length, the text then pro
vided a somewhat briefer, but no less thorough analysis of his "physical 
prowess" (aruvasta).43• Three specifie skills were listed as the compo
nent parts of the status he claimed for himself as an excellent warrior 
(ushamaranakara, literally "one who is good in the making ofbattles"), 
and each skill corresponds to one branch of a military that was divided 
into cavalry, archers, and infantry.44 

Again, this is my physical prowess (aruvasta). Because my body is strong, 
as a warrior 1 am a good warrior ... As a horseman, 1 am a good horseman. 
As an archer, 1 am a good archer, both on foot and on horse. As a spear
man, 1 am a good spearman, both on foot and on horse.45 

Physical skills thus constituted martial competence, while the moral 
qualities favored by Persians - specifically, a desire for what is right 
and true, a desire that no injustice be done, will power sufficient to con
trol negative emotions, and a concem for reciprocity - were all associ
ated with peace. As if to underscore this dyadic structure, the text 
extended this homology by aligning certain powers of hearing (üsi, 
"understanding, comprehension," literally "ears") with complementary 
powers of speech (jramëma, "command")46 and associating these with 
peace and war, respectively. 

Of such sort are my understanding (üSï) and my command (framana),when 
you see or when you hear that which is done by me in the palace and in 
war-camp ... 41 

43 On aruvasta as "physical prowess," see Benveniste, "Etudes iraniennes," pp. 40-41 
and Schaeder, "Altpersisch aruvastam 'Rüstigkeit,"' pp. 289-93. This interpretation is 
supported by the Akkadian translation of the term by '"it-ba-ru-tum "activity," from 
abaru "to be strong." 

44 Herodotus 1.103 credits Cyrus's grandfather, Cyaxares with having established the 
standard pattern of rnilitary organization: "He frrst divided those in Asia according to 
regiments and he first organized each separately: spearbearers, archers, and cavalry. 
Before that, ali were mixed up and confounded," JCai 7tpéÏ>toç t& êl..ox.tcr& JCatà tél..&a 
toùç êv 'Acrin JCal. 7tp&toç otéta!;& x.ropiç êJCacrtouç dvat, touç t& alx.llo<p6pouç JCal. 
tOÙÇ to!;o<p6pouç JCai toùç i1t1téaç· 7tpÔ tOÙ oê Ù.Va11i!; ~V 1tUVta Ôlloiroç à.va1t&<pUp
!1ÉVa. 

45 DNb §2g-2h: irnapatirnai aruvastam tayamai tanüs tavayati, hamaranakara ami ush
amaranakara ... asabiira uvasabiira ami, 9anuvaniya u9anuvaniya ami uta pastis uta asa
bara, rstika ami uvrstika utii pastis utii asabiira. 

46 Cf. Strabo's statement that education included "training in loud speech, breath, and 
the lungs" (15.3.18: lilla JCal. !l&yal..o<proviav JCai 1tV&Ùila JCai 1tÀ.&upàv à.crJCoùvteç), 
presurnably to cultivate the capacity for command. 

47 DNb §2f: aviikaramcirnai uSï uta framiinii, ya9iimai taya lq1am vainiihi yadivii iixs
naviihai uta vi9iyii uta spiiya(n)tiyiiyii. 
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Human Excellence 

Moral Qualities 
wisdom (xra8u) 

understanding (üsi) 
used in the palace ( vi8iya) 

1 
1 1 

Physical Skills (aruvasta) 
command (fi-amlina) 

good warriorship (ushamaranakara) 
used in war-camp (spayantiyaya) 

1 1 1 
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Desire for right 
(kama for rasta) 

Self-mastery 
(manah controls 

anger et al.) 

Spearmanship Horsemanship Bowmanship 

Tru th 
(alêtheuein, 
alêthizesthm) 

Virtue 
(areti!) 

Justice 
(dikaiosyni!) 

Reciprocity 

(uvptika) (uvasabiira) (u8anuvaniya) 

! 1 1 1 
Moderation l Spearmanship Horsemanship 
(sophrosyni!) l (akontizein, (hippeuein, 

akontisis) hippazesthai, 
hippois xrêsthai, 

hippon diogmata) 

Bowmanship 
(toxeuein, 

toxikë, 
toxosyni!) 

HOME/PEAGE/CULTURE OUTSIDE/WAR/NATURE 

Fig. 20.1 Taxonomy underlying the Persian system of education, 
as attested in Darius's funerary inscription at Naqs-i Rustam (DNb) and 

confmned in Greek sources. Arrows represent Greek translations of 
Persian concepts and terminology. 

IV 

The six texts we have considered yield a fairly consistent picture. There 
are certain capacities that high-ranking men are meant to acquire, 
whether by divine grace (in the case of kings) or by cultural transmission 
and formai education (in the case of nobles). Such capacities were theo
rized as falling into two major classes: the moral qualities appropriate to 
peace and the physical sk:ills appropriate to war. Each of these was then 
subject to sub-categorization, as represented in Figure 20.1. 

Ail in all, the Greeks seem to have had fairly accurate knowledge of 
Persian pedagogy and the model of (male) excellence such instruction 
meant to foster. A certain understandable slippage is .evident as Greek 
authors struggled to translate the abstract terms with which the Persians 
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named their moral ideals, but the concrete nature of the physical skills 
afforded them Iess difficulty. Still, even here one notes a few lapses, as 
in Herodotus's omission of spears. lt is not entirely clear how the earlier 
historians obtained their information, although Herodotus seems to have 
spoken with Persian informants in Athens and elsewhere, while Xeno
phon bad direct exposure during his service under Cyrus the Younger.48 

Strabo, however, may have been best situated of ali, having bad access 
not only to his predecessors' writings, but to the Naqs-i Rustam inscrip
tion itself, as mediated by one of Alexander's companions. . 

Onesicritus recal/ed the inscription on Darius's tomb: "/ was afriend to 
my friends. 1 became the best horseman and archer. Among huntsmen, 
1 was foremost. 1 was able to do al/ things." 49 

In this radically abbreviated and greatly simplified paraphrase, the moral 
qualities Darius discussed at such length were reduced to friendship 
alone, an eminently Greek recoding of the Persian concem for reciproc
ity.50 Like his countrymen, Onesicritus was better on the physical skills 
valued by Persians than on their abstract values, but even here he was 
not perfectly accurate, for he introduced hunting - unmentioned in the 
Naqs-i Rustam inscription - into his quotation of that text, while over
looking mastery of the spear, which is there explicitly attested. In a bit, 
we shall have to ask why he, like Herodotus (and Symmachus) made 
this omission. But frrst, there are a few other issues to consider. 

48 On Herodotus's sources, see Drews, Greek Accounts of Eastern History, op cit., 
Oswyn Murray, "Herodotus and Oral History," Achaemenid History 2 (1987): 97-115, 
idem, "Herodotus and Oral History Reconsidered," in Nino Luraghi, ed., The Historian's 
Craft in the Age of Herodotus (New York: Oxford University Press, 2001), pp. 314-25, 
Robert Rollinger, "Herodotus and the Intellectual Heritage of the Ancient Near East," in 
Sanna Aro and R. M. Whiting, eds., The Heirs of Assyria (Helsinki: The Neo-Assyrian 
Text Corpus Project, 2000), pp. 65-83, and Nino Luraghi, "Local Knowledge in Herodo
tus' Histories," in Luraghi, ed., The Historian's Craft in the Age of Herodotus, pp. 138-
60; on Xenophon, Steven W. Hirsch, The Friendship of the Barbarians: Xenophon and 
the Persian Empire (Hanover and London: University Press of New England, 1985), 
James Tatum, Xenophon's Imperial Fiction: On The Education of Cyrus (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1989), and Christopher Tuplin, "Persian Decor in the Cyro
paedia: Sorne Observations," Achaemenid History 5 (1990): 17-29. 

49 Strabo 15.3.8: MéJ.lV11tat ~· 'Ov11crix:pttoç 1eai tô l1ti tê{l Aapeiou ta<pêp ypaJ.lJ.lU 
t6ô&. !l>iÂ.oç ~v toiç <piÂ.otç· i1t1t&ÙÇ 1eai to1;6taç èiptcrtoç ly&VOJ.l11V 1CI>V11'YOOV tJCpa
tov· 7taVta 7tOt&iv TjôuvaJ.l11V. 

so Cf. DNb §2a "1 am the sort of person that 1 am a friend to Right," §2b " 1 am not 
friend to a lying man," §2c "The man who cooperates, according to his cooperation 1 take 
care of hlm," and §2e " And (when) 1 am well-satisfied, 1 give greatly to loyal/trustwor
thy men." Note also Xenophon's observation that the Persians believed those guilty of 
ingratitude would treat their friends, parents, country, and gods ail in negligent fashion 
(Cyropaedia 1.2.7). 
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v 
Sorne relatively slight hints permit us to perceive a hierarchie ranking 
whereby Persians placed the moral qualities associated with peace above 
the physical skills of war. For the most part, these hints are found in the 
spatial and temporal associations of the two. 

Such associations exist at three levels: daily rhythms, the course of 
the life cycle, and cosmic temporality, in ali of which the skills of war 
were subordinated to the greater good of peace. Thus, as we have seen, 
Strabo described the Persian educational routine as breaking the day 
into two phases, with hunting, martial exercises, time in the wilderness, 
and raw foods ali in the morning. Later in the day, activity shifted back 
home for peaceful activities and cooked meals, including meat brought 
home from the wild and transformed - i.e. domesticated, moralized, 
and perfected - through the culinary arts. The state of the wild was 
thus identified as problematic: a domain one entered temporarily and at 
a certain risk, since one existed there as a killer and thief among other 
savage beings.51 One would not wish to remain in this domain, any more 
than one might wish to possess the skills of violence alone, unmitigated 
by their moral complement. Rather, the point of the hunt was to win 
something in the wild that could be adapted for use in the civilized 
sphere where one passed the bulk of one's life, while making the wilder
ness a little less wild. What is more, there were not two times to the day, 
but three, for youths started at home, then assembled for morning 
activities, 52 and returned to the home from which they be gan. The times 
and space of peace thus encompassed the much more limited time and 
space of war. 

Similarly, Xenophon described education as part of an age grade sys
tem involving four distinct stages. Thus, boys (paides) were taught what 
they needed to become adolescents (ephëbm); adolescents practiced 
those skills and virtues until they became mature men (teleioi andres); 

51 Strabo 15.3.18. Strabo also suggests that the status of youths was viewed as some
what morally deficient when they were engaged in hunts that took them into the wild, 
saying that at such time "These boys are called 'Kardakes,' since they rear themselves 
through acts of theft, for 'karda' designates what is manly and warlike." JCaÀ.oÙvtat ô' 
o6tot KapôaJCeç, dm) 1CÀ.o1teiaç tpecpoj.levot· JCapôa yàp to dvôp&ôeç JCai. 1tOÀ.E
j.ltJCov À.&yetat. The etymology of this name has been discussed by Widengren, Feudal
ismus im alten Iran, op cit., pp. 82-85, whose broader interpretation of Strabo's account 
as evidence for the existence of an "Arische Miinnerbund" is questionable. 

52 Such is implied by Strabo's description of the boys assembling (synagousl) for the 
hunt or for martial exercises each morning (15.3.18): cruvayou<n ô' Elç ~va t61tov, 
vocp<p 'X,UÀ.JCoù 1tpo ôp9pou ôteydpovteç cbç è1ti è~o1tÀ.tcriav il 91lpav. 
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and mature men continued military service until the age of 50, although 
they discarded bow and spear for the weapons of close combat. 53 

Men who survived beyond the age of 50 became eiders (geraiteroi), 
in which status they held prime responsibility for ensuring the morallife 

of the people. 
These eiders no longer do military service away from their homes. Staying 
home, they judge both public and priva~e cases. They decide on capital 
offenses and select ali magistrates.54 

Elsewhere, Xenophon stated that teachers of the boys (i.e. the youngest 
of students) were always drawn from the eiders, 55 and most of the pas
sage he devoted to this stage of education focuses on the inculcation of 
moral virtues.56 In contrast, those responsible for the training of adoles
cents were drawn from the mature men, 57 and the passage treating this 
second stage of education focuses chiefly on martial skills.58 The system 
organizing the life cycle th us mirrored the course of the day, beginning 
and ending in contexts of peace - i.e. the situation of boys who did not 
yet hunt and eiders who no longer went to war -with more turbulent 
times, places, and persons situated in the middle. 

This same pattern was repeated at the grandest level of ail, for as we have 
seen in previous chapters, Persian cosmology posited an initial period of 
perfection, following on the Wise Lord's establishment of "happiness for 
mankind" (siyiiti ... martiyahyii) as the culminating act of his original crea
tion. Primordial perfection ended, however, when the Lie entered and cor
rupted existence, ushering in the historie era we inhabit. This turbulent age 
will end, however, when the Lie is fmally and defmitively vanquished by 
the Persian army and empire, led by their divinely-chosen King. Once this 
has been accomplished, full happiness will be restored and willlast forever. 

53 Cyropaedia 1.2.13. 
54 Cyropaedia 1.2.14: ot o' aô yepait&pot OO'tOt mpa't&UOV'tllt J.lÈV OÙJCé'tt fÇro 'tijÇ 

éaU'tOOV, Ol!COt o& J.lÉVOV't&Ç OtJCétÇoum. 'tU 't& ICOtVà JCili 'tà iOta 1tUV'tll. !Cill 9aVU'tOI) o& 
oÔ'totJCpivoum., JCai 'tàÇ à.p:x,àç oO'tOt1tucraç atpouv'tat. 

55 Xenophon, Cyropaedia 1.2.5 and 1.2.13. Strabo 15.3.18 describes these instructors 
as the wisest (sophronestat01) of the Persians. 

56 Xenophon, Cyropaedia 1.2.6-8. The passage contains nineteen sentences. Seven
teen are devoted to the virtues of dikaiosyni and sophrosynë, and the ways these were 
taught. One deals with physical skills, and one is a neutral summation. 

57 Ibid. 1.2.5. 
58 Ibid. 1.2.9-12. lt is more difficult to tabulate the content of this passage than that which 

treats the education of boys. Several sentences either mention or allude to qualities associated 
with sophrosynë that are cultivated in the course of guard duty and the hunt, while also treating 
the physical skills proper. But even if one counts generously, these amount to no more than 
four or five of the passage's twenty-one sentences, the rest of which focus on martial skills. 
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Daily pedagogical Male life cycle Cosmic temporality 
routines (as reported (as reconstructed from 

(as reported by by Xenophon, Achaemenian inscriptions . 
Strabo 15.3.18) Cyropaedia 1.2.3-15) and Zoroastrian texts) 

Earl y Early morning at home Boyhood, with Cosmogonie perfection, 
stage of instruction by elders, culminating in happiness 
peace chiefly in moral virtues for mankind 

Middle Morning activities of Adolescence, with Moral confusion and 
stage of hunting and martial training by mature men ongoing conflict 
war maneuvers; and practice of physical introduced by assault 

Diet of raw foods eaten skills in hunting, of the Lie 

in the wild athletic contests, guard 
and police duty; 

Mature manhood, with 
military service 

Final Aftemoon activities of Eiders, who insure Conclusive defeat of 
stage of cultivating plants and justice, instruct youths, the Lie establishes 
peace fabricating tools; and select magistrates; eschatological 

Diet of cooked foods Exempt from military perfection; 

eaten at home service Happiness for mankind 
restored 

Table 20.3 Homologous temporal structures at the level of the day, 
the individuallife, and the history of the cosmos. 

In all three, war is encompassed by peace. 

From the trivial sequence of daily routine to the history of the cosmos 
writ large, temporal cycles begin and end with peace, while periods of 
war are represented as temporary disruptions, during which the civiliz
ing forces of good overcome the disruptive forces of evil and restore 
God's intended order (Table 20.3). 

VI 

One last text presents a different view of this system, inverting the hier
archie order of peace over war. This is a statement Herodotus put in the 
mouth of the Amazons as they contemplated sorne difficulties of their 
marital state. 

The Amazons said this to their Scythian husbands: "We can not dwell 
among your women, for the same customs do not exist for us and for them. 
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We shoot with the bow, throw spears, and ride horses, and we have not 
learned feminine tasks." 59 

The set of physical skills that the Amazons claim to have mastered is the 
same as that taught to Persian males, and they contrast these martial 
capacities, not with the higher moral virtues of peace, but with lesser 
skills they dismiss as unworthy of their attention, being only "feminine 
tasks" (erga ... gynaikëia). While the other texts we have considered 
organized this as a contrast between capacities of the body and those of 
the mind and spirit, those same categories are here gendered, with privi
lege going to the male body and the martial skills it cultivated. 

VII 

Once throwing a spear, shooting a bow, and riding a horse are read as 
emphatically masculine forms of excellence, the phallic nature of the 
frrst suggests reasons why this skill might be judged most manly of ali. 
Having recognized this, it is time to revisit the question of why Herodo
tus and others excised training in the spear from their descriptions of 
Persian pedagogy. In truth, even those who do include this part of the 
curriculum do so with a certain ambiguity, for both Xenophon and 
Strabo used terms that credit the Persians with light projectile weapons 
only: the javelin (akontion) or lance (pa/ton), but not a heavy spear 
(aikhmë, enkhos, or doru).60 

Herodotus himself employed a nuanced vocabulary. In his usage, 
there is no mention of the lance (pa/ton), but whenever the javelin (akon
tion) appears, it is always in the bands of non-Greek barbarians.61 A 
heavier spear- the aikhmë- is also given to Asians only,62 but in his 

59 Herodotus 4.114: ai ô& 7tpoç 'taÜ'ta ËÀ.EÇ,av 'taÔE. "'HJ.lEÎÇ oôx: liv ôuvaiJ.1E9a 
oix:&Etv J.lE'tà 'téÏ>V ÔJ.l&n:p&rov "((.Jvatx:éi>v· ôu yàp 'tà aô'tà v6J.1ata TJJ.lÎV 'tE x:àx:&ivncn 
êmi· TJJ.lEÎÇ J.lSV 'tOÇ,E6oJ.1&v 'tE x:ai àx:oV'tiÇoJ.lEV x:ai l7t7taÇ6J.1E9a, fpya ô& "((.JVatx:ftta 
oôx: tJ.ta9oJ.1&v. 

60 The javelin (to akontion) or the act of throwing the javelin (akontizein) is men
tioned by Xenophon, Cyropaedia 1.2.8 and Strabo 15.3.18. The lance (topa/ton) occurs 
at Xenophon, Cyropaedia 1.2.9, 1.2.13. 

61 Herodotus thus places javelins in the hands of Lydians (1.34), Egyptians (2.71), 
Scythians (4.70), Thracians (4.94, 7.75), Libyans (7.71), Mysians (7.74), Mares (7.79), 
Phoenecians (7.89), Cilicians (7.91), and Lycians (7.92). For a full listing, see J. Enoch 
Powell, A Lexicon to Herodotus, 2d ed. (Cambridge: Cambridgue University Press, 
1938), p. 10. The denominative verb akontizein is used of Lydians (1.43) and Amazons 
(4.114), also with preverbs, of Persians (9.17, 9.49). 

62 Spears (aikhme) are given to Persians (1.214, 3.78, 3.128, 5.49, 7.61, 7.152), Lyd
ians (1.34, 1.38, 1.39, 1.43, 1.52), Massagetae (1.214, 215), Egyptians (2.106, 2.111), 
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systematic catalogue of the Persian army's equipment (7.61-80), Hero
dotus describes virtually ail spears carried by the various national divi
sions as being "short" (brakhu), "small" (smikri), or diminutive in sorne 
other fashion. 63 

The point becomes clear in a speech Herodotus set in the mouth of 
Aristagoras, tyrant of Miletus, as he attempted to persuade Cleomenes and 
the Spartans to provide support for the Ionian revoit he was planning. 

Now, by the Greek gods, rescue the /onians from slavery, men who are 
of the same blood as you. lt is easy for you to accomplish such things, for 
the barbarians are not brave, while you, in battle, are greatest in valor. 
Their mode of warfare is this: bows and short spears. They go into battle 
wearing trousers and bonnets on their heads. They are thus easy to be 
conquered.64 

Notwithstanding his clear implication that the phallically-challenged 
Persians would make easy prey for the manly Spartans, Aristagoras 
failed to persuade Cleomenes. Accordingly, when he took his case to 
Athens, he shifted his rhetoric accordingly. No longer did he ridicule the 
short Persian aikhmë, speaking now of the longer, heavier doru, a 
weapon he said they were lacking. 

Coming before the populace, Aristagoras said the same things as in Sparta, 
concerning the good things in Asia and how the Persians were easy to be 
conquered, since they customarily use neither shield nor spear (oute aspida 
oute doru).65 

Scythians (4.3, 4.71), Doloncae (6.35), Assyrians (7.63), Bactrians (7.64), Medes (7.67), 
Sarangae (7.67), Ethiopians (7.69), Paphlagonians (7.72) Milyae (7.77), Moschae (7.78), 
and Colchians (7.79). See Powell, Lexicon to Herodotus, p. 10. "Spear-bearers" 
(aikhmophora1) are also attested for Asians only: Persians (7.40, 7.41, 7.55, 7.103), Lyd
ians (1.8), Medes (1.103), Massagetae and Scythians (1.215). 

63 Thus, Herodotus described the Persian gear as including "short spears and large 
bows" (7.61: aikhmas de brakheas ... toxa de megala). The spears of the Bactrians, 
Milyae, and Colchians were said to have been short (7.64, 7.77, 7.79), those of the 
Paphlagonians "not large" (7.72: aikhmas ... ou me galas), those of the Moschae "small" 
(aikhmas smikras). The spears of the Medes were like those of the Persians (7.62), and 
those of the Sarangae like those of the Medes (7 .67). Only the spears of the Assyrians 
(7.63) and Ethiopians (7.69) escaped disparagement. 

64 Herodotus 5.49: viiv dlv 1tpoç Serov trov 'EI..I..Ttvirov puuau8e "'rovaç èK oou
À.ou6VTtÇ Ü.VOpaç O~ai~OVUÇ. eÔ1tet&O>Ç Oè Ô~Î:V ta\ita o{a t& XO>p&etv èuti• oi\te yùp 
ot ~ap~apot Ü.À.Kt~ot dm, ô~eiç te tà tç tov 1t6À.e~ov tç tù ~&ytuta àvijKete 
àpetiiç 7t&pt, il te ~UXTt aôtrov tuti totijoe, t6Ça Kai atx~l'J ~pax&a· àvaÇ,upiOaç oè 
fxovteç fpxovtat tç tàç ~axaç Kai KUp~auiaç t1ti tîjut Keq>al..îjm. oiitro eô1tet&eç 
xetpro8iivat dm. 

65 Herodotus 5.97: t1tel..8rov oè t1ti tov Bii~ov b 'Aptutay6pTtÇ taùtù fl..eye tù 
Kai tv tî\ l:1tC1ptn 1tepi trov àya8rov trov tv tî\ 'Auin Kai toii 1tol..&~ou toii Tiep
utKoii, cbç oiite àu1ti0a oiite Mpu vo~iÇoum eô1tet&eç te xetpro8iivat ei11uav. 
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The same paragraph goes on to tell that Aristagoras succeeded in sway
ing the Athenian dëmos, who came to regret the aid they gave him.66 

Certainly, Herodotus depicts him as a scoundrel throughout, and other 
passages show that his assertions about the Persian spear were less than 
perfectly valid. Thus, although the doru is most often treated as equip
ment of Greeks and other westemers,67 one group of Persians was cred
ited with its use. These were one thousand soldiers who bore a golden 
pomegranate on the butt of their spears (epi toisi dorasi) as a mark of 
their elite status.68 It was these crack troops that Xerxes threw into the 
breach at a crucial moment in the battle of Thermopylae. While Herodo
tus's mention of their equipment shows Aristagoras to have exaggerated 
his point, the text simultaneously confmns the general substance of the 
Milesian's argument. 

After the Medes had been roughly handled, they retired and the Persians 
whom the King ca/led ."the /mmortals" went in after them. Hydarnes led 
them. They thought that these troops, at any rate, would easily prevail. But 
when they joined hattie with the Greeks, they had no more success than the 
Median army, on/y the same, because they were fighting in a narrow pass, 
using shorter spears (dorasi brakhyteroisi) than the Greeks, and they could 
not make use oftheir numbers.69 

Vlll 

Notwithstanding Herodotus's remarks on pedagogy, the Achaemenian 
inscriptions make clear that spears were part of Persian weaponry, and 
instruction in their use surely had a place in the education of Persian 

66 Herodotus 5.97: êç ô dvén&tcr& crq>éaç. noU..oùç yàp oh:& dvat &Ô7t&técrt&pov 
otaP<UJ..ew ill!va, d IO..eo~évea ~&v tôv AaK&Oat~6vtov ~ouvov oôK oÎ6ç te êyé
veto OtaPnÂ.Â.&tV, tp&iç o& ~uptaoaç 'A91)vaioov ê7tOt1)0"& 'tOU'tO. 

61 Herodotus describes the following peoples as using the doru: Greeks (7.211), 
Cypriots (5.9), Argives (6.77), Spartans (6.77, 7.224, 9.62), Lydians (1.34, 1.79), Cau
nians (1.172), and Egyptians. (7.89). At 7.135, Spartans associate the doru with the 
defense of freedom. 

68 Herodotus 7.41: êK trov Â.otnrov llepcréoov dnoÂ.&Â.&y~évot ~6ptot. oÔtoç neÇôç 
~v· Kai tOU'tOOV XiÂ.tot ~&v êni toicrt 06pacrt dvti trov craupootiJpoov potàç dxov 
XPUO"éaç Kai 1tÉpt!;, O"UV&lCÂ.TJlOV tOÙÇ ÜÂ.Â.ouç, o\ 0& dvaKtO"XtÂ.tOt êvtÔÇ tOU'tOOV 
Mvteç dpyupéaç potàç dxov. 

69 Herodotus 7.211: 'En&h& o& o\ Mi\Oot 'tPllXÉOOÇ 7t&pt&i7tOV'tO, êv9auta oÛtot 
~&v Ô7t&!;,t1tcrav, o\ o& llépcrat êKO&!;,apevot êniJtcrav, toùç a9avatouç êKaÂ.&& 
PacrtÂ.&UÇ, 'tOOV ~PX& 'YoapV1)Ç, <hç ol) OU'tOt y& &Ô1t&téooç l(Q't&pyacr6~&VOt. <hç o& 
Kai où-rot cruve~tcryov toicrt "EÂ.À.1)0"t, oôO&v nJ..éov êq>épovto ti\ç crtpani\ç ti\ç 
M1)Ôt1Ci\Ç IÏÂ.Â.à tà aôta,at& êv O"'t&tvo7t6pq> 't& x<hpq> ~axo~&VOt Kai 06paO"t J3paxu
tépotcrt XP&<h~&VOt ft 7t&p o\ ~EÂ.Â.1)V&Ç, Kai OÔlC l!xovt&Ç 7tÂ.fJ9&i xpiJcracr9at. 
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nobles.70 Relief sculptures at Susa and Persepolis (Figures 20.2-3) also 
show Persians holding spears significantly taller than they are, although 
the actuallength of Persian spears was never really the issue.71 Were the 
Persian weapons but a few centimeters shorter than their Greek counter
parts, Greeks were still capable of investing that small difference with 
great symbolic import. And were there no difference at ali, Greek ideol
ogy and national pride could invent such difference and make it an item 
of faith. At times, Herodotus made his point in relatively direct fashion, 
as in the speeches he attributed to Aristagoras and his account of the 
"lmmortals" at Thermopylae. At other moments, he tacitly advanced the 
same sniggling argument, as with the lacuna he left when describing the 
Persian curriculum. ln his skillful hands, the supposed inadequacies of 
the Persian spear became a trope for the deficient masculinity of Asia 
and the phallic superiority of the West. A crude point, even when made 
with consummate subtlety.72 

70 ln addition to Darius's celebration of himself as a "spearman" ([stika) at DNb §2h, 
he identifies Gaubaruva (= Gobryas in Greek) as his "spearbearer" ([stibara) at DNc and 
uses the spear as a trope of ali Persian military power at DNa §4. 

If you should wonder, 'How many are the landslpeoples that King Darius held? ,' look at 
the pictures of those who bear the throne (i.e., the accompanying relief, in which each 
throne-bearer re presents a different land/people of the empire). Then you willlearn, then it 
becomes known: 'The spear (!sti) of the Persian man went far.' 

yadipati maniyaluq; ciylikaram avii dahyiiva, tayii Diirayavaus xsiiya9iya adiiraya, patikarii 
dïdi, taya! gii9um baranti; adii dniisiihi, adatai azdii baviiti; Piirsahyii martiyahyii düra! rstis 
pariigmata. 

On the nature of the [Sti, see W.W. Malandra, "A Glossary of Terms for Weapons 
and Armor in Old Iranian," /ndo-/ranian Journal 15 (1973): 265 and 270. Malandra 
notes two other terms for spears that are attested in Avestan: frasna (p. 276) and vaeJa 
(pp. 276-77), the latter a light javelin. 

71 Stefan Bittner, Tracht und Bewaffnung des persischen Heeres zur Zeit der Achai
meniden, 2d ed. (Munich: Klaus Friedrich, 1985), p. 154 identifies these spears as thrust
ing weapons, a full 3 meters in length, and he differentiates them from projectile lances 
measuring only 2 meters. 

72 The same disparaging stereotype is advanced in the famous Eurymedon vase, a red
figured oinochoe that depicts a Persian archer (i.e. a warrior without a spear) presenting 
his posterior to a Greek who approaches him with erect phallus and transparent intent. 
See further Konrad Schauenberg, "EùpUJlÉÔov slJ.1t," Mitteilungen des Deutschen 
Archiiologischen Instituts. Athenische Abteilung 90 (1975): 97-121, Amy C. Smith, 
"Eurymedon and the Evolution of Political Personifications in the Early Classical 
Period," Journal of Hellenic Studies 119 (1999): 128-41, and Askold 1. lvantchik, 
"' Scythian' Archers on Arc haie Attic V ases: Problems of Interpretation," An cie nt Civili
zations from Scythia to Siberia 12 (2006): 197-271, esp. pp. 249-52. This interpretation 
has been disputed, however, by Gloria Ferrari Pinney, "For the Heroes are at Hand," 
Journal of Hellenic Studies 104 (1984): 181-83. Regarding the Greek victory in the battle 
of Eurymedon in 466 that prompted this piece of erode propaganda, see Briant, Histoire 
de l'empire perse, pp. 574-75. 
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Figs. 20.2-3 Guards or soldiers equipped with long spears in reliefs 
from Persepolis (left) and Susa (right). 



v. 
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THE WISE LORD'S WILL AND THE :MAKING OF WONDERs• 

Among the most cornrnon, and most discussed formulae in Achaemenian 
royal inscriptions is the phrase vaJnii Auramazdàlza"by the Wise Lord's 
will"1 (Akkadian iiUl #IIi sa du-ri-mi-iz-da, Elarnite za-u-mi-in JU-ra
mas-da-IUl, Ararnaic b[llh zy 'hwrmzd).2 lt recurs throughout the extant 
corpus, but it is Darius (from whom most of our inscriptions derive) who 
uses it most often: 36 times at Bisitun, and 23 times elsewhere, for 74% 
of ail occurrences. Of his successors, only Xerxes uses this formula with 
any frequency (13 times, 17%), and it shows up a total of 8 times (10%) 
in the inscriptions of ail others, ranging from Ariaramnes to Artaxerxes n 
(the last of whom accounts for half of these). Scholars have righùy 

• An earlier version of this chapter was published as "Oid Persian fraia and l'alna: 
Two tenns at the Intersection of Religious and Imperial Discourse," Indog~rmaniscM 
Forschungen 101 (1996): 147-167 

1 The generally accepted etymology takes *ms11a to be a nominal derivative in -no
from the lndo-European verb *wek- "to will, to wish" (Avestan vas-, Sanskrit va.S-; cf. 
Old Persian vasaj (adv.) "at will, greatly." For details, see Pokomy, bulog~rmaniscll~s 
~tymologisclles Worterbucll, p. 1135 or Mayrhofer, Kurzg~Jasst~s ~tymologisclles Wort~r
bucll des altindisclles 3: 170. Other analyses have been advanced by Szemerenyi, "Iranica 
V," op cil, pp. 325-343, and Skalmowski, "Oid Persian vazraka-," op cil 

2 The tenns in ali four languages do not correspond precisely, suggesting that scribes 
had sorne difficulty locating parallels for the Iranian tenn within the extant ideology and 
vocabulary of these other languages. Thus, for instance, Akkadian ~illu ( also written ideo
graphically as GIS.Ml) means, most literally "shadow, shade of a trec, shaded place." By 
extension, it came to denote the instruments through which shade is created ("awning, 
covering"), and by further extension still "protection, aegis, patronage" (i.e. the capacity 
to create comfort and security in a potentially difficult world). In particular, it is often 
used to denote the protection gods give to kings: a fonn of divine blessing that - as 
Florence Malbran-Labat, "La trilingue de Behistun et les singularités de la version baby
lonienne," Semitica 48 (1998): 69, has observed- brings happiness and calm with it, as 
when Gilgamesh asks the god Sam~ to bestow his "protection" on him (~i-i/-[l]am 
Juku[n elija]) or when Esarhaddon represents himself as the person "to whom (the great 
gods) have extended their lasting protection, in order to calm their divine hearts" (Ja ... 
ana nu!J!Ji libbi i/ütisunu ... GISMI-!u-nu dàri itr~u ~lisu). See Assyrian Dictionary of tl~ 
Orientallnstitute 16: 189-192. Elamite za-u-mi-in is translated "exertion, effort" (Mili
waltung) by Hinz and Koch, Elamisclles Worterbuch, p. 1286, consistent with the render
ing of adam llamataxsaj, ("1 exer'.ed myself") by za-um(? )-ma at DB § 14. Elamite thus 
signais a more active work of intervention on the Wise Lord's part, while the semantic 
range of the Ararnaic is similar to that of the Akkadian. 
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stressed the way it was used to legitimate Achaemenian rule in generai,3 
and along these lines, it must be regarded as one of the more ideologi
cally significant and historically consequential phrases in the history of 
discourse. Most specifically and most critically, through the repeated 
and emphatic deployment of this phrase, Darius was able to redefine the 
suspicious events of his accession (on which, see Chapters Two and 
Twenty-two) as nothing less than divine election and the acting out of 
God' s will in history. 

Closer investigation of the ways in which Darius and his successors 
used this formula yields a more nuanced understanding of the semantics 
and pragmatics of Achaemenian propaganda. Toward this end, in the 
frrst section of this chapter 1 will examine the verbs that occur in con
nection with the formula, in order to ascertain what precise actions the 
Achaemenians sought to authorize by invocation of "the Wise Lord's 
will." In the second section, 1 turn to the uses of an A v es tan cognate 
(vasna) that has received surprisingly seant attention. 1 then pursue sorne 
lines opened up by these investigations to explore the significance of a 
related term in Old Persian (/rasa) that we have repeatedly encountered. 

1 

With a few exceptions,4 all those things that are marked as having taken 
place "by the Wise Lord's will" (vasnii Auramazdiiha) fall within four 
broad verbal categories: a) verbs of being and becoming; b) verbs of 
having and getting; c) verbs of violence and destruction; and d) verbs of 
doing and making. In each instance, details of usage are revealing. 

A) Verbs of being and becoming. The verb bav- "to become," al ways 
appears in the frrst person singular imperfect and has one specifie com
plement when used with this formula. The speaker thus narrates a trans
formative moment in his life history: The moment he assumed the office 
and identity that, inter alia, empowered him to tell his story in the fashion 
that best served his purposes: "By the Wise Lord's will, 1 became king."5 

3 See, inter alla, Ahn, Religiose Herrscherlegitimation im achiimenidischen Iran, pp. 3, 
88, 196-199, et passim, Frei and Koch, Reichsidee und Reichsorganisation im Perser· 
reich, p. 65, Gnoli, "Politique religieuse et conception de la royauté sous les Achémé
nides," pp. 164-165. 

4 All five exceptions occur in inscriptions of Darius. They are: two verbs of motion 
(pari-ay-, DB §8 and vi-tar-, DB §18), a verb of striving (ham-tax$-, DB §14), a verb of 
emotion (tars-, used in the negative, DPd §2), and a verb of seeming (Band-, DSj §3). 

5 DB § 13, XPf §4: va8nâ Auramazdâha adam xsâya9iya abavam. cf. DB §52, DSm §2. 
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The formula is particularly useful for one who bas come to the throne 
in irregular fashion. In order to legitimate his rule; the speaker displaces 
agency from the human realm to the divine, reemphasizing this point in 
the surrounding narration.6 Thus, for example, Darius describes the mur
der of his predecessor. 

Proclaims Darius the King ... No one dared to proclaim anything about 
Gaumiita the Magus until 1 arose. Then 1 prayed to the Wise Lord for assis
tance. The Wise Lord bore me aid. Ten days of the month Biigayiidi had 
passed when /, with a few men, slew thot Gaumiita the Magus and the 
people who were his foremost followers. A fortress named Sikayuvati, a 
/and/people named Nisiiya, in Media- there 1 slew him. 1 deprived him of 
the kingshiplkingdom. By the Wise Lord's will 1 became king. The Wise 
Lord bestowed the kingship/kingdom on me.1 

Xerxes also used the same formula to describe how he came to rule, 
notwithstanding the fact that he was junior to his half-brother Artabar
zanes.8 Although political calculation provided the primary motivation, 
within this account, three levels of agency are interwoven: the Wise 

6 Often, the formulaic claim "by the Wise Lord's will, 1 became king" follows (or 
less often, precedes) a formula stating that the Wise Lord bestowed (jrabara or abara) a 
gift on the king: aid or assistance (upastam: DB §9), the kingship and kingdom (xsaçam: 
DB §§5, 9, 13; DPd §2, DSf §3a, DSm §2, A2Hc §3), the land/people of Persia (dahyaus 
parsa: AmH and AsH), or "this earth" (imtim bümim DNa §4), a phrase that Clarisse 
Herrenschrnidt reads as denoting the empire, "Désignation de l'empire et concepts poli
tiques de Darius 1er d'après ses inscriptions en vieux-perse," op cit., pp. 42-45. 

7 DB §13: Bâti Dârayavau~ x~âya9iya: ... k~ci naj adr~na~~ ci~ci 9anstanaj pari 
Ga~mâtam tayam magum, yâtâ adam ârsam, pasâva adam Auramazdârn patiyiivanhyaj, 
Auramazdiimaj upastâm abara, Biigayiidaj~ miihya da9ii ra~cabi~ 9akatâ iiha, ava9ii adam 
hadâ karnnaibi~ martiyajbi~ avam Ga~miitam tayam magum aviijanam utâ tayajsaj fratamii 
martiyii anusiyii iihantâ, Sikayuvatis niimii didii, Nisiiya niimii dahyii~s Miidaj, avad~im 
aviijanam, xsaçamsirn adam adinam, v~nii Auramazdiiha adam xsiiya9iya abavam, 
Auramazdâ xsaçam mana friibara. 

8 Hayirn Tadmor has discussed this passage is in connection with other materials from 
the Ancient Near East in which similar arguments were advanced to deal with the diffi
culties of similar situations, "Autobiographical Apology in the Royal Assyrian Litera
ture," in H. Tadmor and M. Weinfeld, eds., History, Historiography and Interpretation 
(Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1984), pp. 36-57. Darius's choice of Xerxes seems to have been pred
icated on the fact that his mother, Atossa, was the daughter of Cyrus the Great. In her son, 
the two lines of the Achaemenian family were thus united, and ali potential objections to 
Darius's usurpation thereby put to rest. The relevant farnily relations, described in 
Herodotus 7.2-3, were as follows. · 

6. 6. 
Gobyraa Cyrus 

1 1 
0 6. 0 
r Darius Atossa 
~~t~~l ~1 -~~--~~ 

6. 6. 
Artabarzanes Xcrxes 
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Lord's "desire" (kiima) that Darius should have many offspring, Darius's 
selection of Xerxes as crown prince, and the Wise Lord's "will" (vasna) 
that he become king. Human choice, set in second position, is thus 
encapsulated within and rendered subordinate to divine volition. 

Proclaims Xerxes the King: There were other sons of Darius. The Wise 
Lord's desire was thus: Darius, my father, made me the greatest [= heir 
apparent] after himself. When my father Darius went to [his] place, by the 
Wise Lord's will 1 became king in my father's place.9 

The formulais not used in connection with the phrase "1 became king" 
or the verb "to become" by any other member of the dynasty. One other 
passage provides an instructive contrast, however, for it uses a verbal 
form in the third person to tell how someone other than the au thor of the 
text assumed royal power. 

Proclaims Darius the King: This kingshiplkingdom, ofwhich Gaumiita the 
Magus deprived Cambyses, this kingshiplkingdom was our lineage's since 
long ago. Then Gaumiita the Magus deprived Cambyses of Persia and 
Media and the other lands/peoples. He took them as his own. He made 
them his own possession. He became king.10 

No mention is made of the Wise Lord's will, an omission that carries the 
clear implication that Gaumata's accession and reign ought therefore be 
judged illegitimate.11 Darius thus redefines his predecessor as an unright
eous king, and his own act of usurpatory regicide as the restoration of 
rightful, divinely sanctioned rule. 

Similarly, when used with the formula vasnii Auramazdiiha, the verb 
"to be" (ah-) appears mostly in frrst person forms. Two of these occur
rences are in the imperfect (DB §5, XPh §3), but most are in the present 
tense, and focus on the divine support that sustains the king/speaker in 

9 XPf §4: 9ati Xsayarsa xsaya9iya: DiirayavahaJ!s puça aniya8ci iihanta; Auramazdlim 
ava9a klima iiha: Diirayavaus haya mana pita pasa tanüm mlim ma9istam akunaJ!s; 
ya9amai pita Diirayavaus ga9ava a8iyava, va8na Auramazdaha adam xsaya9iya abavam 
piça ga9ava. Pace Schmeja, "Ging ein zum Throne der Gotter," op cit., it seems unlikely 
that Old Persian gii8u means "throne" in this passage 

10 DB §12: Oati Diirayavaus xsayaOiya: aita x8açam, taya GaJ!mata haya magus adina 
Kambujiyam, aita xsaçam haca paruviyata amaxam taJ!maya iiha, pasava GaJ!mata haya 
magus adina Kambujiyam uta Piirsam uta Madam uta aniya dahyava, haJ! ayasata, uvlii
pa8iyam akuta, haJ! xsayaOiya abava. 

11 A similar distribution is evident for the verb dï- "to take by force." When Darius 
appears as its subject and the realm as its object, it is immediately followed by the asser
tion: "By the Wise Lord's will 1 became king. The Wise Lord bestowed the kingship/ 
kingdom on me" (DB §13: xsaçamsim adam adinam. va8na Auramazdiiha adam xsay
aOiya abavam. Auramazda xsaçam mana frabara). When Gaumata is its subject, no men
tion is made of the divine will (DB §§ 12, 14). 
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the present moment, rather than that through which he initially gained 
royal power. For the most part, these are simply statements to the effect 
that "By the Wise Lord's will, 1 am king" (vasnii Auramazdiiha adam 
xsiiyaOiya amz), conjoined with the equally formulaic claim "the Wise 
Lord bestowed the kingship/kingdom on me" (Auramazdii xsaçam mana 
friibara, DB §5, AmH, DNa §4, A2Hc).12 

Twice, other verbal constructions appear. DPd opens without the 
standard formula "Proclaims Darius the King" (Oati Diirayavaus xsiiya
Oiya) and goes on to phrase the usual claims with an implied copula, 
making Darius the object, and not the speaker of the discourse. 

Great is the Wise Lord, who is greatest of the gods. He created Darius (as) 
king. He bestowed the kingshiplkingdom on him. By the Wise Lord's will, 
Darius is king.D 

In one case only are actors other than the king said to "be" something 
"by the Wise Lord's will," and accordingly a third person plural appears. 
This sentence offers a complementary inversion of the usual ideology, 
for just as Darius portrays his royal identity as the result of divine favor, 
so also does he claim that God's will bas made all provinces and people 
in the empire his subjects (bandakii, literally his "bondsmen"), further 
specifying that they bear (bar-) tribute to hlm, just as the Wise Lord 
bears him support.14 

Proclaims Darius the King: These landslpeoples that came tome, by the 
Wise Lord's will they were subjects tome. They bore me tribute. 15 

· 12 In one instance only is a different content conveyed, when Darius announces "By 
the Wise Lord's will, 1 am the sort of person who is a friend to hlm who is right" (vasna 
Auramazdiiha avakaram ami taya rastam daJ!Stli ami, DNb §2a). 

13 DPd § 1: Auramazda vazrka baya ma9ista baganam, haJ! Darayavaum xsaya9iyam 
adadii. haJ!sai xsaçam frabara. vasna Auramazdiiha Darayavaus xsaya9iya. 

14 With a very few exceptions (DB §74, DNa §4), only two subjects govem the verb 
bar-. Both have their own characteristic objects that they convey to the same ultimate recip
ient. Thus, the lands/peoples (dahyiiva) bear tribute (biijim) to the king (DB §7, DPe §2, 
DSe §3, DNa §3, XPh §3}, while the Wise Lord bears him aid (upastiim, AmH, DB §§9, 
13, 18, 19, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 35, 36, 38, 41, 42, 45, 46, 50, 62, 63, DNa §5, DSf 
§3d, DPd §3, DSk §2, XPh §§4a, 4c) and bestows (fra-bar-) on him the kingship/kingdom 
(xsaçam, AmH, AsH, DB §§5, 13, Dpd §1, DPh §2, DSf §3a, DSm §2, DSp §1, DZc §1, 
DH §2, A2Hc). These texts locate the king at that point where two processes of transmission 
converge, both of which are necessary to sustain hlm, albeit in unequal measure: tribute 
from below and legitimacy from above. The same ideology fmds visual representation in 
the Persepolis reliefs, on which see Chapters Six and Nine above. For a consideration of the 
lndo-Iranian background to sorne of these locutions, see Rüdiger Schmitt, "Nugae Bagista
nenses," Münchener Studien zur Sprachwissenschaft 30 (1972): 142. 

15 DB §7: 9ati Darayavaus xsaya9iya: ima dahyava, taya mana patiyii!8a, vasna 
Auramazdiiha mana bandaka iihantii, mana bajim abaranta. 
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In one isolated instance, the formula is used together with the verb "to 
live" Ulv-), and this is motivated by peculiarities of circumstance. Here, 
Darius observes: "By the Wise Lord's will, my father, Vistaspa, and my 
grandfather, Arsames, were both living when the Wise Lord made me 
king in this earth/empire."16 More than an actuarial peculiarity, the fact 
that his father and father's father survived to see Darius take the throne 
was a potentially distressing anomaly, for ordinarily one became king 
only upon the death of one's royal father. Since neither Vistaspa nor 
Arsames had ever ruled the empire, they did not have to die for Darius 
to accede (this honor feil to the hapless Gaumata), but their continued 
existence afforded tangible evidence of the origins that made Darius's 
daim to rule more than mildly irregular. Potential for embarrassment 
was kept to a minimum, however, and the situation turned to advantage 
by defming this anomaly as a product of "the Wise Lord's will," and 
constituting it as a sign of Darius's divine election. 

B) Verbs of having and getting. If the verb bav- was used with refer
ence to the originatory moment of the speaker's royal identity, while 
ah- served to mark the continuation of that identity in the moment of 
enonciation, a similar distribution is apparent with regard to verbs of 
possession. 

Thus, the verb grab-"to grasp, seize, take captive" is used for initial 
acts of conquest and imperial annexation. Only Darius uses it, and thrice 
he does so in connection with the formulaic invocation of divine will, 
thereby legitimating the actions so denoted. 17 Thus, in two occurrences 
he makes the grand daim, "By the Wise Lord's will these are the lands/ 
peoples that 1 seized," 18 followed by a list of ail provinces in the empire. 
The third (DB §20) singles out the conquest of Babylon. 

In contrast, the verb dar-"to hold," describes a situation of secure and 
continuing control. Here, the inscription attributed to Arsames is of 
interest, insofar as dar- there occurs with a singular object: "By the 
Wise Lord's will, 1 hold this land/people."19 In this fashion, the daim 
was advanced - well after the fact - that Darius' s grandfather had 
been a king of sorts, albeit over a single dahyu. Darius himself, however, 

16 DSf §3b: va8na Auramazdiiha haya mana pita Vistiispa uta Arsiima haya mana 
niyiika taya uba aJ1vatam yadi Auramazdii miim XSyam akuna~s ahyaya BUya. 

17 Bolh grab- and dï- denote acts of seizure involving the use of force. The latter verb 
(on which, see further note 11 above) is more disreputable, however, for it also implies 
!he use of stealth. 

18 DNa §3 = DSe §3: va8na Auramazdiiha ima dahyava taya adam agrbayam. 
19 AsH §2: va8na Auramazdiiha imam dahya~ diirayiimi. 
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always used dar- with a plural or collective object: "these lands/peoples" 
(imii dahytiva, DPe §2) or "this kingship/kingdom" (ima xsaçam, DB 
§9). The latter passage is particularly instructive for the way it describes 
the consolidation of imperial power. First, by virtue of the Wise Lord's 
support (upastti), Darius gains control over the kingship/kingdom. A hapax 
legomenon signais this phase of operations by compounding the verb 
dar- with the preverb ham-.20 Only in the second phase does the uncom
pounded verb appear, together with the assertion that the king holds the 
realm "by the Wise Lord's will." 

Proclaims Darius the King: The Wise Lord bestowed this kingship!king
dom on me. The Wise Lord bore me aid until 1 held together (hamadarayai) 
this kingshiplkingdom. By the Wise Lord's will 1 hold (darayiimi) this king
ship!kingdom.21 

C) Verbs of violence and destruction. The verb grab- thus indexes the 
violence through which Achaemenian rule was initially imposed, while 
dar- does similar service for the implicit threat of violence through 
which that rule was thereafter maintained. The verb that Darius uses 
most commonly of all in connection with the formula vasnti Auramaz
daha (18 of 36 occurrences, 50%) is jan- "to strike, smite, defeat." All 
of these are found in the Bisitun inscription, and refer to the military 
actions of 522-521 B.C.E., in which he put down rebellions throughout 
the empire. 

Sorne of these rebellions (particularly those of non-Iranian provinces) 
involved an attempt to break free of Persian domination and restore 
native rule; others were attempts to replace Darius with another ruler. In 
either case, Darius portrayed insurgents as motivated by "the Lie" 
(dra!;!ga), a phrase that in Old Persian, as BoUtas observed, "is a sharply 
eut symbol with traits of ethical religion as well as 'Realpolitik. "'22 

Moreover, Darius wished his victories to be understood in theological 
terms. In describing them, he regularly asserted: "The Wise Lord bore 
me aid" (Auramazdtimaj upasttim abara), after which one of several 
variants follows. When Darius commanded the troops himself, he uses a 
frrst person form to state "By the Wise Lord's will 1 smote that army 

20 See Schmitt, "Nugae Bagistanenses,"pp. 139-142. 
21 DB §9: Oâti Diirayavaus xsâyaOiya: Auramazdiirna! ima xbçam frâbara, 

Auramazdiirna! upastam abara, yâta ima xsaçam hamadarayai, vasnâ Auramazdâha ima 
daçam diirayarni. 

22 Bo Utas, "Old Persian Miscellanies," op cit., pp. 129-137, esp. p. 132; see also 
Gilbert Lazard, "Notes de vieux-perse," Bulletin de la Société de linguistique 71 (1976): 
178-180. 
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greatly" (Auramazdiimaj upastiim abara. vasnii Auramazdiiha karam 
tayam ... adam ajanam vasaj, DB §§19, 31; cf. XPh §4a). When speak
ing of campaigns from which he was absent, Darius uses third person 
forms of the verb, but still manages the discourse so as to reserve pri
mary credit for himself. Thus, the description of each victory is preceded 
by a passage in which Darius appoints as commander a man whom he 
emphatically identifies as "my subject" (manii bandaka).23 In most 
instances, however, this person disappears when the narrative reaches its 
formulaic conclusion, at which point Darius, his army and his god once 
more dominate the action. 

The Wise Lord bore me aid. By the Wise Lord's will, the army that is mine 
smote the army that was rebellious.24 

On three occasions only does Darius deign to mention the commander 
by name when he recounts the victory, and twice this is his father.25 

Reflecting the shift from the period of imperial conquest to that of 
secure domination, the verb jan- is used much less frequently in the 
inscriptions of Darius's successors, and only once does it appear with 
the formula invoking "the Wise Lord's will." Here, Xerxes describes 
the lone rebellion he had to suppress upon assuming royal office, and in 
the sentence that follows, he uses the formula to legitimate another sort 
of violent act, using the verb vi-kan-. Not only is the physical nature of 
this violence different, but also its goal, for through this act of demoli
tion, Xerxes sought to consolidate religious, as weil as military control. 

When 1 became king, there was among the /andslpeop/es inscribed above, 
one that was seething (in rebellion). Then the Wise Lord bore me aid. By the 
Wise Lord's will, 1 smote that land/people and set it in place. And among 
these lands!peop/es there was one where former/y daivas26 were wor
shipped. Then, by the Wise Lord's will, 1 demolished that daiva-temple.21 

D) Verbs of doing and making. The verb kar- is used in two ways: in a 
broad, unrestricted fashion with the general sense "to make, to do," and 

23 Thus DB §§25, 26, 29, 33, 38, 41, 50. 
24 DB §§25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 33, 38, 45 and 46; cf. DB 41 and 42. 
25 DB §§35 and 36; cf. DB §50. 
26 This inscription and the significance of Old Persian dajva (cf. Av. daeva "old god, 

evil god" Skt. déva "god," MPers dew "demon") have been much discussed. The best 
treatment is probably that of Sancisi-Weerdenburg, Yauna en Persai, op cit., pp. 1-47. 

27 XPh §4a-b: ya9ii taya adam xsiiya9iya abavam, asti antar aitii dahyiiva, tayaj. upari 
nipistii, ayaJ!da. pasiivamaj. Auramazdii upastiim abara. vasnii Auramazdahii aviim dahyii
vam adam ajanam. utaSim gii9avii nisadayam. utii antar aitii dahyiiva iiha, yadiitaya paru
vam daj.vii ayadiya; pasiiva vaSnii Auramazdahii adam av~ daj.vadiinam viyakanam. 
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with a more restricted semantics, "to build." Conjoined with the phrase 
vasnii Auramazdiiha, it advances the daim that aU the king's deeds have 
been divinely authorized or inspired, as in the statement: "By the Wise 
Lord's will, aU 1 did/made/built was good."28 Only past tenses are used: 
nine times the frrst person singular imperfect (DB §§14, 56, 62, DNa §5, 
DNb §2i, DSa §2, DSe §4, DSi §2, XPh §4c), and twice formations 
from the past passive participle (DB §§58 and 60). At sites other than 
Susa, Darius usuaUy used this verb in unrestricted fashion (seven of ten 
occurrences, 70%);29 thereafter only Xerxes did so, and he once only 
(XPh §4c). 

At Susa, however, where Darius built his frrst administrative capital 
in the period between 518 and 512 B.C.E.,30 kar- ~as its unrestricted 
sense just once (DSi §2), and six times it is used in restricted fashion 
with specifie reference to construction of the palace (DSa §2, DSd §2, 
DSf §3d, DSj §3,DSo, DSz §5).31 All the later Achaemenians adopt this 
latter usage (91% of the time for Xerxes, [10/11], 100% for aU others: 
Artaxerxes [1/1], Darius II [1/1], and Artaxerxes II [3/3]). Verbal forms 
are always in past tenses (to mark projects that have been completed) 
and most often in the frrst person singular (XPa §3, XPb §3, XPd §3, 
XPg, AlPa §3, D2Sb, A2Sd §2, and A2Sa = NHa §2). Among the few 
exceptions are those inscriptions where Xerxes honored the accomplish
ments of his father, using the third person singular (XPc §3, XPg, XSa, 
XV §3) or when he spoke of their joint projects in the frrst person plural 
(XPa §3, XPf §4). 

A major shift in the practices and ideology of empire can be perceived 
in the data we have been treating (Table 21.1). Thus, at the moment 
preserved in the Bisitun inscription, the formula "by the Wise Lord's 
will" (vasnii Auramazdiiha) was used in connection with a set of verbs 
that describe Darius' s irregular seizure of state power and his use of 
force against unruly subjects. Later in his rule, however, and in the 

28 DSi §2: va8na AMha visam naibam ak:unavam. 
29 The exceptions are DB §70 (where the action is question is carving an inscription), 

and DB §72 =DB §75 (punishing those who fail to worship the Wise Lord). 
30 The site seems to have been selected in 521 or shortly thereafter. On Susa and its 

importance, see Boucharlat, "Suse et la Susiane a l'époque achéménide: Données 
archéologiques," Dandamaev and G. Lukonin, Culture and Social Institutions of Ancien/ 
Iran, pp. 256-259, and Hinz, Darius und die Perser, pp. 177-182. 

31 The text of DSz is tak:en from M.J. Steve, "Inscriptions des Achéménides à Suse 
(suite)," Studio lranica 3 (1974): 164. Two other restricted uses of the verb kar- are 
found: DSe §4 (acts of pacification and establishment of law) and OSe §5 (restoration of 
damaged handiwork). 
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inscriptions of his successors, the same formula occurs more frequently 
with verbs that bespeak the consolidation of power and the construction 
of the administrative and ceremonial centers of Achaemenian rule. 32 

' Phasel Phase Il 1 

Verbs of being and becoming bav- ah-

' Verbs of baving and getting gr ab- dar-

Verbs of violence and jan- Absent, save for 
destruction vi-kan- (lx) 

kar- Unrestricted: Restricted: "to build" 
i 

"to make, to do" 

Table 21.1 Distribution of verbs used with the formula "by the Wise Lord's 
will." Phase 1 = Bisitun (c. 520 B.C.E.), Phase ll = alllater inscriptions. 

II 

~ 

An Avestan cognate exists for the term that marks the Wise Lord's will: 
vasna, which appears three times in the Older A vesta (Yasna 34.15, 
46.19, 50.11) and thrice in the Younger Avesta (Yasna 55.6, Yast 19.11, 
19.19). Although its use is less formulaic than that of its Old Persian 
counterpart (esp. the absence of the genitive modifier, OPers. Auramaz- · 
diiha), there are sorne regularities worthy of note. Thus, the term always 
appears in the Singular Instrumental case, as is also true in Old Persian. 
Interestingly, in all Œithic occurrences, vasna is found in the hymn's 
concluding strophe, a placement that seems appropriate to the eschato
logical context of these passages. Thus, for example, Y asna 34 ends with 
Zarathustra's fervent request of the Wise Lord: "Create an existence 
that is wondrous and true, by [your] will! "33 

32 Matthew Stolper bas suggested to me that the distinction is more one of genre than 
of period: "lsn't it possible- even likely- that the differences in usage between DB 
and the later texts reflect the difference between political and military narrative and build
ing inscriptions, rather than mere chronological development?" (personal communication 
4 May 1994). His pointis well taken, but 1 do not see this as an either/or question. Rather, 
historical developments make possible the shift from one genre to another, a shift that 
reflects the processes of which it is a product. Thus, Darius's military victories permitted 
him to consolidate his power, and producing the authoritative account of those victories 
at DB was the fmal piece of this project of consolidation. That being accomplished, in the 
next phase of his reign he was free to pursue other sorts of projects - particularly those 
of building - that are described in different sorts of texts. 

33 Yasna 34.15c: f;~ra8am vasna hai9yam dâ ahüm. 
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Similarly, Yasna 50 ends when Zarathustra caUs upon the Wise Lord 
- identified here as "Creator of existence" (diitii ar;hauS) - for "the 
actualization of that which, according to [y our] will, is most wondrous. " 34 

Indeed, a striking pattern is evident (Table 21.2): Wherever vasna 

appears in the Avesta, one also finds the verb 2dii- ("to create"), the 
noun ahu ("existence") and the adjective frasa ("wondrous").35 

,, 
Zdii. l . vas na ahu fr al a ;, 

Yasna 34.15 vasnii da ahüm farasam 

• Y asna 46.19 vasnii pariihüm faraso .tamam 

Yasna 50.11 vasnii data a1Jhaus faraso.tamam 

Yasna 55.6 vas na data,daOana a1Jhaus, ahüm fr asam 

Ya5t 19.11 vas na daOaite ahüm, a1Jhus fra$am 

Ya5t 19.19 vas na daBan ahüm fr asam 

Table 21.2 Vocabulary correlated with vasna ("will") in a1l Avestan occurrences. 

To make (kar-) or create eda-) an existence that is wondrous in this 
sense is no mean feat. Within the Zoroastrian tradition, these terms 
describe the dramatic acts that bring history to an end: the fmal defeat of 
the Evil Spirit and the Lie, the resurrection of the dead, the last judg
ment, and the restoration of the Wise Lord's creation toits original, pris
tine and perfect state. 36 Y a8t 19.11 describes a portion of this drama. 

When they make existence wondrous, 
Unaging, undying, 
Undecaying, unputrefying, 
Ever-living, ever-thriving, independent; 

34 Yasna 50.11d: hai9yav~stllffi 1 hyat vasna faraSô.tamam. 
35 Re garding the etymology and semantic range of frasa, see Lommel, "A westische 

Einzelstudien," op cit., pp. 29-32, Bailey, "Indo-Iranian Studies," pp. 21-32, idem, 
"Armeno-lndoiranica," pp. 100-104, idem, Zoroastrian Problems in the 9th Century 
Books, pp. vii-xvi, Narten, Der Yasna Haptanhaiti, pp. 199-203, and Kellens and Pirart, 
Les textes vieil-avestiques 2: 270. Note, however, the critical remarks of Gershevitch, 
Avestan Hymn to Mithra, p. 224n. The attempt of Stanley Insler, The Gathas ofZarathus
tra (Lei den: E.J. Brill, 1975), p. 172, to derive frasa from fra-ar- is impossible, for then 
one would expect Old Persian *frtirta-. 

36 See, for example, the discussions of Lommel, Die Religion Zarathustras, pp. 224-
225, Molé, Culte, mythe, et cosmologie dans l'Iran ancien, pp. 172-175, and Widengren, 
Die Religionen frans, p. 88. The best Avestan descriptions are found at Yasna 30.7-9 and 
YaSt 19.10-11, and Pahlavi sources including Greater Bundahisn 34 (TD2 MS. 220.15-
228.5), Selections of Ziidspram 34-35, and the Pahlavi Rivayat accompanying the Dades
tiin ï Dënïg 48 provide more extended discussions. 
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When the dead arise, 
1 ndestructability cornes to the living. 
By [your] will, existence is made wondrous.31 

The plural verb in the fust line of this stanza (yat karanauuqn frasam 
ahilm, "When they make existence wondrous") signais the belief that 
righteous/truthful human beings, through their "good thoughts, good 
words, and good deeds" can help perfect the world, and thereby contrib
ute to the work of cosmic renewal. In a passage underscoring the value 
of certain prayers, the same point is made. 

We worship the Staota Yesniias, worthy of sacrifice, which are the laws of 
the beginning of existence, recalling, performing, learning, teaching, pre
serving, seeking, recol/ecting, remembering, offering, and making exist
ence wondrous, according to [your] wil/.38 

The contrast with Old Persian usage is striking.39 First, whereas the Achae
menian inscriptions constantly and emphatically speak of God's will, the 
much larger A vestan corpus does so on relatively few occasions. Sec
ond, where the actions legitimated in this fashion by the inscriptions are 
military, political, and engineering accomplishments of the immediate 
past, those in the A vesta are either acts yet to come, or those religious 
and ethical observances in the present that speed the coming of the end
lime. Third, where the chief actors in the inscriptions are the king, his 
army, and his construction crews, the Avesta focuses on the Wise Lord 
and those righteous/truthful humans who will be his eschatological help
ers (saosiiant). The discrepancies between these two patterns of usage 
can be reconciled, however, and in so doing one gains heightened appre
ciation not only for the skill, but also for the audacity with which Achae
menian rulers combined religious and political discourse. 

37 Ya.St 19.11: yat kar.mauullll fra.Sam ahüm 
+azarasant:lm amarasantam 
afri6iiantam apuiiantam 
yauuaëjim yauuaësum vasô.xsa6ram 
yat irista paiti usahist11n 
jasat juuaiiô amaraxtis 
da6aite frasam vasna aiJhus. 
38 Yasna 55.6: staota yesniia yazamaide ya data aiJhaus paouruiiehya maramna 

varazimna saxsarnna sacaiiarnna dadrâ.na paitisâ.na paitismaramna framararnna fraiiaz:)rnna 
fra.Sam vasna ahüm da6â.na. 

39 Sorne scholars understand the contmst as one between secular Old Persian usage 
and religious Avestan, e.g., Gnoli, "Politique religieuse sous les Achéménides," p. 1ï6 
and n. 326 or Narten, Der Yasna Haptanluïiti, p. 201, but this seems tome mistaken, for 
the reasons spelled out below. Preferable is the view of Molé, Culte, mythe, et cosmologie, 
pp. 35-36. 
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III 

To this end, we ought consider the Old Persian neuter substantive frasa 
(Akkadian brtnu; Elamite transliterates the term as pfr-ra-sa-um) "won
der," more specifically, "something luxuriant, abundant, vigorous; filled 
with vital force"40 The term appears twelve times, most often as the 
object of the verbs kar- and 2&i-, but also with severa! others: ah- ("to 
be"), Oand- ("to seem"), and fra-ma- ("to measure out"). Three occur
rences hold particular interest, since they appear in variants on the crea
tion myth we have repeatedly considered (Table 21.3). 

DNa §1 et al.41 DNb §1 and XPI §1 DSs 

A great god is the Wise Lord, A great god is the Wise Lord, A great god is the Wise Lord, 

who created this earth, who created this wonder (jrasa) who makes a wonder (jrasa) on 

who created that sky, 
that sees itself, this earth, 

who created mankind, who makes mankind on this earth, 

who created happiness for who created happiness for who makes happiness for 
mankind, mankind, mankind, 

who makes good horses and good 
chariots. 

who made Darius king: who deposited wisdom and On me he bestowed them. May the 
one king over many, one physical prowess in Darius Wise Lord protect me and what 
commander over many.42 (or: Xerxes) the king.43 has been done (or: built) by me.44 

Table 21.3 Variants on the creation account in which earth and 
sky are replaced by the termfrasa ("wonder"). 

40 For etymological discussions, see the literature cited in note 35 above. The fact that 
scribes had recourse to transliteration in Elamite indicates that no equivalent term was 
available in that language. Use of Akkadian bunu is so puzzling that the Assy ri an Diction
ory of the Oriental/nstitute 2: 320-322 suggests the existence of multiple homonymous 
bünus, one of which - quite badly attested elsewhere - translates frasa in the inscrip
tions and means "good thing." 

41 ldentical to DNa §1 in their presentation of the original creations are DSe §1, DSf 
§1, DSt §1, DSab §1, DE §1. XPa §1, XPb §1, XPc §1, XPd §1, XPf §1, XPh §1, XE §1, 
XV §1, A1Pa §1, D2Ha §1, A2Hc §1, NPa §1. In DZc §1, sky precedes earth and the 
same is true in the Babylonian version of DSab § 1. 

42 DNa § 1: baga vazrka Auramazdii, hay a imiim biimim adii, baya avam asmiinam 
adii, baya martiyam adii, baya siyiitim adii martiyahyii, haya Diirayavaum xsiiya9iyam 
akunavs, aivam parüniim xsiiya9iyam, aivam parüniim framiitiiram. 

43 DNb § 1: baga vazrka Auramazdii, haya adadii ima frasam, taya vainatai. haya 
adadii siyiitim martiyahyii, haya xra9um utii aruvastam upari Diirayavaum xsiiya9iyam 
niyasaya. XPl § 1 is identical, except that Xerxes replaces Darius and in place of the third 
person singular imperfect (adadii), it has the third person singular aorist (adii). 

44 DSs: baga vazrka Auramazdii haya frasam ahyiiyii bümiyii kunal}ti, haya martiyam 
ahyiiyii bümiyii kunal}ti, baya siyiitim kunal}ti martiyahyii, baya uvaspii ura9iicii kunavti. 
manii hal}dis friibara miim Auramazdii piitu utii tayamai kftam. 
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In these variants, the termfrasa ("wonder") replaces- and denotes
either the material elements of the cosmos (earth + sky, as in DSs) or all 
elements save "happiness" (earth + sky + mankind, as in DNb and XPl). 
In either case, the creations in question are pristine, pure, and perfectly 
good, exactly as the Wise Lord intended, which is what gives them their 
"wondrous" quality. 

Like the Wise Lord, the Achaemenian king is also capable of creating 
a "wonder," as ail other occurence~ offrasa in Old Persian demonstrate. 

Proclaims Darius the King: By the Wise Lord's will/ built that. May that 
which 1 built appear a wonder to a/J.45 

Proclaims Darius the King: By the Wise Lord's will-for him who should 
see this palace, may it seem to al/ a wonder made by me. May the Wise 
Lord protect me and my landlpeople.46 

Proclaims Darius the King: By the Wise Lord's will,/ built here at Susa a 
wonder.41 

Three observations are important here: First, Darius alone dared to daim 
that he had made a "wonder." Second, he did so only in inscriptions at 
Susa, where the palace itself was defmed as the wonder in question. 
Third, he consistent! y stated that he was able to accomplish this feat "by 
the Wise Lord's will" (vasnii Auramazdiiha). To these we can add a 
fourth point. ln the passages just quoted, Darius used the verb kar- to 
describe his action of building a "wonder." ln the closing paragraph of 
DSf, he employed another verb ifra-mii-) that bas particular resonance. 

Proclaims Darius the King: ln Susa a great wonder was planned. A great 
wonder was built.48 

Most literally, the verb fra-mii- that appears in this passage means "to 
measure out. "49 As a fmite verb, it is fairly rare, occurring here, in another 

45 DSa §2: 9a.ti Dii.rayavau~ XS: v~nil. AMha adam ava akunavam. taya akunavam 
visahyil. fr~am 9adayati. 

46 DSj §3: 9ati Dii.rayavau~ XS: v~nil. AMha baya ima hadis vaïnati taya manalqtam 
visahyil. fr~am 9adayati. mil.m AM pil.tu utarnai DHum. 

47 DSo: 9ati Darayavaus XS: v~nil. AMha Çüsaya ida fr~am akunavam. 
48 DSf §4: 9ati Dii.rayavaus XS: vasna Auramazdiiha Çüsaya paru fr~am framatarn. 

paru fr~am Iqtam. 
49 Etymologically, Old Persian md- is related to Avestan md- "to measure," mata 

"built," and zasto.mitï "the measurement of one hand;" Sanskrit mati, mfmdti "he 
measures, arranges, forms, builds;" Ossetic amajun "to build," and many terms in 
other Indo-European languages (Latin metior, Greek j.lé'tpov, etc.). Sanskrit mdtar, "one 
who measures," is an agent noun built on the same root and the verb appears with the 
same preverb in Avestanfra-mïmaBd (second person plural subjunctive "you order, com
mand, organize," Yasna 32.4) and Sanskrit pra-md- "to measure, form, create, arrange." 
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passage that shows how planning and building complement one another,50 

and in one final passage from DSf that describes how Darius planned 
(i.e. measured) and built the palace at Susa. 

The Wise Lord bore me aid. That which was planned by me, that he made 
well-done by me. Ali that 1 built, 1 built by the Wise Lord's wi11.51 

If fra-mii- appears relatively seldom as a fmite verb, it is found much 
more frequently in the agent noun derived therefrom.framatar is usually 
translated "commander, lord," in the sense of "one who plans, directs, 
supervises," but at its base is an architectural metaphor: the planner who 
measures out buildings (or perhaps the priest who measures out ri tuai 
ground).52 This term occurs sixteen times, being used for virtually ali 
kings from Darius to Artaxerxes Ill, but always in the same highly sig
nificant context. This is the cosmogonie myth, which - we can now 
recognize - describes creation in three steps. First, the Wise Lord cre
ated the material world (heaven and earth, which three texts describe 
more concisely as the "wonder" [frasa]). Second, he created animate 
beings and ali that is necessary for life to flourish (mankind and "happi
ness for mankind;" the latter phrase includes animais, plants, and water). 
Finally, after a period of time during which these original creations suf
fered loss and corruption due to "the Lie," "The Wise Lord... made 
Darius king, one king over many, one commander (jramatar) among 

See further Mayrhofer, Kurzgefasstes etymologisches Worterbuch des Altindischen 2: 638 
and Pokorny, pp. 703-4. 

so XPg: "Proclaims Xerxes the great king: By the Wise Lord's will, Darius the King, 
who was my father, built and planned rouch that was good." 9ati X8ayâfSii xsaya9iya 
vazrka: vasnli Auramazdliha vasa,i taya na,ibam akunal,!S utli frlirnliyatli Dlirayavaus xsliya-
9iya haya mana pitli. 

51 DSf §3d: Auramazdlirna,i upastlim abara tayama! framlitam cartana,i ava ucliramrna,i 
akunal,!S taya adam akunavam visam VaSnli Auramazdliha akunavam. 

52 For the most thorough discussion of this term, see llya Gershevitch, "Extrapolation 
of Old Persian from Elamite," in Heidemarie Koch and D.S. MacKenzie, eds., Kunst, 
Kultur und Geschichte der Achiimenidenzeit und ihr Fort/eben (Berlin: Dietrich Reimer, 
1983), p. 57, who argued that this title denotes "control of aU and any administrative 
details," further contras ting the content of xsiiyaOiya to that of framiitar as the difference 
between ruling and regulating. Attention to the architectural metaphor embedded in the 
verb fra-mii- only strengthens this interpretation and adds nuance to it. The Akkadian and 
Elamite translations tend to expand the sense of the term beyond its original etymological 
significance. Thus, Akkadian renders framiitar by severa! related terms, most often 
mute'emu "ruler, lawgiver." Elamite usually transliterates (thus: pir-ra-ma-ta-ram), but 
in three instances, DNa § 1, DSe § 1, and DSf § 1, offers te-nu-um.da-ut-ti-ra, which seems 
to reflect Old Persian *dainiim.datar, "religion-giver" (thus Lecoq, Les inscriptions de la 
Perse achéménide, p. 219). 
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many. "53 As king (xsiiyaBiya), the Achaemenian ruler was expected 
to vanquish the Lie, quell rebellion, and restore order, consistent with 
what we earlier described as "Phase One" of Darius's royal activities. 
Asframiitar- "commander," but more precisely "planner, measurer, 
architect"- he was expected to undertake "Phase Two": the project of 
reconstruction he began at Susa.54 

IV 

Finally, the pattern becomes clear: The Wise Lord created (Zdii-) heaven 
and earth, and these were tantamount to a "wonder" (/rasa). Later, he 
made (kar-) Darius king and "commander" (jramiitar). Once Darius 
succeeded in establishing his kingship through martial force, he asserted 
his mastery by planning (jra-mii-) and building (kar-) the palace at Susa, 
which he called his "wonder" (jrasa). In so doing, he constituted it as 
something equivalent to the Wise Lord's original inanimate creations 
(heaven and earth). And here, it is useful to consider the materials used 
in Susa's construction, as described in the three inscriptions that take a 
keen interest in the topic (DSf, DSz, and DSaa). 

Two of these texts note the centripetal flow of goods from the impe
rial periphery: "This palace that 1 built at Susa: its ornamentation is 
borne from afar. " 55 All three list the same precious substances used in 
the palace, although they do so in different fashion. Two follow geogra
phy, describing where each of these substances came from. The third 
omits such information and presents the materials in a logical fashion: 
First come precious metals (gold, silver), next gemstones (lapis lazuli, 
turquoise, carnelian), then exotic woods (cedar, "wood of Maka," 
ebony), and finally a mixed set including ivory, ornamentation used in 
relief sculptures, and stone for the building's columns.56 Regardless of 
what it is that holds this last group together (their hard, lustrous surfaces, 

53 DNa § 1: Auramazdâ... hay a Dâ.rayavaum xSiiya9iyam akunal}§, aïvam parünam 
x§aya9iyam, aïvam parünam framatâ.ram. Cf. DSe §1, DSf §1, DE §1, XPa §1, XPb §1, 
XPc §1, XPd §1, XPf §1, XPh §1, XE §1, XV §1, A1Pa §1, D2Ha §1, A2Hc §1, A3Pa §1. 

54 The distinction between "Phase One" and "Phase Two" is also encoded in the 
phrase that occurs at DNb §2f, distinguishing two sites of the king's excellence: "at home 
and at war," utâ vi9iya uta spaya(n)tiyaya. 

55 DSf §3e: ima hadi§ tya Çüsaya akunavam hacaci diiradasa arjanamsai abariya. 
~6 DSaa §3: a-ga-a si-im-ma-nu-u §a a-na bïti(GÂ) a-ga-a ey-su hur~u (KÙ.GI) kaspu 

(KU.BABBAR) N~ uknu (ZA.GÎN) NA4 eli a8giku (UGU.AS.GÏ.GÏ) NA4 samtu ~GUO) 
gusürë (0~ÙR.MES) GISerëni (ERIN) musukkanni (GI5ÙR.MES.MÂ.GAN.NA) GI 11.su-11 
si-in-nu pi-i-ri ù si-im-ma-nu-11 sa 11-~ur-tum gab-bi tim-ma-a-nu §aN~ ga-la-la. Cf. DSf 
§§3g-3j, DSz §9-12. 
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perhaps), ail items listed share the same general characteristics, being 
rare, expensive, and beautiful products of the earth itself.57 This is matter 
in its most precious forms, imported from all over the globe or - to 
make use of the inscriptions' own idiom- from every land/people of 
the empire (on the significance of such tribute, see above Chapters Six 
and Nine). 

DSaa names all of those from whom these substances were extracted, 
although it does not attempt to match materials to the places of their 
origin. In all, twenty-two lands/peoples are named, along with an 
umbrella category - "lands by the sea" (ma-ta-a-ta sa2 ina ASnariiD2 
ma-ar-ra-tum) - that might account for the gap between this list and 
the twenty-seven dahyiiva that figure in DSe's list of the empire. If so, 
the umbrella category would include Sind, Libya, Ethiopia, Caria, and 
Thrace, ail of which possessed sorne littoral and belonged to the outer
most circle of the imperial imaginary. ss 

DSf and DSz differ somewhat in their presentation,59 but details not
withstanding, it is clear what the palace was meant to represent. Most 
obviously, Susa was a stunning display of the Great King's wealth and 
power.60 Beyond that, it was a microcosmic representation of the empire 
as a whole, each part of which contributed to its construction. Further 
still, it was the site to which the world's most exquisite materials were 
sent. Here, it is probably relevant to note that the same kind of rarefied 
substances also figured in Artaxerxes' banquet, as described in the Bible. 

57 Ivory is slightly anomalous. 
58 DSaa §4: a-ga-an-né-e-ti ma-ta-a-ta sa si-im-ma-nu-11 sa bïti (GÂ) a-ga-a is-sa-a-nu 

pa-ar-suKI ELAM.MAKI KURma-da-a-aKI bâbilKI (KÂ.DINGJR.RAKI) KURas-surKI KURa-ra
bi mi-~irKI ma-ta-a-ta sa ina ASniiri.ID ma-ar-ra-tum sa-pa-ar-daKI KURia-a-ma-ni 11-ra-a!i-daKI 
ka-at-pa-tuk-kuKI ba-ah-ti-irKI su-gu-udKI ga-an-da-riKI gi-mir-riKI sa-at-ta-gu-11-si-ihKI 
a-ru-ha-at-ihKI qa-di-eKI. DSaa has rarely been studied in its own right and is usually 
treated as little more than a defective variant of DSf. See, for instance, Herrenschmidt, 
"Sur la charte de fondation DSaa," op cit. 

59 Only fûteen lands/peoples appear in DSf §§3f-3k and DSz §§7-12 as having con
tributed materials or labor, and one needs three different rationales to account for the 
lacunae: 1) Iranians or "Aryans" (i.e. Persians, Parthians, Arians, perhaps also Sattagy
dians and Drangianans) apparently were not obliged to contribute (cf. Herodotus 3.97); 2) 
Certain peoples who were obliged to provide living animais or plants, rather than mani
mate substances taken from the earth are not listed, presumably because they did not 
contribute material substance to the building (thus, Armenians and Cappadocians tradi
tionally gave horses [Herodotus 3.90], Libyans grain [3.91], and Arabians frankincense 
[3.97]); 3) Peoples of the outermost periphery (Scythians, Libyans, Thracians) are once 
more ornitted. 

60 Not just a sign or index of wealth and power, it was also a discursive instrument 
through which power was exercised over and wealth extracted from the subject peoples 
of the empire. 
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The king gave for ali the people present in Susa the capital, both great and 
small, a banquet lasting for seven days, in the court of the garden of the 
king's palace. There were white cotton curtains and blue hangings caught 
up with cords of fine linen and purple to si/ver rings and marble pi/lars, 
and also couches of gold and si/ver on a mosaic pavement of porphyry, 
marble, mother-of-pearl and precious stones. Drinks were served in golden 
goblets, goblets of different kinds, and the royal wine was lavished accord
ing to the bounty of the king.61 

As a result of the King's planning and creative power, the worthiest, 
most elevated forms of matter were extracted from every corner of the 
world and transported to his capital cities. There, the individual sub
stances were further perfected by the most sk:illed of the world's work
men.62 Finally, these pieces were combined to produce a structure of 
incomparable beauty and elegance, where exquisite pleasures could be 
enjoyed. Calling this palace a "wonder" (/rasa) equated it with the frrst 
"wonder" created by the Wise Lord, i.e. heaven and earth in their pris
tine state, before the Lie's assault introduced sorne admixture of evil. 
The palace thus reproduces the primordial cosmos on a microcosmic 
scale, while also anticipating the day when the empire encompasses the 
earth and the perfection of the latter is restored. 

Here, it is worth recalling that Artaxerxes II once referred to Susa as 
a "paradise," a usage that is understandable, if inexact. 63 More precise! y, 
as we have come to understand (cf. Chapters One and Four), the Achae
menian paradise was a garden where the world's plants and animais 
were collected, made to flourish, and restored to the ideal state that their 
creator intended. The "wonder" that was the palace did the same for the 
material, rather than the animate, side of the Wise Lord's creation. 

61 Esther 1: 5-7 (Revised Standard Version). 
62 For the national identity of the artisans who worked at Susa, see DSf §§3f-3k and 

DSz §§7-12. 
63 A2Sd §2: "Proclaims Artaxerxes the King: By the Wise Lord's will, while living 1 

built this palace that is a paradise." 9ii.ti ~taxsaçii. XS va8nii. AMhii. imii.m hadis taya j1vadi 
paradaidii.m adam akunavii.m. 



CHAPTER TWENTY-TWO 

COSMOGONie MYTH AND DYNASTIC CRISIS 

1 

When European scholars frrst becarne aware of the monumental inscrip
tion Darius the Great placed on the rock wall at Bisitun, they were struck 
by how closely it followed the story already farniliar to them from Hero
dotus 3.30 and 3.61-79. Taking each variant to confrrm the other, they 
accepted this account of Darius' s accession as historie fact. 1 By the mid
dle of the 201h Century, however, the importance of sorne discrepancies 
in detail bad been noted, as were certain implausible features of the story 
that served to advance its author's interests. As a result, following criti
cal discussions by A.T. Olmstead, Elias Bickerman and others, opinion 
bas shifted considerably. Although sorne disagreement remains, most 
experts now take the crucial paragraphs of the Bisitun text (above ali, 
§ § 10-14) as the product and instrument of Darius' s desperate, but highly 
successful attempt to put the best possible face on his otherwise dubious 
seizure of imperial power. 2 

This portion of the text begins in non-controversial fashion, present
mg basic information well known to ali. 

1 The Bisitun inscription was first made available to western readers by H.C. Rawlin
son, "The Persian Cuneiform Inscription at Behistun, deciphered and translated," Journal 
of the Royal Asiatic Society 10 (1847): i-lxxi, 1-349. 

2 One of the frrst to voice skepticism was A.T. Olmstead, History of the Persian 
Empire, op cit., pp. 107-10. Others have since developed this perspective, while differing 
in the specifie pieces of the narrative on which they focus their critical attention. Signifi
cant contributions include Dandamaev, Persien unter den ersten Achiimeniden, idem, 
Political History of the Achaemenid Empire, pp. 103-13, Bickerman and Tadmor, "Dar
ius 1, Pseudo-Smerdis and the Magi," Herrenschmidt, "Les historiens de l'empire aché
ménide et l'inscription de Bisotun," Balcer, Herodotus and Bisotun, and Briant, Histoire 
de l'empire perse, pp. 109-27. Those who continued to defend the historicity of the Bisi
tun account in the face of rising criticism include Franz Altheim and Ruth Stiehl, Die 
aramiiische Sprache unter den Achaimeniden (Frankfurt am Main: V. Klostermann, 
1960), pp. 75-105, Hinz, Darius und die Perser, pp. 122-45, Wiesehofer, Der Aufstand 
Gaumatas und die Anfiinge Dareios 1, Gershevitch, "The False Smerdis," and Elfenbein, 
"The Oldest Detective Story in World History." 
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A man named Cambyses, the son of Cyrus, of our lineage -he former/y 
was king here. The brother of that Cambyses was named Bardiya. He had 
the same mother and the same father as Cambyses.3 

Cambyses and Bardiya were thus full brothers, born to Cyrus, founder 
of the Persian empire.4 Upon Cyrus's death in 530 B.C.E., Cambyses 
acceded to power, having been selected by his father, presumably as his 
frrst-born.5 Other sources tell us that Cambyses was childless and as a 
result it is lik:ely that Bardiya was regarded as heir apparent when the 
king left Persia for the conquest of Egypt in 525.6 Although the Bisitun 
text does not mention this, Darius - then in his late twenties - served 
in that campaign as Cambyses's spearbearer, an office that suggests he 
was a trusted noble, but not necessarily of royallineage (Figure 22.1).7 

.... L:::::.. 
Cyrus Vistaspa 

1 

1 l 1 
Cambyses Bardiya Darius 

Fig. 22.1 Relations described in DB §10, dating roughly to the moment 
Cambyses departed for Egypt in 525 B.C.E. 

Continuing his narrative, Darius introduces novel information, pur
porting to reveal a secret that explains how a previously well-ordered 
world and empire feil into terrible trouble. It is here that he begins 
reshaping characters and events to emplot a complex narrative in which 
he will be the hero. 

3 DB §10: Kambujiya niima, Kura1,1s puça, amaxam ta1,1maya, ha1,1 paruvam ida xsaya-
9iya aha, avahya Kambujiyahya brata Brdiyam niima aha, hamata hamapita Kambuji
yahya. 

4 Herodotus 3.30 also emphasizes that Bardiya and Cambyses were full and not half
brothers. 

5 Thus Xenophon, Cyropaedia 8.7.9-11 and Ctesias, Persika Il, as preserved in the 
epitome of Photius 72.8. 

6 See Herodotus 3.66 on Cambyses's 1ack of progeny. 
7 Herodotus 3.139. Xenophon's report that Cyrus created an elite bodyguard of 10,000 

spearbearers and recruited 1ow-born Persians for such service (Cyropaedia 7.5.66-68; cf. 
Herodotus 7.41 and Athenaeus, Deipnosophistae Xll 514bc) complicates any attempt to 
correlate the office with noble status, but the sole occurrence of the corresponding title in 
Old Persian ([stibara) names Gobryas as having served Darius in this capacity (DNc). 
See Briant, Histoire de l'empire perse, 272-73. 
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Afterwards, Cambyses slew that Bardiya. When Cambyses slew Bardiya, it 
did not become known by the people!army that Bardiya was slain. Then 
Cambyses went off to Egypt. When Cambyses went to Egypt, then the peo
plelarmy became vulnerable to deception and the Lie became great through
out the land/people- in Persia and Media and other lands/peoples.8 

Thirty-six documents have been discovered in Babylon dating from 
April14 through October 9 of 522 B.C.E. that reflect the dramatic events 
of that year. Mostly commercial in nature, their interest lies in the fact 
that they name not Cambyses, but Bardiya as king of the empire.9 Baby
lonian knowledge lagged a bit behind events, as it took sorne days for 
news to travel, but the Bisitun inscription conlrrms that Bardiya rose 
against his brother in March 522, bad hirnself crowned as king in July, 
and remained on the throne untillate September. But given the secret 
that the Bisitun text (purportedly) revealed - the fact that Cambyses 
bad murdered Bardiya in 525 - the question inevitably arises: how 
could Bardiya possibly have usurped the throne in 522? Darius, creator 
of the plot whose complications provoke this query, answered it by 
revealing a second secret. 

There was one man, a Magus named Gaumiita. He rose up from Paisiyau
viidii- a mountain named Arakadri, from there. Fourteen days in the 
month Viyaxna had passed when he rose up ( 11 March 522 B.C.E.). He lied 
to the people!army, [saying] thus: "[am Bardiya, the son of Cyrus, the 
brother of Cambyses." Then the people!army ali became rebellious from 
Cambyses. 1t went over to him - Persia and Media and the other lands/ 
peoples. Nine days had passed in the month Garmapada ( 1 July 522 B.C.E.), 
when he seized the kingshiplkingdom. Then Cambyses died his own-death.10 

Herodotus understood this last phrase to suggest that Cambyses died as 
the result of an accident, itself determined by fate.U Others have taken it 

8 DB §10: pasava Kambujiya avam Brdiyam avaja, yaea Kambujiya Brdiyam avaja, 
kiirahya na! azda abava, taya Brdiya avajata, pasava Kambujiya Mudrayam a8iyava, yaea 
Kambujiya Mudrayam a8iyava, pasava kara arïka abava utii dra~ga dahya~va vasa! abava, 
uta Parsa! uta Madai uta aniyauva dahyusuva. 

9 The texts are collected and discussed in Graziani, Testi editi ed inediti datati al 
regno di Bardiya, op cit. 

10 DB § 11: pasava a!va martiya magus aha, Gal!ffiiita nama, ha~ udapatatii haca 
Paisiya~viida, Arakadris nama ka~a, haca avada8, Viyaxnahya mahya caçudaea ra~cabis 
Sakata aha, yadi udapatatii, ha~ kiirahya avaea adurujiya: adam Brdiya ami, haya Kura~s 
puça, Kambujiyahya bratii, pasava kara haruva hamiçiya abava haca Kambujiyii, abi avam 
a8iyava, uta Parsa utii Mada utii aniya dahyava, xsaçam ha~ agrbii.yata, Garmapadahya mahya 
nava ra~cabis Sakatii aha, avaea xbçam agrbayatii, pasava Kambujiya uvamr5iyus amariyata. 

11 Herodotus 3.64-66. This view has also been defended by Gerold Walser, "Der Tod 
des Kambyses," in Heinz Heinen, ed., Althistorische Studien Hermann Bengtson zum 
70.Geburtstag darbebracht von Kollegen und Schü/ern (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner, 1983), 
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to denote suicide.12 Careful study, however, bas shown that "to die one's 
own death" is a formulaic expression in Iranian languages that marks a 
death as natural and not the result of homicide.B The thrust of Darius's 
discourse was thus twofold. First, he established there was no possible 
legitimacy to "Bardiya~s" kingship, for it was not Bardiya but the previ
ously unknown "Gaumata the Magus" who sat on the throne. As a 
Magus, moreover, he was doubly disqualified from royal office, being 
both a Mede (not a Persian) and a priest (not a member of the warrior 
nobility from which kings were drawn). 14 Second, by asserting that 
Cambyses's death was natural, Darius deflected suspicion that sorne 
member of Cambyses's entourage- his spearbearer, perhaps- might 
have helped effect the king's death, acting either at "Bardiya's" behest 
or on their own initiative (Figure 22.2) . 

l 
Cambyses 

..... 
Cyrus 

1 

:1------~ 
(Pseudo-)Bardiya Gaumata 

the Magus 

Fig. 22.2 Redefinitions of the situation in 522 B. C.E. 
accomplished through DB §§10-11. 

Darius 

pp. 8-18. Egyptian evidence, on which see Bresciani, "La morte di Cambise ovvero dell' 
empietà punita: A proposito della 'Cronaca Demotica', Verso, col. C. 7-8," op cit., 
asserts that Cambyses caused his own death, which was a punishment visited upon hlm. 
Ctesias, in the Epitome of Photius 72.14, narrates an equally accidentai death, albeit one 
that differs somewhat in its details. 

12 Thus, Ernst Henfeld, "Der Tod des Kambyses: hvamr!yu§ amryata," Bulletin of 
the School of Oriental Studies 8 (1935-37): 589-97. 

13 This interpretation was ftrst advanced by Wilhelm Schulze, "Der Tod des Kam
byses," Sitzungsberichte der preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaft zu Berlin, hist.
phil. Klasse (1912), pp. 685-703 and bas been augmented by Alfred Hübner, "Zum Tod 
des Kambyses," Zeitschrift für vergleichende Sprachforschung 68 (1944): 57, H. H. 
Schaeder, "Des eigenen Todes sterben," Asmussen, "lranica, A: The Death of Camby
ses," Jaan Puhvel, "The 'Death of Cambyses' and Hittite Parallels," Studia Classica et 
Orientalia Antonino Pagliaro Oblata (Rome: Bardi, 1969) 3: 169-175, and Herrmann, 
"Zu altpersisch uv'mriiyus 'mriyt'." 

14 On the significance of the title "Magus," the careful discussion of Emile Benveniste, 
Les Mages dans l'ancien Iran (Paris: G.P. Maisonneuve, 1938) remains fundamental. 
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The role assigned to Gaumata was further refmed by the text's asser
tion "he lied" (adurujiya, from the verb duruj-), which depicts him as 
one who bas been corrupted by"the Lie" (dral}ga) and whose actions 
spread its demonic power. 15 The Bisitun text further specifies that the 
Lie multiplied rapidly when Cambyses went to Egypt and failed to 
acknowledge he had put his brother to death.16 The king's falsehood-by
omission thus opened the door to Gaumata's more active deceptions: 
"1 am Bardiya," and "1 am King." 17 From this, there followed further 
woes: Credulous people rallied to the imposter, as did the army; rebel
lion followed; Cambyses died; and the kingship passed into Gaumata's 
hands. 18 

A reign of terror follçwed, at least if Darius is to be believed: a reign 
of terror that ended only when the Wise Lord intervened through his 
chosen instrument of Darius. 

Proclaims Darius the King: There was not a man- not a Persian, nor a 
Mede, nor anyone of our lineage- who could have deprived that Gaumiita 
the Magus of the kingshiplkingdom. The people feared him mightily. He 
would kil/ great/y among the peoplelarmy those who knew Bardiya in the 
past. For that reason, he would kil/ among the people/army (thinking): 
"Lest they might recognize me and know 1 am not Bardiya, the son of 
Cyrus." No one dared to proclaim anything about Gaumiita the Ma gus 

15 The verb "he lied" (adurujiya) is applied to Gaumata at DB §§11 and 52, also in 
the minor inscription DBb, which serves as a caption to his picture in the relief sculpture. 
On the demonic nature of "the Lie," see above, Chapters Twelve-Fourteen. 

16 DB § 10: "When Cambyses went to Egypt, then the people/army became vulnerable 
to deception and the Lie became great" ya9a Kambujiya Mudrayam a.Siyava, pasava kara 
arlka abava uta draj!ga dahyaj!vli vasai abava. 

17 DB §11: "He lied to the people/army [saying] thus: '1 am Bardiya, the son of 
Cyrus, the brother of Cambyses. "' haJ! karahya ava9a adurujiya: adam Brdiya ami, haya 
KuraJ!S puça, Kambujiyahya brata, DBb: "This Gaumata the Magus lied. He proclaimed 
thus: '1 am Bardiya, the son of Cyrus. 1 am King."' iyam GaJ!mlita haya magus adurujiya, 
ava9a a9anha: adam Brdiya ami, haya KuraJ!S puça, adam xsaya9iya ami. 

18 DB §§11-12: 

Then the peoplelarmy ali became rebelliousfrom Cambyses./t went over to [Gaumiita]
Persia and Media and the other landslpeoples. Nine days had passed in the month Garma
pada (/ July 522 BCE), when he seized the kingshiplkingdom. Then Cambyses died his 
own-death. Proclaims Darius the King: This kingshiplkingdom, of which Gaumiita the 
Magus deprived Cambyses, this kingshiplkingdom was our lineage's since long ago. Then 
Gaumiita the Magus deprived Cambyses of Persia and Media and the other landslpeoples. 
He took them as his own. He made them his own possession. He became king. 

pasava kara haruva hamiçiya abava haca Kambujiya, abi avam a.Siyava, uta: Parsa uta Mada 
uta aniya dahyava, daçam hay agrbayata, Gannapadahya mahya nava raycabis 9akata aha, 
ava9a daçam agrbliyata, pasliva Kambujiya uvamrsiyus amariyata. 9ati Dlirayavaus xsay
a9iya: a,jta daçam, taya Gaymata haya magw adina Kambujiyam, a,jta xsaçam haca paru
viyata amlixam taj!miiya aha, pasava Gal}IDiita haya magus adina Kambujiyam uta Parsam 
uta Madam uta aniya dahyava, hay ayasata, UViïÏJ>aSiyam akuta, hay xsaya9iya abava. 
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untill arose. Then 1 prayed to the Wise Lord for assistance. The Wise Lord 
bore me aid. Ten days of the month Biigayiidi had passed (29 September 
522) when /, with a few men, slew that Gaumiita the Magus and the 
men who were hisforemostfollowers. Afortress named Sikayuvati, a land/ 
people named Nisiiya, in Media- there 1 slew him.l deprived him of the 
kingshiplkingdom. By the Wise Lord's will/ became king. The Wise Lord 
bestowed the kingship/kingdom on me.19 

Here, the legitimating narrative reaches its culmination. The power strug
gle between Darius and Bardiya is twice redefined: frrst as a struggle 
between Darius and Gaumata, second between the Wise Lord and the 
Lie, i.e. between all that is good and all that is evil. Darius came to rule, 
not just because he won a desperate power struggle, but because God 
chose him, bore him aid, showed him favor, and made him King. lt is 
the same story told by countless usurpers, for those who cannot claim 
the throne under the established standards of legitimacy (be these dynas
tie succession, predecessor's choice, or sorne other form of election) 
regularly represent themselves as God's darling, the deity- and not the 
flag - being the last, best recourse of the (successful) scoundret.2° 

II 

Most of the conclusions presented above summarize arguments that 
have been offered by other scholars. Among those who most aggres
sively argued the case is Jack Martin Balcer, who rightly understood, not 
only that the Bisitun text exists to justify a coup d'état, but that it does 
so by reshaping messy events to conform with narrative genres that were 
widely diffused, rouch beloved, and highly persuasive. As he put it: 

The motifs basic to western epies within the Indo-European language com
munity, including Old Persian, appear as significant elements basic to 
Bisitun's Bardiya exposition. Darius may have consciously structured his 

19 DB §13: 6ati Diirayavaus xsayaeiya: nai iiha martiya nai Parsa nai Mada nai 
amiixam ta!]mayli ka8ci, haya avam Ga!]matam tay am magum x8açam dïtam caxriya, kiir
a8im haca dfsam atrsa, kiiram vasaï avajaniya, haya paranam Brdiyam adana, avahyaradï 
kiiram avajaniyii, matayamiirn xsniisati, taya adam nai Brdiya ami, haya Kural!s puça, 
ka8ci nai adrsna!J-8 cisci 6anstanai pari Ga!J.matam tayam magum, yatii adam iirsam, 
pasava adam Auramazdiirn patiyavanhyai, Auramazdiirnai upastiim abara, Bagayadais 
miihya da6a ra!J.cabis 6akatii iiha, a vaSa adam hada karnnaibis marti y ai bis av am Ga!J.matam 
tayam magum avajanam utii tayaisai fratama martiya anusiya iihantii, Sikayuvatis niirna 
dida, Nisaya niirna dahya!J-8 Miidai, avada8im avajanam, xsaçamsim adam adinam, va8na 
Auramazdiiha adam xsaya6iya abavam, Auramazda xsaçam mana frabara. 

20 Cf. the superb discussion of Lancastrian propaganda by Paul Strohm, England's 
Empty Throne: Usurpation and the Language of Legitimation, 1399-1422 (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1998). 
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Accession Logos upon the epie narration, a form fundamental ta his own 
national epie heritage. The haunting specter of a learned scribe or literate 
priest, steeped in oral epie development, having initially developed the 
Bisitun oral proto-testimony, however, must a/ways lurk in the corners of 
our historical minds.21 

This observation 1 fmd astute, although 1 do think one can go beyond the 
suggestions Balcer advanced concerning the materials Darius and his 
scribes used in shaping their narrative. Relying heavily on W.T.H. Jack
son, The Hero and the King (1982), Balcer took the Bisitun text to have 
developed a story like that of the Iliad, Aeneid, or El Cid, thematizing 
competition between flawed kings (like Bardiya) and noble heroes (like 
Darius), while also building Darius up into a hero-king and mouster 
slayer.22 

Ail this is to the good, but 1 think we can do better. As we have seen, 
two operations were key to Darius's tendentious work of narrative 
emplotment. With the frrst, he removed the character "Bardiya" from 
the story by making hlm the unfortunate victim of a previously unknown 
murder. With the second, he introduced the character "Gaumata" -
also previously unknown- and set hlm in the late Bardiya's place. The 
advantage of this is abundantly clear. However questionable Bardiya's 
daim to the kingship might have been, as Cyrus's son he enjoyed infi
nitely greater legitimacy than Darius could ever muster. By contrast, 
Gaumata- a liar, imposter, usurper, and Mede- made Darius's sien
der credentials look good. 

The decisive move was thus the invention of "Gaumata" and we have 
seen how certain attributes assigned to this character - his nationality, 
priestly office, and connection to "the Lie" - ably served Darius's 
goals. lt is also worth asking a question that bas never been properly 
posed: Why did Darius choose the name he assigned this character, 
whose presence transformed a seamy political thriller into a religiously
grounded narrative of legitimation? 

Formally, the name Gau-mata- is a compound, the frrst member of 
which is Old Persian gau, a noun that can mean "bovine,""bull," or 
"cow," depending on its gender (cf. Avestan gav, Sanskrit g6, Pahlavi 

21 Balcer, Herodotus and Bisitun, p. 61. 
22 Ibid., pp. 61-67, drawing on W.T.H. Jackson, The Hero and the King: An Epie 

Theme (New York: Columbia University Press, 1982). Elsewhere (pp. 101-105), Balcer 
suggests that other generic plots - the trickster, competition between two brothers, 
harem romances, etc. - were also pressed into service. 
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giiw < Indo-European *gwou-).23 Another man bearing that name is men
tioned in the Persepolis Fortification Tablets,24 and severa! other names 
are attested that are similar in their formation. Among these, one could 
mention Gau-baruva (Greek ro~pUTJÇ),25 *Gau-biira (Greek rro~apT)ç),26 

*Gau-diita,21 *Gau-tama (Avestan Gaotama, Vedic Gotama); 28 Avestan 
Gao-mant,29 Gao-piva1Jhu.30 The second element of the compound, 
however, is more ambiguous, and the name has been taken to mean 
"equipped with cattle,"31 "Cow-man,"32 "Bull-size,"33 or "He whose 
mother was a cow."34 Ail these theories have sorne plausibility, but each 

23 Kent, Old Persian, p. 182, Brandenstein and Mayrhofer, Handbuch des Altpersi
schen, p. 121, Meillet and Benveniste, Grammaire du Vieux Perse, p. 58, Mayrhofer, 
lranisches Personennamenbuch, Vol. 1/2, p. 21, idem, Zum Namengut des Avesta 
(Vienna: Ôsterreichischen Ak:ademie der Wissenschaften, 1977), p. 18. 

24 PFf 756, in Richard T. Hallock, Persepolis Fortification Tablets (Chicago: Univer
sity of Chicago Press, 1969), p. 226. The name appears in Elarnite, where Kam is the 
regular representation of Old Persian Gau (see Meillet and Benveniste, p. 58) as Kam
mada (cf. DBElam §§10, 11, 12, and 13, where it appears as 1Gamnuïta). 

25 Gau-baruva appears in DB §68 and 71, also DNc, where he is named as Darius's 
spearbearer; the Greek form is in Herodotus 3.70, 73, 78, and elsewhere. 

26 *Gau-btïra appears as Kaubara in the Persepolis Fortification Tablets (listed as 
8.805 in Manfred Mayrhofer, Onomastica Persepolitana, p. 180). 

27 A letter addressed to a royal functionary named raoa'tac; is preserved in an inscrip
tion found at Magnesia on the Maeander and dating to the 2nd Century, which we dis
cussed briefly in Chapter Four. The name has been connected to an underlying Old Per
sian *Gau-diita "He to whom cattle are given" by Pierre Lecoq, Les inscriptions de la 
Perse achéménide (Paris: Gallimard, 1997), p. 277. 

28 *Gau-tama appears in the Persepolis Fortification Tablets in the form Kaudama. 
The Avestan cognate is found at Ya8t 13.16. See Mayrhofer 8.806, Onomastica Perse
politana, p. 180 and Benveniste, Titres et noms propres en Iranien ancien, p. 86. 

29 Ya8t 13.125. The adjectival form of the same word occurs with the meaning "cat
tle-possessing" (Hadoxt Nask 2.16). 

30 Ya8t 13.111. Less certain, but potentially relevant are three other names in Avestan: 
Gaoray and Gaorayana (both of which appear in Ya8t 13.118), and GaôkiJriJna (the 
mythical tree that figures in Ya8t 1.30, Vidëvdad 20.4, and elsewhere). 

31 Wiesehofer, Der Aufstand Gaumiitas und die Anfiinge Dareios l, p. 46. 
32 Jack Martin Balcer, Prosopographical Study of the Ancient Persians, p. 96. 
33 Gershevitch, "The False Smerdis," p. 347. This hypothesis takes miita to be a past 

passive participle of the verb mii- "to measure," but the name then would mean "Mea
sured by (or like?) a bovine." In alllikelihood, Gershevitch's interpretation was moti
vated by traditions that emphasized the strength and size of Cambyses's brother (above 
ali, Herodotus 3.30), who bears the name Tanoxares in Xenophon and Tanyoxarkës in 
Ctesias, both of which derive from Old Persian *Tanu-vazrka "He whose body is great." 

34 William Malandra, persona! communication, March 2005. In this interpretation, the 
normal declensional pattern of Old Persian miitar "mother" has been modified for its 
appearance in a compound of masculine gender, rather than retaining its standard femi
nine form: thus, -miita, rather than -miita. The hypothesis encounters difficulty, however, 
given that ha-miitar "one who has the same mother (as another man)" appears in the 
nominative as hamiita (i.e., with long fmal -a) at DB § 10. One would also expect 
*Gaymiitaram in the accusative, instead of the attested Gaymiitam. 
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one bas its difficulties. What is certain, however, is the bovine reference 
in the compound's frrst member and it is this, in fact, that holds chief 
interest, for it suggests that Darius wanted it understood that he came to 
power by killing someone who was somehow bull-like and this detail, 
along with others, is reminiscent of a narrative widely diffused in antiq
uity. This is a myth that described creation of the cosmos and/or the 
sociopolitical order as the result of a ritual (or crime) in which a man 
and an animal (normally a bovine) were killed and sacrificially dismem
bered by a man closely related to the victim. Sometimes the sacrificer 
and his human victim were parent and child, sometimes siblings, occa
sionally husband and wife. In the strongest version, they are twin broth
ers who occupy complementary offices, the one being a priest and the 
other a king. 35 

Although sorne - myself included - have incorrectly treated this 
myth as "Indo-European," its distribution is not limited to any linguis
tic, ethnie, or cultural group. Variants are found throughout Eurasia: 
among those who spoke Indo-European languages, to be sure (Romulus 

35 1 have discussed this myth on several occasions, including Priests, Warriors, and 
Cattle, pp. 69-95, Myth, Cosmos, and Society, and "Hegelian Meditations on 'lndo-Euro
pean' Myths," Papers from the Mediterranean Ethnographie Summer Seminar 5 (2003): 
59-76. Other discussions include A.W. Macdonald, "A propos de Prajiipati," Journal 
asiatique 240 (1953); 323-38, Hoang-son Hoang-sy-Quy, "Le mythe indien de l'homme 
cosmique dans son contexte culturel et dans son evolution," Revue de l'histoire des reli
gions 175 (1969): 133-54, and Jaan Puhvel, "Remus et Frater," History of Religions 15 
(1975): 379-86. For critical views, see Enrico Campanile's review of Myth, Cosmos, and 
Society in Bulletin de la Société de Linguistique de Paris 82 (1987): 211-16, T.P. Wise
man, Remus: A Roman Myth (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995), and Fran
cine Mawet, "Inde: réponses ou questions?," in Sylvie Vanséveren, ed., Modèles Lin
guistiques et Idéologies: "lndo-Européen" (Brussels: Editions Ousia, 2000), pp. 61-84, 
esp. 67-80. 1 responded to Campanile's chief argument (the meaning of Latin caedes and 
caedo in the context of sacrificial ritual) in Death, War, and Sacrifice, p. 185n9 and 
anticipated one of Mawet's chief points (the role of Spityura in lranian myths of Yima) 
in "Pahlavi kirrërüdan and traces of lranian creation mythology," Journal of the Ameri
can Oriental Society 117 (1997): 681-685, an article of which she apparently was 
unaware. In broad terms, Mawet and Wiseman both felt that the methods used to recon
struct an "Indo-European" prototype failed to do justice to the complexities and particu
larities of Indic and Roman materials, respectively, and in this they are surely correct. 
After years of reflections on these materials and the issues they raise, 1 would venture a 
much stronger criticism, observing that any attempt to establish a single, primordial pro
totype is of necessity simplistic and distorting. Rather, one needs to imagine a wide con
tinuum of variants, in which certain core narrative elements (creation by sacrifice, com
plementarity of human and bovine, complementarity of king and priest, homology of 
microcosm and macrocosm, the intimate relation of sacrificer and victim, dismemberment 
as a process of deconstructive analysis) were continuously redeployed with considerable 
ingenuity. That continuum, moreover, included peoples of diverse languages, geogra
phies, ethnicities, and cultures. 
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and Remus in Rome, Puru~a and others in lndia, Ymir, Mannus and 
Tuisto among the Germans, Bruteno and Witowudi among the Old Prus
sians, etc.), but also in Mesopotamia (Marduk's dismemberment of 
Kingu and Tiamat in the Enuma Elis), Egypt (the conflict of Horus, 
Seth, Isis and Osiris), Israel (Abraham and Isaac), and elsewhere. The 
story is also well attested in Iran, where the most common Zoroastrian 
cosmogony recounts that the frrst man and the frrst bovine were killed 
by the Evil Spirit, after which ali varieties of animate beings were born 
from their sundered remains.36 

As one piece of its overall project, the Bisitun text rearranges the con
stitutive elements of this myth to serve its own purposes. The resultant 
narrative transforms a ruthless power grab into a quasi-ritual sacrifice 
that establishes not just a new king, but a new moral arder, authorized 
by God himself. This sacrifice might be understood to involve two vic
tims: a king (Cambyses) and a "bull" (Gaumata). Alternatively, it might 
have one victim who was decidedly duplex in nature, being a priest who 
mimes (or "twins") botha king and a bull (Gaumata cum Bardiya). 

rn 
Herodotus's version of the story adds several details that support this 
reading. There, we find not one Magus, but two Magian brothers, one 
more priestly and one more royal, who together plotted to steal the 
throne.37 The "royal" one was also a twin of sorts, for "he bore a close 
resemblance to Smerdis, Cyrus's son and Cambyses's brother, whom the 
latter had killed. Not only was he like in form to Smerdis, but he also 
had the name 'Smerdis."'38 The element of dismemberment also enters 
the story, albeit in underdetermined fashion, as one of Darius's allies 
loses an eye, while the Magi lose their heads in the final battle. 39 Another 
detail from this episode is also revealing. 

36 The story is told, inter alia, in Greater Bundahisn 4.19-26 (TD2 MS. 43.10-45.5), 
6E-F (ID2 MS. 68.1-70.6) and 13-14 (ID2 MS. 93.8-107.14). For discussion, see the 
classic work of Arthur Christensen, Le premier homme et le premier roi 1: 7-105, Hart
man, Gayômart, and Lincoln, Priests, Warriors, and Cattle, pp. 69-79. Elements of this 
myth also show up in other Iranian narratives, as in the story that the primordial king 
Yima was killed and dismembered by his brother, Spityura (Yast 19.46 et al.). 

37 Herodotus 3.61. 
38 Ibid.: ohcroc; J.uxÀ.tu'ta 'ti> dooc; l:~épôt 'té!> K6pou, 'ti>v ô Ka~~6uT]c; èOV'ta érou

'toii ÙÔ&À.q>&OV •htÉK't&lV&' ~v 't& ol) o~otoc; dooc; 'té!> l:~épSt Klli Sl) Kilt oüvo~a 
'td>u'to dx.e l:~épSw. 

39 Ibid. 3.78-79. 
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Two of the seven conspirators feil upon [one of the Magi], Darius and 
Gobryas. When Gobryas clinched with the Magus, Darius stood close, 
watching them in the darkness and being concerned not to strike Gobryas. 
Seeing him stand idle, Gobryas asked why he didn't use his hands, and 
Darius said"Being concerned for you, 1 will not strike." Gobryas 
responded, "Thrust the sword, even ifit goes through us both." Persuaded, 
Darius thrust, and by luck he got the Magus.40 

Here, Darius strikes at another duplex figure, which unites the Magus 
and Gobryas, his own comrade in arms. Conceivably, any one of Dari
us's compatriots might have served this narrative purpose, but perhaps 
not equally weil. Not only did Gobryas' go on to become Darius's 
spearbearer,41 he alone bore a name that -like that of Gaumata (itself 
absent in Herodotus)42

- conjures up bovine associations, as Old Per
sian Gau-baruva means "Eater of cattle. "43 

IV 

While the Bisitun text treats Cambyses' secret murder of Bardiya as the 
original sin from which ali others followed, Herodotus traces causality 
one step further. For him, the story begins when Cambyses impiously 
murdered the most sacred of animais in Egypt. 

The priests led the Apis Bull in, and Cambyses- being half-mad- drew 
his dagger with the desire to smite the belly of the Apis, but struck its thigh 
instead ... So the festival was broken up for the Egyptians, the priests were 
punished, and the Apis, wounded in the thigh, lay in the temple and wasted 
away. And when it died from that wound, the priests buried it, unknown 
to Cambyses. The Egyptians say that Cambyses immediately went mad 
as a result of this act of injustice, not having been sound of mind before. 

40 Ibid. 3.78: lCUt o\ c:ruv&cr7ti1ttOU<rt tÔlV é7ttà ôuo, ~ap&i6ç t& Kai. I'o~pUTJÇ. 
IJ\Jj.l1tÀ.U1CÉVtOÇ ôè ro~pu&ro •<!> Mayql ô ~ap&ioç è1t&IJ't&OOÇ TJ1t0p&& oia èv (Jl(Ot&Ï, 
7tpOj.lTJ8&6j.l&VOÇ j.tl) 7tÀ.i]Çn tOV I'o~pUTJV. ôpérov ÔÉ j.ltV àpyov è7t&<rt&Ôlta Ô I'o~
PUTJÇ &tp&to ô tt oô x.piitat tft X,&tpi· ô ôs d7t& "IIpOj.lTJ8&6j.l&voç créo, 11it 1tlvi]Çro." 
f'o~pU~Ç ÔS Ô.j.lel~&tO " ~08&& to Çi<poç lCUi ôt' Ô.j.l<pOtéprov." ~i!p&Î:OÇ ÔS 7t&t86-
j.l&VOÇ rocrs t& to èYX,&tpiôtov lCUi l!tux.s lCOOÇ tOU Mayou. 

41 DNc: "Gobryas, a Patischorian, spearbearer of Darius the King." GaJ!baruva Pati
suvaris DiirayavahaJ!s xsayaSiyahya rstibara. 

42 The classical sources vary widely in the names they assign to the Magus (or Magi). 
The following are attested: Smerdis and Patizeithes (Herodotus), Sphendadates (Ctesias), 
Oropastes and Gomëtës (Pompeius Trogus). Of these, only the last reflects the phonology 
of Darius's Gaumata. 

43 The name is attested in Old Persian G-u-b-ru-u-v-, Akkadian Gu-ba-ru', Elamite, 
Greek I'o~pUTJÇ, and Aramaic Gwbrw. On its interpretation, see Manfred Mayrhofer, 
lranisches Personennamenbuch 1: 32-33. 
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The first of the evils he did was to Smerdis, his brother, born of his own 
father and mother, whom he sent back to Persia from Egypt due to envy.44 

So Cambyses's jealousy and anger at Smerdis(= Bardiya) was the frrst 
product of his madness and others followed in quick succession. Thus, 
when the king beard in a dream that Smerdis sat on the throne, he took 
this as an omen and, mistakenly believing fate could be avoided, he had 
his brother killed.45 In typically ironie fashion, however, this only cre
ated the dream's conditions of fulfùlment, for it permitted "Smerdis-the
Magus" to take the place of the king's murdered brother and to seize the 
imperial throne. 46 Learning this, the anguished Cambyses made one last 
mistake, bringing the story full circle. 

Having wept and become agitated at the whole mishap, he leapt on his 
horse, intending to advance against the Magus with ail possible speed. But 
as he was mounting his horse, the tip fel/ off his scabbard, and his naked 
sword struck his thigh, wounding him in the same way that he himself had 
earlier smote the Egyptians' god Apis.41 

Cambyses 's wound, which mirrors that of the Apis bull, proved fatal and 
his death repaid the murder of the sacred beast. At the same time, one 
can read his death as completing the paired sacrifice of a king and a bull, 
an offering that permits a new king to take the throne and consecrates 
the new order he inaugurates. Presumably, this was how Bardiya spun 

44 Herodotus 3.29-30: '!lç ô& fjyayov tov 'Amv oi ip&eç, ô KaJl~UO"TJÇ, oia lrov 
Ù1tOJ1apy6n:poç, 0"1tacraJ1&voç to lrx.stpŒtov, SD .. cov t6\jlat tl) v yacrt&pa toù • A1ttoç 
1ta\et tov J1TJp6v ... ôptl) Jl&V ôl) ôtû.D .. uto Alyu7tttotcrt, oi ô& ip&eç lôucat&ÙVto, ô 
ô& 'Amç 1t&1tÀTJYJ1ÉVOÇ tov JlTJPOV l!q>Stv& lv teP ÏPcP KataKetJl&VOÇ. Kat tOV Jl&V 
tel..eutftcraVta lK toù tproJlatoç l!Sa\jlav oi ip&eç MSpn KaJ1~6creco. KaJl~UO"TJÇ ô&, 
cbç Uyoum Aly67tttot, aùt\Ka ôtà toùto to dôtKT]Jla lJ!UVTJ, lrov oùô& 7tp6tepov 
q>pevftpTJç. Kai 7tpoota J!&v toov KaKoov &Çepyacrato tov dôel..q>eov l:J!Épôtv MVta 
7tatpoç Kai JlTJtpoç tiiç aôtiiç. tov d7t&7t&Jl'lf& lç Iltpcraç q>96vcplÇ Aly67ttou. Note 
that the dagger or short sword (enkheiridion) used by Cambyses is a weapon of barbar
ians, which Herodotus never attributes to a Greek in the course of the Histories (thus 
Powell, Lexicon to Herodotus, p. 96). 

45 Ctesias reorganized this narrative somewhat. Thus, in his version Cambyses's jeal
ousy toward his brother was originally incited by the Magus, who had his own reasons for 
resentment and assumed the brother's place after his death. The ominous dream signaled 
to Cambyses that none of his descendants would rule. Mter this, he wounded himself and 
died, at which point the Magus assumed the throne. Photius, Epitome 72.11-15. 

46 Ibid. 3.30 and 3.61. 
47 Ibid. 3.64: d7toKI..a6craç ô& Kai 7t&ptTJJ1&Ktftcraç tft lmacrn O"UJlq>opft dvaSproO"K&t 

l1ti tov i1t1tov, lv v6cpl!xcov tl)v tax\crtTJV lç l:oùcra crtpate6ecr9at l1ti tov Mayov. 
Kat OÏ dva9pcOO"KOVtt l1ti tOV i1t1tOV tOÙ KOÀ&oÙ toÙ Çiq>&OÇ Ô JlUKTJÇ IÏ1t01t\1tt&t, 
yuJ1vro9&v ô& to Ç\q>oç 1ta\et tov J1TJp6v· tproJ1attcr9eiç ô& Katà toùto tft aùtoç 
7tp6tepov tov t&v Alyu1tt\cov 9sov TAmv l!7ti..TJÇ& ... 
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the story, and here the Herodotean text preserves his propaganda. rather 
than that of Darius (Table 22.1).48 

i Eurasion Darius's accession Darius's accession Smerdis's accession 
~ mythic pattern Bisitun §§10-14 Herodotus 3.67-82 Herodotus 3.29-30 

œul61-67 

Bovine victim Gau-mlita Go-bryas Apis bull 
("Bull-sized") ("Bull-eater") 

Human victim: Bardiya Smerdis Cambyses 
(normally (a king, but also a (a king, but also a priest in (a king who fonctions 
a king) priest in disguise) dis guise) as a [mad] priest in 

the bovine's death) 

Close relation Gaumlita · a) Smerdis the Magus bas the a) Cambyses and 
(twinship) impersonates same name and appearance Smerdis are brothers; 

Bardiya as Smerdis the Prince; b) Cambyses and 
b) Smerdis the Magus bas a the Apis bull suffer 
brother, who is also a Magus; identical wounds 

c) Gobryas and Smerdis are 
indistinguishable when 
struggling 

Sacrificer: Darius Darius Cambyses performs 
(most often a the acts; Smerdis is 
priest) the beneficiary 

Dismemberment a) One of Darius's 
co-conspirators loses his eye; 
b) The two Magi are 
beheaded 

Table 22.1 Reworkings of Eurasian cosmogony in narratives of 
dynastie crisis and succession in 522 B.C.E. 

48 Egyptian records show that an Apis bull was buried in 524, shortly after Cambyses 
conquered the country, but no Egyptian source makes the king responsible for the ani
mal's death, nor is there any mention of impiety on his part. Rather, such evidence as 
there is suggests he took pains to comport himself according to the dictates of Egyptian 
religion. Herodotus's account bas been much discussed, and most authors have taken it to 
reflect Darius's propaganda. See Georges Posener, La première domination perse en 
Egypte (Cairo: Institut Français d'Archéologie Orientale, 1936): 30-47, 171-75, K.M.T. 
Atkinson, "The Legitimacy of Cambyses and Darius as Kings of Egypt," Journal of the 
American Oriental Society 76 (1956): 167-71, E. Bresciani, "The Persian Occupation of 
Egypt," in Ilya Gershevitch, ed., Cambridge History of Iran. Vol. 2: The Median and 
Achaemenian Periods (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), pp. 504-6, idem, 
"La Morte di Cam bise," op cit., Balcer, Herodotus and Bisitun, pp. 87-93, Hofmann and 
Vorbichler, "Der Kambysesbild bei Herodot," Lloyd, "Herodotus on Cambyses," R.V. 
Monson, "The Madness of Cambyses," Arethusa 24 (1991): 43-65, and Briant, Histoire 
de l'empire perse, pp. 66-68. 

; 

; 
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Although these Achaemenian reworkings follow the Eurasian pattern 
in many ways, three innovations are noteworthy. In the frrst place, the 
role normally assigned to a priest here falls to the hero who becomes 
king with the narrative's closure. Were he identified as a priest, this 
would make hlm an improper king, thereby defeating the purpose of the 
story. Accordingly, the role of priest is reassigned to the man on the 
throne when the action begins. His death thus resolves a confusion of 
priestly and royal categories, permitting restoration of proper kingship 
and world order. Second, whereas the older myths treated the sacrificer 
and his human victim as close relatives, even twins, this is reworked as 
a relation of near-identity (imposture, resemblance, homonymy, and/or 
confusion in the dark) between the two victims (Bardiya and Gaumlita, 
Smerdis-the-Magus and Smerdis-the-royal-brother, Smerdis and his 
brother Magus, Smerdis and Gobryas ). Finally, the motif of dismember
ment is generally absent. Only in one case does it appear (Smerdis's 
death, as narrated by Herodotus 3.78-79), and even there it remains 
unmotivated and undeveloped. 

v 
If the motif of dismemberment seems lacking in the materials we have 
considered, the case is quite different in an account of the death of 
Artaxerxes III Ochus (r. 359-338), an energetic monarch who restored 
Achaemenian territory and power after a long period of decline. Last of 
his accomplishments was his recovery of Egypt (343 B.C.E.), after it 
bad enjoyed a sixty year period of independence.49 Apparently, there 
were those- presumably including the king's scribes - who in this 
moment of triumph depicted hlm as a new Cambyses. If so, it was a 
representation doomed to backfrre, and he was quickly accused of the 
same impieties as his predecèssor. Severa! authors recount that like 
Cambyses, Ochus slew an Apis bull, which he served at a royal banquet, 
but there is no Egyptian evidence to support these charges.50 Rather, 
they are most likely part of propaganda used to discredit Ochus after he 

49 On the reign of Artaxerxes ill Ochus, see Dandamaev, Political History of the Ach
aemenid Empire, pp. 306-13, Rüdiger Schmitt, "Artaxerxes ill," Encyclopedia Jranica 2 
(1986): 658-59, and Briant, Histoire de l'empire perse, pp. 699-709. 

50 Aelian, On the Nature of Animais 10.28, Plutarch, Isis and Osiris 355c and 363c. 
The latter passage cites Deinon as its source for this information. On the dubious nature 
of the tradition, see J.D. Ray, "Egypt: Dependence and Independence (425-343 B.C.)," 
Achaemenid History 1 (1987): 90 and Dandamaev, Political History of the Achaemenid 
Empire, p. 311. 
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was assassinated by Bagoas, his chiliarch and chief adviser, in 338 B.C.E.51 

Aelian preserves the fullest- also, for us, the most interesting - account 
of that event. 

The eunuch Bagoas, who was Egyptian, plotted against Artaxerxes, who 
was also called Oc hus. They say he was killed, eut into pieces and fed to 
the cats. Someone else was buried in his place and assigned to the royal 
tombs. (Other sacrileges are told of this Ochus, especially in Egypt.) For 
Bagoas, it was not sufficient to kill Ochus, and so he made handles for 
knives (makhairai).from the latter's thighs, displaying his own murderous
ness through these. He hated him because when Ochus was in Egypt, he 
killed the Apis bull, as Cambyses had done earlier.52 

For all that sorne pieces of the mythic scenario have been omitted and 
others embroidered, the basic pattern is immediately recognizable. Thus, 
the sacrificer appears in the form of a wicked eunuch, but not specifically 
a priest,53 and dismemberment is treated as the result of his sadistic 
wrath, not a part of sacrificial practice. Even so, its ritual nature is 
revealed in two ways. First, the cats to whom Ochus was fed are meant 
to be understood as animais sacred to the Egyptians. The treatment of his 
body was thus an act of scornful vengeance, but also an offering to Egyp
tian gods. Second, his bones were transformed not into common knives, 
but more precisely makhairai: the ritual implements used for killing and 
butchering sacrificial beasts.54 That the king's thighs served this purpose 
is also significant, since it reminds one of the fatal thigh-wounds Cam
byses inflicted on the Apis and on himself. All of these details serve to 
insert the death of Artaxerxes III Ochus into a familiar mythic structure 
that made cosmogony result from the paired sacrificial deaths of a king 
and a bovine. Here, as in the examples considered above, the result was 

51 Diodorus Siculus specifies the office Bagoas held at 17.5.3 and calls him "the most 
trusted of the king's friends" ('toù ~a<nÀ.&roç ... 1ttO"'t6ta'toÇ 'tOOV cpiÀ.rov) at 16.47.3. 

52 Aelian, Varia Historia 6.8: 'Ap'ta!;&p!;11v 'tOV Kai T!lxov bttKÀ.119Évw, <he bt&
~ouÀ.&UO"&V aô't0 Bayé>aç ô &ôvoùxoç, ôç ~v A\y61tnoç, cpacriv àvatp&9ÉV'ta Kai 
Ka'taKo1tÉV'ta 'toiç a\À.oupotç 1tapa~À.119ijvat· ê'ta<pll o& nç liÀ.À.oç à.V't' aô'toù Kai 
Ô.1t&00911 'taiç ~acrtÀ.tKaiç 811Katç. [9&oO"IJÀ.iat J.I.TJV 'toù ·nxou Kai liÀ.À.at J.I.ÈV Uyov
'tat Kai J.l.ilÀ.tcr'ta Ka'tà 'tTJV Aiyumov.] 'té!l o& Bayroc;t oôK Ô.1tÉXPTIO"& 'tO Ô.1tOK't&ivat 
'tov .. nxov, à.À.À.à yàp Kai êK 'tOOV J.I.TIPOOV a6'toù À.a~àç J.Laxatpoov ê1toi11cr&, 'to cpovt
Kov aÔ'tOÙ êvo&tKVUJ.I.&VOÇ ôtà 'tOU'tOOV. êJ.I.t0"1'10"& o& aÔ'tÔV, ê1t&i 'tOV TAmv êv 
A\y61t'tql yevÔJ.I.&voç Ô.1tÉK't&tV& Kai oÔ'toç, d>ç ô KaJ.I.~UO"TIÇ 1tp6't&pov. 

53 Although the Greek sources consistent! y make Bagoas a eunuch, this is the product 
of narrative stereotypes, orientalist condescension, and mistranslations as Briant, Histoire 
de l'empire perse, pp. 285-88 and 794-95 has shown. 

54 See the evidence collected by Guy Berthiaume, Les roles du mageiros: étude sur la 
boucherie, la cuisine et le sacrifice dans la Grèce ancienne (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1982), 
p. 109n14. 
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to redefme a moment of profound dynastie discontinuity as the emer
gence of a new order tantamount to a new creation (Table 23.2). 

Eurasian Darius's Darius's Smerdis's Ochus's death 
mythic pattern accession accession accession Varia Historia 

Bisitun Herodotus Herodotus 6.8 
§§10-14 3.67-82 3.29-30, 

3.61-67 

Bovine victim Gau-mlita Go-bryas Apis bull Apis bull 
("Bull-sized") ("Bull-eater") 

Human victim 
(normally a 

Bardiya Smerdis Cambyses Ochus 

king) 

Close relation Gaumiita a) Smerdis the a) Cambyses 
, (twinship) impersonates Magus has the and Smerdis 

Bardiya samename are brothers; 
and appearance b) Cambyses 
as Smerdis the and the Apis 
Prince; bull suffer 
b) Smerdis the identical 
Magus has a wounds 
brother, who is 
also a Magus; 
c) Gobryas and 
Smerdis are 
indisting-
uishable when 
struggling 

Sacrificer Darius Darius Cambyses Bagoas, the 
: (most often performs the Egyptian 
, a priest) acts; Smerdis eunuch 

is the 
beneficiary 

Dismember- a) One of a) The Apis 
ment Darius's bull is carved 

co-conspira- and served at 
tors loses his a banquet; 

r eye; b) Ochus is 
b) The two eut into pieces 

; 
Magi are and fed to 
beheaded cats; 

c) Ochus's 
thigh bones 

; are made into 
handles for 
sacrificial 
knives 

Table 22.2 Reworkings of Eurasian cosmogonie myth in Achaemenian 
narratives of dynastie crisis and succession in 522 and 338 B.C.E. 
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That this king's death provoked a crisis is abundantly clear and the 
leading role in the subsequent drama was played by Bagoas, of whom 
Diodorus Siculus reports "after Ochus's death, [Bagoas] always appoin
ted the successor to the throne and he possessed ali aspects of kingship, 
save the title. " 55 Continuing this story, the same author tells how Bagoas 
killed ali of Oc hus 's sons, save the youngest, Arses (r. 338-36), whom 
he installed on the throne.56 When the latter began to show signs of inde
pendence, however, Bagoas killed hlm and his children.57 Then, having 
eliminated ali members of the immediate royal family, he installed 
Darius III Codomannus (r. 336-30), a member of a collateralline, famed 
for his bravery, and a close friend. 58 Wh en Codomannus feil afoul of 
Bagoas, however, he escaped his predecessors' fate by forcing the 
eunuch to drink his own poison. 59 Still, the respite he won was relatively 
brief and he was the last of the Achaemenians.60 Whatever power Ochus 
bad managed to rebuild was squandered after his death and the empire 
feil easily to the Macedonians under Alexander. 

VI 

lt is hard to say who was responsible for narrating Ochus's death in 
such a manner as to reiterate once more the sacrifice of royal and bovine 
victims. Equally difficult is ascertaining the audience for whom this 
story was intended. Certain details - above ali, the cats - suggest an 
Egyptian provenance, while others militate against this. Thus, although 

55 Diodorus Siculus 16.50.8: JCai J.l&'tà 'tl)v ~Ksivou 't&Àsu'tl)v 'toùç otal56x.ouç atsi 
'tijç PacrtÀ.siaç oÔ'toç cbtsosiJCVU'to JCai 1tilV'ta pacnÀéroç dx.s 1tÀl)v 'tijç 7tpocnnopiaç. 
On Bagoas, see Ernst Badian, "The Eunuch Bagoas. A Study in Method," Classical 
Quarter/y 8 (1958): 144-57, Mohammed Dandamaev, "Bagoas," Encyclopedia Iranica 4 
(1988): 418-19, and Briant, Histoire de l'empire perse, pp. 281, 789-90, 794-97. 

56 Diodorus Siculus 17.5.3-4. 
57 Ibid. 17.5.4 
58 Ibid. 17.5.5: "The royal house was empty and there was no one of the lineage who 

could inherit the throne, so Bagoas chose Darius, one of his friends, and helped gain the 
kingship for hlm. He was the son of Arsanes, himself son of Ostanes, who was the brother 
of Artaxerxes, who ruled as king of the Persians." ~PTJJ.lOU o' ÔV'tOÇ 'tOÜ PacrtÀÉroç 
oiKou JCai J.ll)O&voç ôv'toç 'toù JCU'tà yévoç otaosÇoJ.lévou 'tl)v àpx.{Jv, 7tpox.stptcra
J.l&VOÇ ~va 'tOOV q>iÀ.rov llapsiov ÔVOJ.la 'tOU'tq> CfU'YJCU't&crJC&6acrs 'tl) v pacrtÀ.siav. oÔ'tOÇ 
o' ~V utoç J.lÈ:V 'Apcravou 'tOÙ 'Ocr'tavou, ÔÇ ~V àosÀ.q>OÇ 'Ap'taÇépÇou 'tOÜ Ilspcrrov 
PacrtÀ.s6crav'toç. Cf. Curtius Rufus 6.3.12 and Strabo 15.3.24. 

59 Ibid. 17.5.6. 
60 On the problems surrounding Codomannus's claim to the throne and on his reign in 

general, see Briant, Histoire de l'empire perse, pp. 790-94 and Ernst Badian, "Darius 
ill," Encyclopedia lranica 7 (1989): 51-4. 
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Ba goas' s identity as an Egyptian helped construct this as a tale of revenge 
and national self-reassertion, it is hard to imagine that other aspects of 
his characterization were meant to serve Egyptian interests. Altema
tively, it is possible that the story originated in the propaganda through 
which one or another of Ochus's successors sought to legitimate his 
claim to power. If so, this would more likely have been Codomannus 
than Arses, since one doubts either king would have circulated such a 
tale when Bagoas was still alive. 

Here, one should probably note that this narrative survives in a Greek 
text only and this may be no accident. Indeed, the ultimate beneficiary 
of the story was Alexander, for it served to establish that the Achaeme
nians had already been undone by their own crimes, impieties, folly, and 
courtiers well before the empire fell to the Macedonian. The royal line 
exhausted and the Persian throne occupied by a rank pretender, imperial 
power - indeed, world hegemony - was ripe for the taking. Even did 
the narrative originate with the work of Egyptian or Persian propagan
dists, it was surely appropriated, refined, and brilliantly exploited by 
their Macedonian counterparts. 

This brings us to our last point. This story was useful precisely because 
it strategically refashioned a scenario familiar to people of many nation
alities. The audience for this mythicohistoric discourse was not specifi
cally Greek, Egyptian, or Persian, but the population of the empire. Not 
only these varied peoples, but Babylonians, Medes, Gandharans, and oth
ers were all familiar with the same general narrative pattern, not only 
from Darius's use ofit, but from the traditions on which Darius, Bardiya, 
and others drew.61 Like his predecessors, Alexander redeployed the ele
ments of a widely diffused Eurasian cosmogonie tradition, and he did so 
to persuade his subjects, not just that one ruler had displaced another, but 
that in the process a new world had come into being. 

61 Cyrus the Great also produced a rather different variant on the same general theme, 
as preserved in Herodotus 1.107-30, but dealing with its details goes beyond what is pos
sible in this essay. The similarity of this narrative to that of Romulus and Remus has been 
discussed, inter alia, by Adolf Bauer, Die Kyrossage und Verwandtes, Sitzungsberichte 
der philsophisch-historisch Classe der kaiserliche Akademie der Wissenschaften in Wien 
100 (1882), pp. 495-78, Aly, Volksmiirchen, Sage und Novelle bei Herodot op cit., 
Andreas AlfOldi, "Konigsweihe und Mannerbund bei den Achiimeniden," Schweizeri
sches Archiv für Volkskunde 47 (1951): 11-16, and most extensively by Gerhard Binder, 
Die Aussetzung des Konigskindes Kyros und Romulus (Meisenheim am Glan: Anton 
Hain, 1964). 



CHAPTER 1\vENTY-THREE 

REBELLION AND TREATMENT OF REBELS* 

1 

There are sorne practical advantages to working with Old Persian mate
rials, a fmite corpus, formulaic discourse, and clear historie context being 
prime among them. Achaemenian inscriptions are the most official of 
texts, the product of cosmopolitan, highly knowledgeable scribes, work
ing at the direction of extremely powerful, ambitious, and self-conscious 
rulers. Although deceptively simple at points, the diction of the inscrip
tions is extremely nuanced, such that they demand - and reward -
careful study. Prior research has helped elucidate severa! recurrent topoi: 
royal titles, the list of the empire's lands/peoples, the account of crea
tion, and sorne examples of prayer.1 In each instance, subtle changes can 
be observed from one variant to another. Often, these have profound 
historie significance and reflect not only changes in circumstance, but 
the ongoing evolution of imperial ideology. 

Most of the inscriptions deploy an atemporal discourse, representing 
themselves - also the king and the empire of which they are both prod
uct and servant - as the instantiation of eternal verities, immune to the 
vicissitudes of challenge or decay. The chief exception to this is the 
lengthy text Darius the Great (r. 522-486) placed on the cliff at Bisitun, 
astride the main highway between Susa and Babylon. The frrst four of 
this text's five colunms (DB §§ 1-70) were written immediately after Dar
ius seized and consolidated power in 522-521 B.C.E, defeating nine rivais 
- whom he characterized as rebels - in the process. Each rebellion is 
treated three different times: once in the main body of the inscription 
(DB §§ 10-50), once in a long paragraph of recapitulation (DB §52), and 
once as a set of captions to the accompanying relief sculpture (DBb-DBj). 

• An earlier version of this chapter was resented at a conference on the theme "Perse
cution and Conflict in the Ancient Mediterranean" organized by Fritz Graf and held at the 
Ohio State University, November 2003, later published in Archiv für Religionsgeschichte 
7 (2005): 167-79. 

1 See, above ali, Herrenschmidt, "Désignations de l'empire et concepts politiques de 
Darius," eadem, "Les créations d'Ahuramazda," and Kienast, "Zur Herkunft der Acha
menidischen Konigstitulatur." 
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In this chapter, 1 will concentrate on the last of these series, which is the 
earliest to have been written and also the most succinct. 

Methodologically, 1 take the formulaic nature of these texts to be a 
great advantage, for in their repetitive, stereotyped phrases we may per
ceive precisely what the imperial apparatus imagined "rebellion" to be. 
By applying such language to specifie persans and episodes, it consti
tuted them as rebellious, and we catch them in the act of so doing. Fur
ther, from the fact that one of the minor inscriptions modifies the stand
ard formulae in small, but significant ways, we can observe that sorne of 
Darius's adversaries fit the stereotype of "rebel" less weil than others 
and it required more discursive labor to press these recalcitrant cases into 
the discursive mold. Close reading of ali nine texts, in connection with 
the two other relevant series (DB §§ 10-50, DB §52), lets us recover nei
ther the events as such, nor propaganda only, but the point of conjonc
ture between the two: the place where historie occurrence and tenden
tious categories of representation encountered and reshaped each other. 

II 

Darius dominates the Bisitun relief, by virtue of his stature and his cen
tral position in the composition. The spatial locus given the nine 
"rebels," in contrast, announces their subjection to hlm. Most dramati
cally, the frrst in the series lies supine beneath the Great King's foot, 
while the others stand captive before hlm, bound at their bands and 
throat (Figure 23.1). Above and below each of these figures is a caption, 
and from details of their physical placement, it appears these "Minor 
Inscriptions" (DBb-DBj) were the frrst texts eut on the rock at Bisitun. 
The following example may be cited as typical. 

This is Nidintu-bël. He lied. He proclaimed thus: "/am Nebuchadnezzar, 
the son of Nabonidus. 1 am King in Baby lon." 2 

Pive kinds of contrast are embedded in this brief caption and the other 
eight like it. Collectively, they produce not only meaning, but a tenden
tious set of conclusions. The frrst sets two verbs of speech in opposition: 
"to lie" (Old Persian duruj-) and "to proclaim, to declare" (Oanh-). Nor
mally, the latter form of speech is a prerogative of kings and carries with 
it the assurance that the content spoken is dependable, worthy, and true 

2 DBd: iyam Nidintaba}!a adurujiya, avaea a9anha: adam Nabukudracara ami, baya 
Nabunajtahya puça, adam x§aya9iya ami BabiraJ!. 
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Fig. 23.1 Relief sculpture at Bisitun. Darius is the largest figure, third from 
the left. The figures to his right, with the exception of the winged god above, 
represent the "rebels" he conquered. The "Minor Inscriptions" (DBb-DBj) 

identify each of these figures by name and provide certain formulaic pieces of 
information. In each case, Old Persian and Elarnite versions of the text are 

placed above the figure, Babylonian versions beneath. 

(see further, Chapter Two). We have repeatedly noted the central impor
tance of Truth in Achaemenian ethics and cosmology, in opposition to 
the archdemonic force of"the Lie" (dral;!ga). 

Darius's charge that the others "lied" thus amounts to a damning judg
ment with vast implications. Clearly, Nidintu-Bël and the others meant 
their speech not only to be accepted as true, but to function as performa
tives, i.e. speech acts that produce the effect they announce. By contrast, 
Darius treated their words as transparently deceitful and - therefore -
self-deconstructing parodies of royal speech. For if a man not otherwise 
entitled to be King tries to "proclaim"himself such, he engages in false
hood and thereby reveals himself doubly disqualified for the throne. 

A related point is made through a second contrast between the names 
the text assigned to the "re bels" and those they took for themselves, 
e.g. "Nidintu-Bël," as opposed to "Nebuchadnezzar, son of Nabonidus ... 
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King in Babylon" (for a full list, see Table 24.1). Although this is framed 
as a confrontation between "real" names that encode lowly identities vs. 
pretentious acts of self-elevating imposture, it most probably reflects the 
transition from birth-names to the throne-names new kings assumed with 
their royal office.3 By treating the birth-name as true, while rejecting the 
throne-name as false, the text irnplicitly dismisses the legitirnacy and 
efficacy of the processes through which the man in question was made 
king (coronation rituals, formai proclamations, dynastie descent, etc.). 

Often the throne-names had daims to nobility embedded in them, as 
is true for "Nebuchadnezzar," and genealogical assertions advanced the 
same argument. Where the text contrasted one name to another ("real" 
birth-name vs. "false" throne-name), on the genealogical plane it con
trasted something to nothing, for when naming the rebels it ignores their 
fathers and families.4 The effect is to treat them as quasi-bastards, 
depriving them of the patrilineal identity that defined social status and 
secured one's inheritance. In addition to reducing whatever stature these 
men might have enjoyed, this also has the effect of rendering them 
suspect, for those without legitirnate family connections are structurally 
disposed (and stereotypically known) to be jealous, resentful, grasping, 
unscrupulous, which is to say: unworthy and untrustworthy. 

Concerning the "real" identity he posits for eight of his opponents, 
Darius provides nothing beyond their name. The ninth case - that of 
Gaumata - is anomalous and highly significant, for this was the first 
rival Darius confronted, who preceded hlm on the Achaemenian throne. 
By his own admission, Darius gained power by murdering this man, 
who called himself "Bardiya, son of Cyrus," and was recognized as 
such.5 Darius, however, insisted that this man's "real" name was 
Gaumata and - in contrast to ali other cases - he attached a "real" 
title to this "real" name, referring to him as "Gaumata the Magus." In 
so doing, he acknowledged that this man's claim to the throne was so 
strong that special steps were required to refute them. Such steps con
sisted of the information conveyed by the title of Magus, which marks 

3 On this practice, see Schmitt, "Achaemenian Throne-names," op cit. 
4 In contrast, the historie narrative of DB names certain non-royal men as the "real" 

fathers to four of the rebels. Such information is provided for Nidintu-Bël (§16), Âçina 
(§16), Martiya (§22), and Araxa (§49). The Babylonian version of the first such account 
is particularly revealing, since it identifies the father of Nidintu-Bël as a zazakku, i.e. a 
distinct! y non-royal official responsible for the collection of taxes. 

5 The Babylonian documents collected by Graziani, Testi editi ed inediti datati al 
regno di Bardiya, for instance, refer to him as "Bardiya, King of Babylon, King of [ail] 
countries" (Bar-zi-ya sar Babi[iki§ar miitate). 
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its bearer for nationality and profession: as a Mede in the flrst instance 
and a priest in the second, thus someone doubly unsuited to sit on the 
Persian throne. 

Name given Name taken Genealogy Title Title given 
by text by speaker claimed claimed' by text 

Gaumlita Bardiya son of Cyrus King the Magus 

Âçina King in Elam 

Nidintu-Bel Nebuchadnezzar son of Nabonidus King in Babylon 

Fravarti Xsa9rita of the lineage of King in Media 
Cyaxares 

Marti y a lm ani King in Elam 

Tritantaxma of the lineage of King in Sagartia 
Cyaxares 

V ahyazdlita Bardiya son of Cyrus King 

Araxa Nebuchadnezzar son of Nabonidus King in Babylon 

Frlida King in Margiana 

Table 23.1 Competing identities between those claimed by speakers and 
those assigned by the "Minor Inscriptions" at Bisitun (DBb-DBj). 

A third contrast is that between the two speakers. On the one band, 
there is the text itself, which is to say, Darius, his scribes, and his impe
rial apparatus. Insofar as the text establishes the conditions of its own 
veracity- or, to put it differently, insofar as it succeeds in producing its 
own truth-effect - it constitutes Darius as a truth-teller and righteous 
king, whose simple, straightforward assertions oppose and overpower 
the inflated, self-serving, deceitful speech of his enemies, just as surely 
as his troops vanquished theirs in battle. 

Finally, there are contrasts of timing and genre. Thus, although the 
others may have spoken frrst, Darius 's military victories secured him the 
privilege of the last word. Insofar as the others continued to speak after 
their defeat and execution, they did so only through the medium of Dar
ius's inscription, with the result that their discourse was encapsulated by 

6 The Babylonian version of the Minor Inscriptions varies somewhat. There, Açina 
and Martiya are said to have proclaimed themselves "King of Elam" (sarma'" elammafd) 
and Frlida "King in Margiana" (sarru ina mat•mar-gu) but the others assert only their 
name and genealogy, not a royal title. The Elamite version is identical to the Old Persian. 
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his: disanned, imprisoned, and tumed against itself. Consistently, the 
text introduces their speech with the phrase avaOii aOanha ("He pro
claimed thus "), thereby framing them as direct quotation. In actuality, 
however, these are exercises in post mortem ventriloquism, authored by 
Darius and his scribes, who crafted the "speeches" through which his 
enemies would be remembered - and discredited- thereafter. 

This brings us to the flfth contrast: that of genre or, more precisely, 
the kinds of communication technology employed by the rival parties. 
Where others spoke, Darius wrote and, what is more, he carried out the 
equivalent of a mass media campaign through the medium of writing. 
Thus, beyond placing the Bisitun text on the rock face astride the 
empire's most-traveled raad, he also had copies made in (at least) four 
different languages (Old Persian, Elamite, Akkadian, and Aramaic), 
sorne on clay and sorne on parchment, which were disseminated from 
one end of the empire to the other. Not only did he speak last, he also 
spoke loudest and he spoke most enduringly: astate of affairs conducive 
to establishing one's point of view. 

rn 
The cumulative effect of these contrasts - verbal (lying vs. proclaim
ing), nominal (true birth-name vs. false throne-name), subjective (Darius 
vs. his adversaries), sequential (frrst speaker vs. last), and generic (writ
ten vs. oral)- was to consolidate Darius's battlefield victories through 
discursive means. By discrediting the possibly quite legitimate daims 
his adversaries made, he characterized them as rebels and constituted 
their defeat as a form of divine judgment on the lies they told. Notwith
standing this general picture, he did not treat ali nine "rebels" as identi
cal in ali regards. Rather, small variants in the text's formulaic descrip
tions suggest differentiations among them. Sorne of these take the form 
of general rules, others of idiosyncratic cases. 

First, as regards the rules, we can observe the following. 
1) The two men who represented themselves as "King" (Gaumata and 

Vahyazdata) thereby claimed the right to rule over the empire as a 
whole. In support of that daim, they bath took the name "Bardiya, 
son of Cyrus." Such descent would have made them direct heirs to 
the founder of the Achaemenian dynasty and would have given 
them legitimacy superior to that claimed by Darius, who - if his 
own self-presentation is to be believed - belonged to a collateral, 
distinctly cadet line of the imperial family (Figure 23.2). 
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(r. 522-486) 
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Fig. 23.2 Achaemenian genealogy, according to DB §§1-4 and 10, AmH §1, 
AsH § 1, and CMb (ali of which were written during the reign of Darius). 

Colored triangles designate those who ruled as King in the royalline 
founded by Cyrus the Great. 

2) Darius's seven other rivais claimed to be "King in X." In each case, 
the 'X' represents a previously independent land/people that became 
a province of the empire after military defeat by the Persians. Claims 
of this sort amounted to nationalist uprisings and reassertions of 
prior autonomy. Presumably, such rebels were content tolet Darius 
- or whomever else - continue to rule over Persia and its prov
inces, but were determined to extricate their own people from impe
rial domination. 

3) Two men mounted such uprisings in Elam (Âçina and Martiya), two 
in Babylon (Nidintu-Bël and Araxa), and one each in Media 
(Fravarti), Sagartia (Tritantaxma), and Margiana (Frada). The gene
alogy claimed by each of these nationalist leaders varied with the 
territory in which they were active and the history of their people. 

3a) Babylonian rebels represented themselves as "Nebuchadnezzar, son 
of Nabonidus." The patronym announced their project as one of 
restoration, since Nabonidus (r. 556-539), was Babylon's last native 
king until defeated by Cyrus. The throne-name they chose also had 
its significance, recalling Nebuchadnezzar II (r. 604-562), greatest 
ruler of the Neo-Babylonian era. 
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XSa8rita and Tritantaxma 

Fig. 23.3 Transition from Median to Persian empire. Plain triangles and circles 
represent persons of Median ethnicity; colored triangles, represent Persians, 

given the principle of patrilineal descent. Solid lines indicate relations attested 
in Herodotus; dotted lines represent relations that are not attested, but not 

excluded by any direct testimony and which could account for the daim of 
Xsaerita and Tritantaxma to be properly Median "descendants of Cyaxares." 

3b) Rebels in Media (Fravarti) and Sagartia (Tritantaxma) both claimed 
to be "of the lineage of Cyaxares," invoking the penultimate Median 
king (r. 624-585), rather than his successor, Astyages (r. 585-58). 
This was the strongest claim a Mede could make, for Astyages had 
no sons, only two daughters. After him, the Median throne was sup
posed to pass to the Mede who married the eider daughter, but 
before this could happen, Astyages was overthrown by a son of 
younger daughter by her Persian husband. This victory - won by 
Cyrus the Great in 550 - secured the passage of imperial 
power from the Medes to the Persians.7 Descent in "the lineage of 
Cyaxares" would have been through an otherwise unknown son, 
yielding legitimacy arguably greater than that of Cyrus, Darius, or 
any other Achaemenian (Figure 23.3). 

7 Herodotus recounts the story of Cyrus's birth, survival, and ultimate victory over his 
grandfather in 1.107-130. His specification that Astyages had no sons (1.109), that Cyrus 
viewed Cambyses, the Persian tu whom he gave his daughter Mandane as a man of low 
status by virtue of his nationality (1.107), and that the Medes dreaded the possibility of 
kingship passing to Cyrus and thus to the Persians (1.120) are of particular importance. 
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"King in X"(Nationalist) 
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"King in Elam" 
with no 

genealogical daim 
(Açina, Martiya) 

Fig. 23.4 Structurallogic that govems how eight of the nine rebellions of 
522-521 B.C.E. are described in the Minor Inscriptions of Bisitun (DBb-DBj). 

3c) Those who proclaimed themselves "King in Elam" (Âçina and Mar
tiya) made no mention of their genealogy, since Elamite independence 
was lost so far in the past that no political capital could be gained by 
attaching one' s self to the last king, Humban-Haltash ill (r. 648-644 ). 8 

The distribution of these data produces a system that accounts for eight 
of the nine cases and can be represented in schematic fashion (Figure 23.4). 

v 
One case stands outside this system: the insurrection of Frada, which 
DBj describes in the briefest possible terms. 

This is Friida. He lied. He proclaimed thus: "/am King in Margiana." 10 

8 The Elamite version of DBf and DB §22 has Um-man-nu-is in place of Imanis. Igor 
M. Diakonoff, Istorija Mideii ot drevnejsikh vremen do kontsa W v. do n.e. (Moscow: 
Akademii Nauk, 1956), pp. 276 and 456 compared this to that of the great Elamite King 
Humban-nikas (r. 743-717), who defeated Sargon Il at the Battle of Der (721 B.C.E.). 
The suggestion has been accepted by Dandamaev, Political History of the Achaemenid 
Empire, p. 119n6, but the phonology strikes me as distant. 

9 According to DBg, Tritantaxma claimed to be "King in Sagartia," not Media. The 
Babylonian version of this inscription, however, simply states "This is Shitirantakhmu 
who lied, "1 am a descendant of Cyaxares," leaving the impression that his claim was to 
the Elamite throne. Similar wording appears in DBBab §26. 

10 DBj: iyam Frada adurujiya, ava9a a9anha: adam xsaya9iya ami MargaJ}. 
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No throne-name, no genealogy, no connection to preexisting royallines, 
core provinces of the empire (Babylon, Media, Elam), or historie events. 
The text gives no indication of the basis on which Frada staked his claim 
to be King. But then again, the longer discussion of hlm in the body of 
the Bisitun text suggests that he made no such claim at ali. 

Proc/aims Darius the King: A land/people named Margiana - that 
became rebellious from me. One man named Froda, a Margian, him they 
made chief Then 1 sent forth (a man) named Diid[si, a Persian, my vassal, 
the satrap of Bactria. To him 1 proc/aimed thus: "Go forth. Defeat that 
people/army that does not cali itself mine." Then Diid[si set forth, together 
with the people!army. He made battle with the Margians. The Wise Lord 
bore me aid. By the Wise Lord's will, the peoplelarmy that is mine utterly 
defeated that rebel peoplelarmy. Twenty-three days in the month of Açi
yodiya (Nov.-Dec.) had passed when the battle was made by them. Pro
daims Darius the King: Then the land/people became mine. This is what 
was done by me in Bactria.U 

Beyond its locus in the east (Bactria and Margiana), severa! factors make 
clear this was a rebellion unlike any other. Nowhere is it said that Frada 
lied, nor - in fact - that he made any claims at ali. Apparent! y, he was 
elected by his countrymen, perhaps without ever having sought power or 
office. And the office to which he was elected was not that of "King" 
(xsayaOiya) but one that bore a distinctly lesser title. "Him they made 
chief," the text announces, using a term (Old Persian maOista) that might 
also be translated "prince," or "commander."12 DBj thus gets carried 
away by the formulaic structure of the Minor Inscriptions and attributes 
a speech act to Frada that the body of the Bisitun text denies he ever 
made: "1 am King in Margiana."13 

11 DB §§38-39: 9ati Darayavaus xsaya9iya: Margus niima dahyaJ!8, baJ!mai bamiçiya 
abava, alva martiya Frada niima Margava, avam ma9istam akunavantii, pasava adam 
frijsayam, Dadrsis niima Parsa, mana bandaka, Biixtriya xsaçapava, abi avam, ava9asai 
a9anham: paraidi, avam karam jadi, baya mana nai gaj!batai. pasava DadfSiS bada kara 
a8iyava, bamaranam akunaJ!s bada Margavaibis, Auramazdiimai upastiim abara, vasna 
Auramazdiiha kara baya mana avam karam tayam barniçiyam aja vasai, Âçiyadiyahya 
miihya çica vï9atica raJ!cabis 9akatii iiha, ava9asiim bamaranam kftam. 9ati Darayavaus 
xsaya9iya: pasava dahyags mana abava, ima, taya mana kftam Baxtriya. 

12 Literally, nUlBista is the superlative form oftbe adjective "large, big, great" (*TIUlB-), 
bence "the greatest." It is used of generais (DB §§25, 33, 41, 45, 50, 71), tribal rulers 
(DB §74), and on one occasion it is used to designate the crown prince and beir apparent 
(XPf §4). In contrast to Old Persian care on this delicate issue, the Elamite and Aramaic 
versions of DB §38 give Frada the title "King" (sunkuk and mlk, respectively). The 
Bablylonian version of this paragrapb is so severely damaged as to be illegible. 

13 DBj: adam xsaya9iya ami Margag. DB §38 differs on every detail: "One man 
named Frada, a Margian, him they made chief" (aiva martiya Frada niima Margava, avam 
ma9istam akunavantii). 
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The time-honored principle of lectio difficilior makes clear that the 
version of DB §38 is preferable and that DBj, under the influence of 
formulaic diction and the other eight examples, refashions an anomalous 
case to make it more comprehensible. The extent of that anomaly cannot 
be underestimated, however. As Table 24.2 makes clear, none of the 
standard marks of the rebel are applied to Frada in DB §38. Contrary to 
the passages in which Darius describes his eight other adversaries, the 
standard accusations are lacking:"he rose up" (hay udapatata), "he 
became rebellious tome" (haymaj hamiçiya abava), "he lied" (aduru
jiya), "he proclaimed: '1 am King in X"' (aOanha adam xsiiyaOiya ami 
X), "he seized the kingdom/kingship" (xsaçam hay agrbiïyata), or "he 
became King" (hay xsiiyaOiya abava). Most striking of all, DB §39 
gives no indication that Frada was put to death, once more in the sharp
est possible contrast with the fate of the eight other "rebels." 

F He ' He , He He He He 
J rose up be came lied proclaimed: seized the became i rebellious '1 am King kingdoml King 

1', < ',, ,', ' , in X' kingship 1 
Gaumâta x x x x ,DB §11 

, Açina x x x DB §16 

Nidintu-Bël x x x DB §16 

, Martiya x x DB§22 

'Fravarti x x DB §24 

. Tritantaxma x x DB §33 

,Frâda 
'DB §38 

'Vahyazdâta x x DB §40 

Ar axa x x x • DB §49 

Table 23.2 Accusations of behaviors that constitute "rebellion" in the historie 
narrative of DB §§10-50. Note that none of these charges are leveled at Frada, 

while all others have two or more such markers. 

That Darius permitted Frada to live suggests a logic through which 
clemency was administered. The eight men who assumed the title "King" 
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(Old Persian xsiiyaBiya, Ak.kadian LUGAL, Elamite sunkuk) according 
to the historie narrative of DB §§10-50 were ail regarded as rebels and 
were executed when defeated and captured. And although the data are 
less than conclusive, there is sorne evidence to suggest that the more 
formidable the challenge they posed to Darius the more terrible their 
punishment was. Thus, Vahyazdata, who faced Darius's army in battle 
not once, but twice, was not just executed, but impaled, along with his 
chief followers. Fravarti, whose troops confronted the Persians in seven 
battles over the course of seven months, was mutilated, placed on public 
display, then impaled, while his followers were hung. 14 

Darius spared only one other enemy, and this is Skunxa, whose case 
is instructive. The passage that describes the campaign against him (DB 
§§74-75) falls in Column V of the inscription, which Darius added sev
era! years after Columns 1-IV, so could recount his accomplishments of 
521-519 B.C.E. Among these, his victory over one tribe of Scythians 
(the Siika tigraxal}da, "Scyths who wear pointed bats") was prominent, 
and the text makes three things clear about this campaign: 1) The se peo
ple were not previously part of the Persian empire, and thus could not be 
considered rebets; 2) Skunxa was not their "King," but merely their 
"Chief" (maBista); 3) He did not "lie" in any fashion, nor was "the 
Lie" current among his people. At worst, the Scythians were "gullible, 
vulnerable to deception"(Old Persian arika), and this was the argument 
Darius used to justify his aggression as a preemptive strike on "the Lie." 

Like Skunxa, Frada seems to have been regarded as an inconvenience 
to be dealt with, but someone relatively innocuous: no rebel, no liar, no 
claimant to the status of "King," and- therefore- no one who needed 
to die. The formulaic discourse of the Minor Inscriptions thus tenden
tiously overstated things when it said of him, as it did of the eight oth
ers: "This is Frada. He lied. He proclaimed thus: '1 am King in Margi
ana. 15 Two or three years after the original relief and inscriptions bad 
been completed, a portrait of Skunxa was added to the series of nine 

14 Vahyazdata's rebellion and fate are described at DB §§40-43; Fravarti's, at §§24-
32 and the continued resistance of his adherents, at §§35-36. Tritantaxma was also treated 
severely, for reasons that are not clear from the inscription, §§33-34. lt is perhaps note
worthy, however, that of hlm alone it is said "he became rebellious to me" (ha!!mai 
hamiçiya abava), whereas in ali other cases where the term "rebellious" appears, it is 
attributed to the land/people or the people/army in question and not their leader (thus DB 
§§Il, 16 (2x), 24, 38, 40, 49). 

15 DBj: iyam Frada adurujiya, avaea a9anha: adam xsaya9iya ami Marga~. Cf. DB 
§52: aiva Frada niima Miirgava, ha~ adurujiya, avaea a9anha: adam xsaya9iya ami 
Marga~. 
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Fig. 23.5 Skunxa, the Scythian. Relief sculpture added to Bisitun 
in 519 B.C.E. or shortly thereafter. 
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"rebels" (Figure 23.5), together with a caption whose text was a good 
dealless formulaic, also more modest and less propagandistic than those 
which bad been inscribed in 521. At this later date, when Darius bad 
fully secured his power, he was content to say no more than was neces
sary: "This is Skunxa, the Scythian."16 

16 DBk: iyam Skunxa, baya Saka. 



CHAPI'ER TwENTY-FOUR 

HAPPINESS, LAW, AND FEAR* 

1 

Two kinds of fear are mentioned in the Achaemenian inscriptions. One 
of these, which we considered briefly in Chapter Fourteen, is something 
akin to existential dread or, more precisely, the battlefield panic of men 
confronting death in its starkest, most terrifying form. The term denoting 
this kind of terror- (Old Persian afuvii)1 - occurs only once, where 
Darius stated "1 consider myself above panicwhen 1 see a rebel, just as 
when 1 see a man who is not [a rebel]."2 That is all we are told on the 
topic, but it is all we need to know, for it establishes the Great King as 
free from the most basic human anxieties and (therefore) uniquely able 
to fight on God' s behalf against all forces of evil. 

The second kind of fear is a less existential and much more political 
type, denoted by a verb whose primary sense is "to tremble" (Old Per
sian tp-).3 More broadly, this is the kind of fear inspired by a powerful 
enemy: a fear whose most immediate effect, as Émile Benveniste acutely 
observed, is to produce obedience and submission.4 In order to appreci
ate this second kind of fear and the system that deployed it with a confi
dence both moral and religious, it is necessary to study the relevant texts 
in detail and to know something of Achaemenian religion. 

As we have repeatedly stressed, one of the most striking features of 
the Achaemenian cosmogony is that it situates the Wise Lord's estab
lishment of "Happiness for Mankind" (siyiiti ... martiyahyii) as the cul
minating act of creation. And, as we also have regultarly noted, such 

• An earlier version of this chapter was presented at a conference on "Fear in the 
Ancient World," organized by Andrew Wolpert and held at the University of Florida in 
November 2009. 

1 As established by Hoffmann, "Altpersisch 'afuwiyii,' " op cit. 
2 DNb §2g: fratara maniyai afuvaya, yadi vainiimi hamiçiyam yaea yadi nai v$iimi. 
3 For the etymology, with comparison to Vedic trasati, Greek tpéw, Latin te"eo 

(also, more distantly, to tremo and trepidus), see Kent, Old Persian, p. 186, Mayrhofer, 
KungefafJtes etymologisches Worterbuch des Altindisches 1: 531-32, Ivanov and Gam
krelidze,lndo-European and the lndo-Europeans, p. 207. 

4 Benveniste, "Etudes iraniennes," op cit., pp. 56-59. 
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happiness was fmite, for at a later moment in history"the Lie" (dral}ga) 
entered existence, bringing all other evils in its wake. 

Consistent with this narrative, the historie present was theorized as an 
era of danger and conflict in which the Lie operates by contagion, cor
rupting people and things that thereby acquire the potential to infect oth
ers. ln such a world, righteous/truthful humans wage a desperate strug
gle to overcome the Lie so that perfect happiness can be regained, 
consistent with the Wise Lord's original intention. 

Achaemenian kings claimed leadership in this struggle and among the 
foremost instruments at their disposai was the Persian kara, a word that 
denotes the free and noble adult males who constitute "the people" in 
times of peace and "the anny" in times of war (rouch like Greek laos).5 

To capture both senses of the word's semantic alternance, one thus 
should translate kara by "people-in-arros" or "people/army." Consider, 
for instance, an inscription of Darius from Persepolis that treats the topic 
of fear (DPe ). Addressing his successors on the throne, the Great King 
offered the following advice. 

Proclaims Darius the King: If you should think thus -"May 1 not fear 
from any other" - (then) protect this Persian peoplelarmy. If the Persian 
people!army should be protected, happiness will be undestroyed for the 
longest time.6 

s The martial component of Old Persian kara is clear from its etymological relation 
to Lithuanian kilras, "war," Gothie harjis and German Heer, "army," Middle Irish 
cuire, "troop," etc. See, inter alia, Widengren, Feudalismus im alten Iran, pp. 106-7, 
Dandamaev, Political History of the Achaemenid Empire, pp. 110-11, and Briant, His
toire de l'empire perse, pp. 29, 115-16, and 906. On the word's etymology, Sigmund 
Feist, Vergleichendes Worterbuch der Gotischen Sprache (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1939}, p. 
247, Ernst Fraenkel, "Zu den baltischen Ausdrücken für 'Krieg' und 'Heer' und ihren 
Entsprechung in anderen indoeuropiiischen Sprachen," Lingua Posnaniensis 4 (1953); 
85 ff., and Benveniste, Vocabulaire des institutions indo-européennes 1: 111-15. Phil
ological and methodological flaws mar the discussion of Onorato Bucci, "Ricerche 
intorno al concetto giuridico di popolo in diritto persiano antico. 1. Significato di Kara 
alla luce del processo storico giuridico di f9voç e ÔTU10Ç," Rivista ltaliana per le 
scienze giuridiche 12 (1968); 333-64, but his general conclusion still holds sorne 
interest: "Ecco, quindi il valore del Kara iranico: non già popolo nè tanto meno eser
cito, ma una riunione di uomini che durante la pace o durante la Guerra, ratifica la 
volontà dello xsayaOiya, il cui potere trascende il Kara stesso e che trova il suo fon
damento in una volontà da cui del resto tutti dipendevano, quella del dio Ahuramaz
dah" (p. 364). 

6 DPe §3: 9ii.ti Darayavau§ x§ii.ya9iya: yadi ava9ii. maniyii.hai: hacii. aniyanii. mii. 
trsam, imam Parsam kii.ram pii.di; yadi kara Parsa pii.ta ahati, hayii. duvai§tam §iyii.ti§ 
axbtii.. 
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Military strength is here construed as that which a) best neutralizes fear 
and b) best secures a long-lasting (but still impermanent and thus imper
fect) happiness, fear and happiness thus being set in implicit opposition, 
as in Table 25.1. 

+People/army -People/army 

-Fear +Fear 

+Long Happiness -Happiness 

Table 24.1 Relations of fear (trs-), happiness (siyati), 
and the Persian people/army (kara) according to DPe §3. 

This analysis is taken further in an inscription (DPd) that was meant 
to be read in connection with OPe, for the two texts were placed along
side each other on the same wall as mirror images of a sort, having 
precisely the same length and format (three paragraphs, twenty-four 
lines).7 More importantly, their contents also complement and engage 
each other, as is shown in Table 25.2. 

§1 Prime actors: 
Great God and 
Great King 

DPtf' 

Great is the Wise Lord, 
who is greatest of the gods. 
He created Darius (as) king. 
He bestowed the kingship/ 
kingdom on him. By the 
Wise Lord's will, Darius is 
king. 

§2 Locales: Proclaims Darius the King: 
Fearless Persian This land/people Persia, 
center and fearful which the Wise Lord 
periphery bestowed on me, is good, 

having good horses and 
having good humans. By 
the will of the Wise Lord 
and of me, Darius the King, 
it feels no fear of any other. 

DPe' 

1 am Darius, Great King, 
King of Kings, King of 
lands/peoples, of which 
there are many, son of 
Vistâspa, an Achaemenian. 

Proclaims Darius the King: 
By the Wise Lord's will, 
these are the lands/peoples 
that 1 took hold of with this 
Persian people/army. They 
feared me. They bore me 
tribute: Elamites, Medians, 
Babylonians, Arabians, 
Assyrians, Egyptians ... etc. 

7 Regarding the physical placement of these inscriptions, see Kent, Old Persian, 
p. 109. 



§3 Antitheses: 
Fear and 
happiness 
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DPi!' 

Proclaims Darius the King: 
May the Wise Lord bear 
me aid, together with aU 
the gods, and may the Wise 
Lord protect this land/ 
people from the enemy 
horde, from the bad year, 
from the Lie. Against this 
land/people, may the enemy 
horde not come, nor the 
bad year, nor the Lie. This 
boon 1 ask the Wise Lord, 
together with aU the gods. 
May the Wise Lord, 
together with all the gods, 
grant this boon to me. 

DPe9 

Proclaims Darius the King: 
If y ou should think th us: 
"May 1 not fear from any 
other,"(then) protect this 
Persian people/army. If the 
Persian people/army should 
be protected, happiness will 
be undestroyed for the 
longest time. By the Lord, 
let this (state of happiness) 
descend on this (royal) 
house. 

Table 24.2 Interrelations of the two Old Persian inscriptions 
that face each other on the South Persepolis wall. 

II 

Although all aspects of this juxtaposition hold interest, our chief concem 
at present is to observe the ways DPd §3 expands on the analysis of fear 
and happiness offered by DPe §3 (quoted above) by detailing the three 
chief evils that produce the one and compromise the other.10 

8 DPd: § 1 Auramazda vazrka baya ma9ista baganam, hal! Darayavaum xsaya9iyam 
adada, haJ!Sai xsaçam frabara; VaSDa Auramazdaha Darayavaus xsaya9iya. §2 9ati 
Darayavaus xsaya9iya: iyam dahyal!s Parsa, tay am mana Auramazda frabara, baya naiba 
uvaspa umartiya, va8na Auramazdaha manaca DarayavahaJ!s xsaya9iyahya baca aniyana 
nai trsati. §3 9ati Darayavaus xsaya9iya: mana Auramazda upastlim baratu bada visaibis 
bagaibis, uta imam dahyal!m Auramazda patu ma ajamiya ma baina, ma dusiyaram, ma 
draJ!ga; aita adam yanam jadiylirni Auramazdam bada visaibis bagaibis; aitamai yanam 
Auramazda dadatu bada visaibis bagaibis. 

9 DPe: §1 adam Darayavaus, xsaya9iya vazrka, xsaya9iya xsaya9iyanam, xsaya9iya 
dahyünam tayaisam parünlirn, Vistaspahya puça, Haxamanisiya. §2 9ati Darayavaus 
xsaya9iya: va8na Auramazdaha ima dahyava, taya adam adarsi bada ana Parsa kara, taya 
bacama atrsa. mana bajim abara. Üja, Mada, Babirus, Arbaya, A9ura, Mudraya, Armina, 
Katpatuka, Sparda, Yal!fla tayai uskahya uta tayai drayahya uta dahyava taya para draya, 
Asagarta, Par9ava, Zranka, Haraiva, Baxtris, Suguda, Uvarazmï, 0atagus, Harauvatis, 
Hindus, Gandara, Saka, Maka. §3 9ati Darayavaus xsaya9iya: yadi ava9a maniylihai: 
baca aniyana ma trsam, imam Parsam karam padi; yadi kara Parsa pata ahati, baya 
duvatstam siyatis axsatli., baJ.ICÎ al!fa nirsati abi imam Vi9am. 

10 The importance of this juxtaposition was frrst recognized by Herrenschmidt, 
"Vieux-perse siyiiti," op cit 
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Proc/aims Darius the King: May the Wise Lord bear me aid, together with 
ali the gods, and may the Wise Lord protect this land/people from the 
enemy horde, from the bad year, from the Lie. Against this land/people, 
may the enemy horde not come, nor the bad year, nor the Lie. This boon 1 
ask the Wise Lord, together with ali the gods. May the Wise Lord, together 
with ali the gods, grant this boon to me.11 

Both DPd §3 and its counterpart in DPe speak of protection against men
acing evils and do so in complementary ways, as seen in Table 25.3. 
Close reading of the two passages together helps sharpen our under
standing of both and permits sorne nuances to emerge. First, DPe §3 
actually describes a symbiosis of sorts between the King and the people/ 
army, for the King is advised to protect the latter so that in tum, it can 
protect him from fear. Second, the things that might cause him fear are 
not named in that passage. Rather, it is DPd §3 that provides a more 
detailed analysis, listing the three prime sources of fear in what seems to 
be the reverse order of their severity, importance, and temporal sequence. 

! DPe §3 .·.· . , 
DPe§3 DPd§3 g 

Object to be King Persian people/ This (Persian) land/ 
protected (x.MyaOiya) army (kiira) people (dahyu) 

Agent who Persian people/ King The Wise Lord, together 
·provides army (kiira) (xsiiyaOiya) with all the gods 
· protection 

Threat(s) Fear (trs-) a) Enemy horde (hajnii) 
against which b) Bad year (dusiyiira) 
protection is c) Lie (dra~Jga) 

·sought 

:state to be Long happiness Absence of fear 
:gained (duvajsta siyiiti) for the King 

Table 24.3 Protection against menacing evils, as described by DPe and DPd. 

11 DPd §3: 9âti Darayavaus xsâya9iya: manâ Auramazdâ upastfun baratu hadâ visaibis 
baga,ibis, utâ imâm dahyâ~m Auramazdâ pâtu mâ âjamiyâ mâ hainâ, mâ dusiyaram, mâ 
dra~ga; aita adam yânam jadiyarni Auramazdâm hadâ visaibis baga,ibis; a,itamai yânam 
Auramazdâ dadâtu hadâ visa,ibis bagaibis. On the interpretation of this passage, Panaino, 
"hainii-, dusiytira-, drayga-: un confronto antico-persiano avestico," op cit., pp. 95-102, 
idem, "Ancora sulle tre calamita," Atti del Sodalizio glottologico Milanese 32 (1991): 
70-83 has identified A v es tan parallels that complicate the attempt of Émile Benveniste, 
"Traditions indo-iraniennes sur les classes sociales," op cit., pp. 542-49 and Georges 
Dumézil, "Les «trois fonctions» dans le J?.g Veda et les dieux indiens de Mitani," Bul
letin de l'Académie Royal de Belgique 47 (1961): 265-98, esp. pp. 294-98, who associ
ated the Lie, enemy horde, and bad year with the sovereign, warrior, and (re)productive 
functions of Proto-lndo-European ideology. 
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First to be named is the threat that is most physically violent and thus, 
perhaps, most immediately apparent. This is the enemy horde, denoted 
by a word (Old Persian hajnii, cognate to Avestan haënii, Vedic sénii) 
that is never used of one's own military and which always harbors asso
ciations, not only of the alien, but also the demonic.12 This is the threat 
that is most directly contrasted with and countered by the Persian peo
ple/army (kiira). Consideration of other sources suggests, however, that 
appearance of the enemy horde is the result of other, logically- and 
chrono-logically prior evils, for which other responses, solutions, and 
antidotes are available. 

rn 
An important A vestan text thus treats the appearance of an enemy horde 
as the climax in a series of accumulating ills that together constitute a 
"bad year" (duz.yiiiriia). 13 Although the Old Persian cognate dusiyiira is 
often translated as "famine, " 14 "bad year" is the literai meaning of both 
terms, which combine the pejorative prefix dus-, duz-(cognate to Sanskrit 
du~-, dur-, Greek dys-, etc.)15 with the common Iranian word that desig
nates the year as a recurrent cycle of time (Old Persian *yiir, cognate to 

12 Old Persian hajna, like its Avestan cognate haënd, belongs to Iran's daëvic vocabu
lary, used only for those hostile to the Persian empire, the Mazdii-worshipping religion, 
and the Good Lord's pure creation. The Avestan cognate occurs most often modified by 
the adjective xruuilyant "bloodthirsty" (Ya8t 10.8, 10.47, 15.49, 19.54). According to 
Bartholomae, Altiranisches Worterbuch, col. 1729, these words can be translated as 
'"Heer, Heerschar' uzw. Daëvischer Wesen, 'Feindesheer, feindliche Heerschar."' See 
also Kellens, "Trois réflexions sur la religion des Achéménides," pp. 115-17. 

13 Ya8t 8.49-56. Cf. Ya8t 14.48. 
14 Thus, Meillet and Benveniste, Grammaire du Vieux-Perse, p. 100 ("mauvaise 

année, mauvaise récolte"), 150 ("mauvaise moisson"), and 168 ("mauvaise récolte"), 
Kent, Old Persian, pp. 136 ("fantine") and 192 ("evil year, bad harvest, fantine"), 
Asmussen, Historiske tekster fra Achœmenide tiden, p. 73 ("misvrekst"), Brandenstein 
and Mayrhofer, Handbuch des Altpersischen, p. 117 ("MiBemste, Hungersnot"), Lecoq, 
Les inscriptions de la Perse achéménide, p. 228 ("fantine"), Schmitt, Old Persian 
Inscriptions of Naqsh-i Rustam and Persepolis, p. 58 ("crop failure"). Noteworthy excep
tions are Bartholomae, Altiranisches Worterbuch, col. 759 ("ein schlechtes Jahr, Miss
wachs bringend") and James Darmesteter, The Zend Avesta, 2: 107, who transcribed the 
term rather than translating it, then provided a note in which he interpreted both the 
Avestan and the Old Persian as meaning "Bad year, that is to say, sterility, drought." On 
the declension of Av. yar (rather than yara), see Helmut Humbach, "Textkritische und 
sprachliche Bemerkungen zum Nirangistiin," Zeitschrift für vergleichende Sprachforsc
hung 77 (1961): 106-11, exp. 110-11. 

15 Also related are Armenian t- ("non-"), Latin *dis- (in difficilis, "difficult"), Gothie 
tuz-, Anglo-Saxon tor-, Old High German zur- ("non-"). Gamkrelidze and lvanov, Jndo
European and Jndo-Europeans, p. 683. 
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Avestan yiir, Gothie jer, German Jahr, and Greek hora "annually recur
ring season, esp. spring"). Reading the Avestan passage, one gets the 
sense that a destructive disorder makes its way through the cosmos, fol
lowing the order of creation, for the text first caUs attention to shooting 
stars (a disruption of the heavens),16 followed by drought (Avestan 
apaosa, a disruption of the rains, i.e atmosphere + water, with conse
quences for the earth)," causing famine (Avestan voiynii, a disruption 
of plants, with consequences for animais and humans)18 and diseases, 
especially mange, scabies, and desiccation of the body (pqman, perhaps 
also kapasti, disruptions of the moist-warm life force of animais 
and humans).19 At the culmination of this, when aU the forces of good 
have been weakened, then appears the enemy horde, complete with char
iots and upraised hattie standards.20 Such disasters can be prevented, 

16 Ya5t 8.51 and 54-55 identifies Duz.yairiia as the leader of the shooting stars 
(pairikëi, here equated with star karama) associated with the dry season. The annual 
return of the dog-star Sirius (Avestan Tistrya) to the visible heavens sets off the struggle 
that ends each year's period of drought, as narrated by Yast 8, which is devoted to this 
deity. Most fully, see Antonio Panaino, " Tistrya, op cit., esp. 2: 1, 19-23, and 57-58. 

17 On the demon Apaob as a representation of drought, see Forssman, "Apaosa, der 
Gegner des Tistria,", op cit., Panaino," Tistrya, esp. 2: 95-101, and Éric Pirart, Guerriers 
d'Iran. Traductions annotées des textes avestiques du culte zoroastrien rendu aux dieux 
Tistriya, Mi8ra, et Vr8ragna (Paris: Éditions L'Harmattan, 2006), pp. 42-48 and 71-101. 

18 Avestan voiy~ is mistranslated as "Überschwemmung" by Bartholomae, Altirani
sches Worterbuch, col. 1428, but W.B. Henning, "The Sogdian Texts of Paris," Bulletin 
of the School of Oriental and African Studies 11 (1946): 717 established its correct inter
pretation on the basis of comparison to Sogdian wynh "famine." See further Panaino, 
"haina-, dusiyara-, drayga-," p. 99 and "Ancora sulle tre calamita," pp. 79-80, where he 
calls attention to Pahlavi woiyn derived from A vestan voiyna and attested at Denkard 
7.8.19. 

19 On pqman, see Bartholomae, Altiranischse Worterbuch, col. 888, Monier-Williams, 
Sanskrit-English Dictionary, p. 819, Mayrhofer, Kurzgefafltes etymologisches Worter
buch des Altindisches 2: 255-56, with comparison to Sanskrit panuin ("a kind of skin
disease, cutaneous eruption, scab"), pama ("a kind of skin-disease, herpes, scab; a mild 
form of leprosy") and Afghanpam ("scabies, scurf, mange"). Panaino, Tistrya, 1: 79 and 
2: 40-41, interprets kapasti as "mange [?]," which is an attractive guess, but an etymo
logical analysis for this obscure term is stilllacking. Bartholomae, Altiranisches Worter
buch, col. 436 posited a prefix ka- and a second element pasti-, with relation of the latter 
to Latin pestis ("plague, pestilence"), but this is unlikely, given recurrence of the element 
-asti in Avestan names of diseases (cf. sarasti and ayostl), as noted by F.B.J. Kuiper, 
Selected Writings on /ndian Linguistics and Philo/ogy, ed. A. Lubotsky, et al. (Amster
dam: Rodopi, 1997), p. 201. 

20 The text actually names the enemy horde twice, for it appears in simple fashion 
(haëna) at the very beginning of the series and in more elaborated, emphatic fashion 
(haëniiO ra8o ... uzgarapto drafto) at its very end. The motives for this double enunciation 
are not explicit, but might include emphatic restatement, dramatic foreshadowing, and a 
view that this culminating disaster somehow encompasses ali the others of which it is 
both the product and summation. 
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however, if prayer and sacrifice, grounded in the Best Truth (Asa vahista) 
are offered to the star Tistrya (=Sirius), the annual bringer-of-rain.21 

21 fu Ya8t 8.50-51, the Wise Lord describes the importance of sacrifice to this god: 
"[ created, Spitama Zarathustra, 
This star Tistrya, 
As worthy of sacrifice, as worthy of prayer, 
As worthy of propitiation, 
As worthy of glory, 
As 1 my self, who am the Wise Lord, 
To help and to resist, 
Standfirm against, overcome, 
And repel the enmity 
Ofthat witch 'Bad Year,' 
Whom people of evil speech 
Cali by the name 'GoodYear."' 
az~m daO!lffi Spitama Zara9ustra 
aom star.lm yim Tistrlm 
auuânt~m yesniiata 
auuânt~m vahmiiata 
auuânt~m x5nao9~ata 
auuânt~m frasastata 
ya9a m!lfficit yim ahurnm mazd!\ffi. 
auuail)hai pairikaiilii 
paiti.stataiiaëca paiti.scaptaiiaëca 
paiti.~taiiaëca paitiiaog~t.tbaësahiiaica 
y a duz. yairiia Y !\ffi 
ma5iiiika auui.duz.vaclliJhO 
hu.yliirii!lffi n!lffia aojaite. 
The Wise Lord warns that if 'Bad Year' goes unchecked, "it would completely shatter 

the life force of ali embodied existence" (vïspahe aiJh:ius astuuato ... lliJhUU!lffi auua.hisi
~mat). At Yast 8.56, however, he describes the results accomplished when proper worship 
is paid to the star-deity Tistrya who overcomes this 'Bad Year.' 

If, 0 Spitama Zarathustra, the Aryan landslpeoples 
Had remembered to give sacrifice and prayer 
To radiant Tistrya, possessed of charisma-
As to him sacrifice and prayer 
Are most-to-be-given, 
According to Best Truth -
Then the enemy horde would not arrive 
Here, to Aryan lands, 
Nor wouldfamine, nor scabies, 
Nor mange (? ), nor chariots of the enemy horde, 
Nor the upraised war-banner. 
yeioi zï spitama zara9ustra airiiâ dlllJhliuuo 
tistriiehe raëuuato xv~nlliJhatO 
ai~i.saciims dliitïm yasn~m vahm~mca. 
ya9a.hë asti dliitiiot~mo 
yasnasca vahmasca 
a5at haca yat vahistat 
noit i9ra airiiâ daighauuo 
frasusuiiat haëna 
noit voiyna noit p!iffia 
noit kapastis noit haëniio ra9o 
noit uzg~rnpto drafSo. 
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If the Avestan analysis of the "bad year" treated it as a compound of 
multiple ills spreading through creation, the Achaemenian understanding 
had similar complexity, although it focused on political and economie 
woes, rather than disruptions of the natural order. This follows from DB 
§§10-14, in which Darius narrated the crisis of 522 B.C.E. Shortly prior 
to these events, as he tells it, the Lie had made its appearance and the 
people-in-arms became vulnerable to its power, this being the condition 
of possibility for ali the evils that followed.22 The bad year proper saw a 
shrewd and manipulative man- "Gaumata the Magus" -lie to the 
kara, misrepresenting himself as "Bardiya, son of Cyrus," in which 
guise he claimed the throne. As gullible people rallied to hlm, rebellion 
spread and he took control of the imperial heartland (Persia, Media, and 
others), at which point the rightful King died a sudden and mysterious 
death.23 Then, having having seized the throne, Gaumata consolidated 
his power through a reign of terror. 

There was not a man- not a Persian, nor a Mede, nor anyone of our 
/ineage - who could have deprived that Gaumiita the Mag us of the king
shiplkingdom. The people/army feared him mightily. He would kill greatly 
among the people/army those who knew Bardiya in the past. For that rea
son, he would kill among the peoplelarmy, (thinking): "Lest they might 
recognize me and know 1 am not Bardiya, the son ofCyrus." 24 

22 DB §10: "When Cambyses went to Egypt (= 525 B.C.E.), then the people/anny 
became vulnerable to deception and the Lie became great throughout the land/people -
in Persia and Media and other lands/peoples." yaea Kambüjiya Mudrayam ~iyava, 
pasava kara arika abava uta dral}ga dahyal}Vli vasaï abava, uta Plirsai uta Mlidai utli ani
yauva dahyusuva. 

23 DB § 11 "Proclaims Darius the King: Afterwards, there was one man, a Magus named 
Gaumlita ... He lied to the people/anny thus: '1 am Bardiya, the son of Cyrus, the brother of 
Cambyses.' Then the people/anny ali became rebellious from Cambyses. lt went over to hlm 
- Persia and Media and the other lands/peoples. Nine days had passed in the month Ganna
pada (1 July 522 BCE), when he seized the kingship/kingdom. Then Cambyses died his 
own-death." 9ati Dlirayavaus x8aya9iya: pasava ai va martiya magus liha, Gaumlita nlima ... 
hal} klirahya avaea adurujiya: adam Brdiya ami, baya Ktiral}s puça, Kamb~jiyahya brlitli, 
pasava kara haruva hamiçiya abava haca Kambujiyii, abi avam ~iyava, utli Parsa utli Mada 
uta aniya dahyava, xsaçam hal} agrbliyatii, Gannapadahya mlihya nava ra'lcabis 9akatli liha, 
avaea xsaçam agrbayata, pasava Kambujiya uvamrsiyus amariyatli. The phrase that describes 
Cambyses's death- uvamrsiyul amariyata- has been much discussed and seems to be an 
idiomatic phrase carefully chosen to dispel any suspicion of homicide. See further Schulze, 
"Der Tod des Kambyses," Alfred Hübner, "Zum Tod des Kambyses," Zeitschrift für 
vergleichende Sprachforschung 68 (1944): 57, Schaeder, "Des eigenen Todes sterben," 
Asmussen, "Iranica, A: The Death of Cambyses," Jaan Puhvel, "The 'Death of Cambyses' 
and Hittite Parallels," Studia Classica et Orientalia Antonino Pagliaro Oblata (Rome, 1969) 
3: 169-175, and Hemnann, "Zu altpersisch uv'mr!liyus 'mriyt'." 

24 DB § 13: 9ati Dlirayavaus x8aya9iya: nai liha martiya nai Parsa nai Mada nai amlixam 
tal}miiya ka!lci, baya avam Gal}mlitam tayam magum xsaçam dïtam caxriyii, klira!lim haca 
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This is the frrst time fear (tp-) is mentioned in any Achaemenian text 
and it plays a role of central importance. In the narrative Darius devel
oped, as we saw, trouble be gins with the Lie, from which follow confu
sion, deception, rebellion, and usurpation. In ways, the usurper is him
self an instantiation of the Lie, and once on the throne he compounds 
falsehood with violence and intimidation, basing the continuation of his 
evil rule on the deliberate cultivation of fear. Putting an end to this situ
ation of political, cosmic, and moral disorder thus depended on the inter
vention of sorne actor who is able to overcome falsehood and transcend 
fear. Y et, as Darius recounts, there was no one able to do that. 25 1t was 
in this desperate situation that he turned to the Wise Lord. 

No one dared to proclaim anything about Gaumiita the Magus until 1 
arose. Then 1 prayed to the Wise Lord for assistance. The Wise Lord bore 
me aïd. Ten days of the month Biigayiidi had passed (29 September 522) 
when /, with a few men, slew that Gaumiita the Magus and the men who 
were his foremost followers. A fortress named Sikayuvati, a land named 
Nisiiya, in Media- there 1 slew him. 1 deprived him of the kingshiplking
dom. By the Wise Lord's will/ became king. The Wise Lord bestowed the 
kingship/kingdom on me.26 

As in the Avesta, the remedy for a "bad year" thus begins with worship 
of the appropriate deity. Here, however, that deity is the Wise Lord 
(Ahura Mazdii), rather than the star Tistrya, and he intervenes, not by 
bringing rain that will fructify the cosmos, but by giving assistance and 
courage to the hero who will overcome the usurper and make himself 
king. The benefits that come with the new, divinely ordained and right
eous/truthful king are not limited to the political sphere, however, and 
here Darius's narrative acquires something like the cosmic dimension of 
the Avestan text. Thus, in redressing Gaumiita's crimes, the Great King 

dfsam a!:fsa, kiiram vasai avajaniyli, baya paranam Brdiyam adana, avahyaradî kiiram ava
janiya, matayamiim xsnasati, taya adam nai Bfdiya ami, baya Kura~s puça. 

25 The assertion of DB § 13 is sweeping and emphatic: "There was not a man - not 
a Persian, nor a Mede, nor anyone of our lineage - who could have deprived that 
Gaumata the Magus of the kingship/kingdom." nai aha marti y a nai Piirsa nai Mada nai 
amaxam ta~aya kaki, baya avam Ga~matam tayam magum xbçam dîtam caxriya. 

26 DB §13: kaki nai adfsna~s cisci 9anstanai pari Ga~matam tayam magum, yata 
adam iirsam, pasava adam Auramazdiim patiyavanhyaiy, Auramazdiimaiupastam abara, 
Bagayadais mahya da9a ra~cabis 9akata. aha, ava9a adam bada karnnaibis martiyaibis 
avam Ga~matam tayam magum avajanam uta. tayaisai fratama martiya anusiya ahantli, 
Sikayuvatis niima dida, nisaya niima dahyaus Madai, avada8im avajanam, xsaçamsim 
adam adinam, va8na Auramazdaha adam xsaya9iya abavam, Auramazda xsaçam mana 
frabara. On the verb wah- "to supplicate, pray to, worship," see Szemerenyi, "Iranica II. 
17. OP patiyiivahyaiy," pp. 208-9. 
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says he started by restoring damaged temples (thereby reconnecting 
heaven and earth), after which he attended to earth, vegetation, animais, 
and humans, following the Zoroastrian order of creation. 27 

IV 

According to DB §§10-14, the "bad year" is thus preceded by "the Lie" 
(dral}ga) and both are causes of fear, just as DPd §3 groups these two 
along with the enemy horde. In the same way that DPd §3 identified the 
people/army (kiira) as the antidote to the fear inspired by the enemy 
horde (hajmï), so the Bisitun text identifies a rightful King (xsaya(}iya) 
-i.e., one who enjoys the Wise Lord's support- as the antidote to a 
bad year (dusiyara). Presumably, a similar remedy exists for the Lie, the 
obvious candidate being rta, a term that sorne would translate "Truth (as 
the foundation of all moral and cosmic order)," while others would 
nuance things differently, speaking of "Right,""Justice," or "Cosmic 
Order" itself.28 In alllikelihood, the semantic range of this word encom-

27 The sequence in which the Wise Lord established the six original creations of orthodox 
Zoroastrianism is specified in such texts as Yasna 19.8, Ya8t 13.86, Selections ofzadspram 
1.25, Greater Burulahisn 1.54 (TD2 MS. 15.2-3) and 3.7 (TD2 MS. 33. 2-5). This order 
appears to inform the components of the "Bad Year" described in Ya8t 8.49-56 and the year 
of Gaumii.ta's rule, to judge from Darius's description of how the restorations he made after 
overthrowing the usurper (DB §14). One rnight compare the two texts as follows. 

t Zoroastrimt · Components of"Btul Year" ' Darius's restitutive QCts • f· ortler of according to Y ait 8.49-56 after overlhrowing Gaumiita, ·1 
k ~ f· creation .. .· ; ' according to DB §14 . ~ ' ' 

1) Sky Shooting stars (pairikd = stâr brama) Restoration of temples (âyadana) 

2) Water Drought (Apaosa) 

3) Earth Drought (Apaosa) Restoration of pasture-lands (âbicariS) 

4) Plants Famine (voiyna) Restoration of pastores (âbicariS) 

5) Animais Famine (voiyna) Restoration of livestock (gaiOâ) 
Scurf, mange, diseases of dryness 
(pqman, kapastl) 

6) Humans Famine (voiyna) Restoration of domestic servants (miiniya) 

Scabies, leprosy, diseases of dryness Restoration of ho uses ( viO) 
(pqman, kapasti) Restoration of people/army (/aira) 
Enemy horde, with chariots and 
war-banners (haënâ, haëniio raOo, 
uzg:~r:~pto drafto) 

28 Most recently on the opposition of Truth ([ta) and Lie (dral}ga) in ancient lranian 
ethics, politics, and cosmology, see Skjrerv(ll, "Truth and Deception in Ancient lran,"op 
cit. Virtually all handbooks to Zoroastrianism dwell on this theme, but the most thorough 
and thoughtful remains Lommel, Die Religion Zarathustras, pp. 40-52. The interpretation 
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passed these possibilities and more, as is true of its A vestan cognate asa 
(< Indo-Iranian *rta). The latter, moreover, consistently operates in a 
structure of binary opposition - sometimes explicit, sometimes tacit -
where it is contrasted to drug, which, like its Old Persian counterpart 
dral}ga, denotes falsehood as the antithetical source and foundation of 
all evil and all disorder. 

It is thus surprising that rta nowhere figures as the adversary or anti
dote to dral}ga in any Achaemenian text. 

v 
To be sure, Darius did represent himself as chosen by the Wise Lord 
because of his consistent opposition to falsehood.29 With equal consist
ency, he depicted his enemies as liars inspired by the Lie. 30 Y et ne ver 
once does the discourse of rta ("truth, cosmic order, all that is right") 
appear in his inscriptions and this can surely be no accident. 31 That the 
term was available is certain, for it occurs in the names of numerous 

of Indo-Iranian *rta as "truth" was championed by Lüders, Varu~: Il. Varu~ und das 
f!.ta and has been accepted by Mayrhofer, Etymologisches Worterbuch des Altindoari
schen 1: 254-55, but others have advanced views with other nuances, such as Geiger, 
"~ta und Verwandtes," who understood both the Vedic and the Iranian terms as designat
ing "Recht, als eine kosmischer Prinzip," or Onorato Bucci, "Giustizia e legge nel diritto 
Persiano antico," for whom Old Persian rta meant "Giustizia." 

29 At DB §63, Darius defines himsetf as one impervious to falsehood at the level of 
thought, word, and deed, but stops short of associating himself in positive fashion with 
truth: "For this reason the Wise Lord bore me aid, he and the other gods that are: Because 
1 was not vulnerable to deception, 1 was not lying, 1 was not a deceit-doer." avahyaraaunaj_ 
Auramazda upastiim abara uta aniyaha bagaha, tayaj_ hanti, ya9a naj_ arïka aham, naj_ 
draj!jana aham, nai zürakara aham, naj_ adam naima! taj!ffiii 

30 Thus, of Gaumata and ali the other rebels described in his Bisitun inscription, Dar
ius says "he lied" (adurujiya), while also stating more progranunatically at DB §54: 
"These are the lands/peoples that became rebellious. The Lie made them rebellious, 
because these men lied to the people/army." dahyava ima, taya harniçiya abava draugadis 
hamiçiya akunaJ!S, taya imai kiiram adurujiya8a. 

31 1 follow Rüdiger Schmitt, "Ein altpersisches ghostword und das sog. 'inverse ca," 
pp. 442-45, idem, Old Persian Inscriptions of Naqsh-i Rustam and Persepolis, p. 95 in 
the interpretation of [fii-cii in XPh §4d as the singular locative of [fU (thus: "at the right 
time"). Others, including W.B. Henning, "Brahman," Transactions of the Philological 
Society 1944: 108-18, Roland G. Kent, "Old Persian artaca brazmaniya," Language 21 
(1945): 223-30, Jacques Duchesne-Guillemin, "Old Persian artiica brazmaniy," Bulletin 
of the School of Oriental and African Studies 25 (1962): 336-37, Maurice Leroy, "Arta 
l'exaltée. A propos de l'Inscription des daiva," Studi e MateriaU di Storia delle Religioni 
38 (1967): 293-301, Gikyo Itô, "On Old Persian 'RT'C' BRZMNIY," Studia lranica 10 
(1981): 323-24, and Clarisse Herrenschmidt, "Notes de Vieux Perse ID," lndo-lranian 
Journal 36 (1993): 45-50, have sought to relate it to [fa and if they are correct, it would 
constitute the sole occurrence of the term outside of onomastics. 
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Persian nobles (Arta-xerxes, Arta-vardiya, Arta-phrenes, etc.).32 For his 
part, Xerxes did employ the term [fiivan, which denotes those humans 
who are righteous/truthful, in an ideal moral and ritual state, consistent 
with the Wise Lord's intentions (cf. Av. asavan, Vedic [tâvan). Strik
ingly, however, the inscription where that term appears takes pain to 
defme this state of truth and righteousness as one that is unavailable at 
present. 

Y ou who (come) hereafter, ifyou should think "May 1 be happy when liv
ing and may 1 be righteousltruthful when dead," conduct yourself accord
ing to that law which the Wise Lord set down. Worship the Wise Lord at 
the proper time and in the proper ritual style. The man who conducts him
self according to the law that the Wise Lord set down and who worships 
the Wise Lord at the proper time and in the proper ritual style, he becomes 
happy when living and righteous/truthful when dead.33 

Close reading of this passage reveals that the ideal state is deferred, and 
that in two ways. Truth - that which would overcome the Lie, frrst and 
greatest of ail ills, ultimate source of ali fears - is not available during 
one's lifetime. Rather, the best any mortal can expect is to acquire a 
state of righteousness/truthfulness after death. In similar fashion, 
creation as a whole can achieve such perfection only at the end of (his
torie) time, i.e. when the Lie is fully annihilated.34 In the meantime, the 
best one can hope for is not the perfect and universal happiness of the 
Wise Lord's original creation ("happiness for mankind,"siyiiti ... marti
yahyii), but the much-more-fmite state of "long happiness" (duvajsta 
siyiitl) or the state of an individual whose ritual and moral comportment 

32 Mayrhofer, Onomastica Persepolitana, pp. 330-31 lists sixty-eight names that 
include the element rta-, ali of which are discussed in the body of the text. 

33 XPh §4d: tuvam ka, haya aparam, yadi maniyiiha,i; siyata ahani Jiva uta rrq1a ftiiva 
ahani, avana data parïdi, taya Auramazda niya8taya; Auramazdlim yada,tsa ftiica braz
maniya; martiya, haya avana data pariyaiti, taya Auramazda rustaya, uta Auramazdlim 
yadata,i ftiica brazmaniya, haJ! uta jïva siyata bavati uta mrta ftiiva bavati. This passage 
has been much discu'ssed. 

34 The Pahlavi sources are most explicit on this point, as for instance Dadestlin ï Dënig 
36.101: 

After the Renovation, there are no demons, because there is no deceit. And there is no Lie, 
because there is no falsehood. There is no Evil Spirit, because there is no destructiveness. 
There is no hell, because there is no unrighteousness. There is no strife, because there is no 
wrath. And there is no malice, because there is no injury. There is no pain, because there is 
no sickness. There is no grief, because there is no fear .... 

pas az fraSgird në bawëd dëw cë në bawëd +frëb. ud ne druz ce nest drozi~n. ne bawëd Abre
man cë nëst zadarih. në bawëd du~ox cë nëst druwandïh. në bawëd kox~i~n ce ne bawëd 
xe~m. ud në bawëd ken ce nëst wizliy. në bawëd dard ce nest wemiirih. ne bawed +cëhag cë 
nëst bïm .... 
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(obedience to God's law and perfect performance of sacrifice) succeeds 
in making him "happy while living"(siyata ... jiva).35 

This means that of the three essential sources of fear - the Lie, the 
bad year, and the enemy horde- effective ripostes exist for two only, 
there being no perfect antidote to the Lie, given the constraints of his
torie and mortal existence. Until the end of history, when the Lie will be 
annihilated, it is always capable of spreading and multiplying, giving 
rise to bad years and enemy hordes, and there is thus always reason for 
fear. Achaemenian understandings of fear, its sources, and its admittedly 
partial and imperfect antidotes can be schematized, as in Table 25.4. 

Sources of fear 
(DPd §3) 

Antidotes to the things that arouse fear 
(DPe §3, DB §§10-14, XPh §4d) 

Enemy horde (hajnii) People/anny (kara), protected by a proper king 

Bad year (dusiyiira) Proper king (xsiiyaOiya), chosen and aided by 
the Wise Lord 

Lie (draJ!ga) Law (data) and sacrificial rites (yad-) are provisional 
solutions, but the perfect antidote - Truth ([ta) - is 
unavailable in the world at present 

Table 24.4 Sources of fear and their antidotes, as elaborated in 
the Achaemenian inscriptions. 

VI 

! 
1 

A perfect solution is thus available only on the eschatological horizon, 
when the Lie will be definitively overcome. Within historie time the 
world retains its moral ambiguity and at least sorne of its danger, for in 
the absence of perfect Tru th, flawed human subjects can never full y pro
tect themselves from the menace of the Lie. The best instruments of 
defense, as XPh §4d specifies, are law and ritual, which are potent, but 
insufficient. Law, moreover, has its own ambiguities. 

The preceding discussion suggests that the Achaemenians theorized 
law (data) as that which most closely approximates truth ([ta) in the cur
rent era of strife and imperfection. Formally, the word datais the neuter 

35 The association of happiness with life and truth with death is even more striking in 
this passage, since it in verts the way these categories are organized in the A vesta, where 
happiness (syiitl) is the post mortem state and righteousness/truthfulness (asavan), that of 
the living. See de Menasce, "Observations sur l'inscription de Xerxes à Persepolis" and 
Kellens, "Sur un parallèle inverse à l'inscription des 'daiva'," op cit. 
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past passive participle of the verb 2da-"to set down, establish," and it 
marks the law as "that which has been laid down and fmnly estab
lished," much like German Gesetz (from setzen) and English law (from 
lay [down]).36 Inevitably, the question must arise "laid down by 
whom?," a query that prompted two answers. Thus, XPh §4d speaks of 
"the law that the Wise Lord set down,"37 while all other occurrences of 
Old Persian data trace it back to the King.38 This distinction between 
God's law and that of the King marks the gap between absolute truth 
and its imperfect approximation, while subtly suggesting that the more 
closely attached a King is to the Wise Lord, the more closely will his 
realm approach the ideal. 

Such a conceptualization suggests two practical goals for any Achae
menian ruler: 1) to perfect the King's law as muchas possible, so that 
the gap separating it from God's perfect truth would become asymp
totic; 2) to spread this law throughout the globe, thereby establishing a 
reign of truth, peace, harmony, and happiness, while rendering the 
world's populations increasingly safe from fear and the Lie.39 

Diffusion of data as a loanword provides sorne index of the Achaeme
nians' success in the latter project.40 One must, however, temper the 
dynasty's idealized sense of its law as that which would set the world 
free from fear with the way they imposed and enforced it. Darius's frrst 
mention of law thus makes clear not only that its goal is to suppress the 
Lie and all those influenced by it, but also that force will be used toward 
that end. 

36 The term is translated by loanwords in Elamite (da-at-tam6), suggesting that the 
Persian law was accorded sorne special status. Akkadian has dinu ("decision, verdict, 
judgment, punishment; law, article of law") in the plural. On the general tendency to 
connect law with the act of its having been laid down, see Carl Darling Buck, A Diction
ary of Selected Synonyms in the Principal/ndo-European Languages (Chicago: Univer
sity of Chicago Press, 1949), pp. 1421-22. 

37 XPh §4d: data ... taya Auramazda niya8taya. 
38 At DB §8, Darius thus speaks of "my law ... as was proclaimed to them by me" 

mana data ... ya9asam hacama a9anhya. DNa §3, DSe §3, and XPh §3 invert the formula 
("that which was proclaimed to them by me ... my law," tayasam hacama a9anhya ... 
datam taya mana), while XPh §3 speaks only of "my law" (datam, taya mana). 

39 Most thoroughly on the Persian category of law, see Bucci, "Giustizia e legge ne! 
diritto Persiano antico," idem, "L'Impero achemenide come ordinamento giuridico 
sovrannazionale," Dandamaev and Lukonin, Culture and Social Institutions of Ancient 
Iran, pp. 116-30. 

40 Cf. Elamite da-ad-da-um, da-at-tarn, da-tam5, Babylonian diitu ("decree, royal 
command"), Hebrew dt-, Biblical Aramaic d't, dât, Inscriptional Aramaic [Xanthos] dt-h, 
Syriac dt-?, Armenian dat, Middle and New Persian diid, etc. 
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Proclaims Darius the King: Within these lands!peoples, that man who was 
loyalltrustworthy, 1 treated him so he was well-treated; he who was vulnera
ble to deception, 1 interrogatedlpunished him so he was well-interrogatedl 
punished. By the Wise Lord's will, these landslpeoples conducted themselves 
according to my law. Just as was proclaimed to them by me,just so they did.41 

The implied threats in this passage did not need amplification. Persian 
interrogation practices employed whips, goads, and judiciary ordeals 
involving frre, molten metal and worse.42 Rebels were subject to execu
tion by decapitation or impaling, such as the 206 nobles Darius dis
patched in these fashions according to the Bisitun inscription.43 Two he 
treated with particular ferocity, mutilating their eyes, ears, tongue, and 
nose, then placing them on public display so they could serve as an 
object lesson.44 In later reigns, the highways of the empire were filled 
with more common lawbreakers whose bands, feet, or ears had been 
severed, or whose eyes had been gouged out.45 Ail lawbreakers were 
thought to be lie-inspired in sorne fashion and the law was designed to 
stamp this out, but sorne offenses showed the Lie in particularly virulent 
form and were thus treated with special severity. Perjurers, slanderers 
and those who plotted regicide were decapitated.46 Corrupt judges had 
their throats eut and their skin flayed,47 while poisoners had the heads 

41 DB §8: 9ati Darayavaus xsaya9iya: antar ima dahyava martiya, baya agriya aha, 
avam ubrtam abaram, baya arïka aha, avam ufrastam aprsam, va8na Auramazdaha ima 
dahyava tayana mana data apariyaya, yaeasam hacama a9anhya, avaea akunavayantli. 

42 Herodotus 3.130, Ctesias Persika 13.11 (in the edition of Janick Auberger, trans., 
Ctesias. Histoires de l'Orient [Paris: Les Belles Lettres, 1991]), Plutarch, Life of Artax
erxes 14.5, Plutarch, Sayings of Kings and Commanders 173d. The particularly gruesome 
ordeal of "the troughs" is described by Plutarch, Life of Artaxerxes 16.2-4 and men
tioned by Ctesias, Persika 14.34. 1 have discussed its ideology and structure in Religion, 
Empire, and Torture, pp. 83-96 and "An Ancient Case of Interrogation and Torture," 
Social Analysis 53 (2009): 157-72. 

43 The Babylonian version of the inscription (but significantly not the Old Persian) con
tains a full accounting of battlefield casualties, captives, and those executed by Darius after 
the rebellions of 522-21. See von Voigtlander, Bisitun Inscription of Darius the Great: 
Babylonian Version, op cit., pp. 56-60. The relevant passages are: DBBab §§19 (49 Baby
lonian nobles impaled, including Nidintu-Bël), 25 (Fravarti mutilated and impaled, 47 
Median nobles decapitated with him), 26 (Tritantaxma mutilated and impaled), 29 (80 Par
thian and Margian rebets executed by unspecified means), 31 (46 Margian rebels executed, 
including Frada), 35 (52 Persian nobles impaled, including Vahyazdata), 39 (an unspecified 
number of Babylonian nobles impaled, along with Araxa). Ctesias, Persika 14.39 also 
recounts the impaling of Inaros and the decapitation of ftfty Greeks with hlm. 

44 DB §§32-33. On the significance of these mutilations, see Chapter Twelve. 
45 Xenophon, Anabasis 1.9.13, Ammianus Marcellinus 30.8.4. 
46 Herodotus 8.90, Plutarch, Life of Artaxerxes 14.4, 29.5,-6, Strabo 15.3.17, Ctesias, 

Persika 13.12, 13.19, 13.33, Ammianus Marcellinus 30.8.4. 
47 Herodotus 5.25, Diodorus Siculus 15.10.1. 
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slowly crushed.48 Disobedience or disrespect to the king could bring 
capital punishment not only to the offender,49 but to his entire family.50 

Commoners who seduced noblewomen might be buried alive.51 

Herodotus recounts that Persians believed themselves to inhabit the 
world's moral center, with the corollary understanding that the more dis
tant from this center any people might be, the more vulnerable they were 
to the Lie.52 A xenophobie element is thus evident in Darius's descrip
tion of how the law served as an instrument of imperial control and he 
introduced lists of the empire's lands and peoples with the following 
formula: "By the Wise Lord's will, these are the lands/peoples that 1 
seized far from Persia. 1 ruled over them. They bore me tribute. That 
which was proclaimed to them by me, that they did. My law - that held 
them. "53 More pointedly, in an inscription from Susa, Darius specified 
just how the law was able to hold liars, rebels, and violent peoples in 
check. Significantly, he does not speak of the law's association with the 
Wise Lord and Truth, nor its ability to settle disputes, establish justice, 
trust, or well-being, stillless its ability to calm people's fears. On the 
contrary, the efficacy of the King's law rests precisely on its ability to 
inspire a fear the King fmds salutary. 

Proclaims Darius the King: Much that was i/1-done, that 1 made good. The 
landslpeoples were seething (in rebellion), one smote the other. This 1 did 
by the Wise Lord's will, so that one does not smite the other any more. 
Each one is in place. My law- of that they fee/ fear .. . 54 

48 Plutarch, Artaxerxes 19.6. 
49 Strabo 15.3.17, Ctesias, Persika 14.43, Diodorus Siculus 17.30.4. 
50 Herodotus 3.119 (the incident oflntaphernes). 
51 Ctesias, Persika 14.44 (the incident of Apollonides). 
52 Herodotus 1.134: "After themselves, [the Persians] give honor above ali to those who 

dwell closest to themselves, and second to those who are second closest. And proceeding 
thus, they distribute honor proportionately. They treat with least honor those who dwell fur
thest away from themselves, considering themselves to be in ali ways the best of people by 
far, while the others partake of excellence proportionately, such that those dwelling furthest 
from themselves are the worst." ttJ.lÔ.)<n Of: êK 1tclvt(J)V "tOÙÇ ayJ(t<Tta Sro\YtOOV OiK&OvtUÇ 
JlE"tcl ye tromo6c;, ôe6-repa ôè -roùc; ôeu-r&pouc;· JlE"tcl ôè Ka"tà 'J..6yov 1tpol3aivovrec; 
ttJ.lÔ.)<n. f}Ktma ô& -roùc; êromrov SKao-tatro oiK11Jl&vouc; tv ttJli\ liyovtat, voJ.LiÇovtec; 
êromoùc; dvat àv9p<imrov JlUKp{p tà 1tclvta àpimouc;, -roùc; ô& ÜÀÀouc; Ka"tà Myov -rijc; 
àpe-rijc; àvr&xecr9at, -roùc; ô& êJCama-rro olK&ovtac; dm) êrou-rrov JCaKimouc; dvat. 

53 DSe §3 (= DNa §3): 9ati Darayavau§ x§aya9iya va§na Auramazdaha ima dahyava 
taya adam agrbayam apataram haca Parsa; adam§am patiyax8ayaï; mana bajim abaraha; 
taya§am hacama a9anhya, ava akunava; datam taya mana avadi§ adaraya. XPh §3 has a 
minor variant on the same formula. 

54 DSe §4: 9ati Darayavaus XS: vasaï taya duslqtam aha, ava naibam akunavam. 
dahyava ayal}da, aniya aniyam aja. ava adam akunavam va§na Auramazdaha ya9a aniya 
ani y am naï jati cina, ga9ava ka§ci asti. datam tay a mana haca av ana trsanti ... 
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In other inscriptions, Darius cast fear as the central instrument of impe
rial control, describing the empire's operations in terms that are remark
able for their blunt realism and lack of ideological embellishment: " ... 
these are the lands/peoples that 1 took hold of with this Persian people/ 
army. They feared me. They bore me tribute."55 On another occasion, he 
took pleasure in describing the way he suppressed a rebellion led by one 
Martiya, who bad proclaimed himself King of Elam. "At that time 1 was 
near to El am," he reports, "Th en the El ami tes feared me. They seized 
that Marti y a, who was their chief, and they killed him. "56 The brief 
description does not permit one to understand all the complexities of the 
situation, in which the Elamites frrst rallied to Martiya, then abandoned 
him in panic upon the approach of Darius and his army. There is enough 
information, however, to let us perceive a certain irony that reveals 
underlying contradictions. Here, one must recall that only a few months 
earlier Darius bad made himself king, ostensibly to put an end to the fear 
inspired by Gaumata: fear that reflected (and revealed) the latter's con
nection to the Lie. 57 Facing other liars, however- and Darius character
ized Martiya, like all rebels as such58 - the Great King bad no com
punction about himself producing, inspiring, and using fear. Did this 
mark him too as infected by the Lie? Or was it the best one can do in an 
admittedly imperfect world? 

55 DPe §2: ima dahyava, taya adam adar§i hada ana Parsa kara, taya hacama atpa, 
mana bajim abara. 

56 DB §23: adakai adam a§nai aham abi Üjam, pasava haciima atrsa Üjiya, avam Mar
tiyam agrbaya, haya§iim ma9i§ta aha, utMim avajana. 

57 Recall that DB § 13 is very precise regarding Gaumata's reign of terror, stating that 
he executed only those who knew the truth and could reveal him as an imposter. "The 
people feared him rnightily. He would kill a great many people who knew Bardiya in the 
past. For that reason, he would kill people, (thinking): 'Lest someone might recognize 
me, who am not Bardiya, the son of Cyrus."' kara§im haca dr§am atrsa. karam vasll;! 
avajaniya, haya paranam Brdiyam adana, avahyaradï karam avajaniya, matayamiim x§na
sati, taya adam na! Bfdiya ami, haya KuraJ]§ puça. The fear he inspired thus reflects the 
(temporary) ascendancy of the Lie over the Truth. 

58 DBf states: "This Martiya lied. Thus he proclaimed: '1 am Imani§, King in Elam.'" 
iyam Martiya adurujiya. avaea a9anha: adam lmani§ ami, Üjai daya9iya. Curiously, the 
corresponding passage in the main Bisitun inscription (DB §22) omits the crucial asser
tion of falsehood, saying only: "One man named Martiya ... rose up in Elam. To the 
(Elamite) people/army he proclaimed thus: '1 am Imanis, King in Elam."' aiva martiya 
Martiya niima ... hal] udapatatii Üja!; karahya avaea a9anha: adam lmani§ ami, Üjll;! 
x§aya9iya. If the highly atypical replacement of the verb "to lie" (duruj-) by the solemn 
verb "to proclaim" (Oanh-) in this passage constitutes an implicit admission that Martiya 
spoke the truth when claiming kingship, Darius's use of fear against him represents an 
even sharper deviation from what his own ideology would defme as proper. 
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v 
Conceivably it is the nature of the world in its present falien state that 
requires the King to use fear, not only against enemies and rebels, but 
also against his subjects, who - he anticipates - will only gradualiy 
come to the truth under the influence of Persian law. Alternatively, it may 
be that the King's reliance on the instruments of fear, armed might, and a 
law enforced by torturers, bullies, and hangmen is a sign that he too is 
part of the same fallen world and is afflicted by the Lie in sorne measure. 

According to the dynasty's master narrative, fear entered the world 
with the Lie, and this put an end to primordial happiness. 59 These mythic 
events informed and animated the imperial project, insofar as the empire 
understood itself as seeking to end fear and the Lie, while restoring the 
state the Wise Lord intended for ali mankind: that of happiness and 
Truth. For the duration of historie time, however, the King and his peo
ple/army are obliged to pursue an intermediate - and not an eschato
logical - agenda that includes expansion by conquest ( designed to re u
nite the world's scattered peoples), imposition and enforcement of an 
admittedly imperfect law ( construed as the closest possible approxima
tion to perfect Truth), and the extraction of tribute ( expected to concen
trate the material conditions of happiness at the imperial center, from 
which it will later radiate through the globe). Ali these endeavors, of 
course, prompted resistance among subject populations: resistance that 
suggested they did not accept the same master narrative and questioned 
the benevolence, piety, and truthfulness of their rulers. 

Such resistance, of course, could be broken and kept in check - tempo
rarily, at least- only through the cultivation of fear. Ultimately, one gets 
the impression that their ideals and ideology notwithstanding, Achaeme
nian rulers always remained both subjects and objects of fear. Frightened 
that conquered provinces might rebel, they used force, threats, and exem
plary violence to keep the foreigners under control. At a deeper level, Dar
ius and his successors were also frightened that others laughed at their 
beautiful story, viewing them as tyrants, oppressors, occupying powers, 
and worst of ali, liars, rather than saviors and world-healers. And, at the 
deepest level of ali, perhaps, they were scared that such skeptics were right. 

59 Greater Bundahisn 4.10 (11)2 MS. 42.4-6) introduces fear at the very frrst moment of 
the Evil Spirit's original assault: "On the day Ohrmazd of the month Frawardin, he stormed 
in at noon, and the sky [frrst of the Wise Lord's original creations and frrst to be assaulted] 
feared him like sheep fear a wolf." mah ï Frawarom roz ï Olrrmazd andar dwiirist nëmroz. 
u-s asman ëdon u-s be tarsëd ci yon gospand az gurg. Cf. Selections of Ziidspram 2.1-2. 



CHAPTER TWENTY -FIVE 

BIG AND LITTLE IN OLD PERSIAN 

1 

The adjective kamna (translated by ha-ri-ik-ki in Elamite, ï~u in Akka
dian) occurs six times in the Old Persian corpus, ali in Darius's inscrip
tion at Bisitun. Four of these are in the formulaic phrase hada kamnajbis 
asabarajbis amuOa (3x) - amuOa kamnajbis asabarajbis (lx), "he fied, 
along with a few horsemen." 1 Each of these describes the last, desperate 
flight of a rebel who has been been decisively defeated in hattie by Dar
ius's troops. And although there is sorne variation in the details that fol
Iow, the outcome of these episodes remains much the same. Thus, the 
Babylonian rebel Nidintu-Bël and the general who commanded Vahyaz
data's Arachosian army were both captured and slain, while Vahyazdata 
himself was impaled, along with his foremost foliowers. Things went 
hardest for the Median rebel Fravarti, however, who suffered the Ioss of 
his nose, ears, tongue, and one of his eyes, before he was put on public 
display and at long last, impaled. 2 

Previously, ali these men commanded whole armies and nations. The 
moment in which they were reduced to just a few foliowers thus marked 
an abrupt reversai of fortune, reducing them from the status of kings to 
that of failed rebels. Qui te different is the significance kamna carries the 
frrst time it appears in the Bisitun text. 

Proclaims Darius the King: There was not a man- not a Persian, nor a 
Mede, nor anyone of our lineage- who could have deprived that Gaumiita 
the Magus of the kingshiplkingdom. The people/army feared him mightily. 
He would kill great/y among the people/army those who knew Bardiya in the 
past. For that reason, he would kill among the people/army, (thinking): 
"Lest they might recognize me and know 1 am not Bardiya, the son of 
Cyrus." No one dared to proclaim anything about Gaumiita the Magus until 
1 arose. Then 1 prayed to the Wise Lord for assistance. The Wise Lord bore 
me aid. Ten days of the month Biigayiidi had passed (29 September 522) 

1 The verb final variant is found at DB §§20, 32, 42; the verb initial alternative occurs 
at DB §47. 

2 Nidintu-Bël's fate is recounted at DB §20; that of Vahyazdiita's Arachosian com
mander, at §47; that of Vahyazdiita, at DB §§42-43; and that of Fravarti, at §32. 
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when /, wüh a few men (hada kamnaibis martiyaibis), slew that Gaumàta 
the Magus and the men who were hisforemostfo/lowers. Afortress named 
Sikayuvati, a /and/people named Nisdya, in Media- there 1 slew him. 
1 deprived him of the kingshiplkingdom. By the Wise Lord's will/ became 
king. The Wise Lord bestowed the kingshiplkingdom on me.3 

This is perhaps the most important passage in the entire inscription, for 
it describes how its author - who was previously one young, ener
getic Persian noble among many - raised himself up to become king. 
Much has been written conceming the way Darius overcame his pre
decessor and we need not enter into the vexed question of whether he 
was a usurper and regicide or not. For our present purposes, it suffices 
to contrast the way kamna is used in this passage as opposed to the 
others we have considered. That comparison yields the results listed in 
Table 26.1. 

1 DB §13 DB §§20, 32, 42, 47 d 
Subject Darius Nidintu-Bël, Fravarti, 

V ahyazdata, 
Vahyazdata's general 

Verb First person: Third person: 
avdjanam, "1 slew" amuOa, "he fied" 

Status of subject prior to Noble Self-proclaimed kings 
action described of Baby lon, Media, 

Persia; accepted as such 
by local populations 

Imminent change in Soon to become king Soon to be killed as 
subject's status unsuccessful rebels 

Significance of fact that Marks success as Marks doom as 
followers were few extraordinary inevitable 

Table 25.1 Contrasting uses of Old Persian kamna, "few." 

3 DB §13: 8ati Diirayavaus xsaya8iya: naj aha martiya nai Parsa nai Mada naj 
amaxam ta\!maya ka8ci, haya avam Ga\!matam tayam magum xsaçam dïtam caxriya, kiir
a8im haca drsam atrsa, kiiram vasaj avajaniya, haya paranam Brdiyam adana, avahyaradï 
kiiram avajaniya, matayamam x8nasati, taya adam naj Bfdiya ami, haya Kura\!s puça, 
ka8ci naj adfsna\!s ci8ci 8anstanaj pari Ga\!matam tayam magum, yata adam arsam, 
pasava adam Auramazdam patiyavanhyaj, Auramazdamai upastam abara, Bagayadajs 
mahya da8a ra\!cabis 8akata aha, a vaSa adam hada kamnajbis martiyaibis av am Ga\!matam 
tayam magum avajanam uta tayajsaj fratama martiya anusiya a.hantii, Sikayuvatis nama 
dicta, Nisaya namii dahya\!s Madaj, avada8im avajanam, xsaçamsim adam adinam, vasna 
Auramazdaha adam xsaya8iya abavam, Auramazda xsaçam mana frabara. 
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DB § 13 reflects more fully on what it means that a man with only a 
few followers could overthrow a fearsome tyrant and make himself king. 
While Darius implicitly constituted the success of his cause as evidence 
for its justice and for his own extraordinary qualities - courage, daring, 
resolution, and the like - he more explicitly converted the numerical 
paucity of his support into proof that he enjoyed favor of an entirely dif
ferent order. "No man could have deprived Gaumata of the kingship," 
he observed, speaking in terms that applied to himself just as much as to 
others.4 Agency thus rested neither with him, nor with the few men who 
helped him (i.e. the six "noble Persians" he named later in the 
inscription).5 Rather, Darius succeeded, as he never tires of stating, 
bec au se "The Wise Lord bore me aid .... The Wise Lord bestowed the 
kingship/kingdom on me. " 6 By contrast, he suggests that Gaumata, 
Nidintu-Bël, and the others failed because they lacked God's favor. 
Their claims to kingship originated not with the Wise Lord, but with his 
demonic antithesis, which Darius names "the Lie. "7 The final passage in 
which this terminology appears is similar in its implications. This is DB 
§25, where Darius states: "The people/army, Persian and Median, that 
was mine, this was small .... The Wise Lord bore me aid. By the Wise 
Lord's will, the people/army that is mine utterly defeated that people/ 
army that was rebellious. " 8 

The same pattern of usage, which reflects a religious dualism, is evi
dent in A vestan, where the cognates of Old Persian kamna appears three 
times only: once in the superlative, used as an absolute, and twice in 
compounds. The frrst of these occurs in a passage describing the treat
ment of an individual who is most polluted by contact with corpses. To 
protect others from him - also, to effect his purification - this unfor
tunate person is isolated for the duration of his life in "the place on this 
earth that is most waterless, most plantless, whose soil is most purified, 

4 DB § 13: na}. iiha marti y a na}. Parsa nai Mâda na}. amâxam ta~mâyâ ka8ci, hay a av am 
Ga~mâtam tayam magum xsaçam dïtam caxriyâ. 

s DB §68. Cf. Herodotus 3.68-70 and on Darius's associates in the assassination, see 
Gschnitzer, Die sieben Perser und das Konigtum des Dareios, op cit. 

6 DB §13: Auramazdâmaj. upastâm abara .... Auramazdâ xsaçam manâ frâbara. These 
phrases recur at DB §§5, 9, 18, 19, 25, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 33, 35, 36, 38, 42, 45, 46, 50, 
62, 63. Darius also uses the formula treated in Chapter Twenty-one to legitimate his 
ascent: "by the Wise Lord's will, 1 became king" vasnâ Auramazdiiha adam xSâyaGiya 
abavam. 

7 DB §§10, 11, 16, 49, 50, 52, 55, 63, 64. 
8 DB §25: kara Parsa utâ Mâda, haya upâ mâm iiha, ha~ karnnam iiha .... Auramazdâmaj. 

upastâm abara. va§nâ Auramazdiiha kara haya manâ avam karam tayam harniçiyam aja 
vasa}.. 
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driest, and where animais, small and large, traverse its paths in fewest 
numbers (kambistéJm) ... " 9 

Here, we see a situation like that which DB describes for Nidintu-Bël, 
Fravarti, and the rest. A man who once enjoyed a better state sees his 
holdings - indeed, his very life - radically diminished, by virtue of his 
religiously degraded status. The other two A vestan occurences of kamna 
both appear in the most celebrated of all Œithic verses, where they con
jure up the inverse situation: that of a man whose apparent bases of 
support are few, but whose success is constituted ex post facto as the 
result and the sign of God's favor. The speaker is traditionally under
stood to be Zarathustra himself. 

1 know that 1 am powerless, 0 Wise One: 

Few animais (kamna-fSva) are mine, and also 1 am one whose men arefew 
(kamna-na).10 

/lament to you: see it, 0 Lord, 

Furnishing support as a friend must give to a friend. 

Teach the power of the Good Mind, along with Truth. 11 

9 Vidëvdiid 3.15: yat aiJhat aiiJhâ Z;}mo vï.iipo.t;}m;}mca vï.uruuaro.t;}m;}mca yaozdiito. 
Z;}mOt;}m;}mca husko.t;}m;}mca kambist;}mca aëte pa9â fraii!pl pasuuasca staoriica atr;}mca 
ahurahe mazdâ bar;}smaca asauua frastar;}t;}m nar;}mca yim asauuan;}m. 

10 The expression kamnaflvii ... kamniinii is clearly built upon the inherited Avestan 
formula pasû vira "men and animais," on which see Jakob Wackemagel "lndoiranica: 
Zum Dualdvandva," Zeitschrift für vergleichende Sprachforschung 43 (1910): 295-298, 
Émile Benveniste, "Sur quelques dvandvas avestiques," Bulletin of the School of Orien
tal and African Studies 8 (1935-37): 405-409, and Rüdiger Schmitt, Dichtung und Dich
tersprache in indogermanischer Zeit (Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1967), pp. 213-216. 
The dual dvandva compound appears at Yasna 9.4, 31.15, Yast 10.112, 13.12, 19.32; and 
Vidëvdiid 10.18. Semantic renewal is evident in the recombination of vira with gav in 
Yast 10.28 and 13.52, and that of pasu with nar in the present verse (with kamna- pre
fixed). The relation of the present verse to these others was recognized by Benveniste, 
Vocabulaire des institutions indo-européennes 1 : 49. lt seems possible that this departure 
from the traditional formula is intentional, being motivated by Zarathustra's desire to 
specify precisely what kind of man he lacks, for here, as in Yasna 28.8 and 48.10, Aves
tan nar seems to denote warriors, a usage 1 discussed in Death, War, and Sacrifice, 
pp. 150-53. 

11 Yasna 46.2: vaëdii tat yii, ahmï mazda anaëso 
ma karnnafSuuii, hiiatcii karnniinii ahmï 
g;}r;}zoi toi, ii ït auuaënii ahura 
raf;}Of;}m caguuâ, hiiat friio friiiii daidït 
iixSO VaiJh:ÏUS, asa ïStim manaiJhO. 
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II 

That Old Persian at one time possessed an adjective *maO "large, big, 
great" is suggested by survival of the superlative form maOista and the 
existence of cognate series in Avestan (mas, masya, masista), Pahlavi 
(meh, mehist), and Greek (JlllKOÇ, JlTJKl<Jtoç, Doric JlUKOÇ, JlUKtcrtoç).12 

maOista itself appears twenty four times in the Achaemenian inscrip
tions, nine times with reference to a deity and the others for a human 
subject. In the former context, the term is used by Arsames, Darius, 
Xerxes, and Artaxerxes II and always denotes Ahura Mazda, the Wise 
Lord as "greatest of the gods" (maOista bagiiniim). The earlier inscrip
tions - those of Darius and the one attributed to Arsames (which was 
probably forged under Darius) -use this phrase as part of formulae 
describing how Ahura Mazda bestowed kingship on the inscription's 
author.13 The later ones include it in passages that detail the acts of crea
tion, which culminate in the king's enthronement.14 

When applied to humans, maOista always denotes an office that may be 
rnilitary or political, appointive or elective, legitimate or not. Twelve indi
viduals are said to have held this title, but the circumstances and details 
vary widely, as listed in Table 26.2. One clear point that emerges from 
these data is that those men appointed maOista by Darius are always 
treated as legitimate, while the others consistently are not. The former cat
egory includes six ofDarius's generals15 and one of his sons: Xerxes, who 
tells how his father elevated hlm above an eider half-brother to become 
crown prince and heir apparent 16 Finally, there is the man whom Darius 
placed over the Scythians after defeating Skunxa, their indigenous ruler.17 

12 Bartholomae, Altiranisches Worterbuch, cols. 1154-55, Frisk, Griechisches etymol
ogisches Worterbuch 2: 224-25. Note also the related set maz, mazyah, mazista, cognate 
to Sanskrit nu'iha et al. 

13 DSf §3a may serve as an example: "The Wise Lord, who is greatest of the gods, he 
created me. He made me king." Auramazda hay a ma9ista baganam, hal} mam ada, hal} 
mam XSyam akunal}s. Cf. AsH §2, DPd §1, DPh §2, DSp §1, and DH §2. 

14 Consider XE §1, for example: "A great god is the Wise Lord, who is greatest of 
gods, who created this earth, who created that sky, who created mankind, who created 
happiness for mankind, who made Xerxes king." baga vazrka Auramazda hay a ma9ista 
baganam, baya imam bümim ada, baya avam asmanam ada, baya martiyam ada, baya 
siyatim ada martiyahya, baya Xbyarsam xsaya9iyam akunal}s. Cf. XV §1, and A2Hc §1. 

15 The generais are Vidama (DB §25), Taxmaspada (§33), Artavardiya (§41), Vivana 
(§45), Vindafama (§50), and Gaubaruva (§71). Ali save Taxmaspada are identified as 
Persians, while he was a Mede. Such office was thus apparently restricted to those from 
the Iranian core of the empire. 

16 XPf §4. Cf. the account of Herodotus 7.2-3. 
17 DB §74. On Darius's Scythian campaign of 519 B.C.E., see Dandamaev, Political 

History of the Achaemenid Empire, pp. 136-40 and Jean Kellens, "DB V: un témoignage 
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Status Appointed Elected Ethnicity Royal Royal Le gît- Deposed 
byDarius_ preten- expecta· imacy 

sions lions 

Marti y a Re bel . 1 El ami te + . . + 
(DB §23) 

Vidarna General + . Persian . . + . 
(DB §25) 

Taxmaspada General + . Median . . + . 
(DB §33) 

Frida Re bel . + Margian + . . + 
(DB §38) 

Artavardiya General + . Persian . . + . 
(DB §41) 

Vlvina General + . Persian . . + . 
(DB §45) 

Vahyazdita's Re bel . . ? . . . + 
general general 
(DB §47) 

Vindafarni General + - Persian . . + . 
(DB §50) 

Atamalta Re bel . + Elarnite + . . + 
(DB §71) 

Gaubaruva General + . Persian . . + . 
(DB §71) 

Skunxa Foreign . 1 Scythian + . . + 
(DB §74) ruler 

'Another Colonial + . 1 . . + -
man' governor 
(DB §74) 

Xerxes Crown + . Persian . + + . 
(XPf §4) prince 

Table 25.2 Identity of persons who bear the title maOista. 

In contrast, Darius treated five individuals as illegitimate maOistas, 
although his usage in these cases was surely tendentious. Each one has 
its intricacies and merits fuller treatment than is possible in the present 
context. Still, one can observe that in his great inscription at Bisitun, 
Darius describes the Margian Frada and the Elamite Atamaita as having 
been elected by their people. In contrast to his own royal authority, 
which he attributes to his Achaemenian descent plus the Wise Lord's 
favor, Darius thus implies that whatever office these "rebels" may have 

sur l'évolution de l'idéologie achéménide," in G. Gnoli and L. Lanciotti, eds., Orientalia 
losephi Tucci Memoriae Dicata (Rome: Istituto Italiano peril Medio ed Estremo Oriente, 
1987), pp. 677-82. 
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held, they lacked legitimacy, for they could daim neither dynastie suc
cession, nor divine charisma.18 

ln two other cases, Darius's enemies seem to have daimed fulllegiti
macy when taking the title of king, only to have their daims negated in 
Darius's discourse. Thus, we are told that Martiya represented himself as 
the rightful king (xsiiyaBiya) of El am. 19 When Darius' s army approached, 
however, the Elamites had second thoughts and before Darius could 
attack, they slew the hapless Martiya. What is more, the Bisitun text 
emphatically states that they slew him in his capacity of chief or prince 
(maBista), thereby implicitly rejecting his daim to be king.20 

Things are less dear regarding Skunxa, whom Darius called a maBista, 
while describing how he replaced the Scythian with another maBista 
more to his liking. To judge from Herodotus, however, the proper title 
for a Scythian ruler was xsaya, a title drawn from the same root as the 
Old Persian word for "king" (xsiiyaOiya, from xsay-, "to rule").21 It thus 
seems likely that Darius labeled Skunxa maBista, rather than king, as 
part of propaganda designed to justify his deposition. 

Only in one case - that of the general whom the rebel V ahyazdiita 
named to command one of his armies - is it reasonably certain that the 
man recognized himself as holding the title ma0ista.22 For his part, 
Vahyazdata represented himself to be Bardiya, Cyrus's son and Darius's 
predecessor on the throne.23 Had Vahyazdata been victorious, he surely 
would have denounced Darius as a rebel and usurper, delegitimating him 
and ali those he appointed to high office. In the event, however, victory 
belonged to Darius, who visited the same judgment on V ahyazdata and 
those he appointed as maBista. 

Consideration of these complexities yields the following sketch of the 
semantic domains encompassed by Old Persian maBista (Figure 25.1). 

18 Friida's story is given at DB §38 (on which, see Chapter Twenty-three) and Ata
maita's at §71. In both cases, the key phrase is avam ma8istam akunavanta "that (man) 
they made chief (ma8ista)." Darius's own claims to legitimacy resonate throughout the 
DB text, most emphatically at §§1-9. 

19 DB §22: "(Martiya) proclaimed to the people/army thus: '1 am lmani, king in 
Elam. "' kiirahyii ava9ii a9anha: adam Imani§ ami, Üjai xsaya9iya. 

20 DB §23: "(The Elamites) seized that Martiya, who was their chief, and they killed 
hlm." avam Martiyam agrbii.ya, haya§am ma9i§ta iiha, utMim avâjana. 

21 Throughout the Histories, Herodotus consistently refers to Scythian rulers as 
~ucrtÂ.&uç. The Scythian term xsaya has been recognized in the names of the three brothers 
who compete for the kingship in the Scythian myth of origins, as preseved in Herodotus 
4.5-6: Kolo-xais, Lipo-xais, and Arpo-xais. See, inter alia, the discussion of Christensen, 
Le premier homme et le premier roi dans l'histoire légendaire des Iraniens, 1: 138. 

22 DB §47. 
23 DB §40. 
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ma8ista 

Divine 
Auramazda ... ma8ista bagiinam 

(DSf§3a et al.) 

Legitimate 
(= appointed by Darius) 

~ 

Human 

Illegitimate 

A 
Crown prince 

(Xerxes, XPf §4) 
Generais 
(DB §§25, 
33, 41, 45, 

Administrator 
for Scythia 

(DB §74) 

Royal pretenders Re bel 
generais 
(DB §47) 

50, 71) 

Assumed office 
by popular election 
(Frada, Atamaita, 

DB §§38, 71) 

Assumed office 
by other dubious means 

(Martiya, Skunxa, 
DB §§22-23, 74) 

Fig. 25.1 Semantic fields of Old Persian maOista. 

III 

A striking fact emerges from the prior discussion. At the human levet, 
those given the title "greatest" (maOista) were either the subordinates of 
the king or persons whose daim to power was judged illegitimate. The 
positive adjective thus consistently outranked its superlative comple
ment, for the king's most common title designated him only as "great" 
(Old Persian vazrka, which seems to have displaced *ma8).24 

Phonologically, the -z- in vazrka suggests Median origin, since one 
would expect Old Persian -d- in this position.25 Apparently, the term 
entered Achaemenian discourse via two older formulae: "great god" 

24 The title "great king" occurs in ali of the Achaemenian inscriptions save CMa and 
XPk (59/61). No other title enjoys such frequency, the closest rivais being "King of 
Kings" (xsàyaOiya x§àyafJiyànam 53/61), "an Achaemenian" (55/61), and "King of 
lands/peoples" (xsàyafJiya dahyünam 32/61). 

25 For discussion of the phonology, see Meillet and Benveniste, Grammaire du vieux
perse, pp. 12-13 and 68. 
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(baga vazrka) and "great king" (xsayaOiya vazrka), the latter of which 
goes back to Akkadian origins.26 That Akkadian râbu and Elamite ir-sa
ir-ra render Old Persian vazrka in the trilingual Achaemenian texts 
secures translation of the latter term as "great."27 An etymological anal
ysis that supports this translation is, however, more difficult to establish. 

Part of the problem lies in the fact that what is written as v-z-r-k can 
be interpreted in severa! ways. The most popular reading, perhaps, takes 
this to represent an underlying vazrka, which in turn is understood as an 
adjectival extension in -ka- of the name of a weapon wielded by power
fui deities, which shows up in Avestan vazra and Sanskrit wijra.28 A 
large bronze mace, swung with two bands and fitted with numerous 
knobs or blades, the A v es tan vazra is described in one passage as the 
weapon with greatest power for offense and defense alike.29 And were 

26 The formula baga vazrka is used only of Ahura Mazda and appears at AmH §2, 
AsH §2, DNa §1, DNb §1, DSe §1, DSf §1, DSs, DSt §1, DSab §1, DZc §1, DE §1, XPa 
§1, XPb §1, XPc §1, XPd §1, XPf §1, XPh §1, XPl §1, XE §1, XV §1, A1Pa §1, A3Pa §1, 
D2Ha §1, and A2Hc §1. xsàyafJiya vazrka is even more common, occuring at AmH §1 
AsH §1, CB §1, CMb, CMc, DB §1, DBa §1, DPa, DPb, DPe §1, DPh §1, DNa§2, DSa 
§1, DSb, DSc, DSd §1, DSe §2, DSf §2, DSg §1, DSi §1, DSj §1, DSk §1, DSm §1, DSy, 
DZb, DZc §5, DE §2, DH §1, DWa, DWb, DWc, DWd, DVs, XPa §2, XPb §§2, 3, XPc 
§§2, 3, XPd §§2, 3, XPe §1, XPf §2, XPg, XPh §2, XPj, XSc §1, XE §2, XV §2, A1Pa§§2, 
3, A11, D2Sa, D2Sb §1, NSa, NSb, NSc §1, A2Sd §1, A2Ha §1 A2Hb, NHc §2 A3Pa §2, 
Wa, Wb, Wc, Wd, SXa, XVs, and AVsa. On the Akkadian title sarru rabû "great king," 
which occurs as a core item of the royal titulary from the 14th century B.C.E. on ward, see 
the Assyrian Dictionary of the Oriental /nstitute 14; 35. 

27 Assyrian Dictionary of the Oriental Institute 14: 26-37 gives the following defini
tions for rabû: "1. large; 2. main, principal, chief, of frrst rank, eider, senior; 3. adult, 
full-grown; 4. important, massive, extensive, imposing, fortifted, huge, powerful; 5. 
great, weighty, grievous, signiftcant; 6. majestic, grand (said of gods, kings, and divine 
and royal attributes to stress their dignity or as honoriftc; 7. important, noble person." 
Hinz and Koch, Elamisches Worterbuch, p. 780 is briefer regarding ir-sa-ir-ra: "der 
groBe, der gri:iBte, übertragen Vorgesetzter, Anführer, Chef." 

28 Thus W. B. Henning,"Ein manichliischer kosmogonischer Hymnus," Nachrichten 
von der Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Gottingen, Philologisch-Historische Klasse 
(1932): 224 n. 8, Kent, Old Persian, 2d ed., p. 207, and Gi:ista Liebert, "Indoiranica, 1. 
Ap. vazraka-, aw. vazra-, ai. vajra-," Orientalia Suecana 11 (1962): 126-54. Mayrhofer, 
Kurzgefasstes etymologisches Worterbuch des Altindisches 3: 126-27 observes that this 
connection is often advanced, but judges it "nicht si cher." Other etymologies have been 
entertained by Bartholomae, Altiranisches Worterbuch, pp. 1389-90, Meillet and Ben
veniste, Grammaire du vieux-perse, p. 68, W. B. Henning, Handbuch der Orientalistik, 
Band 4: Iranistik - Linguistik (Leiden: E.J. Brill, 1958), p. 67, Brandenstein and 
Mayrhofer, Handbuch des Altpersischen, p. 153, O. Szemerenyi, "lranica V, 61-64. OP 
vasnà- vazrakà- vazra- vasaiy," Acta /ranica 5 (1975): 325-43, and Skalmowski, 
"Old Persian vazraka-," op cit. 

29 Yast 10.132: vazr:lm ... amauuast;~m;~m zaiianllffi 1 v;~r:lfuauuast;~m;~m zaiianl\m. 
For the fullest discussion of this weapon's physical properties, see Malandra, "Glossary 
of Terms for Weapons and Armor in Old lranian," op cit., pp. 281-83. 
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Offensive weapons 

Blade weapons Weaponsof 

A A 
Bluntforce 

1 

x. Spear 2. Dagger J.Mace 4.Bow s.Quiver 6.Sling 
(arftJ) (kar.Jta) (vazra) (Oanv.u) (akana) (IIadaxiana) 

Fig. 25.2 Taxonomy of offensive weapons, according to Vidëvdad 14.9. 

the vazra preeminent among weapons, this would help explain its con
nection to a phonologicaliy similar adjective thal is used exclusively for 
the paramount members of varions sets. For among the deities, vaz(ka is 
used only of Ahura Mazda, just as the sole human so designated was the 
Achaemenian; among political formations, only the Persian kingdom 
and empire. 30 

Close consideration of ali the Avestan evidence, however, serves to 
undercut this impression. Thus, a passage from the Vidëvdâd provides a 
list of twelve .. tools of the warrior" (zaiia raOoistz) that amounts to a tax
onomy and hierarchie ranking of ali weaporuy.31 Six offensive weapons 

30 Thus, Ahura Mazda is the only deity called "great god" (baga vazrka), usually in 
passages that treat his creation of the cosmos. Cyrus, Darius, and later Achaemenians 
called themselves "great king" sixty nine times, never using this term for anyone outside 
their dynasty. Similarly, the only kingship/kingdom (x!aça) or empire (bünu) designated 
"great" is that over which they rule. The former term is so named at DSf §3a, DSm §2, 
DZc §1; the latter, at DNa §2, DSe §2, DSab §3, DZb, DZc §2, DE §2, XPa §2, XPb §2, 
XPc §2, XPd §2, XPf §2, XPh §2, XE §2, Al Pa §2, A2Hc §3. 

31 Vidëvdad 14.9: 

He allots to righteousltruthful men ail the tools for a warrior, with excellent piety, as pro
pitiation for the soul, which toolsfor a warrior are: first, a spear; second, a dagger; third, 
a club; fourth, a bow; fifth, a weapon-belt holding a quiver with thirty arrows; sixth a sling 
made of sinew, with thirty stones; seventh, a breastplate; eighth, a neckpiece; ninth, a 
plastron; tenth, a helmet; eleventh, a girdle; twe/fth, greaves. 

vï.spe zaiia ra9ôiSti n;ll';)byô a5auuabyô aSaiia Va!Jhuiia urune ciGim nisirinuiiat yaëslpll 
zaiiarupn ra9ôiSti paoiriiô arltiS bitiiô k~tô 9ritiiô vazrô tüiriia 9anv~ pux3a zaënausmat 
akana mat ~ ay\l.agriiS x5tuui fradaxSana snav~.bazura mat 9risl!S fradaxsaniiais hap
ta9ô ZiiiOO aSbmô küiris nliumô paiti.dlinô das:mtô sliraulllirô aëuuandasô kamara duuadasô 
rinapô. 
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are listed, followed by six pieces of defensive armor, and among the 
implements of aggression, cutting weapons appear frrst (big, then little), 
followed by weapons of blunt force, and then projectile missiles.Far from 
being most important, the vazra occupies third position (Figure 25.2).32 

Similarly, when one considers the agents who employ the vazra, these 
are not, for the most part, figures of paramount status. Logically, they 
fall into four categories, two of which - deities and (moral) humans 
- match domains where vazrka is used, but in neither case are the fig
ures of equal stature. Pursuing the comparison yields results that only 
accentuate the asymmetric usage of the two terms (Table 26.3). 

! Old Persian vauka Avestan vaua 

Deities Supreme: Ahura Mazda Subordinate: Mi9ra and 
' and Sraosa DNa §1, DNb §1, DSe §1, 

et al. (Yast 6.5, 10.96, 10.132 
and Vidëvdad 18.30, 33, 
36, 39, 45, 53, 56, 
respective! y) 

Demonic Beings None . Supreme: Agra Mainiiu 
and the Lie (Drug) 
YaSt 13.71-72 

l Moral Humans Supreme:The Achaeme- Subordinate: The 
nian King Righteous/truthful 

AmH §1 AsH §1, CB §1, (asauuan) 

CMb, CMc, DB §1, et al. Vidëvdad 14.9 

Immoral Humans None Subordinate: Liars 
(dragvant) 

YaSt 1.18, 10.40 

Political Formation Supreme: King dom (xsaça) None 

DSf §3a, DSm §2, DZc §1 
Empire (bümz) 

DNa §2, DSe §2, DSab §3, 
et al. 

Table 25.3 Contrasting hierarchie positions associated with 
Old Persian vazrka and A v es tan vazra. 

1 

32 Old Persian evidence shows the same primacy of the spear. See DNa §4, DNb §8h, 
and DNc. On the importance of the title "spear-bearer" (Old Persian [Stibara, Greek 
ôopuq>6poç), see the discussion of Briant, Histoire de l'empire perse, pp. 271-73. 
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Where Old Persian vazrka consistently marks figures of paramount 
status and absolu te goodness, A vestan vazra denotes a weapon used by 
subordinate figures and ali moral types. Only in one category is it 
employed by figures of the highest rank and this apparent anomal y only 
serves to accentuate the difference between the two terms, because it is 
the supreme powers of evil that are shown wielding the vazra in Y ast 
13.71-72: the Lie (Drug) and the Evil Spirit (A~ra Mainiiu). In light of 
these data, any attempt to connect vazrka and vazra seems questionable. 
Accordingly, the search for an etymology ought continue elsewhere. 



CHAPTER TwENTY-SIX 

ANCESTORS, CORPSES, KINGS, AND THE LAND* 

Those looking for a symbolic and ideological connection between la 
terre and les morts (oder: Blut und Boden) of the sort espoused by 
Romantics and nationalists like Herder, Barrès, or even the Lincoln of 
the Gettysburg Address will fmd relatively little evidence of such a con
struct in the most ancient texts of lndia and Iran. The hymns of the ~g 
Veda, for instance, the oldest and most obvious place to begin, posit a 
number of possible loci for the departed. Most often, the happy ances
tors (pitara~, literally the "fathers") are placed in the heavens1 and/or a 
realm of pure light. 2 Often, they eat and drink un der a tree with King 
Yama,3 the frrst mortal, who established the path to this happy domain.4 

Under less felicitous circumstances, they find themselves in a dark and 
troubled state of non-being, sometimes described as subterranean, and 
personified as the goddess Nif!ti ("Dissolution").5 

Two texts envision a post mortem dispersal of the deceased to multi
ple realms: sun, wind, waters, heaven and earth, but no special privilege 
attaches the dead to the soi1.6 In truth, only one hymn accords a role of 
any importance to the earth, which receives the bones of the deceased 
after cremation, and is called on to treat them like a good mother, who 
will bouse and protect them thereafter.7 The passage is quite isolated, 

• First presented at a conference on "La terre et les morts," organized by the Johns 
Hopkins University Dept. of Classics (Spring 2002). 

1 RV 10.14.7-8, 10.15.14, 10.107.2. 
2 RV 9.113.7-9, 7.76.4, 10.14.9, 10.15.3, 10.58.6, 10.154.2. 
3 RV 10.15.8, 10.135.1; Cf. RV 10.14.8 and 10. 
4 RV 10.14.1-2 and 7. Further on the path, cf. RV 1.38.5, 1.46.11-12, 4.35.3, 10.17.4 

and 6, 10.18.1, 10.88.15. On Yarna's death, RV 10.13.4. 
s RV 1.38.6, 1.164.32, 1.117, 5, 10.36.2, 10.59.1-4, 10.96.14. Niqti is called devï at 

RV 7.37.7. For a subterranean realrn of darkness without mention of Nirrti, cf. 7.104.3, 
11,and 17. ' 

6 RV 10.16.3 and 10.58.1-12. 
7 RV 10.18.10-13: 
Crawl to mother earth, she who is broad, wide, and sweet; 
A maiden soft as wool to those who pay for sacrifices, let her protect y ou from the womb of 

Dissolution (Nzrrti). 
Open up, Earth, do not press down: be easy for him to enter. 
Cover him, Earth, lilœ a mother covers her son with the hem of her garment. 
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however, and nothing in it or elsewhere in the ~g Veda suggests that the 
living established a sentimental or proprietary relation to land or terri
tory that was mediated through the ir ti es to the dead. 8 

The situation represented in A vestan texts is even more extreme.9 

There, the idea of establishing a physical and symbolic conjunction of 
the dead and the earth was emphatically rejected on religious grounds. 
Thus, within Zoroastrian doctrine, the earth was understood as one of 
the six original creations of the Wise Lord (A v. Ahura Mazdâ, Pahlavi 
Ohrmazd). As such, it was perfect and pure, until the Evil Spirit (A v. 
At)ra Mainyu, Pahl. Ahriman) attacked the creations, which he was able 
to corrupt, but not destroy. Pire thus became smoky, water became salt, 
and living creatures acquired mortality as a result and a mark of Ahri
man's intervention.10 Death, then, is understood as a process that divides 
the deceased into a spirit, which is gradually restored to its primordial 
Ohrmazdian state of perfection, and a corpse (nasu, cognate to Greek 
v&Kuç), which is theorized as the entity most suffused with Ahriman's 
destructive nature and the most polluting of matter. As a result, Zoroas
trians are enjoined never to place corpses in contact with any of 
Ohrmazd's original creations (which include earth, water, and frre), lest 
they pollute these and thereby advance the cause of the Evil Spirit. 

Should a person fall dead on the ground by accident, that earth is 
contaminated and no agricultural work can be done on it for a year, lest 

Having opened up, let the earth stand weil: let a thousand columns stand upon it. 
Let there be ghee-dripping houses, may they ever be refuges for him here. 
1 fasten the earth around you; depositing this soil, may 1 not harm you. 
Let thefathersfasten this column; Let Yama build a housefor you here. 

upa sarpa mataram bhümi.m etant uruvyâcasam pj1hivfip. susévam 1 
Ürr_Jamrada yuvatir dak~ÏJ,lavata e~â tva patu nfrrter upâsthat Il 10 
uc chvailcasva pflhivi ma nf badhath~ süpayanâsmai bhava süpavailcanâ 1 
mata putrrup yatha sicâbhy énam bhüma üTQuhi Il Il 
ucchvâil.camana pflhivi su ti~thatu sahâsram mita upa hi srâyantam 1 
té grhâso ghftaScuto bhavantu visvâhasmai sarru:J~ santv âtra Il 12 
ut te stabhnami pjthivllp. tvât pârimâqllogâql nidâdhan m6 ahâql ri~am 1 
etant sthuJ.Iam pitâro dharayantu té 'tra yam~ sadana te minotu Il 13 
8 Good discussions of V edic ideas regarding death and the otherworld can be found in 

Jan Gonda, Die Religionen Indiens. 1: Veda und alterer Hinduismus (Stuttgart: W. Kohl
hammer, 1960), pp. 130-38 and Charles Malamoud, "Les morts sans visage. Remarques sur 
l'idéologie funéraire dans le Briilunanisme," in Gherardo Gnoli and Jean-Pierre Vernant, 
eds., La mort, les marts dans les sociétés anciennes (Cambridge and Paris: Cambridge Uni
versity Press and Editions de la Maison des Sciences de l'Homme, 1982), pp. 441-54. 

9 On Zoroastrian attitudes and practices, see Widengren, Die Religionen /rans, 
pp. 35-40 and Boyce, History of Zoroastrianism, 1:109-29. 

10 This cosmogonie narrative is spelled out more full y in Pahlavi, rather than A vestan 
literature. See, for example, Greater Bundahisn 3, 4, and 6, Selections of Zlidspram 2. 
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the pollution spread to plants and waters. 11 As for buriai, it is said to be 
an inv.ention of Ahriman and treated as an inexpiable sin.12 Indeed, the 
action most beneficiai to the earth is to exhume any corpses buried in 
itP Obviously, such a set of beliefs poses sorne eminently practicai 
problems, which Zoroastrians resolve by placing their corpses on stone 
towers (daxmas), where birds and animais consume the flesh, a practice 
that prompted another set of distinctions.14 Thus, being the portion of the 
corpse most subject to decay, flesh is regarded as the most dangerous 
and Ahrimanian substance. Bones, in contrast, do not decay, and are less 
polluting.15 Accordingly, after the animais have picked them clean, they 
can be collected and placed in insulating containers that protect the earth 
against them. 16 

The evidence of the A vesta and ~g Veda is important, but not in itself 
sufficient to conclude there was no politicaily charged connection of the 
dead and the land among ancient Indo-Iranian peoples. Conceivably, 
certain considerations of genre kept these texts, which are exclusively 
priestly and primarily liturgical, from thematizing such a construct, 
which rnight have circulated in other milieux: royàl, martial, or peasant, 
for instance. Indeed, there is one piece of evidence from the outer edges 

11 Vidëvdiid 6.1-3. 
12 Vidëvdad 1.13: "The Evil Spirit, he of many corruptions, produced an inexpiable 

evil deed, i.e. the burial of corpses" (frakar;}ntat lli.Jrô mainiius pouru.mahrkô aga 
anapar;}9a siiao9na ya nasuspaiia). 

13 Vidëvdad 3.12: 
"Righteous creator of bodily beings! What satisfies this earth with the greatest satisfac
tion?" Then said the Wise Lord: "Where they unbury most of the bodies they have buried: 
dead dogs and dead men." 

datar;} gaë9anl\ffi astuuaitinl\ffi a!laum. kô paoirïm Ïml\ffi Zl\ffi mazista dnaoma xsnauuaiieiti. 
aat mraot ahurô mazdâ. yat ba paiti fraëstam usk:mti yahmiia sairi nikante spanasca irista 
naraëca irista. 

14 Vidëvdiid 6.44-48. 
15 The contrast of flesh and bones is attested, but not explicitly theorized, at Vidëvdad 

5.9, 8.81, and 19.7. 
16 Vidëvdiid 6.49-51. When the bodies are frrst exposed, there is fear that birds and 

dogs may drop pieces of them on the ground. As a result, they must be ftrmly ftxed to the 
towers with pieces of metal, stone, or hom: i.e., materials that are not themselves earthen 
(Vidëvdad 6.46). In contrast, once the flesh has been removed from the bones, they should 
be put in containers that are made of stone, chalk, or clay (Vidëvdiid 6.50-51). Although 
they should not enter into the earth itself, being freed from their most polluting substances, 
they can have contact with earthy matter. Cf. Vidëvdiid 6.10-25, where expiatory penalties 
are adduced for those who permit bones to fall on the earth, the size of the penalty corre
sponding to the size of the bones. In all instances, however, it is specified that the bones 
in question have "sorne fat or fatty substance" (ast<Jm ... üB<Jm va üBo.tas va) clinging to 
it. Presumably, it is this rather than the bones themselves that are most polluting. 
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of the Indo-Iranian culture area that holds real interest for this question, 
although one that must be handled with caution. This is a scene de!lFribed 
by Herodotus conceming Darius's ill-advised invasion of Scythia in 513 
B.C.E. Frustrated by the Scythians' mobility and their persistent avoid
ance of hattie, the Persian king sent a message to his Scythian counter
part, Idanthyrsus, demanding that he either stand and fight or, failing 
that, acknowledge the Persian as his master by sending him gifts of earth 
and water (despotêi tôi sôi dôra pherôn gên te kai hudôr).17 Idanthyrsus' 
response reads as follows. 

"Thus it is with me, 0 Persian.l never yet fled,fearing any man- neither 
before, nor do 1 flee you now. And what 1 have done is nothing novel, but 
that which 1 am accustomed to do in peace. And this is why 1 do not give 
battle to you straightaway: 1 will exp/ain it. We have neither towns nor 
planted land, and fearing neither that you will capture the one nor raze the 
other, we need not join you in battle any sooner. But if you wish to accom
plish this goal speedily at any cast, the tombs of our fathers will suit your 
purpose. Come: Discover these and just try to destroy them! Then you will 
know if we will give battle for these graves or if we will not give battle. 
Before that, it makes no sense to engage you. As for battle, 1 will say these 
things. 1 acknowledge only Zeus, my ancestor, and Hestia, Queen of the 
Scythians, as my masters. ln place of gifts of earth and water, 1 will send 
you such gifts as it is fitting for you to receive. ln place of your having 
claimed to be my master, 1 tell you: you will suffer." 18 

This passage is extremely dense, and many problems attend its interpreta
tion. In his splendid Miroir d'Hérodote, François Hartog bas made us sen
sitive to the possibility that the Herodotean Skythikos logos is best read as 
a reflexive discourse, in which the extraordinary mobility of the Scythians 
served as a negative foi! to the situation of the polis-dwelling Greeks.19 

17 Herodotus 4.126. 
18 Herodotus 4.127: oi5tro 'tO èJ.tov fx.st, c1 II&pua· èyro oôO&va K<O à:v9poonrov 

OSlO"!lÇ fqmyov Oths 7tp6'tSpOV Oths VÙV O"È q>SUY<O" oÔOè 'tt VScO'tsp6V slJ.lt 7t0ltl0"!lÇ 
VÙV il K!lt èv stpTJVU èoo9sa 7t01ÉSlV. Ô 'tt Oè OÔK aÔ'tf.Ka J.lUX.OJ.l!ll 'tOl, èyro K!lt 'tOÙ'tO 
O"TJJ.l!lVÉ<O" fJJ.tiV oihs UO"'tS!l oihs rii 7tSq>U'tSUJ.lÉVTJ ècr'ti, 'tOOV 7tÉpl OslO"!lV'tSÇ JlTJ 
Ô:MOU il Kapfi 't!lX,U'tspov èiv ÔJ.liV O"UJ.lJ.llO"'YOJ.lSV èç J.lUX.TJV' st OÈ o&ot 7tUV't<OÇ èç 
'tOÙ'tO K!l'tÙ 'tUX,OÇ Ù7tlKVÉSU9at, 'tUYXUVOUO"l fJJ.tiV è6V'tSÇ 'tUq>Ol 7t!l'tpc010"l. q>ÉpS'tS, 
'tOU'touç à:vsup6v'tsç uuyx.&stv nstpiiu9s ai>'to6ç, Kai yvrousu9s 't6'ts s'hs ÔJ.liV 
J.lŒX.TJ<:r6J.ls9a nspi 'tOOV 'taq>rov s'hs Kai oô J.l!lX.TJ<:r6J.ls9a. 7tp6'tspov oè, ilv JlTJ fJJ.t&aç 
Â.6yoç atpfi, oô O"UJ.lJ.liÇoJ.lÉV 'tOt. ÙJ.lq>i JlÈV J.lUX.U 'tocraÜ'ta slpf)u9ro· osun6'taÇ Oè 
èJ.toùç èyro .Ma 'ts VOJ.liÇro 'tOV èJ.lOV np6yovov Kai 'Icr'tiTJV 'tTJV I:Ku9&rov ~auiÀ.stav 
JlOUVOUÇ dvat. croi oè ÙV'ti JlÈV oropcOV 'YÎÏÇ 'tS K!lt ÜO!l'tOÇ oropa 7tEJ.lljf<O 'tOt!lÙ't!l, oia 
uoi 7tpÉ7tS1 èJ.9siv, à:v'ti oè 'tOÙ, O'tt OS0"7t6'tTJÇ fq>TJO"!lÇ dvat èJ.lOÇ, daistv J.&yro. 

19 François Hartog, Le miroir d'Hérodote (Paris: Gallimard, 1980), translated into 
Engliish as The mirror of Herodotus: the Representation of the Other in the Writing of 
History (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1988). See especially chapters 2 and 4. 
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As I have written elsewhere, I am generally well-disposed to Hartog's 
argument, but want to preserve the dialectic situation of the Herodotean 
text, which makes use of Scythian data and distorts them for strategie 
purpose, but does not invent them out of whole cloth. Situated at the 
unstable interface between two peoples, it reflects - in partial, tenden
tious, and imperfect fashion - both Greek interests and Scythian 
realia. 20 Where the text can be confmned by independent evidence, one 
can make use of it to probe the nature of Scythian thought and practice. 

Such evidence is, in fact, available for the present passage, particu
larly when we understand that the burials Idanthyrsus calls "the tombs 
of our fathers" (taphoi patrôioi) are those Herodotus refers to elseswhere 
as "tombs of the kings" (taphai de tôn basileôn, 4.71). Thus, the king 
refers to his ancestors and not those of just any Scythian, for it is kings 
who received privileged burial rites (4.71-72), and it is the royalline that 
stretches back to Zeus, whom Idanthyrsus calls "my ancestor" (ton 
emon progonon, 4.127; cf. the origin myth recounted at 4.5 and the 
designation of Zeus as Papaios ["Daddy"] at 4.59). 

Herodotus places the tombs of "royal Scyths" (basilêioi Skythai) at 
the southem terminus of the Borysthenes, i.e. the Dniepr (4.71). Linguis
tic data confmn the existence of a group refered to indigenously as 
"royal Scyths" (Cf. Chinese Sak-wang and Latin Sakaurakoi [Lucian, 
Macrobius 15], which is derived from Scythian *Saka-ura-ka, in which 
the -ura- element corresponds to Khotan Saka rre"king"). Archeologi
cal fmds also offer confmnation, for burial mounds with extremely rich 
goods, sacrificial victims, and signs of elevated status are densely clus
tered exactly where the Herodotean testimony locates them: on the 
lower stretches of the Dniepr.21 

Given this, I think we can fmd something of Scythian ideology proper in 
the speech attributed to Idanthyrsus, and not just the workings of a Greek 
camera inversa. Here, land and dead are powerfully connected, but not any 
land, nor ail the dead. Rather, the significant pieces of this system are ail 
mediated through the king, following these precepts: 1) Scythians construct 
their collective identity - their sense of themselves as Scyths - through 

20 Bruce Lincoln, "On the Scythian Royal Burials," in Susan Skomal and Edgar 
Polomé, eds., Proto-lndo-European: The Archaeology of a Linguistic Problem (Wash
ington: Institute for the Study of Man, 1987), pp. 267-285; reprinted in slightly abbrevi
ated form in Death, War, and Sacrifice, pp. 188-97. 

21 Note, for instance the impressive kurgans at Certomlyk, Ordzonikidze, Alexan
dropol' and Ogyz. A convenient summary of the archeological evidence is found in 
Renate Rolle, Totenkult der Skythen, 2 vols. (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1979). 
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their relation to the king. 2) Kings construct their royal identity - their 
sense of themselves as kings - through their relation to a set of ancestors 
said to descend from the deity Herodotus equated with Zeus and a daugh
ter of the river Borysthenes (Hdt. 4.5). 3) The burial place of kings is 
defmed by their mythic ancestry. Thus, they are interred at the terminus 
of the Borysthenes, presumably the same spot where the frrst king (Tar
gitaus) was born of Zeus and "his wife," the daughter of this same river, 
whom the Scythians named Api ("Water" or ••Daughter of the Waters").22 

Funerary practice and origin myth thus defme the royal tombs as the 
sole meaningful site in the otherwise unmarked space over which Scyth
ians traveled: the only site for which they would give their lives. It was 
not just the geographie, but also the sentimental center of the Scythian 
ethnos, for whom it provided spatial, temporal, social, and political ori
entation, attaching the people to their king and, through him, to their 
origins and the gods (See Figure 26.1 ). 

This is the clearest example of a 'proto-nationalist' construction of la 
terre et les morts among the ancient peoples of lndia and Iran. One fmds 
sorne of the same elements in the Achaemenian royal tombs at Naqs-ï 
Rustam, but also sorne significant differences. 23 Time does not permit 
me to treat this site in the detail it deserves, but let me cali attention to a 
few features of the relief found there, and the inscription beside it, con
ventionally referred to as DNa. 

The inscription begins with a cosmogonie account, crediting the Wise 
Lord (OPers. Auramazda) with creation of earth, sky, mankind, and 
Darius the King. Darius then speaks in his own voice, proclaiming him
self as king of kings, lands, and peoples, after which he gives his royal 
genealogy.24 That established, he offers a list of the twenty-nine "lands 

22 Herodotus 4.59: Geoùç J.LÈV J.LoÔvoç toooôs tM1mcovtat, 1crtiT)V J.LÈV J,UiÂtcrta, èd 
ÔÈ ~ia t& Kai rijv, VOJ.LiÇovt&Ç tTtV rit v tou ~lOÇ sfvat '}'\)VaÏJCa ..•• oùvoj.UlÇstal Of; 
l:IC\J9tcrti 1crtiT) J.LÈV Ta~tti, Zsùç ôè ôp96tata Katà yviDJ.LT)V ys titv èJ.LitV KaÂ&oJ.L&VOÇ 
Ila1taioç, rij ôè 'A1tia. Api reflects the standard Indo-Iranian tenninology for "water," 
and is cognate with Avestan iip-, Sanskrit iipa/J, Pahlavi iib, and Ossetic ab (or aw). 

23 On these tombs, see the discussion of Briant, Histoire de l'empire perse, pp. 182-83 
and the literature cited at p. 934. 

24 DNa §§1-2: 

A great god is the Wise Lord, who created this earth, who created thot sky, who created 
mankind, who created hoppiness for mankind, who made Darius king: one king over many, 
one commander over many. 1 am Darius Great King, King of kings, King of landslpeoples 
of ail races, King in this great, far-reaching earth/empire, son of Vistaspa, an Achaeme
nian, a Persian son of a Persian, an Aryan of Aryan stock. 

baga vazrka Auramazda, baya imlim bümïm adà, baya avam asmànam adà, baya martiyam 
adà, baya siyàti.m adà martiyahya, baya Diirayavaum x5aya9iyam alrunaJ,~s, aivam parünlim 
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Fig. 26.1 Relations of the dead and the land, as mediated by king, 
royal ancestors, and gods (Herodotus 4.127). 
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that 1 seized far from Persia. "25 The fourth paragraph of the text then 
connects this list of provinces to the relief, which shows Darius seated 
on his throne, facing a frre-altar, his hand outstretched toward the Wise 
Lord, who hovers in the air above him. "If you wonder how many are 
the lands that King Darius held," the text says, "look at the pictures of 
those who bear the throne. "26 And indeed, beneath the enthroned ruler 
are thirty figures, each one less than half his size, who collectively bear 
his weight (Figure 26.2). Twenty-nine of these figures represent the 
provinces of his empire; the thirtieth, his Persian homeland. 

daya9iyam, aivam parünam framataram. adam Dlirayavau~. x~aya9iya vazrka, x~aya9iya 
xsaya9iyanam, x~aya9iya dahyünam vispazananam, daya9iya ahyaya bürniya vazrkaya 
diiraj. api, Vi~taspahya puça, Haxamani~iya, Parsa, Parsahya puça, Ariya Ariyaciça. 
25 DNa §3: ima dahyava taya adam agrbayam apataram haca Parsa. 
26 DNa §4: yadipati maniyiihai; ciyiikaram ava dahyava, taya Dlirayavau§ x§aya9iya 

adliraya, patikara dïdi, tayai ga9um baranti. 
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Fig. 26.2 Relief sculpture at Darius's tomb, Naqs-ï Rustam. 
Line drawing by H.C. Rawlinson. 

This distinction is important, for Darius's genealogy entitled him to 
rule only in Persia. All other lands came to him by virtue of a conquest 
he defined as god-guided. The full paragraph reads as follows. 

Proclaims Darius the King: When the Wise Lord saw this earthlempire 
seething (in rebellion), then he bestowed iton me. He made me king. 1 am 
king. By the Wise Lord's will, 1 set it in place. What 1 proclaimed to them, 
they did according to my desire. lfyou should wonder, "How many are the 
lands that King Darius held? ," look at the pictures of those who bear the 
throne. Then you willlearn, then it becomes known: "The spear of a Per
sian man went far." Then it becomes known: "The Persian man has 
pushed back the enemy far from Persia.21 

27 DNa §4: 9ati Diirayavaus x§aya9iya: Auramazdii ya9ii avaina l1Tiam bümïm 
yal}dantim pasiivadim mana friibara; miim xsaya9iyam akunal}s; adam xsaya9iya ami; 
va8nii Auramazdiihii adamsim gii9avii niya8iidayam; taya8iim adam a9anham, ava aku
nava, ya9a miim kama iiha; yadipati maniyiiha!; ciyiikaram avii dahyiiva, tay a Diirayavaus 
xsiiya9iya adiiraya, patikarii didi, taya! gii9um baranti; adii xsniisiihi, adata! azdii bavati; 
Piirsahyii martiyahyii dürai rstis pariigmatii; adatai azdii bavati; Piirsa martiya dürai hacii 
Parsa parataram patiyajatii. 
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This helps clarify what Darius was doing - and what he thought he was 
doing - when he took his army in pursuit of Idanthyrsus. It also helps 
us appreciate a difference in Scythian and Persian outlooks. For if we 
have characterized the former as 'proto-nationalist,' the latter is decid
edly imperial, and an expansionist imperialism at that. Such imperial
isms, moreover, have their own characteristic means of drawing the land 
and the dead into relation. 

Nationalisms- ancient and modem- posit an enduring bond of 
affinity that connects a land, people, and ruler. Imperialisms, in the 
starkest possible contrast, admit such bonds of affinity only for the dom
inant people of the empire. For all others, the ruler is not organically 
connected to people or land. Rather, he cornes to exercise power over 
them by force and the threat of force: as Darius puts it, the extension of 
his spear into faraway regions. Here, the relation between les morts and 
la terre takes the form of a brutal exchange, in which the aggressor 
effectively tells his adversary: So long as you keep your land, we will 
give you corpses; only when you cede it tous will we give you back 
your living. Rather than an affectionate tie to the dead of the past, the 
ancestors buried in the soil, he stakes his claim to territory that was 
never his, but which he desires, on a lack of concem for the living of the 
present and his willingness to turn them into the dead of the future. 



CHAPI'ER TwENTY-SEVEN 

THE BIFURCATED COSMOS OF MAZDAEAN RELIGION* 

(with Clarisse Herrenschmidt) 

1 

The account of creation that figures in twenty-three Achaemenian 
inscriptions from the reign of Darius the Great (522-486 B.C.E.) to that 
of Artaxerxes rn (359-338) bas been subjected to exhaustive study con
cerning the subtle differences from one variant to another.1 For our pur
poses, however, we may take a text like DNa § 1 as representative. 

A great god is the Wise Lord, who created this earth, who created that 
sky, who created mankind, who created happiness for mankind, who made 
Darius king: one king over many, one commander over many.2 

Among the intricacies of this text is a contrast between two kinds of 
creation. One is marked by the Old Persian verb 2dii-"to establish, set in 
place for the frrst time," which is used for the originary acts through 
which the Wise Lord founded the cosmos, and this applies to the frrst 
four items listed: earth (bitml), sky (asmiin), mankind (martiya), and 
"happiness for mankind" (siyiiti ... martiyahyii). In contrast, a second 
kind of creative activity is marked by the verb kar-"to make, to do." In 
ali but two exceptions this is applied only to the fifth act of creation, 
which took place at a much later moment of cosmic history and enjoyed 
a decidedly different status than the others. This was the action through 
which the deity "made king" (xsiiyaOiyam kar-) the man responsible for 
the inscription: Darius, Xerxes, or whomever.3 

Inclusion of this ftfth act of creation played an important role in 
Achaemenian ideology, legitimating royal power and constituting each 

• An earlier version of this chapter was published under the title "Healing and Salt 
Waters:The Bifurcated Cosmos of Mazdaean Religion," History of Religions 43 (2004): 
269-83. 

1 Above ail, see Herrenschmidt, "Les creations d'Ahuramazda," op cit. 
2 DNa §1: baga vazrka Auramazda, haya imam biimïm adâ, haya avam asmanam.ada, 

haya martiyam ada, haya §iyatim adâ martiyahya, haya Dli.rayavaum xsaya9iyam akunaJ,!§, 
aïvam parünam xsaya9iyam, aïvam parünam framatli.ram. 

3 The exceptions are DSs § 1 and XPl § 1. 
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Ail Creation 

Physical components Living components 

~ 
Earth Sky Mankind Happiness for Mankind 

Fig. 27.1 Taxonomy expressed through the sequence of creation 
as narrated in DNa § 1 and variants. 

king's accession as the result of divine election. The text's skillful use of 
verbs also helps specify the ways in which king and deity resembled, but 
also differed from each other. While the Great God (baga vazrka) and 
the Great King (xsiïyaOiya vazrka) both appear as subjects of the verb 
kar-, which marks productive action of whatever sort, no one save the 
former is ever the subject of 2diï-, a verb reserved for foundational action 
of divine nature.4 

lt is thus the frrst four acts - those denoted by the verb 2diï- - that 
are properly cosmogonie, and their sequence in the text suggests a taxo
nomie order, in which two of the creations define the physical expanse 
of the cosmos, while the other two do similar service for the living crea
tures who inhabit that expanse (Figure 27.1).5 

That Achaemenian usage commonly subjected at least one of these 
creations to further subcategorization is strongly suggested by the Per
sian kings' custom of demanding"earth and water" (yîiv tE Ka.i üorop, 
in Herodotus's phrasing) from their adversaries as token of submission. 
The "earth" here (= earth2) designates the physical soil, which in com
bination with the water of lakes, rivers, and seas, constitutes the full 
surface of earth1 ("world"),6 so that taken together, these gifts signified 

4 On the semantics of the latter verb, see Kellens, "Ahura Mazda n'est pas un dieu 
créateur," op cit., pp. 217-28. 

5 From an etic perspective, one might infer a distinction between the Animate and 
Inanimate components of creation, but there is no clear lranian vocabulary that might 
express that categorie opposition. 

6 Indo-Iranian languages distinguish these two, earth1 being denoted by Old Persian 
bümi, Sanskrit bhümï, Persian büm, and earth2 by Avestan zam, Sanskrit lcyam, Pahlavi 
zamïg, Persian zamïn. 
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Ali Creation 

Achaemenian 

system 

Physical components 

A 
Earth, 

(= world) 
Sky 

Zoroastrian Earth2 Water Sky 
system ( = land, soil) 

Living components 

~ 
Mankind 

Mankind 

Happiness 
forMankind 

Plants Animais 

Fig. 27.2 Mazdaean cosmogony. The Achaemenian system, attested in 
DNa § 1 et al., renders four entities explicit, treating as implicit subcategories 

several entities that are spelled out in the Zoroastrian system attested in 
Selections of Zadspram 1.25, et al. 

ali of a given territory, just as a formula like "day and night" signified 
ail of time.7 A second subcategorization may also be perceived in the 
cosmogonie account if it is true, as was suggested in Chapter One, that 
the phrase "happiness for mankind" (siyiïti ... martiyahyiï) refers most 
concretely to plants and animais, i.e. the living beings that constitute the 
basis of wealth and serve as the foods on which human life, sustenance, 
and bodily pleasure depend. 

Modifying Figure 27.1 to take account of these details permits one to 
reconcile the Old Persian account of cosmogony with that found in 
Zoroastrian texts like Selections of Zadspram 1.25, which states 
"Ohrmazd created creation in bodily and material fashion. First sky, sec
ond water, third earth, fourth vegetation, fifth livestock, sixth mankind."8 

7 Amélie Kuhrt, "Earth and Water," op cit. The formula "day and night" appears at 
DB §7: "What was proclaimed to them by me, by night or by day, that was done." 
taya8iim haciima a9anhya xsapanvâ raycapativâ, ava akunavayantâ. See further regarding 
this expression Clarisse Herrenschmidt, "viOii(m) patiy, aggareion," DATA: Achaemenid 
History Newsletter (1993): 4 and Testen, "Old Persian <x-s-p-v<•> r<•-i>-u-c-p-t<•-i>-v<•>-a> 
'by night or by day'," op cit. 

8 Selections of Zâdspram 1.25: Ohrmazd diim tanômandïhâ bë ô gëtThâ dâd. fradom 
asmân dudïgar iib sidïgar zamïg 4-om urwar ud 5-om gôspand 6-om mardôm. With regard 
to the fourth and fifth creation ("vegetation," "livestock"), we have translated with a term 
that fmesses the issue of singular and plural. The texts make clear, however, that only one 
plant and one head of cattle were originally created. The differentiation of species, like 
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Apparently, both the Zoroastrian and the Achaemenian variants partici
pate in a pan-Iranian- one might also say "Mazdaean" -tradition 
that traced the physical cosmos to a discrete set of primordial entities, 
each created by the Wise Lord, Ahura Mazdâ (Figure 27.2). 

II 

Since the Mazdaean tradition regarded its deity as entirely good, it also 
constituted the things he established as good ab origine, reflecting the 
nature of their creator. The imperfections of the world as we know it 
were thus traced to a second principle, separate from the Wise Lord, 
lesser than hlm, and utterly different in nature. Zoroastrian doctrine 
knows this entity as the "Evil Spirit" (Avestan At]ra Mainiiu, Pahlavi 
Ahreman), whose primordial "assault" (Avestan aibi.gati, Pahlavi 
ëbgat) marked the transition from a perfect to an imperfect creation 
characterized by mixture and conflict. Within Achaemenian discourse, 
"the Lie" (Old Persian draf:!ga) is responsible for a similar rupture in the 
nature of being, although there this topos is thematized less fully.9 

Above all, it is the Pahlavi texts that delight in narrating the "Assault" 
and working out its implications and details. Focusing on each of the orig
inal creations in sequence, texts like Selections of Zadspram and the Bun
dahisn show how the original pristine nature of the cosmos was affected by 
the onslaught of the Evil Spirit, whose power was great, but whose intel
ligence was decidedly lacking. Accordingly, he never succeeded in destroy
ing the Wise Lord's creations. Rather, he fragmented each in tum, produc
ing a bifurcated creation in which one part remained entirely good, while 
another - its literai counter-part - became corrupt and contaminated. 10 

death and sexual reproduction, are products of Ahreman's assault. Cf. Greater Bundahisn 
3.7 (TD2 MS. p. 33, !ines 2-5), Skend Gumarug Wizii.r 1.5, Yast 13.86 and Yasna 19.8; 
among Old Avestan texts, see Yasna 44.3-6 and 51.7. 

9 The inscriptions tend to historicize this theme, above ail in DB §10, where the 
assault of "the Lie" is made responsible for the intrigue, disorder, crime, and rebellion 
that commenced when Cambyses left Persia for his Egyptian campaign (525 B.C.E.), 
thereby ending the golden age of the empire and setting the stage for Darius to represent 
himself as God's chosen instrument of restoration. 

10 We have chosen to employ a discourse of "bifurcation" in place of the more famil
iar "dualism," since the latter term has assumed so many different connotations and has 
been so continuously debated asto lose most of its acuity and precision. Briefly, we use 
"bifurcation" to signal a cosmology in which material existence is theorized as unitary 
and good in its origin, but marked by division, mixture, and conflict at later stages of his
tory, following the influx of an evil power independent of (and antithetical to) the good 
creator. For a somewhat similar attempt, see Hans-Peter Hasenfratz, "Iran: Antagonismus 
als Universalprinzip," Saeculum 34 (1983): 235-47. 
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Thus, to cite one example, Ohnnazd initiaily made the earth flat and 
soft, while Ahreman's assault produced mountains that interfere with 
herding and agriculture and introduce a model of hierarchie stratifica
tion.11 In similar fashion, Ahreman caused the waters to be divided into 
sweet and salt, plants into beneficent and poisonous, animais into pro
ductive and vermin, humans into righteous/truthful and liars (Figure 
27.3). 12 It is unclear, however, whether this bifurcated cosmos is part of 
the generai Mazdaean tradition and thus pan-~anian, or more specifi
cally limited to Zoroastrianism. 

III 

Although there is no Old Persian text that systematicaily narrates these 
later stages in the Zoroastrian cosmogony and the dualistic view of crea
tion they advance, severai data are consistent with that system. Three 
merit our attention and these deal with animais, mountains, and seas. 

The frrst is a well-known description of the Magi, Median priests who 
later served the Achaemenians and then diffused throughout Asia. 
According to a much-discussed passage in Herodotus, they maintained a 
sharp distinction between good and noxious animais. 13 

The Magi differ from many other men and from the priests of Egypt, for the 
latter sanctify the principle not to kill any animale being, save those they 
sacrifice. The Magi, in contrast, kill ali with their own hands, except dogs 
and humans. And they wage this great struggle, killing in equal measure 
ants and serpents and other reptiles and insects.14 

11 Greater Bundahi~n 6C.1 (Tl)2 MS. 65.12-14): "When the Foui One rushed in, the 
earth trembled and the substance of mountains was created in the earth." ciyôn ganniig 
andar dwiirist zamïg bë <wi>zandëd. iin gôhr ï kôf ï andar zamïg diid ëstiid. Cf. Selections 
of Ziidspram 3.26-36 and Diidestiin i Dënïg 70.2. 

12 The most concise discussion of these themes is Selections of Ziidspram 3. The 
Greater Bundahi~n treats them repeatedly in chapters throughout the body of the text. 

13 This text has been discussed, inter alia, by Benveniste, Persian Religion according 
to the Chief Greek Texts, pp. 33-34, Zaehner, Dawn and Twilight of Zoroastrianism, 
p. 162, Widengren, Die Religionen /rans, p. 113, Mary Boyce, History ofZoroastrianism 
1: 182-83, eadem, Zoroastrians: Their Religious Beliefs and Practices (London: Rout
ledge & Kegan Paul, 1979), p. 76, and de long, Traditions of the Magi, pp. 338-42. 

14 Herodotus 1.140: Mayot ôà JCE')(ropiôœtat7toi..Mv 'trov 't& lil..l..rov àv9pcil1trov JCai. 
'tWV t.v Aly\>7t't<p tp&rov. ot l!ÈV yàp c'tyvs6oum fll'lf\l')(OV J.lTJÔÈv JC'tdvstv, d llTJ ôcra 
96oum· ot ôè ôi] Mayot aô'to')(Etpin 1taV'ta 1tl..i]v JCuvoç JCai àv9pcil1tou JC'tsivoum, 
JCai àyci>VtO"J.la Jl&ya 'toiho 1tOtEUV'tat, IC'tslVOV'tEÇ Ôl!OlOlÇ l!UPJ.lTJICaÇ 'tE JCai 6cptç JCai 
'tcil..l..a êp7ts'tà JCai 7tE'tstVa. 
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Although repetition of the verb kteino confuses things somewhat, this 
passage distinguishes three classes of animate beings, using two varia
bles to do so. Logically, the frrst category consists of species that cannot 
be killed, either in sacrifice or outside it (-/-), except by order of the 
king, a point this passage ignores, but which has its importance and to 
which we will return. In any event, this most sacrosanct category 
includes humans and dogs, the latter of which apparent! y was considered 
so close to their masters as to be quasi-human.15 Second are those that 
could be killed in sacrifice, but not in other contexts ( +/-). Herodotus 
does not name the species fit to be ritual victims, but presumably these 
included horses, cattle, sheep, goats, and other domestic species. That 
these were regarded as pure, moreover, may be inferred from the fact 
that the Magi- who presided at all sacrifices16 - killed these animais 
with their own hands (autokheiriëi) and feared no pollution from the 
contact.17 Third are the beasts who were unfit for sacrifice, but whom 
one was obliged to destroy in other ways (-/+). These vermin -"ants 
and serpents and other reptiles and insects" - were despised on se veral 
grounds, for these are the creatures who crawl and swarm, sting and bite, 
and who disrupt cosmologie distinctions of fondamental importance 
(land/water, heaven/earth, above/below). The Magi waged a "great 
struggle" (agonisma mega) against them, as did Zoroastrian priests, who 
had special weapons that let them kill without touching the beasts or suf
fering any pollution.18 

15 Dogs enjoy high status in Zoroastrianism, but not so high as this. See Boyce, 
History of Zoroastrianism 1: 302-3, Lommel, Die Religion Zarathustras, p. 115. 

16 Herodotus 1.132: " ... a Magus, standing beside [the sacrificer], chants a theogony 
of the sort they say is the proper accompaniment, for it is not their custom to perform 
sacrifices without a Magus" (oè aÎJ'tOÎi Mayoc; ùvi!p 1tap&cm:roc; sna&io&t eeoyoVlTJV, 
OÎTJV oil SJC&ivot Aéyoucn dvat tilv snaotoi]v· iiveu yàp oil Mayou ot5 crq>t VOj.lOÇ 
âcrti eucriac; notéecreat). The fact that a hyrnn of creation was part of the ritual may sug
gest that principles embedded in the cosmogonie account informed sacrificial practice. 

17 Regarding the question of pollution, see Mary Boyce, Zoroastrians: Their Reli
gious Beliefs and Practices, p. 44. 

18 Noxious creatures of this sort are called xrafstras in Avestan and the weapon used 
against them is a xrafstra-gan, literally a "xrafstra-killer." These are discussed at Vidëv
dad 14.8 and 18.2 and injunctions to kill are found at Vidëvdad 14.5-6, 16.12, 17.3, 
18.65, and 18.73. Although these lists vary somewhat, they regularly include reptiles, 
insects, and dangerous species like serpents and wolves. See further, Lommel, Die Reli
gion Zarathustras, pp. 97-98, 113-116, Widengren, Religionen /rans, pp. 113-114, Boyce, 
History of Zoroastrianism 2: 90-91, 298-301, Hanns-Peter Schmidt, "Ancient Iranian 
Animal Classification," Studien zur /ndologie und /ranistik 5/6 (1980): 212-13 and 228-
29, and de Jong, Traditions of the Magi, pp. 338-42. 
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IV 

Just as Herodotus's account of the Magi suggests a binary distinction 
among animal species corresponding to categories established in Zoroas
trian myths of creation, so the role played by mountains in the Achaeme
nian inscriptions recalls relevant sections of those same myths. Thus, 
kal:!fah, the term for "mountain," appears three times in the Old Persian 
corpus. One of these (DSf §3g) is unexceptionable. The other two occur 
at crucial points in Darius' s account of rebellions during the flrst year of 
his reign (522-521 B.C.E.). In ali, he faced nine uprisings, each of which 
-as he tells it- was inspired by "the Lie" and represented a disorder 
simultaneously political, moral, and cosmic. Not ali of the nine insurrec
tions were equally serious, however, and two stand out as particularly 
dangerous. These were the two that took place not in the provinces, but 
in Persia itself, led by rebels who represented themselves as Bardiya, 
son of Cyrus the Great, and thus rightful heir to the Achaemenian 
throne.19 The flrst of these men was probably Bardiya himself, whom 
Darius depicted as "Gaumata the Magus." Whether an imposter or not, 
this man seized power from Cambyses in March 522 and ruled until 
September of that same year, when he was murdered by Darius in a 
palace coup.20 The second man who called himself "Bardiya" was one 
Vahyazdata, who rebelled against Darius late in 522 and succeeded in 
swaying the Persian army and palace to his cause. His rebellion spread 
through multiple provinces (Carmania, Drangiana, Gedrosia, Arachosia, 
also parts of Media and Sattagydia) and lasted until July 521, making it 
one of the largest, longest, and most serious challenges Darius faced. 
Indeed, flve battles and more than twenty thousand casualties were 
required for its suppression.21 

Of particular interest tous, however, is a topographie detail that marks 
the beginning and end of these two rebellions. Thus, according to Dari
us's narrative, ali insurrectionary activity began at a very precise spot: 

19 In DB § 11, Gaumata is quoted as saying "1 am Bardiya, the son of Cyrus, brother 
of Cambyses" (adam Brdiya ami, haya Kura\!s puça, Kambujiyahyii. brii.tii.). Similar word
ing occurs at DB §§40, 45 and the minor inscriptions DBb and DBh, although these ali 
omit mention of Cambyses. At best, Darius could trace his descent to a cadet line of the 
Achaemenian family, which gave hlm a vastly inferior claim to Bardiya (or anyone who 
could pass himself off as same ). 

20 The events are described in DB §§10-14 and Herodotus 3.30, 61-79. 
21 Tabulation of the casualties is included in the Babylonian, but not the Old Persian 

variant of the Bisitun Ï.îscription. See DB §§40-48 and the corresponding DB Bab §§33-
38. A good historie anal y sis is found in Dandamaev, Political History of the Achaemenid 
Empire, pp. 116-19. 
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"[Gaumata] rose up from Paisiyauvada: a mountain named Arakadri, 
from there."22 Conversely, the place where the revoit of Vahyazdata 
ended is also specified. 

Then Vahyazdata, along with a few horsemen, fied. He went to Paisiyau
vada. From there, he collected an army. After this, he went against Arta
vardiya to make hattie. A mountain named Parga, there he made hattie. The 
Wise Lord bore me aid. By the Wise Lord's will, my army utterly defeated 
the army ofVahyazdata. Five days of the month Garmapada (15 July 521) 
had passed when the battle was fought by them. That Vahyazdata they 
seized, and the men who were his foremost followers, they seized a/so.23 

Darius thus narrated the rebellion of V ahyazdata in a way that made it 
repeat and complete events that began with Gaumata. Thus, after suffer
ing a series of defeats, he retreated to Paisiyauvada, where Gaumata frrst 
rose up against Cambyses. And just as Gaumata made his start from a 
mountain, so V ahyazdata fell back on a mountain to make his last des
perate stand. Neither of these mountains has been identified with cer
tainty, but for our present purposes it is less important to specify their 
location than to understand their place in the mythic imaginaire. While 
far from conclusive, the evidence suggests that the inscriptions represent 
mountains as a site of turbulence, disorder, rebellion, and violence asso
ciated with "the Lie." Further, the vertical code introduced by a dis
course of mountains suggests a view of rebels as men who sought to 
raise themselves higher than others - or higher than a just, i.e. level, 
cosmos would permit - and who were brought low by a king who rees
tablished such a just order. 

v 
A similar case might be made concerning Old Persian drayah, which 
denotes a large body of salt water that marks borders having ethical and 
cosmological, as well as political aspects. Thus, drayah is almost always 
used with reference to one of two peoples - Scythians and Greeks -
who were themselves divided into sub-groupings. On the near side of the 

22 DB § 11: haJ! udapatata hacii Paj_siyiiJ!Viidii, Arakadris niima kaJ!fa, hacii avada8. 
23 DB §42: 9ati Diirayavaus x8iiya9iya: pasava haJ! Vahyazdata hadii kamnaihis asa

biiraj_bis amuSa, a8iyava Paj_siyiiJ!vadam, haca avada8 kiiram ayasatii, hayaparam iiis patis 
~tavardiyam hamaranam cartanai, Pfga niima kaJ!fa, avadii hamaranam akunava, 
Auramazdiimaj_ upastam abara, va8na Auramazdiiha kara baya mana avam kiiram tayam 
Vahyazdatahya aja vasaj_, Garmapadahya miihyii panca raJ!cabis 9akata iiha, ava!lasiim 
hamaranam Iqtam, uta avam Vahyazdiitam agrbaya uta martiya, tayaj_saj_ fratama anusiya 
iihanta, agrbaya. 
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water lay those Greeks and Scythians who had been conquered by the 
Persians and absorbed within their empire. On the far side, lay those 
who remained beyond the Persian grasp and who inflicted painful defeats 
on Persian power.24 

That the sea provoked considerable anxiety among Persians is clear 
from Herodotus's account of their navy (whose ships were predomi
nantly Phoenician, Egyptian, and Ionian, but almost never Persian or 
Mede),25 the many storms, shipwrecks, and disasters it suffered,26 and 
the fear such possibilities occasioned.27 Further, a recurrent symbolic 
construct appears throughout the Herodotean text, building on a contrast 
of land and sea. 28 

Land Sea:: 

Persia Greece:: 

Strength Weakness:: 

Confidence Fear:: 

Good Ev il 

The system one finds in Zoroastrianism is quite different, for there the 
organizing binary contrasts two kinds of water, whose difference is nar
rated in myths of creation. Thus, the good, fresh water created by the 

24 Scythians are at issue in DB §74, ONa §3, and A1P 24; Greeks, at OPe §2, OSe §3, 
and XPh §3. In two cases, drayah is used in somewhat different fashion, with reference 
to unspecified peoples who dwell by the sea in DB §6 (tayaj drayahyii) and to the Persian 
Gulf in an inscription celebrating Oarius's construction of the Suez canal (OZe §3). That 
seas constituted the borders and limits of the Persian empire is also made explicit by 
Herodotus 4.37-40. 

25 On the national composition of the Persian fleet, see H.T. Wallinga, "The Ancient 
Persian Navy and its Predecessors," Achaemenid History 1 (1987): 47-77 and Herodotus 
3.19, 4.89, 6.6, 6.14, 6.25, 6.33, 7.89-96, 8.17. Persian strength on land compared to their 
weakness at sea is thematized by Herodotus 5.108-9,5.115-16, 6.7, 6.28, 8.68, 8.100-101. 

26 Storms and shipwrecks: Herodotus 3.138, 6.44-45, 7.188-92, 8.12-14, 8.118; 
defeats, 7.139, 7.194, 8.83-96; other difficulties and hardships, 7.34-35, 7.54, 8.89, 8.109, 
8.117 

27 Expressions of fear,loneliness, anxiety with regard to the sea: Herodotus 4.43, 6.9, 
6.95, 7.22, 7.49-50, 8.68, 8.118, 8.130; confusion and disorder, 7.194, 8.86, 8.88 

28 Pascal Payen, Les îles nomades: conquérir et résister dans l'Enquête d'Hérodote 
(Paris: Editions de l'Ecole des hautes études en sciences, 1997), pp. 204-11 has shown 
how important this construct is in Greek, and especially in Herodotean thought. We do 
not have direct testimony as to whether Persians theorized in precisely the same fashion, 
but a strong inference that this was the case has been studied by Steven Hirsch, "Cyrus' 
Parable of the Fish: Sea Power in the Barly Relations of Greece and Persia," Classical 
Journal 81 (1986): 222-29. 
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Wise Lord at the dawn of time was later corrupted by poison flowing 
from the corpses of noxious animais, themselves created by the Evil 
Spirit. As the Greater Bundahisn puts it: "The poison of the vermin was 
all within the earth and it mixed into the water and made most of this 
water salty."29 Elsewhere, we are told the salt produced a stench that 
made these waters inhospitable,30 and that "thirst came to water. " 31 This 
last detail reflects the knowledge that salt makes sea-water undrinkable, 
inducing a thirst the water cannot quench. Myth treats this as the result 
of Ahreman's assault, such that the addition of salt to Ohrmazdian water 
turns it into a demonic, contradictory substance where moisture and its 
antithesis commingle. The Zoroastrian construct follows accordingly. 

Fresh Water 

Drink 

Moist 

Wise Lord 

Original Creation 

Good 

Salt Water:: 

Thirst:: 

Dry:: 

Evil Spirit:: 

Mingled Reality subsequent 
to Demonic Assault:: 

Evil 

VI 

Something approximating the Zoroastrian construct may be perceived in 
Herodotus' s report of two inscriptions Darius erected earl y in his Scythian 
expedition. 32 The frrst of these listed the nations and peoples he led over 
the Bosporus, i.e. the channel connecting the Pontus (i.e. the Black Sea) 

29 Greater Bundahisn 6B.15 (TD2 MS. 64.8-10): iin wis [ï] xrafstariin ï andar zarnïg 
bawëd. harnag andar iin <be> ab be gumëxt. iin âb mahistar sôr bë kard. Cf. Selections of 
Zii.dsprarn 3.17-25. 

30 Greater Bundahisn 10.18 (TD2 MS. 84.6-8): "One is not able to go as near as a 
league to the salt seas because of the stench nearby." ën-iz zrëhTha <ï> sôr pad nazdïk 
gandagïh ray tii. hii.sar ô nazd në Sii.yëd sudan. 

31 Ibid. 5.3 (TD2 MS. 49.2): tisn ô ï ab. 
32 According to Herodotus 4.87, the stelae bearing the frrst of these inscriptions were 

carried off by the Byzantines, who used the stone to build certain temples. The second, 
however, seems to have been still extant when Herodotus wrote and a nineteenth century 
traveler- whose testimony was accepted by How and Wells, Commentary on Herodotus 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1928) 1: 334- claimed that reliable witnesses knew 
of its survival as late as 1830. Lieutenant-General A. Jochmus, "Notes on a Journey into 
the Balkan, or Mount Hremus, in 1847," Journal of the Royal Geographie Society 24 
(1854): 43-44. 
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and Propontis that divides Europe from Asia.33 Although Herodotus does 
not preserve the wording of this bilingual (Greek and cuneiform) text, one 
senses a certain anxiety and hybris in Darius' s attitude that foreshadows 
not only his difficulties in Europe, but also those Xerxes experienced as a 
consequence of his similarly hybristic traversai of the Hellespont.34 

Passage further south facilitated Xerxes' march on Greece; crossing 
at the Bosporus, in contrast, let Darius pursue the Scythians west of the 
Black Sea, which constituted the border between Persians and Scyths.35 

Persians called this sea a drayah, as we have seen, while Greeks used a 
variety of terms: thalassa, pelagos, pontos, ali of which mark it as big 
and salty.36 Strabo and Polybius both discuss the salinity of its waters 
and those of the Bosporus, while also treating the dangerous winds and 
currents of the latter.37 For his part, Herodotus notes that the water of the 
Black Sea produced the world's most ignorant peoples.38 

Severa! days after making this passage, Darius reached the river 
Tearus in Thrace and raised a second inscription, regarding which Hero
dotus provides this account. 

The Tearus is said to be the best among neighboring rivers for cures of 
other kinds, but especially for healing psore in men and in horses. lt has 
thirty-eight springs, ail flowing from the same rock. Some of them are cold 
and some hot .... Arriving at this river, Darius camped there and being 
delighted with the river, he erected a stëlë, on which he engraved these 
letters: "The headwaters of the river Tearus produce the best and the fair
est water of ali rivers. Leading his army against the Scythians, to these 
there arrived the best and the fairest man of all men: Darius, son of Hys
taspes, King of the Persians and all the mainland." 39 

33 Herodotus 4.87. A detailed description of these waters is given at 4.85. 
34 On the difficult passage at the Hellespont and Xerxes' consequent impious conduct, 

see Herodotus 7.34-35 and 7.54-56. These events provoke divine nemesis and are cited as 
a cause of the Persian defeat at 8.109. Aeschylus, however, sets Xerxes' hybristic cross
ing at the Bosporus, Persians 723-28 and 745-51. 

35 Herodotus 4.38 and 4.99. 
36 The Greeks regularly called the Black Sea simply Pontos ("The Sea"), although 

they sometimes extended (and euphemized) its name: Pontos Euxeinos ("The Sea Auspi
cious to Strangers"). Herodotus refers to it as thalassa ("sea, ocean") at 4.38, 4.89, and 
4.99; as pelagos ("high sea, open sea"), at 4.85. 

37 Strabo 1.3.4-6, Polybius 4.39-44. 
38 Herodotus 4.46: "The Black Sea, to which Darius led his army, of ali places pro

duces the nations most lac king in knowledge, with the exception of the Scythians." '0 ô& 
Il6V'tOÇ ô Eül;&tvoc;, È1t' ÔV ècnpcl't&U&'tO ô Aup&ioc;, xcop&cov Ttucr&cov 1tUp&x&'tUl 
!::seo 'toù l:Ku9ucoù &Svea à.11ue&mu'tu. 

39 Herodotus 4.90-91: '0 ô& T&upoc; Uy&'tut {mo 'tOOV 7t&ptoiKcov dvut 7tO'tU!iOOV 
aptcr'tOÇ 'tel 'tE aÀ.À.u 'tÙ ÈÇ aK&crtv <p&poV'tU lCUt ÔTJ lCUt ÙVÔpacrt lCUt t1t1t0lcrl \jfOOpTJV 
à.K&crucr9ut. &teri ô& aÔ'toÙ ut 7tTJyui ôuoov ô&oucrut 't&crcrepaKOV'tU, ÈK 7t&'tpTJÇ 'tfiç 
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Why did Darius judge the water of this rather obscure riveto the "best 
and fairest" (ariston te kai kalliston) of ali? Apparently due toits healing 
properties and above ali, its ability to cure psore.41 Understanding the 
nature of this ailment, which took a variety of forms, is thus of considerable 
interest In the vegetal kingdom, it manifested itself as Cladosporium her
barum, a scab appearing on fig trees overgrown with moss.42 Among ani
mals, it showed up as scabby hooves or a mangy pelt and was treated with 
old wine or cucumber root43 Among humans, its most common symptoms 
were scabs and a tierce itch,44 but these reflect and derive from an underly
ing state of profound dryness, as is seen from the fact that psore was usu
ally connected to organs whose normal, healthy state of pronounced mois
ture was disrupted by the illness: the eyes, the womb, and the bladder.45 

Regrettably, no medical text describes the treatment recommended 
for psore in its common form. The closest we have is what Galen said 
regarding "psore of the eyes" (psorophthalmia). This, however, is 
highly instructive. 

a\rtiic; ptoucrat, JCai ai JlÈ:V a\n:trov dcri 'lfUxpai ai 0& 9&pJlaL .. 'Eni 'tOÎÏ'tov div 'tov 
7tO'taJlÔV CÏ7ttlCOJl&VOÇ Ô âapeioc; roc; ècr'tpa't07t&Ô&60"a'tO, ftcr9eic; 'té!> 1tO'taJlé!> O"'tTJÀTJV 
fcr'tTJO"& Kai èv9aii'ta, ypaJlJla'ta tnpa\jfac; l..tyoV'ta 'taôe. "Teapou no'taJloÎÏ K&cpal..ai 
üôrop iiptm6v 'te Kai KaÀ.À.tcr'tov naptxov'tat xav'trov no'taJlrov· Kai èx' a\n:àc; 
dniJC&'tO èl..a6vrov lxi l:JC69ac; cr'tpa'tov dvl)p iiptm6c; 't& JCai JCaÀ.À.tO"'tOÇ naV'tO>V 
dv9proxrov, âapeioc; ô 'Y O"'tacrxeoc;, Ilepcrtrov 't& JCai xacrTJc; 'tiic; f)xeipou paml..e6c;." 

40 Ancient sources make very little mention of the Tearus. It appears only in the pre
sent passage, an epigram attributed to Simonides (Anthologia Palatina 7.514), and Pliny's 
Natural History 4.45. Older, more positivistic scholarship was eager to identify this river 
and its multiple sources with an extensive series of springs around Pinarhisar in European 
Turkey (Kirklareli province, near the Bulgarian border). See Jochmus, pp. 43-44 and 
Eckhard Unger, "Die Dariusstele am Tearos," Archiiologische Anzeiger (1915): 3-16 
(with a Nachschrift by F.H. Weissbach, pp. 16-17). Later scholarship has focused more 
on discourse than on realia, observing that the Herodotean text differs from standard Old 
Persian formulae, particularly as regards the royal title employed ("King of the Persians 
and ali the mainland," Ilepcrérov 't& Kai 7tUO"TJÇ 'tiic; f)xeipou Paml..e6c;). Th us, Hinz, 
Darius und die Perser, op cit., pp. 201 and 205, Rüdiger Schmitt, "Achaimenidenin
schriften in griechischer Iiterarischer Überlieferung," Acta /ranica 28 (1998): 34-36. 

41 psorë (psora in Anie) is derived from the verb *psëo, "to scratch, rub oneself;" the 
term denotes a terrible itch, also the scabs and dry skin that produce it (cf. English pso
riasis). As a gloss, the Suda provides ICV&O"JlOVTJ, from the verb Kva&ro "to scratch." For 
a fuller etymological discussion, see Chantraine, Dictionnaire étymologique de la langue 
grecque 4: 1290 or Frisk, Griechisches etymologisches Worterbuch 2: 1134-36. 

42 Theophrastus, Peri Phyton Historias 4.14.3. 
43 Discussions of psorë in the context of veterinary medicine include Xenophon, Cyropae

dia 1.4.11, Herodas 7.117, and Plutarch, Moralia 671a. Treatrnent with old wine is attested by 
Polybius 3.88.1 and wild cucumber root by Theophrastus Peri Phyton Historias 9.9.4. 

44 Thus Plato, Gorgias 494c, Philebus 46a; Septuagint Leviticus 21: 20 and 22: 22 
45 Thus Hippocrates DeNatura Mulierum 79 (womb), Aphorism 4.11 and Peri Physios 

Anthropou 14 (bladder). Galen 12.717, 12.798-99, 14.766 (eyes), 
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For those whose eyes, irritated by sun and dust have developed psôrë of 
the eye and dryness of the eye, they should be washed with much water, 
cold in summer and warm in winter. A vapor bath from a sponge with hot 
water or lentil decoction is applied. One also places at the corners of their 
eyes the juice of bramble, squill, myrtle, and roses, together with water. 
And above all, they often sleep with (a dressing of) dry roses crushed into 
wine, or their blossom, or wine uncontaminated by sea-water, and old 
olive oil.46 

Three details in this passage are extremely significant and lead to the 
same conclusion. First, psorophthalmia is grouped with xërophthalmia, 
"dryness of the eyes." Second, both disorders have the same cause: 
overexposure to sun and dust or, to put it in terms of the elementary 
qualities theorized by Hippocratic medicine, an excess of the hot and 
the dry. Third, therapy aims to supply necessary moisture through eye
wash, vapor baths, botanical fluids and decoctions, old olive oil, or 
wine uncontaminated by sea-water (oinon athalasson). The reason for 
this last specification is most revealing of ali and is reminiscent of the 
analysis of salt, the sea, moisture, and thirst we found in Zoroastrian 
myth.ln Galen's treatment of psorophthalmia and Darius's inscriptions 
at the Bosporus and Tearus, we can thus identify the following sym
bolic construct.47 

Health 

Mois ture 

Fresh water 

Ri vers 

Tearus 

Good 

Psorë:: 

Dcyness:: 

Salt water: : 

Seas (and channels with salt water):: 

Bosporus:: 

Evil 

46 Galen, Peri Syntheseos Pharmakon, ed. Kühn 12: 798: llpoç o& 1:àç 1t&pi 1:oùç 
ôq~GaÀ.j.lOÙÇ Otà 'tÔV f)A.toV Kai lCOVtOp'tÔV, dlç è1ti1taV 'IJIIDpoq~GaÀ.j.liaç Kai !;TJpO(j)
TJilÀ.j.ltaç, uorop 1tÀ.&iov 7tpOcrlCÀ.IlÇOj.l&VOV, Gépouç j.li:V 'IJIIlXPOV, X&tj.lOOVOÇ 0& G&pj.lOV, 
Ùpj!6Ç&t Kai 7tllpia cr1t6yyou èlC G&pj.lOU uoa1:oç il (j)lllCOU à(j)&'lflJj.lll'tOÇ, aô1:oiç 0& 
1tp6cray& 'toiç Kaveoiç, ~tl't:Oil, crxivou, j.lllpcriVTJÇ, poorov xuA.Ov lCil't' toiav ElCilr:5'tOV 
crùv uoan. il p6oa !;TJpà 'tpt~Oj.l&va crùv oivcp il 1:0 èivGoç aÔ'tiÎ>V, il ofvov àGaA.acrcrov 
Kai 7taÀ.atov éA.atov, Ka i j.laÀ.tcr'ta ôta v KOtj.liicrGat GéA.rocrt. 

47 That the Tearus actually was fed by thirty-eight springs, hot and cold in equal meas
ure, seems extremely unlikely. Rather, this piece of Herodotus's description is governed 
by the same theoretical orientation that led Galen to prescribe cold water for psorophthal
mia in summer and hot water in winter. Moisture corrects dryness as its opposite, and the 
elementary opposition hot/cold is irrelevant, unless other variables- the tirne of year, for 
instance - make this a contributing factor. 
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VI 

As we said earlier, these data are not conclusive. They are, however, 
suggestive. Anyone who carefully considers the primary data of Achae
menian religion and Zoroastrianism will observe both similarities and 
differences, and the materials we have discussed show the two were 
even more similar than many scholars have recognized. Two possible 
explanations can be offered for this state of affairs, and we differ some
what in how we view things. One of us tak:es the Achaemenians to have 
been Zoroastrians, but after their own particular fashion and according 
to their own method (Herrenschmidt). The other does not rule out this 
possibility, but regards Achaemenian religion and Zoroastrianism as two 
variant forms of a broader tradition, which may be named Mazdaean, or 
simply Iranian (Lincoln). Whatever the historie relation between the two 
systems may have been, we hope to have established that according to 
both, Ahura Mazda, the "Wise Lord," originally created a finite, but 
eminently coherent set of entities, each of which reflected its creator's 
absolute goodness. Heaven, earth, and mankind were explicitly named in 
both variants, while three other creations - plants, animais, and water 
- were specified in the Zoroastrian version and implied in the Achae
menian. Second, we have noted that the Zoroastrian cosmogony describes 
how the Evil Spirit attacked the Wise Lord's good creation, producing a 
bifurcation within each of its constituent parts. Severa! pieces of evi
dence have led us to think that the Achaemenians regarded animais, 
earth, and waters as bifurcated such that two forms of each were recog
nized as differing in their physical properties, originary agents, and their 
ethical status. 

A similar view of humanity was part of Achaemenian religion, as a 
close reading of Darius's funerary inscription (DNb) has recently 
revealed. There, one finds a theory of the person in which certain quali
ties like anger and panic are regarded as demonic forces that can - and 
must - be brought under control by other qualities of divine origin 
(wisdom, understanding, self-control, e.g.) and those persons who have 
these in abundance, the king, above all.48 Also relevant is the sharp 
distinction the Old Persian inscriptions draw between rebels and loyal 
subjects. Although ail people were initially part of the same good 
"mankind" (martiya), the activity of the Lie (dral}ga) changed this pri
mordial unity, as sorne became "evil" (or, more precisely, "vulnerable 

48 Herrenschmidt, "Le moi mazdéen et les âmes," op cit. 
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to deception,"arika), after which they tumed disorderly and rebellious.49 

Like monarchs everywhere, Achaemenian kings made it their business to 
execute rebelleaders, and this seems to have been constituted as a legal, 
rather than a sacrificial action since, as we have seen, humans could not 
serve as sacrificial victims. 50 Even so, these executions served a reli
gious purpose much like that which the Magi advanced by "killing ... 
ants and serpents and other reptiles and insects. "51 In both instances, the 
respective actors cleared away the corrupt part of the human and animal 
creation, thereby reversing the evil introduced by the Lie and restoring 
perfection, asper the Wise Lord's original intentions.52 Reading against 
the grain, as always, yields another story, whereby kings who defmed 
their enemies as instruments of "the Lie" thus empowered themselves to 
treat the latter like vermin and call it a sacred business. 

49 Rebels and their activity are marked by a number of lexemes, most notably the 
adjective hamiçiya ("rebellious, conspiratorial"), the verbs ud-pat- ("to rise up") and 
yaud- ("to boil, seethe, be stirred up, become disorderly"). Typically, insurrections are 
described as having been provoked by an act of false speech (duruj-), in which the rebel 
misrepresented himself as having a legitirnate claim to the throne. This prompted other 
actions, as the people/army defected to hlm (abi avam asiyava) and he seized the 
kingship/kingdom (xsaçam ha!! agrbiiyata). On the formulaic descriptions of rebellion, 
see Chapter Twenty-three. 

50 Herodotus 1.140. If this is so, the bodily mutilation of Fravarti and Tritataxma 
(described at DB §§32 and 33) should be understood as torture, humiliation, a theatre of 
cruelty, perhaps also a judiciary ordeal, rather than a form of quasi-sacrificial dismember
ment. 

51 Herodotus 1.140. 
52 Darius reports his execution of rebels at DB §§13, 17, 20, 32, 33, 43, 47, and 50. 

Note the complementarity of priests and kings, whose defming activities and spheres of 
competence were kept strictly separate. Where priests were responsible for maintenance 
of the cosrnic order through performance of sacrifices in which animais, plants, and 
waters might be offered, kings preserved the legal, social, and political order, executing 
human malefactors - those subject to the Lie - toward this end. 



CHAPTER TwENrY -EIGHT 

COSMOLOGY AND HYDRAULICS* 

1 

A recurrent goal of Mazdaean cosmology is to establish homologies 
between different aspects and levels of existence, for each item encom
passed within the general schema is implicitly understood to reinforce 
and revalidate the system as a whole. As an example, one rnight com
pare the way Pahlavi cosmological texts (above ali, the Greater Bunda
hisn and the Selections of Zâdspram) organize time and space into three 
sequential components, the frrst and third of which stretch infmitely in 
opposite directions, while the middle partis fmite (Table 28.1).1 

~ Time Space ,, 

1. Initial Primordial eternity, which lasts "Endless Light," where the 
inf"mitude until the Wise Lord creates the Wise Lord resides, stretching 

material world and the Evil Spirit boundlessly upward from the 
assaults it. Void, which marks its lower 

limit. 

2. Fmite The historie era of mixture and The primordial Void, bounded by 
middle conflict, which lasts from Endless Light on the top and 

creation of the material world Endless Darkness on the bottom. 
until the Evil Spirit's conclusive The material world emerges in 
defeat: a period of 9,000 or this space and becomes the 
12,000 years. battleground between the 

Wise Lord and the Evil Spirit 

,3. Final Eschatological eternity, the "Endless Darkness," where the 
inf"mitude enduring state of perfection that Evil Spirit resides, slretching 

begins with the Evil Spirit's boundlessly downward from the 
defeat and the cosmic Void, which marks its upper 
Renovation. limit. 

Table 28.1 Homologies of time and space in Mazdaean cosmology. 

• An earlier version of this chapter is scheduled to be published under the title "Myth, 
History, Cosmology and Hydrology in Achaemenian Iran," in Wouter Henkelman, ed., 
Festschriftfor Matthew Stolper. 

1 As regards categories of time, see Greater Bundahisn 1.42 (1'1)2 MS. 10.1-8), Den
kard 3.329, 5.24.6-9, Dadëstan I Denig 36.4-13; for those of space, Greater BundahiSn 
1.1-8 (11)2 MS. 2.11-3.12), Selections of Zlidspram 1.1, Diidëstan ï Denig 36.6, et al. 
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Pressing the homology further, the same pattern served to connect 
macro- and microcosm, as the individuallife-cycle was theorized along the 
same tripartite pattern. Thus, an infinite period of perfect peace precedes 
birth, during which time the person bas spiritual (meru5g), but not yet mate-· 
rial (gëtig) existence. An equally infinite spiritual existence follows death, 
and between these two markers lie the travails and conflicts of embodied 
existence, when the person assumes material (as well as spiritual) being.2 

Returning to the macrocosmic plane, the tripartite pattern was also 
applied to the category of number. Thus, the frrst and last instances -
whether of time (primordial and eschatological infmities) or space (end
less light above, endless darkness below) - were all characterized by 
unity, while the tense middle ground (the material world during the 
fmite period of historie time) was theorized as multiple in nature. Fur
ther, unity was associated with perfection, stability, peace, and calm, 
while multiplicity and difference (themselves the product of violent 
fragmentation) were understood as the precondition of all confusion, 
competition, disorder, and conflict. Such conflict was expected to end 
with the defmitive triumph of good, however, at which point time, space, 
and cosmos will return to the situation of perfection and peace in unity. 
The set of homologies may th us be expanded, as in Table 28.2. 

~ 
~ 

"' 
1. Initial 
infinitude 

2. Finite 
middle 

3. Final 
infinitude 

Time Space Individual Number Quality 
life 

Primordial Endless Spiritual Primordial Peace, 
eternity light above existence unity perfection 

before birth 

His tory Primordial Material Fragmenta- Conflict, 
void, later existence ti on, mixture, 
the material between multiplicity turbulence 
world birth and 

de ath 

Eschato- Endless Post Eschato- Peace, 
logical darkness mortem logical perfection 
eternity below spiritual unity 

existence 

Table 28.2 Mazdaean homologies of space, time, number, 
quality, rnicrocosm and macrocosm. 

:l 

2 On the relations of mënog and gëtig as regards both creation and the human 
life-span, see Shaked, "The notions mënog and gëtig in the Pahlavi texts, "op cit., esp. pp. 
65-71, and such texts as Greater Bundahisn 1.53 (TD2 MS. 13.7-13), 3.23-24 (TD2 MS. 
39.6-11), Dadëstan ï Dënïg 1.3, 2.13, 36.25-27, Dënkard 3.123, 3.416. 
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II 

This same pattern, in which a troubled but finite middle disrupts and con
. trasts with an ideal, open-ended beginning and end provided the organ
izing structure for the series of mythic narratives through which later 
Zoroastrian cosmology theorized each of the Wise Lord's original crea
tions. Thus, for example, plants, animais, and humans (the fourth, fifth, 
and sixth creations) are said to experience sickness, suffering, death, and 
reproduction only during historie time. In contrast, before the Evil Spirit's 
primordial Assault (Pahlavi ëbgat) and after the Restoration (jrasgird), 
their existence is characterized by immortality and bliss.3 Similarly, the 
earth (the third creation) is flat and smooth during primordial and escha
tological eternity, but rough and disfigured by mountains during the fmite 
interval of historie time. The inequities of height that come into existence 
with these mountains were thus theorized as a demonic distortion of natu
ral equality, and became the model for social inequities of rank and sta
tus.4 For its part, the sky (the frrst creation). is motionless at the beginning 
and end. Only in the middle period do celestial bodies (stars, planets, sun 
and moon) rotate. The passage of (fmite, historie) time having thus been 
set in motion by the violence of the Evil Spirit's attack, it is expected to 
cease when the threat of such violence has ended5 (Table 28.3). 

i: Sky Earth Plants, Animais, Humans j 
(lst Creation) (3"' Creation) (4th, 5th, 6th Creations) 

1. Initial Motionless Flat Immortal, impervious to 
perfection sickness and hann 

2. lmperfect Celestial bodies Mountains disrupt Morta!, vulnerable, 
middle 

3. Final 
perfection 

in motion, the earth's surface, suffering 
mixture of light introducing 
and darkness inequalities of 

height/status. 

Motionless Flat Immortal, impervious to 
sickness and hann 

Table 28.3 The tripartite schema as structuring deviee for 
mythic narratives of the Wise Lord's original creations. 

3 Diidestân ï Dënïg 31.10-11, 36.4, 36.29, Dënkard 3.209, 3.317, Pahlavi Riviiyat 
accompanying the Diidestân ï Dënïg 48.99-101, 62.14 

4 Greater Bundahi§n 6c.1 (TD2 MS. 65.12-15), 34.32-33 (TD2 MS. 228.1-5), Selec
tions of Ziidspram 3.27, 34.52, Diidestân ï Dënïg 36.1 and 109. On this motif, see Bruce 
Lincoln, "The Earth Becomes Flat: A Study of Apocalyptic Imagery," Comparative 
Studies in Society and History 25 (1983): 136-53. 

5 Ya8t 13.57-58, Greater Bundahisn 2.17 (TD2 MS. 29.12-15). 
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III 

This leaves water, second of the Wise Lord's creations, which is discussed 
in numerous passages. Most detailed and systematic, perhaps, is the 11 th 

chapter of the Greater Bundahisn, which takes up the topic of rivers. 

Regarding the nature of rivers: ft says in the Religion: "The Wise Lord 
made these two rivers flow from the north, from the Alburz. One went to 
the west: the Arang; and one to the east: the Weh." Later, eighteen rivers 
flowedfrom these, ali from the same original source. At the same (place in 
the) Alburz they descend into the earth. In Xwanirah [the central world
region], they emerge and become visible, as other waters flow forth from 
them in great numbers. As it says (in the Avesta): "Thus, quickly one after 
the other they flow, like a man who recites the Asem-vohu prayer from the 
very beginning." Ali the waters mix back into these two rivers, which are 
the Arang River and the Weh River. At the edge of the earth, both of them 
turn and pass into the seas, and ali the world-regions drink from that 
source. Then both arrive together at the Friixkard Sea and they arrive back 
at the original source from which they flowed. As it says (in the Avesta):" 
Just as light cornes into the Alburz and goes from the Alburz, ( so too do the 
rivers)." This too is sa id (in the Avesta): "The spirit of the river Arang 
desired of the Wise Lord: 'First, give ali the means for producing happi
ness that will be the goodness of the River Weh. Then, give it immortality. 
And the spirit of the River Weh desired the samefrom the Wise Lord for the 
River Arang. Recause of their love and friendship, they were made to flow 
one into the other in combined strength. Just as they were non-flowing 
before the primordial Assault, so they will again become non-flowing after 
they smite the Lie." 6 

Although the description is slightly baroque, the underlying schema is 
relatively simple and utterly consistent with the pattern we have 
described. At the northernmost extremity of the world-encircling Alburz 

6 Greater Bundahisn 11.0-7 (TD2 MS. 84.10-85.16): abar ciyonTh i rodïha gowëd pad 
dën kü: ën 2 rod az abiixtar nëmag az Albun Ohrmazd fraz tazënëd. ëk o xwarwarân kü 
Arang ud ëk o xwarasân süd kë Weh xwiinënd. az pas ï awësiin 18 rod az ham-bun xiin 
fraz tazïd hënd. pad ham Alburz andar zamïg frod süd hënd. pad Xwanirah o paydagïh 
hënd ciyon abiirïg ab az awësiin pad was marag fraz tazrt estënd. ciyon gowëd kü: ëdon 
züd ëk az pas oy-ï düd be tazïd hënd. ci yon mard-ë kë Asem-vohu-ë az padisiir be gowëd 
awësân ab hamag abaz o ën 2 rOd gumëzënd ï ast Arang rOd ud Weh rOd. awësân harw 2 
pad kaniirag ï zamïg gardënd ud pad zrëhïha widerënd ud hamag këswar xwiirënd az iin 
zahabïh ud pas harw 2 pad zrëh i Friixkard o ham rasënd ud abaz o bun xiin rasënd +az-as 
be tazid hënd. ciyon gowëd kü owon ciyon rosrun pad Alburz ud andar ayëd ud pad 
Alburz be sawëd. ën-iz gowëd kü: mënog Arang az Ohrmazd xwast kü fradom harwisp
ën snayënïtiirïh kë Weh-rod nëkln u-s be dah ud pas pad amargïh be dad. mënog-iz ï 
Weh-rod az Ohrmazd Arang-rod ray ëdon xwast. dosaram ayiirïh ëk andar o dud ray pad 
ham zorïh fraz tazënid hënd. ciyon pës az madan ï ëbgat atozisn büd hënd ka druz be 
zanënd atozisn abaz büd. Cf. Selections of Zadspram 3.22-23, Dënkard 3.409. 
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mountain chain,7 where the narrative begins, ali rivers - indeed, ali 
waters - are said to be initially united. As soon as the water begins to 
flow southward, however, it divides in two streams, one of which heads 
east (the Weh),8 while the other (the Arang, derived from Avestan Rai]ha 
["Sap, Essence"]) flows west.9 Most scholarly treatment of the traditions 
concerning the Arang and Weh have sought to identify them with maj?r 
rivers in Asia, and many of the attempts at identification are wonderfully 
ingenious.1° For our purposes, however, it seems preferable to follow Her
man Lommel, who saw these as exercises in mythic cosmology that may, 
occasionally, have been projected onto one body of water or another.11 

If primordial undifferentiated water divides to form the Arang and 
Weh, these two rivers themselves divide to form eighteen principal 
(madagwar) rivers. In turn, those tributaries submerge before leaving the 
Alburz and resurface once they have reached the central world-region 
(Xwanirah), where they divide once more to form countless smaller trib-

7 The mythic structure of the Alburz is described at Yast 19.1, Greater Bundahisn 
5b.l-3 (TI)2 MS. 55.3-12) and 9.1-3 (TD2 MS. 76.7-13), Selections ofZâdspram 3.27-30, 
Mënog ï Xrad 56.7 and 57.13. See further, Mary Boyce, "Aiborz in Myth and Legend," 
Encyclopaedia lranica (London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1983- ) 1: 811-13. 

8 The Weh (which means "Good" in Pahlavi) is also known as the Dïi.itï ("Lawful"), 
and the Weh-dïi.iti. Ali of these forms are derived from Avestan Va!Juhi Dïi.itya ("Good
Lawful"). In the Avesta, this river is among the frrst landmarks created by the Wise Lord 
(Vidëvdiid 1.2), the place where he meets with other deities (Vidëvdiid 2.20), and the 
place where sacrifice is performed by the Wise Lord (Yast 5.17, 15.2), Zarathustra (Vid
ëvdiid 19.2, Ya8t 5.104), Vistiispa (Ya§t 9.29), and others (Ya8t 5.112, 17.61). The Pahl
avi texts include much fuller, cosmologically informed descriptions, including such texts 
as Greater Bundahisn 1a.12-13, 6b.17, lla.2, lla.7-8, 17.5, Selections of Zâdspram 2.8-
9, 3.22-23, 21.1, 21.10, 23.1-7, Dënkard 3.409. See further Jürgen Hiimpel, "Dïi.ityii," in 
Carsten Colpe, ed., Altiranische und Zoroastrische Mythologie (Stuttgart: Klett-Cotta 
Verlag, 1974-82), pp. 323-24. 

9 In the A vesta, the Ral)hii is among the last of the topographical features created by 
Ahura Mazdii (Vidëvdiid 1.20; cf. Ya8t 15.27), and the later tradition regularly grouped it 
with the V a!Juhl Dïi.itya, which the same chapter of the Vidëvdiid places at the head of the 
list (Vidëvdiid 1.2). Other Avestan texts place the Ra!]hii at the edge of the earth (Ya§t 
10.104), and treat it,like the Va!]uhi Dïi.itya, as a privileged place for the performance of 
sacrifice (Ya8t 5.63, 5.81, 10.104, 15.27). Its name is cognate with Vedic Rasa, also 
described as a world-encircling river ~g Veda 5.41.15, 9.41.6). See further, Helmut 
Humbach, "Die Awestische Liinderliste," Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde Süd- und 
Ostasiens 4 (1960): 41-44 and Chr. Brunner, "Arang," Encyclopaedia Iranica 2: 262-63. 

1° Cf., inter alia, Josef Markwart, Wehrot und Arang. Untersuchungen zur mythischen 
und geschichtlichen Landeskunde von Ostiran, ed. Hans Heinrich Schaeder (Leiden: E.J. 
Bri11, 1938), Arthur Christensen, Le premier chapitre du Vendidad et l'histoire primitive 
des tribus iraniennes (Copenhagen: Einar Munksgaard, 1943), pp. 55-59 and 71-76, and 
Gherardo Gnoli, Ricerche storiche sul Sistiin antico (Rome: Istituto per il Medio e 
Estremo Oriente, 1967), pp. 13-14, 38, 76-77, 86-88, and 111. 

11 Herman Lommel, "Riisa," Zeitschrift für lndologie und lranistik 4 (1926): 194-
206; cf. Humbach, "Die Awestische Liinderliste," p. 44. 
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utaries. Then, as the water flows further south, these streams recombine 
to form the eighteen principal rivers, which themselves reconverge, 
thereby restoring the Arang and Web. 

Finally, the Arang and Web flow together as they enter the great Fraxk
ard Sea, situated on the southernmost edge of the Alburz. 12 Their conflu
ence is said to result from their mutual love and friendship (dosiiram 
ayiirih ëk andar o dud), which is to say, the rivers' longing for each other. 
Characterized by goodness (nëkih), immortality (amargïh), and the ability 
to produce happiness (sniiyënitiirïh), their waters are near-ideal, duality 
being their sole imperfection. That state is obviated, moreover, in the 
quasi-erotic conjunction through which they regain the unity, wholeness, 
and contentment they enjoyed at the start of their joumey in the far north. 13 

Space Time Motion Number Qrudity 

1. Initial Northem side of the Before the Still water. Original Primordial 
perfection Alburz chain. Unified Evil Spirit' s Unity. peace, calm, 

waters start to divide. As sault. stability. 

2. Interme- Central world-region. Historie time Running Multiplicity. Historie 
dia te Division of rivers of conflict. water. turbulence. 
divisiveness, reaches its maximum, 
imperfection after which, they start 

to reconverge. 

3. Final Southem side of the After the Still water. Final Unity. Eschatological 
perfection Alburz chain, where defeat of the peace, calm, 

the Arang and Weh are Evil Spirit. stability. 
brought together by 
mutuallove, then flow 
into the Friixkard Sea. 

Table 28.4 Homologies of space, time, number, and quality 
in Zoroastrian mythic hydrology, as treated in Greater Bundahi~n 11. 

Having worked out this schema on the .spatial plane, the text proceeds 
to rephrase it in terms of time, stating that before the Evil Spirit's 
Assault, the Arang and Web constituted a single, unified body of water 
that possessed such perfect peace, it did not move.14 Running waters, 

12 Thus Greater Bundahi~n 10.1 (TD2 MS. 81.10-11), Selections of Zlidspram 3.19. 
13 Regarding these qualities attributed to the two rivers, see Jean de Menasce, "Exégèse 

spirituelle d'un mythe géographique mazdéenne," Journal Asiatique (1971): 21-24 and 
Gherardo Gnoli, "Arang e Wehrod, raye xwarrah," in Ph. Gignoux and A. Tafazoli, eds., 
Mémorial Jean de Menasce (Louvain: Imprimérie orientaliste, 1974), pp. 77-81. 

14 Greater Bundahi~n 11.7 (TD2 MS. 85.14-16), 11c.1 (TD2 MS. 90.13-91.2). a. Y~t 
13.53-54 and the discussion of Molé, Culte, mythe et cosmologie dans l'Iran ancien, op 
cit., pp. 390-93. 

! 
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like rotating celestial bodies, thus make their appearance only as the 
result of demonic violence, and their motion persists in the fmite historie 
period of mixture, confusion, and conflict. After the Renovation, how
ever, peace and perfection will be restored, at which time the reunited 
waters will no longer move, thereby obviating the possibility of any sub
sequent division. Once more, the narrative works to homologize multi
ple categories, as shown in Table 28.4. 

IV 

· Although the Bundahisn text we considered is the most thorough 
account, other passages in Pahlavi literature supply many of the same 
details regarding the Arang and Weh, without assembling the full narra
tive schema.15 Within the Avesta, however, the situation is somewhat 
different. There, the RaiJha and VaiJuhi Daitya are never treated together, 
nor do they form part of any fluvial system that manifests the pattern of 
One-to-Many-to-One. Accordingly, we might imagine the general tem
plate was applied to questions of hydrology only rather late, conceivably 
as the result of Sassanian cosmological speculation. 

Such is certainly possible, but it is risky to draw conclusions e silentio 
from the Avesta, which survives only in fragmentary form: heavy on 
liturgy, and lacking all the sections that treated mythic cosmology (above 
all, the Damdad Nask, which provided much of the basis for the 
Bundahisn).16 In addition, there are certain data from the Achaemenian 
period that might have relevance for the question. What 1 have in mind, 
of course, is the story Herodotus tells of how Cyrus took Baby lon, begin
ning with the incident of the river Gyndes (today known as the Diyala). 

When Cyrus was marching on Babylon, he came to the river Gyndes, 
whose springs are in the Matienian mountains and which flows through 
Dardanian territory, discharging into another river, the Tigris, which runs 
by the city Opis to issue into the Red Sea. Cyrus tried to cross the river 
Gyndes where it was navigable, and there one of his holy white horses 
hybristically entered and tried to cross the river, but having been dragged 
under water, it was borne away. Cyrus was very angry at the river's inso
lence and he threatened to make it so weak that thereafter women would 
cross it easily, without wetting their knees. After making this threat, he 
abandoned the expedition against Babylon and divided his army in two. 

15 Cf. Greater Bundahisn 6b.17-20 and llc.1-2, Selections of :ladspram 3.22-23, 
Dënkard 3.409. 

16 See, in particular, Dënkard 8.5.1-5 (Madan ed. 681.11-19), which summarizes the 
contents of the Dlimdad Nask. 
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Having made this division, he laid out a network of 180 canals running 
every way on either bank of the Gyndes. And having set the army in order, 
he commanded them to dig. Since there was a great multitude ofworkers, 
the task went quickly, but even so, they spent ali summer working on it. 
Thus Cyrus punished the river Gyndes, dividing it into 360 canals and 
when spring came around again, he marched against Babylon.11 

One ought not make too much of the numerical coïncidence: Cyrus 
divided the Gyndes into two sets of 180 canals, for a total of 360 (a total 
sorne commentators associate with the number of days in a year or 
degrees in a circle),18 while the Arang and Weh each split into 18 prin
cipal rivers, for a total of 36 (a total that multiplied many times over, but 
not necessarily by a factor of ten). More important - and less superfi
cial - are the thematic correspondences. Here, once again, unity is 
treated as the proper state of being, while division is the product of vio
lent action and a sign of a world in moral and physical disarray. At the 
beginning of the story, both the river and Cyrus's army are unified and 
strong. As the result of arrogance, insolence, a violent death, and the 
desire for vengeance, the river is divided into hundreds of tiny streams: 
not only weakened, but shamed, punished, diminished, fragmented, ren
dered unrecognizable and also effeminate (for it is stressed how women 
now cross the mighty Gyndes, without getting their knees wet). Cyrus 
and his army fare only a bit better, for having fallen victim to his own 
wrath, the frrst thing Cyrus does is to divide his host in two so they can 
dig on either side of the river. Divided and distracted, they abandon their 
march on Babylon and lose a year's time, during which they cease to 
function as an army. 

17 Herodotus 1.189-90: 'E1tehe ôè ô Kupoç 1topeu6J.1&voç l1ti tilv Bu~uÀoovu 
lyiV&1:0 lni ruvôn 1t01:UJ.lé!>, 'tOU u\ J.lÈV mnui lv Mu'ttllVOÎ:<n op&crt, ptat ôè ôtà 
~upôuvÉrov, ltcôtôoi ôè lç &t&pov 1t01:UJ.lOV Tiyp11v, ô ôè 1tupà ~01ttv 1t6Àtv ptrov lç 
'tllV 'Epu9pi!V 9uÀucrcruv Stcôtôoi, 1:0U1:0V Ôll 1:0V ruvÔTIV 1t01:UJ.10V OOÇ Ôtu~uiv&tv 
S1t&tpîho ô Kupoç l6v,;u v11ucrmÉp11tov, lv9uutu o\ toov nç tpoov t1t1toov ,;oov À&utcoov 
{mo ü~ptoç lcr~aç lç ,;ov 1t01:UJ.lOV ôtu~uiv&tv S1t&tpiho, o ÔÉ J.1tV <rUJ.l'l'ftcruç Ù1to
~p6x_tov olx_c:i>tc&& q>Éprov. tcuptu t& ôil lx_uÀÉ1tatv& té!> 1t01:UJ.lé!> ô Kupoç ,;outo 
ù~picruv,;t, tcui o\ S1t111t&lÀ11cr& oütro ôft J.1tV àcr9&vÉu 1totftcr&tv &crt& ,;ou Àomou JCui 
yuvuiJCuç J.UV &Ù1t&tÉroç 1:0 y6vu où ~pexoucruç ôtu~ftcr&crllut. J.l&tà ôè tilv à1t&tÀilv 
J.l&t&iç tilv l1ti Bu~uÀoovu mput&u<nv ôtuip&& tilv mpunilv ôix_u, ôteM:Ov ôè JCU'tÉ
t&tv& crx_otvo't&VÉUÇ Ù1toÔÉÇuç Ôtc:i>pUX,UÇ ÔyÔc:i>JCOV'tU JCUi É1CU1:0V 1tUp' É1CU1:&pov 1:0 
X,EiÀOÇ 'tOU ruvÔ&CO 1:&1:pUJ.1J.1ÉVUÇ 1tUV1:U 1:p01tOV, ÔtutuÇuç Ôf: 1:0V <r1:pU1:0V Ôpucrcr&tv 
StcÉÀ&U&. oiu ôè ÔJ.ltÀou 1toÀÀou lpyuÇoJ.1Évou i'Jve,;o J.lÈV 1:0 &pyov, ÔJ.lCOÇ J.1ÉV1:ot tilv 
9&p&l11V 1tàcruv UÙ'tOU 1:UU1:TI ÔtÉ1:Pt'I'UV lpyuÇ6J.1&VOt. 'Qç Ôè 'tOV ruvô11v 1t01:UJ.10V 
hicruto Kupoç lç 'tPtllJCocriuç JCui éÇftJCov,;u ôtc:i>pux_uç J.1tV ôtuÀu~c:i>v, JCui 1:0 
ô&u't&pov &up Ô1tÉÀUJ.11t&, oü1:ro ôil i'JÀuuv& S1ti. 'tllV Bu~uÀoovu. 

18 e.g. How and Wells, Commentary on Herodotus 1: 147, Detlev Fehling, Die 
Quellenangaben bei Herodot (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1971), p. 164. 
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Ail is not lost, however. After dealing with the Gyndes, the Persian 
army reassembles and makes for Babylon once more. There, the Baby
lonian army sallies forth, meets defeat at Persian bands, and withdraws 
behind the formidable city walls, expecting to hold out against siege. 
Here, the year gained, thanks to the Gyndes, bas proved extremely ben
eficiai, for the Babylonians have laid in such massive provisions they 
believe their position invincible.19 There is, however, a chink in their 
armor, for Babylon itself is situated on the Euphrates, which is normally 
impassable, except at closely guarded points. The experience of the 
Gyndes, however, bas given Cyrus ideas. 

Leading the river by a canal to the lake, which was previously just a 
swamp, he made the old stream fordable by reducing the leve/ of the 
river. And when this happened, the Persians whom he had stationed the re 
ente red Baby/on by the stream of the river Euphrates, which had fallen 
approximately to mid-thigh leve/ on a man. Had the Babylonians been 
forewarned, or had they learned what Cyrus was doing, they would have 
permitted the Persians to enter the city and destroyed them utterly. For 
by shutting ali the gates that gave onto the river and climbing up on the 
walls beside the river banks, they could have seized the Persians as if in 
a fish-weir. But now the Persians feil on them unexpectedly. And because 
of the city' s size - so it is said by tho se who live the re- the people who 
dwell around the city's outskirts were conquered, while those who dwell 
in the center did not know they were conquered, for it happened to be 
their festival, at which time there was dancing and goodfeeling, until 
they learnedjust what had transpired. And in this way, Baby/on was cap
turedfor thefirst time.20 

19 Herodotus 1.190. 
20 Herodotus 1.191-92: tov yàp 7totaj.lov otropuxt lcrayayrov lç ti)v Àtj.lVT)V 

loiicrav ÉÂ.oç, to àp;taïov pée9pov ota~atov elvat êltoiT)cre, Ü7tovocrtf)cravtoç toii 
1tOtUj.lOU. 'YI::VOj.lÉVOU ÔS tOUtOU tOtOUtOU, o\ llépcrat of 1tl::p lteta;tato l1t' aôtêp 
to6tcp JCatà tô pée9pov toii EôcppT)teco 7totaj.loii Ô7tovevocrtT)JC6toç àvopi d>ç lç 
j.lÉcrov j.lT)pèlv j.lUÀ.tcrta KTI, JCatà touto lcrf)tcrav lç ti)v Ba~uÀrova. el j.lÉV vuv 
1tp01::7t69ovto il Éj.la9ov ot Ba~uÀÛ>vtot to llC tOU K6pou 1t0li::Uj.li::VOV, oi o' èiv 1tl::pt
t06vteç toùç llépcraç lcreÀ.9eiv lç ti)v 7tOÀ.lV otécp9etpav èiv ICUICtO"ta· JCataJC
ÀT)tO"avteç yàp èiv 1tacraç tàç lç tov 7totaj.lèlv 7tUÀ.ioaç lxoucraç JCai aôtoi l1ti tàç 
aij.laO"tàç àva~avteç tàç 1tapà tà ;teiÀ&a tou 7totaj.lou lÀT)Àaj.lÉvaç, fÀa~ov èiv 
crcpéaç d>ç lv K6ptn. vi'Jv os lÇ à7tpocrooJCT)tou crcpt 7tapÉcrtT)O"av ot llépcrat. Ü1to os 
j.l&ya9eoç tfiç 7toÀ.toç, d>ç À.éyetat Ü7to tii>v ta6tn olJCT)j.lÉvcov, trov 7t&pi tà fcr;tata 
tfiç 7t6Àtoç taÀCOJC6tcov toùç tô j.lécrov oldovtaç trov Ba~uÀCOvicov oô j.lav9avew 
ÉaÀCOIC6taç, IÏÀÀà tU;(&iv yap O"cpt loiicrav Ôptf)v, ;(Op&U&lV tl:: tOUtOV tOV ;tp6vov 
JCai lv I::Ô7ta9eincrt elvat, lç ô oi) JCai to ICUpta l7t69ovto. Kai Ba~UÀOOV j.lSV OUtCO 
t6t& 7tprotov àpaipT)to. 
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Others have taken this complex tale as a distorted account of Mesopo
tamian irrigation practices,21 or the residue of lndo-European myths of 
power hidden in- and protected by- mysterious bodies of water.22 

Conceivably, there is something to be said for both views, although nei
ther one accounts terribly well for the full scenario. Much closer, 1 think, 
is the parallel to the mythic hydrology of Greater Bundahisn 11. For 
when we consider the full narrative, three phases can be differentiated: 
1) A period when Cyrus's army is united and clear in its purpose, but 
when no open conflict had yet occurred; 2) A period of division, distrac
tion, fighting, and tension, which corresponds to the period in which the 
water of two mighty rivers (frrst the Gyndes, then the Euphrates) is 
divided and diverted; 23 3) A period of triumph, when Babylon is taken 
without bloodshed, in the midst of celebration, and the two rival peoples 
are peacefully united under Cyrus's rule.24 

Although it would help round out the story, we are not told whether 
the Euphrates (or the Gyndes, for that matter) was restored to its original 
form after Babylon came under Persian rule. Were Zoroastrian priests 
producing the narrative, one may assume they would have provided a 
fmal unity of water to match that of humans and to mirror the original 
ideal state. One can also assume they would have better integrated the 
category of space, which figures rather little in the structure of the story. 
The narrative that cornes down tous, however, is that of Herodotus and 
as always, his sources are frustratingly occluded. Y et given how closely 
the schema of Table 28.5 corresponds to the others considered above, it 
is tempting to imagine Persian variants that drew on the same cosmo
logical concerns, conventions, and obsessions as does the Bundahisn's 
account of the Arang and Weh. 

21 Thus George Rawlinson, Col. Sir Henry Rawlinson, and Sir J.G. Wilkinson, The 
History ofHerodotus (New York: Appleton, 1859-70), comrnentary on 1.189. Cf. George 
Cameron, "Cyrus the 'Father' and Babylon," lranica Antiqua 1 (1974): 45-48. 

22 Dominique Briquet, "Sur un passage d'Hérodote: prise de Babylone et prise de 
Véies," Bulletin de l'Association Guillaume Budé 3 (1981): 293-306, drawing on Georges 
Durnézil's reconstruction of an lndo-European prototype from Roman, Irish, Vedic, and 
Avestan examples, Mythes et épopée: 3. Histoires romaines (Paris: Gallimard, 1973), 
pp. 19-89. 

23 Note that the variant of the story given by Xenophon, Cyropaedia 7.5.7-32 has hlm 
divide his arrny into twelve groups, each group associated with one month of the year 
(thus 7.5.13). 

24 That the city was taken without bloodshed and arnid celebration is also attested by 
the Cyrus Cylinder, the Chronicle of Nabonidus, and Daniel 5, albeit with significant 
variation among these accounts. 
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Time Number Quality l 
1. Original Pre-conflict. Initial Unity: Army Confidence, 
state Unified Persian and rivers wholeness. 

army on the march. undivided. 

2. Intermediate Confusion and Multiplicity: Army Unexpected 
state conflict. Cyrus divided, Gyndes turbulence and 

decides to punish split into 360 conflict; Hybris, 
Gyndes. Army canals, Euphrates loss, anger, 
divides, digs canals divided and vindictiveness, 
for a year, then diverted. temporary loss of 
resumes march. focus. 
Battle with 
Babylonians, then 
prospect of an 
unsuccessful siege. 

3. Final state Conclusion of Triumphant unity: Celebration, 
conflict. Diversion Persians bring rejoicing, even by 
of Euphrates Babylon under their the vanquished. 
permits Persians to rule. 
enter Babylon 
unopposed. City 
taken without 
bloodshed, amid 
(ironie) rejoicing. 

Table 28.5 Homologies of time, number, and quality in Herodotus's narrative 
of how Cyrus took Babylon (1.189-92). 



CHAPTER TWENTY -NINE 

REFLECTIONS AFTER THE PACT 

"Hardly any subject has led to as many arguments among scholars as the 
religious beliefs of the Achaemenian rulers (and their Iranian subjects)."1 

So Josef Wiesehofer began his chapter on "Religious Conditions in the 
Achaemenid Empre" and the point would be equally valid today.2 The 
current volume will hardly change that unfortunate situation, since it 
dodges the chief point of contention - the question of whether Cyrus, 
Darius, & Co. were "Zoroastrians" or not - a problem 1 take to be 
intractable, but also relatively unimportant in any grand scheme of 
things. 3 Weary of the inconclusive and futile debate, sorne scholars have 
tried to force a conclusion in recent years,4 while others have entertained 
agnosticism, hoping this might let them proceed to other, more produc
tive questions.5 

1t appears that Wiesehofer may have harbored such hopes, since he 
followed his remarks on the long controversy by identifying lines of 
inquiry that hold both interest and promise: "ln comparison, much less 
attention has been paid to the significance attached to religion and wor
ship by the kings, i.e. to the political fonction of religion. "6 Even so, he 

1 Josef Wiesehofer, Ancient Persia from 550 BC to 650 AD, trans. Azizeh Azodi 
(London: I.B. Tauris, 2001; German original, 1993), p. 94. 

2 Ibid. The chapter runs a seant eight pages, from 94-101. 
3 There is, however, one group that cares deeply about the question and with whom 

one can weil sympathize: the Zoroaslrian community, for whom collective dignity and 
pride are very much at stake. 

4 The most important case is Prods Oktor Skjrerv!1S, "A vestan Quotations in Old Per
sian?" and "The Achaemenids and the A vesta." Although the commonalities he identi
fies in the two corpora hold enonnous interest, the relation is more likely to be common 
inheritance from a shared pan-Iranian tradition, rather than direct citation of Avestan texts 
by Achaemenian rulers. 

s This was the ground rule for the 1987 meetings held in Liège, whose proceedings 
were edited by Jean Kellens, La religion iranienne à l'époque achéménide. Actes du Col
loque de Li~ge, 11 décembre 1987 (Gent: Iranica Antiqua, 1991). Kellens himself 
explained the organizers' logic and intention in his "Questions préalables," pp. 81-86, 
while still managing to comment on the forbidden question. 

6 Wiesehofer, Ancient Persia, p. 94. Among the studies that have pursued this ques
tion, one might note Gherardo Gnoli, "Politique religieuse et conception de la royauté 
sous les Achémenides," Clarisse Herrenschmidt, "Aspects universalistes de la religion et 
de l'idéologie de Darius let," eadem, "Manipulations religieuses de Darius let," Margaret 
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feU victim to the same old trap, spending most of his pages rehearsing 
the evidence and summarizing prior opinions on the Zoroastrian issue, 
only to end by voicing frustration where conclusions ought normally 
appear.7 In the process, his broader- and infmitely more interesting 
-question conceming "the political function of religion" was elbowed 
to the sidelines, receiving rouch less attention than it rightly deserves. 
Instead of working through the relevant evidence, Wiesehôfer took a 
few short paragraphs to summarize the views of others: "The promotion 
of Zoroastrianism by the kings is usually put down to political and prac
tical, rather than to religious motives. " 8 

Ultimately, Wiesehôfer distanced himself from that view, since a) 
political opportunism and religious sincerity are not mutually incompati
ble, and b) the motives of another in such a case are ultimately unknowa
ble.9 There is, however, a stronger objection to be raised, for construing 
the political/practical and the religious as discrete, autonomous, and con
trasting categories is profoundly misleading in any ancient context. Con
ceivably, such astate of affairs may begin to take shape in Europe follow
ing the Reformation and Enlightenment, although even there the border 
between religion and politics rema.ips rouch less clear and rouch more 
permeable than theorists of modernism have liked to imagine. In antiq
uity, the notion of a strict categorical di vide of this sortis patently absurd. 

The absence of Old Persian lexemes one might be tempted to translate 
as ''politics" or "religion"- not to speak of "art," "culture," "science," 
et al. - suggests that the operative categories through which the Achae
menians structured their world were not those we take for granted. To take 
a convenient example, the formulaic assertion "By the Wise Lord's will 1 
am king"10 is neither religious, nor political, but simultaneously both and 
neither. More precisely, the utterance acquires its full force only in a world 

Cool Root, King and Kingship in Achaemenid Art, Klaus Koch, "Weltordnung und 
Reichsidee im alten Iran," in Peter Frei and Klaus Koch, Reichsidee und Reichsorganisa
tion im Perserreich, pp. 45-119, Gregor Ahn, Religiose Herrscherlegitimation im Achae
menidischen Iran, and Pierre Briant, Histoire de l'empire perse. 

7 Ibid., p. 100: "We have perhaps managed to show on what difficult terrain we stand 
when asking the question about the religions confession of the Achaemenid kings." 

8 Ibid., p. 97. 
9 Ibid., p. 100: "What can be confirmed is that in choosing Ahura Mazda, Darius was 

on the one hand dealing with something familiar, and on the other hand, hoping to gain 
legitimacy and support (and justification) for his claim to power by declaring his faith in 
this god. Whether he associated himself with this god (or the Zoroastrian creed in what
ever form) 'merely' for political and opportunistic reasons, or whether he also felt spiritu
ally close to hlm is a question that can hardi y be answered." 

10 DB §5 et al.: va8na Auramazdaha adam xUya9iya ami. 
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where the spheres later known as "religion" and "politics" have not yet 
been constellated or divided. To be sure, that world bad a discourse and set 
of practices that a) connected humans to other levels of being (gods, 
demons, spirits, souls); b) contrasted the woes of the present to the perfec
tion realized at the beginning and end of creation; and c) provided authori
tative models for ideal behavior, with promise of rewards and punishments 
in this life and beyond. Far from constituting a bounded, quasi-autonomous 
sub-system of culture, however, these functioned more like "culture" itself 
(altematively: "ideology," "cosmology," "tradition," "wisdom," or "corn
mon sense"), informing and permeating ali aspects of life, including what 
would only later be constituted as the separate domains of "ethics," "aes
thetics," "law," "diplomacy," "economies," "medicine," and others. 

The problem with Wiesehofer's cali to explore religion's political 
function is not just that it went largely unrealized, but that it went not 
nearly far enough. The broader challenge is to understand how Achaeme
nian views on the nature of the cosmos (i.e. their operative assumptions 
about time, space, causality, and creation; divine, demonic, and human 
agency; matter, spirit, good and evil) shaped Achaemenian experience of 
every sort, giving the imperial project its form, coherence, and direction. 

Standard approaches are singularly inadequate to this task, for they 
implicitly take "religion" to be a discrete and delimited topic, which 
thus inevitably receives its own chapter - or section of a chapter - in 
books on Achaemenian history11 and those on lranian religions, 12 while 

11 Wiesehofer, '"Ahura Mazda and the other gods that are': on religious conditions in 
the Achaemenid empire," in Ancient Persia, pp. 94-101. Comparable are A.T. Olmstead, 
"Prophet Zoroaster" (pp. 94-106), "Paths of the Gods" (pp. 195-213), and "Religions 
Dying and Living" (pp. 460-79) in History of the Persian Empire, Richard Frye, "Zoro
aster and his message" (pp. 26-32) and "Religion under the later Achaemenids" (pp. 
111-16) in The Heritage of Persia, Walther Hinz, "Der Prophet Zarathustra," in Darius 
und die Perser, pp. 60-79, J.M. Cook, "Old Persian Religion," in The Persian Empire 
(New York: Schocken Books, 1983), pp. 147-57, Martin Schwartz, "The Religion of 
Achaemenian Iran," in The Cambridge History of Iran 2:664-97, Dandamaev and Luko
nin, "The religion of the ancient Iranians," "The religious policies of the Achaemenids," 
and "The temple policies of the Achaemenids," in The Culture and Social Institutions of 
Ancient Iran, pp. 320-66, and Heidemarie Koch, "Religion," in Es kündet Dareios der 
Konig ... Vom Leben im persischen Groflreich (Mainz: Philipp von Zabern, 1992), pp. 
276-96. Somewhat better is Pierre Briant, who devoted severa! sections of his Histoire de 
l'empire perse to questions of religion and treated religious issues with other aspects of 
culture at many points of the volume. The separate sections are "Le roi et les dieux" (pp. 
105-8) "Nouvelles campagnes, nouveaux ajouts: impérialisme et religion" (pp. 139-40), 
"Entre hommes et dieux" (pp. 252-65). · 

12 Émile Benveniste, "Herodotus," in Persian Religion according to the Chief Greek 
Texts, pp. 22-49, R.C. Zaehner, "Achaemenids and Magi," in Dawn and Twilight of 
Zoroastrianism, pp. 154-72 Jacques Duchesne-Guillemin, "Les Achéménides," in La 
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sometimes getting an article13 or monograph14 all to itself. This insures 
that the things modem authors consider most typically and unproblem
atically "religious" get attention and the set normally includes deities, 
priests, ritual celebrations, and cult places, i.e. the subjects, objects, and 
spatiotemporalloci of specifically "religious" activity. Once such things 
have been inventoried, however, the chapter (or book) rapidly draws to 
a close, having summarized a "religion" that is self-contained, i.e. iso
lated and marginal, with few connections or repercussions beyond its 
own narrow borders. 

This book represents the antithesis of such a structure. To judge from 
the title of the chapters, concems that might be called "religion" are 
virtually ubiquitous, although the term itself appears almost nowhere. 
The chapters themselves spill in multiple directions (inter alia: oaths, 
geography, horticulture, hydraulics, pedagogy, taxation and tribute), not 
just because they were written over two decades for a host of occasions, 

religion de l'Iran ancien, pp. 152-70, Marijan Molé, "L'orientation du système achémé
nide," in Culte, mythe, et cosmologie dans l'Iran ancien, pp. 26-36, Geo Widengren, 
"Die Religionsverhiiltnisse irn Westen in medischer und achli.rnenidischer Zeit," in Die 
Religionen /rans, pp. 111-55, Gherardo Gnoli, "La religion des Achéménides," in De 
Zoroastre à Mani. Quatre leçons au Collège de France (Paris: Travaux de l'Institut 
d'études iraniennes de l'Université de la Sorbonne Nouvelle, 1985), pp. 53-72, and 
Michael Stausberg, "Die Achaimeniden" in Die Religion Zarathustras, pp. 157-86. 

13 Ernst Herzfeld, "Die Religion der Achaemeniden," Revue de l'histoire des reli
gions 113 (1936): 21-41, Gherardo Gnoli, "Considerazioni sulla religione degli Ache
menidi alla luce di una recente teoria," Studi e Materiali di Storia delle Religioni 35 
(1964): 239-50, Jacques Duchesne-Guillemin, "La religion des Achéménides," in Gerold 
Walser, ed., Beitriige zur Achiimenidengeschichte (Wiesbaden: Franz Steiner Verlag, 
1972), pp. 59-82, Jean Kellens, "Trois réflexions sur la religion des Achéménides," idem, 
"Die Religion der Achli.rneniden," Altorientalische Forschungen 10 (1983): 107-23, 
idem, "L'idéologie religieuse des inscriptions achéménides," Clarisse Herrenschmidt, 
"La religion des Achéménides: État de la question," Heidemarie Koch, "Gotter und ihre 
Verehrung irn achli.rnenidischen Persien," Zeitschrift fur Assyriologie 77 (1987): 239-
78,"eadem, "Zu Religion und Kulten im achlimenidischen Kernland," in Jean Kellens, 
ed., La religion iranienne à l'époque achéménide, pp. 87-109, and eadem, "Iranische 
Religion im achaimenidischen Zeitalter," in Reinhard G. Kratz, ed., Religion und Reli
gionskontakte im Zeitalter der Achiimeniden (Gütersloh: Gütersloher Verlagshaus, 2002), 
pp. 11-26. 

14 To date, two very different monographs have been devoted to Achaemenian reli
gion: Heidemarie Koch, Die religiose Verhiiltnisse der Dareioszeit, which dwells on the 
evidence of the Persepolis Fortification Tablets to show how many non-Zoroastrian fea
tures were present in Achaemenian religion and Mary Boyce, A History of Zoroastrian
ism, Vol. 2 Under the Achaemenids, which consistently represents the Achaemenians as 
devoted Zoroastrians. Particularly entertaining is the chapter in which Boyce attempts to 
minimize the force of Koch's argument ("Finds of religious interest at Persepolis," pp. 
132-49) and Koch's sharp response, characterizing Boyce's book as "einen sympath
ischen, aber naiven Roman" ("lranische Religion irn achaimenidischen Zeitalter," p. 17). 
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but also because their wide-ranging ambition only gradually took shape 
in the course of this research. Ultimately, my unreachable goal came to 
be something like recovery of the unified field theory that informed 
Achaemenian thought, discourse, and practice in its manifold arenas of 
operation, which 1 hoped to describe and assess with appropriate respect 
for its subtlety, elegance, depth, and persuasive power, while still main
taining a critical distance and edge. 

1 cannot daim to have succeeded as fully as 1 would have liked. Many 
issues remain unexplored and the ones 1 have treated remain somewhat 
disjointed. To the extent that 1 have found a master discourse or a core 
princip le of integration, 1 have done so by following the lead of the royal 
inscriptions themselves, understanding that what they voiced most often 
and which they regularly placed in preeminent position was that which 
they considered most important. This is, in fact, their creation myth, 
which stands at the head of twenty-three different inscriptions from the 
reign of every king from Darius on. Although these texts are highly for
mulaic, they do vary a bit and such variation bas its own importance. 
Thus, the creation of bea ven and earth is narrated in twenty variants and 
that of mankind in twenty-one. Only two events figure in all twenty
three: the Wise Lord's creation of "happiness for mankind" (siyiita 
martiyahyii) and his elevation of Darius (or a successor) to the position 
of king. Moreover, the texts establish a relation of complementarity 
between these two events. Human happiness - whatever that phrase 
means and whatever material or non-material components it may have 
included- is described as the last of God's original creations, his cul
minating gift to the world. Regrettably, this sublime state was compro
mised, diminished and fragmented when the Lie entered and disrupted 
existence. Only after this bad occured, did the Wise Lord respond by 
making Darius king. 

lmplicit, then, is a distribution that amounts to a telling observaton: 
When happiness is perfect, the world bas no need for kingship. Only in 
an imperfect era do kings become necessary, at which time they hold 
their office from God himself, who charges them to set right everything 
that bas been corrupted. Their task is to eradicate the Lie and reverse its 
effects, thereby restoring happiness in its original ideal form. In theory, 
ali projects the Achaemenian rulers undertook - military conquest, 
imposition of law, punishment of rebels, palace building and decoration, 
road construction, tax collection, hosting of banquets, landscape garden
ing, irrigation, and ali the rest - were meant to recover the perfect hap
piness of ali mankind that existed at the time of the Wise Lord' s pris tine 
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original creation. Should these projects succeed in accomplishing their 
ultirnate goal, there would then once more be no need for kings and the 
state would wither away. 

lt is a lovely, inspiring story, and those who believed it (or who man
aged to act as if convinced of its truth) found themselves motivated, 
emboldened and energized, sufficiently so that they built one of the 
world's largest, richest, most powerful, most splendid and most glorious 
empires, although - it must be confessed - they failed not only to 
eradicate the lies told by others, but also the animating lie they told to 
themselves. 
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relief, 113, 113n15; Darius's accusa
tion of lying by, 234; description of 
rebellion of, 239; execution of, 133; 
genealogy claimed by, 399, 401; 
legitimations for Darius's rnilitary 
action against, 28; name and lineage 
he claimed for himself versus that 
given in Darius's texts, 396n4, 397; 
speech acts attributed to, 36; struc
tural logic that govems how rebel
lions against Darius are described, 
401 

Acrisius, 313, 314, 313-15, 316 
Acusilaus, 31 On23 
adurujiya, 36, 233, 239, 240, 379, 

417n30 
JEgytpus, 320 
Aelian, 53, 102 
Aeschylus. See Persians (Aeschylus) 
Africans, 161,162,163 
ajùva,254, 255-56,406 
agora,284,284n49,285 
agriya, 25-26 
ah-,360,366,369 
A2Ha (Artaxerxes Il, Hamadan a): 

prayer formulae seeking divine pro
tection, 248; vasna Auramazdiiha 
used in, 365 

A2Hc (Artaxerxes Il, Hamadan c): for
mulae describing Wise Lord's fmal 
act of creation, 252; on Wise Lord 
bestowing (/ra-bar-) things, 194n18 

Ahn, Gregor, 3 
Ahreman/Ahriman. See Evil Spirit 

(Aijra Mainiiu; Ahreman) 

ahu,367 
ahüm.bis, 16 
Ahuna Vairiia prayer, 229-30, 231, 

237,244 
Ahura Mazda. See Wise Lord (Ahura 

Mazda; Ohrmazd) 
aikhmë, 350-51 
Akïtu festival, 168, 171 
Akkadian, 172 
Alburz Mountains, 465-66, 467 
Alexander the Great, 391, 392 
Amazons, 349-50 
Amurdiid (lmmortality; Amaratat), 71, 

72,100,103,464,464 
Anahita, 190n5 
Anaxagoras, 330-31, 333-34 
Anaximander, 333 
Andromedë, 311, 312n30, 313, 314 
Andron of Halicamassus, 300-302 
AIJra Mainiiu. See Evil Spirit (Aijra 

Mainiiu; Ahreman) 
animais: Achaemenian and Zoroastrian 

cosmogonies compared, 17, 448, 
448-49, 460; Ahreman creates ver
min to wage war against, 150; Abre
man's assault's effect on, 203, 450, 
451; bodily well-being and pleasure 
traced to, 18; depicted on Apadana 
staircase at Persepolis, 121, 185; as 
different in different lands, 177; 
grammatical number for Wise Lord's 
material creations in Older Avesta, 
89, 91; grainmatical number for 
Wise Lord's material creations in 
Pahlavi texts, 94; grammatical num
ber for Wise Lord's material crea
tions in Younger Avesta, 93, 95; 
"happiness for mankind" (siyati ... 
martiyahya) as referring most con
cretely to plants and, 448; in identity 
of dahyu, 109; Magi's distinctions 
among, 450,452, 453; original place 
of, 203; in pleasure gardens (parade
isO!), 5, 61, 62; in six original crea
tions of Wise Lord, 16, 90, 91, 148, 
416n27; as tribute, 119-20; tripartite 
pattern in, 464, 464. See also 
bovines; vermin (xrafstra) 
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A1Pa (Artaxerxes 1, Persepolis a), 
vas na Auramazdiiha used in, 365 

Apadiina staircase at Persepolis: on 
extent of Achaemenian empire, 
120, 120-21; original center relief 
of, 118; peoples and goods reunited 
in, 184-86; reliefs on eastern stair
case at, 117, 117-23; sacred king
ship seen in, 170-86; Scythians 
depicted in pointed bats at, 116; 
tributaries depicted in, 49, 49, 117-
23, 171; two models of center
periphery relation confused in, 123 

Apis Bull: Artaxerxes rn Ochus slays, 
388, 390; Cambyses slays, 385-86, 
387,390 

Apollodorus, 311n24 
Arabians: ancestry of, 156, 157, 158, 

159, 163; in Darius's list of impe
rial possessions, 110; depicted in 
Apadana at Persepolis relief sculp
tures, 121, 122; as slithering back 
to Iran, 161, 163-64 

Arang River, 465,466,467,468,469, 
471 

Araxa: accusations of behaviors that 
constituted rebellion, 403; Babylo
nian inscription on execution of, 
421n43; in Bisitun relief, 113n15; 
Darius' s accusation of lying by, 234; 
Darius's victory over, 31; description 
of rebellion of, 240; genealogy 
claimed by, 399; legitimations for 
Darius's military action against, 28; 
name and lineage he claimed for 
himselfversus that given in Darius's 
texts, 396n4, 397; speech acts attrib
uted to, 36; structurallogic that gov
ems how rebellions against Darius 
are described, 401 

Arbinas, 341-42 
Arda Wiraz Namag, 211, 243 
aretë, 342, 343, 345 
Ariaramnes, 357 
arlka: as vulnerability to the Lie, 

25-29, 460-61; Cambyses leaves 
state of, 23, 38, 213; Darius legiti
mates his attacks on other peoples in 

terms of, 26-28; Darius on his treat
ment of people who were, 25-26; 
definitions conventionally offered, 
24; etymology of, 24-25; hamiçiya 
compared with, 28; Scythians as, 
404; and why Wise Lord chose 
Darius, 28-29 

Aristagoras of Miletus, 286, 351-52, 
353 

Aristotle, 329 
Armenians, 110, 185 
army, Persian. See Persian people/ 

army (kiira) 
Arrian, 62 
Arsames, 362, 429 
Arses (Artaxerxes IV), 391, 392 
Artabazanes,359 
Artavardiya, 429nl5, 430 
Artaxerxes 1: Argives seek to maintain 

Persian alliance, 316; birth-name 
changed to throne-name by, 233; 
vas na Auramazdiiha used by, 365 

Artaxerxes II: banquet of, 373-74; 
maOista used by, 429; on palace at 
Susa as a paradise, 8-9, 374; plants 
palace garden, 66; site of palace in 
Susa, 208; statues of Anahita intro
duced in reign of, 190n5; vas na 
Auramazdiiha used by, 357, 365 

Artaxerxes rn Oc hus: de ath and dis
memberment of, 388-92; as framii
tar, 371 

Artemidorus, 297n25 
aruvasta: acquired by king from Wise 

Lord, 342-43; as capacity for 
changing the world, 255; as divine 
quality, 254; of the king, 98, 253-
54, 344; literai sense of, 253n45; 
taxonomy underlying Persian sys
tem of education, 345; uniqueness 
of, 253,257 

Aryans: Gayomard as ancestor of, 
153; Iran as homeland of, 203 

asa,30,225n1,226 
A2Sa (Artaxerxes Il, Susa a): prayer 

formulae seeking divine protection, 
248; vas na Auramazdiiha used in, 
365 
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Asaph, 64, 65 
asauuan,226 
A2Sd (Artaxerxes II, Susa d): prayer 

formulae seeking divine protection, 
248; vasna Auramazdiiha used in, 
365 

AsH (Arsames, Hamadan), on Wise 
Lord bestowing (fra-bar-) things, 
194n18 

Asheri, David, 279 
Ashurbanipal, 265 
Asia: in Aeschylus's Persians, 290-91, 

292-300; in Andron of Halicamas
sus's Syngenika, 300-302; becomes 
identified with continentallandmass, 
290-91; and categorical opposition 
between East and West, 324-34; 
Herodotus contrasts Europe with, 
276-77; personified, 289-90; sister
hood of Europe and, 289-303; story 
of Persës and Europe's primacy 
over, 315. See also Iran 

asmiin. See sky (asmiin; heavenly phe-
nomena) 

Asmussen, Jes, 24, 191-92, 243 
Assyria, 43, 110, 315 
Astyages, 400, 400 
A9amaita: Darius caUs him illegiti

mate maOista, 430, 430; legitima
tions for Darius's military action 
against, 28 

Athenaeus, 53 
Atlantis, 7n11, 9 
Atossa, 292n14, 292-95, 326, 359n8 
autopsy, 273 
Avesta: Achaemenian texts compared 

with, xix; on bad year, 411-14; on 
climate binaries, 55-56; cognates of 
kamna in, 427-28; on the dead and 
the earth, 438-39; geocentric mod
els of world order in, 45; on happi
ness as post mortem reward, 
261n12; on the Lie, 218-22; pairi. 
daëza in, 59-60, 61; on ri vers, 468; 
on stench, 249n37; vas na in, 366-
68. See also Older Avesta; Yasna; 
Younger Avesta 

A vestan language, xvii-xviii 

AZi Dahaka, 228n12 

Babylon: Akïtu festival, 168; in 
Apadana at Persepolis relief sculp
tures, 185; Bël-Marduk, 312; in 
concentric pattern of Achaemenian 
empire, 43; Cyrus the Great's dis
cursive tactics against, 309; Cyrus 
the Great takes, 468, 469, 470-71, 
472; Darius on seizure of, 362; in 
Darius's list of imperial posses
sions, 110; documents on events of 
522 B.C.E., 377; Eurasian creation 
myth familiar to, 392; Herodotus's 
study of Babylonians, 274; in 
king's annual circuit, 53, 53, 54; 
legitimations for Darius's military 
action against, 28; in Naq~-ï Rus
tarn relief sculptures, 141; Nidintu
Bël, 28, 113-14, 113n15, 133, 394, 
395-96, 399; Persia succeeds older 
civilizations, 315; rebellion of, 305 

bad year: Avestan analysis of, 411-14; 
components of, 416n27; Darius 
asks Wise Lord' s protection of his 
land/people from, 12, 181, 409, 
410, 416; as preceded by the Lie, 
416; protection against menacing 
evils in DPd and DPe, 410; rightful 
king as antidote to, 416, 419; as 
source of fear, 416, 419, 419; Tgt
rya (Sirius) overcoming, 413n 

Bagoas, 389, 390, 391-92 
biiji, 119, 119n25, 147 
Balcer, Jack Martin, 3, 316n37, 380-

81 
barbarians, Herodotus's depictions of, 

275-77 
Bardiya: Babylonian documents on, 

13n30; Cambyses and murder of, 
14, 23, 23n14, 24, 25, 213, 377, 
381, 384, 385, 386; Cambyses 
overthrown by, 33, 377, 453; Dar
ius overthrows, 14, 33, 41; in Dari
us' s account of his co ming to 
power, 13, 14, 23, 376, 377, 378; 
Darius's oath omits murder of, 33, 
34; Eurasian creation myth and, 
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387, 388, 390; Gaumata represents 
himself as, 14, 23, 33, 381, 397, 
398,414, 453; genealogy in Bisitun 
inscriptions, 399; Greek sources on 
Cambyses and, 23n14; location of 
rebellion of, 453-54; Phaidyme to 
test whether he is an imposter, 220; 
rebellion fomented in name of, 13; 
relations of characters in Bisitun 
inscriptions to moment he departs 
for Egypt, 376; in ritual sacrifice, 
384; Susa as capital of, 204; 
V ahyazdata represents himself as, 
397, 398, 431, 453. See also 
Smerdis 

bats, 160 
bav-,213,214,215-16,358,362,366 
bears, 160, 161, 163 
Beek, C.H., 325n2 
Bel-Marduk, 312. See also Belus. 
Belus, 311n27, 311-12,313,314, 319, 

320. See also Bel-Marduk. 
Benveniste, Émile, xviii, 12, 24, 29, 

29n42,35,68,261n12,266n34,406 
Béquignon, Yves, 209 
Bettini, Maurizio, xx 
Bianchi, Ugo, xviii 
Bible, Hebrew, 8n14, 8-9, 63-64 
Bickerman, Elias, 375 
birth names, 233, 396 
Bisitun relief: alterity treated as dis

tance from center at, 116; Darius 
dominates relief sculptures, 394, 
395; relations with defeated dahyu 
depicted in relief sculptures at, 111-
16,112,235, 235-36; Skunxa added 
to relief sculptures, 113n15, 114-16, 
115, 404-5, 405. See also DB (Dar
ius, Bisitun) 

Black Sea, 457 
blinding rebels, 226 
Bosporus, 456-57,459 
bovines: in Eurasian cosmogonie myth, 

383, 389, 391; as fit ritual victims, 
452; Gaumata associated with, 381-
83; as representative of beneficiai 
species, 18n37. See also Apis Bull; 
primordial bovine 

bowmanship: of Amazons, 350; as 
masculine activity, 350; in Persian 
education, 335, 336, 338, 338, 342, 
345 

Boyce,Mary,xviii,42n3,476n14 
Bremmer, Jan, 9 
Briant, Pierre, 3, 21, 33, 52, 69, 209, 

335n1,475n11 
Broadhead, H.D., 325n2 
bümi: becomes whole again, 126, 

146; denotes both "earth" and 
"empire," 19, 124-25, 146, 176, 
194. See also earth (büml) 

Bundahisn: Indian, 158n28, 159, 160. 
See also Greater Bundahisn 

burial of the dead, 437-38, 439 
büsanu, 209 
Byzantines, 156, 157, 159 

Calmeyer, Peter, 3 
Cambyses: Apis Bull killed by, 385-86, 

387, 390; Artaxerxes rn compared 
with, 388, 389; Bardiya overthrows, 
33,377, 453; conceals his crime, 23, 
24, 38,213, 377; Darius on Gaumata 
depriving hlm of the kingship, 14, 
23, 360, 377; in Darius's account of 
his coming to power, 13-14, 15, 23, 
38, 376, 377; in Darius's periodiza
tion, 15, 41; death of, 13, 13n31, 
377-78, 386, 414; and death of 
Bardiya, 14, 23, 23n14, 24, 25, 213, 
377, 381, 384, 385, 386; desires to 
marry his sister, 280-81; Eurasian 
creation myth and, 384, 387, 390; 
genealogy in Bisitun inscriptions, 
399; gifts not tribute for, 50; leaves 
for Egypt, 13, 14, 23, 25, 38, 196, 
213, 216, 376, 377, 379, 414n22; 
and origin of Lie, 13-14,23,213-14, 
216; redefinitions of situation in 522 
B.C.E., 378; relations of characters 
in Bisitun inscriptions to moment he 
departs for Egypt, 376; transition 
from Median to Persian dynasty, 400 

Cameron, George, 177n24 
Campanile, Enrico, 383n 
cannibalism, 276, 281n39 
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Catalogue ofWomen, 311n24 
CB (Cyrus Cylinder), 59n5, 309n19, 

435 
center, ideology of, 43-46, 50, 54, 149, 

203-4,285,422,422n52 
Cëphënes, 312, 312n30 
Cëpheus,311,312,312n30,313,314 
Cësmag, 231, 237-39, 241, 245, 246, 

247 
Choaspes (Eulaios; Karkheh), 103, 

207-10, 212 
Cidag Andarz ï PoryotkëSan, 244 
Cihrdâd Nask, 152, 153-57 
Cimon, 297 
Clement of Alexandria, 190n5 
Cleomenes, 351 
climate: in Achaemenian ideology, 

55-58; Hippocrates' On Airs, 
Waters, and Places on, 332; king's 
annual circuit and, 52, 53, 54, 58; 
in pleasure gardens (paradeisoi), 
5-6, 62; of Susa, 206-7, 210 

Colpe, Carsten, xviii 
concentric geographical model, 43-46; 

degree of Persianization and, 110-
11 ; in geography of creation, 202-
4; kings' annual circuit destabilizes, 
54; moral and spatial centrality 
associated, 285, 422, 422n52; trib
ute flows from outer circles to 
center, 50; Xwanirah, 153-54, 155-
56, 155n22, 158,466 

corpse-handlers, 60 
corpses, 438-39, 456 
cosmology: and hydraulics, 462-72; 

Persocentric cosmos, 110-11. See 
also creation 

cows. See bovines 
creation: accounts in Achaemenian 

royal inscriptions, 10, 16-18, 173, 
477; accounts in Zoroastrian texts, 
16-18, 42; Achaemenian and Pahl
avi accounts compared, 16-18, 148-
49, 202-4; bifurcated cosmos of 
Mazdaean religion, 446-61; cosmo
gonie myth ru1d dynastie crisis, 375-
92; fJ.fth act of, 10, 174, 175, 177, 
251-54, 446-47; five distinct acts of, 

173; four primordial, 125-26, 146, 
173, 174, 191, 446; geography of, 
202-12; of kingship of Medes, 
20-22; in Pahlavi Rivayat accompa
nying the Dadestan ï Dënïg, 73-76; 
six original, 16, 148, 149, 416n27, 
438; taxonomy as expressed through 
sequence of, 447; variants with 
frasa, 369; warmth and moisture 
associated with, 56-57 

Cristofoli, Roberto, 297n26 
Ctesias, 386n45, 421n43 
Cyaxares, 344n44, 400, 400 
Cyrus Cylinder (CB), 59n5, 309n19, 

435 
Cyrus the Great: Babylon taken by, 

468, 469, 470-71, 472; Cambyses 
as heir to, 13, 376; capital plaeed at 
Susa by, 204; counsels his country
men against abandoning rough soil 
of Persia, 299n29; discursive tactics 
against Babylon, 309; elite body
guard of, 376n7; genealogy in Bisi
tun inscriptions, 399; gifts not trib
u te for, 50; grave of, 7; Gyndes 
punished by, 468-69, 472; Herodo
tus on Lakrinës and, 283-84; royal 
garden at Pasargadae, 6, 7, 62; 
Smerdis the Magus's ears eut off 
by, 221; transition from Median to 
Persian dynasty, 400; and Zoroas
trianism, 4 

Cyrus the Younger: garden of, 66, 
67-68; just men supported by, 
336n8; Xenophon's service with, 
346 

1da-: for flfth act of creation, 253; for 
first four acts of creation, 10-11, 
446, 447; with frasa, 369, 372; in 
Old Persian inscriptions, 11n20; 
with vasna, 367 

2da-: data (law) related to, 420 
Dii.destan ï Dënïg: on Evil Spirit as 

non-existent, 243; on Gayomard, 
151. 

Dadrsi, 402 
Dahig, 161,162,163 
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dahyu (plural, dahyiiva}, 108-26; in 
Apadiina at Persepolis relief sculp
tures, 117-23, 184-86; in Bisitun 
relief sculptures, 111-16; depicted 
in relief sculptures, 111-23; 
depicted on Darius's tomb at Naqs
ï Rustam, 139-44; formulae intro
ducing lists of, 138; geographie 
division of, 146, 176-77; hierarchi
cal order of, 111, 121-23; introduc
tory formulae preceding lists of, 
179; in lists of imperial posses
sions, 109-11; "of which there are 
many," 178; original unity to be 
restored, 125-26; translating term, 
108-9; two models of human alter
ity, 123, 127; Wise Lord bestows 
(fra-bar-}, 194n 18 

Daitï (Weh-daiti; Web River}, 203, 
229, 229n16, 465, 466, 467, 468, 
469,471 

Damdad Nask, 468 
Danaë,311,313,313n32,313-14,314, 

319,320 
Danaïdes, 319, 320 
Danaus, 319,320 
Dandamaev, Muhammad A., 3, 27, 

119 
dar-, 362-63, 366 
Darius: account of his se1zmg the 

throne, 14-16, 22-25, 32, 33, 34, 
359, 375-84; in Aeschylus's Per
sians, 291, 293, 326; as antithesis of 
falsehood, 29, 417, 417n29; 
Apadiina at Persepolis begun by, 
117; Athenians' alliance with, 285-
87, 305; Bardiya overthrown by, 14, 
33, 41; becomes king by 
vasna Auramazdiiha, 134-35, 359, 
360n11, 361, 427; blessings and 
curses for concealing inscription at 
Bisitun, 215-16, 216; in bringing 
his tory to an end, 145; on building 
palace at Persepolis and the lands/ 
peoples gathering there, 183-84; on 
Cambyses and origin of the Lie, 
13-14, 23, 213-14, 216; in Cam
byses's Egyptian campaign, 376; in 
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center relief of Apadiina staircase, 
118; claims he overthrew Gaumata, 
14, 15, 23, 31, 33, 41, 134, 230, 
359, 378-79, 380, 396, 426; claim 
to rule of, 362, 398; on conquered 
populations bringing hlm tribute, 
304, 361, 422, 423; consciously 
structures his accession narration as 
epie, 380-81; conservative actions 
of, 130; consolidates his victory in 
Bisitun inscription, 38-40; crown 
of, 114,114, 235; cuts offFravarti's 
sense organs, 197; debate with 
Otanes and Magabyzus about gov
ernment, 282; as depicted at Bisi
tun, 114, 114-16; dominates Bisitun 
relief sculptures, 394, 395; embas
sies to Greek cities of, 306; 
enthronement represented as Wise 
Lord's response to the Lie, 15-16, 
145, 195-96, 371, 415; Eurasian 
creation myth and accession narra
tive of, 383-92, 387, 390; in fifth 
act of creation of Wise Lord, 10, 
175, 251-54, 446; asframiitar, 371-
72; on Gadatas's horticultural 
efforts, 65; on Gaumata depriving 
Cambyses of the kingship, 14, 23, 
360, 377; genealogy in Bisitun 
inscriptions, 399; as having few 
men, 425-27; Herodotus on ascen
sion to the throne, 13, 34, 384-87; 
on his father and grandfather alive 
when he became king, 362; on his 
seeing who is rebellious and who is 
not, 197; on his treatment of people 
who were arika, 25-26; on illegiti
mate maOista, 430, 430-31; imperial 
titles of, 124-25; in inscription at 
Naqs-ï Rustam, 442-45; on the king 
feeling no fear and the Persian army 
protected, theo happiness will be 
undestroyed, 135-37,178,183,259-
60,264,407-8, 409; on land/people 
of Persia as good, 180-81; on lands/ 
peoples who made palace at Perse
polis, 177, 184; on law as instru
ment of control, 422; on the law 
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that he proclaimed, 420n38, 421; 
lists of holdings of, 43-45, 44, 
46-48, 109-11 ; on making things 
good, 181, 422; massmedia cam
paign of, 398; maOista used by, 
429; military actions against various 
peoples, 26-28; moral qualities and 
physical skills of, 342-44; mythical 
genealogy of, 317n; names and 
describes the rebels, 233-36; nine 
insurrections against, 14, 15, 35-37, 
217, 239-41, 241nl4, 363-64, 393-
405, 453-54; nineteen battles of, 15, 
31, 37; no one as able to deprive 
Gaumata of the kingship, 134, 379, 
425, 427; on no one proclaiming 
anything about Gaumata, 39n67, 
134, 359, 379-80, 415, 425; on not 
being weak in pursuit of happiness, 
258, 262-68; as one king over many 
kings, 176; palace at Susa of, 50-51, 
198-99, 204, 370, 371, 372-74; on 
people and army fearing Gaumata, 
134, 414, 423, 423n57, 425; perio
dization of events in inscriptions of, 
15, 41 ; places new chief over Scyth
ians, 429, 431; prays to Wise Lord 
for assistance, 230; puts things 
giiOavii ("in place"), 128-34; rebels 
punished by, 27, 133-34, 222-24, 
403-4, 421, 425; rebuilds a wall in 
Susa, 128, 131-32, 251, 251n43; 
redefmitions of situation in 522 
B.C.E., 378; relations of characters 
in Bisitun inscriptions to moment 
Cambyses departs for Egypt, 376; 
on relations of ruler and ruled, 35; 
relief sculptures of defeated enemies 
atBisitun, 111-16,235-36; rtadoes 
not appear in inscriptions ~f, 417-
18; Scythians invaded by, 26-27, 
440,445, 456; on seizing lands/peo
ples, 47, 48, 111, 135, 137, 138, 
179, 304, 362,422, 442-43; solemn 
oath to tell truth about what he did 
after he became king, 30-34, 38; as 
spearman, 353n70, 376; stelae on 
the Bosporus, 456-58; story of 

Greeks and Kallatiai, 278-80; 
strength of, 266n35, 267; summa
rizes what he did in year after he 
became king, 31, 37; Oanh-, 35, 38, 
39; on telling truth about events of 
522-521, 34; those appointed 
maOista by, 429, 430; tomb at 
Naqs-I Rustam, 116, 125, 139-44, 
251, 342, 346, 443-44, 444; tribute 
payments as innovation of, 50; uni
versai kingship of, 176; vasna 
Auramazdiiha in ascension to king
ship of, xix, 134-35, 357, 358-60, 
360n11, 361, 362, 363-64, 365; on 
waters of the Tearus, 457-58; on 
what he did in year after he became 
king, 14-15, 23, 35-37; on what was 
proclaimed, by night or day, was 
done, 226n5; on why Wise Lord 
chose him, 28-29, 195nl9, 257n58; 
Wise Lord bestows (/ra-bar-) things 
on, 194n18; Wise Lord enthrones as 
king, 10-11, 15, 41, 134-35, 141, 
175, 176, 196, 259, 358, 359, 
360nll,361,363,371-72,380,426, 
427,429, 442, 474-75, 477; on the 
Wise Lord protecting the people 
from the enemy horde, bad year, 
and the Lie, 12, 181-82, 409, 410, 
411, 416; Wise Lord's accomplish
ments compared with th ose of, 51, 
372, 374; Wise Lord sees earth/ 
empire seething and bestows it on 
Darius, 194-96, 444; wonder but not 
unity restored by, 200; wonders 
made by, 370; Xerxes chosen as 
crown prince by, 360, 429; Xerxes' 
conquests compared with those of, 
137, 139; and Zoroastrianism, 4. 
See also DB (Darius, Bisitun); DE 
(Darius, Elvend); DNa (Darius, 
Naqs-I Rustam a); DNb (Darius, 
Naqs-I Rustam b); DPd (Darius, 
Persepolis d); DPe (Darius, Persep
olis e); DPf (Darius, Persepolis f); 
DPg (Darius, Persepolis g); DPh 
(Darius, Persepolis h); DSa (Darius, 
Susa a); DSe (Darius, Susa e); DSf 
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(Darius, Susa f); DSi (Darius, Susa 
i); DSj (Darius, Susa j); DSm (Dar
ius, Susa rn); DSp (Darius, Susa p); 
DSs (Darius, Susa s); OZe (Darius, 
Suez c); and other inscriptions by 
name 

Darius ll, 365 
Darius ill Codomannus, 391, 392 
darkness: as demon, 247; Evil Spirit 

and Lie associated with, 162; Evil 
Spirit resides in Endless Darkness, 
462; light versus, 226 

data. See law (data) 
daxmas,249n37,439 
day: Greeks associate themselves 

with, 331; night versus, 226 
·DB (Darius, Bisitun): Achaemenian 

genealogy in, 399; on bad year pre
ceded by the Lie, 416; blessings and 
curses for concealing the inscrip
tion, 215-16, 216; on Cambyses and 
origin of the Lie, 13-14, 23; on con
quered populations bringing Darius 
tribute, 304, 361; contrasting uses 
of kamna in, 426; copies made of, 
398; on Darius as antithesis of 
falsehood, 29,417, 417n29; on Dar
ius as having few men, 425-27; 
Darius consolidates his victory in, 
38-40; on Darius cutting off Fravar
ti's sense organs, 197, 222; Darius 
prays to Wise Lord for assistance in, 
230; on Darius putting things 
giiOavii ("in place"), 129; on Dari
us's imperial titles, 124; on Darius's 
military actions against Elamites 
and Scythians, 26-28; on Darius's 
seizure of the throne, 14-16, 22-25, 
32, 33, 34, 359, 375-84; on Darius's 
solemn oath to tell truth about what 
he did after he became king, 30-34, 
38; on Darius's treatment of people 
who were arika, 25-26; Darius sum
marizes what he did in year after he 
became king in, 31, 37; demonic 
entities fiTSt appear in, 213; descrip
tions of rebellion in, 239-41, 393-
405; Eurasian creation myth and, 

387, 390; exists to justify a coup 
d'état, 380-81; on Fravarti's punish
ment, 197, 222; on Gaumata depriv
ing Cambyses of the kingship, 14, 
23, 360, 377; Herodotus's narrative 
and, 375; introductory formula pre
ceding lists of lands/peoples under 
Achaemenian rule, 179; on king 
protecting himself from the Lie, 
145n; on the law that Darius pro
claimed, 420n38, 421; list of Dari
us's holdings in, 43, 44, 46, 47-48, 
109-11; on Martiya, 423n58; minor 
texts identifying the rebels, 233-36, 
394, 402, 404; on nine insurrections 
against Darius, 14, 15, 35-37, 217; 
on nineteen battles of Darius, 15, 
31, 37; on no one as able to deprive 
Gaumata of the kingship, 134, 379, 
425, 427; on no one proclaiming 
anything about Gaumata, 39n67, 
134, 359, 379-80, 415, 425; on peo
ple and army fearing Gaumata, 134, 
414, 423, 423n57, 425; periodiza
tion of events in, 15; redefinitions 
of situation in 522 B.C.E., 378; 
relations of characters to moment 
Cambyses departs for Egypt, 376; 
on relations of ruler and ruled, 35; 
Oanh- in, 35, 38, 39; temporal and 
social order of DB § 10, 23-24; on 
those appointed maOista by Darius, 
429, 430; two redefmitions of 
power struggle in, 380, 381; vasna 
Auramazdaha used in, 134-35, 357, 
358-60, 360nll, 361, 362, 363-64, 
365; on what Darius did in year 
after he became king, 14-15, 23, 
35-37; on what was proclaimed, by 
night or day, was done, 226n5; on 
why Wise Lord chose Darius, 28-29, 
195n19, 257n58; on Wise Lord 
bestowing (fra-bar-) things, 
194n18; on Wise Lord making Dar
ius king, 134-35, 196, 358-59, 
360n11,363,380,426,427,474-75 

DBb (Darius, Bisitun minor inscrip
tion b ), on Gaumata, 234 
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DBBab (Darius, Bisitun inscription, 
Babylon version), on punishment of 
rebels, 421n43 

DBc (Darius, Bisitun minor inscription 
c), on Açina, 234 

DBd (Darius, Bisitun minor inscrip
tion d), on Nidintu-Bël, 234, 394 

DBe (Darius, Bisitun minor inscription 
e ), on Fravarti, 234 

DBf (Darius, Bisitun minor inscription 
f), on Martiya, 234, 423, 423n58 

DBg (Darius, Bisitun minor inscrip
tion g), on Tritantaxma, 234, 401n9 

DBh (Darius, Bisitun minor inscrip
tion h), on Vahyazdata, 234 

DBi (Darius, Bisitun minor inscription 
i), on Araxa, 234 

DBj (Darius, Bisitun minor inscription 
j), on Frada, 234,401,402,403 

DE (Darius, Elvend): on flfth creation 
of Wise Lord, 175; on four primor
dial creations of Wise Lord, 174; 
plural used for "humanity" in, 173 

death: Evil Spirit introduces, 150, 151, 
438; the land and the dead, 437-45; 
the Lie draws Wise Lord's creatures 
toward, 259; mortality as defming 
part of human condition, 261; 
stench of Ahreman associated with, 
249; truth as attainable only after, 
418; Xerxes on following divine 
law and proper ritual to obtain hap
piness in life and truthfuVrighteous
ness in, 260-62, 264, 418 

Deinon, 78 
Deiokes, 20-22, 40, 46, 281-82 
deities: Anahita, 190n5; contrasting 

hierarchie positions associated with 
vazrka and vazra, 435; Zeus, 294, 
311, 313, 319, 320. See a/so Wise 
Lord (Ahura Mazda; Ohrmazd) 

demons: in Achaemenian texts, 247-
50; arch-demons of Zoroastrianism, 
217; CëSmag, 231, 237-39, 241, 
245, 246, 247; contrasting hierar
chie positions associated with 
vazrka and vazra, 435; darkness 
ass~ciated with, 162n35; demonol-

ogy, 237-57; first appear in DB 
§10, 213; in genesis of less-than
human species, 163; grammatical 
number for Wise Lord's material 
creations in Younger Avesta, 93, 
95; Greater Bundahisn on, 246-47; 
hajnii has demonic associations, 
411 ; persona! qualities regarded as 
demonic forces, 460 

Dënkard: Cihrdad Nask summarized 
in, 152, 153-57; on cold and dry as 
Ahremanian qualities, 56-57; on 
Gayomard, 150n; on Iran and the 
districts, 155n21; on the Lie and 
Zarathustra, 230-33, 237-39, 241-
45; on migration of people from 
Iran, 155n22; on stench and demons, 
249n37; on warmth and moisture 
and health, 57 

DH (Darius, Ramadan), on Wise Lord 
bestowing ifra-bar-) things, 194nl8 

didii, 59 
dikaiosynë, 336, 337, 338, 341, 343, 

345 
Dio Chrysostom, 53 
Diodorus Siculus, 7nll, 8nl3, 9, 62, 

389n51,391 
disease: cold and dry associated with, 

57; stench associated with, 249. See 
also healing 

dismemberment, sacriflcial, 383, 384, 
388,389 

DNa (Darius, Naqs-ï Rustam a): on 
Darius seizing lands/peoples, 47, 48, 
Ill, 137,138,179,362,422,442-
43; on Darius's imperial titles, 125; 
fear no longer mentioned in, 137; on 
flfth creation of Wise Lord, 10, 175, 
252, 446; on four primordial crea
tions of Wise Lord, 125, 173, 174, 
191, 446, 447; frasa in, 369; and 
Greater BundahiSn on creation, 
16nl5, 17,· on "happiness for man
kind" (siyiiti ... martiyahya), 10, 17; 
introductory formula preceding Iists 
of lands/peoples under Achaemenian 
rule, 138, 179; on land-people rela
tionship, 442-45; list of Darius's 
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holdings in, 43, 44,47-48, 111, 444; 
lists of Wise Lord's material crea
tions in Achaemenian texts, 98; 
periodization of events in, 15; on 
Persian spear use, 353n70; plural 
used for "humanity" in, 173; prayer 
formulae seeking divine protection, 
248; on throne-bearers at Naq~-ï 
Rustam, 141-43; vaina- in, 201; 
vasna Auramazdaha-used in, 365; 
on Wise Lord bestowing (/ra-bar-) 
things, 194n18; on Wise Lord see
ing earth/empire seething and 
bestowing it on Darius, 194-96, 444 

DNb (Darius, Naq~-ï Rustam b): 
binary contrasts between demonic 
threat and royal quality, 254; on 
Darius seeing who is rebellious and 
who is not, 197; on Darius's moral 
qualities and physical skills, 342-
44; formulae describing Wise 
Lord's fmal act of creation, 253, 
253, 256; frasa in, 193n16, 369; 
handugiim in, 31; happiness as 
theme of, 258; imafrasam taya vaj
nataj in, 191; Iists of Wise Lord's 

. material creations in Achaemenian 
texts, 98; on not being weak in pur
suit of happiness, 262-68; occur
rences of siyati and siyata and their 
temporal distribution, 264; on 
persona} qualities with demonic 
associations, 460; Strabo's access 
to, 346; vaina- in, 201: vasna 
Auramazdii~ used in, 365; on Wise 
Lord making a wonder on the earth, 
happiness for mankind, and wisdom 
and prowess for Darius, 51, 98, 258, 
264 

dogs,450,452 
doru, 351, 352 
DPd (Darius, Persepolis d): formulae 

describing Wise Lord's fmal act of 
creation, 25 2; interrelations with 
DPe, 408-11; on land/people of 
Persia as good, 180-81 ; Old Persian 
as language of, 172; prayer formu
lae seeking divine protection, 248; 

vas na Auramazdiiha in, 361; on 
Wise Lord bestowing (/ra-bar-) 
things, 194n18; on Wise Lord mak
ing Darius king, 361 ; on the Wise 
Lord protecting the people from the 
enemy horde, famine (bad year), 
and the Lie, 12, 181-82, 409, 410, 
411,416 

DPe (Darius, Persepolis e): on army as 
instrument for subjugating other 
lands/peop les, 17 8; interrelations 
with DPd, 408-11; introductory for
mula preceding lists of lands/peo
ples under Achaemenian rule, 138, 
179; on the king feeling no fear and 
the Persian army protected, theo 
happiness will be undestroyed, 135-
37, 178, 183, 259-60, 264, 407-8, 
409; on lands/peoples "of which 
there are many," 178; list of Dari
us's holdings in, 46, 47-48, 49, 
111; occurrences of siyati and 
siyata and their temporal distribu
tion, 264; Old Persian as language 
of, 172; on the peoples fearing 
Darius and bringing him tribute, 
135,179,304,423 

DPf (Darius, Persepolis f): on Darius 
building palace at Persepolis and the 
lands/peoples gathering there, 183-
84; Elarnite as language of, 172 

DPg (Darius, Persepolis g): Akkadian 
as language of, 172; begins with 
account of creation, 173; binary 
oppositions that organize categories 
into which lands and peoples have 
been divided, 176-77; on flfth crea
tion of Wise Lord, 174, 175, 176; 
formulae describing Wise Lord' s 
final act of creation, 252; on four 
primordial creations of Wise Lord, 
174; on lands/peoples who made 
palace at Persepolis, 177, 184; lists 
of Wise Lord's material creations in 
Achaemenian texts, 98; plural used 
for "humanity" in, 173 

DPh (Darius, Persepolis h): on extent 
of Achaemenian empire, 120n27, 
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120-21; on Wise Lord bestowing 
(jra-bar-) things, 194n18 

dra'lga. See Lie (draûga) 
draljjana, 28 
drayah,454-56,457 
draguuant,28,226 
drug, 226, 227. See also Lie (draljga) 
druh, 225 
DS~ (Darius, Susa a): on Darius rnak

ing wonders, 370; vasna Auramaz
daha used in, 365 

DSaa, on Darius's palace at Susa, 372, 
373 

DSab (Darius, statue inscription), for
rnulae describing Wise Lord's fmal 
act of creation, 252 

D2Sb (Darius Il, Susa b ), vas na 
Auramazdiiha used in, 365 

DSd (Darius, Susa d), on Darius's 
imperial titles, 124-25 

DSe (Darius, Susa e): on Darius rnak
ing things good, 181, 422; on Dar
ius putting things giiOavii ("in 
place"), 128, 131-33, 132; on Dar
ius rebuilding a wall, 128, 131-32, 
251, 251n43; on Darius seizing 
lands/peoples, 47, 48, 138, 179, 
362, 422; introductory formula pre
ceding lists of lands/peoples under 
Achaernenian rule, 138, 179; list of 
Darius's holdings in, 47-48; shift 
from fear to law in, 137, 422; vasna 
Auramazdaha used in, 365 

DSf (Darius, Susa f): on Darius's 
father and grandfather alive when he 
becarne king, 362; on Darius's pal
ace at Susa, 50-51, 370, 371, 372, 
373, 373n59; on Wise Lord bestow
ing (/ra-bar-) things, 194n18; on 
Wise Lord's creation, 148 

DSi (Darius, Susa i): on Darius rnak
ing things good, 181; vasna 
Auramazdaha used in, 365 

DSj (Darius, Susaj): on palace at Susa 
as a wonder, 198-99, 370; vaina-
in, 201 A 

DSrn (Darius, Susa rn): introductory 
formula preceding lists of lands/ 

peoples under Achaernenian rule, 
179; list of Darius's holdings in, 
47-48; on Wise Lord bestowing 
(jra-bar-) things, 194n 18 

DSo (Darius, Susa o), on Darius rnak
ing wonders, 370 

DSp (Darius, Susa p): formulae 
describing Wise Lord' s fmal act of 
creation, 252; on Wise Lord 
bestowing (jra-bar-) things, 194n18 

DSs (Darius, Susa s): forrnulae 
describing Wise Lord's fmal act of 
creation, 253; frasa in, 193n16, 
369; lists of Wise Lord's rnaterial 
creations in Achaernenian texts, 98; 
on Wise Lord bestowing (jra-bar-) 
things, 194n18; on Wise Lord rnak
ing a wonder on the earth, 51 

DSt (Darius, Susa t), formulae describ
ing Wise Lord's fmal act of crea
tion, 252 

DSz (Darius, Susa z), on Darius's pal
ace at Susa, 372, 373, 373n59 

dualisrn: in Achaernenian ideology, 
79; bifurcated cosmos of Mazdaean 
religion, 446-61; "bifurcation" ver
sus "dualisrn," 449n10; ethical, 4, 
136,285,395,449 

Duchesne-Guillemin, Jacques, xviii 
duruj-, 20, 36, 226, 379, 394 
dwarves, 159, 160 ·. 
DZc (Darius, Suez c): formulae 

describing Wise Lord's fmal act of 
creation, 252; lists of Wise Lord's 
rnaterial creations in Achaernenian 
texts, 98; on Wise Lord bestowing 
(jra-bar-) things, 194n18 

earth (büml): Achaernenian and Zoro
astrian cosmogonies cornpared, 17, 
448, 448-49, 460; Ahrernan creates 
verrnin to wage war against, 150; 
Ahrernan's assault's effect on, 125, 
146, 203, 450, 451; burial of the 
dead in, 437-38, 439; center of, 104; 
and empire conflated, 19, 124-25, 
146, 176; in four primordial crea
tions of Wise Lord, 125, 173, 174, 
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191, 446, 447; fragmentation and 
restoration of original unity of, 146; 
and frasa in Wise Lord's creation, 
193n16; grammatical number for 
Wise Lord's material creations in 
Older Avesta, 89, 91; grammatical 
number for Wise Lord's material 
creations in Pahlavi texts, 94; gram
matical number for Wise Lord's 
material creations in Y ounger 
Avesta. 90, 92; lists of Wise Lord's 
material creations in Achaemenian 
texts, 98,· original place of, 202, 
203; in six original creations df 
Wise Lord, 16, 148, 416n27, 438; 
tripartite pattern in, 464, 464; and 
water as tokens of subrnission, 440, 
447-48; Wise Lord bestows it on 
Darius, 194, 194n18 

Ecbatana: concentric walls of, 46, 59; 
Fravarti's followers' heads hung 
from battlements of, 134; in king's 
annual circuit, 52, 53, 54 

Ecclesiastes, 63-64 
Eden,8,63,64 
education, Persian. See Persian educa

tion 
Egyptians: Apis Bull killed by Cam

byses, 385-86, 387; Artaxerxes rn 
reconquers, 388; Bagoas and death 
of Artaxerxes III, 389, 391-92; 
Cambyses's campaign against, 13, 
14, 23, 25, 38, 196, 213, 216, 376, 
377, 379, 414n22; Epaphus as 
Egyptian born, 319; Eurasian crea
tion myth farniliar to, 392; Herodo
tus's study of, 274, 275; Perseus's 
ancestors from, 314, 316; rebellion 
of, 305; tri bute from, 50 

Elarnites: Âçina, 113, 113n15, 133; in 
Apadlina at Persepolis relief sculp
tures, 121, 185; in concentric pat
tern of Achaemenian empire, 43; in 

· Darius's list of imperial posses
sions, 110; Darius's military actions 
against, 26, 27, 28; Elamite in 
Achaemenian royal inscriptions, 
172; in Naq~-ï Rustam relief sculp-

tures, 141; tribute from, 50. See 
also Susa 

eiders (geraiteroz), 348 
election, in Achaemenian ideology, 79 
Eliot, T.S., 167 
empire: imperialism, 445; rhetoric of, 

79 
enemy horde (hajnii): in Avestan anal

ysis of bad year, 411, 412, 416n27; 
Darius asks Wise Lord's protection 
of his land/people from, 12, 181, 
409, 410, 411, 416; happiness as 
absence of, 18; in logical sequence 
with famine and the Lie, 248-49; 
Persian people/army takes up arms 
against, 182-83; protection against 
menacing evils in DPd and DPe, 
410; as source of fear, 416, 419, 
419 

Epaphus,319,320 
epiphanies, 189-201 
Esther, Book of, 66 
Ethiopians: in Apadlina at Persepolis 

reliefsculptures, 121,122,123, 185; 
at boundary of Achaemenian empire, 
120; in Naq~-ï Rustam relief sculp
tures, 141; tribute from, 50 

Euphrates, 470-71, 472 
Europe: in Aeschylus's Persians, 290-

91, 292-300; in Andron of Halicar
nassus's Syngenika, 300-302; 
becomes identified with continental 
landmass, 290-91; and categorical 
opposition between East and West, 
324-34; personified, 289-90; sister
hood of Asia and, 289-303; story of 
Persës and primacy over Asia, 315. 
See also Greeks; Thracians 

Europë, 320, 321 
Eurymedon vase, 353n72 
Evil Spirit (AI:Jra Mainiiu; Ahreman): 

Achaemenian and Zoroastrian 
views of, 460; Ahremanian dis
course absent in Old Persian, 226; 
Ahremanian discourse in Older 
Avesta, 226-27; cold and dry asso
ciated with, 56-57, 58; Daitï cor
rupted by, 203; darkness associated 
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with, 162; effects of assault of, 70, 
125-26, 147, 203, 438, 449-50,451' 
467; Endless Darkness as dwelling 
of, 462; and etymology of arfka, 
24; figures of high rank using 
vazra, 435, 436; as Ganntig Mënog, 
249; Gayômard killed by, 151, 384; 
as ignorant, 151 ; as jealous of Wise 
Lord's six creations, 150; the Lie as 
subordinate to, 228-29; in Maz
daean tradition, 449; mixture asso
ciated with, 161 ; as non-existent, 
242-45; as unable to definitively 
defeat good, 150-51; Urpflanze 
attacked by, 70-73, 74, 97, 97nl4, 
100; xrafstras created by, 232; in 
Zoroastrian creation story, 42 

existence, modes of, 243-44 

false speech, 182, 197, 337 
famine: and bad year, 411, 412, 

416n27; Darius asks Wise Lord's 
protection of his land/people from, 
12, 181, 409, 410; happiness as 
absence of, 18; in logical sequence 
with enemy horde and the Lie, 248-
49. See also bad year 

fear, 406-24; afuvti, 254, 255-56, 406; 
complementary analyses in DPd 
and DPe, 408-11; Darius on people 
and army fearing Gaumata, 134, 
414, 423, 423n57; Darius on the 
king feeling no fear and the Persian 
army protected, then happiness will 
be undestroyed, 135-37, 178, 183, 
259-60, 264, 407-8, 409; Darius on 
the peoples fearing hlm and bring
ing him tribute, 135, 178, 423; 
enters world with the Lie, 424, 
424n; frrst mention in Achaeme
nian texts, 415; as instrument of 
Persian domination, 135, 143, 423, 
424; law inspires, 137, 422; Pax 
Persiana maintained through, 137; 
Persian people/army and, 408; pro
tection against menacing evils in 
DPd and DPe, 410; shift to law 
from, 137-39; sources of, 416, 419, 

419; tz-s-, 406, 410, 415; two types 
of, 406 

frre: in cosmologie discussions, 333; 
Evil Spirit corrupts, 438; grammati
cal number for Wise Lord's material 
creations in Pahlavi texts, 94; gram
matical number for Wise Lord's 
material creations in Younger 
A vesta, 93, 95; Greeks associate 
themselves with, 331; Greek theori
zation of, 328 

frrst man. See Gayômard 
food chain, 17-18 
Forsdyke, Sara, 295n20 
fra-bar-, 194n18 
Frada, 401-4; accusations ofbehaviors 

that constituted rebellion, 403; 
Babylonian inscription on execution 
of, 421n43; in Bisitun relief of Dar
ius and defeated rebels, 113n15; 
Darius calls him illegitimate 
maBista, 430, 430; Darius's accusa
tion of lying by, 234; Darius's vic
tory over, 31; description of rebel
lion of, 240; genealogy claimed by, 
399; legitimations for Darius's 
military action against, 28; name 
and lineage he claimed for himself 
versus that given in Darius' s texts, 
397; no indication that he was put 
to death, 403; Skunxa compared 
with, 404; speech acts attributed to, 
36, 36, 402; standard marks of 
rebel not applied to, 403 

fra-mii-, 369, 370-71, 372 
framiina,254,255,255n49,344,345 
framiitar, 371-72 
frasa. See wonder (/rasa) 
Frasgird (Renovation), 50-51, 76n62, 

98, 150n, 192,468 
fraB-, 255, 255n50 
"Frau Welt," 231-32 
Fravarti: accusations of behaviors that 

constituted rebellion, 403; in Bisi
tun relief of Darius and defeated 
rebels, 113n15; and contrasting 
uses of kamna, 426; Darius's accu
sation of lying by, 234; description 
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of rebellion of, 240; genealogy 
claimed by, 399, 400; legitimations 
for Darius' s nùlitary action against, 
28; mutilation and execution of, 
133-34, 197, 222, 404, 421n43, 
425; name and lineage he claimed 
for himself versus that given in 
Darius's texts, 397; speech acts 
attributed to, 36; structural logic 
that govems how rebellions against 
Darius are described, 401; as vic
tiro and agent of the Lie, 223-24 

Frawag, 158, 159, 160 
Fraxkard Sea, 72, 73n54, 97n17, 

97n18,467 
Frazer, Sir James George, 167-69, 

186,209 
Frëdôn, 155n21, 156, 157, 161, 162, 

163 
fresh water, 450, 451, 455-56 

Gadatas, 65 
Galen, 458, 459 
gardens. See pleasure gardens (para-

deisOI) 
gasiiru, 264, 265-66 
gasta, 249-50 
giiOavii ("in place"), 128-34, 137, 

143, 143n34 
Gathas, 18,226,229,366,428 
gaOu, 142-43, 143n32 
Gaubaruva (Gobryas): appointed 

maOista by Darius, 429n15, 430; 
and Darius in killing of Magus, 
385; reworkings of Eurasian cos
mogony in narratives of dynastie 
crises, 387, 388, 390; as spear
bearer of Darius, 353n70, 376n7 

Gauer, Werner, 290n7 
Gaumata: accusations of behaviors 

that constituted rebellion, 403; in 
Bisitun relief of Darius and defeated 
rebets, 113n15, 235; Darius on him 
depriving Cambyses of the king
ship, 14, 23, 360, 377; Darius on no 
one as able to deprive him of the 
kingship, 134, 379, 425, 427; Dar
ius on no one proclaiming anything 

about, 39n67, 134, 359, 379-80, 
415, 425; Darius on people and 
army fearing, 134, 414, 423, 
423n57, 425; Darius overthrows, 
14, 15, 23, 31, 33, 41, 134, 230, 
359, 378-79, 380, 396, 426; Darius 
restores damage done by, 128; Dar
ius's accusation of lying by, 234, 
379, 417n30; description of rebel
lion of, 239; Eurasian creation 
myth and, 384, 387, 388, 390; fails 
because he lacks Wise Lord's favor, 
427; as fiction, 33, 381; Herodotus 
does not mention name, 385; as 
instantiation of the Lie, 415; legiti
mations for Darius's military action 
against, 28; name he claimed for 
himself versus that given in Dari
us's texts, 396-97, 397; name's 
meaning, 381-83; redefinitions of 
situation in 522 B.C.E., 378; repre
sents himself as Bardiya, 14, 23, 33, 
381, 397, 398, 414, 453; speech 
acts attributed to, 36; structural 
logic that govems how rebellions 
against Darius are described, 401. 
See also Smerdis the Magus 

Gaya, 150, 152-53 
Gayômard: Cihrdad Nask on, 153, 

154; in descent of non-Iranian peo
ples, 156; Evil Spirit kills, 151, 
384; as Gaya, 150; in genesis of 
less-than-human species, 163; nam
ing of, 150, 150n; in origins of 
world's populations, 152-53, 154, 
157; place of, 203; retums tomate
rial existence, 151; in taxonomy of 
Greater Bundahi~n. 158, 159; trans
mission of word of instruction from 
Wise Lord to, 155n22 

Geertz, Clifford, 277 
gender: in animate creation, 95; of the 

Lie,227,23~33,237 
Georges, Pericles, 325n4 
geraiteroi (eiders), 348 
Gershevitch, llya, 382n33 
gëtïg, 243, 245, 247 
giants, 159, 160 
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Gnoli, Gherardo, xvili, 203 
Gobryas. See Gaubaruva (Gobryas) 
good (najba), 131, 131n7, 180-81, 

200,263 
"good things" (vïspii vohU): grammati

cal number for Wise Lord's mate
rial creations in Older Avesta, 90, 
91; grammatical number for Wise 
Lord's material creations in Younger 
Avesta, 93, 95 

grab-,362,363,366 
grammatical number, implications in 

mythology of vegetation, 89-104 
Greater Bundahisn: and Achaemenian 

texts on creation, 16-18, 148; on 
Cësmag, 238, 245, 246; climatic 
and theological binaries compared 
in, 56, 57-58; on demons, 246-47; 
on essential species of plants, 76; 
on Evil Spirit's attack on Urpflanze, 
97n14; on Evil Spirit's effects, 449, 
451; on fear entering world with 
the Lie, 424n; grammatical number 
for Wise Lord's material creations 
in Pahlavi texts, 94; lndian Bunda
hisn compared with, 160; myths 
concerning plants in, 69-73; on 
nature of humans, 158-64; organi
zation of space and time in, 462; 
plants and hair associated in, 74; on 
restoration of unity, 76; on rivers, 
465-68, 471; on stench and demons, 
249n37; synoptic table of Zoroas
trian mythology of plants, 80-85; 
temporal sequence in, 41-42; on 
Tree of Many Seeds, 97n17, 97n18; 
on Urpflanze, 96n10, 96n13; on 
vermin polluting water, 456 

Great Year, 42 
Greeks: Achaemenian diplomacy 

with, 304-23; Aeschylus's Persians 
and categorical opposition between 
East and West, 324-34; agora, 284, 
284n49, 285; Athenians' alliance 
with Darius, 285-87, 305; in binary 
oppositions in Aeschylus' Persians, 
331; Darius and burial practices of 
Kallatiai and, 278-80; Darius's 

embassies to cities of, 306; drayah 
associated with, 454-55; Eurasian 
creation myth farniliar to, 392; hel
lenocentric ethnography of, 333; 
Herodotus on Persians' special ani
mus for Athenians, 302; Herodotus 
on Persian view of origins of 
Greco-Persian war, 318-19, 322; 
Herodotus's reflexive critique of, 
283-88; Persian invasions of 490 
and 480, 286-87, 323; struggle 
against Xerxes, 296n22; Xerxes' 
diplomatie initiative to, 307; 
Xerxes' embassy to Argos, 308-23. 
See also Ionian Greeks 

Grottanelli, Cristiano, 107 
Gyndes, 468-69,472 

hajnii: demonic associations of, 411 ; 
used only for non-Persian troops, 
182, 411. See also enemy horde 
(hajnii) 

Hall, Edith, 325, 325n4, 326 
hamiçiya, 27, 28,254, 256-57 
Hamp, Eric, xvili 
hanatii, 250-51 
handugiim, 31, 39 
haoma: White Haoma, 73, 98; in 

Y asna ritual, 72 
happiness (siyiitl), 258-68; Darius on 

not being weak in pursuit of, 258, 
262-68; Darius on the king feeling 
no fear and the Persian army pro
tected, then happiness will be unde
stroyed, 135-37, 178, 183, 259-60, 
264, 407-8, 409; formulaic occur
rences refer to time of creation, 
259; kingship as not needed when 
it is perfect, 477; Lie shatters pri
mordial unity of, 125, 173, 177; 
long, 259-60, 408, 418-19; occur
rences in Achaemenian inscriptions, 
136, 178, 258, 264, 477; Persian 
people/army and long, 408; as post 
mortem reward in Avesta, 261n12; 
protection against menacing evils in 
DPd and DPe, 410; siyiita, 259, 
260-62, 264; Xerxes on following 
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divine law anc~ proper ritual to 
obtain happiness in life and truthful/ 
righteousness in death, 260-62,264, 
418. See also "happiness for man
kind" (siyiiti ... martiyahyii) 

"happiness for mankind" (siyiiti... 
martiyahyii), 11-13; as absence of 
the Lie, the enemy horde, and fam
ine, 18; in Achaemenian and Zoro
astrian texts compared, 17, 17-18; 
Achaemenian rulers aim to recover, 
77, 477-78; Darius attributes to 
Wise Lord, 51, 258; in four original 
creations of Wise Lord, 11, 126, 
136, 148, 173, 174, 178, 191, 258, 
348, 406-7, 446, 447; andfrasa in 
Wise Lord's creation, 193n16; gen
itive case of martiyahyii, 11n21; 
Lie's effect on, 147, 451; lists of 
Wise Lord's material creations in 
Achaemenian texts, 98, 98; long 
happiness versus, 418-19; in narra
tives of Darius's rise to power, 15, 
41; occurrences of siyiiti and siyiita 
and their temporal distribution, 
264; original place of, 202; Pahlavi 
Rivayat and, 75; plants and, 69, 75, 
448; restored at Persepolis palace, 
186; warmth and moisture in, 210 

Hartog, François, 440-41 
haflya,30,38,225nl 
Haurvatiit (Wholeness/Health), 72 
Haxiimanis, 310n21 
healing: medicinal aspects of water of 

Choaspes, 209-10; of psiJrë, 457, 
458-59; theombrotion associated 
with, 103-4, 210-11, 212 

hearing, those affected by the Lie 
develop defects of, 219 

heavens. See sky (asmiin; heavenly 
phenomena) 

Hebrew Bible, 8-9, 8nl4, 63-64 
Helen of Troy, 321 
Hellanicus, 312 
Hellespont, 291, 29lnl2, 326, 457 
Herodotus: on Achaemenian kings 

drinking only from the Choaspes, 
208; on Achaemenian kings receiv-

539 

ing divine revelations, 190n4; on 
Amazons, 349-50; as anthropologist, 
271-88; on Aristagoras of Miletus, 
351-52, 353; on Athenian and Spar
tan opposition to Persians, 307; on 
Bëlus, 312; Bisitun inscriptions and 
narrative of, 375; on Cambyses 
desiring to many his sister, 280-81; 
as collector of alterity, 274; on con
centric pattern of Persian political 
logic, 45-46, 110, 204; on Cyaxares, 
344n44; on Cyrus counseling his 
countrymen against abandoning 
rough soil of Persia, 299n29; on 
Cyrus punishing the Gyndes, 468-
69; on Darius's ascension of the 
throne, 13, 34, 384-87, 387; on Dar
ius' s invasion of Scythia, 440-41; on 
Darius's stelae on the Bosporus, 456; 
on death of Cambyses, 377-78; on 
debate between Darius, Otanes, and 
Magabyzus about govemment, 282; 
on destruction of Troy, 321n52; on 
earth and water as tokens of submis
sion, 440, 447; ethnie identity of 
descendants of loin, 320; freedom 
and slavery as great theme of, 276-
77; fundamental contradiction in, 
277; on Greeks blaming Argos for 
Persian invasion, 316; as histor, 272-
73; on the lmmortals, 99-100; on 
Ionian versus other climates, 55; 
kingship criticized by, 276, 280; 
land-sea contrast in, 455, 456n28; on 
Magi, 450-52, 453; on Mardonius 
urging Xerxes to conquer Greece, 
77-79; on Mëdea and the Medes, 
321n50; mythic genealogy connect
ing Perseus to Argos in, 313; on old 
versus recent events, 309n20; on ori
gins of kingship among Medes, 
20-22, 40, 281-82; on Otanes and 
Phaidyme, 220; on overthrow of 
Pseudo-Smerdis, 34, 34n56; on Per
seus and Dorian kings, 313n32; on 
Persia as exempt from tribute, 48; on 
Persian education, 335, 337, 338, 
338, 346; Persian interpretation of 
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Perse id genealogy in, 314; on Per-
i sian navy, 455; on Persians making 

no cult images, 190n5; on Persians 
seeing themselves located at center 
of earth, 149, 422, 422n52; on Per
sians' special animus for Athenians, 
302; on Persian view of origins of 
Greco-Persian war, 318-19, 322; pri
mary concem of, 273; on privileges 
granted to Seven Noble Persians, 
221n30; on proper title of Scythian 
ruler, 431; reflexive critique of 
Greece of, 283-88; social and politi
cal judgments made by, 276; on 
spear use by Persians, 350-51, 353; 
studies of diverse peoples, 274-77; 
on Susa, 204, 207; theorization of 
culture of, 277-83; on transition from 
Median to Persian empire, 400n; on 
tribute from Persian satrapies, 49-50; 
on Xerxes and plane tree, 66, 101-2; 
on Xerxes attempting to bridge Hel
lespont, 291n12; on Xerxes' embassy 
to Argos, 308; on Xerxes on expand
ing empire to make ali lands one, 
145-46 

Herrenschrnidt, Clarisse, xviii, xx, 3, 
9n15, 12, 18, 19, 55n44, 119n25, 
124,256,343n41,460 

Herzfeld, Ernst, 24, 25, 29n41, 264, 
267n42 

Hesiod, 289, 290, 295n21, 300, 
310n22 

Hesychius, 7-8, 8n13 
Hippocrates, 299, 331-32 
Histories (Herodotus). See Herodotus 
history: begins with the Lie, 136, 145, 

173; Darius on undestroyed happi
ness in, 259-60; divisions of time in 
Darius's inscriptions, 15, 41; in 
Mazdaean tripartite organization of 
time, 462; moral ambiguity and 
danger during, 419; occurrences of 
siyiiti and siyiita and their temporal 
distribution, 264; situation of origi
nal creation during, 146; suspended 
between two periods of eternal 
duration, 127 

Hoffmann, Karl, 255, 267 
Homer, 289, 294-95 
Homeric Hymn to Apollo, 289n5 
Hordiid (Wholeness/Health}, 72 
horsemanship: of Amazons, 350; as 

masculine activity, 350; in Persian 
education, 335, 336, 338, 338, 342, 
345 

Horsfall, N.M., 328 
horticulture: and Achaemenian impe

rialism, 59-85. See also pleasure 
gardens (paradeisoi) 

Hosang, 155n21, 156, 157, 158, 159, 
163 

humanity (martiya): Achaemenian and 
Zoroastrian cosmogonies compared, 
17, 448, 448-49, 460-61; Ahreman 
creates vermin to wage war against, 
150; Ahreman's assault's effect on, 
125, 147, 203, 450, 451; contrast
ing hierarchie positions associated 
with vazrka and vazra, 435; dis
tanced fr~m rest of creation, 194; in 
four primordial creations of Wise 
Lord, 125,126,173,174,191,446, 
447; fragmentation of, 127, 146, 
176, 194; andfrasa in Wise Lord's 
creation, 193n16; grammatical 
number for Wise Lord's material 
creations in Older A vesta, 89-90, 
91; grammatical number for Wise 
Lord's material creations in Pahlavi 
texts, 94; grammatical number for 
Wise Lord' s material creations in 
Younger Avesta, 93, 95; lists of 
Wise Lord' s material creations in 
Achaemenian texts, 98; original 
place of, 202, 203; Persepolis pal
ace in reunification of, 184; restor
ing primordial unity of, 77, 126, 
127-28, 146; in six original crea
tions of Wise Lord, 16, 148, 
416n27; tripartite pattern in, 464, 
464; unity and diversity of, 145-64. 
See also Gayomard; "happiness for 
mankind" (siyiiti. .. martiyahyii) 

humanoid creatures, 159-60, 162, 163 
Humbach, Helmut, 278 
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Humban-Haltash III, 401 
huntrng,337,340,341,347,348 
hydraulics: cosmology and, 462-72. 

See also water 

ice: Greeks associate Persians with, 
331, 332; Greek theorization of, 
328-30 

Idanthyrus, 440, 441, 445 
ideology: of the center, 43-46, 50, 54, 

149,203-4,285,422,422n52; core 
of Achaemenian, 79; religious 
dimension of ancient, 172 

Iliad (Homer), 294-95 
imafrasam taya vajnataj, 191-94, 201 
lmmortality (Amurdiid; Am<Jr<Jtiit), 71, 

72,100,103,464,464 
lmmortals, 99-100, 102, 352, 353 
imperial possessions, lists of, 109-11 
Inachus, 319,320,321 
Inaros, 421n43 
incest, 280-81 
lndia, 120 
Indian Bundahisn, 158n28, /59, 160 
Indra, 246 
rntegrity, 233 
Io,318,319,320,321 
Ionian Greeks: Athens aids, 287; rn 

concentric pattern of Achaemenian 
empire, 43, 45; as conquered popu
lation, 304; rn Darius' s list of impe
rial possessions, 110; Herodotus on 
sitrng of cities of, 55; rebellion of, 
305, 306, 351; tribute from, 50, 
120n26 

Iraj, 156, /57 
Iran: lraj as ancestor of Iranians, 156, 

157; linguistic and religious sig
nificance of "Iranian,". 203nll; as 
primordial center, 203-4; relation to 
the districts, 155n21. See also 
Elarnites; Medes; Persia; Parthians 

Islarnic conquest, 163-64 

Jackson, W.T.H., 381 
jan-, 364, 366 
Jason, 321 
jiv-, 362 

Jones, H.L., 206, 207 
justice, sense of (dikaiosyné), 336, 

331,338,341,343,345 

Kallatiai, 278-80 
kamna, 425-28; cognates rn Avesta, 

427-28 
kar-: for frl'th origillal creation, 10, 253, 

446, 447; withfrasa, 367,369, 372; 
restricted and unrestricted senses of, 
364-65; with vasna Auramazdiiha, 
365, 366; zürakara and, 29 

kiira: martial component of, 407n5; as 
Persian people at arms, 182-83, 
407. See also Persian people/army 
(kiira) 

kal}fah: in Old Persian corpus, 453. 
See also mountaills 

Kellens,Jean,xx,3, 12,18 
Killg-as-gardener topos, 66 
Kirk, G.S., 333 
Koch, Heidemarie, 3, 476n14 
Koloxais, 310n22 
Kuhrt, Amélie, 3 

lands/peoples. See dahyu (plural, dah
yiiva) 

languages, diversity of, 176 
law (diita): as antidote to the Lie, 419, 

419-22; army stands behind, 139; 
fear of Darius's, 137, 422 

lawbreakers, punishment of, 421-22 
Lecoq, Pierre, 3, 24, 130n3 
Li byans: in Andron of Halicamassus' s 

Syngenika, 300, 301, 301; in 
Apadana at Persepolis relief sculp
tures, 121, 185; in concentric pat
tern of Achaemenian empire, 43; 
Herodotus's study of, 274; Hip
pocrates' On Airs, Waters, and 
Places on, 332, 333 

Lie (dral}ga): Achaemenian emphasis 
on, 226; in Achaemenian ethical 
dualism, 4, 136, 285, 395, 449; 
Achaemenian rulers as afflicted 
with, 424; agora associated with, 
285; Ahreman compared with, 449; 
assumes shape of others, 238; bad 
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year as preceded by, 416; in 
Bardiya's reign. 34; in Cë~mag's 
form, 238, 239; cold and dry asso
ciated with, 57; countless manifes
tations of, 182; Darius as not sub
ject to, 29; Darius on Cambyses 
and origin of, 13-14, 23, 213-14, 
216, 377, 379, 414; Darius on king 
protecting himself from, 145n; Dar
ius on Wise Lord protecting the 
people from, 12, 181, 182, 409, 
416; Darius's enthronement repre
sented as Wise Lord's response to, 
15-16, 145, 195-96,371, 415; dark
ness associated with, 162; distance 
from center and vulnerability to, 
422; dr<Jguuant, 28; duplicity of, 
182, 232; enemy horde and famine 
logical sequence with, 248-49, 410; 
as essence and source of ali evil, 
225; expansion of pleasure gardens 
in struggle against, 77; fear enters 
world with, 416, 419, 419, 424, 
424n; figures of high rank using 
vazra, 435, 436; flawed human 
actors associated with, 218-22, 224; 
Fravarti corrupted by, 197; 
Gaumâta as instantiation of, 415; 
Gaumâta's violence grounded in, 
134, 379, 381; gender of, 227, 230-
33, 237; .. happiness for mankind" 
as absence of, 18; history proper 
begins with, 136, 145, 173; law 
(data) as antidote to, 419, 419-22; 
lawbreakers inspired by, 421; 
Lying as threat to the king, 256-57; 
means of overcoming, 228; mis
leads by emphasizing most attrac
tive part of reality, 232-33; mixture 
associated with, 161 ; in moral 
drama of Darius's rise to power, 15, 
41; multiplication of, 218, 224, 
227; as non-existent, 242-45, 258; 
no perfect antidote to, 418-19; in 
Older Avestan texts, 218-20, 226, 
227; operates by contagion, 407; 
original unities shattered by, 125, 
127, 146, 173, 176, 212, 258-59, 

348; Persepolis palace in reversai 
of, 184, 186; Persian army fights, 
183; protection against menacing 
evils in DPd and DPe,4JO; punish
ment of liars, 220-24; as real oppo
nent of Achaemenian kings, 268; 
rebellion provoked by, 14, 27, 36, 
217, 233-36, 363, 427, 453, 454; 
representing in Achaemenian Per
sia, 213-24; representing in Maz
daean Iran, 225-36; rivers affected 
by' 465; rra as obvious candidate 
for remedy for, 416-17; struggles 
with Wise Lord, 173-74; as subor
dinate to Evil Spirit, 228-29; Truth 
contrasted with in Bisitun relief, 
116; in Younger Avestan texts, 
220-22, 227-30; Zarathu~tra and, 
230-33, 237-39, 241-45; and Zoro
astrian creation story, 42 

life cycle: in education, 336, 347-48, 
349; tripartite pattern of, 463, 463 

light, darkness versus, 226 
Lommel, Herman, 466 
Lukonin, ~adimir, 119 
Lydians: in Apadâna at Persepolis 

relief sculptures, 121; at boundary of 
Achaemenian empire, 120; in Dari
us's list of imperial possessions, 
110; Herodotus's study of, 274; trib
ute from, 50 

macrocosm, tripartite pattern of micro
cosm and, 463, 463 

Magi, 450-52, 453, 461 
Mahryiinë: Cihrdad Nask on, 153, 

154; in descent of non-Iranian peo
ples, 156; Gayomard returns as, 
151; in origins of world's popula
tions, 152, 154, 157; in taxonomy 
of Greater Bundahisn, 158; trans
mission of word of instruction from 
Wise Lord to, 155n22 

Mahryë: Cihrdad Nask on, 153, 154; 
in descent of non-Iranian peoples, 
156; Gayomard returns as, 151; in 
origins ofworld's populations, 152, 
154, 157; in taxonomy of Greater 
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Bundahi~n. 158; transmission of 
word of instruction from Wise Lord 
to, 155n22 

Malandra, William, xvüi, 382n34 
Malinowski, Bronislaw, 168, 277 
manah,254,255,255n41,343,345 
manauvïs, 254, 255-56 
mankind. See humanity (martiya) 
Mardonios, 77-79 
Martiya: accusations of behaviors that 

constituted rebellion, 403; in Bisitun 
relief of Darius and defeated rebets, 
113n15; Darius calls him illegitimate 
maOista, 430, 431; Darius's accusa
tion of lying by, 234, 423, 423n58; 
description of rebellion of, 239; 
Elamites turn on, 423, 431; geneal
ogy claimed by, 399, 401; legitima
tions for Darius' s military action 
against, 28; name and lineage he 
claimed for himself versus that given 
in Darius' s texts, 396n4, 397; speech 
acts attributed to, 36; structurallogic 
that governs how rebellions against 
Darius are described, 401 

martiya. See humanity (martiya) 
*maO, 429, 432 
maOista, 429-32; Darius on illegiti

mate, 430, 430-31; semantic fields 
of, 432; those appointed maOista by 
Darius, 429, 430 

Mawet, Francine, 383n 
Mazdaean religion: Achaemenian reli

gion and Zoroastrianism seen as 
variants of, 460; bifurcated cosmos 
of, 446-61; homologies sought in, 
462; on moral significance of phys
ical qualities, 56. See also Zoroas
trianism 

Mëdea,321,321n50 
Medes: Andromedë, 311; in Apadana 

at Persepolis relief sculptures, 117, 
118, 121, 122, 122, 185; in Bisitun 
relief of Darius and defeated rebets, 
113n15; in Darius's list of imperial 
possessions, 110; in division of 
lands and peoples, 176; Ecbatana, 
46, 52, 53, 54, 59; Eurasian crea-

tion myth familiar to, 392; Fravarti, 
113n15, 133-34, 397, 399, 400; 
Gaumata as Mede, 378, 397; Hero
dotus on origins of kingship among, 
20-22,40, 281-82; legitimations for 
Darius's military action against, 28; 
Mëdea, 321; in Naq~-ï Rustam 
relief sculptures, 141 ; Persia suc
ceeds older civilizations, 315; tran
sition from Median to Persian 
dynasty, 400; tribute from, 50 

Megabyzus,282 
Meillet, A., 24, 29, 29n42 
mënog,243,245,250 
rnicrocosm: Darius's palace as, 50; 

tripartite pattern of macrocosm and, 
463,463 

Mikalson, Jon, 309n20 
Miroir d'Hérodote (Hartog), 440-41 
miOa, 254, 256-57, 343 
Mithra, 286-87, 286n56, 287n57 
mock courts, 337 
Molé, Marijan, 242 
monkeys, 160,161,163 
motion, tripartite pattern in, 467 
mountains: in Achaemenian inscrip-

tions, 453-54; as result of Abre
man's assault, 450, 451; tripartite 
pattern in, 464, 464 

Muggletonians, 189 
Müller, Friedrich Max, 168 
Munson, Rosaria Vignolo, 276 
Murray, Gilbert, 324, 324n1, 326 
.. Myth and Ritual School," 168 

Naha9ya, 246 
najba (good), 131, 131n7, 180-81, 

200,263 
Naq~-ïRustam: Darius's tomb at, 116, 

125, 139-44, 251, 342, 346; land
people relationship in relief and 
inscription, 442-45; relief sculp
tures of lands/peoples of empire at, 
139-44. See also DNa (Darius, 
Naqs-ï Rustam a); DNb (Darius, 
Naqs-ï Rustam b) 

nationalism, land, people and ruler 
connected in, 445 
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Nebuchadnezzar, 395, 397, 399 
Nehemiah, 64-65 
nestïh, 243, 245 
Nidintu-Bel: accusations of behaviors 

that constituted rebellion, 403; in 
Bisitun relief of Darius and defeated 
rebels, 113-14, 113n15; and con
trasting uses of kamna, 426,· Dari
us's accusation of lying by, 234, 
394, 395; description of rebellion of, 
239; execution of, 133, 421n43, 
425; fails because he lacks Wise 
Lord's favor, 427; genealogy 
claimed by, 399; legitimations for 
Darius's military action against, 28,· 
name and lineage he claimed for 
himself versus that given in Darius' s 
texts, 395-96, 396n4, 397; speech 
acts attributed to, 36; structurallogic 
that govems how rebellions against 
Darius are described, 401 

night: day versus, 226; Greeks associ-
ate Persians with, 331 

Nile, 333-34 
Nirrti, 437, 437n7 
no~i, 277-83, 299 
number: implications in mythology of 

vegetation grammatical, 89-104; tri
partite pattern in, 463,463,467,472 

Nyberg, H.S., 242 
Nylander, Carl, 222-23 

Ohrmazd. See Wise Lord (Ahura 
Mazdâ; Ohrmazd) 

Okeanids, 290, 300 
Okeanos,289,290,300 
Older Avesta: Ahremanian discourse 

in, 226-27; Glithlis, 18, 226, 229, 
366, 428; grammatical number for 
Wise Lord's material creations in, 
89-90, 91; on the Lie, 218-20, 226, 
227; vasna in, 366-68 

Old Persian: kamna in, 425-28; as lan
guage of Achaemenian royal 
inscriptions, xviii, 172; maOista in, 
429-32; practical advantages of 
working with texts, 393; religious 
aspect of, xix 

Olmstead, A.T., 33, 375 
On Airs, Waters, and Places (Hip

pocrates), 299, 331-32 
Onesicritus, 346 
Otanes,34n56,220,282 

Pahlavi language, xviii 
Pahlavi Rivliyat accompanying the 

Dlidestlin ï Dënïg: creation story in, 
69, 73-76; grammatical number for 
Wise Lord' s material creations in 
Pahlavi texts, 94; on origin of ver
min, 161n; on restoration of unity, 
76, 77; synoptic table of Zoroas
trian mythology of plants, 80-85 

Pahlavi texts: Achaemenian texts 
compared with, 16-18, 148-49, 202-
4; on Ahuna Vairiia prayer, 229; on 
climate binaries, 55-56; committed 
to writing, 151; geocentric models 
of world order in, 45; grammatical 
number for Wise Lord' s mate rial 
creations in, 94, 95-98; on the Lie, 
230-33; myths conceming plants in, 
69-73 

pairi.daeza, 5, 59-60, 61 
pairi.daida, 5, 59 
*pairi.daiza, 5, 9, 59 
Paisiyliuvlida, 454 
palez, 5 
paradeisoi. See pleasure gardens 

(parade iso!) 
paradise, 3-19; in Achaemenian impe

rial ideology, 79; Achaemenian 
kings' royal circuit associated with 
properties of, 58; Avestan, 60-61; 
Eden, 8, 63, 64; Greek descriptions 
of Persian paradeisoi, 5-8, 9, 
62-63; in Hebrew Bible, 8-9, 
63-64; pairi.daeza, 5, 59-60, 61; 
*pairi.daiza, 5, 9, 59; as space of 
re-creation, 18-19; Susa as, 9, 207, 
374. See also pleasure gardens 
(paradeisol) 

pardes, 6, 63, 64 
Paris, 321 
Parsi Zoroastrians, 1 00n24 
Parthenopë,300,302 
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Parthians: in Apadana at Persepolis 
relief sculptures, 121; in Bisitun 
relief of Darius and defeated rebels, 
113n15; in Darius's list of imperial 
possessions, 110; in Naqs-ï Rustam 
relief sculptures, 141 

Parysatis, Queen, 261n12 
Pasargadae, royal garden at, 6, 6-7, 62 
Payen, Pascal, 455n28 
peace: Persian education in preparation 

for, 340, 341; Persians rank more 
highly than war, 347-49; seen as 
feminine, 350 

peacocks, 211, 211n41 
pedagogy, Persian. See Persian educa-

tion 
Peisistratos, 21 
Pericles, 333 
peri-teikh6s, 5 
Perseids, 311, 313, 314 
Persepolis: conquering lion sculpture, 

170; Darius on building palace and 
the lands/peoples gathering there, 
183-84; Darius on lands/peoples 
who made palace at, 177, 184; Gate 
of All Lands/Peoples made by 
Xerxes, 199-200; in king's annual 
circuit, 53, 54; peoples and goods 
reunited at, 184-86; Persians hold
ing spears in relief sculptures from, 
353, 354; pleasure garden (parade
isos) at, 62; seen as ritual city, 171; 
as visual meditation, 200-201. See 
also Apadana staircase at Persepo
lis; DPd (Darius, Persepolis d); DPe 
(Darius, Persepolis e); DPf (Darius, 
Persepolis f); DPg (Darius, Persepo
lis g); DPh (Darius, Persepolis h); 
XPa (Xerxes, Persepolis a); XPh 
(Daiva inscription; Xerxes, Persep
olis h); XPl (Xerxes, Persepolis 1) 

Persepolis Fortification Tablets, 52, 
382,261n12 

Persepolis Treasury Texts, 68 
Perses: as frrst Persian, 31 On22; Hero

dotus's mythic genealogy connect
ing Perse us to Argos, 310-16, 313; 
Persian interpretation of Perseid 

genealogy as reported in Herodotus, 
314 

Perse us, 310-16; ethnie identity of 
descendants of Io in Herodotus, 
320; Herodotus's mythic genealogy 
connecting him to Argos, 313; Io as 
ancestor of, 319; Persian interpreta
tion of Perseid genealogy as reported 
in Herodotus, 314 

Persia: Aeschylus's Persians and cat
egorical opposition between East 
and West, 324-34; allied popula
tions, 305; in Apadana at Persepolis 
relief sculptures, 121; in binary 
oppositions in Aeschylus' Persians, 
331, 332; concentric circles for rep
resenting spatial, ethnie, political 
relations of, 45-46, 50, 54, 110-11, 
155, 202-4, 285; Cyrus the Great 
counsels his countrymen against 
abandoning rough soil of, 299n29; 
as exempt from tri bute, 48, 185; 
Greeks and Kallatiai burial practices 
contrasted with those of, 278-80; 
Herodotus on Persian view of ori
gins of Greco-Persian war, 318-19, 
322; Herodotus's study of Persians, 
274; invasions of Greece of 490 and 
480, 286-87, 323; legitimations for 
Darius's military action against, 28; 
in Naqs-ï Rustam relief sculptures, 
141; navy of, 455; Perses, 310-16; 
Persians see themselves located at 
center of earth, 43, 149, 203, 285, 
422, 422n53; protection against 
menacing evils in DPd and DPe, 
410; resistance among subject pop
ulations, 424; succeeds older civili
zations, 315; Susa and recentering 
of empire, 205. See also Achaeme
nian rulers; Persian education; Per
sian people/army (kara) 

Persian education, 335-50; curriculum, 
335, 336-38, 338; the educational 
day, 339-40,340, 347, 349; goal of, 
341-45; Greek knowledge of, 345-
46; stages of, 336, 347-48, 349; 
taxonomy underlying system of, 345 
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Persian people/army (lcara): as anti
dote to enemy horde, 416, 419; 
Darius seizes lands/peoples with, 
135, 178; in defeat of the Lie, 348; 
end of history brought about by, 
186; fear neutralized and long hap
piness secured by, 408; Gaumata 
feared by, 134, 414, 423, 423n57, 
425; if it will be protected happi
ness will be undestroyed, 135-37, 
178, 183,259-60,264,407-8,409; 
Immortals, 99-100, 102, 352, 353; 
as instrument of Achaemenian 
kings, 407; Pax Persiana imposed 
and maintained by, 137, 178; pro
tection against menacing evils in 
DPd and DPe, 410; rebels address 
themselves to, 240, 241 ; spear use 
by, 350-54; symbiosis between 
king and, 410; threat of enemy 
horde forces them to pick up weap
ons, 182-83, 411 

Persians (Aeschylus): Asia and 
Europe identified with continental 
landmasses in, 290-91 ; Asia and 
Europe in. dream of Atossa, 292-
300; and categorical opposition 
between East and West, 324-34; 
Greek sophrosynë and Persian 
hybris contrasted in, 326; Hip
pocrates' On Airs, Waters, and 
Places compared with, 331-32; on 
possibility of freedom spreading to 
Asia, 297-98; on Xerxes crossing 
the Strymon, 326-34 

Persika (Deinon), 78 
Phaidyme, 220 
Photius, 62 
Phylarchus, 101 
physical prowess. See aruvasta 
Pindar, 279, 283 
plane trees, 66, 101-3 
planets, as demons, 246 
plants: Achaemenian and Zoroastrian 

cosmogonies compared, 17, 448, 
448-49, 460; Achaemenian cosmo
gonie texts on, 99-104; Ahreman 
creates vermin to wage war against, 

150; Ahreman's assault's effect on, 
70, 203, 450, 451; bodily well
being and pleasure traced to, 18; in 
Cyrus the Younger's garden, 67; as 
different in different lands, 177; 
essential species of, 75-76; in gar
den in Ecclesiastes, 64; in garden in 
Song of Solomon, 63; grammatical 
number for Wise Lord's material 
creations in Older Avesta, 89, 91; 
grammatical number for Wise 
Lord's material creations in Pahlavi 
texts, 94, 96-98; grammatical num
ber for Wise Lord's material crea
tions in Younger Avesta, 90, 92, 
95; in "happiness for mankind" 
(siyiiti ... martiyahyii), 69, 75, 448; 
in identity of dahyu, 109; implica
tions of grammatical number in 
mythology of vegetation, 89-104; 
mediate between death and life, 72; 
multiplicity of, 68-73; plane trees, 
66, 101-3; in pleasure gardens 
(paradeisoi), 5, 61, 62, 76-79; 
pomegranates, 99, 99-100, 100n24, 
101, 103; primordial unity of, 70, 
72-73 75-76,77,96-97,99, 104; in 
six original creations of Wise Lord, 
16, 148, 416n27; synoptic table of 
Zoroastrian mythology of, 80-85; 
Tree of AU Seeds, 73, 97, 97n17, 
97n178, 99, 100, 103; tripartite pat
tern in, 464, 464; Urpflanze, 70-73, 
74, 96-97, 202, 211; warmth and 
moisture associated with, 58, 70; 
Zoroastrian myths conceming, 
69-73 

Plato, 279, 329-30 
pleasure gardens (parade iso!): Achae

menian rulers and, 5, 61, 65-68; 
adding plants from aU over empire, 
76-79; expansion of, 77; Greek 
descriptions of, 5-8, 9, 62-63; 
inside versus outside the walls, 61; 
as microcosmic models of imperial 
economy, 69; and primordial unity 
of plants, 99; water in, 5, 61, 62, 69 

Pliny the Eider, 103, 210 
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Plutarch, 53, 307n13 
political function of religion, xvii, 

473-77 
pollution, 60 
Polybius, 457 
pomegranates, 99, 99-100, 100n24, 

101, 103 
Pompholugë, 300, 302 
Poseidon, 294, 320 
primordial bovine: ali animais will 

merge back into, 75n62; Evil Spirit 
kills, 384; Gaya associated with, 
152; as gendered, 95; happiness 
associated with animais, 18, 98; 
healing plants born from, 97n18; 
located at center of earth, 96; in 
Older Avesta's accounts of crea
tion, 89; omitted in Achaemenian 
cosmogonie texts, 98; original 
place of, 202 

psorë, 451, 458-59 

quality, tripartite pattern, 463, 463, 
467,472 

races, origins of, 154, 155 
racism, 164 
Ragha,466,466n9,468 
rasta, 254, 257, 257n57, 343, 345 
Raven, J.E., 333 
rebellion, 393-405; blinding re bels, 

226; Darius has last word over 
rebels, 397-98; hamiçiya, 27, 28, 
254, 256-57; Lie provokes, 14, 27, 
36, 217, 363,427,453, 454; names 
rebels claimed for themselves versus 
those given in Darius's texts, 395-
97, 397; nine insurrections against 
Darius, 14, 15, 35-37, 217, 239-41, 
241nl4, 363-64, 453-54; punish
ment of rebels, 27, 133-34, 222-24, 
403-4,421,425, 461; rebels fleeing 
with a few men after being defeated, 
425; structural logic that governs 
how they are described, 401; vari
ants in Darius's descriptions of, 398-
401; Xerxes suppresses, 364. See 
a/so Âçina; Araxa; A9amaita; 

Frada; Fravarti; Gaumata; Martiya; 
Nidintu-Bël; Tritantaxma; Vahyaz
data 

Reeve, John, 189 
relief sculptures: conquering lion 

sculpture from Persepolis, 170; 
Darius dominates Bisitun sculp
tures, 394, 395; Darius with 
defeated rebels at Bisitun, 111-16, 
112, 235, 235-36; diversity of 
dahyu within imperial whole 
depicted in, 111-23; at N aqs-ï Rus
tarn, 139-44, 443-44, 444; Persians 
holding spears in, 353, 354; sacred 
kingship seen in Apadana staircase 
at Persepolis, 170, 170; Skunxa 
added to Bisitun, 113n15, 114-16, 
115, 404-5, 405 

religion, political significance of, xvii, 
473-77 

Renovation (Frasgird), 50-51, 76n62, 
98, 150n, 192,468 

reproduction, 150, 151 
~g Veda, 225,437-38 
riding. See horsemanship 
rivers: Avesta on, 468; Choaspes 

(Eulaios; Karkheh), 103, 207-10, 
212; Daitï (Weh; Weh-daiti), 203, 
229, 229nl6, 465, 466, 467, 468, 
469, 471; Euphrates, 470-71, 472; 
Greater Bundahisn on, 465-68; 
Gyndes, 468-69, 472; Nile, 333-34; 
Tearus, 457-58, 458n40, 459, 
459n47 

Robertson Smith, William, 168 
Romans, 156, 157, 159 
Romilly, Jacqueline de, 325n2 
Root, Margaret Cool, 3 
Rosier, Wolfgang, 334 
Rossi, Adriano, 130n4 
royal garden at Pasargadae, 6, 6-7, 62 
rta: does not appear in Darius's 

inscriptions, 417-18; law (data) 
approximates, 419; not in Darius's 
vocabulary, 30; as obvious candi
date for remedy for the Lie, 416-17. 
See also truth 

rta, 30,225 
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rtiivan, 55, 418 
0 ,( 

rtavan, 225 
~nning water, 467-68 

sacred kingship, 167-86 
Said, Edward, 325 
Saka tigraxmJda, 26, 27, 26n34, 28 
Salanùs, Battle of, 297, 327n8 
Sahn, 156,157,159 
salt water, 450, 451, 454-56, 459 
Sancisi-Weerdenburg, Heleen, 3, 

119n25, 317n 
Sapuhr Il, 152 
Sardis, sack of, 286, 287 
Sassanian empire, fall of, 163 
Sassi, Maria Michaela, 326 
Satiphemes, 261n12 
Saurva, 246 
Schnùdt, Hanns-Peter, 243 
Schmitt, Rüdiger, 3, 24, 256, 263n21 
Scythians: at boundary of Achaeme-

nian empire, 120; in concentric pat
tern of Achaemenian empire, 43; 
Darius places new chief over, 429; 
in Darius' s list of imperial posses
sions, 110; Darius's military actions 
against, 26-27, 440, 445, 456; 
drayah associated with, 454-55; as 
gullible, 404; Herodotus's study of, 
274, 275; Hippocrates' On Airs, 
Waters, and Places on, 332, 333; 
Koloxais, 310n22; in Naqs-ï Rus
tarn relief sculptures, 141; pointed 
bats wom by, 115, 115, 116, 404; 
as proto-nationalist, 442; royal 
tombs of, 440,441-42, 443; Skunxa 
depicted at Bisitun, 113n15, 114-
16,115,404-5,405 

Searle, John, 35 
seasons, and king's annual circuit, 53, 

54 
Selections of Zadspram: on conse

quences of Ahreman's assault, 451; 
on essential species of plants, 75-76; 
on Evil Spirit's effects, 449; gram
matical number for Wise Lord's 
material creations in Pahlavi texts, 
94; myths conceming plants in, 

69-73; Old Persian cosmogony com
pared with that of, 448-49; organiza
tion of space and tirne in, 462; on 
restoration of unity, 76; synoptic 
table of Zoroastrian mythology of 
plants, 80-85; temporal sequence in, 
41-42; on Tree of Ali Seeds, 97n17; 
on Urpflanze, 96n11, 96n12; on veg
etation and eschatological restoration 
of existence, 75n63 

Sën,159 
Sepeia, Battle of, 308 
Septuagint, 8-9, 8n14 
sexuality, 149, 151 
Shahbazi, A.H., 45 
Shaked, Shaul, 242-43 
shooting stars, 412, 416n27 
Sirns-Williams, Nicholas, 262, 263n21 
Sirius (Tistrya), 71, 413 
siyiita, 259, 260-62, 264 
siyiiti. See happiness (siyiitz) 
siyiiti ... martiyahyii. See "happiness for 

mankind" (siyiiti ... martiyahyii) 
Skunxa: in Bisitun relief of Darius and 

defeated rebels, 113n15, 114-16, 
115, 404-5, 405; as chief not king, 
115n18, 404; Darius calls hirn ille
gitirnate maOista, 430, 431; Darius 
places new chief over Scythians, 
429, 431; Darius spares, 27, 404; 
legitimations for Darius's military 
action against, 28 

sky (asmiin; heavenly phenomena): 
Achaemenian and Zoroastrian cos
mogonies compared, 17, 448, 448-
49, 460; Ahreman creates vermin to 
wage war against, 150; Ahreman's 
assault's effect on,147, 203,451; in 
four primordial creations of Wise 
Lord, 125,173,174, 191,446,447; 
fragmentation and restoration of 
original unity of, 146, 147; and 
frasa in Wise Lord's creation, 
193n16; grammatical number for 
Wise Lord' s mate rial creations in 
Older Avesta, 89, 91; grammatical 
number for Wise Lord' s mate rial 
creations in Pahlavi texts, 94; gram-
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matical number for Wise Lord's 
material creations in Y ounger 
Avesta, 90, 92; lists of Wise Lord's 
material creations in Achaemenian 
texts, 98; original place of, 202; in 
six original creations of Wise Lord, 
16, 148, 416n27; tripartite pattern in, 
464,464 

Smerdis: in Herodotus 's account of 
Darius's ascension, 23nl4, 34n56, 
220, 384-85, 387, 390. See also 
Bardiya 

Smerdis the Magus: Herodotus on 
Cambyses and, 386,387, 388, 390; 
Herodotus on Darius's overthrow 
of, 384-85,387, 390; Herodotus on 
Otanes and Phaidyme and, 220, 221. 
See also Gaumata 

Solinas, Pi er Giorgio, 107 
Song of Solomon, 63 
sophrosyne, 326, 336, 337-38, 338, 

339,341,343,345 
space: concentric pattern in Achaeme

nian, 43-58; Mazdaean tripartite 
organization of, 462, 462, 463, 467 

Spandarmad,230-31,239 
spear throwing: of Amazons, 350; as 

masculine activity, 350; in Persian 
education,336,338,338,345,346; 
Persian use of spears, 350-54 

Stella, Luigia Achillea, 325n2 
stench: Ahreman as Foul Spirit, 249; 

demons as bringers of, 249n37; 
king's ability to stave of, 251; of 
salt water, 456 

Stolper, Matthew, 177n24, 366n32 
Strabo: access to Naqs-ï Rustam 

inscriptions, 346; on Persian educa
tion, 336, 338, 338, 339, 346, 347, 
349; on salinity of Black Sea, 457; 
on spear use by Persians, 350; on 
Susa, 204-5, 206, 207 

strength, 263-67 
Stronach, David, 3, 6 
Susa: as at center of empire, 204-7, 

212; on Choaspes, 103, 207-8, 208, 
212; climate of, 206-7, 210; Darius 
rebuilds wall in, 128, 131-32, 251, 

251n43; Darius's palace at, 50-51, 
198-99, 204, 370, 371, 372-74; as 
eudaimon, 206-7; golden pomegran
ates in colored tile relief from, 99; in 
king's annual circuit, 53, 53, 54; in 
maintaining primordial perfection, 
212; map of Persian empire, 205; as 
a microcosm, 9, 207; Persians hold
ing spears in relief sculptures from, 
353, 354; polychrome decorated 
wall at, 129; reputation of, 206; as 
visual meditation, 200-201; walls of, 
59. See also OSa (Darius, Susa a); 
OSe (Darius, Susa e); DSf (Darius, 
Susa f); DSi (Darius, Susa i); DSj 
(Darius, Susa j); DSm (Darius, Susa 
rn); DSp (Darius, Susa p); DSs 
(Darius, Susa s) 

Symmachus,341-42,346 
Syngenika (Andron of Halicamassus), 

300-302 

Tadmor, Hayim, 359n8 
Band-, 369 
Oanh-, 20, 34-37, 38, 39, 394 
Taxmaspada, 429nl5, 430 
Taxmorup, 155n21, 157 
Taz, 156,157,158,159,162,163 
Tearus,457-58,458n40,459,459n47 
Tethys, 289, 300 
thaumatology, 272 
Themistocles, 297 
Theogony (Hesiod), 289, 290, 295n21, 

300,310n23 
theombrotion, 103-4, 210-11, 212 
Thermopylae, Battle of, 352, 353 
Thracians: in Andron of Halicamas-

sus's Syngenika, 300, 301, 301, 
302; in Apadana at Persepolis relief 
sculptures, 121, 122; in concentric 
pattern of Achaemenian empire, 43; 
as conquered population, 304 

throne names, 233,396 
time: as destroyer, 250-51; divisions in 

Darius' s inscriptions, 15, 41 ; his
torical time suspended between two 
periods of etemal duration, 127; 
homologous temporal structures at 
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level of day, individual life, and 
cosmos, 349; for the longest time 
(duvaistam), 260; Mazdaean tripar
tite organization of, 462, 462, 463, 
467, 472; occurrences of siyiiti and 
siyiita and their temporal distribu
tion, 264; in Zoroastrian texts, 
41-42. See also history 

Tistrya (Sirius), 71, 413 
Tower of Babel, 184 
Toz, 156, 157 
Tree of All Seeds, 73, 97, 97n17, 

97n178,99, 100,103 
tribute: in Apadana at Persepolis relief 

sculptures, 49, 49, 117-23, 171, 
185; brought to Gate of A1l Lands/ 
Peoples in Persepolis, 199; ceremo
nial aspect of, 171-72; as concen
trating material conditions of happi
ness, 424; Darius on conquered 
populations bringing hlm, 304, 361, 
422, 423; Darius on the peoples 
fearing hlm and bringing hlm, 135, 
178; as innovation of Darius, 50; 
Persians exempt from, 48, 185. See 
also: biiji 

Tritantaxma: accusations of behaviors 
that constituted rebellion, 403; in 
Bisitun relief of Darius and defeated 
rebels, 113n15; Darius's accusation 
of lying by, 234; description of 
rebellion of, 240; genealogy 
claimed by, 399, 400, 400; legiti
mations for Darius's rnilitary action 
against, 28; mutilation of, 197n24, 
222, 222n33, 404n14, 421n43; 
name and lineage he claimed for 
hlmself versus that given in Dari
us's texts, 397; speech acts attrib
uted to, 36; structural logic that 
govems how rebellions against 
Darius are described, 401 

Troy,321,321n52,323,323n 
f[S-, 406, 4JO, 415 
truth: act of (*satyakriyii), 244n26; in 

Achaemenian ethical dualism, 4, 
136, 285, 395; Achaemenians 
emphasize the Lie, 226; as at center, 

285; Darius as antithesis of false
hood, 29, 417, 417n29; Darius's 
solemn oath to tell truth about what 
he did after he became king, 30-34; 
as established through kingship, 40; 
hasiya, 30, 39, 225n1; and Lie con
trasted in Bisitun relief, 116; only 
one, 182; Persian army fights on 
behalf of, 183; Persian versus Greek 
attitude toward, 284-85; and power, 
20, 22; rta, 30, 416-17, 417-18, 
419; [tiivan, 55, 418; Oanh-, 34-37, 
38, 39; those affected by the Lie 
become hostile to, 219; truth-telling 
in Persian curriculum, 335, 338, 
341, 345; Vedic lndian focus on, 
225 

Tuplin, Christopher, 3, 52 
Turanians, 156, 157, 159 
Tylor, Sir Edward Bumett, 168, 277 

ünara,253n45,254,255 
Urpflanze, 70-73, 74, 96-97, 202, 211 
uruuara-: grammatical number in 

Older A vesta, 89-90; grammatical 
number in Younger Avesta, 90 

usi, 197n23, 255n48, 345 
usï, 254, 255, 344 
Utas, Bo, 363 

Vahyazdata: accusations of behaviors 
that constituted rebellion, 403; in 
Bisitun relief of Darius and 
defeated rebels, 113n15; and con
trasting uses of kamna, 426; Dari
us's accusation of lying by, 234; 
description of rebellion in Bisitun 
inscriptions, 240,· execution of, 
404,404n14,421n43,425; general 
of, 425, 426, 430, 431; legitima
tions for Darius's rnilitary action 
against, 28,· location of rebellion 
of, 453-54; name and lineage he 
claimed for himself versus that 
given in Darius's texts, 397; repre: 
sents hlmself as Bardiya, 397, 398, 
431, 453; speech acts attributed to, 
36; structural logic that govems 
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how rebellions against Darius are 
described, 401 

vajna-, 191, 192, 192n12, 196, 197, 
199,200,201, 255n48 

vajnataj, 191, 192-94 
VaiJuhi Dliitya, 203, 466n8, 466n9, 

468 
vasaj, 213, 214, 215-16 
vasna, 366-68 
vasna Auramazdiiha, 357-74; Darius 

becomes king by, xix, 134-35, 357, 
358-60, 360n11, 361, 362, 363-64, 
365, 427, 474-75; Darius depicts 
his relationship to peoples of the 
empire with, 110; Darius legiti
mates his usurpation with, xix; 
Darius puts things giiOavii ("in 
place") by, 128; in introductory 
formulae preceding Iists of lands/ 
peoples under Achaemenian rule, 
179; kingship granted through, 
233; vasna as Avestan cognate for, 
366-68; verbs associated with, 358-
66; with verbs ofbeing and becom
ing, 358-62, 366; with verbs of 
doing and making, 364-66; with 
verbs of having and getting, 362-63, 
366; with verbs of violence and 
destruction, 363-64, 366 

vaumajni, 263-67 
vazra, 433-36 
vazrka, 432-36 
ve~ (xrafstra): Achaemenian kings 

treat the ir enemies like, 461; Abre
man as creator of, 207, 232, 450, 
451; in Daitï, 203; darkness associ
ated with, 162n35; and the Lie tak
ing female form, 232; Magi on 
destroying, 452, 461; Susa as free 
of, 207, 210; water polluted by, 456 

Vidarna,429n15,430 
Vidëvdad (Vidëvdat): on exposure of 

bodies, 439n16; on the Lie, 218, 
220; the Lie treated as subordinate 
to Evil Spirit in, 228-29; on places 
for the polluted, 60, 61; on Rai)ha, 
466n9; on tools of the warrior, 434, 
434 

vinasta, 254, 256-57 
Vindafarna,429n15,430 
vispii vohü. See "good things" (vispii 

vohü) 
Vispa-siyiitis, 68-69 
vgtaspa, 229n16, 362,376,378 
visual experience of gods, 191 
Vivana,429n15,430 
vratiyaiy, 30n47, 38, 39 

VVackernagel,Jacob, 25 
walls, 59-61 
VValser, Gerold, 123n30 
war: the Lie gives rise to, 182; martial 

capacity of Amazons, 350; Persian 
education in preparation for, 337, 
340, 340, 341, 348; Persians rank 
peace more highly than, 347-49 

water: Achaemenian and Zoroastrian 
cosmogonies compared, 17, 448, 
448-49, 460; bodily well-being and 
pleasure traced to, 18; creation 
associated with warmth and mois
ture, 56-57; and earth as tokens of 
submission, 440, 447-48; Evil 
Spirit corrupts, 203, 438, 449,451; 
Evil Spirit creates vermin to wage 
war against, 150; fresh, 450, 451, 
455-56; in garden in Ecclesiastes, 
64; grammatical number for VVise 
Lord's material creations in Older 
A vesta, 89, 91; grammatical num
ber for VVise Lord's material crea
tions in Pahlavi texts, 94; gram
matical number for VVise Lord's 
material creations in Y ounger 
Avesta, 90, 92, 95; Greeks associ
ate themselves with, 332; in "hap
piness for mankind" (siyiiti ... marti
yahyii), 69; place of primordial, 
203; plants associated with warmth 
and moisture, 58, 70; Plato on 
forms of, 329-30; in pleasure 
gardens (paradeisol), 5, 61, 62, 69; 
running, 467-68; salt, 450, 451, 
454-56, 459; in six original crea
tions of VVise Lord, 16, 148, 
416n27; of the Tearus, 457-58; 
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tripartite pattern in, 465-68, 467; 
Wise Lord associated with warm 
and moist, 56, 57, 58; in Yasna 
ritual, 72. See also rivers 

weapons: for distinguishing between 
Persians and foreigners in reliefs, 
112-13; in identity of dahyu, 109; 
taxonomy of offensive, 434; vazra, 
433-36. See also bowmanship; 
spear throwing 

Weh River (Weh-diiiti (Diiitf)), 203, 
229, 229nl6, 465, 466, 467, 468, 
469,471 

Weissbach, F.H., 177n24 
White Haoma, 73, 98 
Wholeness/Health (Haurvatiit; Hor-

diid), 72 
Widengren, Geo, xviii, 169n6 
Wiesehofer, Josef, 3, 473-74, 475 
wind: grammatical number for Wise 

Lord's material creations in Pahlavi 
texts, 94; grammatical number for 
Wise Lord's material creations in 
Younger A vesta, 93 

winged figure, 112nl4, 190 · 
wisdom. See xraOu 
Wise Lord (Ahura Mazda; Ohrmazd): 

Achaemenian and Zoroastrian 
views of, 460; Achaemenian kings 
chosen to defend Tru th, 285; 
Achaemenian kings chosen to 
restore primordial unities, 19, 126, 
128, 145, 198, 200, 348, 372; 
Achaemenian kings' royal circuit 
associated with properties of, 58; 
Achaemenians as worshippers of, 
4; Ahuna Vairiia prayer uttered by, 
229n 17; benevolent intentions of, 
136; bestows (/ra-bar-) things on 
the king, 194n18; in creation 
account of Pahlavi Rivayat accom
panying the Dadestan ï Dënïg, 
73-75; Darius prays for assistance 
to, 230; Darius's accomplishments 
compared with those of, 51, 372, 
374; Darius's enthronement repre
sented as response to the Lie of, 
15-16, 145, 195-96, 371, 415; 
Endless Light as dwelling of, 462; 

enthrones Darius as king, 10-11, 15, 
41, 134-35, 141, 175, 176, 196, 
259, 358, 359, 360nll, 361, 363, 
371-72, 380, 426, 427, 429, 442, 
4 77; fate of original creations of, 
146-47; fifth act of creation of, 10, 
174,175, 177, 446-47; five distinct 
acts of creation of, 173; four pri
mordial creations of, 125-26, 146, 
173, 174, 191, 446; frasa in crea
tion of, 193n16; gift of office 
bestowed on Achaemenian kings, 
147, 169, 175, 176, 186, 194, 251-
54, 285; "happiness for mankind" 
(siyiiti ... martiyahya) created by, 
11-13, 15, 41, 69, 75, 136, 186, 
191, 258, 264, 348, 406-7, 418, 
446, 477; iconic depictions of, 
112n14; in inscription at Naqs-ï 
Rustam, 442, 442n24; integrity as 
original intent for creation, 233; the 
law set down by, 420; maOista 
denotes, 429, 429n14; in Mazdaean 
tradition, 449; as omniscient, 151; 
perfect entities created at center of 
the world, 212; Persepolis credited 
to, 184; prayer formulae seeking 
divine protection, 247-49; sees 
earth/empire seething and bestows 
iton Darius, 194-96, 444; six origi
nal creations of, 16, 148, 149, 
416n27, 438; struggles with the 
Lie, 173-74; twenty-three variants 
of creations of, 10, 191; and Urp
flanze, 71, 72, 74; vazrka used of, 
434, 434n30, 435; warm and moist 
associated with, 56, 57, 58; why 
Darius was chosen for special favor, 
28-29, 195n19, 257n58; winged fig
ure represents, 112n14, 190; wonders 
attributed to, 51, 258; Xerxes on fol
lowing divine law and proper ritual to 
obtain happiness in life and truthfuV 
righteousness in death, 260-62, 264, 
418; in Zoroastrian creation story, 
42. See also vasna Auramazdaha 

Wiseman, T.P., 383n 
women:. Aeschylus's Persians con

trasts European and Asian, 296n22; 
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Amazons, 349-50; exchange of, 
319-22; gendering of animate crea
tion, 95; Greek knowledge of Per
sian, 292n14; pollution in, 60 

wonder (jrasa), 369-72; Darius's pal
ace at Susa as, 50, 198, 204, 370, 
372, 374; imafrasam taya vajnataj, 
191, 193-94; lists of Wise Lord's 
material creations in Achaemenian 
texts, 98, 98; peacock as wonder
bird, 211, 211n41; semantic range 
of, 191-92; senses in Achaemenian 
texts, 193n16; with vasna, 367, 
367-68; Wise Lord makes a wonder 
on this earth, 51, 258; Xerxes uses 
only in cosmogonie contexts, 200 

XE (Xerxes, Elvend): formulae describ
ing Wise Lord's fmal act of creation, 
252; on Wise Lord as great god, 
429n14 

Xenophon: on Achaemenian royalty 
and their gardens, 66-68; on 
Cyrus's elite bodyguard, 376n7; on 
king's annual circuit, 53; on Per
sian education, 335nl, 336-38, 338, 
339, 346, 347-48, 349; on Persian 
king at center of his army, 54; 
pleasure gardens (paradeisoi) 
described by, 7; on satraps creating 
pleasure gardens, 64; service with 
Cyrus the Younger, 346; and Song 
of Solomon, 63; on spear use by 
Persians, 350 

Xerxes: acknowledges conquering no 
new lands, 137, 139; in Aeschylus's 
Persians, 292, 293, 295, 296-97; 
Apadana at Persepolis completed 
by, 117, 199; appointed ma()ista by 
Darius, 429, 430; attempts to bridge 
Hellespont, 291nl2, 326, 457; cho
sen crown prince, 359-60, 429; 
describes his accomplishments as 
good (najba), 200; diplomatie 
initiative in Greece, 307; disaster 
crossing Strymon, 326-28; embassy 
to Argos of, 308-23; on expanding 
empire to make alllands one, 145-
46; in fifth act of creation, 175, 

446; on following divine law and 
proper ritual to obtain happiness in 
life and truthful/righteousness in 
death, 260-62,264, 418; Gate of Ali 
Lands/Peoples at Persepolis made 
by, 199-200; Greek struggle against, 
296n22; hybris attributed to, 326, 
328, 457; lineage of, 359n8; on 
making things good, 181 ; ma()iSta 
used by, 429; Mardonius urges him 
to conquer Greece, 77-79; offers 
sacrifice at Troy, 323n; and plane 
trees, 66, 101-3; rtavan employed 
by, 418; at Thermopylae, 352; unity 
but not wonder restored by, 200; 
vasna Auramazdiiha used by, 357, 
359-60, 364, 365. See also XE 
(Xerxes, El vend); XPa (Xerxes, 
Persepolis a); XPh (Daiva inscrip
tion; Xerxes, Persepolis h); XPl 
(Xerxes, Persepolis 1); XV (Xerxes, 
Van) 

XPa (Xerxes, Persepolis a): on fifth 
creation of Wise Lord, 175; on four 
primordial creations of Wise Lord, 
174; singular used for "humanity" 
in, 173; vajna- in, 201; vasna 
Auramazdiiha used in, 365 ; on 
Xerxes building Gate of All Lands/ 
Peoples at Persepolis, 199-200 

XPb (Xerxes, Persepolis b), vasna 
Auramazdiiha used in, 365 

XPc (Xerxes, Persepolis c), vasna 
Auramazdiiha used in, 365 

XPd (Xerxes, Persepolis d), vasna 
Auramazdiiha used in, 365 

XPf (Xerxes, Persepolis t): on Darius 
choosing Xerxes crown prince, 360; 
vasna Auramazdiiha used in, 365 

XPg (Xerxes, Persepolis g), vasna 
Auramazdiiha used in, 365 

XPh (Daiva inscription; Xerxes, 
Persepolis h): on demons, 247; on 
following divine law and proper 
ritual to obtain happiness in life and 
truthful/righteousness in death, 260-
62, 264, 418; on God's law and 
king's law, 420n38; introductory 
formula preceding Iists of lands/ 
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peoples under Achaemenian rule, 
138, 179; on law that Wise Lord set 
down, 420; list of Xerxes's hold
ings in, 47-48; occurrences of siyiiti 
and siyiita and their temporal distri
bution, 264; prayer formulae seek
ing divine protection, 248; vasna 
Auramazdiiha used in, 360, 364, 365 

XPl (Xerxes, Persepolis 1): formulae 
describing Wise Lord's fmal act of 
creation, 253, 253 ,· frasa in, 
193n16, 369; ima frasam taya vaj
nataj in, 191; lists of Wise Lord's 
material creations in Achaemenian 
texts, 98 

xrafstra. See vermin (xrafstra) 
xraOu: as divine quality, 254; of the 

king, 98, 253-54, 342-43; pairing 
with aruvasta, 253n45; as power of 
thought and interiority, 255; tax
onomy underlying Persian system 
of education, 345; uniqueness of, 
253,257 

XSa (Xerxes, Susa a), vasna Auramaz
diiha used in, 365 

X~aerita, 400 
XV (Xerxes, Van): formulae describ

ing Wise Lord's fmal act of crea
tion, 252; vas na Auramazdiiha used 
in, 365 

Xwanirah, 153-54, 155-56, 155n22, 
158,466 

Y ama, King, 437 
Yasna: Ahuna Vairiia prayer, 229-30; 

on AZi Dahaka, 228n12; on crea
tion, 148; on God's favor overcom
ing Zarathu~tra's powerlessness, 
428; grammatical number for Wise 
Lord's material creations in Older 
Avesta, 89-90, 91; grammatical 
number for Wise Lord's material 
creations in Younger A vesta, 90, 
92-93; Haptai.Jhaiti, 226; on the 
Lie, 218-19, 219n21; on two frrst 
spirits of existence, 226n6; vasna 
in, 366, 367, 367, 368; on Wise 
Lord's creation, 18, 18n37 

Y asna ritual, 72, 229 

Y ~t: on AZi Dahlika, 228n12, 228n14; 
on bad year, 413n21, 416n27; on 
defects associated with the Lie, 
220n22; on figures of high rank 
using vazra, 435, 436; on Gaya, 
152-53; on kingship and truth, 
40n68; Lie and Evil Spirit associ
ated in, 228n14; on Mithra, 287, 
287n57; on Rai.Jha, 466n9; Ti~trya 
(Sirius) overcoming bad year, 413n; 
vasna in, 366,367, 367-68 

yalfd-, 131, 137, 195 . 
Yima: demonic descendants of, 161, 

161n, 163; and Iran's relation to the 
districts, 155n21; loses his royal 
charisma when he lies, 40, 162; 
mythic genealogy as narrated in 
Cihrdad Nask, 157; Spityura in 
myth of, 383il, 384n36 

Yimag, 161,162,163 
Younger Avesta: grammatical number 

for Wise Lord's material creations 
in, 90, 92-93; on Indo-Iranian deities, 
246; on the Lie, 220-22, 227-30; 
vasna in, 366-68. See also Vidëvdad 
(Vidëvdat); Ya~t 

zandik, 161 
zanglg, 161 
Zarathu~tra: Ahuna Vairiia prayer, 

229-30,231,237, 244; God's favor 
overcomes powerlessness of, 428; 
as lacking in Achaemenian texts, 4; 
and the Lie, 230-33, 237-39, 241-
45; in Zoroastrian creation story, 42 

Zeus,294,311,313,319,320 
Zoroastrianism: Achaemenians' rela

tion to, 4, 16-18, 24, 42, 148-49, 
202-4, 448, 460-61, 473-474; as 
aniconic, 190; arch-demons of, 
217; on brother-sister marriages, 
281; on the dead and the earth, 438-
39; on fresh and salt water, 455-56; 
myths concerning plants in, 69-73, 
80-85; Parsi Zoroastrians, 1 00n24 

Zoroastrian scriptures: language of, 
xviii; temporal sequence in, 41-42. 
See also Avesta 

zürakara, 28-29 
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